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·1· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Good morning, and

·2· ·welcome to the screening of -- of the Santee Cooper

·3· ·nominees by the governor's office and Governor

·4· ·Haley.· And we want to welcome those in attendance

·5· ·here.

·6· · · · · · · ·Welcome, Harry Ott.

·7· · · · · · · ·He made every effort to get here before

·8· ·me but failed.· And I want that in the record,

·9· ·please.

10· · · · · · · ·We have the court reporter with us.

11· · · · · · · ·Ma'am, tell us your name.

12· · · · · · · ·COURT REPORTER:· Yvonne Bohannon.

13· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Yvonne.

14· · · · · · · ·COURT REPORTER:· Bohannon.

15· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Bohannon.· We've seen

16· ·you before, I belive, haven't we?

17· · · · · · · ·COURT REPORTER:· (Nods head.)

18· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Very good.· Welcome

19· ·back.

20· · · · · · · ·And all the members of the subcommittee

21· ·are here.· And we have a guest, Paul Campbell.

22· · · · · · · ·Welcome, Paul Campbell.

23· · · · · · · ·Heather, what kind of housekeeping do

24· ·we need to do before we get started?

25· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· I'm going to do a
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·1· ·general overview regarding the candidates seeking

·2· ·appointment to the Santee Cooper board.· Mr. David

·3· ·Singleton will be the first one this morning for

·4· ·the seat of Horry County; and Kristofer Clark with

·5· ·the third Congressional district; James Sanders,

·6· ·fifth Congressional district; and then for

·7· ·reappointment John Calhoun Land, sixth

·8· ·Congressional district.

·9· · · · · · · ·The minimum requirements pursuant to

10· ·the statute for members of the Santee Cooper board

11· ·are that each member must possess abilities and

12· ·experience that are generally found among directors

13· ·of energy utilities serving this state and that

14· ·allows him to make valuable contributions to the

15· ·conduct of the Authority's business.

16· · · · · · · ·These abilities include substantial

17· ·business skills and experience but are not limited

18· ·to general knowledge of the history, purpose and

19· ·operation of the Public Service Authority and the

20· ·responsibilities of being a director of the

21· ·Authority; the ability to interpret legal and

22· ·financial documents and information so as to

23· ·further the activities and affairs of the Public

24· ·Service Authority; with the assistance of counsel

25· ·the ability to understand and apply federal and
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·1· ·state laws, rules and regulations, including but

·2· ·not limited to, Chapter 4 of Title 30 which is the

·3· ·Freedom of Information Act as they relate to

·4· ·activities and affairs of the Public Service

·5· ·Authority; and with the assistance of counsel the

·6· ·ability to understand and apply judicial decisions

·7· ·as they relate to the activities and affairs of the

·8· ·Public Service Authority.

·9· · · · · · · ·I think I killed enough time.· And our

10· ·first nominee is up.· Mr. Singleton.

11· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Thank you.

12· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Good morning.

13· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Good morning.

14· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Welcome.

15· · · · · · · ·Do we swear them?· All right.

16· · · · · · · ·(David Franklin Singleton, Sr., was

17· ·duly sworn, after which testimony began at

18· ·9:16 a.m.)

19· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Good morning.

20· ·Welcome.

21· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Good morning.

22· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· And you're going to

23· ·meet these -- all these folks of this committee.

24· ·Heather Anderson will be asking you questions, and

25· ·then if necessary or -- again, folks, as you see
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·1· ·fit, all the nominees ask as you feel led to do.

·2· · · · · · · ·Heather, take it away.

·3· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Good morning.

·4· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Good morning.

·5· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Please state your full

·6· ·name and current address for the record.

·7· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· David Franklin

·8· ·Singleton, Sr., and 3997 Larkhill Drive, Myrtle

·9· ·Beach, South Carolina.

10· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· And for the record

11· ·Mr. Singleton is a resident of Horry County, first

12· ·Congressional district.

13· · · · · · · ·We received your complete confirmation

14· ·package.· Are there any changes or is there any

15· ·additional information that you'd like to provide

16· ·for your personal data questionnaire or statement

17· ·of economic interest?

18· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· No, ma'am.

19· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Mr. Chairman, I'd like

20· ·to move to put the personal data questionnaire

21· ·summary in the record.

22· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Okay.· So -- so done.

23· · · · · · · ·(EXH. 1, Summary of Background

24· ·information for David F. Singleton, marked for

25· ·identification.)
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·1· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· We sent you a set of

·2· ·questions and received your responses.· If we asked

·3· ·you these questions today, would your answers be

·4· ·the same?

·5· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Yes, ma'am.

·6· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Mr. Chair, I'd like to

·7· ·move to put Mr. Singleton's responses in the

·8· ·record.

·9· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Okay.· So -- so moved.

10· · · · · · · ·(EXH. 2, Preliminary Questions for

11· ·David F. Singleton, marked for identification.)

12· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Please summarize your

13· ·educational background and experience.· What

14· ·experience would you bring to the Santee Cooper

15· ·board that would be beneficial to an energy

16· ·utility?

17· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Well, I graduated from

18· ·Conway High School in 1980, from the University of

19· ·South Carolina with honors in 1984, and from the

20· ·University of South Carolina School of Law in 1987.

21· · · · · · · ·My experience on the business side

22· ·is -- is relatively broad in that I chose not to

23· ·practice law but to go straight into business and

24· ·development activities.· I have been involved in

25· ·the development of a golf course complex, the
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·1· ·acquisition of an apartment complex and conversion

·2· ·to condominiums and retail sale of those units,

·3· ·residential development, as -- as well as other

·4· ·land transactions, and the operation and

·5· ·development of a theater complex in Myrtle Beach.

·6· · · · · · · ·I feel like that my business experience

·7· ·in conjunction with my legal education and the

·8· ·underpinnings there, also with my experience as

·9· ·serving on the board of directors for the Grand

10· ·Strand Water and Sewer Authority for 17 years,

11· ·which like Santee Cooper is a quasi state-owned --

12· ·it's a quasi governmental, rather, entity, as well

13· ·as served for 11 years as -- on the board of

14· ·directors for the Coastal Educational Foundation

15· ·and president of that organization for two years,

16· ·that experience has -- has taught me a lot and

17· ·reinforced a lot about corporate governance.

18· · · · · · · ·And in particular with regard to Grand

19· ·Strand, I'm -- I'm very attuned to the Sunshine

20· ·Laws as Henry McMaster refers to them, FOIA and

21· ·operating in -- in the public and the value of --

22· ·of having open meetings and meetings so that the

23· ·public has an opportunity to -- to evaluate how

24· ·policy is formed.

25· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· I'm going to ask you a
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·1· ·few questions now about Santee Cooper.

·2· · · · · · · ·What is Santee Cooper's current

·3· ·generation mix?

·4· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Approximately 78

·5· ·percent coal, ten percent natural gas, ten percent

·6· ·nuclear, and the balance is made up of oil, hydro,

·7· ·methane gas from landfills, and I think a very,

·8· ·very small percentage of renewables.

·9· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· What is the relative age

10· ·of the base load fleet?

11· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· It -- it's relatively

12· ·new as compared to an entity like Duke Power.· I

13· ·think the -- the age of the coal-firing plants is

14· ·around 12 years old which gives about 20 years or

15· ·so of depreciation left on the books.· So I think

16· ·relatively new.

17· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· And what are some of the

18· ·challenges presented by this mix and the age of the

19· ·fleet if Congress or the EPA were to pass measures

20· ·requiring a transition to a carbon-constrained

21· ·economy?

22· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· The primary challenge

23· ·is -- because the age of the fleet is relatively

24· ·new, the rapidity with which Congress acts could

25· ·have very detrimental effects in that if you take
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·1· ·an asset that's -- should be depreciated over 20

·2· ·years and depreciate it for three years -- excuse

·3· ·me -- then the primary way that you normally offset

·4· ·that is to raise rates and pass that cost on to the

·5· ·customers.

·6· · · · · · · ·So there's a lot of concern in South

·7· ·Carolina that we endeavor to impact the -- what

·8· ·comes out of Washington through legislation as

·9· ·opposed to just sit back on our heels and wait and

10· ·have things fall to EPA because in that event we

11· ·lose our opportunity to have any affect and

12· ·influence on how the laws were written.

13· · · · · · · ·And in view of the high/low situation

14· ·in South Carolina being a relatively high power

15· ·usage because of our climate in conjunction with a

16· ·relatively low per capita income as compared to a

17· ·state like California, that the -- the increase in

18· ·rates would be disproportionately disadvantageous

19· ·to South Carolina and states similar to South

20· ·Carolina.

21· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Who are Santee Cooper's

22· ·electricity customers?

23· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Santee Cooper has

24· ·direct retail customers, I believe about 165,000,

25· ·in Horry, Georgetown and Berkeley counties.· They
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·1· ·also -- their largest customer is Central Electric

·2· ·Power Co-op -- excuse me -- which in turn sells

·3· ·power that they purchase from south -- from Santee

·4· ·Cooper to 20 co-ops, and they're located -- they

·5· ·have about two million customers direct and

·6· ·indirectly located in all 46 states.· They also

·7· ·service about 30 large industrial clients, Alcoa I

·8· ·think is one and the Charleston Air Force base.

·9· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· The groups that you just

10· ·mentioned, what are the relative percentages of

11· ·their share of Santee Cooper's sale of energy?

12· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Approximately 60

13· ·percent wholesale which would go to the co-ops and

14· ·approximately 20 percent retail, small commercial,

15· ·and approximately 20 percent industrial.

16· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· And what about each

17· ·group of customers' responsibility for capital cost

18· ·for capacity?

19· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· It -- it's very

20· ·similar.· It's a little bit higher, the

21· ·responsibility on the co-ops.· I think it's maybe

22· ·as high as 70 percent, and the other two categories

23· ·are -- are pretty close to the same -- a little bit

24· ·less than 20, but there's a little bit higher load

25· ·on the wholesale.
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·1· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· What steps can Santee

·2· ·Cooper take to expand its energy efficiency and

·3· ·conservation programs?

·4· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Well, Santee Cooper is

·5· ·already proactive in the Reduce the Use Program,

·6· ·and also I think they've got a program that's

·7· ·called Gopher where they recycle used oil and --

·8· ·and things of that nature.

·9· · · · · · · ·But I think that the -- that the things

10· ·that they can do in the future would be to perhaps

11· ·in conjunction with politicians from -- from South

12· ·Carolina support request that -- that we endeavor

13· ·to get grants and additional low cost interest

14· ·loans from Washington so that we can make those

15· ·funds available to the folks that are in need of --

16· ·of funds in order to up-fit their homes and/or

17· ·avail themselves of energy efficient washers and

18· ·dryers and things of that nature.· And Santee

19· ·Cooper currently gives credits if you upgrade to

20· ·energy efficient appliances.

21· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· You mentioned possible

22· ·grants and loans.· Do you believe it could be

23· ·appropriate for any of these programs to be paid

24· ·through the customer rates?

25· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Well, Santee Cooper's
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·1· ·charged with -- with -- with setting low and

·2· ·reasonable rates, and that's -- that's one of

·3· ·the -- one of the goals listed in the mission

·4· ·statement.· So I think that -- that that should be

·5· ·the last resort.· I think that all other available

·6· ·sources should be looked at first.

·7· · · · · · · ·And -- and, again, there's -- there --

·8· ·one thing that Grand Strand Water and Sewer

·9· ·Authority has done is launch a program relatively

10· ·recently where customers can donate money to help

11· ·people that are having financial difficulty through

12· ·their bill, and those funds are used to help defray

13· ·bills when people are unable to pay them, so...

14· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Briefly and generally

15· ·describe your understanding of a renewable

16· ·portfolio standard.

17· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· A renewable portfolio

18· ·standard is where a government imposes upon a

19· ·utility a requirement that a certain percentage of

20· ·energy generation is generated from renewables.· In

21· ·South Carolina it's voluntary, and that's I think

22· ·primarily because of the climate that we live in

23· ·and the high/low situation that I discussed

24· ·earlier.

25· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· What renewable resources
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·1· ·are currently available in South Carolina?

·2· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· In South Carolina we're

·3· ·using hydro, and I think that's less than two

·4· ·percent of -- of the generation.· We also have --

·5· ·Santee Cooper has launched some pilot programs with

·6· ·regard to solar and wind, and the methane gas I

·7· ·think is -- is classified as renewable.

·8· · · · · · · ·The problem in South Carolina is that

·9· ·unlike some states, the northeast has better access

10· ·to -- to hydro.· The southern desert areas have

11· ·better access to solar, and the other areas of the

12· ·country have better access to -- to wind than South

13· ·Carolina does.· So that's another reason that I

14· ·think the renewable portfolio standard has not been

15· ·imposed up until this time.

16· · · · · · · ·However, I'm sure that all of that is

17· ·based on current technology, and as technologies

18· ·change and -- and improve, then South Carolina's

19· ·situation may as well.

20· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Currently what

21· ·percentage of Santee Cooper's energy needs are

22· ·being met by renewables?

23· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Less than two percent.

24· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· In your response to

25· ·preliminary question number nine you stated,
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·1· ·Santee -- and I quote, Santee Cooper should

·2· ·continue its efforts regarding increased production

·3· ·and distribution of green, reusable energies such

·4· ·as solar, wind, and wave resources as well as

·5· ·investigate new sources of energy, end quote.

·6· · · · · · · ·How aggressive should Santee Cooper be

·7· ·in increased production and new investigations for

·8· ·new energy sources?

·9· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· I think that they --

10· ·everything that's -- that's done that has a

11· ·financial impact needs to be looked at cautiously

12· ·and you need to get expert opinions wherever you

13· ·can find them.

14· · · · · · · ·So I think that it should be

15· ·aggressive, but it should not be -- we shouldn't

16· ·throw money at it.· I think we need to be

17· ·conservative fiscally while we're endeavoring to be

18· ·on the cutting edge as far as -- as being

19· ·investigative as to what is new.

20· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Given the fact that it

21· ·is more expensive to build generation today than it

22· ·was a few years ago, do you favor a consortium

23· ·approach to generation where utilities have joined

24· ·together to share the cost and risks of billion

25· ·dollar projects?
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·1· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Yes, ma'am.

·2· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· What are your thoughts

·3· ·of Santee Cooper generating electricity in South

·4· ·Carolina and then selling it outside of the state?

·5· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· I think that it's a

·6· ·good way to defray costs.· For example, I read an

·7· ·article recently that Santee Cooper has signed a

·8· ·letter of intent with an Orlando utility to sell I

·9· ·think five to ten percent of the generation from

10· ·our nuclear plant that we have an interest in, and

11· ·I think that also indicates that the Orlando

12· ·utility will have a option to purchase a percentage

13· ·of Santee Cooper's interest.

14· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Do you support further

15· ·investment in and reliance upon nuclear generation?

16· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Yes, ma'am.

17· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· The era of uncertainty

18· ·facing South Carolina and our nation is likely to

19· ·be very perplexing to any utility as it desires to

20· ·plan 30, 40, 50 years out.· How should Santee

21· ·Cooper approach planning in this type of era?

22· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· I think it has to be

23· ·approached from a standpoint of realizing that

24· ·there's a lot of uncertainty, and Santee Cooper

25· ·needs to be nimble and responsive to things as they
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·1· ·change.

·2· · · · · · · ·The immediate two issues that I see on

·3· ·the horizon are the rules and regulations and laws

·4· ·that have come out -- that will come out of

·5· ·Washington based on what we're currently hearing

·6· ·that will further restrict emissions of sulphur

·7· ·oxide and -- and CO2 and things of that nature.· So

·8· ·that may cause some additional capital

·9· ·expenditures.

10· · · · · · · ·And I think it's easy in our current

11· ·economic downturn to lose sight of the fact that --

12· ·that in the medium-term and long-term South

13· ·Carolina is going to continue to be a huge growth

14· ·state and that the growth will recur when this

15· ·economic problem subsides.· So we're going to have

16· ·a lot of increased demand out there in conjunction

17· ·with more stringent rules and regulations.

18· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Costs are increasing in

19· ·the electric industry.· How important is it for

20· ·Santee Cooper to deliver electricity at prices

21· ·which are as reasonable as possible?

22· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· I think that's one of

23· ·the primary charges and goals, and I think that's

24· ·one reason that South Carolina -- Santee Cooper --

25· ·excuse me -- was created back in the 1930s as an
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·1· ·economic engine.

·2· · · · · · · ·And I think that one thing that a

·3· ·public power utility is allowed to focus on that a

·4· ·private utility is not is -- part of the reason

·5· ·that Santee Cooper was created was to create -- was

·6· ·not to just generate power but to generate power

·7· ·that's reliable and cost effective.· And that is

·8· ·one of the charge -- charges that the directors

·9· ·have, whereas a publicly-owned utility is profit

10· ·driven.

11· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Okay.· And you mentioned

12· ·the difference between public and private.· In

13· ·considering its rates, should Santee Cooper strive

14· ·to provide electricity at rates the same or lower

15· ·levels than investor-owned utilities?

16· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· They should strive to

17· ·provide the lowest rates of any public or private

18· ·utility.

19· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· And who's responsible if

20· ·Santee Cooper incurs a loss due to a bad investment

21· ·or changes in regulations or laws?

22· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Well, I guess it would

23· ·depend on whether it was a foreseeable change or

24· ·not.· If it's an unforeseeable change, I'm not sure

25· ·that you could hold anyone liable.· If -- if it's a
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·1· ·foreseeable change, then I guess at some point you

·2· ·would look to the management and/or directors to

·3· ·see the quality of the efforts that they put in.

·4· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Describe the role that

·5· ·you believe can be played by public power and how

·6· ·Santee Cooper fits into that role.

·7· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Well, again, I -- I'll

·8· ·have to restate what I said a moment ago, and that

·9· ·is that I think that for a public utility there's a

10· ·real need to focus on rates or keeping rates as --

11· ·as reasonable as possible, and because your rates

12· ·are based primarily on your operating costs, then

13· ·that allows you more flexibility to lower the

14· ·rates.· Then if you're a board of directors that

15· ·serves a private utility, then the shareholders

16· ·expect a return on their investment, so you are

17· ·forced to factor a profit into the rate structure.

18· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Aside from electricity,

19· ·what other roles does Santee Cooper engage in?

20· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Santee Cooper is in the

21· ·water business.· They provide water to several

22· ·areas close to the main office.· I believe it's

23· ·Summerville, Santee, Moncks Corner, Goose Creek

24· ·and -- and portions of Berkeley County.· I believe

25· ·they have over a hundred thousand customers in --
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·1· ·in that area.

·2· · · · · · · ·They're also charged with protecting

·3· ·the environment.· Lake management and the

·4· ·management of their own resources are ancillary to

·5· ·that with an eye toward the fact that -- that the

·6· ·usage of that resource not only affects Santee

·7· ·Cooper and their customers and the rates, but other

·8· ·leasehold -- people that have leasehold interest

·9· ·and people that -- that use the lake for

10· ·recreational and other purposes.· So all of that

11· ·has to be balanced into your decision process.

12· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· And what is Santee

13· ·Cooper's role in economic development?

14· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Santee Cooper's role in

15· ·economic development should be very aggressive and

16· ·very proactive.· That having been said, you have to

17· ·be fiscally responsible.· You have to weigh

18· ·everything from a cost benefit analysis.· You need

19· ·to certainly get a lot of input from management and

20· ·other experts in order to give you quality

21· ·information.· But I think that's one of the reasons

22· ·that Santee Cooper was created and it's one of the

23· ·key points in the mission statement.

24· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· What do you think of

25· ·Santee Cooper's role as a lessor in relation to the
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·1· ·public, including businesses, into the Federal

·2· ·Energy Regulatory Commission?

·3· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Would you restate that,

·4· ·please.

·5· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· What do you think of

·6· ·Santee Cooper's role as a lessor in relation to the

·7· ·public, including businesses, into the Federal

·8· ·Energy Regulatory Commission?

·9· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· I'm not familiar with

10· ·that issue.· I apologize.

11· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· That's okay.

12· · · · · · · ·Do you believe that Santee Cooper

13· ·should place an emphasis on making a profit through

14· ·lease programs or to promote facilities that

15· ·accommodate a diverse public?

16· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· I think they should

17· ·emphasize accommodating the public.

18· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· How would you handle an

19· ·assertion that a lease program proposed by Santee

20· ·Cooper would virtually eliminate a certain type or

21· ·class of business currently operating on or near

22· ·the lakes?

23· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Again, everything has

24· ·to be looked at on a cost-benefit analysis.· There

25· ·would have to be an extremely huge benefit that
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·1· ·would have to be very carefully explained to me for

·2· ·me to be able to support something that would

·3· ·essentially eliminate a business.· I think that

·4· ·would be an -- awfully difficult to achieve, but

·5· ·just depending on the facts and circumstances.

·6· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Do you have a vision of

·7· ·future commercialization for Santee Cooper's

·8· ·properties?

·9· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Well, again, I think to

10· ·the extent that commercialization does not

11· ·adversely affect the charge with regard to being a

12· ·good customer -- steward of the property and

13· ·environmental issues and dovetails in with economic

14· ·development, that that would be permissible, but --

15· ·but, again, depending of course on the facts and

16· ·circumstances.

17· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· A few years ago the

18· ·board members had to deal with an issue regarding

19· ·residential leases, and they were able to find a

20· ·compromise that would keep the homeowners in their

21· ·homes instead of increasing the rents to

22· ·essentially remove the homeowners from their homes.

23· ·Would you support residential lessees in the same

24· ·manner?

25· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Yes.· Based on that
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·1· ·amount of information, yes.

·2· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Should commercial

·3· ·lessees receive the same type of assistance as

·4· ·residential?

·5· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Essentially yes.

·6· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Should all commercial

·7· ·leases be treated equally or should additional

·8· ·consideration be given to businesses that have had

·9· ·long-term presence in the community versus newer

10· ·but potentially higher income-generating

11· ·businesses?

12· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Equality is a -- is a

13· ·slippery slope.· If you treat everybody the same,

14· ·oftentimes you don't treat people equal.· So,

15· ·again, depend -- depending on the facts and

16· ·circumstances.· I would just have to see what that

17· ·situation is.

18· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· With costs for electric

19· ·utilities on the rise, what factors would you

20· ·consider if the board had to decide between

21· ·increasing rates for its customers or

22· ·commercializing undeveloped or underdeveloped

23· ·property held by Santee Cooper?

24· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· I would, generally

25· ·speaking, gravitate toward raising rates as a last
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·1· ·resort, always.

·2· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Do you have an opinion

·3· ·of the salaries paid to Santee Cooper executives

·4· ·and other employees?

·5· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Yes, ma'am.· Based on

·6· ·my general understanding -- and -- and I've looked

·7· ·at a lot of this information through my service on

·8· ·Grand Strand Water and Sewer Authority because we

·9· ·go through a process there that we look at

10· ·similarly-situated executives in order to set the

11· ·payment.· So based on my understanding I think that

12· ·they're in keeping with similarly-situated

13· ·companies.

14· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Provide an overview of

15· ·your view of the role of a director on the Public

16· ·Service Authority board.

17· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· The director is

18· ·there -- the director is a governing body.· They're

19· ·there to set broad policies and to do things like

20· ·approve your annual budget and make sure that you

21· ·hire the proper CEO and that you review the work

22· ·product of the key executives and -- and that sort

23· ·of thing.

24· · · · · · · ·You're specifically not there to engage

25· ·yourself in the day-to-day operation, and you need
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·1· ·to -- while you're endeavoring to properly exercise

·2· ·your role as a director, you need to be aware of

·3· ·and respect the chain of command with regard to

·4· ·management.

·5· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· How is the role of -- on

·6· ·the board of directors different from the executive

·7· ·staff?

·8· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Well, the role of the

·9· ·directors I won't restate unless you feel like I

10· ·need to, but the management is there to run the

11· ·company on a day-to-day basis and do your routine

12· ·things as far as staffing and all of the things

13· ·that you do to operate a business and to make sure

14· ·that it's run in a proper and professional manner.

15· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Aside from annual audits

16· ·by outside firms, what other types of independent

17· ·expertise should a member of the board utilize in

18· ·his decision making?

19· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· You -- you've got a

20· ·reasonable degree of flexibility there, and what

21· ·you should do is -- is take into -- and always

22· ·taking into consideration the cost involved,

23· ·utilize such experts as you feel are necessary to

24· ·get you the information that you need, whether it's

25· ·regarding fuel, cost and -- and new systems that
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·1· ·are on the horizon or rate studies and -- and

·2· ·things of that nature.

·3· · · · · · · ·So I think that you need to engage a

·4· ·wide variety depending on the facts and

·5· ·circumstances and in view of the costs.

·6· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· What is your general

·7· ·approach to serving on the board?· Are you more of

·8· ·a leader, follower, planner?

·9· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· I think most of us

10· ·incorporate all of those qualities, and so I think

11· ·there are times that -- that I would utilize all of

12· ·them.· I say that, however, with the clear

13· ·understanding that I've got a very steep learning

14· ·curve and I've just scratched the surface on the --

15· ·what Santee Cooper is and what they're about, and

16· ·so I'm going to use my ears and my mouth in the

17· ·proportions that I have them I feel like initially.

18· ·And so I imagine I'm going to do a lot more

19· ·following and investigating in the early stages.

20· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· How much time do you

21· ·anticipate preparing in or participating in board

22· ·meetings?

23· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Drawing on my Grand

24· ·Strand Water and Sewer Authority experience I would

25· ·say a minimum of one full day's preparation for the
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·1· ·meeting and one full day including travel time for

·2· ·the meeting, and then of course to the extent that

·3· ·special meetings are necessary or desired, then

·4· ·that would -- would certainly increase the time.

·5· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· And you are currently

·6· ·involved in a number of other boards and

·7· ·activities.· Do you think that there will be any

·8· ·interference or any --

·9· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· My understanding is

10· ·that there's a statutory prohibition against dual

11· ·service with regard to this board and my Grand

12· ·Strand Water and Sewer Authority board.· So in the

13· ·event that I were affirmed, then I would resign

14· ·from my Grand Strand Water and Sewer Authority

15· ·board.· And I've already discussed with our chief

16· ·executive officer that that could be in the making.

17· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Briefly explain your

18· ·understanding of the history of Santee Cooper and

19· ·its purposes and operation.

20· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Well, Santee Cooper was

21· ·I think technically created in 1934 but maybe hit

22· ·the ground running in 1938 as a WPA project in

23· ·order primarily to create jobs and -- and increase

24· ·development in the rural areas of South Carolina or

25· ·any areas of South Carolina that were particularly
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·1· ·hard hit by the depression.· In the 1940s, they

·2· ·played a pretty pivotal role in the war effort.· In

·3· ·the 1950s, they began to change their focus a

·4· ·little bit more to getting electricity to the rural

·5· ·areas of South Carolina.

·6· · · · · · · ·I think that a -- 70 percent of the

·7· ·population perhaps at that time as much as that in

·8· ·the rural areas at least did not have electricity.

·9· ·And that I believe is when they -- at that time is

10· ·when they forged their relationship with Central

11· ·Electric Power Co-op, and Central Electric was --

12· ·was important in getting the power distributed in

13· ·those areas.

14· · · · · · · ·I think the primary purposes are,

15· ·again, to -- to generate reliable, cost effective

16· ·energy for its customers, to be a good custodian of

17· ·the environment, to be very pro development, to

18· ·have excellent customer service, to provide

19· ·excellent management.

20· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· What has been your

21· ·experience with interpreting financial documents?

22· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· I've had fairly broad

23· ·experience in my personal business as well as on

24· ·the Grand Strand Water and Sewer Authority board

25· ·and on the Coastal Educational Foundation board.
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·1· ·On the two public boards, you know, financial

·2· ·statements, income statements, just all of the

·3· ·typical documents that you look at.

·4· · · · · · · ·On the personal side, I've been the

·5· ·managing member for most of the organizations

·6· ·that -- the companies that I've worked with, and

·7· ·I've developed a lot of similar documents in

·8· ·conjunction with accounting firms for those

·9· ·entities.

10· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· What is the operating

11· ·budget for the Grand Strand Water and Sewer?

12· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· It's approximately 60

13· ·million dollars a year right now, and the capital

14· ·budget I believe is about in that same range.· It

15· ·might be a little lower in view of the economic

16· ·downturn right now.

17· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· And how about the

18· ·Coastal Education Foundation?

19· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· The Coastal Education

20· ·Foundation is -- is I think just a -- two or

21· ·$300,000.· It's not very a high-staffed

22· ·organization.· It's there primarily to support the

23· ·University of South -- University of Coastal

24· ·Carolina.

25· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Are you familiar with
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·1· ·any legal opinions or orders or agency decisions

·2· ·impacting Santee Cooper?

·3· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· The only one that I'm

·4· ·familiar with I believe is a Massachusetts case.· I

·5· ·can't remember the name of it, but I think it

·6· ·indicated that -- that the EPA has the right to

·7· ·regulate the power utilities with regard to green

·8· ·energy.

·9· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Do you have any direct

10· ·or indirect business relationships with Santee

11· ·Cooper or any of its wholesale power companies?

12· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· No, ma'am.

13· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Does your affiliation

14· ·with any professional, civic -- excuse me --

15· ·charitable or other similar organizations present a

16· ·conflict with your appointment?

17· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· No, ma'am.

18· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Do you have any

19· ·financial conflicts of interest that would result

20· ·from your appointment?

21· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· No, ma'am.

22· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· What would you do if a

23· ·conflict arose?

24· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· If a conflict arose and

25· ·I was approved -- if a conflict arose, I would
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·1· ·fully disclose the conflict to all the directors

·2· ·and management, and in the event any transaction

·3· ·relating to that conflict came before the board, I

·4· ·would recuse myself from the vote and/or any

·5· ·discussion.

·6· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Do you have any holdings

·7· ·in any electrical utilities or other entities that

·8· ·may be impacted by a decision of the Santee Cooper

·9· ·board?

10· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· No, ma'am.

11· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Do you understand the

12· ·obligations and responsibilities of this position?

13· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Yes, ma'am.

14· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· What duty of loyalty or

15· ·duty of care would you owe to Santee Cooper?

16· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· The -- the duty of

17· ·loyalty is owed not only to Santee Cooper, but it

18· ·flows through to the customers, the bondholders and

19· ·all of the people of South Carolina.· Your duty of

20· ·care means that you've got to use good faith and

21· ·act in the best interest of Santee Cooper.· You've

22· ·got to conduct yourself like an ordinary person

23· ·would in the same or similar circumstances

24· ·regarding your judgment.· You've got to certainly

25· ·be fiscally responsible.· You should attend
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·1· ·meetings regularly, and you should ensure that laws

·2· ·and rules and regulations are being followed, as

·3· ·well as oversee management and the hiring of

·4· ·adequate executives.

·5· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· What role should a

·6· ·director's ideological or political beliefs play in

·7· ·making a decision?

·8· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· None.

·9· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· What is your opinion

10· ·about the importance of board unity?

11· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· I think board unity is

12· ·critical.· That's one of the -- I hope I'm not

13· ·referencing Grand Strand too much, but that

14· ·impressed upon me the -- the real value of -- of

15· ·treating people with respect.· We -- we certainly

16· ·have had differences of opinion over a 17-year

17· ·period, but -- but I think when you do, you should

18· ·agree in a -- agree to disagree in an agreeable

19· ·fashion, and I think you should treat each other

20· ·with dignity and respect at all times.· So I think

21· ·it's very important.

22· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· In the packet that you

23· ·gave us, one of the letters of reference stated

24· ·that during your time on the Grand Strand Water and

25· ·Sewer Authority you emphasized, and I quote,
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·1· ·quality service and low cost for our customers, end

·2· ·quote.· Would you follow this for Santee Cooper?

·3· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Yes, ma'am.

·4· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· How would you do that

·5· ·especially when rising costs are inevitable in the

·6· ·near future?

·7· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Well, I think what you

·8· ·do is you endeavor to use your best efforts to hold

·9· ·costs down, and I would always -- well, almost

10· ·always I think, you know, look at raising rates as

11· ·the last -- as the last resort.· I think there are

12· ·times and circumstances when rates have to be

13· ·raised.

14· · · · · · · ·I understand Santee Cooper raised rates

15· ·about three years ago for the first time in 13

16· ·years or something like that, maybe less than four

17· ·percent.· But I think that you avail yourself of

18· ·the best information from management and experts

19· ·that you can get and you look at all -- all other

20· ·viable alternatives first.

21· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· And how would you

22· ·balance quality in regards to low costs, especially

23· ·in a changing environment?

24· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Well, the customers are

25· ·the most important asset, and if they're not happy,
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·1· ·then you're going to have severe problems.· So I do

·2· ·not think you can ever cut costs to the extent that

·3· ·you -- that you adversely affect quality.

·4· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Compromise and consensus

·5· ·constitute a theme that resinates throughout your

·6· ·application packet.· Are there any core values that

·7· ·you believe should not be compromised with Santee

·8· ·Cooper?

·9· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Well, yes, I think,

10· ·again, you've got to -- you can't -- all the points

11· ·of your mission statement I think are things --

12· ·your environmental fiduciary duties, values with

13· ·regard to keeping rates low, I think that there

14· ·could be times where large entities that -- that

15· ·pay huge amounts of money could exert influence on

16· ·things that might be to their benefit that would be

17· ·disadvantageous to the -- the customer base as a

18· ·whole.

19· · · · · · · ·So I think you -- there's certainly a

20· ·time and a place for compromise, but you don't

21· ·compromise momma and apple pie and all that stuff.

22· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Could you please

23· ·describe your temperament.

24· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· I think I'm -- that's

25· ·got to be the only loaded question.· I think I'm
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·1· ·easy going and -- and approachable and -- and --

·2· ·and I've gotten along well on all the boards and --

·3· ·and people with whom I've interacted over the

·4· ·years.· I -- I must confess I'm a little type A

·5· ·when it comes to planning and -- and coordinating

·6· ·and things of that nature that can irritate my wife

·7· ·from time to time, but for the most part I think I

·8· ·do okay.

·9· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· What have you done in

10· ·preparation for possibly serving as a member of the

11· ·board?

12· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Well, I've just looked

13· ·at the stuff the first time this morning.· I'm

14· ·kidding.

15· · · · · · · ·I've read everything I can possibly

16· ·find.· I've read reports.· I've read the energy

17· ·reports that I think this committee was

18· ·instrumental in.· I've read information on the

19· ·Internet.· I've read financial documents, just a

20· ·plethora of information.

21· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Have you attended any

22· ·board meetings?

23· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· No, ma'am.

24· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· If confirmed by the

25· ·Senate, what are the first three things you would
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·1· ·do when you get to the board?

·2· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· I would continue my

·3· ·reading assignment, and I would continue to really

·4· ·try to learn.· And -- and while I know I've got a

·5· ·very steep learning curve, I would try to compact

·6· ·that as much as I can.· I would try to forge

·7· ·relationships with other board members, and because

·8· ·I think the board unity issue is important, I would

·9· ·also try to forge -- forge a relationship with some

10· ·of the key management people to kind of learn how

11· ·they think.

12· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Have you had any

13· ·conversations with the governor regarding how

14· ·Santee Cooper should be run or what direction you

15· ·should take?

16· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· No, ma'am.

17· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· How would you handle the

18· ·situation if any elected official tried to apply

19· ·pressure regarding an issue before Santee Cooper?

20· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Well, I would certainly

21· ·listen to not only any elected official, but any

22· ·person that had an issue that they felt like was --

23· ·should be considered by Santee Cooper, but I would

24· ·not be responsive to political pressure.

25· · · · · · · ·Once -- once it -- at such time as I go
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·1· ·on the board, if I go on the board, I'm there to do

·2· ·what's in the best interest of Santee Cooper, its

·3· ·customers, bondholders and the people of the state

·4· ·and not anyone beyond that.· But I would certainly

·5· ·listen.

·6· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Why do you want to serve

·7· ·on the board of directors?

·8· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· I think that in our

·9· ·current economic downturn that it's -- if -- if

10· ·entities like Santee Cooper that are in a position

11· ·where they really can affect economic growth and

12· ·take some proactive steps while being fiscally

13· ·responsible to effect that is -- is -- I would say

14· ·it's just analogous in my mind to the 1950s.

15· · · · · · · ·If -- if Santee Cooper was instrumental

16· ·in getting power to some of the rural customers and

17· ·some of the folks that -- that need it most, if

18· ·those people are -- find themselves in a situation

19· ·now because of a poor economy and unemployment that

20· ·they're having to make decisions on, Should I not

21· ·run my air conditioning and heat so can I keep my

22· ·lights on or should I in effect lose my -- my

23· ·power, that's a situation that we need to avoid.

24· · · · · · · ·So I -- that's -- that's a motivating

25· ·factor.· I think that if I can play a material role
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·1· ·in -- in an organization that is in a position

·2· ·to -- to maybe help relieve that situation through

·3· ·economic growth, then that's what inspires me.

·4· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Do you have any unique

·5· ·traits or experience that you believe would be a

·6· ·contribution to serving on the Santee Cooper board?

·7· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Three, but the first

·8· ·two -- or -- or the least important would be I

·9· ·think that my legal education helps give me a

10· ·different perspective, and I certainly think that

11· ·that's not -- you don't want to have 11 lawyers,

12· ·and I think to have a cross-section is -- is good.

13· ·But I think that's important.

14· · · · · · · ·I've got a -- again, a fairly broad

15· ·business experience doing a lot of -- you know, the

16· ·golf course complex was a 12 and a half million

17· ·dollar enterprise, and I had to build that budget

18· ·and I did the operating budget and operated that in

19· ·conjunction with some other things over the years.

20· ·So I think that gives me a -- kind of a broad view.

21· · · · · · · ·But most important would be Grand

22· ·Strand Water and Sewer Authority.· While the

23· ·Coastal Educational Foundation is a great board and

24· ·it's -- and it's taught me a lot as well, Grand

25· ·Strand is a special purpose district.· It's -- it's
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·1· ·a quasi governmental entity similar to Grand

·2· ·Strand.· And I think with regard to -- you know,

·3· ·but for water, sewer and power you don't have much

·4· ·development and economic growth, and there's a huge

·5· ·emphasis there on keeping the rates low and the

·6· ·quality high.· And as with Santee Cooper it's a --

·7· ·public, and so there's a lot of attention given to

·8· ·FOIA and -- and those types of issues.

·9· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Do you have any other

10· ·comments or would you like to make a brief

11· ·statement regarding your desire to serve?

12· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Yeah, just briefly.

13· ·It's -- it's a -- I hate to sound like the Oscars,

14· ·but an honor to be nominated, and in the event that

15· ·I am approved, I will certainly give whatever time

16· ·is necessary, and to the best of my abilities I

17· ·will look out for the -- Santee Cooper and the

18· ·bondholders and customers and people of South

19· ·Carolina.

20· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Thank you,

21· ·Mr. Singleton.

22· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Thank you.

23· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Mr. Chair, I have no

24· ·further questions.

25· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Do you feel like Sally
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·1· ·Fields kind of in the --

·2· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Well, nobody likes me,

·3· ·so --

·4· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· People love me.· Isn't

·5· ·that what she said?

·6· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· That's right.

·7· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Questions for members

·8· ·of the subcommittee?

·9· · · · · · · ·Representative Ott.

10· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· Thank you.

11· · · · · · · ·Thank you, Mr. Singleton.

12· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Thank you, sir.

13· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· You know, up here

14· ·we get labelled kind of one way or another.· Would

15· ·you label yourself pro or antinuclear power?

16· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Pronuclear power.· And

17· ·I understand the majority of the citizens of South

18· ·Carolina are pronuclear power.

19· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· Do you think we

20· ·need to in light of what's happening in Japan pay

21· ·any -- pay any special interests or planning as we

22· ·go forward in our pronuclear approach?

23· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Yes, sir.· I think that

24· ·any time you have a calamity like that I think you

25· ·ought to redouble your efforts and take a look
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·1· ·at -- at, you know, what, if anything, can be done

·2· ·to -- to strengthen your -- anything that you could

·3· ·do to try to avoid that kind of calamity.

·4· · · · · · · ·That having been said, I understand

·5· ·that -- that most of the problem with regard to

·6· ·Japan had to do with the -- the tsunamis and the

·7· ·water and less with the -- with the earthquake, and

·8· ·I think the location of the nuclear plant that

·9· ·Santee Cooper currently has an interest in, it's

10· ·highly unlikely that -- that we would have a wave

11· ·that would go that far inland.

12· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· All right.· Hydro,

13· ·less than two percent.· Coming from somebody that

14· ·likes to hunt and fish on the lakes, if you were

15· ·forced as a board member to make a decision on

16· ·whether or not to keep water in a lake to help the

17· ·people who use that as a recreational resource as

18· ·opposed to generating power at less than two

19· ·percent of the total, how -- how would you weigh --

20· ·assuming you had the ability to make up that two

21· ·percent somewhere else, how -- how do you weigh

22· ·less than two percent production of electricity as

23· ·it relates to the amount of water we retain in the

24· ·lake system?

25· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Well, I think it's a
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·1· ·cost-benefit analysis.· And on its face it would

·2· ·certainly appear and it may be the case that you

·3· ·could offset that, keep the lake level higher in

·4· ·favor of the -- the people that -- that are using

·5· ·it for recreational and other purposes.

·6· · · · · · · ·And to the extent that that could be

·7· ·accomplished without raising rates, then I would

·8· ·certainly say it would be almost a given that you

·9· ·would do that.· The rub, if there is one, would

10· ·perhaps come in if there would be a rate increase

11· ·and the amount of that increase in order to achieve

12· ·that.

13· · · · · · · ·But it would certainly seem achievable

14· ·on its face, and I would certainly gravitate in

15· ·favor of accommodating the -- the people that are

16· ·using the lakes for recreation if it could be done

17· ·in the exercise of good business judgment.

18· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· And in your role

19· ·as a director, would you be willing to listen to

20· ·different groups that actually make a living in and

21· ·around the lake?

22· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Yes, sir.· I think I

23· ·wouldn't only be willing to, I think I would be

24· ·obligated to do it.

25· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· And you do you see
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·1· ·it as Santee Cooper's responsibility to

·2· ·occasionally spend a little bit of money --

·3· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Yes, sir.

·4· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· -- in their

·5· ·management efforts of the lake?

·6· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Yes, sir.

·7· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· Great.

·8· · · · · · · ·Page ten, I -- just for

·9· ·clarification -- I think I heard you.· To whom do

10· ·you as a Santee board member owe duties?· Let me

11· ·read your answer that was written.· Directors of

12· ·Santee owe duties of loyalty, care and

13· ·confidentially -- confidentiality to Santee Cooper,

14· ·its customers, bondholders, the people of South

15· ·Carolina through the elected General Assembly and

16· ·the governor.

17· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Yes.

18· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· Any particular

19· ·order you see those things falling?

20· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· I would say first and

21· ·foremost they're the customers because they're

22· ·the -- well, the company, and then it would be the

23· ·customers because I do think they're the most

24· ·important asset.· And in conjunction with that --

25· ·and then the bondholders and then the people of
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·1· ·South Carolina if I had to put them in order.

·2· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· Do you believe

·3· ·it's important that Santee Cooper remain a

·4· ·state-owned entity?

·5· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Yes, sir.

·6· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· So if at some

·7· ·point in the future a political person said, We

·8· ·need to do -- change the direction of Santee

·9· ·Cooper -- say you were in a buying position, say

10· ·the General Assembly thought it should go in one

11· ·direction and the governor thought it should go in

12· ·a different, how would you deal with that?

13· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Well, I think the

14· ·directors should deal with that like every other

15· ·issue, and you have to do a cost-benefit analysis.

16· ·I think that -- that having been said, I think that

17· ·history has -- has indicated and -- and recent

18· ·history more pointedly that the -- the need for

19· ·Santee Cooper to remain public.

20· · · · · · · ·And I think I would certainly go into

21· ·it with a presumption that -- for the reasons I

22· ·stated earlier, primarily to keep rates low, that

23· ·Santee Cooper should -- should certainly remain

24· ·public.

25· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· The final
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·1· ·question.· As we move into the nuclear era, you

·2· ·mentioned that we have some relatively new

·3· ·coal-generated facilities.· Even if it might stress

·4· ·us financially a little bit to retire some of our

·5· ·coal facilities as nuclear came online, would you

·6· ·as a board member be opposed to phasing out some of

·7· ·our coal-fired generators as we go more nuclear?

·8· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· No, sir.

·9· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· I don't have any

10· ·other questions.

11· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Anybody else?

12· · · · · · · ·You know, you're relieved -- or bound

13· ·of course by the law, which I think you're

14· ·referencing the historic context of -- of your

15· ·being here and this process and that being the

16· ·history -- pre 2004, pre 2005 -- when did we -- pre

17· ·'05 the effort of some to investigate privatizing

18· ·or selling, and we in '05 said you and then, if

19· ·you're successful, the board cannot do that absent

20· ·blessing of the General Assembly.

21· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Right.

22· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· So it was -- I smiled

23· ·when he asked it, but, again, you are

24· ·constrained --

25· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· I -- I understand that.
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·1· ·And that goes with the surplus property thing.· I

·2· ·just -- he -- he hid that question from me a little

·3· ·bit.· I apologize.

·4· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· That may have been to

·5· ·my credit that he did it.

·6· · · · · · · ·All right.· Any other -- any comments,

·7· ·any questions?

·8· · · · · · · ·Thank you very much.

·9· · · · · · · ·MR. SINGLETON:· Thank you.

10· · · · · · · ·(A recess transpired.)

11· · · · · · · ·(Kristofer Daniel Clark was duly sworn,

12· ·after which testimony began at 10:07 a.m.)

13· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Good morning.

14· ·Welcome.

15· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Morning.

16· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· State your name for

17· ·the record, please.

18· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Kristofer Daniel Clark.

19· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Have you ever seen a

20· ·better looking group of people?

21· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· I don't think so.

22· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· I'm not talking about

23· ·the people behind you.· I'm talking about --

24· ·welcome, and you have been placed under oath.· We

25· ·welcome you to the subcommittee FERC review of your
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·1· ·nomination and candidacy to this fine Santee Cooper

·2· ·board.· Heather Anderson -- no, Andy Fiffick I

·3· ·think is going to be asking you a short series of

·4· ·questions that will take about an hour and a half.

·5· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Okay.

·6· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· If you need to go to

·7· ·the bathroom, you can.

·8· · · · · · · ·But go ahead.· Fire away, Andy.

·9· · · · · · · ·And introduce the -- the beautiful lady

10· ·perhaps whose name -- maiden name was McConnell.

11· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· That's right.

12· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Is she here?

13· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· She is.

14· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Is she related to

15· ·Glenn by chance?

16· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· She is not.

17· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· You're a lot better

18· ·looking than he is.

19· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· That's right.· That's my

20· ·wife Ashley.

21· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Welcome, Ashley.

22· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

23· · · · · · · ·Please state your full name and current

24· ·address for the record.

25· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Kristofer Daniel Clark.
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·1· ·2310 Earls Bridge Road, Easley, South Carolina,

·2· ·29640.

·3· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· Thank you.

·4· · · · · · · ·And for the record Mr. Clark is a

·5· ·resident of the third Congressional district.

·6· · · · · · · ·We've received your complete

·7· ·confirmation package.· Are there any changes or is

·8· ·there any additional information you would like to

·9· ·provide for your personal data questionnaire or

10· ·statement of economic interest with the exception

11· ·of the additional letter you've submitted to

12· ·replace a previously submitted letter of

13· ·recommendation?

14· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· No.

15· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· I'd like to move that the

16· ·additional changes and the PDQ be placed in the

17· ·record, Mr. Chairman.

18· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· Thank you.

19· · · · · · · ·(EXH. 3, Summary of Background

20· ·Information for Kristofer Clark, marked for

21· ·identification.)

22· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· We also sent you a set of

23· ·questions and received your responses.· We -- if we

24· ·ask you these questions today, would your answers

25· ·be the same?
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·1· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Yes.

·2· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· And, Mr. Chair, I'd

·3· ·move -- ask that y'all move that we put the

·4· ·preliminary questions in the record.

·5· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· So moved.

·6· · · · · · · ·(EXH. 4, Preliminary Questions for

·7· ·Kristofer Clark, marked for identification.)

·8· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· Please summarize your

·9· ·educational background and experience.

10· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· I attended public schools

11· ·in Pickens, South Carolina.· From there I went to

12· ·the Citadel in Charleston and graduated in 2001.

13· ·After graduating I started working with the Cliffs

14· ·Management Group in Travelers Rest, South Carolina.

15· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· And what experience would

16· ·you bring to the Santee Cooper board that would be

17· ·beneficial to the board?

18· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· I started my position at

19· ·the Cliffs.· I was responsible for the

20· ·architectural review board and property owners

21· ·associations for several properties on Lake Keowee

22· ·similar to some properties that are under the

23· ·management of Santee Cooper.· In addition, in

24· ·property development we work with a lot of utility

25· ·companies installing the utilities and also
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·1· ·managing those utilities until we turn them over,

·2· ·water utilities and also some sewer utilities.

·3· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· Thank you.

·4· · · · · · · ·I'm now going to ask you a series of

·5· ·questions specific to the utility aspect of the

·6· ·board.

·7· · · · · · · ·What is Santee Cooper's current

·8· ·generational mix?

·9· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Currently 78 percent coal,

10· ·about ten percent nuclear, about ten percent

11· ·natural gas, and then a little less than one and a

12· ·half percent hydro and some oil and some renewables

13· ·in that as well.

14· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· And what is the relative

15· ·age of the base load fleet?

16· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· About 12 years.· Santee

17· ·Cooper was established in 1934, and then the

18· ·average is about 12 years of the base fleet.

19· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· What are the challenges

20· ·presented by this base load mix and the age of this

21· ·fleet if Congress or the EPA were to pass measures

22· ·requiring a transition to a carbon-constrained

23· ·economy?

24· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· A couple challenges.· One

25· ·is 78 percent coal would produce quite an impact on
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·1· ·the customers of Santee Cooper.· The primary, coal,

·2· ·produces a lot of CO2, and the EPA regulating CO2

·3· ·and carbon emissions would have a large impact on

·4· ·their ability to produce energy.

·5· · · · · · · ·If they tax the coal, obviously that

·6· ·would have an impact on South Carolina, mainly the

·7· ·ratepayers.

·8· · · · · · · ·If they choose to change their

·9· ·generation mix to overcome the -- the clean energy

10· ·mandate, then there will be significant loss in

11· ·capital due to the -- the amount of investment they

12· ·have in the coal-burning facilities, coal-fired

13· ·facility.· They still have a book value of 30

14· ·years, so...

15· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· Who are Santee Cooper's

16· ·electricity customers?

17· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· 61 -- according to

18· ·electricity sales, 61 percent is wholesale which is

19· ·primarily made up of Central, 20 co-ops, and then

20· ·19 percent is their direct-served customers, and

21· ·then 20 percent is industrial/commercial.

22· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· And what -- what is each

23· ·of those groups' -- or groups of customers'

24· ·responsibility for capital cost for capacity?

25· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· The wholesale, roughly 70
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·1· ·percent and the others, 30.

·2· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· Who are Santee Cooper's

·3· ·water customers?

·4· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Santee Cooper has about

·5· ·134,000 water customers, and they consist of

·6· ·Berkeley County, the town of Santee, and Dorchester

·7· ·County.

·8· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· What steps can Santee

·9· ·Cooper take to expand its energy efficiency

10· ·conservation programs and how should these programs

11· ·be paid for?

12· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Santee Cooper has already

13· ·taken quite a few steps in energy efficiency in

14· ·working with a lot of schools and -- and programs,

15· ·incentives to get people to try to increase energy

16· ·efficiencies of their homes, but they can continue

17· ·that program and educate young people about the

18· ·importance of energy conservation and the ways to

19· ·not only save money but also to preserve our

20· ·natural resources.

21· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· And what's the best way

22· ·to pay for these types of programs or any other

23· ·additional programs?

24· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Some of it in the past has

25· ·been done through incentives, and of course that
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·1· ·can continue to be done.· Santee Cooper can invest

·2· ·some money.· Obviously they're -- they're having to

·3· ·invest quite a bit of money to expand their

·4· ·capacity for -- for the additional use of energy.

·5· ·So if -- if there's ways to save energy, then

·6· ·obviously it would be worth their investments and

·7· ·they can invest money in that as well.

·8· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· Briefly and generally

·9· ·describe your understanding of a renewable

10· ·portfolio standard.

11· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· A renewable portfolio

12· ·standard is a requirement to have a certain

13· ·percentage of your portfolio to be renewable.· And

14· ·some states require a certain percentage.· I think

15· ·there's about 34 states that require that.· South

16· ·Carolina is not currently one of those.

17· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· What renewables are

18· ·currently available in South Carolina?

19· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Biomass and landfill gas is

20· ·currently available.· Unfortunately the large

21· ·renewable resources of wind and solar is not

22· ·available in South Carolina.· So currently that's

23· ·a -- that's something we have to overcome and look

24· ·for other ways that we can achieve that.

25· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· Approximately what
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·1· ·percentage of Santee Cooper's energy needs can now

·2· ·be met by renewables?

·3· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Not considering hydro, less

·4· ·than one percent.

·5· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· And do you have any --

·6· ·any examples you could give of renewable projects

·7· ·that Santee Cooper currently --

·8· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Olanta Gas project and

·9· ·biomass.

10· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· Given the fact that it is

11· ·more expensive to build generation today than it

12· ·was even a few years ago, do you favor a consortium

13· ·approach to generation where utilities would join

14· ·together to share costs and risks of these billion

15· ·dollar projects?

16· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Certainly.· In fact, that's

17· ·the approach they're taking with SCE&G for the new

18· ·nuclear facility.

19· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· What are your thoughts on

20· ·Santee Cooper generating electricity in South

21· ·Carolina and selling the electricity outside of the

22· ·state?

23· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· I think that a nuclear

24· ·facility is quite the investment, and in order to

25· ·be able to fund that investment without taxing
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·1· ·the -- the ratepayers with the entire bill, then it

·2· ·may be required to sell energy to other states or

·3· ·other customers to ensure that the -- they can pay

·4· ·for that facility.

·5· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· Do you believe that

·6· ·Santee Cooper as a state entity should follow the

·7· ·same business model as a for-profit business?

·8· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Certainly I think that it

·9· ·should be -- they should be concerned with their

10· ·bottom line and their financials.· However, knowing

11· ·that they are under the state -- the state entity

12· ·and their duties and loyalty are to Santee Cooper

13· ·and the state, then it has to be true to such and

14· ·to the ratepayers.

15· · · · · · · ·So there are certain situations

16· ·where -- we mentioned earlier the energy

17· ·efficiencies where Santee Cooper may invest money

18· ·to help other people to invest money in energy

19· ·efficiencies.· Perhaps a -- a private company would

20· ·not be doing that.

21· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· Could the -- could the

22· ·nonprofit and the -- the duties to the state that

23· ·Santee Cooper has, could -- could this present a

24· ·conflict of interest in a consortium approach to

25· ·generation?
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·1· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· The nonprofit?

·2· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· Well, the -- the fact

·3· ·that it's not a for-profit business --

·4· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Right.

·5· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· -- that's independent of

·6· ·the state, that it's a creature generally that was

·7· ·created by statute --

·8· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Right.

·9· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· -- could that -- could

10· ·that create a problem or a conflict of interest in

11· ·the consortium approach to generation of capital

12· ·projects that I mentioned before?

13· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Right.

14· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· Do you support further

15· ·investment in and reliance upon nuclear generation?

16· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· I think that nuclear is --

17· ·is a good alternative for base load energy, and

18· ·unfortunately, like I said earlier, there are not a

19· ·lot of other options in South Carolina, so I think

20· ·that it -- it is a good resource for base load

21· ·energy, yes.

22· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· And what other types of

23· ·generation would you support further investment and

24· ·reliance upon?

25· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Santee Cooper is currently
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·1· ·researching wind energy, and I -- I don't know

·2· ·that -- like I said earlier, that that would be

·3· ·beneficial for our state.· I don't know that we

·4· ·produce enough wind to -- to justify those costs.

·5· ·But other renew -- renewables would be land,

·6· ·landfill gases and biomass.

·7· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· Given that the inherent

·8· ·uncertainties that South Carolina and the nation

·9· ·faces as -- as the environmental and the utility

10· ·realms develop 30, 40 and 50 years out, how

11· ·generally should Santee Cooper approach planning in

12· ·this area?

13· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· The current process for

14· ·nuclear is -- is pretty significant.· It takes 20

15· ·years, so in the past they have done quite a bit of

16· ·planning.· And the uncertainty with the economy

17· ·creates a lot of unknowns with power usage and the

18· ·rate of development and the rate of demand on the

19· ·system.· So it is difficult to predict 20, 30, 40

20· ·years out.

21· · · · · · · ·But I can tell you the things they have

22· ·done in the past, partnering with other utility

23· ·companies to -- to offset some of the expenses of

24· ·new generation is something I think makes them more

25· ·flexible in order to provide energy needs of the
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·1· ·future.

·2· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· Who is responsible for

·3· ·the loss if Sante Cooper makes a bad investment or

·4· ·loses money?

·5· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Responsible for the law?

·6· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· The loss.

·7· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· The loss.

·8· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· Yes.

·9· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Sorry.

10· · · · · · · ·Santee Cooper.

11· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· Can you elaborate on that

12· ·in any way?

13· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Santee Cooper -- I should

14· ·say it would affect the state as well.· Santee

15· ·Cooper, I would say, provides the safe -- one

16· ·percent of their operating revenue which last year

17· ·was about 18 million.· So obviously if there's a

18· ·loss, then the state would suffer that as well, but

19· ·the ratepayers would be influenced as well.

20· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· Can the state or local

21· ·governments provide credit or raise taxes to pay

22· ·Santee Cooper's debts?

23· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· No.

24· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· Costs are increasing in

25· ·the electric energy business.· How important is it
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·1· ·for Santee Cooper to deliver electricity at prices

·2· ·which are as reasonable as possible?

·3· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Very important, especially

·4· ·in -- in the economy we're in now.· With everybody

·5· ·struggling in different ways, it's very important

·6· ·to keep the prices down, if possible, but there's a

·7· ·cost associated with providing energy.· And as you

·8· ·mentioned they -- they don't want to create a loss

·9· ·situation, so that -- so it will be important they

10· ·cover their costs, but keeping the price as low as

11· ·possible.

12· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· And to that same end, in

13· ·considering rates should Santee Cooper strive to

14· ·provide electricity at rates lower than

15· ·investor-owned utilities?

16· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· I don't know enough about

17· ·how they develop their rates, but I would say that

18· ·their rates need to cover their expenses for the

19· ·generation of energy.

20· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· If a bad investment was

21· ·made regarding electricity, could profits from

22· ·water services compensate or vice versa?

23· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· No.

24· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· And what are some of

25· ·the -- any other additional factors you'd like to
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·1· ·mention in -- in devising the electric rates?

·2· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Again, I think it's based

·3· ·on the cost of generation, transmission, and then

·4· ·ultimately distribution through the co-ops or

·5· ·through the other electric utilities.· So all those

·6· ·factors determine what the rates will be, so...

·7· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· Do you have any direct or

·8· ·indirect business relationships with Santee Cooper

·9· ·or any of its wholesale power customers?

10· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· No.

11· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· Describe -- describe the

12· ·role that you believe can be played by public

13· ·power.· How does Santee Cooper fit in that role?

14· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Santee Cooper since it was

15· ·formed has provided -- has been a resource for

16· ·South Carolina.· It's improved the quality of life

17· ·for South Carolina.· It's improved economic

18· ·development, created jobs.

19· · · · · · · ·Power allows businesses to investment

20· ·money in our state.· It allows people to enjoy, you

21· ·know, those resources.· It allows us to develop the

22· ·state with -- and partnered with co-ops we -- we

23· ·were able to go out into more remote areas and

24· ·develop those areas and bringing jobs to the

25· ·industry that would have been impossible without
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·1· ·the power.

·2· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· And we discussed a few

·3· ·already, but what other roles does Santee Cooper

·4· ·engage in other than electricity?

·5· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· We mentioned water as well.

·6· ·And also they're responsible for managing Lake

·7· ·Moultrie and Lake Marion.

·8· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· And what is Santee

·9· ·Cooper's role in economic development, and are

10· ·there any constraints on those roles?

11· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· As I mentioned, economic

12· ·development is not possible without power, without

13· ·utilities in certain areas, and so in partnering

14· ·with Central, they have made that possible

15· ·throughout the state.

16· · · · · · · ·And we talked a little bit about rates

17· ·earlier, and, you know, obviously the amount of

18· ·power influences industries coming into our area.

19· ·So it's important to consider that when -- when

20· ·you -- when you determine what your rates are to

21· ·ensure that we are bringing businesses into the

22· ·state.

23· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· What do you think of

24· ·Santee Cooper's role as lessor in relation to the

25· ·public, including businesses, into the Federal
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·1· ·Energy Regular Commission?

·2· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Repeat the question.

·3· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· What do you think of

·4· ·Santee Cooper's role as lessor in relation to the

·5· ·public, including businesses, into the Federal

·6· ·Energy Regulatory Commission?

·7· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Sure.· Santee Cooper, as I

·8· ·mentioned, is responsible for properties on Lake

·9· ·Marion and Moultrie, and they carry quite a few

10· ·residential and commercial leases on that property.

11· ·And it's very important for Santee Cooper to lease

12· ·those properties in such a way that is beneficial

13· ·to the company and the state and also allow the

14· ·people that are there to conduct a business on the

15· ·lake and to maintain their property.

16· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· And as to those leases,

17· ·should Santee Cooper place an emphasis on making

18· ·profit through lease programs or to promote

19· ·facilities that accommodate a diverse public?

20· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· I think it's a combination

21· ·of both.· Certainly they shouldn't lose any money,

22· ·but they should ensure that the businesses are able

23· ·to continue on the lake.

24· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· How would you address an

25· ·assertion that a lease program proposed by Santee
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·1· ·Cooper would virtually eliminate a certain type or

·2· ·class of business currently operating on or near

·3· ·the lakes?

·4· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Without knowing all the

·5· ·information, I would say that's -- that would not

·6· ·be wise.

·7· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· What's your vision of

·8· ·future commercialization for these properties that

·9· ·Santee Cooper holds around the lake?

10· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· I would imagine keeping

11· ·them the same as they are currently today.

12· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· The current board members

13· ·help to protect homeowners that lease lots to save

14· ·their homes by keeping the rental rates within a

15· ·fairly reasonable amount.· Without their assistance

16· ·many lessees would have been forced from their

17· ·homes because of the sharp increase proposed by

18· ·Santee Cooper.· Would you support the residential

19· ·leases in the same -- these -- these residential

20· ·lessees in the same manner?

21· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· To enable them to keep

22· ·their homes, certainly.

23· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· Should commercial lessees

24· ·receive the same assistance?

25· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Yes.
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·1· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· Should all commercial

·2· ·lessees be treated equally or should additional

·3· ·consideration be given to businesses that have had

·4· ·a long-term presence in the community versus newer

·5· ·but potentially higher income-generating

·6· ·businesses?

·7· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· I don't know enough about

·8· ·the -- the details of those situations, but I would

·9· ·say they should all be treated equally.

10· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· With the cost for

11· ·electric -- electric utilities on the rise, what

12· ·factors would you consider if the board had to

13· ·decide between increasing rates for its customers

14· ·or commercializing undeveloped or underdeveloped

15· ·property held by Santee Cooper?

16· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· It would be important to

17· ·increase the rates to pay for the power if that's

18· ·what the -- the costs of the power would dictate.

19· ·And then obviously the commercial rates would need

20· ·to cover the expenses there as well.

21· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· What do you think of

22· ·salaries paid to the Santee Cooper executives and

23· ·other employees?

24· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· I'm not familiar with the

25· ·salaries.
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·1· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· I'm going to ask you a

·2· ·series now of broader questions about board member

·3· ·qualities.

·4· · · · · · · ·Provide an overview of your role as

·5· ·director on the Public Service -- Public Service

·6· ·Authority board.· How is that role different from

·7· ·the role of the Public Service Authority's

·8· ·executive staff?

·9· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Sure.· As a director, I

10· ·would be charged with making policies and ensuring

11· ·that management is doing their proper job, and

12· ·management will be responsible for carrying out the

13· ·day-to-day business and operations of Santee

14· ·Cooper.

15· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· Aside from annual audits

16· ·by outside firms, what other types of independent

17· ·expertise should a member of the board utilize in

18· ·decision making?

19· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· I think it's important that

20· ·the board understand their expertise and -- and not

21· ·try to be experts in an area that they're not

22· ·familiar with.· They do have legal counsel that

23· ·they can rely on, and if there are any other

24· ·outside firms that need to be called in, I think

25· ·it's important that the group as a board engage the
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·1· ·services if they're in agreement that additional

·2· ·input is needed.

·3· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· What's your general

·4· ·approach to serving on a board?· Are you a leader,

·5· ·a follower, a planner or some other role?

·6· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· I've had the opportunity

·7· ·to -- to lead in several areas of my life.· I would

·8· ·say that I think it's important to be a good

·9· ·follower before you're a leader.· I think if you

10· ·are a good follower, then you'll have leadership

11· ·opportunities.

12· · · · · · · ·I think it's important to engage your

13· ·people and build relationships, and over time if a

14· ·leadership opportunity develops, then that would be

15· ·the case.· And -- and if you are a leader, I think

16· ·it's important that -- that you pass your power

17· ·down or the authority that's been given to you to

18· ·others to empower others to do their job.

19· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· What are some of the

20· ·statutory duties that the board of directors has?

21· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· The statutory duties

22· ·consist of duty of loyalty and care which consist

23· ·of acting in good faith, acting with care of a

24· ·reasonable person in like position and similar

25· ·circumstances, and also acting in the best of
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·1· ·Santee Cooper.

·2· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· How much time do you

·3· ·anticipate in preparing for or participating in

·4· ·board activities?

·5· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· At least two days a month.

·6· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· And will this time be

·7· ·limited by any other activities or responsibilities

·8· ·that you currently have?

·9· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· No.

10· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· And do you believe these

11· ·responsibilities with your act -- with your other

12· ·activities, including your time with young

13· ·children, any of that going to have a problem or

14· ·affect on your ability to serve?

15· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· No.· I'm committed to

16· ·serve.

17· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· Briefly explain your

18· ·understanding of the history of Santee Cooper and

19· ·its purposes in operation.

20· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Sure.· I think I mentioned

21· ·earlier that Santee Cooper was formed to -- to

22· ·increase the -- or to help the -- the public and

23· ·also to bring economic development to the state,

24· ·and that has been achieved over time, as I

25· ·mentioned, with the co-ops.
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·1· · · · · · · ·With the Central Electric, Santee

·2· ·Cooper has been able to bring a lot of industry to

·3· ·different parts of the state and a lot of jobs due

·4· ·to the power, but the primary purpose is to

·5· ·increase the quality of life for South Carolinians.

·6· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· What has been your

·7· ·experience with interpreting financial documents?

·8· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· One of my first jobs at the

·9· ·Cliffs Management Company was with property owners

10· ·associations, and in that role I was responsible

11· ·for preparing budgets and financials.· So I --

12· ·since I graduated college I've been actively

13· ·involved in financials and reviewing and preparing

14· ·financials, so...

15· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· Are you familiar with any

16· ·legal opinions or orders or agency decisions

17· ·impacting Santee Cooper?

18· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· The Clean Energy Act of the

19· ·EPA will have a significant impact on Santee

20· ·Cooper, and I plan as one of my first objectives to

21· ·learn more about how those different changes will

22· ·impact Santee Cooper and what the board can do to

23· ·offset those changes.

24· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· Do you have any direct or

25· ·indirect business relationships with Santee Cooper
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·1· ·or any of its Central Power customers?

·2· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· No, sir.

·3· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· Does your affiliation

·4· ·with any professional, civic, charitable or other

·5· ·similar organization present a conflict with your

·6· ·appointment?

·7· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· No.

·8· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· Do you have any financial

·9· ·conflicts of interest that could result from your

10· ·appointment?

11· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· No.

12· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· What would you do if such

13· ·a conflict arose?

14· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· I would disclose it to the

15· ·board.

16· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· Do you have any holdings

17· ·in electrical utilities or other entities that may

18· ·be impacted by decisions from the Santee Cooper

19· ·board?

20· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· No, not that I'm aware of.

21· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· Do you understand the

22· ·obligations and responsibilities of this position?

23· ·What duty or loyalty of care would you owe to

24· ·Santee Cooper?

25· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Duty of loyalty and care,
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·1· ·as I mentioned earlier, is to Santee Cooper, and

·2· ·it's good faith, care of a reasonable person in

·3· ·like position and similar circumstance and with the

·4· ·economic -- or the best interest of Santee Cooper.

·5· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· In response to the

·6· ·preliminary question number three concerning the

·7· ·duty of loyalty, you stated, Directors must remain

·8· ·loyal to the corporation, acting at all times in

·9· ·the best interest of the corporation and its -- and

10· ·its owners, whose interests must take precedence

11· ·over any self-interest of the director, officer, or

12· ·other stakeholders.

13· · · · · · · ·Who are the owners of Santee Cooper?

14· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· The owner -- the state.

15· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· And who -- who are the

16· ·other stakeholders?

17· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Customers.

18· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· What role should a

19· ·director's ideological or political beliefs play in

20· ·decision making?

21· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· It should not play at all.

22· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· And what is your opinion

23· ·about the importance of board unity?

24· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· I think it's important to

25· ·have board unity, understanding that there will be
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·1· ·decisions that not everyone will agree with.

·2· ·However, everyone should respect the board and the

·3· ·processes and should be unified after the decision.

·4· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· What is your opinion

·5· ·about the importance -- I just gave you that one.

·6· ·I don't want to give you that one again.

·7· · · · · · · ·Would you please describe your

·8· ·temperament.

·9· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· I think it's pretty laid

10· ·back.· I don't know that since my wife is here that

11· ·I'll say I'm very patient, but I will say that I'm

12· ·fairly laid back, so...

13· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Ma'am, you can come up

14· ·and ask questions.· He is under oath.· We'll nail

15· ·him if you want to.

16· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· I'm afraid the questions

17· ·will be a lot harder.

18· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Don't interrupt her,

19· ·please.

20· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· What have you done in

21· ·preparation to serve on the board?

22· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Read a lot of documents.

23· ·I've read your committee's report.· I've read a lot

24· ·of the annual reports.· I've read a lot of the

25· ·transcripts, and also attended a board meeting,
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·1· ·this past board meeting.

·2· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· Would you like to expand

·3· ·on any of the other business skills that you have

·4· ·that will make you an effective director?

·5· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· I think that my experience

·6· ·with lake developments would bring a new aspect to

·7· ·the board that perhaps isn't out there now.· In

·8· ·addition to some of the -- the guidelines that we

·9· ·put in place, we have also put together green

10· ·guidelines, as we call them, to encourage our

11· ·owners to consider energy efficiencies before they

12· ·build their home.

13· · · · · · · ·So I think a lot of the experiences

14· ·I've had in the past will be an asset to the board

15· ·as well.

16· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· How would you respond to

17· ·a criticism that you're young and have no utility

18· ·experience?

19· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· I would say that the

20· ·longest serving member currently on Santee Cooper

21· ·was younger than I was when he was appointed, and

22· ·I -- I think he's done a very good job.· I know

23· ·there were some senators that were appointed when

24· ·they were early [sic], and I would say they've done

25· ·a very good job.
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·1· · · · · · · ·And so I don't know that age would have

·2· ·an impact on my ability.· I -- I have a lot of

·3· ·responsibilities perhaps at a young age, but I

·4· ·think that my experience and my reputation shows

·5· ·that I can deal with it.

·6· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· If confirmed by the

·7· ·Senate, what are the first three things you'll do

·8· ·when you get on board?

·9· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· First I'd like to get to

10· ·know the business Santee Cooper, get to know the

11· ·employees better, the board members.· After that

12· ·I'd like to get to know the customers, the co-ops

13· ·and -- and more about who we're serving and help to

14· ·understand their side of -- as being a customer.

15· · · · · · · ·And then also I'd like to know more

16· ·about the changes and the -- you mentioned some

17· ·different changes that may take place that will

18· ·have an impact on Santee Cooper, so I want to learn

19· ·more about that and see how those impacts will make

20· ·a difference to me as a board member.

21· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· Have you had any

22· ·conversations with the governor about Santee Cooper

23· ·and any direction it should be taking or how the

24· ·entity should be run?

25· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· No.
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·1· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· And how would you handle

·2· ·a situation if any elected official tried to apply

·3· ·political pressure regarding an issue regarding

·4· ·Santee Cooper?

·5· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· I have a duty of loyalty to

·6· ·Santee Cooper, and so I'd let you know.

·7· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· And do you have any other

·8· ·brief statement you'd like to make as to your

·9· ·appointment to the board?

10· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· No.

11· · · · · · · ·MR. FIFFICK:· Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

12· ·I have no further questions.

13· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Folks, any questions?

14· ·Ladies here?· None?

15· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· Mr. Clark --

16· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Yes, sir.

17· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· -- same questions

18· ·I've asked some other people.· At this point given

19· ·what's happened in Japan, do you consider yourself

20· ·to be a pronuclear or an antinuclear supporter as

21· ·far as power generation?

22· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· I would say I'm a

23· ·pronuclear supporter, understanding that the

24· ·nuclear situation in Japan or the nuclear facility

25· ·in Japan is quite a bit different from what we have
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·1· ·here in South Carolina thankfully, but

·2· ·understanding there are some risks involved.

·3· · · · · · · ·But with the limited amount of other

·4· ·resources we have, I think it's one of our best

·5· ·options.

·6· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· Santee Cooper has

·7· ·got quite a bit of money invested in coal

·8· ·generation.· As we go forward into the nuclear era

·9· ·and more of our load becomes nuclear-generated,

10· ·would you be in the position to support the early

11· ·phaseout of coal-fired generators as we take on a

12· ·larger proportion of -- of our generation going to

13· ·nuclear?

14· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· It depends if --

15· ·financially if it would work.· I would not want to

16· ·burden the ratepayers with a significant amount of

17· ·increases just to move that energy over toward

18· ·nuclear.· I will say we may be forced to do that if

19· ·the EPA requires that, but -- but I would want to

20· ·make those decisions based on the amount of rates

21· ·that our customers would have to pay.

22· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· And would it be

23· ·likely that you would look at your -- you know,

24· ·dirty is a real bad word, but less clean, older,

25· ·less productive facilities would be the first ones
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·1· ·that you would phase out the quickest?

·2· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· I would have to look at the

·3· ·financial impacts, but I would say that would make

·4· ·the most sense for sure.

·5· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· Looking at the

·6· ·portfolio when less than two percent of Santee

·7· ·Cooper's power comes from hydroelectric, how

·8· ·important is it -- do you believe it would be -- as

·9· ·a board member to manage the lake for recreational

10· ·opportunities and business opportunities located on

11· ·the lake as opposed to drawing down the water in

12· ·the lake system for a relatively small amount of

13· ·the power if you could do it at a cost effective

14· ·rate, how do -- what do you -- what is your role as

15· ·a board member when you look at power generation of

16· ·less than two percent versus the use of the lake?

17· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· I think that the

18· ·recreational aspect of the lake is very important.

19· ·Since we have about 50 miles of shoreline on lakes

20· ·that we've developed, obviously I -- I have quite a

21· ·bit of interest in that.· So I would say it's very

22· ·important to maintain those lakes in a way that

23· ·will allow the -- the recreation to happen, and

24· ·also it has a big impact on our economy.· So that's

25· ·very important.
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·1· · · · · · · ·But that -- that power offset would

·2· ·have to come from somewhere, so if there are other

·3· ·opportunities, then perhaps it could be -- it could

·4· ·be done.

·5· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· And do you think

·6· ·the stakeholders around the lake should have access

·7· ·to you as a board member to share with you what

·8· ·impact on their business and their life drawing

·9· ·down the lake would have?

10· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Certainly.· And I think

11· ·they -- they're going to attend the board meetings.

12· ·They're open to the public, so...

13· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· Final question,

14· ·and as far as loyalty goes -- let me just get this

15· ·one out of the way.· In the past we've had

16· ·conflicting positions.· Maybe a governor wanted to

17· ·get rid of Santee Cooper and sell it, and maybe

18· ·some of us in the General Assembly didn't want to

19· ·do that.

20· · · · · · · ·Do you have an opinion on -- on what

21· ·you think the future of Santee Cooper should look

22· ·like as far as the ownership?

23· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· I personally believe that

24· ·Santee Cooper has been successful in its mission

25· ·and has provided a great economic engine for the
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·1· ·state, so I support Santee Cooper as it exists

·2· ·today.

·3· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· And when it comes

·4· ·to the company versus political pressure, which is

·5· ·due to come at some point, how do you see you

·6· ·standing up to that pressure?

·7· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· I see that I have a

·8· ·fiduciary duty to remain loyal to Santee Cooper.

·9· ·So if -- if I do not remain loyal, then obviously

10· ·there's consequences.

11· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· Thank you.

12· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Any other questions?

13· · · · · · · ·The Cliffs, you're the -- the director

14· ·of operations?

15· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· That's correct.

16· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· And what scope of an

17· ·operation are we talking about in terms of, you

18· ·know, dollars or -- or assets or whatever?

19· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Sir, I'm responsible for

20· ·several departments in the corporate office.· I'm

21· ·responsible for all the property owners

22· ·associations.· I'm president of the property owners

23· ·associations within the Cliffs and the various

24· ·corporate departments, some not so glamorous, the

25· ·organic farm that I happen to have a lot of
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·1· ·interest in that some people may say is a little

·2· ·bit different.· Not necessarily management, but --

·3· ·and then I have other -- all of the facility

·4· ·maintenance reports to my department as well.· So

·5· ·various management.

·6· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· How big a company -- I

·7· ·mean, I don't know if this -- is it a

·8· ·publicly-traded company or a private --

·9· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· It is not.· It's a

10· ·privately-held company.

11· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· So we're not going to

12· ·talk about numbers I guess, but --

13· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· No.

14· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· -- how many employees?

15· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Roughly 800.

16· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· 800?

17· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Uh-huh.

18· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· And as the manager or

19· ·the president of the homeowners association, did

20· ·you call it, do you feel like you are experienced

21· ·to sit on the Supreme Court, because you would be

22· ·playing the role of Solomon.

23· · · · · · · ·Do you have a happy homeowners group

24· ·generally?· Some call it the beach condo commandos.

25· ·Do you have those up there?
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·1· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· We have quite a few.

·2· ·Self-appointed experts.

·3· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· And you are not gray

·4· ·and, therefore, you have weathered that role

·5· ·apparently well.

·6· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· That's right.· My skin is

·7· ·pretty thick these days, so...

·8· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Your -- your -- the

·9· ·information that you provided in here is -- without

10· ·hearing you makes you read qualified.· Your answers

11· ·seem qualified.· Tom Alexander is going to talk to

12· ·us about you later and tell us things that may

13· ·not -- you may not want said in front of your wife

14· ·or these folks about how much you might like to

15· ·farm or do other things.· I'm not sure.

16· · · · · · · ·Anyway.

17· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Well, I will say my -- my

18· ·first business experience was when I was in high

19· ·school, I had some cows, and I had them through

20· ·college and made a little money on cows.· So that

21· ·was my first taste of business, and after I

22· ·graduated I sold all my cows and bought my wife an

23· ·engagement ring.· So that's my claim.

24· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· And never looked back.

25· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Never looked back.· No more
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·1· ·cows, but I have a wife.

·2· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Lest I get in trouble,

·3· ·I'm done.

·4· · · · · · · ·MR. CLARK:· Yeah.

·5· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Thank you.· Thank you

·6· ·very much.

·7· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Welcome.· We'll swear

·8· ·you, Mr. --

·9· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Sanders.

10· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Mr. Sanders, I was

11· ·cutting up with Mr. Grooms, the county man who is

12· ·to your left shoulder.· Look over hard left.· Wave.

13· ·We've seen too much of that man.

14· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Really.

15· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Much too much of that

16· ·man.· Harry Ott as well today.

17· · · · · · · ·Welcome, Mr. Sanders, to the FERC

18· ·review committee, and you're going to be sworn to

19· ·oath and then we'll get started.

20· · · · · · · ·(James Robert Sanders, Jr., was duly

21· ·sworn, after which testimony began at 10:50 a.m.)

22· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Heather Anderson to my

23· ·left, your right is going to be asking you a series

24· ·of questions, and we welcome you and look forward

25· ·to hearing what you've got to say.
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·1· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Thank you.

·2· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Good morning,

·3· ·Mr. Sanders.

·4· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Morning.

·5· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Please state your full

·6· ·name and current address for the record.

·7· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· James Robert Sanders, Jr.

·8· ·227 Hidden Acres, Gaffney, South Carolina.

·9· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· And for the record

10· ·Mr. Sanders is a resident of the fifth

11· ·Congressional district.

12· · · · · · · ·We received your complete confirmation

13· ·package.· Are there any changes or is there any

14· ·additional information that you'd like to provide

15· ·for your personal data questionnaire or statement

16· ·of economic interest?

17· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Yes.· I do want to

18· ·mention that -- the statement of economic interest.

19· ·There has been some confusion from an ability to

20· ·contact the State Ethics Commission.· My previous

21· ·service on the Commission of Higher Education, we

22· ·were reimbursed mileage and per diem at the legal

23· ·registered rate.· I did not report that as income,

24· ·and we're having varying opinions, but the majority

25· ·of them at this point in time if it's not on a 1099
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·1· ·or W-2 that I'm not.· But I just wanted to bring

·2· ·that attention.

·3· · · · · · · ·And number two on the political

·4· ·contributions, I don't keep records five years, and

·5· ·the very best record effort that I could come up

·6· ·with is what you have.· I'll be glad to do further

·7· ·research if necessary.

·8· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Thank you.

·9· · · · · · · ·Mr. Chair, I'd like to move to put his

10· ·personal data questionnaire summary in the record.

11· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· So ordered.

12· · · · · · · ·(EXH. 5, Summary of Background

13· ·Information for James R. Sanders, Jr., marked for

14· ·identification.)

15· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· And I think we did the

16· ·last one as well, did we not?· Okay.

17· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· We sent you a set of

18· ·questions and received your responses.· If we asked

19· ·you these questions today, would your answers be

20· ·the same?

21· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Yes.

22· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Mr. Chair, I move to put

23· ·his preliminary responses in the record.

24· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· So ordered.

25· · · · · · · ·(EXH. 6, Preliminary Questions for
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·1· ·James R. Sanders, Jr., marked for identification.)

·2· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· What experience would

·3· ·you bring to the Santee Cooper board that would be

·4· ·beneficial to an energy utility board?

·5· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Well, from a personal

·6· ·standpoint I do -- and I know everyone says this.

·7· ·I do pride myself in honesty and integrity.· From a

·8· ·technical standpoint, a business standpoint, I was

·9· ·president of a -- one of the top 40 largest

10· ·industrial companies in South Carolina.· So I have

11· ·background in financing, accounting, business

12· ·management, those types of issues.

13· · · · · · · ·I do have some experience in the -- we

14· ·did work for the power industry.· So I think in a

15· ·synopsis this would be -- and I also have a good

16· ·bit of board experience on a savings and loan

17· ·association, a privately-held textile company, and

18· ·various volunteer organizations.

19· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· What is Santee Cooper's

20· ·current generation mix?

21· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Approximately 70 -- 70,

22· ·80 percent coal, about eight to ten percent

23· ·nuclear, about eight to ten percent natural gas,

24· ·and the rest would be various -- hydro, methane

25· ·gas, various smaller percentages.
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·1· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· What is the relative age

·2· ·of the base load fleet?

·3· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· The coal -- based upon

·4· ·the information that I could glean, that there's

·5· ·still about a 38-year life cycle left -- I'm

·6· ·answering a little bit in reverse.· But the -- the

·7· ·coal generation fleet is actually newer compared to

·8· ·most.· I don't know the exact number, but I'm

·9· ·thinking it may be 12 to 15 years.

10· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· And what are the

11· ·challenges that would be presented by this mix and

12· ·the age of the fleet if Congress or the EPA were to

13· ·pass measures requiring a transition to a

14· ·carbon-constrained economy?

15· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· As I mentioned in my

16· ·answers, it's not a Polish -- or Rubik's Cube.· And

17· ·I don't know hardly where to begin.· I think maybe

18· ·some of the legislation of the cap and trade has

19· ·gone away, but the EPA I think could perhaps even

20· ·be a bigger threat to the emissions of the coal

21· ·generation-type, so fossil fuels.

22· · · · · · · ·It has a tremendous impact in the

23· ·future, and unfortunately we don't know where those

24· ·regulations are going.· So it's a tremendous asset

25· ·to have the coal-fired plants and them being as
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·1· ·efficient and productive as they are, but if the --

·2· ·the CO2 or the greenhouse gas affects regulations,

·3· ·not necessarily law go into effect, it could

·4· ·challenge the -- it could challenge Santee Cooper's

·5· ·very existence.

·6· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· How should Santee Cooper

·7· ·plan long term, 30, 40, 50 years out in this era of

·8· ·conservancy?

·9· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· To quote, I think you

10· ·have to be prudent.· You have to be flexible.· You

11· ·have to try to weigh every varying factor that

12· ·impacts generation of electricity and to a lesser

13· ·extent transmission distribution, but primarily on

14· ·the generation side.

15· · · · · · · ·It's hard to plan when you don't know

16· ·what regulations that you're going to be dealing

17· ·with.· However, I think it's a pretty -- pretty

18· ·sound assumption that the -- the carbon --

19· ·carbon-free or carbon -- less carbon generation is

20· ·going to be required in some form.· So you have to

21· ·be flexible.· You have to make the best decision

22· ·that you have based on all information that you can

23· ·glean on it.

24· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Who are Santee Cooper's

25· ·electricity customers?
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·1· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· You have direct and

·2· ·indirect.· You have your direct residential which

·3· ·Santee Cooper actually serves.· I think it's about

·4· ·160, 170,000 customers.· You have the indirect

·5· ·residential through the co-ops, through Central

·6· ·Co-Op, but to the co-ops indirectly.· You have the

·7· ·indirect residential to two municipalities, I

·8· ·believe it's Georgetown and I -- Bamberg.· I can't

·9· ·remember the second one.· It's a indirect

10· ·residential.

11· · · · · · · ·Then you have some direct industrial,

12· ·the Alumax, Nucor, Charleston Air Force Base, and

13· ·you have indirect -- excuse me.· Those would be

14· ·direct customers.· And then you would have the

15· ·indirect customers, industrial that would be on the

16· ·co-ops.

17· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· And what are the

18· ·relative percentages of each group's share of

19· ·Santee Cooper's sales of energy and their

20· ·responsibility for capital cost for capacity?

21· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Okay.· When we talk about

22· ·sales, there seems to be a little discrepancy

23· ·between the amount of electricity generated and the

24· ·dollar revenue of sales, but a central co-op is

25· ·somewhere between 60 and seven -- about 70 percent
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·1· ·of the generation capacity which I think translates

·2· ·to approximately 60, 65 percent of the dollar -- or

·3· ·revenue capacity.

·4· · · · · · · ·Central I guess indirectly carries a

·5· ·tremendous amount through their payments, through

·6· ·their -- through their payments to Santee Cooper.

·7· ·I don't have an exact number, 60 to 65 percent of

·8· ·the capital costs.

·9· · · · · · · ·The other -- let's see.· Help me again.

10· ·The second part of that question, please.

11· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· And what is each group

12· ·of customer's responsibility for capital costs?

13· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· The -- first of all, it's

14· ·through rates, and the rate generation is

15· ·determined by the board.· And part of that rate is

16· ·a capital cost recovery.· And I do believe that

17· ·Central, with 70 percent of the generation, maybe

18· ·60, 65 percent of the revenue, carries that much of

19· ·the capital costs.· The other ones would be

20· ·prorated I guess based on the rate structure.

21· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· What steps can Santee

22· ·Cooper take to expand its energy efficiency and

23· ·conservation programs?

24· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· On the conservation side,

25· ·I think it's an educational circumstance except for
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·1· ·the demand side controls, which would be a

·2· ·consumption regulation.· On energy efficiency

·3· ·there's some programs out there -- I think you have

·4· ·to look at return of investment on each program,

·5· ·but without question energy efficiency through

·6· ·either loans -- I do have a little problem with

·7· ·direct -- perhaps some rebates, but as far as

·8· ·direct payments to an individual owner, I -- I

·9· ·struggle with that a bit.

10· · · · · · · ·If that's the way it has to be

11· ·structured after full evaluation of all the

12· ·variables, then I would certainly consider that,

13· ·but clearly some sort of -- of loan -- and when I

14· ·say subsidy, but not necessarily a gift, but for --

15· ·for higher energy equipment or high energy

16· ·efficient equipment, especially on HVAC and hot

17· ·water, and then of course just the basic insulation

18· ·of homes, their -- their heat loss and heat gain.

19· · · · · · · ·So that would be a general thought on

20· ·that.

21· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Can you briefly describe

22· ·your understanding of a renewable portfolio

23· ·standard?

24· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Yes.· My best

25· ·understanding.· Some look at that as a electric --
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·1· ·to have a national legislation that says this is

·2· ·what you're required to produce with renewable

·3· ·energy.· And there are many -- as many almost

·4· ·different perspectives of that as there are -- as

·5· ·there are organizations that espouse that.

·6· · · · · · · ·It would be difficult, as an example

·7· ·for, for South Carolina to have a high wind

·8· ·portfolio or perhaps -- we -- we have methane gas

·9· ·which is a very small percentage.· So if it's -- if

10· ·it's a -- mandated by law, either federal or state

11· ·level how much of your generation capacity, the

12· ·portfolio of your generation capacity can be done

13· ·through renewable, and we have limits in South

14· ·Carolina.

15· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· And what renewables are

16· ·currently available in South Carolina?

17· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· The methane gas.· I

18· ·believe biomass possibly could be a future source,

19· ·but clearly none of them are going to make up the

20· ·need for future generation, even with conservation

21· ·and energy efficiency.

22· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· With the increase in

23· ·costs to build generation today, do you favor a

24· ·consortium approach where utilities would join

25· ·together to share the cost and risks of billion
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·1· ·dollar projects?

·2· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· I -- I cannot be

·3· ·absolutely definitive, but I believe that's

·4· ·probably going to be the only way you can do it.

·5· ·It's just such a high, high capital cost, and with

·6· ·even current world news events in Japan, the

·7· ·risk -- I think if properly done, consortiums,

·8· ·working together with other groups, other

·9· ·companies, other industries probably is the way to

10· ·go.

11· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Do you have any ideas

12· ·about generating electricity in South Carolina and

13· ·selling it outside the state?

14· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· If you -- if you have an

15· ·incremental demand for your in-state generation --

16· ·I guess you're referring more to Santee Cooper --

17· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Yes.

18· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· -- than you are in the

19· ·private companies.

20· · · · · · · ·In relation to Santee Cooper, if you

21· ·have an -- a stepped increase in demand or -- or a

22· ·need for additional generation, then let's just say

23· ·you -- just for round numbers that you're going to

24· ·add a hundred units of generation -- we'll just say

25· ·a hundred megawatts just for a reference number.
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·1· ·If you only need 50 for the first five or ten

·2· ·years, then I think certainly you should consider

·3· ·selling electricity outside the state.

·4· · · · · · · ·It -- it's kind of -- it's not a

·5· ·continuous curve.· It's almost a bar graph.· The

·6· ·demand may vary on it.· So -- but clearly not at

·7· ·the expense of the citizens of South Carolina.· I

·8· ·would hope that that would be a -- a means to

·9· ·subsidize South Carolina rather than South Carolina

10· ·subsidizing the southeast.

11· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Do you support further

12· ·investment in and reliance upon nuclear generation?

13· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· As I mentioned, there's

14· ·world events, and I believe properly regulated and

15· ·not overly regulated, but properly regulated,

16· ·designed, properly designed, properly constructed

17· ·and properly operated nuclear, I'm still open in a

18· ·strong way to believe that that is one option for

19· ·the future.

20· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· How important is it for

21· ·Santee Cooper to deliver electricity at prices that

22· ·are as reasonable as possible?

23· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Ultimately that's the

24· ·only way that you can -- you can survive with any

25· ·entity.· You have to be competitive.· And it's also
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·1· ·a statutory mandate or instruction that says that

·2· ·that's part of the purpose of Santee Cooper.

·3· · · · · · · ·Clearly you -- if -- you could be

·4· ·overregulated and you could be overpriced yourself

·5· ·right out of existence.· I'm not advocating it.· I

·6· ·don't think that will happen.· But it has to be

·7· ·competitive.· It has to be competitive.

·8· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· In response to your

·9· ·preliminary question number four, you state Santee

10· ·Cooper could continue to exist if properly funded

11· ·and not regulated out of business.· Who is

12· ·responsible for ensuring Santee Cooper is properly

13· ·funded?

14· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· The -- the financial

15· ·integrity is the board of directors.

16· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Describe the role that

17· ·you believe can be played by public power.

18· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· It -- it clearly is a

19· ·part of the -- of the mosaic generation and

20· ·transmission distribution for the industry as a

21· ·whole and South Carolina in particular.· Again,

22· ·properly managed, properly -- with the proper

23· ·supervision over -- oversupervision, oversight of

24· ·the entity, public power has just as strong a place

25· ·and should, should be able to deliver electricity
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·1· ·to its citizens at a lesser price.

·2· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· In your response to

·3· ·preliminary question number seven you state, and I

·4· ·quote, Economic development is one of the statutory

·5· ·and practical best interests of Santee Cooper.· The

·6· ·board of directors should please -- place economic

·7· ·development as one of its top visions, goals and

·8· ·policies and should support, at every level

·9· ·possible, this effort, end quote.

10· · · · · · · ·In what ways should the board of

11· ·directors pursue economic development?

12· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Well, as it stands now --

13· ·and don't hold me to the exact name, but

14· ·there's a -- there's a -- there's a court -- a

15· ·group between the electric cooperatives and Santee

16· ·Cooper.· And I think it's with Palmetto -- I don't

17· ·know the name, but there's a -- I think clearly

18· ·that has to -- to my understanding that has proved

19· ·successful.

20· · · · · · · ·It needs to be continually monitored,

21· ·but clearly the funding -- and I'll come back again

22· ·to return on investment.· If we are investing so

23· ·many million dollars and we're getting better life

24· ·or jobs for our citizens, which is also a statutory

25· ·requirement, then I -- incidentally the -- if
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·1· ·you'll correct me, the statute -- there is also a

·2· ·statutory requirement the best interest of Santee

·3· ·Cooper is the economic development.

·4· · · · · · · ·I'm not advocating that the

·5· ·individual -- at all that the individual board of

·6· ·directors goes out and -- and solicits industry.

·7· ·That may be called upon to help, but just -- I

·8· ·think that just needs to be at the forefront

·9· ·especially in today's economy.

10· · · · · · · ·As a quick aside, I just came off the

11· ·Commission on Higher Education, and I have a

12· ·biblical world view.· The past states that you only

13· ·need to know two things:· education and jobs, and

14· ·jobs and education.· And if we don't have growth,

15· ·Santee Cooper is not going to have anybody to sell

16· ·electricity to or the co-ops won't have anybody to

17· ·sell electricity to.

18· · · · · · · ·So I -- I just feel that that needs to

19· ·be monitored as the board should monitor, not

20· ·manage, but monitor every way possible for economic

21· ·growth.

22· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Do you have a vision of

23· ·future commercialization for Santee Cooper's

24· ·properties?

25· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Commercialization of the
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·1· ·Santee Cooper properties?· No, not really.· I could

·2· ·see possibly if you have tremendous resources at

·3· ·Marion and Moultrie, and possibly as a -- I hate to

·4· ·use the word resort, but recreational, perhaps more

·5· ·additional interest on recreation in those lakes.

·6· · · · · · · ·But as far as pure commercial, I

·7· ·don't -- I don't have much of a thought on that,

·8· ·but -- because the purpose would be the generation,

·9· ·transmission and distribution of electricity.· But

10· ·if the property is -- is surplus -- and, again,

11· ·it's statutorily required about how you can and

12· ·cannot dispose certain properties or resources.

13· · · · · · · ·But as far as a commercialization of

14· ·the property, I can't think of anything on the

15· ·power generation side.

16· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· With the current lease

17· ·programs that Santee Cooper has --

18· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· I'm sorry.

19· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· With the current lease

20· ·programs that Santee Cooper has for residential and

21· ·commercial properties, how would you handle an

22· ·assertion that a lease program that's proposed by

23· ·Santee Cooper would virtually eliminate a certain

24· ·type of class of business?

25· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Well, you have to look at
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·1· ·fairness from both sides.· I think you would have

·2· ·to determine through management providing correct

·3· ·information and if the board desired -- not an

·4· ·individual, but if the board desired, what is the

·5· ·true value of a property or -- or a lease of a

·6· ·property.· And I don't think the purpose should be

·7· ·to drive any individual off, but I do think it has

·8· ·to be fair on both sides.

·9· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· And with costs for

10· ·electric utilities rising, what factors would you

11· ·consider if the board had to decide between

12· ·increasing rates for its customers for electricity

13· ·or commercializing undeveloped or underdeveloped

14· ·property held by Santee Cooper?

15· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· I think you got to have a

16· ·balance.· You'd have to know what the swap-offs

17· ·were.· I don't -- ultimately the best interest of

18· ·Santee Cooper is defined statutorily as maintaining

19· ·the financial stability, and that's the sign of the

20· ·board, providing the appropriate rates for

21· ·electricity and -- and development -- economic

22· ·development.

23· · · · · · · ·Without knowing the specifics of the

24· ·swap-offs, I wouldn't have a definitive answer, but

25· ·ultimately I think you have to try to factor those
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·1· ·three factors.

·2· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· I'm going to follow up

·3· ·with another question.

·4· · · · · · · ·A few years ago the board had to deal

·5· ·with an issue dealing with residential leases on

·6· ·the lake and a possible increase in rates that

·7· ·could have driven some of the homeowners off their

·8· ·property.· If a similar situation were to arise

·9· ·while you were serving on the board, would you be

10· ·supportive of the current homeowners?

11· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· I would think you'd have

12· ·to look at a grandfather-type clause, but, again,

13· ·without knowing exact numbers, I wouldn't -- I

14· ·couldn't definitively say one way or the other

15· ·without understanding the entire dilemma.

16· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Would you have -- do you

17· ·think there would be any difference of opinion or

18· ·would you have different concerns if they were

19· ·commercial leases?

20· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Honestly I would probably

21· ·lean a little bit to the residential, to the

22· ·individual.· But, no, you should evaluate them

23· ·ultimately the same way.· That's the purpose of

24· ·Santee Cooper.

25· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· And --
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·1· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Fairly -- as fairly as --

·2· ·balanced as possible.

·3· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· And if you look at

·4· ·commercial leases and you -- what factors would you

·5· ·look at between businesses that have a current

·6· ·presence on the lake versus those that could

·7· ·possibly bring in higher income?

·8· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Again, I want to go back

·9· ·to try and be fair and balanced.· If you have an --

10· ·if you have an entity already there and you have

11· ·another entity trying to take that same property --

12· ·is that -- is that the -- is that your -- well, you

13· ·have to go back and see what the terms of the

14· ·original agreement were, what were the terms of the

15· ·agreement on the lease to start with.· You'd

16· ·certainly want to honor your legal

17· ·responsibilities.

18· · · · · · · ·That's a tough question because I come

19· ·out of construction and the low bid got the job,

20· ·and if you didn't, you were put on the street.· You

21· ·went to the next job.

22· · · · · · · ·I think you have to look at all the

23· ·factors and be as fair as you possibly can.· I

24· ·don't think necessarily that you should necessarily

25· ·favor one entity over the other if a lease is
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·1· ·expired, but you would certainly give the existing

·2· ·entity as many opportunities as legally and

·3· ·ethically as possible to retain their property.

·4· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Are you aware of any

·5· ·obligations that the Federal Energy Regulatory

·6· ·Commission places on Santee Cooper as a lessor?

·7· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· No, I do not.· I know

·8· ·they're licensed on a periodic basis.

·9· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Do you have an opinion

10· ·if Santee Cooper should place an emphasis on making

11· ·a profit through its leases or promoting facilities

12· ·that would accommodate a diverse public?

13· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Well, if you -- if you

14· ·want to be back to the essence, you have the best

15· ·interest of Santee Cooper which is financial

16· ·stability, electric -- cost of electricity and

17· ·economic development.· That possibly could be an

18· ·economic development issue.

19· · · · · · · ·I would hate to get into a lot of what

20· ·ifs, but if a study was done and the return to the

21· ·state -- the total return, maybe not necessarily

22· ·all of Santee Cooper -- that might be a

23· ·consideration, but the way the statute is written,

24· ·the best interest is defined in those three things.

25· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Can you provide examples
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·1· ·of ways to attract and retain quality personnel?

·2· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Well, clearly com -- you

·3· ·have to have a compensation program that -- that is

·4· ·competitive.· How you treat people is a -- a big

·5· ·factor in today's -- in today's world.

·6· · · · · · · ·Engineering and technical people -- we

·7· ·all know the educational system is just not --

·8· ·we're not turning them out in the numbers that we

·9· ·need.· It's going to be critical for Santee Cooper

10· ·to maintain -- or to attract and keep those people.

11· ·But your -- your fringe benefit program -- and I'm

12· ·not talking about excessive, but it needs to be

13· ·competitive.

14· · · · · · · ·It needs to be competitive not only for

15· ·South Carolina, but these people -- it needs to be

16· ·competitive with your -- your peers or your

17· ·competitors in the electrical generation industry

18· ·because that's where they're -- that's where the

19· ·individual's opportunities lie.

20· · · · · · · ·And I'm not saying give away

21· ·everything, but I think you've got to be

22· ·competitive in -- in your total compensation

23· ·system, including your fringe benefit system, not

24· ·being excessive, but you sure better match -- you

25· ·better know what's going on in the marketplace.
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·1· · · · · · · ·That's, again, a management issue, but

·2· ·it's a board, I think, oversight that we do attract

·3· ·and -- and keep qualified people at all levels.

·4· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· What do you think about

·5· ·the current salaries -- salaries paid to executive

·6· ·staff and other employees?

·7· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· I haven't studied it in

·8· ·comparison to other utilities.· It's my

·9· ·understanding that they're competitive or a little

10· ·bit less than scale.

11· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· In your personal data

12· ·questionnaire and in response to question one in

13· ·your preliminary questions, you indicated

14· ·experience with energy efficiency and renewables

15· ·with your -- in conjunction with your contractor's

16· ·license.· Could you elaborate on that a little bit?

17· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· The company that I

18· ·sold -- and it's been in 1999 and 1998.· We were

19· ·involved in the power industry in several ways.

20· ·First of all, we designed and built diesel peak

21· ·shaving stations.

22· · · · · · · ·As a matter of fact, the -- the

23· ·cooperatives in the upstate that bought the

24· ·diesel -- locomotive diesels from the eastern North

25· ·Carolina co-ops, we took those diesels, tested
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·1· ·them, designed a -- a facility and installed those

·2· ·on several different -- I think at one time we had

·3· ·done like 50 diesel peak shaving engines.· There

·4· ·might have been two or three in one building.

·5· · · · · · · ·Secondly, we were involved in the --

·6· ·off the gas turbines -- the heat recovery steam

·7· ·generator that drives -- the way -- with the waste

·8· ·heat drive they're on a combined cycle plan.· We --

·9· ·we co-oped with -- had -- had an agreement with

10· ·ABB, Asea Brown Boveri, who Austin Power eventually

11· ·purchased, but we built all the casings and shipped

12· ·them to their plant where they installed the actual

13· ·heat exchanger itself inside.· And we did that

14· ·probably for four or five years.

15· · · · · · · ·As far as energy conservation, we

16· ·worked for people like Milliken, DuPont, Timken

17· ·Bearing, BMW, and we were constantly installing the

18· ·systems.· So we were aware -- we -- we sometimes

19· ·did a design/build where we would design and

20· ·install a system, but many times even if we didn't

21· ·design the system, we would see what systems were

22· ·going in from energy conservation.

23· · · · · · · ·As far as energy inefficiency is

24· ·concerned, on -- on our design and our construction

25· ·of steam plants -- and when I say steam plants,
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·1· ·it's nothing like a power plant.· It would be a

·2· ·steam plant for Michelin Tire or a steam plant for

·3· ·Timken Bearing.

·4· · · · · · · ·In the chilled water facilities, we

·5· ·were constantly being -- in our design/build, we

·6· ·were constantly evaluating and presenting to the

·7· ·client the energy efficiencies and the paybacks

·8· ·that they would receive from those energy

·9· ·efficiencies.

10· · · · · · · ·Did I cover all your questions?· Was

11· ·there another one?

12· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Yes, sir.· No, you've

13· ·covered all of them.

14· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Okay.

15· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Can you briefly describe

16· ·how your family business grew from a smaller

17· ·business to a large, successful one.

18· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· I have said many times

19· ·that I had the blessing to be born halfway between

20· ·Charlotte and Gaffney at a time when industry was

21· ·coming to the -- to the south.· We were blessed

22· ·with many opportunities, and as I mentioned in

23· ·there, we had a lot of gifts to be able to take

24· ·advantage of those opportunities.

25· · · · · · · ·And one -- it was just a wonderful case
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·1· ·of people over the years that were just hard

·2· ·workers and very high ethical, high integrity

·3· ·standards.

·4· · · · · · · ·And I mentioned some of the people

·5· ·that -- that we'd worked for, Timken, DuPont, BMW,

·6· ·Michelin.· We -- we worked with -- we were very

·7· ·fortunate to catch the wave of this industry came

·8· ·south.

·9· · · · · · · ·Unfortunately when I sold my company in

10· ·'99, those industries were now starting -- instead

11· ·of coming from the north and the midwest to the

12· ·south, they were starting to go to India and to

13· ·China, and we actually did some export work.· So we

14· ·were just very fortunate to be in an area that was

15· ·experiencing industrial growth and we were

16· ·providing that -- the services required for those

17· ·industries.

18· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Can you give us an idea

19· ·how large the business was, how many employees you

20· ·had?

21· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· In today's, it would be a

22· ·hundred -- in today's numbers it would be 150

23· ·million.· We did about 90 to 100 million dollars a

24· ·year and employed as many as -- we employed at one

25· ·time during shutdown turnarounds as many as 2,000
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·1· ·people at one time.

·2· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Are there any attributes

·3· ·or lessons that you could take from your business

·4· ·experience and apply to Santee Cooper to make

·5· ·Santee Cooper more successful?

·6· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Do everything that you

·7· ·possibly can to evaluate the risks.

·8· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Are there any

·9· ·differences that you see between running a private

10· ·business versus --

11· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Certainly.· Certainly.

12· ·When you run a private business, you're the owner

13· ·and the manager.· When you're on a board of

14· ·directors, you are a -- you represent the

15· ·stakeholders which are the citizens of South

16· ·Carolina and the state that requires a government

17· ·agency.

18· · · · · · · ·You do not in any circumstances on a --

19· ·on a publicly -- an entity on board of directors

20· ·dictate day-to-day operations under no

21· ·circumstances.· When you're in management -- it is

22· ·different when you're in management of a

23· ·privately-held company.· You make hour for hour

24· ·decisions.

25· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Should Santee Cooper
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·1· ·remain a state entity?

·2· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· I -- if it's not

·3· ·regulated out of business, I think it's a -- and

·4· ·it's properly, as we said earlier, financed,

·5· ·managed and directed, I see no reason in the world

·6· ·that Santee Cooper cannot continue as a state quasi

·7· ·public entity.

·8· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· You briefly touched on

·9· ·the role of -- as a director for Santee Cooper.

10· ·Could -- how is that role different from the role

11· ·of executive staff?

12· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Well, the board -- the

13· ·board of directors set vision, goals and policy and

14· ·overview -- or -- not managed, but ensure that

15· ·those are -- those goals, visions and policies are

16· ·carried out.· The vision -- or the goal is set

17· ·statutorily in many cases in Santee Cooper's

18· ·situation.· It's -- it's the executive committee at

19· ·that point to interrelate with the board to provide

20· ·the necessary information to assure that these

21· ·visions, goals and policies are being carried out.

22· · · · · · · ·The executive committee ultimately is

23· ·for the management of the company.· They're

24· ·ultimately responsible for the -- for the

25· ·hour-by-hour, day-to-day, week-to-week,
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·1· ·month-to-month management of the company.· The

·2· ·board of directors is to -- again, to set the -- to

·3· ·be -- to ensure that the vision, goals and policies

·4· ·are set and maintained.

·5· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Aside from annual audits

·6· ·by outside firms, what other types of independent

·7· ·expertise should a member of the board utilize in

·8· ·decision making?

·9· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· First you have to have a

10· ·competence in your board -- in your management

11· ·team, and I know no reason to not have that

12· ·competence level.

13· · · · · · · ·Personally I -- we dealt a lot with the

14· ·large Japanese companies, and they -- they had a

15· ·theory that they benchmarked, and I think it's very

16· ·important that we have a confidence level as a

17· ·board and not -- not in any way doubting management

18· ·in any way whatsoever, but to be sure that the

19· ·benchmarks that we're being provided are national

20· ·benchmarks.

21· · · · · · · ·If the board decides they need

22· ·additional input, then that's a board decision.· An

23· ·individual should not go out and -- and hire a

24· ·consultant or have specific discussions with

25· ·bonding rating agencies and some examples, previous
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·1· ·unfortunately, such as that.

·2· · · · · · · ·But, again, to -- you have to have the

·3· ·confidence of the information that's been provided

·4· ·to you.· I mean, this is just a wild example, but,

·5· ·you know, maybe there's going to be some reports

·6· ·out of this Japanese nuclear disaster that might be

·7· ·presented by a third entity.· I don't know, but

·8· ·that's -- that's a management responsibility if the

·9· ·board asks for additional information to provide

10· ·it.

11· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· What is your personal

12· ·experience with interpreting financial documents?

13· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Well, when you're in

14· ·private industry, you look at them daily, private

15· ·business.· The -- the Piedmont Federal Savings and

16· ·Loan, which is a bank, we are constantly evaluating

17· ·finances.· Very fortunately good to this point.

18· · · · · · · ·And also at the Hamrick Musgrove Mills

19· ·that I'm a board of director on, we've constantly

20· ·seen profit and loss, return on investment options

21· ·for additional planning investment.

22· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· And with your service on

23· ·a number of boards and you have other activities,

24· ·do you see any time constraints or interference

25· ·with what Santee Cooper --
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·1· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· No, ma'am.· I've come off

·2· ·a few lately, and I believe that I have

·3· ·sufficient -- more than enough time to be a

·4· ·productive member if so called.

·5· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· How much time do you

·6· ·anticipate that you'll need to prepare?

·7· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Historically I've seen --

·8· ·it's almost a one-to-one preparation versus meeting

·9· ·time.· I guess that can vary, but that's just a gut

10· ·check.· So if you're going to meet, you know, one

11· ·day a month, you need about a day of preparation,

12· ·sometimes more, sometimes less maybe.

13· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· What is your general

14· ·approach to serving on a board?· Are you more of a

15· ·leader, follower, planner?

16· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· All the above if -- if

17· ·it's necessary.

18· · · · · · · ·But first I think, you know, on any

19· ·initial board it's trying to -- to understand the

20· ·dynamics of the business and, you know, what's the

21· ·most pressing issue.· So I don't think I would be

22· ·one to come in and be so presumptuous and say you

23· ·can either do this, this or that.· I think -- but

24· ·if necessary based upon my experience, I can do

25· ·either one of them.
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·1· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Do you have any

·2· ·financial conflicts of interest that would result

·3· ·from your appointment?

·4· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· No, ma'am.

·5· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· What would you do if a

·6· ·conflict arose?

·7· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· I think the word is

·8· ·disclose and recuse.

·9· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Do you have any holdings

10· ·of any electrical utilities or other entities that

11· ·may be impacted by a decision of the Santee Cooper

12· ·board?

13· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· As I mentioned in my

14· ·report, my wife and I do own some Duke Energy and

15· ·Dominion Resources in a -- in a -- in a managed

16· ·account.· And then we have some mutual funds.· And

17· ·I went back as near as I can determine, none of the

18· ·top ten holdings are any of the ones that are

19· ·direct.

20· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Do you understand the

21· ·obligations and responsibilities of this position?

22· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Yes, ma'am.

23· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· What duty of loyalty or

24· ·duty of care would you owe to Santee Cooper?

25· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· The duty of loyalty is
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·1· ·to -- to the -- the stakeholders, i.e., the state,

·2· ·the owners, citizens of the state.· It's explicitly

·3· ·spelled out the duty of care of the processes that

·4· ·we must follow, who we can rely upon information on

·5· ·to determine whether or not the decision was

·6· ·properly made or not.

·7· · · · · · · ·Essentially everything comes down to

·8· ·the best interest of Santee Cooper which is the

·9· ·financial -- a balance between the financial

10· ·stability, generation of competitive rates for all

11· ·classes and economic development.

12· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· What role should a

13· ·director's ideological or political beliefs play in

14· ·making a decision?

15· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· I reflect a little bit

16· ·about that statement.· Ultimately it should --

17· ·anybody that has certain belief systems will --

18· ·that will influence your decision process -- I

19· ·can't say that that wouldn't happen.· However,

20· ·if -- I can't think of a specific example.

21· ·Ultimately it should make -- you should make the

22· ·decision based on the best decision of Santee

23· ·Cooper.

24· · · · · · · ·I have a biblical world view.· It will

25· ·influence my decision as far as ethics and morals
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·1· ·and what is right or wrong, but it would not change

·2· ·my view on nuclear energy.

·3· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· What is your opinion

·4· ·about the importance of work unity?

·5· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Pardon?

·6· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· What is the importance

·7· ·about -- what is your opinion about the importance

·8· ·of work unity?

·9· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· I personally think it's

10· ·critical serving on some of the boards.· Now,

11· ·that's not saying when you're in a meeting that you

12· ·don't have the respect and the right to discuss

13· ·issues, and that doesn't necessarily mean that

14· ·every vote is going to be unanimous.· However, once

15· ·you come out of that meeting, it's my belief that

16· ·the board -- unless it's illegal or unethical, that

17· ·the board should support -- unanimously support the

18· ·decisions of the board.

19· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· If confirmed by the

20· ·Senate, what are the first three things you would

21· ·do when you get to the board?

22· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· First of all, again, to

23· ·try to learn more about the operations of Santee

24· ·Cooper.· Number two, to try to determine what are

25· ·the most -- what are the most immediate issues that
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·1· ·we'll have to vote on, what are the most important

·2· ·things that are going to come up real quick.· And,

·3· ·number three, try to determine whether the

·4· ·strategic planning of Santee Cooper is in line with

·5· ·what we see is the strategic needs of the future.

·6· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· And have you spoken to

·7· ·the governor regarding how Santee Cooper should be

·8· ·run or what direction it should take?

·9· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· No, ma'am.

10· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· I have no further

11· ·questions.· Thank you.

12· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· Thank you.

13· · · · · · · ·Mr. Sanders, Piedmont Federal --

14· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Yes, sir.

15· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· -- y'all accept

16· ·any federal money?

17· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· No, sir.· You're talking

18· ·about the bailout?

19· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· Yes.

20· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· We were very fortunate.

21· ·We're still under the scrutiny of OTS, but we did

22· ·not accept any.

23· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· All right.· A

24· ·couple other questions as it relates to Santee

25· ·Cooper more.
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·1· · · · · · · ·If I had to call you a pronuclear or an

·2· ·antinuclear supporter, which pigeonhole would I put

·3· ·you in?

·4· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· It wouldn't be

·5· ·antinuclear.

·6· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· That's a political

·7· ·answer.

·8· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· I -- I -- as I said

·9· ·earlier, I think it's got to be regulated properly,

10· ·not overregulated.· It's got to be designed

11· ·properly, constructed and operated properly.· I see

12· ·nuclear as one of our few options at this time

13· ·unless there's some dramatic increase in coal

14· ·technology or we're going to find natural gas that

15· ·we'll be allowed to recover.· If the French can do

16· ·it, anybody can.

17· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· So that puts you

18· ·in the pronuclear category?

19· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· I would have to say if

20· ·I'm leaning one way or the other --

21· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· You don't really

22· ·appear to me to be a guy that hedges his bet.· I

23· ·don't think you were successful in business --

24· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· No, and the reason I --

25· ·as far as -- the regulation is the problem.· We can
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·1· ·make a decision, and if they change the

·2· ·regulations, we could -- you have no control over

·3· ·that crowd in Washington.· You can educate them and

·4· ·hopefully our -- our -- and historically our --

·5· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· Now, Mr. Sanders,

·6· ·what crowd in Washington are you talking about?

·7· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· I won't get into that.

·8· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· I think we're

·9· ·about -- I think I would find that very interesting

10· ·that you talk about the crowd in Washington.

11· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Right.

12· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· I think he said

13· ·bureaucrats.· Did I hear that correctly?

14· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· It does start with a B.

15· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Careful now.· Maintain

16· ·that biblical world view.

17· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· We're going to get

18· ·there in a little while.

19· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· We'll do that.· We'll do

20· ·that.

21· · · · · · · ·No, seriously you understand what I'm

22· ·saying.· I think nuclear is an option.· Who knows

23· ·what's going to come out of this Japanese thing.

24· ·Right now I don't see it -- you know, don't build

25· ·one on a fault line.· I think that would be a
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·1· ·problem.

·2· · · · · · · ·But to suggest that -- that with our

·3· ·dependence upon oil, it drives me crazy every

·4· ·dollar is going right overseas.· There was one

·5· ·issue about electrifying the trains.· Fantastic.

·6· ·Where are you going to get the electricity?

·7· · · · · · · ·So I'm -- if you have to put me in a

·8· ·pigeonhole, I'm leaning to being pronuclear.· But,

·9· ·again, if something -- if something comes out of

10· ·this, it's not safe -- I'm more worried about the

11· ·nuclear waste than I am the nuclear generation.

12· ·That's just my opinion.

13· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· Well, now,

14· ·Mr. Sanders, I thought I was going down a pretty

15· ·easy path, but since we're going to have this

16· ·conversation, say something does come out in Japan

17· ·that says nuclear is not as attractive as it was

18· ·six months ago, do you have an alternative?

19· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· That's -- at this point

20· ·in time -- and if you're going to regulate coal and

21· ·natural gas, carbon emissions, I don't know what

22· ·the alternate is.

23· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· Well, don't you

24· ·believe we should be eliminating carbon emissions?

25· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Yes, sir.· I think it --
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·1· ·I think it needs to be done.· I think it needs to

·2· ·be done in a transitional -- there's a cost to

·3· ·everything.· You can't --

·4· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· Well, wouldn't you

·5· ·believe in a biblical world view that we have a

·6· ·responsibility to keep this earth --

·7· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Yes.

·8· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· -- productive and

·9· ·healthy?

10· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· I'm not a tree hugger.

11· ·We have mistreated our environment.· We have

12· ·grossly mistreated it in some areas.· But you can't

13· ·change your generation capability when you don't

14· ·know what the regulations are and you don't know

15· ·what the future technologies are.· It -- it's a

16· ·Rubik's Cube.· It's not a puzzle.

17· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· I think I'm going

18· ·to go back to my original.· I think I'm still going

19· ·to put you in the pronuclear --

20· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Yes.

21· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· -- unless somebody

22· ·comes up with a better idea.

23· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Try -- y'all put your

24· ·heads together and find one that -- leaning that

25· ·way and not necessarily pigeonhole it completely
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·1· ·because there -- there could be circumstances where

·2· ·nuclear might not be an interest.· I don't see it.

·3· ·It could be regulatory, not technical.

·4· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· Okay.· I think

·5· ·we've probably beat that horse to death.

·6· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Okay.

·7· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· Talk about the

·8· ·lakes a little bit.· I love the lakes and love

·9· ·outdoors.

10· · · · · · · ·Santee Cooper generates less than two

11· ·percent of its energy hydro.· That's not very much.

12· ·What is -- what would your role as a board member

13· ·be as we manage and weigh the advantages and

14· ·disadvantages of the amount of water that we retain

15· ·in the lakes as it comes to less than two percent

16· ·of our power supply but has a huge negative impact

17· ·on businesses around the lake, recreational use for

18· ·people all over the state that comes to the lake

19· ·system?· As a board member how would you see --

20· ·what would your role be as that balance?

21· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· I think the word balance

22· ·is critical, how you, you know -- what -- what you

23· ·put on either side of the scales.· I may not be as

24· ·knowledgeable as I need to be to -- to

25· ·specifically.· Clearly it's a resource.· A huge
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·1· ·resource.· It's a recreational tourism, economic --

·2· ·there's no doubt it's a resource.

·3· · · · · · · ·The two percent that you mentioned, I

·4· ·was surprised it was that small in hydro, I'll be

·5· ·candid with you, when I did my research.· It's when

·6· ·you have -- when you might need that two percent.

·7· ·If you drop a power plant or if it's an outage and

·8· ·it's a peak day, then you might have to drain the

·9· ·lake down, but you hope that you would balance that

10· ·and that would be so minimal -- I'm from the

11· ·upstate, and Hartwell, as you may or may not know,

12· ·has had dramatic elevation changes, and it's a huge

13· ·impact on the quality of life around that lake.

14· ·It's huge.

15· · · · · · · ·I'm thinking statutorily obligation and

16· ·I'm thinking, you know, how can you achieve that

17· ·without impacting.· I guess there's -- everybody

18· ·wants -- wants cheap electricity, but they don't

19· ·want their ox gored.· I am against -- I would -- I

20· ·would like to see the lake levels held -- it's

21· ·funny you mentioned it.· Honestly, about every

22· ·three or four days, I look in the newspaper and see

23· ·what the lake levels for the state are, because I

24· ·have seen what Hartwell -- how bad that is when it

25· ·goes down.
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·1· · · · · · · ·I would hope to learn more and find

·2· ·ways to balance the issues you speak to.· Today I'm

·3· ·afraid I couldn't emphatically say that there would

·4· ·never be a time that that lake wouldn't have to be

·5· ·drawn down, but I don't know if it would or

·6· ·wouldn't.

·7· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· Do you see it as a

·8· ·role of a director to take those needs around the

·9· ·lake as a consideration?

10· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Yes, on -- from a

11· ·division standpoint, but when you do that,

12· ·remember, you're going back way to these three

13· ·points statutorily.

14· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· Well, I understand

15· ·that, but, you know, my understanding is the only

16· ·real responsibility that you have is to make sure

17· ·that the flow coming down the river going to

18· ·Charleston certain -- gets certain gallons so that

19· ·we don't have saltwater coming up the river.

20· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Right.· Right.

21· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· Short of that --

22· ·I'm not talking about that.· We all know we have to

23· ·maintain that.· There may be -- there may come a

24· ·time when you either have to run a little more

25· ·water over it or -- to -- to generate one percent
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·1· ·of your power or you may have to throw a little bit

·2· ·more coal on the fire.

·3· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· That's -- that's an

·4· ·operation decision.

·5· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· But you would --

·6· ·you would at least consider --

·7· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Absolutely.

·8· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· -- the needs

·9· ·around the lake?

10· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Absolutely.· Absolutely.

11· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· And do you think

12· ·you would also have the responsibility to

13· ·occasionally spend some of Santee Cooper's money to

14· ·manage certain aspects of the lake like weed

15· ·control and things like that?

16· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· If -- if it was not

17· ·against the law, absolutely I think that would

18· ·be -- it's -- it's the responsibility of management

19· ·of the lake.· It's their responsibility.

20· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· But, you know,

21· ·things come with price tags occasionally.

22· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Yes.

23· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· So I just want to

24· ·make sure --

25· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Yes.
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·1· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· -- you're willing

·2· ·to spend some resources to maintain those lakes

·3· ·when necessary.

·4· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Yes, sir.

·5· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· All right.· A

·6· ·little bit about this loyalty question.

·7· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Yes, sir.

·8· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· I heard you say

·9· ·your first loyalty would be to the company, Santee

10· ·Cooper.

11· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· The second.· I'm sorry.

12· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· After that how do

13· ·you see a role of politics -- and this relates back

14· ·to what got me interested when I got on here to

15· ·begin with.· We had a governor that wanted to sell

16· ·Santee Cooper, and he was out campaigning saying we

17· ·were going to sell it.· You had a General Assembly

18· ·sitting up here and said, No, we don't think we

19· ·want to sell it, and we had conflict.

20· · · · · · · ·Now, you would be appointed by a

21· ·governor.· What -- what -- how do you weigh those

22· ·things if sometime in the future we had a conflict?

23· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Well, I don't think --

24· ·when you're talking about ideological -- political

25· ·ideological --
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·1· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· That's what it all

·2· ·comes down to.

·3· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· -- I think you do what's

·4· ·in the best interest of Santee Cooper.· And I don't

·5· ·see -- I don't see -- it would have -- you would

·6· ·have to look at each individual situation as it

·7· ·came about, but I don't see -- again, properly

·8· ·governed -- managed as it is, I see no reason

·9· ·Santee Cooper can't survive in a strong way in the

10· ·future.· I'm not sure that --

11· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· The bottom line is

12· ·you want to see it remain a public entity?

13· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· If at all possible.· I

14· ·think it could be -- if -- if -- I'm not -- and I'm

15· ·not advocating this.· I don't think it will happen.

16· ·But what if tomorrow the EPA said -- in five years

17· ·they cut the emissions so much, I don't know that

18· ·we can bring up any other generation capacity that

19· ·quick -- you could be regulated out of business.· I

20· ·don't see it happening.· I'm not advocating --

21· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· Now, I do a little

22· ·bit of business, but if -- if the state couldn't

23· ·hit those requirements, no other private business

24· ·could either, so it wouldn't be for sale, would it?

25· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· You wouldn't think so.
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·1· ·If it was, it wouldn't -- sure wouldn't be for very

·2· ·much value.

·3· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· So I would -- I

·4· ·would assume -- not to put words in your mouth, but

·5· ·we certainly would have the ability to maintain it

·6· ·as a publicly-owned company as well as any

·7· ·privately-owned?

·8· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· I think -- I think you

·9· ·would -- you should -- you should from a tax

10· ·standpoint have a better ability to do so

11· ·supposedly in your --

12· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· You keep adding

13· ·those little supposedlies and maybes.· Just --

14· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· It is because of the

15· ·regulatory environment.· It all boils down to

16· ·regulatory.

17· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· Those people in

18· ·Washington, right?

19· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· So said.

20· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· So said.

21· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· But it's uncertainty.

22· ·The regulatory environment to me is the real

23· ·uncertainty.· Other than that, it's a proven

24· ·entity.· It's been successful.· And there's no

25· ·reason it can't continue to be so.
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·1· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· I don't believe I

·2· ·have any other questions.

·3· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Okay.· You -- the --

·4· ·those people -- or those folks in Washington that

·5· ·starts with a B --

·6· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Can we call them

·7· ·regulator -- regulatory --

·8· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· And you weren't

·9· ·referring to them as Baptists, were you?

10· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· No, no, no, no, no, no,

11· ·no.

12· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· What do -- what do you

13· ·think -- with your history of Santee Cooper's

14· ·fairly stanch and to my eye unwavering endorsement

15· ·in support of Gamecocks, how do you -- is that

16· ·going to be a conflict?

17· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Well, I've heard both

18· ·sides of that story.· I thought -- I heard there's

19· ·a lot of Citadel people down there that kind of

20· ·fell between the Clemson and Carolina crowd --

21· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Yeah.

22· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· -- that you have to kind

23· ·of keep an eye on them too.

24· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Carolina folks would

25· ·be those B people too?
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·1· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Maybe they're the

·2· ·Baptists.· You never know, you know.

·3· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· I see your allegiance

·4· ·and -- as you should be from that area.· Did you go

·5· ·to Clemson?

·6· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Yeah.

·7· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· What --

·8· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· '70.

·9· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Okay.

10· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· I'm old.· Don't you love

11· ·old people.

12· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· I -- I tell you,

13· ·you've got energy, buba.· You're not an old man

14· ·without any get up and go.

15· · · · · · · ·I am curious -- and I was trying to

16· ·find out about First Federal.· Y'all were one of

17· ·the top two safest banks in the state.

18· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Yes, sir.

19· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Do you have a little

20· ·OTC trouble like every -- or most every state -- or

21· ·bank in the state it seems or --

22· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· They always come -- it's

23· ·those people, again.

24· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Yeah.

25· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· You understand what I
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·1· ·mean, Vernon?

·2· · · · · · · ·They tend to find something every time,

·3· ·but we have -- seriously, we have -- we have been a

·4· ·very -- over the years, even before my time, a very

·5· ·conservatively -- and we are very, very fortunate.

·6· ·We did not take any federal money.· We are one of

·7· ·the top five in the nation of the, quote, safest.

·8· ·But --

·9· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Is that a closely-held

10· ·or publicly-traded?

11· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· It's publicly.

12· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Okay.

13· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Public.· It's -- it's one

14· ·of the few savings and loans that are left.

15· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Okay.· The -- I'm

16· ·impressed with your hedging which I think is safe,

17· ·and I'm not going to -- let me finish before you

18· ·correct me, perhaps for the first time.· You should

19· ·have corrected him.

20· · · · · · · ·But I -- you are walking into an area

21· ·and offering for service in an area that you have

22· ·not been before, and -- but I'm impressed with your

23· ·sense of those people, whoever the us or regulatory

24· ·or NRC or whoever that in large part govern what

25· ·you can and can't do.· Your world view according to
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·1· ·the Bible -- and I'm a Baptist.· I don't think I've

·2· ·heard that.· Maybe I should be listening to Joel

·3· ·Osteen a little bit more.

·4· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· I hope not.

·5· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Or maybe my -- well,

·6· ·he's got a big world in the back of his set.· Did

·7· ·you notice that?

·8· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· We can -- I'll be glad to

·9· ·go as deep as you want to.

10· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Don't go deep.· And

11· ·this not a critical question.· I want to impress my

12· ·Baptist preacher on Sunday --

13· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Work with me on this.

14· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Again, not as a

15· ·deacon, but as a fellow who grew up Baptist -- or

16· ·has grown up Baptist, again, not a critical -- not

17· ·a hook of a question, but how does that -- tell me,

18· ·again, succinctly what is that world view and how

19· ·does that affect, again, not your past success but

20· ·as you walk into this role with Santee Cooper?

21· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Well, you really want to

22· ·know?

23· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· And I truly do, but,

24· ·again, I'm not looking for a long answer.

25· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· I -- I don't want to -- I
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·1· ·don't -- I don't wear it on my sleeve.· I go -- I

·2· ·go to Clemson football games.· I mean, you know, we

·3· ·have balance -- the balance question again.

·4· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Whether to cuss or

·5· ·not.

·6· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Yeah, it depends on what

·7· ·down it is and who did what and all that.

·8· · · · · · · ·I believe what's going on in the world

·9· ·today is biblical.· It says that there will be a

10· ·time that -- and my personal belief -- and I don't

11· ·impose on other people, but it -- that there will

12· ·be a return.· I have no idea when that will be.

13· ·It's a day closer than it was.· And I believe some

14· ·of the things that are going on in the world are

15· ·prophecy being fulfilled.· Israel went back to --

16· ·the Jews went back to Israel in '48.

17· · · · · · · ·But that's -- that's an overview.· I

18· ·don't -- I don't -- I'm not trying to impose that

19· ·on you or you or anybody else, okay, but I'm -- if

20· ·you ask me, I'm going to tell what I believe.

21· · · · · · · ·I believe -- from that standpoint

22· ·you're right, Representative Ott, about we have --

23· ·we have not treated the gifts that we've had as we

24· ·should of -- of the environment.· I'm not a tree

25· ·hugger.· I think you can go too far in any -- in
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·1· ·any extreme, but we clearly have not done a good

·2· ·job.

·3· · · · · · · ·And that needs to be an overall vision

·4· ·or drive or policy of Santee Cooper which I think

·5· ·it is.· We're meeting our CO2.· And I don't think

·6· ·we're evil people.· I think it's the current

·7· ·technology to -- to -- but I think it's any

·8· ·question that there's got to be a reduction of

·9· ·carbon over a period of time.

10· · · · · · · ·You cannot -- the poor people that

11· ·live -- talking about biblical world view, what

12· ·about that poor person that lives in a house down

13· ·in the -- in the 95 corridor that's going to have

14· ·to come up with another 12, $1,500 a year.· They

15· ·can't do it.· They can't.· They can't do it.· They

16· ·can't afford it.· They're barely hanging on as it

17· ·is.

18· · · · · · · ·So I don't know whether that answers

19· ·your question.

20· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Well -- and a quick

21· ·little rabbit chase here.

22· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Yeah.

23· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Are you and are we our

24· ·brother's keeper --

25· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Yes, sir.
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·1· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· -- in your view?

·2· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Yes.

·3· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· So that person that

·4· ·lives in that mobile home --

·5· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Yes.

·6· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· -- who is choosing

·7· ·between heat and turning on the oven, you have a

·8· ·sympathy for that person?

·9· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Yes.· Absolutely.

10· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Okay.

11· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· And, I mean, if you

12· ·really want to get into this, I mean, it's in your

13· ·study, the 45th per -- per capita of disposable

14· ·income, like I said, after that it's education and

15· ·jobs and jobs and education.

16· · · · · · · ·When you and I are coming along, here

17· ·is opportunity and here is responsibility.· We were

18· ·supposed to go over here and be responsible for

19· ·taking advantage of that opportunity.· Today in my

20· ·opinion here is -- here is responsibility.· Here is

21· ·opportunity.· It's supposed to be brought to you.

22· · · · · · · ·I don't say that the people practice

23· ·that are bad because they don't know any different.

24· ·But it's a different world that we live in, and

25· ·that world needs electricity.· It needs potable
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·1· ·water.· It needs economic recreation, because the

·2· ·average Joe and Jennifer six pack ain't going to

·3· ·Las Vegas or Bermuda or a plane.· They're going to

·4· ·the lake, maybe, and camp out over the weekend.

·5· ·And I think we should try to provide for them for

·6· ·that opportunity.

·7· · · · · · · ·But, again, it's this balance -- and

·8· ·when I said hedge, I hope I haven't presented

·9· ·you -- if I have to make a decision, I will make a

10· ·decision, but I hope I haven't left a doubt that --

11· ·that I'm trying to be evasive in any way.

12· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· I don't think you are.

13· ·And I don't believe --

14· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· No, sir.

15· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· -- especially from my

16· ·good friend Representative Ott -- incidentally,

17· ·I -- I think I'm parked in his place.· We have to

18· ·wrap this thing up.

19· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Whatever day -- the

20· ·court reporter is in charge of whether you leave or

21· ·not.· If she says it's time, we'll let you go.

22· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· I -- I know.· It's either

23· ·his or Senator Peeler's.· I'm not sure which.· The

24· ·last time I -- I got towed off.· I'm --

25· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Senator Peeler came in
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·1· ·looking a little red.

·2· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Ah-oh.

·3· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Perhaps it's his

·4· ·you're in.

·5· · · · · · · ·All right.· Thank you.

·6· · · · · · · ·Follow-up question here and --

·7· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· It's probably more

·8· ·of a statement than it's going to be a question.

·9· · · · · · · ·Mr. Sanders, I'm very proud that you're

10· ·willing to say you have a biblical world view.· I

11· ·think more of us should be out front public in our

12· ·beliefs.· What my concern occasionally is is some

13· ·of us say we believe in certain things and we

14· ·practice totally different things in our public

15· ·lives and our private lives.

16· · · · · · · ·So I am very encouraged that you would

17· ·come to this board with a biblical world view and

18· ·also some biblical responsibilities as it relates

19· ·to not just the best of these but the least of

20· ·these also.

21· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· And it's not my -- it was

22· ·not my attention when I came to espouse that, but

23· ·when the question -- the opportunity came, I'm not

24· ·ashamed of it.· But I'll go to a Clemson football

25· ·game and it will be third down...
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·1· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· It was not -- it

·2· ·wasn't lust in your heart.· It was hatred in your

·3· ·heart.· You don't have to answer it.· Please.

·4· ·Please don't answer it.

·5· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· It starts with a B.

·6· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· There those Baptists

·7· ·go again.

·8· · · · · · · ·All right.· Thank you, brother Baptist

·9· ·Sanders.

10· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Thank you.· I appreciate

11· ·it.

12· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· And do you know that

13· ·you are succeeding a fellow, again, if confirmed

14· ·who was a reverend?

15· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· Reverend.

16· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· And perhaps y'all --

17· ·y'all have a lot in common.· Perhaps you know each

18· ·other -- or knew each other well.

19· · · · · · · ·MR. SANDERS:· We did.· Over the years I

20· ·actually shared the podium on a couple of funerals

21· ·with him.· It was quite an experience.· Quite an

22· ·experience.

23· · · · · · · ·Thank y'all very much.· Appreciate it.

24· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· All right.· We've got

25· ·one more.
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·1· · · · · · · ·(John C. Land, IV, was duly sworn,

·2· ·after which testimony began at 11:50 a.m.)

·3· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Welcome.· And --

·4· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· Thank you.

·5· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· -- no stranger to all

·6· ·things Santee Cooper.· You are currently the

·7· ·longest serving member of the current board and

·8· ·perhaps -- what's your record in terms of your

·9· ·predecessors?· Are you the longest serving ever?

10· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· No.· I actually -- Cox --

11· ·Dean Cox from Clemson was the longest serving board

12· ·member.· He served 21 years.· Of course he's

13· ·deceased now.

14· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· You've got ten more to

15· ·go.

16· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· That's right, ten more to go

17· ·now.· And I think I'm probably in second or third

18· ·place, so --

19· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· All right.

20· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· -- it's been -- especially

21· ·in recent history.· It's been a pretty volatile

22· ·place.

23· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Well -- and -- and as

24· ·it occurred to me last week, you have never in your

25· ·11 years actually sat through a screening, have
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·1· ·you?

·2· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· That's not exactly correct.

·3· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· I mean, of the

·4· ·current -- current law?

·5· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· No, under Act 137, no, I

·6· ·have not.

·7· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· In the old days of us

·8· ·just coming -- the Senate Judiciary --

·9· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· Right, it was -- last time

10· ·I -- I met with -- with Senator Saleeby and I think

11· ·Lourie and the old -- older Lourie and one or two

12· ·others, and I apologize, I can't remember who all

13· ·was there.· But we met in a -- a room over in the

14· ·State House for about 15 or 20 minutes, and then I

15· ·came to the -- the Judiciary Committee meeting and

16· ·was -- was introduced, but no one asked any

17· ·questions.

18· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Let -- let alone put

19· ·under oath?

20· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· Correct.

21· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· All right.· You've

22· ·been administered the oath.· Heather is going to

23· ·fire away.

24· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· Thank you very much.

25· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Please state your full
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·1· ·name and current address for the record.

·2· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· John Calhoun Land, IV, and I

·3· ·live at 1513 Doral Drive, Manning, South Carolina.

·4· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· And for the record

·5· ·Mr. Land is a resident of the sixth Congressional

·6· ·district.

·7· · · · · · · ·We received your complete confirmation

·8· ·package.· Are there any changes or any additional

·9· ·information that you'd like to provide?

10· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· The only additional

11· ·information I was thinking, I do have two

12· ·residential accounts with Santee Electric and I

13· ·only listed one on there, but I'm a residential

14· ·customer of Santee Electric Cooperative, two years.

15· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Mr. Chair, I'd like to

16· ·move to put his personal data questionnaire summary

17· ·in the record.

18· · · · · · · ·(EXH. 7, Summary of Background

19· ·Information for John Calhoun Land, IV, marked for

20· ·identification.)

21· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· And we sent you a set of

22· ·questions and we received your responses.· If we

23· ·asked you these questions today, would your answers

24· ·be the same?

25· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· They would.
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·1· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Mr. Chair, I move to put

·2· ·his responses in the record as well.

·3· · · · · · · ·REPRESENTATIVE OTT:· So moved.

·4· · · · · · · ·(EXH. 8, Preliminary Questions for John

·5· ·Calhoun Land, IV, marked for identification.)

·6· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· What challenges face

·7· ·Santee Cooper and its current generation mix?

·8· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· That's a very difficult

·9· ·question.· I'll try to answer it, because there's a

10· ·lot of challenges out there.· Of course --

11· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Can you give me the top

12· ·three?

13· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· I'll give you the -- well,

14· ·the top three would be of course fuel, costs for

15· ·all of our fuel -- fossil fuel-based generation.

16· ·That would be natural gas, coal-fired, pretty much

17· ·the only two.· We've got some small diesel or fuel,

18· ·oil-generating capacity.· All of those things

19· ·are -- are currently -- and I'll address number one

20· ·first I guess.· And then these things are pretty

21· ·much equal in importance.

22· · · · · · · ·But as you know, I mean, we've got

23· ·almost $4 gasoline.· And fuel -- fossil fuel-based

24· ·fuel provides heat energy, whether it's gasoline,

25· ·diesel fuel, coal, natural gas.· And, you know, as
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·1· ·fuel price goes up, all of those things go up, and

·2· ·of course with fuel being a -- a very, very large

·3· ·component of Santee Cooper's operating budget and

·4· ·of course our ultimate bill to our consumers, our

·5· ·retail customers and our wholesale customers, our

·6· ·industrial customers, you know, that's a challenge.

·7· · · · · · · ·We need to as a -- as a entity and as a

·8· ·board, you know, make extremely, extremely smart

·9· ·decisions based on the best information we can get,

10· ·the best projections we can get, the best advice we

11· ·can get as to, you know, what direction we go with

12· ·fuel, you know, in negotiating coal contracts or

13· ·natural gas contracts and where we place generation

14· ·with a thought that we may have to add some natural

15· ·gas generation in the next number of years.· You

16· ·know, all of those are very important as -- as --

17· ·and challenging for the board and the entity of

18· ·Santee Cooper.

19· · · · · · · ·I guess a second issue would be carbon

20· ·and -- and, you know -- or the environment, let's

21· ·just say.· I mean, we -- currently Santee Cooper

22· ·is -- is I believe the high -- has the highest

23· ·percentage of scrubbed or environmentally cleansed

24· ·units, at least in the southeast and possibly in

25· ·the country.· That's important.· We've done what we
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·1· ·can there.

·2· · · · · · · ·But carbon which is CO2, greenhouse

·3· ·gas -- it's described as greenhouse gas -- I

·4· ·believe it actually qualifies as a greenhouse

·5· ·gas -- is something that is a byproduct of

·6· ·combustion which currently there's no real viable

·7· ·technology to sequester or suppress that.· There

·8· ·are people who are coming up with ideas to liquify

·9· ·it and pump it underground or of course mitigate it

10· ·through the -- through all types of technology, as

11· ·simple as planting trees to more complex things

12· ·like these algae-based air scrubbing systems.

13· · · · · · · ·All these this stuff is just pretty

14· ·much scientific technology on the drawing board

15· ·right now with some small scale applications here

16· ·and there.

17· · · · · · · ·But that's a big thing, and the reason

18· ·why that's a big thing, it kind of goes back to the

19· ·overriding point on almost everything which is the

20· ·cost of the product, that being electricity, that

21· ·Santee Cooper produces for its customers.· And all

22· ·of those things, fuel being the first, is -- I

23· ·think it's going to have a tremendous impact

24· ·potentially on that.

25· · · · · · · ·A carbon tax or other type of carbon
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·1· ·penalties, cap and trade, however -- whatever they

·2· ·called it.· I think a lot of different designs of

·3· ·the way to approach that are very, very challenging

·4· ·things for us to look forward to.

·5· · · · · · · ·And the reason why I care so much about

·6· ·that, number one, is not only that it's going to

·7· ·make Santee Cooper's prices go up, which is a bad

·8· ·thing in my mind, but I feel looking at the

·9· ·nation -- nation as a whole, if you look at where

10· ·the -- a lot of the fossil fuel, coal-based

11· ·primarily generation is, it's in the southeast

12· ·where we are.· And of course if you look at where

13· ·some of the more economically-depressed areas are,

14· ·you can see a lot of them in the southeast

15· ·spreading over towards the Mississippi and of

16· ·course, you know, in some of the rural areas of

17· ·South Carolina in particular.

18· · · · · · · ·And in that case whenever and, if ever,

19· ·the carbon tax or carbon penalties are assessed,

20· ·Santee Cooper is going to take a large hit in that

21· ·regard because we've got so much fossil fuel-based

22· ·generation, and therefore our customers who I feel

23· ·are possibly looking nationwide, the least capable

24· ·of footing that bill, probably will end up footing

25· ·the larger part of that.· And it has a lot do with
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·1· ·the fuel mix.· I mean, you don't need air

·2· ·conditioners in Maine, and in the wintertime you

·3· ·burn natural gas or fuel oil.

·4· · · · · · · ·And I don't know how those are going to

·5· ·be taxed.· I know natural gas is going to be

·6· ·penalized potentially a lot less than coal.· That's

·7· ·the second challenge.· The third challenge and I'll

·8· ·add a forth one if I can.

·9· · · · · · · ·The third challenge is what do we do as

10· ·far as our expanding of generation, and everyone is

11· ·aware we're currently pursuing a license and a

12· ·permit to construct a nuclear facility at our

13· ·existing facility that we share with South Carolina

14· ·Electric & Gas.· And of course that's been a very

15· ·difficult thing for a number of reasons, and it

16· ·primarily has to do with cost.

17· · · · · · · ·As you know, the recent events in

18· ·Japan, you know, that's the type stuff that from

19· ·the standpoint of the nuclear industry, as I

20· ·understand it, and the planning and the actual

21· ·financing of a nuclear facility, that can be a

22· ·pretty significant event.· We got to see how things

23· ·settle out over there.· We got to understand if the

24· ·design of their plant -- which there are older

25· ·plants and -- and, I would say, to some extent
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·1· ·possibly not as well designed or state of the art

·2· ·designed as what we plan to build.

·3· · · · · · · ·But -- but we've got to see what failed

·4· ·over there.· I hope it's just a simple as their

·5· ·backup power was flooded by the tsunami, but it may

·6· ·be more -- more structural-related, and -- and of

·7· ·course that could be a bigger problem than just

·8· ·they -- they put the generators in the wrong spot.

·9· · · · · · · ·But that's a challenge.· We need to

10· ·know whether going forward if nuclear is the right

11· ·thing to do.· We always consider that.· I feel

12· ·currently based on information that we have that it

13· ·is, and of course you have to see ultimately how

14· ·expense -- expensive it's going to be to Santee

15· ·Cooper and ultimately to its customers.

16· · · · · · · ·And then the last major challenge is

17· ·that, you know, Santee Cooper has a number of

18· ·wholesale -- very large wholesale customers.· We've

19· ·got industrial -- very large industrial customers.

20· ·As you know, large industrial, a lot of that has

21· ·moved overseas because things seem to be cheaper

22· ·overseas.· I guess it might be.· I know that -- I

23· ·feel that once that money leaves this shore, it

24· ·ends up possibly costing us more than the savings,

25· ·but -- but that's my personal opinion.
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·1· · · · · · · ·But we've got to work to maintain those

·2· ·industrial customers.· And then you look at a

·3· ·wholesale customers which I think are -- are almost

·4· ·paramount to the -- to the well-being of Santee

·5· ·Cooper.· And with our large industrial customers we

·6· ·need to make sure that we of course pay attention

·7· ·to their needs and try to serve them the best we

·8· ·can, and of course when it comes to -- to our

·9· ·future relationship, we need to really work hard

10· ·to -- to craft good agreements and good deals for

11· ·both sides that make as many people comfortable as

12· ·possible.

13· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· How are Santee Cooper's

14· ·rates in comparison with other investor-owned

15· ·utilities in the state and nationwide?

16· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· Well, when you look

17· ·nationwide, we would be very competitive.· You

18· ·know, if you look up in the north, I think that you

19· ·can find bills with kil -- per kilowatt hour

20· ·numbers two or in some places three times, 300

21· ·percent higher than a Santee Cooper customer --

22· ·retail customer would see.· And then look at our

23· ·wholesale customers, I think it would probably be

24· ·about the same, although there are some additions

25· ·there with the distribution and transmission of
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·1· ·electricity that changes things around a little

·2· ·bit.

·3· · · · · · · ·On a statewide level we're very

·4· ·competitive.· I think that our residential rates

·5· ·are -- are better than the industrial-owned

·6· ·utilities.· I think that some of the wholesale

·7· ·agreements are -- or out there are probably on par

·8· ·with what Santee Cooper can do.· And then every

·9· ·once in a while I think if you look hard enough,

10· ·you can probably find one that is just a little

11· ·less than Santee Cooper's, but we are very

12· ·competitive.

13· · · · · · · ·And of course, you know, me as a board

14· ·member, that's always been my on the ball, so to

15· ·speak, is to keep those rates as low as possible

16· ·while providing the top-notch service that our --

17· ·that our customers expect.

18· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· And with that, Santee

19· ·Cooper recently voted to raise rates for the first

20· ·time I believe in over a decade.· What were some of

21· ·the factors that led Santee Cooper to have to make

22· ·a decision to raise rates?

23· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· Well, it -- I mean, there --

24· ·there were a number of factors, but really it

25· ·had -- simply had to do with a growing system.· You
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·1· ·know, we were able to absorb -- over the decades

·2· ·period you're speaking of when we did not have to

·3· ·raise rates, we were able to absorb a lot of

·4· ·construction costs associated with increasing the

·5· ·size of our generation and transmission and

·6· ·distribution systems because we had increasing

·7· ·load.

·8· · · · · · · ·And also during that time we were being

·9· ·fueled primarily by coal which for a long period of

10· ·time was a very economic fuel source and a very

11· ·stable, from a price standpoint, fuel source.· And

12· ·that's why we were able to kind of bump along in

13· ·the -- the low spot, shaved off the high spots and

14· ·in the end everything was -- was about even and we

15· ·could balance the books without raising rates.

16· · · · · · · ·But now in the modern time, of course

17· ·things have gotten more expensive.· Your plants

18· ·that you build cost more to build.· The

19· ·environmental systems that you put on the backside

20· ·of plants to clean up the emissions costs -- or

21· ·costs that weren't there decades ago, they are now,

22· ·and of course fuel has continued to go up.

23· · · · · · · ·And I understand, you know, fuel -- the

24· ·more electricity you burn, theoretically your

25· ·bill -- the more you pay for fuel.· But that fuel
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·1· ·is going up, and we just were not able to balance

·2· ·the books, so to speak, and we had to bump it up a

·3· ·notch in order to make things balance out.

·4· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Around the same time

·5· ·that the rate increase approval took hold Santee

·6· ·Cooper executives were given a raise.· How do you

·7· ·justify a raise in light of rising customer costs?

·8· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· Well, myself I don't

·9· ·directly -- obviously we didn't raise rates to give

10· ·our employees a raise in their salary.· So they're

11· ·not directly related.

12· · · · · · · ·But I can tell you that as far as

13· ·executive compensation at the board level which

14· ·would have to do with the executive staff, we

15· ·really -- we of course sign off on the budgets that

16· ·have -- the other employees' salaries, but we don't

17· ·really set those.· We primarily set the CEO's

18· ·salary and the executive staff members which would

19· ·be about a half dozen people.

20· · · · · · · ·Well, to answer your question how do we

21· ·justify that, I mean, it was something that we

22· ·review on a yearly basis.· We use outside

23· ·consultants to do salary surveys.· Myself, I have

24· ·said publicly that, you know, I think that Santee

25· ·Cooper has obviously highly paid state employees.
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·1· · · · · · · ·But having said that, you need to look

·2· ·at what type of agency Santee Cooper is, what

·3· ·agency -- the agency of Santee Cooper is expected

·4· ·to do, what the staff members are expected to do,

·5· ·and what their peers in the publicly-owned or

·6· ·privately-held, investor-owned utilities what they

·7· ·are paid and compensated, and you need to try to

·8· ·come up with some fair equation that adequately

·9· ·compensates those folks without overly compensating

10· ·them.· At the same time undercompensating your

11· ·staff I think can have a bad effect on the whole

12· ·entity.· And let me tell you why.

13· · · · · · · ·The -- other than costs being a very

14· ·important point for a board member to pay attention

15· ·to, Santee Cooper's creditworthiness or credit

16· ·rating is really -- if you look at the component of

17· ·our budget which is -- is the payment on debt which

18· ·is roughly 20, sometimes 30 percent depending on

19· ·how you gauge it.

20· · · · · · · ·We currently are a highly-rated public

21· ·utility, among the highest rated in the country,

22· ·and my understanding from talking to these rating

23· ·agencies of what they like to see is they like to

24· ·see a steady ship.· They like to see an entity that

25· ·is doing the same thing every day for two --
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·1· ·producing the same amount.· Nothing bad is

·2· ·happening.· We can count on it to happen today.· We

·3· ·can count on it to happen next year.· We can count

·4· ·on it to happen ten or 15 years from now.

·5· · · · · · · ·And I've had -- as you saw -- possibly

·6· ·saw in my responses, I've had -- I guess it was a

·7· ·unique educational experience on the board that

·8· ·I've been through three CEOs, I think six board

·9· ·chairmans.· Of course one is still there.· He's the

10· ·current board chair.· And, you know, 38 or 39

11· ·different board members.

12· · · · · · · ·You know, somehow the ship stayed going

13· ·straight, but it sure wasn't the same person

14· ·steering it.· And I believe to keep our executive

15· ·staff there and to the extent we can do that

16· ·through salary -- and, understand, I don't think if

17· ·they come here and say, Give us this or I'm

18· ·leaving, I don't think the board would respond to

19· ·that at all favorably.· I think they would end up

20· ·leaving under that scenario.

21· · · · · · · ·But we want to try to incentivize

22· ·stability at our executive staff level.· So that's

23· ·how I justify it.

24· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Do you support further

25· ·investment in and reliance on nuclear generation?
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·1· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· Currently I do, yes.· I

·2· ·mean, that's the current posture I have as I look

·3· ·at that is that we, you know -- we have -- you

·4· ·know, we've got a good design plant I believe.

·5· ·It's state of the art.· You know, we -- we haven't

·6· ·gotten the licenses that we need to be in

·7· ·construction yet on certain components of the

·8· ·plant.

·9· · · · · · · ·As long as it meets all that and -- and

10· ·of course we can show that we can operate it -- and

11· ·then additionally after everything settles off with

12· ·these recent -- settles down with these recent

13· ·events, if the numbers still justify it, you know,

14· ·that's going to be the point where I would make

15· ·that decision whether I support it or I don't,

16· ·because I -- no one has the luxury on the Santee

17· ·Cooper board or any utility board for that matter

18· ·of deciding, I've got these growth projections.

19· ·I'm going to need this generation in the future.

20· ·You don't have the luxury of sitting there and

21· ·saying, Okay, I don't want to build nuclear, so I'm

22· ·just not going to build nuclear.

23· · · · · · · ·So what do you do next?· You -- you go

24· ·buy -- try to build a coal plant.· Of course, the

25· ·Pee Dee experience has pretty much taught me that
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·1· ·that's a -- a last resort effort, and something

·2· ·really has to change I believe before another

·3· ·coal-fired generation facility is built of large

·4· ·scale.

·5· · · · · · · ·And then additionally if you're wanting

·6· ·to look at doing natural gas-type units, really

·7· ·it's hard to economically design those to be what

·8· ·they call base load generators.· They're mainly

·9· ·designed for peaking.

10· · · · · · · ·And of course some of the recent low

11· ·natural gas prices we've seen, which are -- I think

12· ·are an anomaly in the long run, they've shown that

13· ·natural gases does meet and beat all our other

14· ·generation, but I really don't think that's going

15· ·to hold.

16· · · · · · · ·So to answer your question, I -- I

17· ·favor it, but we're paying very, very close

18· ·attention to what's going on with the nuclear

19· ·industry and the concept of building a nuclear

20· ·plant.

21· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Okay.· The negotiations

22· ·with the Orlando Utilities Commission and pos --

23· ·the transfer of possible energy and maybe even an

24· ·interest in the Summer facility, how is that in the

25· ·best interest of Santee Cooper customers
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·1· ·particularly in light of the fact it seems

·2· ·everything is moving towards clean energy and

·3· ·that's what Santee Cooper relies on?

·4· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· Okay.· Well, of course we

·5· ·have a 45 percent stake in the combined facility

·6· ·which I believe would be about 11 or 1,200

·7· ·megawatts -- I apologize, I can't remember the

·8· ·exact number -- when it's fully built out.

·9· · · · · · · ·We can project when we're going to need

10· ·that power in the future.· We can project the date

11· ·that we think that plant is going to start

12· ·producing electricity.· We can also project the

13· ·date that Santee Cooper ratepayers are going to

14· ·have to start paying for that plant.

15· · · · · · · ·Now, the only way to pay for that plant

16· ·without wrecking the financial stability of Santee

17· ·Cooper in my opinion is to be able to sell the

18· ·product that that machine is producing.· We've got

19· ·to find somebody to sell it to.· Orlando is one of

20· ·the first people who came to us serious about

21· ·buying a part of that plant or possibly a load.

22· · · · · · · ·How does that benefit the ratepayers of

23· ·South Carolina?· I believe -- and forgive me, I

24· ·don't think the final agreements have been

25· ·negotiated yet.· But our intent is to try to trade
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·1· ·out these folks taking power out of this unit now

·2· ·for our receiving that generated capacity back in

·3· ·the future.

·4· · · · · · · ·So it's giving it away now while we

·5· ·don't need it at a arguably clean, very efficient

·6· ·competitive priced utility producing entity, a

·7· ·nuclear plant.· We're giving a part of it away now

·8· ·and we don't need it with the option or the --

·9· ·the -- the commitment that we're going to receive

10· ·that back in the future whether it be 15, 20, 25

11· ·years from now.

12· · · · · · · ·So how it benefits the -- the South

13· ·Carolina ratepayer is that we are acquiring an

14· ·asset that's going to benefit them over the next

15· ·ten or 15 or 20 years, and the only way to

16· ·structure that is to sell some of it now with an

17· ·option to get it back later.

18· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· What is going on with

19· ·the forecast for future energy use?· Recently there

20· ·was the Pee Dee coal plant that was planned and

21· ·ditched, and now you're looking at the V. C. Summer

22· ·and you may not need all that capacity.· Is there

23· ·any other --

24· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· Well, all -- all of our --

25· ·all of our projections that are based on more than
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·1· ·just the last two or three years of history show

·2· ·that we will need this added capacity.· And I for

·3· ·one hope we actually need more than we project,

·4· ·because that means to me that South Carolina is

·5· ·doing very well, that we're recruiting industrial

·6· ·customers.· We're adding population.· Possibly --

·7· ·our population is doing better financially and is

·8· ·more affluent and can afford to consume more

·9· ·electricity.

10· · · · · · · ·So that to me -- I like to see the

11· ·upper trend, and I think a downward trend -- and

12· ·I'll get to it -- a good way to think and trend

13· ·downward in a second.· But I think that an upper

14· ·trend -- that projection shows growth, and I think

15· ·growth is a good thing, and I think growth is

16· ·something this state could use.

17· · · · · · · ·Now, the cancellation of the Pee Dee

18· ·project was -- and this is -- this is -- as I

19· ·understand it and I believe to be correct, North

20· ·Carolina had a large -- and this had something to

21· ·do with what I just said -- had a large -- or had a

22· ·large textile-based industry just as South Carolina

23· ·did.· And Duke Energy who ended up -- with our

24· ·cooperation ended up entering an agreement to sell

25· ·power to Central and 20 state cooperatives, and
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·1· ·it's actually -- I better be correct.· It's

·2· ·actually being sold to some upstate cooperatives,

·3· ·not really Central, as I understand it.

·4· · · · · · · ·But that allowed us not to have to get

·5· ·that generation now, and what we did kind of in

·6· ·that same scenario with the nuclear plant, we're

·7· ·using North Carolina's excess generation to help

·8· ·avoid building some generation here in South

·9· ·Carolina.

10· · · · · · · ·Now, I believe technology also

11· ·potentially can come around to remove some of

12· ·the -- hopefully we still have the growth in -- in

13· ·the economy going this way, but maybe our -- our

14· ·consumption of electricity flattens out or maybe

15· ·even goes down.· And that -- that wouldn't be a bad

16· ·thing either because when it goes down, that means

17· ·possibly more money is staying in South Carolina --

18· ·South Carolina.· We're not having to send as much

19· ·up to -- to the places we would buy fuel, things of

20· ·that nature.

21· · · · · · · ·But technology, whether it's a whole

22· ·different theory of computers, you know, going from

23· ·silicon-based structures to some in development

24· ·right now, a thing that uses a lot less

25· ·electricity, you know, efficiencies in the air
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·1· ·conditioning units, in lighting, and the way that

·2· ·people build houses and retrofitting old houses

·3· ·where they don't consume as much electricity, you

·4· ·know, I've got -- I know people in Clarendon County

·5· ·with -- with 900 foot cinderblock homes that have

·6· ·900 and a thousand dollar a month electricity bills

·7· ·back when we had the cold weather in -- in January,

·8· ·and that to me is just amazing that a structure

·9· ·that small, a little three-bedroom -- two-bedroom

10· ·and one-room house can consume a thousand dollars

11· ·worth of electricity in one month, but I've seen

12· ·it.· I've seen the bill.

13· · · · · · · ·And that's the type stuff that

14· ·obviously through the conservation that a lot of

15· ·people are doing, federal government, the state

16· ·government, the wholesale customers we have and

17· ·Santee Cooper itself are trying to help people

18· ·conserve.

19· · · · · · · ·So to answer your question I don't know

20· ·what the -- what the future electricity demands are

21· ·going to be on Santee Cooper's system, but I can

22· ·tell you that you can't go out and build a power

23· ·plant once the need is there.· You got to have the

24· ·power before the need is there.· Otherwise I don't

25· ·think you see it.
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·1· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· And back to the Pee Dee

·2· ·coal plant, how does Santee Cooper plan to recoup

·3· ·its losses?

·4· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· Well, we -- well, we plan to

·5· ·sell the plant.· Okay?· If you know anybody

·6· ·interested in one, tell them to give -- give us a

·7· ·call.· That's a funny thing to say.· It's a very

·8· ·difficult thing to do apparently.

·9· · · · · · · ·We've got a lot of folks that have

10· ·looked at it.· It's from a -- from an environmental

11· ·standpoint engineered for -- to meet U.S.

12· ·standards.· We've had some -- some European folks

13· ·look at it.· We've had some Asian entities look at,

14· ·I think possibly some South American entities look

15· ·at it.· And I think they're, you know, trying to

16· ·figure out if it's a good purchase.

17· · · · · · · ·I do believe in the end that there's

18· ·going to be a low there obviously.· How substantial

19· ·I don't yet know, but, I mean, that's our plan.· We

20· ·want to sell the thing.· We have no plans to

21· ·construct it now although, you know, a large part

22· ·of the components are -- are sitting on the ground.

23· · · · · · · ·And one thing to note is that the steel

24· ·that we purchased for that plant as priced today we

25· ·got a deal just because we priced it so long ago
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·1· ·before steel ran up.· So it may be that we end up

·2· ·selling it in some of those low prices we got that

·3· ·helps us recoup some of the loss.

·4· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· There was an article

·5· ·recently that described the plan as, and I quote, a

·6· ·Ford Pinto of power plants.· Is -- is that how the

·7· ·plant -- plant was viewed at the time by the --

·8· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· The Pee Dee plant?

·9· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· -- yes, sir -- by the

10· ·utility industry or is it a -- is it a sign of how

11· ·much technology has changed in a short period of

12· ·time?

13· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· I think it's a -- I think

14· ·it's a sign of how uncertain -- or -- or how

15· ·unfulfilled the path as to how people -- this

16· ·country is going to go forward with supplying the

17· ·electricity to people is.

18· · · · · · · ·You know, coal plants have been being

19· ·put -- you know, built in this country for over a

20· ·hundred years.· The one that we proposed to build

21· ·in the Pee Dee was a design that's -- that's

22· ·currently being built over in Europe and it's a

23· ·very, very advanced design from the standpoint that

24· ·it extracts more energy out of each ton of coal or

25· ·each -- the conversion rate, how many -- much
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·1· ·electricity you get out of a certain amount of BTUs

·2· ·from coal that is put into the thing.

·3· · · · · · · ·It was going to be our most efficient

·4· ·plant.· Environmentally it was going to have the

·5· ·best available control technology.· It was going to

·6· ·have the -- the newest and best of -- of that

·7· ·available to scrub and make the emissions as least

·8· ·harmful as possible on the date that we got our

·9· ·license.

10· · · · · · · ·So I don't know if you'd call that a

11· ·Pinto.· I can show you some of our coal plants that

12· ·were built in the '50s and maybe you could argue

13· ·that that's a Pinto, but, no, I don't believe the

14· ·Pee Dee plant was our Pinto.

15· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· What studies have been

16· ·conducted to evaluate Santee Cooper's options for

17· ·energy efficiency and renewable resources?

18· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· I'm sorry, could you say

19· ·that again?· The --

20· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· What studies have been

21· ·conducted to evaluate Santee Cooper's options for

22· ·energy efficiency and renewable resources?

23· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· Okay.· Well, Santee

24· ·Cooper -- I mean, we've looked at of course -- you

25· ·can go back 20 years and Santee Cooper did
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·1· ·something called the Good Cents Rate, and that

·2· ·was -- and way before my time and I'll tell you

·3· ·what I understand about it.· I mean, that was where

·4· ·if you built your house to certain construction

·5· ·standards, you would get a rate -- an incentive on

·6· ·your power bill to incentivize people to construct

·7· ·more energy efficient homes.

·8· · · · · · · ·And of course, you know, that type

·9· ·logic has been going on -- when we talk about

10· ·studies, I mean, we -- we -- we have done studies,

11· ·but really the giving out of complex -- compact

12· ·fluorescent light bulbs, giving rebates for people

13· ·who buy new refrigerators and trading in their old

14· ·refrigerator, all those type things are some of the

15· ·things on the consumer side, the efficiency side

16· ·that -- that Santee Cooper has studied and

17· ·implemented.

18· · · · · · · ·You know, the -- I haven't heard how

19· ·successful the refrigerator program was, but I

20· ·believe the numbers -- you can just look at the

21· ·numbers on this compact fluorescent light bulb

22· ·campaign, and if they really are replacing

23· ·incandescent bulbs, I mean, the savings are right

24· ·there.· I mean, if you can take out a hundred watt

25· ·bulb and put in a 25 watt bulb, you know, you got a
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·1· ·75 watt reduction in that particular lamp or light

·2· ·fixture and what it's using.· You know, that's what

·3· ·we're doing now.

·4· · · · · · · ·When it comes to renewables, of course

·5· ·we've looked at doing biomass, offshore wind and

·6· ·solar, some obviously methane gas.· We've got some

·7· ·methane gas units, some landfill gas units

·8· ·scattered around the state.· We've looked at all

·9· ·that.· I can tell you that the renewable -- when I

10· ·first saw the renewable portfolio objective that we

11· ·had to get this biomass-based fuel generation --

12· ·that's just for purposes of what we saw simply

13· ·people either burning a construction waste or

14· ·primarily forest product waste, wood chips and

15· ·different wood products.· That really looked

16· ·exciting to me.· I thought that was going to really

17· ·take off.

18· · · · · · · ·It seems like -- and we're still

19· ·pursuing that, but it seems like as we've seen a

20· ·number of these plants conceptualize and we've seen

21· ·the entities that want to operate these plants move

22· ·forward with trying to get all of their business

23· ·model parts in place, that they're having a

24· ·difficult time on a couple of those business

25· ·models.
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·1· · · · · · · ·And the ones that come to mind to me

·2· ·are financing and then a stable long-term fuel

·3· ·supply because you really need to -- when you

·4· ·finance one of these things, you need to finance

·5· ·for a set -- for a long period of time, let's

·6· ·say -- let's use 15 years.· So those people who are

·7· ·going to loan you that money for 15 years want to

·8· ·see that you've got a pretty stable revenue source

·9· ·and a pretty stable margin with which to pay your

10· ·loan back.· And the problem that I think a lot of

11· ·these folks are having is they can't come up with a

12· ·stable commitment on their fuel costs to get them

13· ·out that far.

14· · · · · · · ·So that's been a problem.· Of course

15· ·wind, we're looking at that.· I think the data is

16· ·promising there.· We run into kind of the same

17· ·problems there as to the actual cost of the

18· ·equipment, the efficiency of equipment from the

19· ·standpoint of what load is it going to meet and

20· ·when -- when is it going to be called to meet it.

21· · · · · · · ·And then, lastly, I mean, your offshore

22· ·currently -- I don't think there's a way legally

23· ·to -- you know, if somebody said, I will give you

24· ·this wind turbine, go put it offshore, we can't

25· ·give the governmental entity to give us the permits
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·1· ·to go do that.

·2· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· What is the

·3· ·participation level of Santee Cooper's green

·4· ·program?

·5· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· When you say green program,

·6· ·you mean the green energy program?

·7· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Uh-huh.

·8· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· Wow.· I'm not sure the

·9· ·actual numbers, but I can tell you that just my

10· ·experience -- and I -- and I think it's low, and it

11· ·probably is something that Santee Cooper could work

12· ·on to get it to be higher.· But it seems to me that

13· ·mainly it's more of your commercial and

14· ·industrial-type folks and of course some more

15· ·environmentally conscious, direct-served retail

16· ·customers, but it's very low and probably would

17· ·need to be working on that.

18· · · · · · · ·But of course that program -- when you

19· ·say the green energy program, it's really -- it's a

20· ·addition to your bill where you are reinvesting --

21· ·you're sending that money back to -- to investigate

22· ·things like the biomass, the solar, wind, methane

23· ·gas.

24· · · · · · · ·And of course from the standpoint of

25· ·that I think it's very successful.· I think those
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·1· ·green energy customers -- if they wanted to see

·2· ·where their money is being spent, I think that we

·3· ·can show them an impressive example of what we're

·4· ·doing to -- to pursue that green energy objective.

·5· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Do you have any ideas on

·6· ·how you could increase participation in the

·7· ·program?

·8· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· Well, I -- I think it's just

·9· ·as simple as people especially in difficult

10· ·economic times -- I mean, you're asking people to

11· ·give you money on a philosophical or ideological

12· ·basis and they're really not getting anything in

13· ·return other than good feelings.

14· · · · · · · ·And maybe we could market better that

15· ·we are doing this, and we are -- I mean, we put

16· ·the -- we put signs all over.· We put turbines in

17· ·very busy -- you know, experimental turbines in

18· ·very busy populated areas for people to see.· Yeah,

19· ·I think maybe we could do that a little bit better,

20· ·but I think we're actually doing a pretty good job.

21· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· During the last decade

22· ·what role has Santee Cooper played in economic

23· ·development?

24· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· Well, of course in a more

25· ·direct nature, you know we got the American Gypsum
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·1· ·plant down in Georgetown County which I think was

·2· ·directly located there as a direct result of Santee

·3· ·Cooper being around and of course not necessarily

·4· ·that we had -- you know, we did have competitive

·5· ·electricity, but we had the -- the byproduct that

·6· ·they used to make the wall board which is gypsum

·7· ·which is something that's created when you scrub

·8· ·the emissions from -- from the flue gases.

·9· · · · · · · ·So we did that.· Of course, you know,

10· ·Google located -- I don't think it's a secret

11· ·anymore -- located a large facility down in

12· ·Berkeley County.· We're not -- they're not directly

13· ·served by Santee Cooper, but I understand that kind

14· ·of like we saw with some previous industrial

15· ·customers the fact that the electricity that was

16· ·there that Google needed I think certainly was a

17· ·check mark on their list of things they needed

18· ·to -- to locate there.

19· · · · · · · ·So we've got that.· And then through

20· ·the Palmetto Economic Development Corporation,

21· ·which I think everybody is familiar with is a

22· ·collaborative entity with the co-ops and Santee

23· ·Cooper sharing a 50/50 interest in, they really

24· ·aggressively chased commercial and industrial

25· ·prospects for the system, Santee Cooper and the
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·1· ·cooperative system which essentially covers just

·2· ·about the entire state.· And I think that that --

·3· ·PDC has been very successful in -- in the last

·4· ·decade.

·5· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· And what about the next

·6· ·decade?· How is it?

·7· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· I think that, you know --

·8· ·and I was talking to someone before I came in.· I

·9· ·just -- I think the world economy is going to

10· ·change so much.· If it's truly China -- and I

11· ·believe it is -- that China and the Asian countries

12· ·are really developing into these monstrous

13· ·capitalist entities, these -- these countries where

14· ·capitalism is going to take hold, looking at the --

15· ·how America consumes energy and consumes materials

16· ·and resources and just imagining that the other

17· ·half of the world, so to speak, is going to be

18· ·doing the same thing, I think that -- that the made

19· ·in China may not mean in the next decade what it

20· ·means now because I believe that they're going to

21· ·be consuming so much of their own stuff that it

22· ·hopefully pushes back into this economy the need to

23· ·produce more stuff here.· Or I just hope, you know,

24· ·domestically people wake up and -- and understand

25· ·that we need to consume more domestically-produced
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·1· ·stuff.

·2· · · · · · · ·With that being said, I think that, you

·3· ·know, the northeast of course -- you know, they

·4· ·essentially started the industrial revolution.· I

·5· ·think that you can -- and there's some evidence of

·6· ·that industrial revolution.· The remnants of that

·7· ·are now moving down south, and of course that's

·8· ·where we are.· With Boeing locating their plant in

·9· ·South Carolina and coming from the midwest and

10· ·even -- I don't know how reliable it is.· They may

11· ·relocate the corporate headquarters to South

12· ·Carolina.· I don't know if that's based on any fact

13· ·or not.

14· · · · · · · ·But I just think that South Carolina

15· ·because we do have -- and back to Santee Cooper,

16· ·you know, competitive electric rates, but also

17· ·the -- kind of the -- the standard of living I

18· ·think you can enjoy in this state, if you want to,

19· ·which I think you can really enjoy living in South

20· ·Carolina if you put your mind to it.

21· · · · · · · ·You know, I think that Santee Cooper

22· ·being here -- of course, you know, the lake system

23· ·and all that adds -- where I am we don't

24· ·particularly have -- we have the lake system that

25· ·attracts a lot of retirees from up north, but I
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·1· ·haven't connected it to any businesses locating

·2· ·near where I live yet.

·3· · · · · · · ·But -- but I think in the next decade

·4· ·Santee Cooper is going to be an asset to -- to

·5· ·whatever happens to South Carolina and I hope it's

·6· ·a positive thing.

·7· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Do you have a vision for

·8· ·the future commercial -- commercialization of

·9· ·Santee Cooper properties?

10· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· No.· I mean, as far as

11· ·selling -- when you say commercialized, you mean

12· ·selling additional --

13· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Or leasing.

14· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· Well, I mean, if it's

15· ·currently undeveloped, you know, I -- I think we

16· ·kind of went through that seven or eight years ago,

17· ·six or seven years ago, whenever it was.· I mean,

18· ·we -- we got rid of a lot of property that I

19· ·thought Santee Cooper probably should have held

20· ·onto.

21· · · · · · · ·And I think that we're seeing now we

22· ·have some of the -- when we're looking at the Pee

23· ·Dee plant, it turns out that actually having

24· ·undeveloped property, especially when it comes to

25· ·things like wetlands mitigation, is an asset, and
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·1· ·if you go out in the current world and word gets

·2· ·out on the street that you as a corporation or a

·3· ·public utility have to mitigate some wetlands, the

·4· ·people out there have plenty of wetland and stuff

·5· ·that qualifies to -- to mitigate wetland loss, but

·6· ·it's a very, very expensive piece of property.

·7· · · · · · · ·So there we had some stuff that we had

·8· ·sold that I think would have been an asset to us,

·9· ·and we really didn't get the amount of money that

10· ·we should have.

11· · · · · · · ·As far as commercializing anything, you

12· ·know, if there's a demand and it makes sense, I

13· ·would -- you know, I would say I would support it.

14· ·I would have to know all the details first.

15· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Does FERC have any

16· ·requirements regarding land use of Santee Cooper

17· ·of -- in its role as lessor?

18· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· Yes.· I mean, we've got a

19· ·large number of obligations placed on Santee Cooper

20· ·as the operator or the -- or the license holder for

21· ·our lake system.

22· · · · · · · ·We have to promote a well-balanced,

23· ·productive use of that asset being the lake, and to

24· ·do that, I mean, you know, it can go -- be as

25· ·simple to me as -- as promoting or assisting in the
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·1· ·sponsorship of things like, you know, fishing

·2· ·tournaments, you know, festivals that focus on the

·3· ·lake.· But additionally you've got -- and this is

·4· ·kind of a sad component and one that really needs a

·5· ·lot of attention in my opinion.

·6· · · · · · · ·You've got -- I can take you out on

·7· ·Lake Marion, just a small part of Lake Marion down

·8· ·closest to Manning -- and it's a very large lake,

·9· ·and these stories are everywhere.· But I could take

10· ·you, put you in a boat, and in 20 minutes drive by

11· ·a half dozen commercial operations that have gone

12· ·under in -- some of them have gone under a long

13· ·time ago, 20 years ago, but I can show you a half

14· ·dozen that have gone under, you know, in the last

15· ·five years.

16· · · · · · · ·And Santee Cooper, to the extent it

17· ·can, needs to try to help the commercial

18· ·leaseholder if that's your question.· We need to

19· ·try to help the commercial leaseholder come up with

20· ·an economic formula that allows them to be

21· ·successful.· You know, we're probably limited there

22· ·from the standpoint of -- of leasing the property.

23· ·I mean, we -- we -- when I say we're limited, we

24· ·really aren't, but, I mean, we need to I guess

25· ·treat everyone fairly.· And unfortunately all
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·1· ·situations aren't going to be the same.

·2· · · · · · · ·But we need to do things to promote the

·3· ·use of the lake, to get people down there who would

·4· ·use these commercial facilities and of course make

·5· ·the lake an attractive place to be.· Boat landings

·6· ·and things of that nature, I think Santee Cooper

·7· ·has got -- has a stellar record on our support to

·8· ·try to get the traffic on the lake to use these

·9· ·commercial settings.

10· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· How would you handle an

11· ·assertion that a lease program proposed by Santee

12· ·Cooper would virtually eliminate a certain type of

13· ·class of business that's currently operating?

14· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· I would -- I would approach

15· ·that or view that as a very, very serious concern

16· ·because I understand exactly what they're talking

17· ·about.· Again, you know, it's the problem -- and

18· ·it's changed a little bit.· I mean, as I -- as a

19· ·child growing up I remember -- you know, I remember

20· ·these bait stores used to be, you know, kind of

21· ·like the coffee shop on that end of town, so to

22· ·speak.· And there were people there all the time.

23· ·Some families lived in the back of them and they

24· ·were open every day.· They were very social-type

25· ·things.
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·1· · · · · · · ·People used to have to ask directions

·2· ·around a lake.· Now you've got technology that

·3· ·takes care of that.· But, I mean -- and they're

·4· ·such seasonal things now.· I mean, people just

·5· ·don't really use the lakes when it's cold.· It's

·6· ·just a -- you've got duck hunters, but they're on a

·7· ·totally different place and they actually don't

·8· ·want to be near the commercial leases because

·9· ·typically that's not where the ducks are.

10· · · · · · · ·But we need to do something and we need

11· ·to I think -- I don't want to say we want to

12· ·incentivize these things, but we need to try to

13· ·create some formula that works, and I know -- I've

14· ·heard, you know, people talk about, well, these

15· ·mega developers want to come in and take over all

16· ·these mom and pop places and turn them into other

17· ·things.

18· · · · · · · ·And, you know, I don't think there's a

19· ·whole lot of factual basis for that belief.· And I

20· ·may be overrunning something there.· I have not

21· ·heard the facts that support that.· It may be

22· ·there.· But I just don't believe -- for the same

23· ·reason the mom and pops are having trouble, the

24· ·larger investors I think would have the same

25· ·concerns if they were to take over something and
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·1· ·try to develop it.

·2· · · · · · · ·But to answer your question if that's

·3· ·an assertion, that would be something I'd take a

·4· ·large amount of concern in and I would want to try

·5· ·to figure out some way to promote and -- and -- and

·6· ·make a positive out of whatever problem that is as

·7· ·opposed to something that's going to be a -- end up

·8· ·being a negative impact on those leaseholders.

·9· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Talk about looking --

10· ·trying to figure out a formula.· If you're looking

11· ·at commercial leases, should there be emphasis

12· ·placed on businesses that have a current presence

13· ·in the community, been there for a while, or those

14· ·that could possibly generate more revenue?

15· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· I don't -- I think the

16· ·answer I just gave -- I mean, my approach would be

17· ·I would -- I would want to try to promote and

18· ·maintain the existing businesses.· And I -- maybe

19· ·I'm thinking about it the wrong way, but my thought

20· ·would be -- and this has good and bad implications,

21· ·but my thought would be that the mom and pop -- I'm

22· ·using that term.

23· · · · · · · ·But the -- the small scale commercial

24· ·lease operator -- holding operator, we need to find

25· ·a way to help them develop that lease in a way
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·1· ·which would make it marketable, not because I would

·2· ·want to see it sold to some outside money investor,

·3· ·but I would like to see if they could develop that

·4· ·asset to make it attractive to an outside money

·5· ·investor.

·6· · · · · · · ·So I think they are both -- the mom and

·7· ·pops are better off because they have a great asset

·8· ·somebody else wants.· If there's a demand for it,

·9· ·they can hold it if they want to.· They can sell it

10· ·if they want.· But I don't think Santee Cooper

11· ·obviously should have any incentive or -- or

12· ·directive or thought that they want to go after one

13· ·class of leaseholder to benefit another.· No, I

14· ·would -- I would strongly oppose that.

15· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· And as you referenced, a

16· ·few years ago there was the issue of residential

17· ·leases, and if a similar issue came before the

18· ·board, would you support the residential owner, the

19· ·lease rates, trying to keep them low?

20· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· As far as a commercial

21· ·lease?

22· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Residential.

23· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· Well, we just went -- you

24· ·know, we just went --

25· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· If it were to come up
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·1· ·again.

·2· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· Okay.· Oh, yeah.

·3· ·Absolutely.· Absolutely.

·4· · · · · · · ·I mean, you know, we -- we -- we've

·5· ·had -- you know, you get -- you get people to

·6· ·crunch numbers.· I mean, you know, that's how it's

·7· ·done.· I mean, you get people -- staff at Santee

·8· ·Cooper and outside consultants because we want --

·9· ·we got the -- we've got these leases coming up.· We

10· ·need to figure out what we're going to do.

11· · · · · · · ·And you throw this information at these

12· ·folks, and they go and try to do it as an economist

13· ·would or a real estate appraiser would.· They try

14· ·to look at the value of things and what it's worth

15· ·on the market, and so since you're leasing that

16· ·asset, what really are you leasing.· And then they

17· ·try to compound that into some number that is

18· ·supposed to be fair.

19· · · · · · · ·And, you know, in the most recent

20· ·episode we had, you know, we had some property that

21· ·was I believe extremely unique, and really in the

22· ·end I think the board viewed it as it was extremely

23· ·unique.· It was kind of locked within the -- the

24· ·confines of the project, the FERC boundary, and

25· ·because of that, it's really -- I thought was
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·1· ·unfair to folks to use a market-based appraisal

·2· ·because it really -- you know, who knows what the

·3· ·future holds for that property, so who knows really

·4· ·what the market for it is.

·5· · · · · · · ·And in the end it really came down to

·6· ·what made sense to -- to the folks who lived there,

·7· ·what made sense to Santee Cooper, and kind of what

·8· ·both sides could afford to do.· And I think in the

·9· ·end, back to your commercial lease question, you

10· ·know, we're still developing that, but I really

11· ·think that logic makes a lot of sense.· Of course

12· ·some of the facts are a little different as far as

13· ·being landlocked and whether you could sell it, how

14· ·marketable it is.

15· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· Have you had any

16· ·conversations with the governor regarding how

17· ·Santee Cooper should be run or what direction it

18· ·should take?

19· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· I have not.

20· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· I have no further

21· ·questions, Mr. Chair.

22· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Was he the longest

23· ·one?

24· · · · · · · ·MS. ANDERSON:· I believe so.

25· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Fitting for your years
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·1· ·of service.

·2· · · · · · · ·I want to ask a few, and -- first on

·3· ·behalf of Representative Ott.· The water

·4· ·management, he is concerned that -- I'm

·5· ·paraphrasing and perhaps totally mischaracterizing

·6· ·his concern, but that y'all are not doing enough.

·7· ·You're not giving notice to the -- to the

·8· ·commercial folks, the fishermen when you adjust the

·9· ·water levels.

10· · · · · · · ·How -- briefly -- because he's not here

11· ·to hear your response, briefly how can you do a

12· ·better job?· And if you want to tell him more about

13· ·it later answering his question --

14· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· Well, I can tell you that in

15· ·those 11 years I've been down there -- and I -- and

16· ·just from a historical perspective, I think I can

17· ·add something here.· You know, when I first got on

18· ·the board, there -- there's something called the

19· ·rule curve which I'm sure he's familiar with, you

20· ·may have heard.· But that is an engineered and

21· ·power plant design projection of where the lake

22· ·level ought to be on certain dates during the year.

23· · · · · · · ·And obviously you want the lake to be

24· ·its highest when the water flows theoretically are

25· ·lowest coming in which is typically during the
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·1· ·summer, and you want it to start falling off and

·2· ·get a little lower towards the -- the fall and

·3· ·wintertime in anticipation of the spring inflows

·4· ·which typically come, you know, from -- from a

·5· ·large watershed.· We get some snow-type melting,

·6· ·but really it's just the spring rains is where I

·7· ·most of it comes from.

·8· · · · · · · ·So you've got to manage that with these

·9· ·inflows, and if you've ever ridden over some of

10· ·these inflowing rivers, the Wateree or the Congaree

11· ·in the springtime, you'll see them sometimes where

12· ·they're outside the bank.· A lot of water is coming

13· ·into the lake.· And the design of that -- and I'm

14· ·getting back to how we do it now maybe.

15· · · · · · · ·The design of that is so you don't --

16· ·you efficiently use your water to generate

17· ·electricity, and you efficiently manage the --

18· ·whereas you don't have to spill water.· You don't

19· ·have to open the floodgates and let it waste the

20· ·energy flowing down the river as opposed to going

21· ·through a turbine.· So, you know, we still follow

22· ·that to some extent.

23· · · · · · · ·Now, as I think a lot of folks -- back

24· ·in '07 we had a very, very bad extended draught

25· ·and, I mean, the lake was down I think about seven
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·1· ·feet in some areas.· I mean, we had -- we had parts

·2· ·of the lake that were -- had not been exposed to,

·3· ·you know, air since -- since I think 1957, which

·4· ·brings another point.· That's back when we were all

·5· ·hydro for the most part.· And we had the same type

·6· ·drought I think we had in '07.· And -- and back

·7· ·then I think the lake pretty much dried up.· I know

·8· ·in Wadboo where -- where I'm most familiar -- you

·9· ·know, you can talk to folks who walked across that

10· ·lake before, not on water, but on dirt.

11· · · · · · · ·And with that being said, you know,

12· ·we -- we -- we try to manage it, and since '07 I

13· ·think Santee Cooper at the discretion that they

14· ·have, our operations folks have tried to maintain

15· ·that lake level as high as possible because people

16· ·like high lake levels.· And they should.· But

17· ·during the end of the January, February time frame

18· ·if we were to maintain a high lake level, we would

19· ·risk, you know, wasting energy.

20· · · · · · · ·And of course back to the FERC,

21· ·that's -- I mean, that's what we're charged by FERC

22· ·is it to efficiently manage that -- that asset

23· ·which is the lake, and we're also charged to -- to

24· ·manage the water flow efficiently.

25· · · · · · · ·And of course I think Representative
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·1· ·Ott knows and you would know that their -- you

·2· ·know, the Army Corps of Engineers and FERC in that

·3· ·license put requirements for us to discharge

·4· ·certain amounts of water down on both Santee and

·5· ·the Cooper River, and that typically doesn't

·6· ·present a problem.· In fact, it's unnoticeable in a

·7· ·normal rain year.· At least I don't notice it.· I'm

·8· ·down there a lot.· But in a drought year it has a

·9· ·big, big impact.

10· · · · · · · ·And of course you didn't ask this

11· ·question, but there's some theories out there by

12· ·some of the environmental folks who are looking at

13· ·our relicensing or reissuing of our license to

14· ·operate the lake, you know, more -- nature

15· ·conservation focus groups, they'd like to see more

16· ·water go down the rivers, and of course I think

17· ·we've had to take a position that we prefer not to

18· ·do that because that's just going to exacerbate

19· ·that problem that Representative Ott is pointing

20· ·out.· And it can be a problem at times when the

21· ·lake is low, no question.

22· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Well, and -- and

23· ·however you can do it better, perhaps public

24· ·notice, however just tell -- just put on the record

25· ·that you will look at that and do all you can to
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·1· ·improve that.

·2· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· I --

·3· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· I -- I want to hear

·4· ·you say that.

·5· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· I will do that.· And, I

·6· ·mean, I've written letters to the editor when the

·7· ·lake was low to the local papers telling them why

·8· ·it's happening.· And of course -- you know, another

·9· ·thing is we -- I think maybe we can drop it maybe

10· ·an inch or two or in one day.· It's not like

11· ·they're going to -- you know, urgent alert, the

12· ·lake is going to drop.· It's going to be a slow

13· ·thing.

14· · · · · · · ·So we will try to do that.· I will try

15· ·to do that.

16· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Okay.· I want to touch

17· ·on a couple of areas, and, again, you've been there

18· ·through, as you've mentioned, 38 board members, six

19· ·including your current chairman, and how many CEOs?

20· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· Three CEOs?

21· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Three -- three CEOs.

22· ·So the fruit basket turnover or what is it --

23· ·what's the musical chair game?· You -- you've

24· ·effectively not had to get up while the rest of

25· ·this game is going on and watch so many people get
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·1· ·popped out of that place, and largely in some

·2· ·instances -- I shouldn't say largely, but in some

·3· ·instances as they should have gotten --

·4· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· Sure.

·5· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· -- chopped out of that

·6· ·service.

·7· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· Uh-huh.· Uh-huh.

·8· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· The Pee Dee coal-fired

·9· ·plant, I -- I am a little and have been -- and

10· ·we've shared this before.· And I don't want to take

11· ·this committee's time too much looking back, but

12· ·the more I find out about it, the more I feel like

13· ·there was a dual track PR game going on that I feel

14· ·a little burned, and I've shared that with you.

15· · · · · · · ·And, again, that bias that I have going

16· ·into this, knowing you don't move forward by

17· ·looking back, you -- you had a -- what was less

18· ·than a billion dollar project that was going to

19· ·cost a billion two.· And you, as others in this

20· ·decision process -- or maybe not you, but Santee

21· ·Cooper brought in capital, bought the steel, 200

22· ·plus million dollars of outlays, perhaps with great

23· ·savings that you effected had you gone through it

24· ·with it, but at the same time it's been reported

25· ·that Central is moving on --
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·1· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· Uh-huh.

·2· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· -- with -- with your

·3· ·blessing.

·4· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· Uh-huh.

·5· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· My question to you,

·6· ·again, trying not to look too far back but looking

·7· ·forward, you mentioned that you had learned from

·8· ·the Pee Dee experience.· I'm curious what you have

·9· ·learned from management of Santee Cooper and if

10· ·that has been an area where you perhaps too may

11· ·feel like you got burned, or were those decisions

12· ·already ahead of your service on the board?

13· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· No.· No.· Obviously the --

14· ·the Pee Dee plant in theory preceded me, but, no, I

15· ·mean, I was there for -- for the vote.· I was there

16· ·when we did the analysis.· I mean, we -- we used a

17· ·lot of outside consultants.· We used a lot of

18· ·analysis methods.· I mean, we'd use -- we'd go as

19· ·far as to use like the Monte Carlo odds, you know,

20· ·running a thousand different scenarios and seeing

21· ·where the common point is.

22· · · · · · · ·You know, there's something called the

23· ·Q -- I mean, to get this equipment at a particular

24· ·time there -- people -- there was a high demand.

25· ·There were a lot of coal plants on the -- on the
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·1· ·drawing board, so to speak.· And some are actually

·2· ·being built now.

·3· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· In fact, the article

·4· ·that Heather mentioned -- I was looking at it --

·5· ·that Pinto analogy was offered by your partner in

·6· ·conservation and that being the Southern

·7· ·Environmental Law Center.

·8· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· Yeah.· Yeah.

·9· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· And I say partner in

10· ·conservation.· Perhaps y'all all joined in saying

11· ·Kumbaya at the end of that.· But they were

12· ·definitely a fly in the ointment for y'all.

13· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· Well, they -- no, they

14· ·were -- I don't know about ever -- I'm not going to

15· ·comment on whether we were partner or not.

16· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Again, I'm being cute.

17· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· Right, sure.· Okay.

18· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· But they talk about in

19· ·that same article -- and their -- they've looked at

20· ·hundreds -- or a hundred plus plants that from 2001

21· ·weren't built, and there are only now ten or so or

22· ·15 approved and in some phase of construction but

23· ·still going forward.

24· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· Uh-huh.· Well -- excuse me.

25· ·The -- and all I can do is go back.· I don't
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·1· ·believe --

·2· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Let me -- let me help

·3· ·you with the question and not have you wander --

·4· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· Sure.

·5· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· -- on my -- to perhaps

·6· ·not answer a question -- a question I asked.

·7· · · · · · · ·But is there anything you learned about

·8· ·Pee Dee or through that experience about management

·9· ·and your interaction with the management?

10· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· I mean, what -- what I

11· ·learned -- and I'm using the same analysis with the

12· ·current nuclear project.· I'm learning that you can

13· ·get all of the best information -- and I don't

14· ·believe anybody is gaining this information.· You

15· ·can get your staff to give you the best information

16· ·available to them.· You can get outside consultants

17· ·to give you the best information available.· You

18· ·can look at the industry to pick up the trends and

19· ·try to say this looks like where we ought to go.

20· · · · · · · ·You can look at all those things, and

21· ·they can point you in a direction and something can

22· ·happen like the economic collapse that -- that

23· ·essentially, you know, created this great

24· ·recession, I think is what they call it.· And all

25· ·of those things can take all of that highly
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·1· ·considered input and make it moot, make it not

·2· ·point you in the right direction.

·3· · · · · · · ·And so, I mean, that would be my

·4· ·viewpoint on -- you know, I've never seen that.

·5· ·I've never seen a bad generation decision made.· I

·6· ·saw one.· I don't think they're very frequent.· I

·7· ·do think that the -- you know, the current

·8· ·climate -- we need to be very, very careful about

·9· ·what we do moving forward.

10· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Let me -- let me jump

11· ·around a little bit.· Central of course is your

12· ·biggest customer, 60 percent or thereabouts of your

13· ·load and demand.· They're taking current existing

14· ·load; is that correct?

15· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· Correct.

16· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· They've moved on with

17· ·Duke in those time -- previously Duke served areas.

18· ·Again, for -- for allowing a hallelujah, taking the

19· ·demand away -- which, again, I remember 2012 being

20· ·the key date if the light in this world we knew

21· ·financially had continued on.· So I remember years

22· ·ago the -- the term cost of service studies.· And

23· ·you either -- not you personally, but Santee Cooper

24· ·employing those to -- to show the cost of

25· ·generation for the residential versus the L or
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·1· ·industrial customers.

·2· · · · · · · ·Are those being used and are those

·3· ·being shared with your customer base in, again,

·4· ·perhaps a Pee Dee decision and now in the V. C.

·5· ·Summer or -- do you call it -- or at Lee?· What --

·6· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· V. C. Summer.

·7· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Are those being

·8· ·employed now?

·9· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· I mean, the cost of service

10· ·studies?· I mean, yes.· I mean, that's -- that's

11· ·essentially -- you know, as I understand it, that's

12· ·the -- you know, that's the major component of a

13· ·lot of decisions that -- that we make with --

14· ·between our -- you know, our residential customers

15· ·just like we went through essentially that rate

16· ·increase procedure.

17· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· That was in '09 or --

18· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· Yes.· Correct.

19· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· And was that in

20· ·anticipation of the cost -- your cost of, what, 45

21· ·percent of that facility?· Or what -- again --

22· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· I don't know -- no, it's not

23· ·really in anticipation because it's -- I mean, it

24· ·is in a way.· It's -- really you're looking at

25· ·everything.· I mean, you're looking at every
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·1· ·component of the -- the entity, of Santee Cooper.

·2· ·Not just our future plans, but you're looking at,

·3· ·you know, how -- from -- from how we staff the

·4· ·place to what other expenses we have, to how much

·5· ·fuel costs or how much asset -- your generating

·6· ·asset costs and what our future plans are.

·7· · · · · · · ·And obviously, as I said, we -- we're

·8· ·not there to make a profit.· We're there to make

·9· ·the books balance, and that was required in order

10· ·to -- to make the books balance, but talking about

11· ·the cost of service, I mean, that's probably as

12· ·detailed a cost of service exam that you could

13· ·have.· And that was on the residential side.

14· · · · · · · ·And then to answer your question, I

15· ·mean, we're currently in the middle of trying to

16· ·renegotiate a lot of our contracts with our larger

17· ·wholesale customers and -- without being specific.

18· ·And I really think that that endeavor brings people

19· ·to focus on the cost of service in -- in fine

20· ·detail.

21· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Okay.· And you are

22· ·eminently qualified and I -- y'all -- if you need

23· ·to leave, go ahead.· I'm not going to take much

24· ·longer, but I'm kind of pursuing a track that you

25· ·may not want to sit and suffer.· But I'm going to
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·1· ·try to be real quick.

·2· · · · · · · ·Obviously bias, parochially speaking,

·3· ·Horry County, my area, residential customers are

·4· ·your big customer base.· Those are equivalent of

·5· ·our -- of other counties' industrial load.· You got

·6· ·some hotel commercial property, but generally it's

·7· ·the rooftops that are your customers, and I'm

·8· ·sensing to them -- you've heard me say this a

·9· ·thousand times.· Fairness towards them, which is

10· ·fairness towards Horry Electric which in essence is

11· ·fairness to the other 19 co-ops, as you move

12· ·forward, that's my bias.

13· · · · · · · ·That -- setting up this question,

14· ·again, kind of a criticism perhaps, maybe looking

15· ·back, not looking forward, but nonetheless, you

16· ·talk about Orlando.· Perhaps there's some --

17· ·something in the works that will reduce your

18· ·current ownership and ultimately debt on this

19· ·plant.· Is it 45 percent now with SCANA and they've

20· ·got 55 percent?

21· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· Correct.· That -- that's the

22· ·fundamental agreement, yes.

23· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Okay.· And -- and

24· ·obviously there's pressure for you, not, again,

25· ·personally, but Santee Cooper to dramatically
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·1· ·reduce that for fear of, again, that rate spike

·2· ·come 2017 whenever this thing gets approved.

·3· · · · · · · ·What is your goal or what's -- again,

·4· ·as much as you can say, where do you see that

·5· ·number being more fairly set, again, looking

·6· ·forward to a normal economy and, again, which the

·7· ·demand you got to meet -- by law, Central has got

·8· ·to provide the power.· You got to sell it to them.

·9· ·Is there a number that you see that -- or, again,

10· ·the studies demonstrate that Marco Polo or whatever

11· ·you call that --

12· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· Monte Carlo.

13· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· And are we going there

14· ·after this thing's over?· Perhaps y'all don't want

15· ·to.

16· · · · · · · ·Is there a number, though, that --

17· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· I mean, there -- there's a

18· ·number.· I don't want to publicly say what that

19· ·number is, but there -- there's a number that is

20· ·less than 45, and that number takes into account

21· ·the best balance for all of our residential

22· ·customers, for our wholesale customers, for our

23· ·industrial customers, the best balance on having to

24· ·pay for that asset when it comes online in the

25· ·short term and then realizing the benefit of that
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·1· ·asset after it comes online in the long term

·2· ·because its going to obviously -- and I think this

·3· ·is the case almost with any generating asset you

·4· ·put online.

·5· · · · · · · ·I mean, it's going to be more than you

·6· ·need.· Otherwise I don't think -- you got to plan

·7· ·ahead because these things take in this case

·8· ·theoretically, you know, eight, nine years, who

·9· ·knows how long.· I mean, there are nuclear plants

10· ·that were built on for 20 -- there's stories of

11· ·them out in different parts of this country that

12· ·were -- you know, they built on for 20 years and

13· ·they never -- and then they all walked away.· I

14· ·don't think that's going to happen here.· I mean,

15· ·we're very vigilant of that too.

16· · · · · · · ·But, you know, it's got to be a thing

17· ·that once you kind of balance it out, it meets at

18· ·the point you want to meet at.· I -- and, again, I

19· ·don't want to state what that number is, but it's

20· ·less than 45 and -- and in theory it's more than

21· ·zero.

22· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· And obviously you

23· ·all -- there's a contractual bonding obligation to

24· ·that which your credit agency sees you're looking

25· ·at, so --
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·1· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· We -- we need to probably

·2· ·give that information when it's more concrete.

·3· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Okay.· Obviously you,

·4· ·I know, work in a sense of good faith.· You --

·5· ·you're highly ethical.· Your profession requires

·6· ·that.· If you don't, you are -- your ticket is

·7· ·punched by the folks across the street at the

·8· ·Supreme Court.

·9· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· Uh-huh.

10· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· I impute to the

11· ·other -- or to Santee Cooper a sense of fairness

12· ·and good faith.· Again, perhaps under the prior

13· ·unconstrained means that you all operated, others

14· ·who may have in their own view operated in good

15· ·faith but a little more of a maverick style did not

16· ·serve the customer as well as the current law

17· ·requires.

18· · · · · · · ·Your credit agency -- credit rating is

19· ·now AA; is that correct?

20· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· Correct.

21· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Have you ever had

22· ·higher in the last ten years or are we -- are we in

23· ·good shape?· Is there anything on the horizon that

24· ·suggests we are in --

25· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· No.· I think --
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·1· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· -- at risk?

·2· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· I think we're in very good

·3· ·shape.· I mean, obviously how we deal with -- with

·4· ·the major items that we talked about at the

·5· ·beginning of this is going to be looked at by the

·6· ·credit rating agencies.

·7· · · · · · · ·But I can tell you that -- and I -- you

·8· ·know, I don't want to take too much credit for

·9· ·what's happened -- the good stuff that's happened

10· ·the last, you know, ten years down there, but, you

11· ·know, I know I was there when some very, very bad

12· ·stuff took place, and I was glad I was there,

13· ·because I was able to report that to some folks I

14· ·believe that helped in -- in maybe limiting the

15· ·damage, if any damage.· I think there was some

16· ·damage done, but it helped to minimize that.

17· · · · · · · ·And of course, you know, I was there

18· ·for some very -- I think reasons that were only

19· ·based on luck and kind of weirdness because, as you

20· ·may know, I was taken off the board several times

21· ·and put back on, so to speak, and -- and I'm glad

22· ·fate left me there when it left me there because I

23· ·think staff appreciated it, and I know it made me

24· ·feel good that I was there to help -- help Santee

25· ·Cooper through those -- those -- those chapters.
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·1· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Y'all are familiar --

·2· ·and I'm going to wrap it up after this editorial

·3· ·comment -- the term of institutional knowledge.

·4· ·You remember Gilreath -- what was his first name?

·5· ·The lawyer who testified for us talking about board

·6· ·governance, and two of -- the witness, including

·7· ·that one, he impressed upon us and me institutional

·8· ·knowledge versus the fruit basket turnover which is

·9· ·what we needed in all areas that we could employ.

10· · · · · · · ·Odd thing, here you are the senior

11· ·member of that board, assuming your successful

12· ·nomination which I trust -- or screening which I

13· ·trust will be, the font of that history.· So you

14· ·not by fate but perhaps faith in getting to know

15· ·the new Reverend Sanders -- he is just as much a

16· ·man of faith as the other was on that front, but

17· ·you're going to be an incredible asset to them in

18· ·kind of teaching these -- some of these greenies

19· ·how to maybe go greener or how to do it right.

20· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· That's right.

21· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· Anyway, I appreciate

22· ·your willingness and God knows why you want to do

23· ·it for the twelfth plus year.

24· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· And I will say that the

25· ·only -- the only downside is I've always been
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·1· ·introduced really for about the last seven, eight

·2· ·years as the longest serving member but also the

·3· ·youngest member, and I think that may change.· So I

·4· ·hate to -- kind of hate to lose that title because

·5· ·I enjoy being the youngest.

·6· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· You can still act --

·7· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· I can still act.

·8· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· I -- I do that.

·9· · · · · · · ·All right, folks.· Thank you.

10· · · · · · · ·Any other questions?· I'm done.

11· · · · · · · ·Thank you so much.

12· · · · · · · ·MR. LAND:· Thank you very much.· I

13· ·appreciate it.

14· · · · · · · ·SENATOR RANKIN:· And that concludes our

15· ·work here and we'll gather again.

16· · · · · · · ·(The public hearings were concluded at

17· ·12:55 p.m.)
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SUMMARY OF BACKGROUND INFORMATION FOR DAVID F. SINGLETON 
CANDIDATE FOR HORRY SEAT, BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC SERVICE AUTHORITY (SANTEE COOPER) 
COMMENCING MAY 19, 2009; EXPIRING MAY 19, 2016 


PERSONAL INFORMATION: 


Mr. Singleton is married to Mary Singleton and lives in Myrtle Beach. They have two adult 
children. 


EDUCATIONAL AND EMPLOYMENT BACKGROUND: 


Mr. Singleton received a Bachelor of Arts degree from the University of South Carolina in 1984. 
He then received a Juris Doctor from the Univcrsity of South Carolina School of Law in 1987. 
Mr. Singleton has been a member of the South Carolina Bar Association since 1987, but he is not 
currently practicing law. 


Mr. Singleton has served as the President of Singleton Properties, Inc. since 1987, whcre he is 
involved in real estate investments and sales. He is also the managing member for Singleton 
Properties. Inc. From 1993 to 2005, he was involved in the operations of the Belle Terre Golf 
Course, a real estate development company and 36-hole full service golf course complex. 


My. Singleton currently serves on the Grand Strand Water and Sewer Authority, of which he has 
been on the board since 1994. 


Mr. Singleton has been a managing member of Eastern Shores Realty Holdings, LLC and 
Buckingham Realty Holdings, LLC since 2005. He has been a managing member of Columbus 
Farms Realty Holdings, LLC since 2006. He has also served as secretary and manager of 
Kingsland, Inc. since 1983. 


CREDIT AND SLED CHECKS: 


No negative entries. 


TRAFFIC TICKETS WITHIN THE PAST 3 YEARS: 


No tranic tickcts issued within the past 3 years. 


PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS: 


South Carolina Bar Association 


CIVIC, CHARITABLE, EDUCATIONAL, SOCIAL, AND FRATERNAL ORGANIZATIONS: 


Coastal Educational Foundation, Inc. - Director, 2000 to present; President, 2008-2009 


LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION: 


(I) Dr. Hal B. Holmes, Jr., M.D. 
(2) Mr. Craig Garner, Jr., Esq., McNair Law Finn 
(3) Mr. Don Smith, President, Caldwell Banker Chicora Real Estate 
(4) Mr. Fred Richardson, Chief Executive Officer, Grand Strand Sewer & Water Authority 
(5) Mr. Richard Burch, Executive Vice President, Chief Financial Officer, South Atlantic Bank 


i EXHIBIT '113 
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Preliminary Questions - David F. Singleton 


A. Candidate Backgl'ound 


1. List and describe any professional experIence or education you have in the 


following areas: accounting, finance, leadership, business operations, risk 
management, corporate governance, energy, engineering, or the sciences. 


dccoltnting. Professional experience in reviewing financial documents including 
but not limited to budgets, balance sheets, cash flow statements, and income 
statements, during l11y tenure on the GSWSA (Grand Strand Water & Sewer 


Authority) Board of Directors and the Coastal Educational Foundation, Inc" 
Board of Directors, I also review ,financial documents for several ./Cllnily 
controlled LLCs of which I am the managing member. 


Finance. As managing partner, I was the party charged with primary 
responsibility regarding obtaining .financing for the construction of Belle Terre 
Golf Courses, a 36-hole fidl service golf course facility with 60 employees 


deve/oped in Myrtle Beach in 1994. 1 was also charged with the primary 
responsibility regarding the development and operational budgets for this filcility. 


In addition, I have also been intimately involved in the development, 
purchase, sale andlor operation of a condominium project, theater project and 


numerous real estate transactions. 


Leadership. - Chairman Board of Visitors for Coastal Carolina 


University School of Education 1992 
- Managing Member Carolina Ridge Joint Venture 1989-


1992 (conversion of120 apartments to 
condominiums and resale) 


- President Myrtle Beach High School Booster Club 2003 
- President Coastal Educational Foundation 2008, 2009 
- Managing Partner Belle Terre Golf Course 1995-2005 
-1i1anaging Partner for severalfill11ily owned real estate 


holding companies 


Business Operations. As managing partner for Belle Terre Golf Course 1 was 
charged with primary responsibility for generating and administering the $ J 2.5 


million development budget and $3 million annual operational budgets. I was 
also the general manager of the golffacility for J 0 years until if was sold in 2005, 


and as such had prinulIJi responsibility for day-to-day operations of the fileilily. 
As managing me/nber of Carolina Ridge Joint Venture, 1 oversaw the cOr/version 


1 







of J 20 apartments to condominium units alld was the primary party responsible 
for the negotiation of the sale of each unit, and for review and execution of all 
contracts and closing documents on beha!folthe partnership. 


Risk Nfanagement. Aside Fom the risk management inherently related to those 
business ventures an.d board positions listed above, my experience in risk 
management is primarily related to assessment of risks (lnd allocation of 
resources relative to personal investments of real estate and stocks and real estate 
transactions involving companies in which 1 have or had an equity interest. 


Corporate Governance. N!y experience as a director of GSWSA and Coastal 
Educational Foundation and serving as an ojficer in numerous private companies 
have exposed me to the proper structure and operation 0/ public and private 
entities and rein/arced the importance ()/ achieving long term goals while 
maintaining jiduciCllY duties to shareholders and creditors and complying with 


legal, ethical and regulatory requirements. 


2. Are you cunently a customer of Santee Cooper? 


Yes. Residence: 3997 Larkhill Drive, Myrtle Beach 


Office: 4714 Oleander Drive, Myrtle Beach 


3. To what do you attribute your success in your career? What qualities do you 
possess that enabled you to be successful? How are those qualities going to make 
you an effective member of the Board of Directors at Santee Cooper? 


I attribute my success primarily to preparation, independent analysis, planning, 
organization and perseverance. 1 employ those traits in conjunction with advice 
and counsel of experts, professionals and other business persons and partners in 
an effort to obtain the best result ()f which 1 am capable. 1 also endeavor to !mild 
consensus among partners and business associates with whom 1 am engaged. 


J believe one's ability to work in consultation with experts and in concert with 
others in an effort to properly plan and execute business strategies contributes to 
informed business decisions and is a critical element of analysis that must be 
embraced by an effective director. These qualities also contribute to the 
"cumulative intelligence" of a qualified board ()/ directors and assist in the 
formation of board unity. 
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4. Please describe any experience you have had on other boards. Based on those 
experiences, what is your impression of how a board should operate (in regards to 
interaction with the management, involvement with daily operations, contact with 


companies doing business with Santee Cooper, etc.)? 


Board o[Dfrectors. Grand Strand Water & Sewer AuthoriQ!: Seventeen years as a 


director impressed upon me the value OfreS1Jectfor the experience andjudgment 
offellow board members and hmv board unity can contribute to the success of an 


organization. 


Board o[Directors Coastal Educational Foundation: Eleven years as a director 


impressed upon me the value of directors properly exercising their duty of care 
and loyalty regarding administering assets held for the benefit of Coastal 
Carolina University. 


In addition, these experiences emphasized that board members are charged with 
governing an organization by establishing broad policies and objectives oj'the 
entity they serve and should unite to allow their cumulative intelligence to benefit 


management and stake holders of Santee Cooper. Directors will not always 
agree, but should endeavor to disagree in an agreeable fashion and concede that 
the majority rules when they find themselves in the minority. At such times, a 
director should move to the next issues without any animosity regarding 
disposition oj'prior issues. Board members should provide general guidance to 
management, but not micromanage or involve themselves in day-to-day operation 


of a company. 


Individual directors should only have business contact with companies doing 
business with Santee Cooper on appropriate matters. Business negotiations 
should take place ~with management subject to direction properly provided by the 


fill! board or the appropriate committee. Any business contact between directors 
and such companies should be before a duly authorized meeting of the board of 
directors that is in compliance ~with FOIA requirements. 


5. What is your estimate of the time required to serve as a member of the Board of 
Directors for Santee Cooper? Are you able to give that time to the position? 


I estimate a minimum of two days per month: one day to review materials 


provided by management prior to monthly meetings, and one day devoted to the 
date of the meeting (including travel time). To the extent special meetings are 


necessary or desired, additionaltfme per month will be required. 
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I am able to dedicate the necessary time as a Director olSantee Cooper. 


6. Do you have a relationship with any of the charities that Santee Cooper has 


supportedin the last five years? If so, please provide the name of the charity and 
describe the relationship. 


No. 


7. Have you made any political contributions in the past five years? If so, how much 
and to whom were the contributions made? 


I have made the jollowing political contributions during the past jive years: 


• Committee to Elect Nicki Haley - $500 


Committee to Elect Alan Clemmons - $250 


Benji C. Allen Campaign Fund - $250 


8. Do you or any of your immediate family members (as defined in S.c. Code Ann. 
§ 8-13-100) have a business, financial, or other relationship with Progress Energy, 
Duke Power, SCE&G, or an electric cooperative? Do you or any of your 
immediate family members have a business, financial or other relationship with 


any other investor-owned utility or an electric cooperative that operates outside of 
South Carolina? Please include any stock that you or an immediate family 
member own in these companies andlor any mutual funds that you or an 
immediate family member own that invests in these companies. 


To the best olmy knowledge, no. 


9. As a director of Santee Cooper would it be ethical for you, your family, or 


businesses or charities with which you or they have a business, financial, or other 
relationship to benefit from any Santee Cooper business opportunity or contract? 
Why or why not? 


Generally the answer would be "no," as a conflict of interest would exist 


regarding the transaction, as this director ,·vould have a direct or indirect illterest 


in such a transaction; however, it may be ethical if (1) m.aterial facts of the 
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transaction and the director's interests are disclosed to the PSA directors or a 
committee of the board of directors and the transaction is authorized, approved 
or ratified, or (2) the transaction isfair to the PSA and its customers. 


A director who has a direct or indirect interest in a transaction should 
immediately and fidly disclose any such conflict of interests to all other directors 
and should not participate in any vote regarding any such transaction. 


B. Operations of Santee Cooper 


1. What services does Santee Cooper perform, and where are those services 
performed? 


Production and distribution of low cost, reliable energy, water and other essential 
services. 


Ener&'y is distributed to retail customers located in Berkeley, Georgetown and 
Hony counties, to 20 electric cooperatives located in all 46 South Carolina 
counties, to 30 large industrial facilities and Charleston Air Force Base. 


Water is supplied to Summerville, Goose Creek, Berkeley County, Moncks 
Corner, and the Town of Santee. 


2. Generally, who are Santee Cooper's customers? Who is Santee Cooper's largest 
customer? 


Santee Cooper's electric customers are comprised oj' approximately 165,000, 


retail customers in Berkeley, Georgetown and Horry counties, Central Electric 
Power Cooperative Inc. (the aggregator for 20 electric cooperatives sen)ing 
approximately 725,000 customers in all 46 South Carolina counties), 30 large 
industrial facilities, and Charleston Air Force Base, 


Santee Cooper's water customers are comprised of approximately 156,000 
residents of Summerville, Goose Creek, Moncks Corner, Santee and Berkeley 
County. 


Santee Cooper's largest customer is Central Electric Power Cooperative. 
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3. What are Santee Cooper's most valuable assets? 


• its customers 


• power generation and distributionfaGilities (coal plants, interest ill 
nuclear plant, etc.) 


the properties it manages jar the benefit of its customers and the peuple 
of South Carolina 


• its reputation as an ethical organization that operates a power facility 
recognized as outstanding by its peers and customers 


4. Why was Santee Cooper created, and what are its goals? Do you believe Santee 
Cooper has fulfilled these goals? Should Santee Cooper continue to exist as a 
quasi-state entity? 


Santee Cooper was created in 1934 as a WPA project to provide jobs and 


economic development to distressed areas. In the 1950's an emphasis was placed 
on the supply of power to rural areas of'South Carolina and agreements with 
Central Electric Power Cooperative were entered into in order to accomplish this 
goal. 


Its goals are to improve the quality of'/i/e/or all of the citizens of'South CarolblCl 
by providing and distributing low cost water and energy, and: 


• to be the lowest cost producer of reliable energy, water and other 
essential services, 


• to provide excellent customer service. 


• to maintain a quality workforce, 


• to operate according to highest ethical standards, 


• to protect our environment, and 


• to lead economic development. 


I believe Santee Cooper has fit!fill cd these goals because 


• rates are in keeping with similarly situated large power companieo' and 
were raisedjor the jirst time in 13 years in 2009 
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a satis/ilction rating of 87.8% indicates high customer 
satisfaction and excellent customer service 


• system reliability results Cif99.9%for distribution and transmission 
demonstrates the quality of the Santee Cooper work force 


• existing conservation, energy ,,[ficiency, recycling and green ener!,,,}, 
programs exhibit proactive protection Cif our environment 


• Santee Cooper is a leader in economic development as the production 
and distribution of reliable power isfimdamental to all 
development; jilrthermore, membership in pro-development 


bodies such as the South Carolina Economic Development Council 
provide Santee Cooper an opportunity to influence economic 
development throughout the state. 


Santee Cooper should continue to exist as a quasi-state entity. 


5. Do you believe legislative approval is required before Santee Cooper may sell or 
lease, real or personal propelty that is used in the generation, transmission, or 


distribution of electricity if the sale or transfer would not materially impair the 
authority's ability to meet generation, transmission, and distribution needs of its 
ongoing operation including an adequate reserve capacity and reasonable growth 
in needs? If the sale or lease would materially impair Santee Cooper's ability to 


meet generation, transmission, and distribution needs of its ongoing operation 
including an adequate reserve capacity and reasonable growth in needs, could 
Santee Cooper sell or lease, real or personal property that is used in ti1e 
generation, transmission, or distribution of electricity without legislative 
approval? 


Santee Cooper may not sell, lease, tran.lfer or dispose of anv propertv used in 
generation, transmission or distribution of electricity, beyond property considered 
to be surplus. Accordingly, a sale or lease of property that would materially 
irnpair the Authority's ability to meet generation and related needs or adversely 


affect reserve capacity and growth would require legislative approval. In laet, 
prior approval ji-om the General Assembly by act is required prior to the 
Authority even inquiring into the feasibility of such a sale or lease. 


Such a sale or transfer that would not materially impair generation, transmission, 
etc., would be permiSSible without legislative approval only if the property is 


considered surplus. 
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6. How does Santee Cooper compare to govemment-owned power companies In 
terms of generation of electricity and sales of electricity? 


Santee Cooper is the largest public power utility among state and municipally 


owned systems, and is the nation's third largest publicly owned utility based on 


generation and sales of electricity. 


7. What is Santee Cooper's current bond rating, and why is that important? 


Santee Coope]"s current bond rating is AA- (S&P), which is high credit-quality 


investment grade. This is important because a bond rating indicates credit 


quality, the issuer's financial strength, and ability to pay a bond's principal mId 


interest in a timely fashion, and therefore affects the marketability and value of 


bonds. 


R. How much money does Santee Cooper contribute to South Carolina's budget per 
year? 


Santee Cooper contributes 1 % of its annual budgeted operating revenue earnings 


to South Carolina's budget each year. 


<). What is the dominant fuel source for Santee Coopcr? What other sources of fuel 
are utilized? Do you envision any changes in sources or mix of generation? 


The dominantfilel source is coal, and a breakdown of lite I sources is as follows: 


Coal- 78% 


Nuclear - 10% 


Natural Gas 10% 


Hydro <2% 


Methane - <1% 


Oil- <1% 
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I envision use of coal may decrease due to existing and future legislation 
requiring clean energy; this would necessitate an increase in all other existing 


energy sources. 


I also feel Santee Cooper should continue its efforts regarding increased 


production and distribution of green, reusable energies such as solar, wind, alld 
wave resources as well as investigate new sources o/energy. 


10. What are the major legal, financial, and personnel challenges facing Santee 


Cooper today? 


The major legal challenges are likely to flow Fom new regulations fi-om 


Washington that impact energy development and production. 


The major .financial impact will likely be grounded in costs of building new 
energy facilities associated with meeting a growing demand for electricity due to 
population increase that is sure to continue in our area once the existing 
economic recession subsides. Also, costs may be greatly impacted by regulations 
that could require some reallocation ()f the existing generation mix as well as 
development of alternative sources of energy. 


Regarding personnel, it appears thatfour (4) ofthe/ive (5) top executives may be 
approaching retirement, so succession planning regarding transition or key 
management positions should be addressed. 


C. Best Practices for Board of Dh'ectors 


1. When the board and the management disagree, how do you believe tile 
disagreements should be resolved? 


The board is in control of a company and ultimate responsibility regarding 
resolution of disagreements rests with the board of directors; however, if 
management is operating within the cOl,fines of existing policy, the board should 
not interfere with its activities unless or until such policies are amended by an 
appropriate board vote. Directors should observe the chain of command 
regarding day-to-day operations of Santee Cooper. 


2. If a company is doing business with Santee Cooper and you are personally 
acquainted with the company's management or familiar with their line of work, 
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how would you handle the situation? Do you think this is a benefit or a conflict 
of interest? Would you pmiicipate in the negotiations between Santee Cooper and 
this company? 


J would handle the situation by fidly disclosing my acquaintance and/or 
familiarity to all other directors and management as this could be an actual or 
perceived conflict. Negotiations with a company should take place with 
management, not individual directors. 1 would also recuse myself jiom any vote 
regarding this type of transaction should it come before the board. 


3. Describe the duty of loyalty and the duty of care you would owe to Santee 
Cooper. 


The board of Santee Cooper owes a dlltv or lovaltv to customers, bond holders 
and people of South Carolina. The board should always act collectively ami 
should respect the role of management and not engage in "micromanagement." 
Board members should fidly disclose any conflicts and treat each other with 
respect and dignity. 


The dutv or care requires a director to act in good faith and use a level of care 
that an ordinarily prudent person in similar circumstances would use and do so in 
the best interest ()fSantee Cooper. 


Directors should also: 


ensure compliance with laws and regulations 


• exercise care in selection of top executives and monitor pClformance while 
observing the chain of command 


obtain relevant i1lformation jiom management and outside advisors prior to 
making business decisions 


regularly attend meetings 


4. To whom do you as a Santee Cooper board member owe duties? What would you 


do in the case of conflicting interests? 


Directors 0/ Santee Cooper owe duties of loyalty, care and confidentiality to 
Santee Cooper, its customers, bond holders and the people of South Carolina 
through the elected General Assembly and the Governor. 
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[ wouldfitlly disclose any actual or perceived COl?flict to all other directors and 
recuse Inyself/i'om any vote regarding same. 


5. What are the differences between directors and managers? Specifically, what are 
the roles of each in the business operations of Santee Cooper? 


Directors govern an organization by establishing broad policies and objectives, 
monitor the peljormance of the chief executive and key officers, approve annual 


budgets, etc. Directors should be a fair representation of both management and 
stake holder interests. The directors of Santee Cooper should establish such 
policies and approve such objectives as are in the long term best interest of the 


customers, bond holders, and people 0/ South Carolina as well as management 
while observing the chain of command regarding day-to-day operations. 


Management is charged with carrying out the policies and objectives established 


by the directors and managing the day-to-day operations of Santee Cooper so as 
to achieve the goals outlined in the mission statement and ancillary goals and 
operate the company in a competent and professional manner. These duties 
include planning. organizing, staffing and controlling an organization jar the 
purpose of accomplishing these goals. 


6. Is it proper for the board of directors not to heed or follow the advice of general 
counsel? If so, in what instances is it proper? 


The directors should generally follow the advice of general counsel; however, 
there may be isolated circumstances where a board could in good faith and in 


exercising all due care reasonably assess that the potential rewards of a given 
business opportunity could outweigh a potential legal liability, and in 
consideration of counsel's opinion in conjunction with other facts and 
circumstances decide to make al1 informed, reasonable decision 110t to follow 
counsel's advice. Any such decision should be carefitlly documented so as (0 


demonstrate that same was made pursuant to a cost benefit analysis and in what 
the board determined to be in the best interest of Santee Cooper and its stake 
holders based on the totality of the circumstances. {f counsel determines a course 
of act ian is illegal, the board mustfollow such advice. 


7. What is the proper role for the board in regards to Santee Cooper's pursuit of 
economic development for the area and South Carolina? 
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The board should, pursuant to and in cory'unction with injormation and advice 
ji"om management and other experts, aggressively pursue economic development 
as this was a primary purpose for which Santee Cooper (PSA) was established. 
Also being a leader in economic development is specifically mentioned ill the 
Santee Cooper mission statement. However, economic development shollid he 
carefit/ly assessed regarding costs incurred by Santee Cooper, hmv such costs 
may be recouped, how they might affect customers' rates, the effect on existing 
debt service requirements, the effect on the environment, the effect on the health 
and safety of the people o.f South Carolina and other issues. 


8. How impoliant is board unity? How would you handle a board member who acts 
on his own withoLlt the knowledge and approval of the board? 


Board unity is velY important. While there are times that directors may disagree, 
they should always treat each other with respect and dignity -- once a vote is cast 
those in the minority should move to the next issue without being adversely 
affected by prior votes. 


A board member who acts 011 his own withollt knowledge or approval of the board 
should be addressed by the hoard at such time as this activity is discovered. 


9. What would be your first three immediate goals to achieve as a member of tIle 
board? 


(l) Forge relationships with the other directors 


(2) Forge relationships wilh key management 


(3) Learn much additional information about Santee Cooper quickly so as to 
become a productive director as soon as possible 


10. What role should a director's political or ideological beliefs play in making a 
decision? Should a director base his decision solely on what is in the best interest 


of Santee Cooper? 


A director's political or ideological beliejs should not playa role in making a 
business decision. 
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A director should make a decision based upon what is in the best interest of 
Santee Cooper, its customers, bond holders, and the people of South Carolina. 


D. Freedom of Information Act 


1. What is the purpose of the Freedom ofInformation Act (FOIA)? How can you 
ensure that the Santee Cooper Board complies with the FOrA? 


The purpose of FOIA is to ensure that public business is conducted in an open 
and public manner such that citizens may be advised of the performance of public 
o.fficials and their decisions regardingformulation of public policy. 


A director can ensure San lee Cooper complies with FOIA by conjirming with 
management and general counsel that all requirements of F01A are being 
adhered to and by avoiding meetings or discussions that involve a quorum (simple 
majority) of directors or committee members in person or electronically where 
discussion or actions regarding matters over which Santee Cooper has 
supervision, control, jurisdiction or advisory pmver unless any such meeting or 
communication has met the requirements ofFOlA. 


2. What types of interactions sufficiently constitute a "meeting" in order to fall 
within the terms of FOrA? Are e-mail communications and chance social 


meetings subject to FOIA? 


A "meeting" is a gathering of a quorum (simple majority) of the directors in 
person or electronically where discussion or action regarding anything over 
which Santee Cooper has supervision, control, jurisdiction, or advisory power 
takes place. 


E-mail communications and chance social meetings are subject to FOIA if they 
are comprised of a quorum and discussion or action regarding anything over 
which Santee Cooper has supervision, control, jurisdiction, or advisory power 
takes place. E-mail communications and chance meetings may not be used to 
circumvent the spirit or requirements of FOJA. 
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3. Arc there any practices and/or safeguards that could be put in place in order to 
avoid violations of FOIA? 


Directors should not participate in any discussions with other directors (in 
person or through electronic meam) regarding any matter over which Santee 
Cooper has supervision, control, jurisdiction or advisory power unless such 
discussions are pursuant to a properly called meeting of the fidl bO(lrd of 


directors or a duly authorized committee and the meeting is in full compliance 
with FOIA requirements. 


Directors should use executive sessions only when necessary to discuss 
only those issues allowed to be discussed in a closed meeting pursuant to the 
FOIA requirements. The purposes for an executive session should be specific as 
opposed to general in nature. Directors should relegate their discussions to the 
specific subject matter referenced in the motion invoking the need for executive 
session during same. 
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SUMMARY OF BACKGROUND INFORMATION FOR KRlSTOFER CLARK 


CANDIDATE FOR 3RD CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT SEAT, BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


SOUI'll CAROLINA PUBLIC SERVICE AUTHORITY (SANTEE COOPER) 


COMMENCING MAY 19, 2005; EXPIRING MAY 19,2012 


PERSONAL INFORMATION: 


Mr. Clark is malTied to Ashley McConnell Clark and lives In Easley. They have two 
young children. 


EDUCA'l'IONAL AND EMPLOYMENT BACKGROUND: 


Mr. Clark received a Business Administration degree from The Citadel in 2001. Mr. 
Clark is currently pursuing his MBA from Clemson University. Mr. Clark received his 
South Carolina residential builders license in 2003 and his South Carolina real estate 
sales license in 2005. 


Mr. Clark has been the senior director of operations for The Cliffs Management Services, 
LLC ("The Cliffs") since 1998. He was the director of community services for The Cliffs 
from 2006 to 2008. From 2003 to 2006, Mr. Clark was the manager of propeliy owner 
services for The Cliffs. From 2001 to 2003, he was the residential construction 
coordinator for The Cliffs. He is also the owner of Pristine Properties, LLC, but this 
company has not been active for a couple of years. 


CREDIT AND SLED CHECKS: 


No negative entries. 


TRAFFIC TICKETS WITHIN THE PAST 3 YEARS: 


No traffic tickets issued within the past 3 years. 


PROfESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS: 


None 


CIVIC, CHARITABLE, EDUCATIONAL, SOCIAL, AND FRATERNAL ORGANIZATIONS: 


," Connie Maxwell Children's Home - Trustee 
.,. Nine Forks Baptist Church - Chairman of Dca cons; Chairman of Building Committee 
.• Citadel Alumni Association 


LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION: 


(1) Jason Graydon, Assistant Vice President, Bank of Travelers Rest 
(2) Rick Fisher, Interim Pastor, Nine Forks Baptist Church 
(3) Ben Davis, President/CEO, Connie Maxwell Children's Home 
(4) Jim Anthony, President/CEO, The Cliffs Communities, Inc. 
(5) Chuck Wright, Sheriff, Spartanburg County Sheriffs Office 
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Preliminary Questions- Kristofer Clark 


A. Candidate Background 


I. List and describe any professional experience or education you have in the following 
arcas: accounting, finance, leadership, business operations, risk management, corporate 
governance, energy, engineering, or the sciences. 


I received my business degree from The Citadel in 2001. After graduating I had 
the opportunity to join The Cliffs Management Group. During my first several years at 
The Cliffs I was responsible for developing budgets and prcparing financials for seveml 
of the associations. In addition, I was responsible for developing Covenants, Conditions 
& Restrictions and Design & Construction Guidelines for each of the new communities 
that we developed. As my career progressed, I had the opporhmity to manage seveml 
departments including Risk Management, Facilities Maintenance, and the Organic Farm. 
As senior director of operations, I continue to provide leadership to several departments 
in operations. I am currently sitting on the Corporate Communication, Safety, and 
Benefits Review committees. I am serving as president of the board of directors for five 
Cliffs' Property Owners associations. Currently, r serve on the board of trustees for 
Connie Maxwell Children's Home and also on the finance committee. I also serve Nine 
Forks Baptist Church as chairman of the board of deacons. 


2. Are you currently a customer of Santee Cooper? 


No 


3. To what do you attribute your success in your career? What qualities do you possess that 
enabled you to be successful? How are those qualities going to make you an efTective 
member of the Board of Directors at Santee Cooper? 


I believe several attributes have given me a lot of opportunities in both my 
prolessionallife and my personal life. I am most ti.Litilled when serving others. J believe 
in living by principles and living to higb moral standards. Further, I am committed to a 
life 01' integrity. These qualities, in my opinion, enablc others to have confidence in my 
decision-making ability, commitment to the job, and my willingness to stand for what is 
right. These attributes are the foundation of strong character. More specific personality 
traits include being detail-oriented, independent, an effective communicator, and r 
relentlessly pursue excellent performance. 


I think all of these qualities will be an asset to me as a member of the board, as 
they have served me well in other areas. When representing otbers, I think it is 
imperative that one live by principles and have high moral standards. This will enable 
me to put the Authority, its customers, and South Carolinians' interests above my own. 
The position of a board member is a position of service and should be seen as such, with 
a sense of accountability to all the interested parties. I think it is important to be willing 
to review all the details necessary in order to make informed decisions while not getting 
involved in the management and operations of the company. Another quality that will 







serve me well is being independent. It is critical that each board member act in ways that 
are independent of any political ideologies, outside agendas, or relationships. The board 
should make objective decisions based on the information that is presented with the 
advice of any needed outside professional cOLlIlsel. Being an effective communicator is a 
necessity with sitting on a board or representing others. Effective communication 
includes knowing when to talk and more importantly when to listen. Finally, my desire 
to pursue excellent perf01111ance in all aspects of my life will carryover to my 
commitmcnt to the board as well. As a board member, one should have a desire to 
enhance the Authority's performance and make South Carolina a better place to live, 
work and play. 


4. Please describe any experience you have had on other boards. Based on those 
experiences, what is your impression of how a board should operate (in regards to 
interaction with the management, involvement with daily operations, contact with 
companies doing business with Santee Cooper, etc.)? 


I currently serve on the following boards: Connie Maxwell Children's Home 
Board of Trustees, CMCH Finance Committee, five Cliffs Property Owners' Association 
boards, The Cliffs Community Architectural Review boards, Nine Forks Baptist CI1Llrch 
Deacon Board. My experience has taught me that each board member will have different 
strengths that will be an asset to the board if the members nnderstand their role and their 
expertise level. I am committed to operating in a professional, orderly manner in 
accordance with the duties I have been assigned. The board should have consistent 
structure on which management and the public can depend. The lack of communication 
can cripple all good intentions; perception is reality. 


5. What is your estimate of the time required to serve as a member of the Board of Directors 
for Santee Cooper? Are you able to give that time to the position? 


1 anticipate spending two days per month serving as a member of the board. 
During the first year, I plan to spend more time learning about the issues and the history 
to help me be a more effective member. [am able to give the needed time to this 
position. 


6. Do you have a relationship with any of the charities that Santee Cooper has supPOIted in 
the last five years? If so, please provide the name of the charity and describe the 
rclationship. 


No, I am not aware of any. 


7. Have you made any political conl1ibutions in the past five years? If so, how much and to 
whom werc the contributions made? 


County Councilman.loe Dil1- $1,000 
County Councilman Randy Crenshaw- $1,000 
County Councilman Sam Wyche- $1,000 
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Lt. Governor Andre Bauer- $500 
Governor Nikki Haley- $250 


8. Do you or any of your immediate family members (as defined in S.c. Code Ann. ~ 8-13-
100) have a business, financial, or other relationship with Progress Energy, Duke Power, 
SCE&G, or an electric cooperative? Do you or any of your immediate family members 
have a business, financial or other relationship with any other investor-owned utility or an 
electric cooperative that operates outside of South Carolina? Please include any stock 
that you or an immediate family member own in these companies and/or any mutual 
fLll1ds that you or an immediate lamily member own that invests in these companies. 


I am not aware of any. Some of the funds in which I have invested may have 
some utility stocks, but, if so, I am not aware of it. 


9. As a director of Santee Cooper would it be ethical for you, your family, or businesses or 
charities with which you or they have a business, financial, or other relationship to 
benefit Ji'OJn any Santee Cooper business opportunity or contract? Why or why not? 


It would not be ethical for a member of the board to use his position or 
information hom his position to benefit anyone. If a member has a relationship with a 
company or charity that also has a relationship with Santee Cooper, this information 
should be disclosed and the proper procedures followed to prevent the appearance of a 
connic!. 


B.. Opj~rations of Santee Cooper 


I. What services does Santee Cooper perforn1, and where are those services performed? 


Santee Cooper primarily provides power and water. They also manage property 
around lakes Moultrie and Marion. Power is provided to residential, commercial and 
industrial customers in Berkeley, Georgetown, and Hony counties, and wholesale to the 
cities of Bamberg and Georgetown, and Central Electric Power Cooperative Inc., which 
supplies 20 electric cooperatives in all 46 counties throughout the state. Water is 
provided to Berkeley County, Dorchester County and the Town of Santee. Santee Cooper 
also leases residential and commercial property that it owns around the lakes. 


2. Generally, who are Santee Cooper's customers? Who is Santee Cooper's largest 
cLlston1er? 


Santee Cooper has more than 163,000 retail customers in Berkeley, Georgetown, 
and Hony counties, which represent 19% of its electricity sales. In addition, they serve 
30 large industrial facilities, the cities of Bamberg and Georgetown, and the Charleston 
Air Force Base, which represents 20% of its electricity sales. Finally, Santee Coope,.'s 
largest customer by far is Central Electric Power Cooperative, Inc., which supplies the 20 
retail cooperatives in the state with power. This represents 61 % of Santee Cooper's 
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electricity sales. Santee Cooper also has 137,000 water customers in Berleck), and 
Dorchester counties and the Town of Santee. 


3. What are Santee Cooper's most valuable assets? 


As the state's largest power producer, Santee Cooper's most valuable asset is its 
people, specitically, approximately 2 million (direct and indirect) customers and roughly 
1,800 employees. In addition, it has physical assets, the coal plants, a portion of a 
nuclear plant, and a hydro facility. It also has natural resources, lakes Moultrie and 
Marion, that it is responsible for managing .. 


4. Why was Santee Cooper created, and what are its goals? Do you believe Santee Cooper 
has fulfilled these goals? Should Santee Cooper continue to exist as a quasi-state entity? 


Santce Cooper was founded in 1934 to improve the quality of life for the people 
of South Carolina by providing low-cost and reliable power and water to its customers 
while being a steward of the environment. By providing these services, Santee Cooper 
helped bring economic development to the state through jobs and industry. By partnerillg 
with Central Electric Power Cooperative, Santee Cooper was able to continue its mission 
to improve quality of life for South Carolinians in many rural areas of the state. I believe 
Santee Cooper has fulfilled its goals and should continue to cxist as a quasi-state entity 
and provide economic development for the state. 


5. Do you believe legislative approval is required before Santee Cooper may sell or lease, 
real or personal property that is used in the generation, transmission, or distribution of 
electricity if the sale or transfer would not materially impair the authority's ability to 
meet generation, transmission, and distribution needs of its ongoing operation including 
an aclequate reserve capacity and reasonable growth in needs? If the sale or lease would 
materially impair Santee Cooper's ability to meet generation, transmission, and 
distribution needs of its ongoing operation including an adequate reserve capacity and 
reasonable growth in needs, could Santee Cooper sell or lease, real or personal propelty 
that is used in the generation, transmission, or distribution of electricity without 
legislative approval? 


The board by law must obtain approval ii'om the General Assembly to sell, 
transfer, lease, dispose of, or convey any property, real, personal, or mixed, used in the 
generation, transmission, and distribution of electricity, unless it is considered surplus. 
Said differently, if a sale or transfer would materially impair Santee Cooper's ability to 
provide its services, it would require legislative approval. 


6. How does Santee Cooper compare to government-owned power companies in terms of 
generation of electricity and sales of electricity? 


Santee Cooper is one of the largest government-owned power companies in the 
country ranking in some measures as high at number three. 
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7. What is Santee Cooper's current bond rating, and why is that important? 


Santee Cooper has a very good rating at AA- by Standard & Poor's. This rating 
indicates that the company is managed well and has a good asset ratio. It is impmtant to 
have a good rating because it determines the rate at which Santee Cooper can bmTow 
money. A high rate on debt would cost the customers more money and provide less 
revenue for the state. 


8. How much money does Santee Cooper contribute to South Carolina's budget per ycar? 


They contribute 1% of their projected operating revenue. In 2010, it was 
approximately $18.5 million. 


9. What is the dominant fuel source for Santee Cooper? What other sources of fllel are 
utilized'! Do you envision any changes in sources or mix of generation? 


In 2010 Santee Cooper's generation mix consisted of 78% coal, 10% lluclear, 
10% natural gas, <2% hydro and oil and landfill methane making up <0.5%. Coal is the 
primary fuel source for gencration. As coal is a significant source of CO2 emissions and 
given the EPA's pressure to convert to clean energy, I would envision that this mix will 
change. In fact, Santee Cooper has already taken many steps to reduce CO2 emissions 
and has plans for more in the future. Santee Cooper has some of the cleanest coal-fired 
plants in the country. They are currently partnering with SCE&G to construct a new 
nuclear facility in Jenkinsville. They also are looking for opportunities to increase the 
amount of renewables to their mix. 


10. What are the major legal, financial, and personnel challenges facing Santee Cooper 
today? 


The major issue that I foresee is Santee Cooper's dependence on coal as 
mentioned above. If the EPA regulates carbon dioxide emissions, this could have a 
tremendous financial impact on the state and its customers. Santee Cooper has a lot of 
capital invested in the coal plants. Some of the newer plants have at least 20 more ye<lrs 
of operation and to shut them down would be a significant waste of capital. 
Alternatively, if they continue to operate the plants with the EPA regulating carbon 
dioxide emissions, the cost of regulations could render the operation non-profitable. 
Santee Cooper will be faced with the burden of increasing rates to offset expenses due to 
regulation. They are continuing to look for ways to provide clean energy, but the 
incorporation of new generation should be phased to eliminate large capital losses. 


C. Best Practices for Board of Directors 


1. When the board and the management disagree, how do you believe the disagreements 
should be resolved? 
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The board should deal with the disagreemcnt as a group. Members of the board 
should not deal with management individually. The board is responsiblc and should 'leek 
a resolution. 


2. If a company is doing business with Santee Cooper and you are personally acquainted 
with the company's management or familiar with their line of work, how would you 
handle the situation? Do you think this is a benefit or a contlict of intercst? Would you 
participate in the negotiations between Santee Cooper and this company? 


You should disclose this potential contlict. The fact that you are familiar with a 
company could be a benefit when discussing the company. However, you need to 
disclose the relationship and depending on the relationship, not participate in voting. 


3. Describe the duty of loyalty and the duty of care you would owe to Santce Cooper. 


Directors must remain loyal to the corporation, acting at all times in the best 
interest of thc corporation and its owners, whose interests must take precedence over any 
self-interest of the director, officer, or other stakeholders. The duty of loyalty includes 
the duty to avoid contlicts of intercst and prohibit faithlessness and self-dealing. The 
duty of care requires a director to act in good faith and with the level of care that an 
ordinaIY pmdent person in a like position would exercise under similar circumstances, 
and in a manner he believes to be in the best interest of the Authority. 


4. To whom do you as a Santee Cooper board member owe duties? What would you do in 
the case of contlicting interests? 


As stated above, directors must remain loyal to Santee Coopcr. In the event of a 
potential conflict, 1 would disclose this to the board and withdraw from any clt,cision 
related to thc potential conn ict. 


5. What are the differences between directors and managers? Specifically, what are the 
roles of each in the business operations of Santee Cooper? 


The board is responsible for setting policy and guidelines and management is 
responsible for the day-to-day operations of the company within the guidelines. The 
board should not be involved in the day-lo-day operations, contract negotiations, vendor 
relationships, etc. Similarly, management should dcpcnd on the board to take action on 
certain issues, 


6. Is it proper for the board of directors not to heed or follow the advice of general counsel? 
If so, in what instances is it proper? 


The board should follow the advice of counsel. If the board does not feel 
comfortable with the advice given by counsel, perhaps if it is the consensus of the group, 
they could seek an additional opinion. 
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7. What is the proper role for the board in regards to Santee Cooper's pursuit of economic 
development for the area and South Carolina? 


Directors must discharge their duties in a way they believe is in the best interest 
of Santee Cooper, with best interest being detemlined by balancing customer interests, 
economic development or service area and preservation of IInaneial integrity of Santee 
Cooper. Economic development is a fiduciary duty of the board. 


8. How important is board unity? How would you handle a board member who acts on his 
own without the Imowledge and approval of the board? 


Board members will not always agree, however, they should always respect the 
structure and purpose of the board. Board members acting on their own is not acceptable 
and could be seen as a breach 0 f the duty of loyalty and the duty of care. Decisions and 
actions should be made by the majority of the board in compliance with the FOIA 
guidelines. 


9. What would be your first three immediate goals to achieve as a member of the board? 


First, [ want to learn as much as possible about the business, Santee Cooper's 
management and board members. Secondly, I would like to learn more about Santee 
Cooper's customers and how we are serving them. Third, I would like to leam more 
about the potential issues facing Santee Cooper and learn how they could affect everyone 
listed above. 


10. What role should a director's political or ideological beliefs play in making a decision? 
Should a director base bis decision solely on what is in tbe best interest of Santee 
Cooper? 


I don't think we can escape our beliefs, but I do not believe political agendas 
should influence decisions made. It is a breacb of fiduciary duties to not make decisions 
bascd 011 the best interest of Santee Cooper. 


D, Freedom of Information Act 


I. What is the purpose of tbe Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)? How can you ensure 
that the Santee Cooper Board complies with the FOIA? 


The purpose of the FOIA is to ensure that public business is done in public. All 
public business must be done in public unless they have a specific exception that will 
allow bllsiness to be done in executive session. Further, adequate notice of public 
meetings must be given to the public as required by the rOlA. 
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2. What lypes of interactions surGeiently constitute a "meeting" in order to fall within the 
terms of FOIA? Are e-mail communications and chance social meetillgs subject to 
FOJA? 


A quorum of a committee or of the board will sufficiently constitute a meeting if 
the business of Santee Cooper is discussed. E-mail communications and chance sOelal 
meetings could be subject to FOrA. 


3. Are there any practices andlor safeguards that could be put in place in order to avoid 
violations of FOIA? 


Santee Cooper's board should conduct its business in the board meetings that nrc 
open to the public with proper notice given. The "Public Official's Guide to Compliance 
with South Carolina's Freedom ofInformation Act" is a helpful guide. 
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SUMMARY OF BACKGROUND INFORMATION FOR JAMES R. SANDERS, JR. 
CANDIDATE FOR 5TH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT SEAT, BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC SERYICE AUTHORITY (SANTEE COOPER) 
COMMENCING MAY 19, 2009; EXPIIUNG MAY 19,2016 


PERSONAL INFORMATION: 


Mr. Sanders is married to Claudia Sanders and lives in Gaffney. They have three adult children. 


EDUCATIONAL AND EMPLOYMENT BACKGROUND: 


Me Sanders attended Clemson University ii'om 1966 to 1970, where he received a Bachelor of 
Science degree in Industrial Management. He has been licensed for Heating, Air Conditioning 
and Plumbing Contractors in South Carolina and North Carolina since the middle 1970's. He 
obtained Heating and Air Conditioning licenses in Georgia and Virginia and a Plumbing license 
in Virginia by reciprocal agreements. 


Me Sanders attended the Trane HV AC school in 1971. He then retul11ed to the tilmily 
mechanical contracting business, Sanders Brothers, were he initially worked as a helper and 
advanced to become President of the firm. The company was sold in 1999. 


Mr. Sanders has served on the Board of Directors of Hamrick Mills since 1997. He has also 
served on the Board of Directors of First Piedmont Federal since 1998. Mr. Sanders has served 
as a general partner of Sanders Properties, LLC, a real estate development and management 
company, since 1998. He has also served as president of Development & Construction, LI~C, a 
real estate development and construction company, since 2007. 


Mr. Sanders was appointed to the South Carolina Commission on Higher Education in 2004 and 
served until his resignation on March 2, 20 II. 


CREDIT AND SLED CHECKS: 


No negative entries. 


TRAFFIC TICKETS WITHIN THE PAST 3 YEARS: 


06/05/20 I 0 - Speeding 10 mph or less 
02/21/2009 - Speeding 10 mph or less 


PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS: 


None 


CIVIC, CHARITABLE, EDUCATIONAL, SOCIAL, AND FRATERNAL ORGANIZATIONS: 


• Miracle Hill Ministries, Greenville - Chairman Elect 


• IPTA Y: Board of Directors - Past President 
• Clemson University Foundation - Board of Directors 


• Crustbreakers - Past President EXHIBIT 'tB 
S 







SUMMARY OF BACKGROUND INFORMATION FOR .JAMES R. SANDERS, JR. 


CANDIDATE FOR 5TH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT SEAT, BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC SERVICE AUTHORITY (SANTEE COOPER) 


COMMENCING MAY 19, 2009; EXPIRING MAY 19, 2016 


LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION: 


(1) Mr. Bill Colcer, Senior Vice President, SCBT Wealth Management, South Carolina Bank and 
Trust 


(2) Mr. James R. Thompson, Saint-Amand, Thompson & Mathis, LLC 
(3) Rev. Joel M. Sellers, First Baptist Church Gaffney 
(4) Mr. Kenneth B. Wingate, Sweeny, Wingate & Barrow, PA 
(5) Honorable Gary E. Clary, Circuit Judge, Retired 
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Preliminary Questions - James R. Sanders, Jr. 


A. Calldidate Background 


1. List and describe any professional experience or education you have in the following 
areas: accounting, finance, leadership, business operations, risk management, corporate 
govemance, energy, engineering, or the sciences. 


Educalion: I graduated from Clemson University in 1970 with a BS in Industrial 
iV1anagement with a Secondary Concentration in Industrial Engineering. 1 took courses in 
accounting, finance, business operations, engineering, and the basic sciences. 


After graduation fi'om Clemson I entered the Trane Company's engineering sales class 
where J studied application engineering for HVAC systems. 


Over the years I have taken numerous continuing education courses in all types of 
finance, leadership, business operations, and engineering and construction management. 


Professional: Tn 1971 1 returned to our family-owned HVAC and filel oil dealerships. 
During my 30 years with the company, Sanders Bros. Il1c. was transformedfi'om II small 
residential HVA C and fitel oil dealer into to a fidl service industrial contractor 
performing supplemental and primary services to all types of industrial IlIld power 
clients. These services included supplemental maintenance, process piping, milll1!right 
and rigging, heavy metal fabrication, and design-build for HVAC, process. pol/ution 
control, peak shaving, energy conservation, and other support services for industrial and 
energy generation and energy consumption type companies. Tn my role as president, T 
had to continually enhance and refine my understanding ol the management, accounting, 
finance, leadership, business operations, risk management, corporate governance, and 
engineering aspects of (in today's dollars) a $150 million per year private company. 


I continue to serve on the board of directors of Piedmont Federal, a federally chartered 
savings and loan association. Through my years olservice J have become educated and 
accustomed to the heightenedfederal regulatory standards and the amount of effort and 
resources necessary to comply with all types of federal standards such as the 
Sarbanes-Oxlev Act. I have learned a great deal about the .fiduciary duties required ol 
hoard oldirectors especially in relation to financial accountability. 


I also serve on the board of Hamrick Mills, a privately held textile manufacturing 
company. 1his experience has required me, fi'om a corporate governance position, to 
review and understand accounting, .finance, and risk management reports. 
Public Service: I have served as a board member and officer of Miracle Hill Ministries 
(president elect), [PTAY (past president), and the Clemson University Foundation (past 
chair ol the .finance committee). I also served 011 the S. C. Commission 011 Higher 
Education and was chair ()j'the Facilities and Finance Committee. 


2. Are you currently a customer of Santee Cooper? 


EXHIBIT 







No 


3. To what do you attribute your success in your career? 
f have been blessed with opportunities and the gifts to take advantage of the opportunities 
provided to me. One Cif the most important gijis I have had is the abili~v to have 
wonder/idly motivated and talented people advising and supporting me ill all my 
endeavors. 


What qualities do you possess that enabled you to be successful? 
First, honesty and integrity. Secondly, ,;vith the advice and guidance of trusted 
colleagues, the ability to break down large problems and get to the core issues, and then 
find solutions to the problems. 


How are those qualities going to make you an effective member of the Board of Din~ctors 
at Santee Cooper? 
f believe honesty and integrity and the ability to work with others to solve problems are 
traits that could enhance any organization. The challengesfacing society as a whole and 
the power industry in particular are considerable and they must be addressed. 1 believe 
my business experience and problem-solving mindset would allow me to be an effective 
contributor the board of directors of Santee Cooper. 


4. Please describe any experience you have had on other boards of directors. 
As you can see from the answers in question 1 above, I have served in management and 
on the boards of directors of large and small organizations. These entities have broadly 
different fimctions and missions. The governances vary in time required and the 
involvement of the dijjerellt boards of directors. The common theme and experience is 
that in the case of successful organizations, boards of directors set vision, goals. alld 
policy and hold management accountable to tneet the set vision, goals and policies. 
Boards of directors do not manage. 


Based on those experiences, what is your impression of how a board should operate (in 
regards to interaction with the management, involvement with daily operations, contact 
with companies doing business with Santee Cooper, etc.)? 
As I mentioned different boards may operate in somewhat different manllers. 177e 
common theme is that the board is to cast vision, set goals and policy and hold 
management accountable to meet those objectives. Since Santee Cooper is a state-owned 
entity, certain "visions/pwposes" are legallJ! generated. It is imperative that the board 
constantly ensures that the balance between the financial stability of Santee Cooper, their 
customers' needs, and any Santee Cooper economic development effort is monitored and 
maintained. It is the responsibility of management to carry out the day-to-day operations 
of the company. Certainly there is interaction with management, through proper 
channels, supplying briefings, reports, and legal counsel to the board. The board should 
not be involved in the day-to-day operations of Santee Cooper. 


5. What is your estimate of the time required to serve as a member of the Board of Directors 
for Santee Cooper? 







r have normally experienced a one-to-one time relationship between the time needed to 
{JreparejiJr Cl meeting or board obligation und the time required/or the meeting Or board 
obligation. I would think that there are some other periodic continuing education and 
confel'('nce requirements. So I imagine there would be a 3-4 day pa month reyuirement 
plus some occasional additional days per year needed to be an effective board member. 


Are you able to give that time to the position? 
Yes 


6. Do you have a relationship with any of the charities that Santee Cooper has supported in 
the last five years? If so, please provide the name of the charity and describe the 
relationship. 


Nol thai I am aware of 


7. Have you made any political contributions in the past five years? 
to whom were the contributions made? 


If so, how much and 


Rep. Eddie Tallon $125 
Rep. Steve Moss $625 
Gresham Barrett $500 
iVfick Zais $3000 


Rep. Dennis Moss 
Sen. Harvey Peeler 
Mick Mulvaney 
Trey Gmvdy 


$125 
$1000 


$1000 
$500 


8. Do you or allY of your immediate Elmily members (as defined in S.c. Cock Ann. J.l 
8-13-100) have a business, financial, or other relationship with Progress Energy, Duke 
Power, SCE&G, or an electric cooperative? 
My Wife and 1 own some shares of Duke Energy in an advisor-managed account. 


Do you or any of your immediate family members have a business, financial or other 
relationship with any other investor-owned utility or an electric cooperative that operates 
outside of South Carolina? 
Afy wite und J own some shares o/Dominion Resources in an adviser-managed account. 


Please include any stock that you or an immediate family member own in these 
companies and/or any mutual funds that you or an immediate family member own that 
invests in these companies. 
J\1y wile and I own several mutual/imds. As of 12/31//0, none of these fimds report any 
o/the above referenced companies in their top J 0 holdings. tTYe have no other business, 
financial, or other relationships with any of the above referenced entities. 


9. As a director of Santee Cooper would it be ethical for you, your family, or businesses or 
charities with which you or they have a business, financial, or other relationship to 
benefit from any Santee Cooper business opportunity or contract? Why or why not? 
! am not aware o/any such relationships currently. If there were, ! believe the key action 
would be to disclose such relationships and to recuse myself ./i-om actions related to the 
relationship. 







B. Opel'ations of Santee Cooper 


1. What services does Santee Cooper perform, and where are those services performed? 
Santee Cooper provides electricity and water services. It provides, directly and 
indirectly, electricity service to almost 2 million customers. Most 0/ the residential 
customers are served through the electric cooperatives located around the stale. Santee 
Cooper also manages Lake Moultrie and Lake Marion and produces water for wholesale 
to certain municipal customers. 


2. Generally, who are Santee Cooper's customers? 
Direct residential electricity: Approximately 165. 000 customers. 
Indirect residential electricity: Its largest customer is Central Electric Power 
Cooperative, which aggregates power supply fiJI' 20 electric distribution cooperatives. 
They serve approximately 720,000 members. 
Indirect to municipalities: Georgetown and Bamberg. 
Direct industrial: Several large customers to include Alcoa, Nucor, and Charleston AFB. 
Indirect industrial: Through Central Electric Power Cooperative and its 
member-cooperatives. 
Who is Santee Cooper's largest customer? 
Central Electric Power Cooperative 


3. What are Santee Cooper's most valuable assets? 
a. A relativity modern fleet of variously fueled generation plants. These plants should 
have a relative "clean technolob'y" advantage over Santee Cooper's competitors. 
b.I believe the potential growth of the service area could be a major asset. 
c. The partial ownership with SCE&G of the current and possible new nuclear plant in 
Jenkinsville could become a tremendous asset for Santee Cooper. 
Note: These assets could, based on federal regulatOlY action or inaction, turn into 
liabilities. The challenges to the power industry as a whole and Santee Cooper 
specifically become evident in how conditions beyond Santee Cooper '0' control can force 
ve,y difFcult decisions. 


4. Why was Santee Cooper created, and what are its goals? Do you believe Santee Cooper 
has fulfilled these goals? Should Santee Cooper continue to exist as a quasi-stale entity? 
During the Great Depression, Santee Cooper was created to "provide affordable electric 
power for South Carolina homes, businesses, and industries" as well as "deve/oping the 
Santee, Cooper, and Congaree rivers." Jobs, electricity, economic growth, and .flood 
control were desperately 71eeded at that time. Santee Cooper was a WPA-type project that 
provided substantive initiatives to begin answering these needs. 1 believe these same 
needs are 'with us today, and 1 believe Santee Cooper has had and continues to have the 
opportunity to uniquelyfitlfill these ongoing goals. 


Ifproperlyfunded and operated and not "regulated out of business," there is no reason 
to believe Santee Cooper could not continue to exist as currently organized. 







5. Do you believe legislative approval is required before Santee Cooper may sell or lease, 
real 01' personal propcliy that is used in the generation, transmission, or distribution of 
electricity if the sale or transfer would not materially impair the authority's ability to 
meet generation, transmission, and distribution needs of its ongoing operation including 
an adequate reserve capacity and reasonable growth 
is needs? 
No 


If the sale or lease would materially impair Santee Cooper's ability to meet generation, 
transmission, and distribution needs of its ongoing operation including an adequate 
reserve capacity and reasonable growth in needs, could Santee Cooper sell or lease, real 
or personal propeliy that is used in the generation, transmission, or distribution of 
electricity without legislative approval? 
No, this is an existing statutory requirement. 


6. How does Santee Cooper compare to government-owned power companies in terms of 
generation of electricity and sales of electricity? 
It is consistently in the top five of both categories and has recently been in the top three. 


7. What is Santee Cooper's current bond rating, ancl why is that important? 
As of the 2010 annual report: 
Fitch: AA --- Moody's: Aa2 --- Standard & Poor's: AA-
The power industry is tremendously capital intensive. Gaining alld maintaining good 
bond ratings are imperative if an entity is to issue bonds in the amounts alUl at the 
favorable rates needed to finance its operations and growth. 


8. How much money docs Santee Cooper contribute to South Carolina's budget per year? 
Santee Cooper budgets up to 1% of its annual revenue budget to I'eturn to the State in 
semiannual payments. Over the last few years, these fimds have amounted to around $20 
million annually. 


9. What is the dominant fuel source for Santee Cooper? 
Coal accounts for around 80% of the currentfilel used. Nuclear and natural gas filllow 
with a little over 8% each. 


What other sources offuel are utilized? 
Nuclear, natural gas, hydro, methane gas, and filel oil. 


Do you envision any changes in sources or mix of generation? 
As [ have mentioned, all types of regulatory controls have been and are continuing to be 
piled 011 the electric power industry. These regulations seem to be in a constant state of 
flux and provide the industry and Santee Cooper the proverbial "moving target. " At this 
time I personally see nuclear as a major alternative fill' pO'wer generation. Properly (not 
overly) controlled nuclear power systems designed, constructed, and operated in a safe 







manner could be a major contributor to our energy needs oj' the future. Perhaps, in the 
/illure. coal systems technology can be economically improved. The same hope jol' supp!y 
and cost improvement could be said/or natural gas. The issues are not puzzles as much 
as {hey are Rubik's Cubes. 


10. What are the major legal, financial, and personnel challenges facing Santee Cooper 
today" 
To continue to build on the comments above, especiallyji"om question 9: 
In the simplest terms the combined challenges seem to be the ability to navigate through 


and comply with current and unknown fitture regulations in such a manner as to allow 
Santee Cooper to/itlfill its goal of providing economical energy and economic growthfor 
the citizens oj'South Carolina. I also believe, when you have a customer that cOllsumes 
around 70% 0/ your product, there needs to be constant team-building and 
relatiouship-strengthening by all parties involved. 1 am not aware of specific personnel 
challenges at Santee Cooper, but ji'om my experience in private industry alld on the 
Commission on Higher Education, my thoughts would be that attracting and keeping 
properly educated, trained, motivated, and productive employees could be a major 
component of Santee Cooper 'sfilture success or survival. 


C. Best I'ractices for B()ard of Directors 


I. When the board and the management disagree, how do YOll believe the disagreements 
should be resolved? 
As stated above, a board of directors should set vision, goals, and policy and hold 
management accountable for meeting these visions, goals, and policies. If the 
management and the board of directors are working well together, major disagreements 
should be minimal. Should issues come up, the board should attempt to work out 
agreements with management and be sure everyone understands their roles. Ultimately, 
and in Santee Cooper's case by statute, the majority oj' the board would have 
responsibility jor the/inal resolution oj' any disagreement. 


2. If a company is doing business with Santee Cooper and you are personally acquainted 
with the company's management or familiar with their line of work, how would you 
handle the situation? Do you think this is a benefit or a conflict of interest? Would you 
participate in the negotiations between Santee Cooper and this company? 
Thefact that a board member "is acquainted" with a current or potential Santee Cooper 
supplier's company or company's management could be a benefit or conflict of interest. 
The board member should not in any circumstance be in a position to personally gain 


/i'OI11 any relationship and should disclose any and all relationships with all parties 
involved in this type oj'situation. An individual director should never be involved ill any 
direct negotiations with a company. Management, under strict procurement policies, is 
responsiblefor contract negotiation and purchasing. 


3. Describe (he duty ofloyalty and the duty of care you would owe to Santee Cooper. 
A director owes the duty of loyalty to "the best interest" of Santee Cooper. The duty of 







care is that a board member of Santee Cooper should carry out his/her duties: 1. ill good 
faith; 2. with the care any ordinary prudent person in a like position would exercise 
under similar circumstances; and 3. in a manner he reasonably believes to be ill the best 
interest of the Public Service Authority. 


4. To whom do you as a Santee Coopcr board member owe duties? 
Ulti/nate/)' to the "best interest" o/,Sal1tee Cooper. 


What would you do in the case of conflicting interests? 
Disclose any potential COil/lict of interest and refi~ain Fom participating in any action 
related to any matter related to the real or potential cOliflict o./,interest. Section 58-31-55 
and state ethics laws address the proper resolution of any conflict of interest issues. 


5. What are the differences between directors and managers? Specifically, what are the 
I'D les of each in the business operations of Santee Cooper? 
It is the director's responsibility to set vision, goals, and policies and hold management 
accountable for meeting these visions, goals, and policies. These ~/forts should be 
strategic in nature. In the case of Santee Cooper, there are also some statutory 
requirements that must befollowed. 
It is management's responsibility to develop the necessmy tactical ilifrastructure, 
manage the day-to-day operations of the Santee Cooper enterprise, and to report to the 
board management's efforts to carry out the board's vision, goals, and policies. 


6. Is it proper for the board of directors not to heed or follow the advice of general counsel? 
In the case ol multiple options or very unusual circumstances, 1 imagine there could be a 
rare occasion that the board would not/ollow the advice o./,general counsel. 


If so, in what instances is it proper? 
When the board has a general confidence that a matter or opinion has been thoroughly 
researched and presented in a clear and convincing manner. 


7. What is the proper role for the board in regards to Santee Cooper's pursuit of economic 
development for the arca and South Carolina? 
Econolnic development is one of'the statutlJlY and practical "best interests" or Santee 
Cooper. The board o/' directors should place economic development as one 0/ its top 
visions. goals and policies and should support, at evelylevel possible, this effort. 


8. How important is board unity? 
When an issue is on the table in the boardroom, evelJl director should have the right and 
respect to offer their opinions. There will be, Fom time to time, final votes reflecting 
individual decisions. After the vote it is imperative that the board be unanimous in 
supporting the actions o/, the entire board. There should also be protocol regarding when 
and through whom the board should speak with one voice. Board unity does not mean 
unanimous votes; it means 'within reason unanimous support for board decisions. 


How would you handle a board member who acts on his own without the knowledge 
and approval of the board? 







The individual should be advised by the board through the board chair to cease and 
desist. In very rare and serious circumstances the individual should be removed ;rom the 
hoard. 


9. What would be yourfirst three immediate goals to achieve as a member of the board') 
To listen and learn ji-om all constituents: 
a. To gain a better knowledge about the overall business of Santee Cooper. 
b. To determine the most important decisions the board will face in the immediatefulure. 
c. To determine the current and future strategic needs and how they line up with Santee 
Cooper's current strategic plan. 


9. What role should a director's political or ideological beliefs play in making a decision? 
An individual's political and ideological heliefs should not determine ho,v iI board 
member votes. However, an individual's personal, moral and ethical world view will, 
over time, determine how an individual may look at a decision. Ultimately the decision 
has to be what is in the "best interest" a/Santee Cooper. 


Should a director base his decision solely on what is in the best interest of Santee 
Cooper? 
Yes 


D. Freedom ofInformation Act 


1. What is the purpose of the Freedom ofInformation Act (FOIA)? 
That the "public(o} business be peljarmed in an open and public manner so that the 
citizens shall be advised of the performance of public officials and of the decisions that 
are reached in public activity and in the formulation of public policy. " 


How can you ensure that the Santee Cooper Board complies with the FOIA? 
By having a working knowledge of the FOIA and by depending on general counsel to 
advise of any action or inaction that mayfall under the FOIA. 


3. What types of interactions sufficiently constitute a "meeting" in order to fall within the 
te1111S ofFOIA? 
It is 111y understanding that any til'ne lhere is a quorum present, in any setting, it can be 
considered a "meeting. " 


Are e-mail communications and chance social meetings subject to FOrA? 
Yes 


4. Arc there any practices and/or safeguards that could be put in place in order to avoid 
violations ofFOIA? 
[t is incumbent on the board to intentionally fallow the law. It should then depend on the 
general counsel to advise the hoard of and help the board place into effect the necessary 
policies and procedures that would enable the board to comply with the FOIA. 








SUMMARY OF BACKGROUND INFORMATION FOR JOHN CALHOUN LAND, IV 
CANDIDATE FOR 6TH CONGRESSIONAL DISTlliCT SEAT, BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC SERVICE AUTHORITV (SANTEE COOPER) 


COMMENCING MAY 19, 2006; EXPIRING MAY 19,2013 


PERSONAL INFORMATION: 


Mr. Land is married to Kimberly Land and lives in Manning. They have three young 
children. 


EDUCATIONAL AND EMPLOYMENT BACKGROUND: 


Mr. Land received a Bachelor of Arts degree from the Citadel in 1990. He then received 
a ,fLlris Doctor from the University of South Carolina School of Law in 1993. Mr. Land 
has been a member of the South Carolina Bar Association sincc 1993. He is admitted to 
practice in South Carolina State Comis; the U.S. District Comi, District of South 
Carolina; and the Fourth Circuit ofthe U.S. Couli of Appcals. 


Mr. Land has been an attorney with Land, Parker & Welch, P.A. since 1994. He was a 
judicial clerk for the South Carolina Judicial Department from 1993-1994. Mr. Land has 
also served on the Public Service Authority Board of Directors since 1999. 


CREDIT AND SLED CHECKS: 


No negative entries. 


TRAFrIC TICKETS WITHIN THE PAST 3 YEARS: 


No traffic tickets issued within the past 3 years. 


PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS: 


South Carol ina Bar Association 


CIVIC, CHARITABLE, EDUCATIONAL, SOCIAL, FRATERNAL ORGANIZATIONS: 


Clarendon Junior Chamber of Commerce 
Clarendon Memorial Hospital Cypress Foundation 
South Carolina Educational Communications Board - Treasurer 


LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION: 


(1) Diane K. Mccord, Bank of Clarendon 
(2) Leon N. Richburg, Veterans Affairs Onker, Department of Veterans Affairs 
(3) A. Randolph Hough, Law Office of A. Randolph Hough, P.A. 
(4) Thomas W. Cooper, Jr., Active Retired Judge, South Carolina Circuit Court, Third 


Judicial Circuit 
(5) Bradley S. MOlTison, Director of Transportation, Town of Mount Pleasant 








TO: SA~ITEE COOPER SCREENING SUBCOMMITTE AND PUBLIC UTILITIES REVIEW COMMITTEE 


Ladies and Gentlemen ofthe Committee: 


I hereby provide answers to the preliminary questions presented: 


1. How has your service on the Board impacted Santee Cooper? 


ANSWER: My service has had a positive impact on Santee Cooper 


as I feel I have assisted the agency in accomplishing its mission to be the state's leading 


resource for improving the quality of life for tile people of South Carolina. Additionally, I 


believe I have had a positive and definite impact on Santee Cooper maintaining its goals wllich 


include: being the lowest cost-producer and distributor of reliable energy, water and other 


essential services; providing excellent customer service; maintaining a quality work force; 


operating according to the highest ethical standards; protecting our environment and being a 


leader in economic development. 


1\ notable example of how my service on the Board has impacted Santee Cooper in a 


positive way is connected with the unique prospective which I believe I was able to bring to the 


Board of Directors and management of Santee Cooper during the last eleven years. The last II 


years at Santee Cooper has been, at times, rather unsettled as it relates to the makeup of the 


Board of Directors as well as the executive staff. For example, over this period of time, I have 


served with 38 different Board members, six different Board Chairmen and three different 


CEO's. IVly position provided some reassuring sense of continuity to the staff of Santee Cooper 


and possibly to some degree a source of institutional knowledge for new chairmen and 


members of the Board of Directors who assumed their seats during this time. 
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Other examples where my service has provided a positive impact is the makeup and 


compatibility of the executive staff, and as well as the continued healthy relationship between 


Santee Cooper with its large wholesale and industrial customers. 


2. On which subcommittees did you serve? 


ANSWEH: For the period of 2000-2011, I have served on the following committees: 


Central Santee Cooper Executive Committee; 


Executive Corporate Planning Committee; 


Finance Committee; 


Human Resources Committee (past Chairman); 


Legal Affairs Committee (current Chairman); 


Property Committee; 


Nuclear Oversight Committee; 


Contributions Committee; 


Palmetto Economic Development Corporation Board of Trustees; 


I also was honored by my fellow Board members with being elected to serve as First 


Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors holding this pOSition in 2002 and 2003. 


3. What are the major challenges facing Santee Cooper today? 


A~ISWER: Santee Cooper currently faces a number of very complex and difficult challenges 


brought on by a number offactors. These include profound swings in the economic cycle which 


South Carolina and our nation has recently endured, the escalating trajectory of fuel costs (the 


largest component of Santee Coopers Budget), how to plan and prepare for the future 


generating capacity requirements to serve Santee Cooper's existing and expanding customer 
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load and to insure a stable long-term mutually beneficial relationship with Santee Cooper's 


large wholesale and industrial customers. 


It is my goal as a Board member for Santee Cooper to meet these challenges in a way 


which addresses the immediate pressing items while keeping in focus and in proper perspective 


the long-term stability and competitiveness of Santee Cooper as a power and water provider in 


the State of South Carolina. 


4. Describe the duty of loyalty and duty of care you owe to Santee Cooper? 


ANSWER: I believe that in assuming a seat on the Santee Cooper Board a Director is 


charged with the duty to provide to the South Carolina Public Service Authority the highest 


level of loyalty. A Santee Cooper Director has been charged with the trust and confidence of 


the appointing authority as well as the confirming authority to ably conduct themselves as a 


Director using the highest degree of care, prudence and integrity in carrying out the duties of 


the appointment. The stake holders of Santee Cooper, including those who hold Santee Cooper 


debt, customers of Santee Cooper, employees of Santee Cooper, and citizenry of South 


Carolina e)(pect and deserve a director who will act in the best interest of the agency to which 


they have been appOinted to serve. 


5. Do you have any relationship with any of the charities that Santee Cooper has 


supported in the last five years? If so, please provide the name and charity and describe the 


relationship. 


ANSWER: I do not have a direct relationship with any charities that Santee Cooper has 


supported in the last five years. 
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u. Do you or any of your immediate family members (as defined in s.c. Code P,nn. §B-


13··100) have a business, financial, or other relationship with Progress Energy, Duke Power, 


SCE&.G, or an electric cooperative? Do you or any of your immediate family members have a 


business, financial or other relationship with any other investor-owned utility or an electric 


cooperative that operates outside of South Carolina? please include any stock that you or an 


immediate family member own in these companies and/or any mutual funds that you or an 


immediate family member own that invests in these companies. 


ANSWER: A. I am a customer of Santee Electric Cooperative at my residence and 


Progress Energy at my place of business. This would represent the extent of any known 


business, financial or other relationship with Progress Energy, Duke Power, SCE&G or any 


electric cooperative. 


13. I am not aware of any business, financial or other relationship with any other 


investor owned utility or electric cooperative that operates outside of South Carolina. 


c. I am not aware of any stock that I or an immediate family member own in any of 


the above companies. I do own interest in mutual funds in two broker managed accounts. The 


first being with Abacus Planning Group and the second being with Edward Jones. I exercise no 


direct ability to pick or choose the stocks and/or mutual funds that these managed accounts 


choose to hold. My information as of the filing of this response is that the Edward Jones' 


account shows no apparent ownership in Progress Energy, Duke Power, SCE&G or an electric 


cooperative. The managed account with Abacus Planning Group indicates three mutual funds 


with minority ownership in Duke Power and other electric industry related cornpanies. These 
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mutual funds are Eaton Vance Large Cap Value (Ticker - EHSTX), ING Index Plus Large CDmpany 


(Ticker -- AELAX), and T. Rowe Price Equity Income (Ticker - RRFDX). 


7. What were your top three goals to achieve as a member of the Board? Did you 


ac<:ompiish those goals? 


/INSWEH: When initially taking my seat on the Santee CDoper Board the following were top 


goals: 


1. To educate myself in a way which would allow me to learn the large 


amount of information required to be an effective Board member. This included sitting down 


with executive management of Santee Cooper and learning all that I could about its mission and 


how to accomplish its mission. I spent many hours with executive management and others at 


Santee Cooper who had expertise in the operation, financing, human resource and customer 


base to learn all that I could about how things had been done successfully in the past. I believe 


I have achieved this goal and look forward to continuing to learn more in the pursuit of making 


the Public Service Authority the best that it can be. 


2. The next goal I set was to have a positive, consistent and wide-ranging 


presence as a member of the Santee Cooper Board of Directors. I believe in my 11 years as a 


member of the Board I have only missed two meetings. I have attended many, many 


dedications anel customer or employee related events in order to show my appreciation for 


Santee Cooper employees and customers. I have taken an interest in the operations of Sant,ee 


Cooper to the extent that I observed a winter demand peak at 5:00 a.m. in the Santee Cooper 


Energy Control Center in Moncks Corner and rode a C5X coal train pulling a load of Santee 


Cooper coal from Columbia down to Santee Cooper's Cross Generating Station. I have 
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accomplished this goal and have found all of these interactions to be both enjoyable and highly 


educational and allowed me to be a better Board member. 


3. My third goal was to establish myself as a trustworthy and highly 


capable member of the South Carolina Board of Directors of the South Carolina Public Service 


Authority. I feel I have met this goal. 


8. What are your goals for your continued service on the Board? 


ANSWER: My goals for my continued service on the Santee Cooper Board are covered by 


my responses to Question 7. In addition, to those a goal of mine is to assist the Santee Cooper 


Board of Directors and staff as we carefully undertake the tremendous task of insuring Santee 


Cooper navigates and meets the challenges of today and tomorrow in a way that will allow it to 


continue to provide benefit to our state and promote the continued success this state agency 


has had over the last 75 years. 
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 1               SENATOR RANKIN:  Good morning, and
 2   welcome to the screening of -- of the Santee Cooper
 3   nominees by the governor's office and Governor
 4   Haley.  And we want to welcome those in attendance
 5   here.
 6               Welcome, Harry Ott.
 7               He made every effort to get here before
 8   me but failed.  And I want that in the record,
 9   please.
10               We have the court reporter with us.
11               Ma'am, tell us your name.
12               COURT REPORTER:  Yvonne Bohannon.
13               SENATOR RANKIN:  Yvonne.
14               COURT REPORTER:  Bohannon.
15               SENATOR RANKIN:  Bohannon.  We've seen
16   you before, I belive, haven't we?
17               COURT REPORTER:  (Nods head.)
18               SENATOR RANKIN:  Very good.  Welcome
19   back.
20               And all the members of the subcommittee
21   are here.  And we have a guest, Paul Campbell.
22               Welcome, Paul Campbell.
23               Heather, what kind of housekeeping do
24   we need to do before we get started?
25               MS. ANDERSON:  I'm going to do a
0004
 1   general overview regarding the candidates seeking
 2   appointment to the Santee Cooper board.  Mr. David
 3   Singleton will be the first one this morning for
 4   the seat of Horry County; and Kristofer Clark with
 5   the third Congressional district; James Sanders,
 6   fifth Congressional district; and then for
 7   reappointment John Calhoun Land, sixth
 8   Congressional district.
 9               The minimum requirements pursuant to
10   the statute for members of the Santee Cooper board
11   are that each member must possess abilities and
12   experience that are generally found among directors
13   of energy utilities serving this state and that
14   allows him to make valuable contributions to the
15   conduct of the Authority's business.
16               These abilities include substantial
17   business skills and experience but are not limited
18   to general knowledge of the history, purpose and
19   operation of the Public Service Authority and the
20   responsibilities of being a director of the
21   Authority; the ability to interpret legal and
22   financial documents and information so as to
23   further the activities and affairs of the Public
24   Service Authority; with the assistance of counsel
25   the ability to understand and apply federal and
0005
 1   state laws, rules and regulations, including but
 2   not limited to, Chapter 4 of Title 30 which is the
 3   Freedom of Information Act as they relate to
 4   activities and affairs of the Public Service
 5   Authority; and with the assistance of counsel the
 6   ability to understand and apply judicial decisions
 7   as they relate to the activities and affairs of the
 8   Public Service Authority.
 9               I think I killed enough time.  And our
10   first nominee is up.  Mr. Singleton.
11               MR. SINGLETON:  Thank you.
12               SENATOR RANKIN:  Good morning.
13               MR. SINGLETON:  Good morning.
14               SENATOR RANKIN:  Welcome.
15               Do we swear them?  All right.
16               (David Franklin Singleton, Sr., was
17   duly sworn, after which testimony began at
18   9:16 a.m.)
19               SENATOR RANKIN:  Good morning.
20   Welcome.
21               MR. SINGLETON:  Good morning.
22               SENATOR RANKIN:  And you're going to
23   meet these -- all these folks of this committee.
24   Heather Anderson will be asking you questions, and
25   then if necessary or -- again, folks, as you see
0006
 1   fit, all the nominees ask as you feel led to do.
 2               Heather, take it away.
 3               MS. ANDERSON:  Good morning.
 4               MR. SINGLETON:  Good morning.
 5               MS. ANDERSON:  Please state your full
 6   name and current address for the record.
 7               MR. SINGLETON:  David Franklin
 8   Singleton, Sr., and 3997 Larkhill Drive, Myrtle
 9   Beach, South Carolina.
10               MS. ANDERSON:  And for the record
11   Mr. Singleton is a resident of Horry County, first
12   Congressional district.
13               We received your complete confirmation
14   package.  Are there any changes or is there any
15   additional information that you'd like to provide
16   for your personal data questionnaire or statement
17   of economic interest?
18               MR. SINGLETON:  No, ma'am.
19               MS. ANDERSON:  Mr. Chairman, I'd like
20   to move to put the personal data questionnaire
21   summary in the record.
22               SENATOR RANKIN:  Okay.  So -- so done.
23               (EXH. 1, Summary of Background
24   information for David F. Singleton, marked for
25   identification.)
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 1               MS. ANDERSON:  We sent you a set of
 2   questions and received your responses.  If we asked
 3   you these questions today, would your answers be
 4   the same?
 5               MR. SINGLETON:  Yes, ma'am.
 6               MS. ANDERSON:  Mr. Chair, I'd like to
 7   move to put Mr. Singleton's responses in the
 8   record.
 9               SENATOR RANKIN:  Okay.  So -- so moved.
10               (EXH. 2, Preliminary Questions for
11   David F. Singleton, marked for identification.)
12               MS. ANDERSON:  Please summarize your
13   educational background and experience.  What
14   experience would you bring to the Santee Cooper
15   board that would be beneficial to an energy
16   utility?
17               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, I graduated from
18   Conway High School in 1980, from the University of
19   South Carolina with honors in 1984, and from the
20   University of South Carolina School of Law in 1987.
21               My experience on the business side
22   is -- is relatively broad in that I chose not to
23   practice law but to go straight into business and
24   development activities.  I have been involved in
25   the development of a golf course complex, the
0008
 1   acquisition of an apartment complex and conversion
 2   to condominiums and retail sale of those units,
 3   residential development, as -- as well as other
 4   land transactions, and the operation and
 5   development of a theater complex in Myrtle Beach.
 6               I feel like that my business experience
 7   in conjunction with my legal education and the
 8   underpinnings there, also with my experience as
 9   serving on the board of directors for the Grand
10   Strand Water and Sewer Authority for 17 years,
11   which like Santee Cooper is a quasi state-owned --
12   it's a quasi governmental, rather, entity, as well
13   as served for 11 years as -- on the board of
14   directors for the Coastal Educational Foundation
15   and president of that organization for two years,
16   that experience has -- has taught me a lot and
17   reinforced a lot about corporate governance.
18               And in particular with regard to Grand
19   Strand, I'm -- I'm very attuned to the Sunshine
20   Laws as Henry McMaster refers to them, FOIA and
21   operating in -- in the public and the value of --
22   of having open meetings and meetings so that the
23   public has an opportunity to -- to evaluate how
24   policy is formed.
25               MS. ANDERSON:  I'm going to ask you a
0009
 1   few questions now about Santee Cooper.
 2               What is Santee Cooper's current
 3   generation mix?
 4               MR. SINGLETON:  Approximately 78
 5   percent coal, ten percent natural gas, ten percent
 6   nuclear, and the balance is made up of oil, hydro,
 7   methane gas from landfills, and I think a very,
 8   very small percentage of renewables.
 9               MS. ANDERSON:  What is the relative age
10   of the base load fleet?
11               MR. SINGLETON:  It -- it's relatively
12   new as compared to an entity like Duke Power.  I
13   think the -- the age of the coal-firing plants is
14   around 12 years old which gives about 20 years or
15   so of depreciation left on the books.  So I think
16   relatively new.
17               MS. ANDERSON:  And what are some of the
18   challenges presented by this mix and the age of the
19   fleet if Congress or the EPA were to pass measures
20   requiring a transition to a carbon-constrained
21   economy?
22               MR. SINGLETON:  The primary challenge
23   is -- because the age of the fleet is relatively
24   new, the rapidity with which Congress acts could
25   have very detrimental effects in that if you take
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 1   an asset that's -- should be depreciated over 20
 2   years and depreciate it for three years -- excuse
 3   me -- then the primary way that you normally offset
 4   that is to raise rates and pass that cost on to the
 5   customers.
 6               So there's a lot of concern in South
 7   Carolina that we endeavor to impact the -- what
 8   comes out of Washington through legislation as
 9   opposed to just sit back on our heels and wait and
10   have things fall to EPA because in that event we
11   lose our opportunity to have any affect and
12   influence on how the laws were written.
13               And in view of the high/low situation
14   in South Carolina being a relatively high power
15   usage because of our climate in conjunction with a
16   relatively low per capita income as compared to a
17   state like California, that the -- the increase in
18   rates would be disproportionately disadvantageous
19   to South Carolina and states similar to South
20   Carolina.
21               MS. ANDERSON:  Who are Santee Cooper's
22   electricity customers?
23               MR. SINGLETON:  Santee Cooper has
24   direct retail customers, I believe about 165,000,
25   in Horry, Georgetown and Berkeley counties.  They
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 1   also -- their largest customer is Central Electric
 2   Power Co-op -- excuse me -- which in turn sells
 3   power that they purchase from south -- from Santee
 4   Cooper to 20 co-ops, and they're located -- they
 5   have about two million customers direct and
 6   indirectly located in all 46 states.  They also
 7   service about 30 large industrial clients, Alcoa I
 8   think is one and the Charleston Air Force base.
 9               MS. ANDERSON:  The groups that you just
10   mentioned, what are the relative percentages of
11   their share of Santee Cooper's sale of energy?
12               MR. SINGLETON:  Approximately 60
13   percent wholesale which would go to the co-ops and
14   approximately 20 percent retail, small commercial,
15   and approximately 20 percent industrial.
16               MS. ANDERSON:  And what about each
17   group of customers' responsibility for capital cost
18   for capacity?
19               MR. SINGLETON:  It -- it's very
20   similar.  It's a little bit higher, the
21   responsibility on the co-ops.  I think it's maybe
22   as high as 70 percent, and the other two categories
23   are -- are pretty close to the same -- a little bit
24   less than 20, but there's a little bit higher load
25   on the wholesale.
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 1               MS. ANDERSON:  What steps can Santee
 2   Cooper take to expand its energy efficiency and
 3   conservation programs?
 4               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, Santee Cooper is
 5   already proactive in the Reduce the Use Program,
 6   and also I think they've got a program that's
 7   called Gopher where they recycle used oil and --
 8   and things of that nature.
 9               But I think that the -- that the things
10   that they can do in the future would be to perhaps
11   in conjunction with politicians from -- from South
12   Carolina support request that -- that we endeavor
13   to get grants and additional low cost interest
14   loans from Washington so that we can make those
15   funds available to the folks that are in need of --
16   of funds in order to up-fit their homes and/or
17   avail themselves of energy efficient washers and
18   dryers and things of that nature.  And Santee
19   Cooper currently gives credits if you upgrade to
20   energy efficient appliances.
21               MS. ANDERSON:  You mentioned possible
22   grants and loans.  Do you believe it could be
23   appropriate for any of these programs to be paid
24   through the customer rates?
25               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, Santee Cooper's
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 1   charged with -- with -- with setting low and
 2   reasonable rates, and that's -- that's one of
 3   the -- one of the goals listed in the mission
 4   statement.  So I think that -- that that should be
 5   the last resort.  I think that all other available
 6   sources should be looked at first.
 7               And -- and, again, there's -- there --
 8   one thing that Grand Strand Water and Sewer
 9   Authority has done is launch a program relatively
10   recently where customers can donate money to help
11   people that are having financial difficulty through
12   their bill, and those funds are used to help defray
13   bills when people are unable to pay them, so...
14               MS. ANDERSON:  Briefly and generally
15   describe your understanding of a renewable
16   portfolio standard.
17               MR. SINGLETON:  A renewable portfolio
18   standard is where a government imposes upon a
19   utility a requirement that a certain percentage of
20   energy generation is generated from renewables.  In
21   South Carolina it's voluntary, and that's I think
22   primarily because of the climate that we live in
23   and the high/low situation that I discussed
24   earlier.
25               MS. ANDERSON:  What renewable resources
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 1   are currently available in South Carolina?
 2               MR. SINGLETON:  In South Carolina we're
 3   using hydro, and I think that's less than two
 4   percent of -- of the generation.  We also have --
 5   Santee Cooper has launched some pilot programs with
 6   regard to solar and wind, and the methane gas I
 7   think is -- is classified as renewable.
 8               The problem in South Carolina is that
 9   unlike some states, the northeast has better access
10   to -- to hydro.  The southern desert areas have
11   better access to solar, and the other areas of the
12   country have better access to -- to wind than South
13   Carolina does.  So that's another reason that I
14   think the renewable portfolio standard has not been
15   imposed up until this time.
16               However, I'm sure that all of that is
17   based on current technology, and as technologies
18   change and -- and improve, then South Carolina's
19   situation may as well.
20               MS. ANDERSON:  Currently what
21   percentage of Santee Cooper's energy needs are
22   being met by renewables?
23               MR. SINGLETON:  Less than two percent.
24               MS. ANDERSON:  In your response to
25   preliminary question number nine you stated,
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 1   Santee -- and I quote, Santee Cooper should
 2   continue its efforts regarding increased production
 3   and distribution of green, reusable energies such
 4   as solar, wind, and wave resources as well as
 5   investigate new sources of energy, end quote.
 6               How aggressive should Santee Cooper be
 7   in increased production and new investigations for
 8   new energy sources?
 9               MR. SINGLETON:  I think that they --
10   everything that's -- that's done that has a
11   financial impact needs to be looked at cautiously
12   and you need to get expert opinions wherever you
13   can find them.
14               So I think that it should be
15   aggressive, but it should not be -- we shouldn't
16   throw money at it.  I think we need to be
17   conservative fiscally while we're endeavoring to be
18   on the cutting edge as far as -- as being
19   investigative as to what is new.
20               MS. ANDERSON:  Given the fact that it
21   is more expensive to build generation today than it
22   was a few years ago, do you favor a consortium
23   approach to generation where utilities have joined
24   together to share the cost and risks of billion
25   dollar projects?
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 1               MR. SINGLETON:  Yes, ma'am.
 2               MS. ANDERSON:  What are your thoughts
 3   of Santee Cooper generating electricity in South
 4   Carolina and then selling it outside of the state?
 5               MR. SINGLETON:  I think that it's a
 6   good way to defray costs.  For example, I read an
 7   article recently that Santee Cooper has signed a
 8   letter of intent with an Orlando utility to sell I
 9   think five to ten percent of the generation from
10   our nuclear plant that we have an interest in, and
11   I think that also indicates that the Orlando
12   utility will have a option to purchase a percentage
13   of Santee Cooper's interest.
14               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you support further
15   investment in and reliance upon nuclear generation?
16               MR. SINGLETON:  Yes, ma'am.
17               MS. ANDERSON:  The era of uncertainty
18   facing South Carolina and our nation is likely to
19   be very perplexing to any utility as it desires to
20   plan 30, 40, 50 years out.  How should Santee
21   Cooper approach planning in this type of era?
22               MR. SINGLETON:  I think it has to be
23   approached from a standpoint of realizing that
24   there's a lot of uncertainty, and Santee Cooper
25   needs to be nimble and responsive to things as they
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 1   change.
 2               The immediate two issues that I see on
 3   the horizon are the rules and regulations and laws
 4   that have come out -- that will come out of
 5   Washington based on what we're currently hearing
 6   that will further restrict emissions of sulphur
 7   oxide and -- and CO2 and things of that nature.  So
 8   that may cause some additional capital
 9   expenditures.
10               And I think it's easy in our current
11   economic downturn to lose sight of the fact that --
12   that in the medium-term and long-term South
13   Carolina is going to continue to be a huge growth
14   state and that the growth will recur when this
15   economic problem subsides.  So we're going to have
16   a lot of increased demand out there in conjunction
17   with more stringent rules and regulations.
18               MS. ANDERSON:  Costs are increasing in
19   the electric industry.  How important is it for
20   Santee Cooper to deliver electricity at prices
21   which are as reasonable as possible?
22               MR. SINGLETON:  I think that's one of
23   the primary charges and goals, and I think that's
24   one reason that South Carolina -- Santee Cooper --
25   excuse me -- was created back in the 1930s as an
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 1   economic engine.
 2               And I think that one thing that a
 3   public power utility is allowed to focus on that a
 4   private utility is not is -- part of the reason
 5   that Santee Cooper was created was to create -- was
 6   not to just generate power but to generate power
 7   that's reliable and cost effective.  And that is
 8   one of the charge -- charges that the directors
 9   have, whereas a publicly-owned utility is profit
10   driven.
11               MS. ANDERSON:  Okay.  And you mentioned
12   the difference between public and private.  In
13   considering its rates, should Santee Cooper strive
14   to provide electricity at rates the same or lower
15   levels than investor-owned utilities?
16               MR. SINGLETON:  They should strive to
17   provide the lowest rates of any public or private
18   utility.
19               MS. ANDERSON:  And who's responsible if
20   Santee Cooper incurs a loss due to a bad investment
21   or changes in regulations or laws?
22               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, I guess it would
23   depend on whether it was a foreseeable change or
24   not.  If it's an unforeseeable change, I'm not sure
25   that you could hold anyone liable.  If -- if it's a
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 1   foreseeable change, then I guess at some point you
 2   would look to the management and/or directors to
 3   see the quality of the efforts that they put in.
 4               MS. ANDERSON:  Describe the role that
 5   you believe can be played by public power and how
 6   Santee Cooper fits into that role.
 7               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, again, I -- I'll
 8   have to restate what I said a moment ago, and that
 9   is that I think that for a public utility there's a
10   real need to focus on rates or keeping rates as --
11   as reasonable as possible, and because your rates
12   are based primarily on your operating costs, then
13   that allows you more flexibility to lower the
14   rates.  Then if you're a board of directors that
15   serves a private utility, then the shareholders
16   expect a return on their investment, so you are
17   forced to factor a profit into the rate structure.
18               MS. ANDERSON:  Aside from electricity,
19   what other roles does Santee Cooper engage in?
20               MR. SINGLETON:  Santee Cooper is in the
21   water business.  They provide water to several
22   areas close to the main office.  I believe it's
23   Summerville, Santee, Moncks Corner, Goose Creek
24   and -- and portions of Berkeley County.  I believe
25   they have over a hundred thousand customers in --
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 1   in that area.
 2               They're also charged with protecting
 3   the environment.  Lake management and the
 4   management of their own resources are ancillary to
 5   that with an eye toward the fact that -- that the
 6   usage of that resource not only affects Santee
 7   Cooper and their customers and the rates, but other
 8   leasehold -- people that have leasehold interest
 9   and people that -- that use the lake for
10   recreational and other purposes.  So all of that
11   has to be balanced into your decision process.
12               MS. ANDERSON:  And what is Santee
13   Cooper's role in economic development?
14               MR. SINGLETON:  Santee Cooper's role in
15   economic development should be very aggressive and
16   very proactive.  That having been said, you have to
17   be fiscally responsible.  You have to weigh
18   everything from a cost benefit analysis.  You need
19   to certainly get a lot of input from management and
20   other experts in order to give you quality
21   information.  But I think that's one of the reasons
22   that Santee Cooper was created and it's one of the
23   key points in the mission statement.
24               MS. ANDERSON:  What do you think of
25   Santee Cooper's role as a lessor in relation to the
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 1   public, including businesses, into the Federal
 2   Energy Regulatory Commission?
 3               MR. SINGLETON:  Would you restate that,
 4   please.
 5               MS. ANDERSON:  What do you think of
 6   Santee Cooper's role as a lessor in relation to the
 7   public, including businesses, into the Federal
 8   Energy Regulatory Commission?
 9               MR. SINGLETON:  I'm not familiar with
10   that issue.  I apologize.
11               MS. ANDERSON:  That's okay.
12               Do you believe that Santee Cooper
13   should place an emphasis on making a profit through
14   lease programs or to promote facilities that
15   accommodate a diverse public?
16               MR. SINGLETON:  I think they should
17   emphasize accommodating the public.
18               MS. ANDERSON:  How would you handle an
19   assertion that a lease program proposed by Santee
20   Cooper would virtually eliminate a certain type or
21   class of business currently operating on or near
22   the lakes?
23               MR. SINGLETON:  Again, everything has
24   to be looked at on a cost-benefit analysis.  There
25   would have to be an extremely huge benefit that
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 1   would have to be very carefully explained to me for
 2   me to be able to support something that would
 3   essentially eliminate a business.  I think that
 4   would be an -- awfully difficult to achieve, but
 5   just depending on the facts and circumstances.
 6               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you have a vision of
 7   future commercialization for Santee Cooper's
 8   properties?
 9               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, again, I think to
10   the extent that commercialization does not
11   adversely affect the charge with regard to being a
12   good customer -- steward of the property and
13   environmental issues and dovetails in with economic
14   development, that that would be permissible, but --
15   but, again, depending of course on the facts and
16   circumstances.
17               MS. ANDERSON:  A few years ago the
18   board members had to deal with an issue regarding
19   residential leases, and they were able to find a
20   compromise that would keep the homeowners in their
21   homes instead of increasing the rents to
22   essentially remove the homeowners from their homes.
23   Would you support residential lessees in the same
24   manner?
25               MR. SINGLETON:  Yes.  Based on that
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 1   amount of information, yes.
 2               MS. ANDERSON:  Should commercial
 3   lessees receive the same type of assistance as
 4   residential?
 5               MR. SINGLETON:  Essentially yes.
 6               MS. ANDERSON:  Should all commercial
 7   leases be treated equally or should additional
 8   consideration be given to businesses that have had
 9   long-term presence in the community versus newer
10   but potentially higher income-generating
11   businesses?
12               MR. SINGLETON:  Equality is a -- is a
13   slippery slope.  If you treat everybody the same,
14   oftentimes you don't treat people equal.  So,
15   again, depend -- depending on the facts and
16   circumstances.  I would just have to see what that
17   situation is.
18               MS. ANDERSON:  With costs for electric
19   utilities on the rise, what factors would you
20   consider if the board had to decide between
21   increasing rates for its customers or
22   commercializing undeveloped or underdeveloped
23   property held by Santee Cooper?
24               MR. SINGLETON:  I would, generally
25   speaking, gravitate toward raising rates as a last
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 1   resort, always.
 2               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you have an opinion
 3   of the salaries paid to Santee Cooper executives
 4   and other employees?
 5               MR. SINGLETON:  Yes, ma'am.  Based on
 6   my general understanding -- and -- and I've looked
 7   at a lot of this information through my service on
 8   Grand Strand Water and Sewer Authority because we
 9   go through a process there that we look at
10   similarly-situated executives in order to set the
11   payment.  So based on my understanding I think that
12   they're in keeping with similarly-situated
13   companies.
14               MS. ANDERSON:  Provide an overview of
15   your view of the role of a director on the Public
16   Service Authority board.
17               MR. SINGLETON:  The director is
18   there -- the director is a governing body.  They're
19   there to set broad policies and to do things like
20   approve your annual budget and make sure that you
21   hire the proper CEO and that you review the work
22   product of the key executives and -- and that sort
23   of thing.
24               You're specifically not there to engage
25   yourself in the day-to-day operation, and you need
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 1   to -- while you're endeavoring to properly exercise
 2   your role as a director, you need to be aware of
 3   and respect the chain of command with regard to
 4   management.
 5               MS. ANDERSON:  How is the role of -- on
 6   the board of directors different from the executive
 7   staff?
 8               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, the role of the
 9   directors I won't restate unless you feel like I
10   need to, but the management is there to run the
11   company on a day-to-day basis and do your routine
12   things as far as staffing and all of the things
13   that you do to operate a business and to make sure
14   that it's run in a proper and professional manner.
15               MS. ANDERSON:  Aside from annual audits
16   by outside firms, what other types of independent
17   expertise should a member of the board utilize in
18   his decision making?
19               MR. SINGLETON:  You -- you've got a
20   reasonable degree of flexibility there, and what
21   you should do is -- is take into -- and always
22   taking into consideration the cost involved,
23   utilize such experts as you feel are necessary to
24   get you the information that you need, whether it's
25   regarding fuel, cost and -- and new systems that
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 1   are on the horizon or rate studies and -- and
 2   things of that nature.
 3               So I think that you need to engage a
 4   wide variety depending on the facts and
 5   circumstances and in view of the costs.
 6               MS. ANDERSON:  What is your general
 7   approach to serving on the board?  Are you more of
 8   a leader, follower, planner?
 9               MR. SINGLETON:  I think most of us
10   incorporate all of those qualities, and so I think
11   there are times that -- that I would utilize all of
12   them.  I say that, however, with the clear
13   understanding that I've got a very steep learning
14   curve and I've just scratched the surface on the --
15   what Santee Cooper is and what they're about, and
16   so I'm going to use my ears and my mouth in the
17   proportions that I have them I feel like initially.
18   And so I imagine I'm going to do a lot more
19   following and investigating in the early stages.
20               MS. ANDERSON:  How much time do you
21   anticipate preparing in or participating in board
22   meetings?
23               MR. SINGLETON:  Drawing on my Grand
24   Strand Water and Sewer Authority experience I would
25   say a minimum of one full day's preparation for the
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 1   meeting and one full day including travel time for
 2   the meeting, and then of course to the extent that
 3   special meetings are necessary or desired, then
 4   that would -- would certainly increase the time.
 5               MS. ANDERSON:  And you are currently
 6   involved in a number of other boards and
 7   activities.  Do you think that there will be any
 8   interference or any --
 9               MR. SINGLETON:  My understanding is
10   that there's a statutory prohibition against dual
11   service with regard to this board and my Grand
12   Strand Water and Sewer Authority board.  So in the
13   event that I were affirmed, then I would resign
14   from my Grand Strand Water and Sewer Authority
15   board.  And I've already discussed with our chief
16   executive officer that that could be in the making.
17               MS. ANDERSON:  Briefly explain your
18   understanding of the history of Santee Cooper and
19   its purposes and operation.
20               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, Santee Cooper was
21   I think technically created in 1934 but maybe hit
22   the ground running in 1938 as a WPA project in
23   order primarily to create jobs and -- and increase
24   development in the rural areas of South Carolina or
25   any areas of South Carolina that were particularly
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 1   hard hit by the depression.  In the 1940s, they
 2   played a pretty pivotal role in the war effort.  In
 3   the 1950s, they began to change their focus a
 4   little bit more to getting electricity to the rural
 5   areas of South Carolina.
 6               I think that a -- 70 percent of the
 7   population perhaps at that time as much as that in
 8   the rural areas at least did not have electricity.
 9   And that I believe is when they -- at that time is
10   when they forged their relationship with Central
11   Electric Power Co-op, and Central Electric was --
12   was important in getting the power distributed in
13   those areas.
14               I think the primary purposes are,
15   again, to -- to generate reliable, cost effective
16   energy for its customers, to be a good custodian of
17   the environment, to be very pro development, to
18   have excellent customer service, to provide
19   excellent management.
20               MS. ANDERSON:  What has been your
21   experience with interpreting financial documents?
22               MR. SINGLETON:  I've had fairly broad
23   experience in my personal business as well as on
24   the Grand Strand Water and Sewer Authority board
25   and on the Coastal Educational Foundation board.
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 1   On the two public boards, you know, financial
 2   statements, income statements, just all of the
 3   typical documents that you look at.
 4               On the personal side, I've been the
 5   managing member for most of the organizations
 6   that -- the companies that I've worked with, and
 7   I've developed a lot of similar documents in
 8   conjunction with accounting firms for those
 9   entities.
10               MS. ANDERSON:  What is the operating
11   budget for the Grand Strand Water and Sewer?
12               MR. SINGLETON:  It's approximately 60
13   million dollars a year right now, and the capital
14   budget I believe is about in that same range.  It
15   might be a little lower in view of the economic
16   downturn right now.
17               MS. ANDERSON:  And how about the
18   Coastal Education Foundation?
19               MR. SINGLETON:  The Coastal Education
20   Foundation is -- is I think just a -- two or
21   $300,000.  It's not very a high-staffed
22   organization.  It's there primarily to support the
23   University of South -- University of Coastal
24   Carolina.
25               MS. ANDERSON:  Are you familiar with
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 1   any legal opinions or orders or agency decisions
 2   impacting Santee Cooper?
 3               MR. SINGLETON:  The only one that I'm
 4   familiar with I believe is a Massachusetts case.  I
 5   can't remember the name of it, but I think it
 6   indicated that -- that the EPA has the right to
 7   regulate the power utilities with regard to green
 8   energy.
 9               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you have any direct
10   or indirect business relationships with Santee
11   Cooper or any of its wholesale power companies?
12               MR. SINGLETON:  No, ma'am.
13               MS. ANDERSON:  Does your affiliation
14   with any professional, civic -- excuse me --
15   charitable or other similar organizations present a
16   conflict with your appointment?
17               MR. SINGLETON:  No, ma'am.
18               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you have any
19   financial conflicts of interest that would result
20   from your appointment?
21               MR. SINGLETON:  No, ma'am.
22               MS. ANDERSON:  What would you do if a
23   conflict arose?
24               MR. SINGLETON:  If a conflict arose and
25   I was approved -- if a conflict arose, I would
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 1   fully disclose the conflict to all the directors
 2   and management, and in the event any transaction
 3   relating to that conflict came before the board, I
 4   would recuse myself from the vote and/or any
 5   discussion.
 6               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you have any holdings
 7   in any electrical utilities or other entities that
 8   may be impacted by a decision of the Santee Cooper
 9   board?
10               MR. SINGLETON:  No, ma'am.
11               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you understand the
12   obligations and responsibilities of this position?
13               MR. SINGLETON:  Yes, ma'am.
14               MS. ANDERSON:  What duty of loyalty or
15   duty of care would you owe to Santee Cooper?
16               MR. SINGLETON:  The -- the duty of
17   loyalty is owed not only to Santee Cooper, but it
18   flows through to the customers, the bondholders and
19   all of the people of South Carolina.  Your duty of
20   care means that you've got to use good faith and
21   act in the best interest of Santee Cooper.  You've
22   got to conduct yourself like an ordinary person
23   would in the same or similar circumstances
24   regarding your judgment.  You've got to certainly
25   be fiscally responsible.  You should attend
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 1   meetings regularly, and you should ensure that laws
 2   and rules and regulations are being followed, as
 3   well as oversee management and the hiring of
 4   adequate executives.
 5               MS. ANDERSON:  What role should a
 6   director's ideological or political beliefs play in
 7   making a decision?
 8               MR. SINGLETON:  None.
 9               MS. ANDERSON:  What is your opinion
10   about the importance of board unity?
11               MR. SINGLETON:  I think board unity is
12   critical.  That's one of the -- I hope I'm not
13   referencing Grand Strand too much, but that
14   impressed upon me the -- the real value of -- of
15   treating people with respect.  We -- we certainly
16   have had differences of opinion over a 17-year
17   period, but -- but I think when you do, you should
18   agree in a -- agree to disagree in an agreeable
19   fashion, and I think you should treat each other
20   with dignity and respect at all times.  So I think
21   it's very important.
22               MS. ANDERSON:  In the packet that you
23   gave us, one of the letters of reference stated
24   that during your time on the Grand Strand Water and
25   Sewer Authority you emphasized, and I quote,
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 1   quality service and low cost for our customers, end
 2   quote.  Would you follow this for Santee Cooper?
 3               MR. SINGLETON:  Yes, ma'am.
 4               MS. ANDERSON:  How would you do that
 5   especially when rising costs are inevitable in the
 6   near future?
 7               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, I think what you
 8   do is you endeavor to use your best efforts to hold
 9   costs down, and I would always -- well, almost
10   always I think, you know, look at raising rates as
11   the last -- as the last resort.  I think there are
12   times and circumstances when rates have to be
13   raised.
14               I understand Santee Cooper raised rates
15   about three years ago for the first time in 13
16   years or something like that, maybe less than four
17   percent.  But I think that you avail yourself of
18   the best information from management and experts
19   that you can get and you look at all -- all other
20   viable alternatives first.
21               MS. ANDERSON:  And how would you
22   balance quality in regards to low costs, especially
23   in a changing environment?
24               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, the customers are
25   the most important asset, and if they're not happy,
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 1   then you're going to have severe problems.  So I do
 2   not think you can ever cut costs to the extent that
 3   you -- that you adversely affect quality.
 4               MS. ANDERSON:  Compromise and consensus
 5   constitute a theme that resinates throughout your
 6   application packet.  Are there any core values that
 7   you believe should not be compromised with Santee
 8   Cooper?
 9               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, yes, I think,
10   again, you've got to -- you can't -- all the points
11   of your mission statement I think are things --
12   your environmental fiduciary duties, values with
13   regard to keeping rates low, I think that there
14   could be times where large entities that -- that
15   pay huge amounts of money could exert influence on
16   things that might be to their benefit that would be
17   disadvantageous to the -- the customer base as a
18   whole.
19               So I think you -- there's certainly a
20   time and a place for compromise, but you don't
21   compromise momma and apple pie and all that stuff.
22               MS. ANDERSON:  Could you please
23   describe your temperament.
24               MR. SINGLETON:  I think I'm -- that's
25   got to be the only loaded question.  I think I'm
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 1   easy going and -- and approachable and -- and --
 2   and I've gotten along well on all the boards and --
 3   and people with whom I've interacted over the
 4   years.  I -- I must confess I'm a little type A
 5   when it comes to planning and -- and coordinating
 6   and things of that nature that can irritate my wife
 7   from time to time, but for the most part I think I
 8   do okay.
 9               MS. ANDERSON:  What have you done in
10   preparation for possibly serving as a member of the
11   board?
12               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, I've just looked
13   at the stuff the first time this morning.  I'm
14   kidding.
15               I've read everything I can possibly
16   find.  I've read reports.  I've read the energy
17   reports that I think this committee was
18   instrumental in.  I've read information on the
19   Internet.  I've read financial documents, just a
20   plethora of information.
21               MS. ANDERSON:  Have you attended any
22   board meetings?
23               MR. SINGLETON:  No, ma'am.
24               MS. ANDERSON:  If confirmed by the
25   Senate, what are the first three things you would
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 1   do when you get to the board?
 2               MR. SINGLETON:  I would continue my
 3   reading assignment, and I would continue to really
 4   try to learn.  And -- and while I know I've got a
 5   very steep learning curve, I would try to compact
 6   that as much as I can.  I would try to forge
 7   relationships with other board members, and because
 8   I think the board unity issue is important, I would
 9   also try to forge -- forge a relationship with some
10   of the key management people to kind of learn how
11   they think.
12               MS. ANDERSON:  Have you had any
13   conversations with the governor regarding how
14   Santee Cooper should be run or what direction you
15   should take?
16               MR. SINGLETON:  No, ma'am.
17               MS. ANDERSON:  How would you handle the
18   situation if any elected official tried to apply
19   pressure regarding an issue before Santee Cooper?
20               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, I would certainly
21   listen to not only any elected official, but any
22   person that had an issue that they felt like was --
23   should be considered by Santee Cooper, but I would
24   not be responsive to political pressure.
25               Once -- once it -- at such time as I go
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 1   on the board, if I go on the board, I'm there to do
 2   what's in the best interest of Santee Cooper, its
 3   customers, bondholders and the people of the state
 4   and not anyone beyond that.  But I would certainly
 5   listen.
 6               MS. ANDERSON:  Why do you want to serve
 7   on the board of directors?
 8               MR. SINGLETON:  I think that in our
 9   current economic downturn that it's -- if -- if
10   entities like Santee Cooper that are in a position
11   where they really can affect economic growth and
12   take some proactive steps while being fiscally
13   responsible to effect that is -- is -- I would say
14   it's just analogous in my mind to the 1950s.
15               If -- if Santee Cooper was instrumental
16   in getting power to some of the rural customers and
17   some of the folks that -- that need it most, if
18   those people are -- find themselves in a situation
19   now because of a poor economy and unemployment that
20   they're having to make decisions on, Should I not
21   run my air conditioning and heat so can I keep my
22   lights on or should I in effect lose my -- my
23   power, that's a situation that we need to avoid.
24               So I -- that's -- that's a motivating
25   factor.  I think that if I can play a material role
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 1   in -- in an organization that is in a position
 2   to -- to maybe help relieve that situation through
 3   economic growth, then that's what inspires me.
 4               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you have any unique
 5   traits or experience that you believe would be a
 6   contribution to serving on the Santee Cooper board?
 7               MR. SINGLETON:  Three, but the first
 8   two -- or -- or the least important would be I
 9   think that my legal education helps give me a
10   different perspective, and I certainly think that
11   that's not -- you don't want to have 11 lawyers,
12   and I think to have a cross-section is -- is good.
13   But I think that's important.
14               I've got a -- again, a fairly broad
15   business experience doing a lot of -- you know, the
16   golf course complex was a 12 and a half million
17   dollar enterprise, and I had to build that budget
18   and I did the operating budget and operated that in
19   conjunction with some other things over the years.
20   So I think that gives me a -- kind of a broad view.
21               But most important would be Grand
22   Strand Water and Sewer Authority.  While the
23   Coastal Educational Foundation is a great board and
24   it's -- and it's taught me a lot as well, Grand
25   Strand is a special purpose district.  It's -- it's
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 1   a quasi governmental entity similar to Grand
 2   Strand.  And I think with regard to -- you know,
 3   but for water, sewer and power you don't have much
 4   development and economic growth, and there's a huge
 5   emphasis there on keeping the rates low and the
 6   quality high.  And as with Santee Cooper it's a --
 7   public, and so there's a lot of attention given to
 8   FOIA and -- and those types of issues.
 9               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you have any other
10   comments or would you like to make a brief
11   statement regarding your desire to serve?
12               MR. SINGLETON:  Yeah, just briefly.
13   It's -- it's a -- I hate to sound like the Oscars,
14   but an honor to be nominated, and in the event that
15   I am approved, I will certainly give whatever time
16   is necessary, and to the best of my abilities I
17   will look out for the -- Santee Cooper and the
18   bondholders and customers and people of South
19   Carolina.
20               MS. ANDERSON:  Thank you,
21   Mr. Singleton.
22               MR. SINGLETON:  Thank you.
23               MS. ANDERSON:  Mr. Chair, I have no
24   further questions.
25               SENATOR RANKIN:  Do you feel like Sally
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 1   Fields kind of in the --
 2               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, nobody likes me,
 3   so --
 4               SENATOR RANKIN:  People love me.  Isn't
 5   that what she said?
 6               MR. SINGLETON:  That's right.
 7               SENATOR RANKIN:  Questions for members
 8   of the subcommittee?
 9               Representative Ott.
10               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Thank you.
11               Thank you, Mr. Singleton.
12               MR. SINGLETON:  Thank you, sir.
13               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  You know, up here
14   we get labelled kind of one way or another.  Would
15   you label yourself pro or antinuclear power?
16               MR. SINGLETON:  Pronuclear power.  And
17   I understand the majority of the citizens of South
18   Carolina are pronuclear power.
19               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Do you think we
20   need to in light of what's happening in Japan pay
21   any -- pay any special interests or planning as we
22   go forward in our pronuclear approach?
23               MR. SINGLETON:  Yes, sir.  I think that
24   any time you have a calamity like that I think you
25   ought to redouble your efforts and take a look
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 1   at -- at, you know, what, if anything, can be done
 2   to -- to strengthen your -- anything that you could
 3   do to try to avoid that kind of calamity.
 4               That having been said, I understand
 5   that -- that most of the problem with regard to
 6   Japan had to do with the -- the tsunamis and the
 7   water and less with the -- with the earthquake, and
 8   I think the location of the nuclear plant that
 9   Santee Cooper currently has an interest in, it's
10   highly unlikely that -- that we would have a wave
11   that would go that far inland.
12               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  All right.  Hydro,
13   less than two percent.  Coming from somebody that
14   likes to hunt and fish on the lakes, if you were
15   forced as a board member to make a decision on
16   whether or not to keep water in a lake to help the
17   people who use that as a recreational resource as
18   opposed to generating power at less than two
19   percent of the total, how -- how would you weigh --
20   assuming you had the ability to make up that two
21   percent somewhere else, how -- how do you weigh
22   less than two percent production of electricity as
23   it relates to the amount of water we retain in the
24   lake system?
25               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, I think it's a
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 1   cost-benefit analysis.  And on its face it would
 2   certainly appear and it may be the case that you
 3   could offset that, keep the lake level higher in
 4   favor of the -- the people that -- that are using
 5   it for recreational and other purposes.
 6               And to the extent that that could be
 7   accomplished without raising rates, then I would
 8   certainly say it would be almost a given that you
 9   would do that.  The rub, if there is one, would
10   perhaps come in if there would be a rate increase
11   and the amount of that increase in order to achieve
12   that.
13               But it would certainly seem achievable
14   on its face, and I would certainly gravitate in
15   favor of accommodating the -- the people that are
16   using the lakes for recreation if it could be done
17   in the exercise of good business judgment.
18               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  And in your role
19   as a director, would you be willing to listen to
20   different groups that actually make a living in and
21   around the lake?
22               MR. SINGLETON:  Yes, sir.  I think I
23   wouldn't only be willing to, I think I would be
24   obligated to do it.
25               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  And you do you see
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 1   it as Santee Cooper's responsibility to
 2   occasionally spend a little bit of money --
 3               MR. SINGLETON:  Yes, sir.
 4               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  -- in their
 5   management efforts of the lake?
 6               MR. SINGLETON:  Yes, sir.
 7               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Great.
 8               Page ten, I -- just for
 9   clarification -- I think I heard you.  To whom do
10   you as a Santee board member owe duties?  Let me
11   read your answer that was written.  Directors of
12   Santee owe duties of loyalty, care and
13   confidentially -- confidentiality to Santee Cooper,
14   its customers, bondholders, the people of South
15   Carolina through the elected General Assembly and
16   the governor.
17               MR. SINGLETON:  Yes.
18               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Any particular
19   order you see those things falling?
20               MR. SINGLETON:  I would say first and
21   foremost they're the customers because they're
22   the -- well, the company, and then it would be the
23   customers because I do think they're the most
24   important asset.  And in conjunction with that --
25   and then the bondholders and then the people of
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 1   South Carolina if I had to put them in order.
 2               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Do you believe
 3   it's important that Santee Cooper remain a
 4   state-owned entity?
 5               MR. SINGLETON:  Yes, sir.
 6               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  So if at some
 7   point in the future a political person said, We
 8   need to do -- change the direction of Santee
 9   Cooper -- say you were in a buying position, say
10   the General Assembly thought it should go in one
11   direction and the governor thought it should go in
12   a different, how would you deal with that?
13               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, I think the
14   directors should deal with that like every other
15   issue, and you have to do a cost-benefit analysis.
16   I think that -- that having been said, I think that
17   history has -- has indicated and -- and recent
18   history more pointedly that the -- the need for
19   Santee Cooper to remain public.
20               And I think I would certainly go into
21   it with a presumption that -- for the reasons I
22   stated earlier, primarily to keep rates low, that
23   Santee Cooper should -- should certainly remain
24   public.
25               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  The final
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 1   question.  As we move into the nuclear era, you
 2   mentioned that we have some relatively new
 3   coal-generated facilities.  Even if it might stress
 4   us financially a little bit to retire some of our
 5   coal facilities as nuclear came online, would you
 6   as a board member be opposed to phasing out some of
 7   our coal-fired generators as we go more nuclear?
 8               MR. SINGLETON:  No, sir.
 9               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  I don't have any
10   other questions.
11               SENATOR RANKIN:  Anybody else?
12               You know, you're relieved -- or bound
13   of course by the law, which I think you're
14   referencing the historic context of -- of your
15   being here and this process and that being the
16   history -- pre 2004, pre 2005 -- when did we -- pre
17   '05 the effort of some to investigate privatizing
18   or selling, and we in '05 said you and then, if
19   you're successful, the board cannot do that absent
20   blessing of the General Assembly.
21               MR. SINGLETON:  Right.
22               SENATOR RANKIN:  So it was -- I smiled
23   when he asked it, but, again, you are
24   constrained --
25               MR. SINGLETON:  I -- I understand that.
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 1   And that goes with the surplus property thing.  I
 2   just -- he -- he hid that question from me a little
 3   bit.  I apologize.
 4               SENATOR RANKIN:  That may have been to
 5   my credit that he did it.
 6               All right.  Any other -- any comments,
 7   any questions?
 8               Thank you very much.
 9               MR. SINGLETON:  Thank you.
10               (A recess transpired.)
11               (Kristofer Daniel Clark was duly sworn,
12   after which testimony began at 10:07 a.m.)
13               SENATOR RANKIN:  Good morning.
14   Welcome.
15               MR. CLARK:  Morning.
16               SENATOR RANKIN:  State your name for
17   the record, please.
18               MR. CLARK:  Kristofer Daniel Clark.
19               SENATOR RANKIN:  Have you ever seen a
20   better looking group of people?
21               MR. CLARK:  I don't think so.
22               SENATOR RANKIN:  I'm not talking about
23   the people behind you.  I'm talking about --
24   welcome, and you have been placed under oath.  We
25   welcome you to the subcommittee FERC review of your
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 1   nomination and candidacy to this fine Santee Cooper
 2   board.  Heather Anderson -- no, Andy Fiffick I
 3   think is going to be asking you a short series of
 4   questions that will take about an hour and a half.
 5               MR. CLARK:  Okay.
 6               SENATOR RANKIN:  If you need to go to
 7   the bathroom, you can.
 8               But go ahead.  Fire away, Andy.
 9               And introduce the -- the beautiful lady
10   perhaps whose name -- maiden name was McConnell.
11               MR. CLARK:  That's right.
12               SENATOR RANKIN:  Is she here?
13               MR. CLARK:  She is.
14               SENATOR RANKIN:  Is she related to
15   Glenn by chance?
16               MR. CLARK:  She is not.
17               SENATOR RANKIN:  You're a lot better
18   looking than he is.
19               MR. CLARK:  That's right.  That's my
20   wife Ashley.
21               SENATOR RANKIN:  Welcome, Ashley.
22               MR. FIFFICK:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
23               Please state your full name and current
24   address for the record.
25               MR. CLARK:  Kristofer Daniel Clark.
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 1   2310 Earls Bridge Road, Easley, South Carolina,
 2   29640.
 3               MR. FIFFICK:  Thank you.
 4               And for the record Mr. Clark is a
 5   resident of the third Congressional district.
 6               We've received your complete
 7   confirmation package.  Are there any changes or is
 8   there any additional information you would like to
 9   provide for your personal data questionnaire or
10   statement of economic interest with the exception
11   of the additional letter you've submitted to
12   replace a previously submitted letter of
13   recommendation?
14               MR. CLARK:  No.
15               MR. FIFFICK:  I'd like to move that the
16   additional changes and the PDQ be placed in the
17   record, Mr. Chairman.
18               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Thank you.
19               (EXH. 3, Summary of Background
20   Information for Kristofer Clark, marked for
21   identification.)
22               MR. FIFFICK:  We also sent you a set of
23   questions and received your responses.  We -- if we
24   ask you these questions today, would your answers
25   be the same?
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 1               MR. CLARK:  Yes.
 2               MR. FIFFICK:  And, Mr. Chair, I'd
 3   move -- ask that y'all move that we put the
 4   preliminary questions in the record.
 5               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  So moved.
 6               (EXH. 4, Preliminary Questions for
 7   Kristofer Clark, marked for identification.)
 8               MR. FIFFICK:  Please summarize your
 9   educational background and experience.
10               MR. CLARK:  I attended public schools
11   in Pickens, South Carolina.  From there I went to
12   the Citadel in Charleston and graduated in 2001.
13   After graduating I started working with the Cliffs
14   Management Group in Travelers Rest, South Carolina.
15               MR. FIFFICK:  And what experience would
16   you bring to the Santee Cooper board that would be
17   beneficial to the board?
18               MR. CLARK:  I started my position at
19   the Cliffs.  I was responsible for the
20   architectural review board and property owners
21   associations for several properties on Lake Keowee
22   similar to some properties that are under the
23   management of Santee Cooper.  In addition, in
24   property development we work with a lot of utility
25   companies installing the utilities and also
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 1   managing those utilities until we turn them over,
 2   water utilities and also some sewer utilities.
 3               MR. FIFFICK:  Thank you.
 4               I'm now going to ask you a series of
 5   questions specific to the utility aspect of the
 6   board.
 7               What is Santee Cooper's current
 8   generational mix?
 9               MR. CLARK:  Currently 78 percent coal,
10   about ten percent nuclear, about ten percent
11   natural gas, and then a little less than one and a
12   half percent hydro and some oil and some renewables
13   in that as well.
14               MR. FIFFICK:  And what is the relative
15   age of the base load fleet?
16               MR. CLARK:  About 12 years.  Santee
17   Cooper was established in 1934, and then the
18   average is about 12 years of the base fleet.
19               MR. FIFFICK:  What are the challenges
20   presented by this base load mix and the age of this
21   fleet if Congress or the EPA were to pass measures
22   requiring a transition to a carbon-constrained
23   economy?
24               MR. CLARK:  A couple challenges.  One
25   is 78 percent coal would produce quite an impact on
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 1   the customers of Santee Cooper.  The primary, coal,
 2   produces a lot of CO2, and the EPA regulating CO2
 3   and carbon emissions would have a large impact on
 4   their ability to produce energy.
 5               If they tax the coal, obviously that
 6   would have an impact on South Carolina, mainly the
 7   ratepayers.
 8               If they choose to change their
 9   generation mix to overcome the -- the clean energy
10   mandate, then there will be significant loss in
11   capital due to the -- the amount of investment they
12   have in the coal-burning facilities, coal-fired
13   facility.  They still have a book value of 30
14   years, so...
15               MR. FIFFICK:  Who are Santee Cooper's
16   electricity customers?
17               MR. CLARK:  61 -- according to
18   electricity sales, 61 percent is wholesale which is
19   primarily made up of Central, 20 co-ops, and then
20   19 percent is their direct-served customers, and
21   then 20 percent is industrial/commercial.
22               MR. FIFFICK:  And what -- what is each
23   of those groups' -- or groups of customers'
24   responsibility for capital cost for capacity?
25               MR. CLARK:  The wholesale, roughly 70
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 1   percent and the others, 30.
 2               MR. FIFFICK:  Who are Santee Cooper's
 3   water customers?
 4               MR. CLARK:  Santee Cooper has about
 5   134,000 water customers, and they consist of
 6   Berkeley County, the town of Santee, and Dorchester
 7   County.
 8               MR. FIFFICK:  What steps can Santee
 9   Cooper take to expand its energy efficiency
10   conservation programs and how should these programs
11   be paid for?
12               MR. CLARK:  Santee Cooper has already
13   taken quite a few steps in energy efficiency in
14   working with a lot of schools and -- and programs,
15   incentives to get people to try to increase energy
16   efficiencies of their homes, but they can continue
17   that program and educate young people about the
18   importance of energy conservation and the ways to
19   not only save money but also to preserve our
20   natural resources.
21               MR. FIFFICK:  And what's the best way
22   to pay for these types of programs or any other
23   additional programs?
24               MR. CLARK:  Some of it in the past has
25   been done through incentives, and of course that
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 1   can continue to be done.  Santee Cooper can invest
 2   some money.  Obviously they're -- they're having to
 3   invest quite a bit of money to expand their
 4   capacity for -- for the additional use of energy.
 5   So if -- if there's ways to save energy, then
 6   obviously it would be worth their investments and
 7   they can invest money in that as well.
 8               MR. FIFFICK:  Briefly and generally
 9   describe your understanding of a renewable
10   portfolio standard.
11               MR. CLARK:  A renewable portfolio
12   standard is a requirement to have a certain
13   percentage of your portfolio to be renewable.  And
14   some states require a certain percentage.  I think
15   there's about 34 states that require that.  South
16   Carolina is not currently one of those.
17               MR. FIFFICK:  What renewables are
18   currently available in South Carolina?
19               MR. CLARK:  Biomass and landfill gas is
20   currently available.  Unfortunately the large
21   renewable resources of wind and solar is not
22   available in South Carolina.  So currently that's
23   a -- that's something we have to overcome and look
24   for other ways that we can achieve that.
25               MR. FIFFICK:  Approximately what
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 1   percentage of Santee Cooper's energy needs can now
 2   be met by renewables?
 3               MR. CLARK:  Not considering hydro, less
 4   than one percent.
 5               MR. FIFFICK:  And do you have any --
 6   any examples you could give of renewable projects
 7   that Santee Cooper currently --
 8               MR. CLARK:  Olanta Gas project and
 9   biomass.
10               MR. FIFFICK:  Given the fact that it is
11   more expensive to build generation today than it
12   was even a few years ago, do you favor a consortium
13   approach to generation where utilities would join
14   together to share costs and risks of these billion
15   dollar projects?
16               MR. CLARK:  Certainly.  In fact, that's
17   the approach they're taking with SCE&G for the new
18   nuclear facility.
19               MR. FIFFICK:  What are your thoughts on
20   Santee Cooper generating electricity in South
21   Carolina and selling the electricity outside of the
22   state?
23               MR. CLARK:  I think that a nuclear
24   facility is quite the investment, and in order to
25   be able to fund that investment without taxing
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 1   the -- the ratepayers with the entire bill, then it
 2   may be required to sell energy to other states or
 3   other customers to ensure that the -- they can pay
 4   for that facility.
 5               MR. FIFFICK:  Do you believe that
 6   Santee Cooper as a state entity should follow the
 7   same business model as a for-profit business?
 8               MR. CLARK:  Certainly I think that it
 9   should be -- they should be concerned with their
10   bottom line and their financials.  However, knowing
11   that they are under the state -- the state entity
12   and their duties and loyalty are to Santee Cooper
13   and the state, then it has to be true to such and
14   to the ratepayers.
15               So there are certain situations
16   where -- we mentioned earlier the energy
17   efficiencies where Santee Cooper may invest money
18   to help other people to invest money in energy
19   efficiencies.  Perhaps a -- a private company would
20   not be doing that.
21               MR. FIFFICK:  Could the -- could the
22   nonprofit and the -- the duties to the state that
23   Santee Cooper has, could -- could this present a
24   conflict of interest in a consortium approach to
25   generation?
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 1               MR. CLARK:  The nonprofit?
 2               MR. FIFFICK:  Well, the -- the fact
 3   that it's not a for-profit business --
 4               MR. CLARK:  Right.
 5               MR. FIFFICK:  -- that's independent of
 6   the state, that it's a creature generally that was
 7   created by statute --
 8               MR. CLARK:  Right.
 9               MR. FIFFICK:  -- could that -- could
10   that create a problem or a conflict of interest in
11   the consortium approach to generation of capital
12   projects that I mentioned before?
13               MR. CLARK:  Right.
14               MR. FIFFICK:  Do you support further
15   investment in and reliance upon nuclear generation?
16               MR. CLARK:  I think that nuclear is --
17   is a good alternative for base load energy, and
18   unfortunately, like I said earlier, there are not a
19   lot of other options in South Carolina, so I think
20   that it -- it is a good resource for base load
21   energy, yes.
22               MR. FIFFICK:  And what other types of
23   generation would you support further investment and
24   reliance upon?
25               MR. CLARK:  Santee Cooper is currently
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 1   researching wind energy, and I -- I don't know
 2   that -- like I said earlier, that that would be
 3   beneficial for our state.  I don't know that we
 4   produce enough wind to -- to justify those costs.
 5   But other renew -- renewables would be land,
 6   landfill gases and biomass.
 7               MR. FIFFICK:  Given that the inherent
 8   uncertainties that South Carolina and the nation
 9   faces as -- as the environmental and the utility
10   realms develop 30, 40 and 50 years out, how
11   generally should Santee Cooper approach planning in
12   this area?
13               MR. CLARK:  The current process for
14   nuclear is -- is pretty significant.  It takes 20
15   years, so in the past they have done quite a bit of
16   planning.  And the uncertainty with the economy
17   creates a lot of unknowns with power usage and the
18   rate of development and the rate of demand on the
19   system.  So it is difficult to predict 20, 30, 40
20   years out.
21               But I can tell you the things they have
22   done in the past, partnering with other utility
23   companies to -- to offset some of the expenses of
24   new generation is something I think makes them more
25   flexible in order to provide energy needs of the
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 1   future.
 2               MR. FIFFICK:  Who is responsible for
 3   the loss if Sante Cooper makes a bad investment or
 4   loses money?
 5               MR. CLARK:  Responsible for the law?
 6               MR. FIFFICK:  The loss.
 7               MR. CLARK:  The loss.
 8               MR. FIFFICK:  Yes.
 9               MR. CLARK:  Sorry.
10               Santee Cooper.
11               MR. FIFFICK:  Can you elaborate on that
12   in any way?
13               MR. CLARK:  Santee Cooper -- I should
14   say it would affect the state as well.  Santee
15   Cooper, I would say, provides the safe -- one
16   percent of their operating revenue which last year
17   was about 18 million.  So obviously if there's a
18   loss, then the state would suffer that as well, but
19   the ratepayers would be influenced as well.
20               MR. FIFFICK:  Can the state or local
21   governments provide credit or raise taxes to pay
22   Santee Cooper's debts?
23               MR. CLARK:  No.
24               MR. FIFFICK:  Costs are increasing in
25   the electric energy business.  How important is it
0059
 1   for Santee Cooper to deliver electricity at prices
 2   which are as reasonable as possible?
 3               MR. CLARK:  Very important, especially
 4   in -- in the economy we're in now.  With everybody
 5   struggling in different ways, it's very important
 6   to keep the prices down, if possible, but there's a
 7   cost associated with providing energy.  And as you
 8   mentioned they -- they don't want to create a loss
 9   situation, so that -- so it will be important they
10   cover their costs, but keeping the price as low as
11   possible.
12               MR. FIFFICK:  And to that same end, in
13   considering rates should Santee Cooper strive to
14   provide electricity at rates lower than
15   investor-owned utilities?
16               MR. CLARK:  I don't know enough about
17   how they develop their rates, but I would say that
18   their rates need to cover their expenses for the
19   generation of energy.
20               MR. FIFFICK:  If a bad investment was
21   made regarding electricity, could profits from
22   water services compensate or vice versa?
23               MR. CLARK:  No.
24               MR. FIFFICK:  And what are some of
25   the -- any other additional factors you'd like to
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 1   mention in -- in devising the electric rates?
 2               MR. CLARK:  Again, I think it's based
 3   on the cost of generation, transmission, and then
 4   ultimately distribution through the co-ops or
 5   through the other electric utilities.  So all those
 6   factors determine what the rates will be, so...
 7               MR. FIFFICK:  Do you have any direct or
 8   indirect business relationships with Santee Cooper
 9   or any of its wholesale power customers?
10               MR. CLARK:  No.
11               MR. FIFFICK:  Describe -- describe the
12   role that you believe can be played by public
13   power.  How does Santee Cooper fit in that role?
14               MR. CLARK:  Santee Cooper since it was
15   formed has provided -- has been a resource for
16   South Carolina.  It's improved the quality of life
17   for South Carolina.  It's improved economic
18   development, created jobs.
19               Power allows businesses to investment
20   money in our state.  It allows people to enjoy, you
21   know, those resources.  It allows us to develop the
22   state with -- and partnered with co-ops we -- we
23   were able to go out into more remote areas and
24   develop those areas and bringing jobs to the
25   industry that would have been impossible without
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 1   the power.
 2               MR. FIFFICK:  And we discussed a few
 3   already, but what other roles does Santee Cooper
 4   engage in other than electricity?
 5               MR. CLARK:  We mentioned water as well.
 6   And also they're responsible for managing Lake
 7   Moultrie and Lake Marion.
 8               MR. FIFFICK:  And what is Santee
 9   Cooper's role in economic development, and are
10   there any constraints on those roles?
11               MR. CLARK:  As I mentioned, economic
12   development is not possible without power, without
13   utilities in certain areas, and so in partnering
14   with Central, they have made that possible
15   throughout the state.
16               And we talked a little bit about rates
17   earlier, and, you know, obviously the amount of
18   power influences industries coming into our area.
19   So it's important to consider that when -- when
20   you -- when you determine what your rates are to
21   ensure that we are bringing businesses into the
22   state.
23               MR. FIFFICK:  What do you think of
24   Santee Cooper's role as lessor in relation to the
25   public, including businesses, into the Federal
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 1   Energy Regular Commission?
 2               MR. CLARK:  Repeat the question.
 3               MR. FIFFICK:  What do you think of
 4   Santee Cooper's role as lessor in relation to the
 5   public, including businesses, into the Federal
 6   Energy Regulatory Commission?
 7               MR. CLARK:  Sure.  Santee Cooper, as I
 8   mentioned, is responsible for properties on Lake
 9   Marion and Moultrie, and they carry quite a few
10   residential and commercial leases on that property.
11   And it's very important for Santee Cooper to lease
12   those properties in such a way that is beneficial
13   to the company and the state and also allow the
14   people that are there to conduct a business on the
15   lake and to maintain their property.
16               MR. FIFFICK:  And as to those leases,
17   should Santee Cooper place an emphasis on making
18   profit through lease programs or to promote
19   facilities that accommodate a diverse public?
20               MR. CLARK:  I think it's a combination
21   of both.  Certainly they shouldn't lose any money,
22   but they should ensure that the businesses are able
23   to continue on the lake.
24               MR. FIFFICK:  How would you address an
25   assertion that a lease program proposed by Santee
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 1   Cooper would virtually eliminate a certain type or
 2   class of business currently operating on or near
 3   the lakes?
 4               MR. CLARK:  Without knowing all the
 5   information, I would say that's -- that would not
 6   be wise.
 7               MR. FIFFICK:  What's your vision of
 8   future commercialization for these properties that
 9   Santee Cooper holds around the lake?
10               MR. CLARK:  I would imagine keeping
11   them the same as they are currently today.
12               MR. FIFFICK:  The current board members
13   help to protect homeowners that lease lots to save
14   their homes by keeping the rental rates within a
15   fairly reasonable amount.  Without their assistance
16   many lessees would have been forced from their
17   homes because of the sharp increase proposed by
18   Santee Cooper.  Would you support the residential
19   leases in the same -- these -- these residential
20   lessees in the same manner?
21               MR. CLARK:  To enable them to keep
22   their homes, certainly.
23               MR. FIFFICK:  Should commercial lessees
24   receive the same assistance?
25               MR. CLARK:  Yes.
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 1               MR. FIFFICK:  Should all commercial
 2   lessees be treated equally or should additional
 3   consideration be given to businesses that have had
 4   a long-term presence in the community versus newer
 5   but potentially higher income-generating
 6   businesses?
 7               MR. CLARK:  I don't know enough about
 8   the -- the details of those situations, but I would
 9   say they should all be treated equally.
10               MR. FIFFICK:  With the cost for
11   electric -- electric utilities on the rise, what
12   factors would you consider if the board had to
13   decide between increasing rates for its customers
14   or commercializing undeveloped or underdeveloped
15   property held by Santee Cooper?
16               MR. CLARK:  It would be important to
17   increase the rates to pay for the power if that's
18   what the -- the costs of the power would dictate.
19   And then obviously the commercial rates would need
20   to cover the expenses there as well.
21               MR. FIFFICK:  What do you think of
22   salaries paid to the Santee Cooper executives and
23   other employees?
24               MR. CLARK:  I'm not familiar with the
25   salaries.
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 1               MR. FIFFICK:  I'm going to ask you a
 2   series now of broader questions about board member
 3   qualities.
 4               Provide an overview of your role as
 5   director on the Public Service -- Public Service
 6   Authority board.  How is that role different from
 7   the role of the Public Service Authority's
 8   executive staff?
 9               MR. CLARK:  Sure.  As a director, I
10   would be charged with making policies and ensuring
11   that management is doing their proper job, and
12   management will be responsible for carrying out the
13   day-to-day business and operations of Santee
14   Cooper.
15               MR. FIFFICK:  Aside from annual audits
16   by outside firms, what other types of independent
17   expertise should a member of the board utilize in
18   decision making?
19               MR. CLARK:  I think it's important that
20   the board understand their expertise and -- and not
21   try to be experts in an area that they're not
22   familiar with.  They do have legal counsel that
23   they can rely on, and if there are any other
24   outside firms that need to be called in, I think
25   it's important that the group as a board engage the
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 1   services if they're in agreement that additional
 2   input is needed.
 3               MR. FIFFICK:  What's your general
 4   approach to serving on a board?  Are you a leader,
 5   a follower, a planner or some other role?
 6               MR. CLARK:  I've had the opportunity
 7   to -- to lead in several areas of my life.  I would
 8   say that I think it's important to be a good
 9   follower before you're a leader.  I think if you
10   are a good follower, then you'll have leadership
11   opportunities.
12               I think it's important to engage your
13   people and build relationships, and over time if a
14   leadership opportunity develops, then that would be
15   the case.  And -- and if you are a leader, I think
16   it's important that -- that you pass your power
17   down or the authority that's been given to you to
18   others to empower others to do their job.
19               MR. FIFFICK:  What are some of the
20   statutory duties that the board of directors has?
21               MR. CLARK:  The statutory duties
22   consist of duty of loyalty and care which consist
23   of acting in good faith, acting with care of a
24   reasonable person in like position and similar
25   circumstances, and also acting in the best of
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 1   Santee Cooper.
 2               MR. FIFFICK:  How much time do you
 3   anticipate in preparing for or participating in
 4   board activities?
 5               MR. CLARK:  At least two days a month.
 6               MR. FIFFICK:  And will this time be
 7   limited by any other activities or responsibilities
 8   that you currently have?
 9               MR. CLARK:  No.
10               MR. FIFFICK:  And do you believe these
11   responsibilities with your act -- with your other
12   activities, including your time with young
13   children, any of that going to have a problem or
14   affect on your ability to serve?
15               MR. CLARK:  No.  I'm committed to
16   serve.
17               MR. FIFFICK:  Briefly explain your
18   understanding of the history of Santee Cooper and
19   its purposes in operation.
20               MR. CLARK:  Sure.  I think I mentioned
21   earlier that Santee Cooper was formed to -- to
22   increase the -- or to help the -- the public and
23   also to bring economic development to the state,
24   and that has been achieved over time, as I
25   mentioned, with the co-ops.
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 1               With the Central Electric, Santee
 2   Cooper has been able to bring a lot of industry to
 3   different parts of the state and a lot of jobs due
 4   to the power, but the primary purpose is to
 5   increase the quality of life for South Carolinians.
 6               MR. FIFFICK:  What has been your
 7   experience with interpreting financial documents?
 8               MR. CLARK:  One of my first jobs at the
 9   Cliffs Management Company was with property owners
10   associations, and in that role I was responsible
11   for preparing budgets and financials.  So I --
12   since I graduated college I've been actively
13   involved in financials and reviewing and preparing
14   financials, so...
15               MR. FIFFICK:  Are you familiar with any
16   legal opinions or orders or agency decisions
17   impacting Santee Cooper?
18               MR. CLARK:  The Clean Energy Act of the
19   EPA will have a significant impact on Santee
20   Cooper, and I plan as one of my first objectives to
21   learn more about how those different changes will
22   impact Santee Cooper and what the board can do to
23   offset those changes.
24               MR. FIFFICK:  Do you have any direct or
25   indirect business relationships with Santee Cooper
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 1   or any of its Central Power customers?
 2               MR. CLARK:  No, sir.
 3               MR. FIFFICK:  Does your affiliation
 4   with any professional, civic, charitable or other
 5   similar organization present a conflict with your
 6   appointment?
 7               MR. CLARK:  No.
 8               MR. FIFFICK:  Do you have any financial
 9   conflicts of interest that could result from your
10   appointment?
11               MR. CLARK:  No.
12               MR. FIFFICK:  What would you do if such
13   a conflict arose?
14               MR. CLARK:  I would disclose it to the
15   board.
16               MR. FIFFICK:  Do you have any holdings
17   in electrical utilities or other entities that may
18   be impacted by decisions from the Santee Cooper
19   board?
20               MR. CLARK:  No, not that I'm aware of.
21               MR. FIFFICK:  Do you understand the
22   obligations and responsibilities of this position?
23   What duty or loyalty of care would you owe to
24   Santee Cooper?
25               MR. CLARK:  Duty of loyalty and care,
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 1   as I mentioned earlier, is to Santee Cooper, and
 2   it's good faith, care of a reasonable person in
 3   like position and similar circumstance and with the
 4   economic -- or the best interest of Santee Cooper.
 5               MR. FIFFICK:  In response to the
 6   preliminary question number three concerning the
 7   duty of loyalty, you stated, Directors must remain
 8   loyal to the corporation, acting at all times in
 9   the best interest of the corporation and its -- and
10   its owners, whose interests must take precedence
11   over any self-interest of the director, officer, or
12   other stakeholders.
13               Who are the owners of Santee Cooper?
14               MR. CLARK:  The owner -- the state.
15               MR. FIFFICK:  And who -- who are the
16   other stakeholders?
17               MR. CLARK:  Customers.
18               MR. FIFFICK:  What role should a
19   director's ideological or political beliefs play in
20   decision making?
21               MR. CLARK:  It should not play at all.
22               MR. FIFFICK:  And what is your opinion
23   about the importance of board unity?
24               MR. CLARK:  I think it's important to
25   have board unity, understanding that there will be
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 1   decisions that not everyone will agree with.
 2   However, everyone should respect the board and the
 3   processes and should be unified after the decision.
 4               MR. FIFFICK:  What is your opinion
 5   about the importance -- I just gave you that one.
 6   I don't want to give you that one again.
 7               Would you please describe your
 8   temperament.
 9               MR. CLARK:  I think it's pretty laid
10   back.  I don't know that since my wife is here that
11   I'll say I'm very patient, but I will say that I'm
12   fairly laid back, so...
13               SENATOR RANKIN:  Ma'am, you can come up
14   and ask questions.  He is under oath.  We'll nail
15   him if you want to.
16               MR. CLARK:  I'm afraid the questions
17   will be a lot harder.
18               SENATOR RANKIN:  Don't interrupt her,
19   please.
20               MR. FIFFICK:  What have you done in
21   preparation to serve on the board?
22               MR. CLARK:  Read a lot of documents.
23   I've read your committee's report.  I've read a lot
24   of the annual reports.  I've read a lot of the
25   transcripts, and also attended a board meeting,
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 1   this past board meeting.
 2               MR. FIFFICK:  Would you like to expand
 3   on any of the other business skills that you have
 4   that will make you an effective director?
 5               MR. CLARK:  I think that my experience
 6   with lake developments would bring a new aspect to
 7   the board that perhaps isn't out there now.  In
 8   addition to some of the -- the guidelines that we
 9   put in place, we have also put together green
10   guidelines, as we call them, to encourage our
11   owners to consider energy efficiencies before they
12   build their home.
13               So I think a lot of the experiences
14   I've had in the past will be an asset to the board
15   as well.
16               MR. FIFFICK:  How would you respond to
17   a criticism that you're young and have no utility
18   experience?
19               MR. CLARK:  I would say that the
20   longest serving member currently on Santee Cooper
21   was younger than I was when he was appointed, and
22   I -- I think he's done a very good job.  I know
23   there were some senators that were appointed when
24   they were early [sic], and I would say they've done
25   a very good job.
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 1               And so I don't know that age would have
 2   an impact on my ability.  I -- I have a lot of
 3   responsibilities perhaps at a young age, but I
 4   think that my experience and my reputation shows
 5   that I can deal with it.
 6               MR. FIFFICK:  If confirmed by the
 7   Senate, what are the first three things you'll do
 8   when you get on board?
 9               MR. CLARK:  First I'd like to get to
10   know the business Santee Cooper, get to know the
11   employees better, the board members.  After that
12   I'd like to get to know the customers, the co-ops
13   and -- and more about who we're serving and help to
14   understand their side of -- as being a customer.
15               And then also I'd like to know more
16   about the changes and the -- you mentioned some
17   different changes that may take place that will
18   have an impact on Santee Cooper, so I want to learn
19   more about that and see how those impacts will make
20   a difference to me as a board member.
21               MR. FIFFICK:  Have you had any
22   conversations with the governor about Santee Cooper
23   and any direction it should be taking or how the
24   entity should be run?
25               MR. CLARK:  No.
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 1               MR. FIFFICK:  And how would you handle
 2   a situation if any elected official tried to apply
 3   political pressure regarding an issue regarding
 4   Santee Cooper?
 5               MR. CLARK:  I have a duty of loyalty to
 6   Santee Cooper, and so I'd let you know.
 7               MR. FIFFICK:  And do you have any other
 8   brief statement you'd like to make as to your
 9   appointment to the board?
10               MR. CLARK:  No.
11               MR. FIFFICK:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
12   I have no further questions.
13               SENATOR RANKIN:  Folks, any questions?
14   Ladies here?  None?
15               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Mr. Clark --
16               MR. CLARK:  Yes, sir.
17               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  -- same questions
18   I've asked some other people.  At this point given
19   what's happened in Japan, do you consider yourself
20   to be a pronuclear or an antinuclear supporter as
21   far as power generation?
22               MR. CLARK:  I would say I'm a
23   pronuclear supporter, understanding that the
24   nuclear situation in Japan or the nuclear facility
25   in Japan is quite a bit different from what we have
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 1   here in South Carolina thankfully, but
 2   understanding there are some risks involved.
 3               But with the limited amount of other
 4   resources we have, I think it's one of our best
 5   options.
 6               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Santee Cooper has
 7   got quite a bit of money invested in coal
 8   generation.  As we go forward into the nuclear era
 9   and more of our load becomes nuclear-generated,
10   would you be in the position to support the early
11   phaseout of coal-fired generators as we take on a
12   larger proportion of -- of our generation going to
13   nuclear?
14               MR. CLARK:  It depends if --
15   financially if it would work.  I would not want to
16   burden the ratepayers with a significant amount of
17   increases just to move that energy over toward
18   nuclear.  I will say we may be forced to do that if
19   the EPA requires that, but -- but I would want to
20   make those decisions based on the amount of rates
21   that our customers would have to pay.
22               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  And would it be
23   likely that you would look at your -- you know,
24   dirty is a real bad word, but less clean, older,
25   less productive facilities would be the first ones
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 1   that you would phase out the quickest?
 2               MR. CLARK:  I would have to look at the
 3   financial impacts, but I would say that would make
 4   the most sense for sure.
 5               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Looking at the
 6   portfolio when less than two percent of Santee
 7   Cooper's power comes from hydroelectric, how
 8   important is it -- do you believe it would be -- as
 9   a board member to manage the lake for recreational
10   opportunities and business opportunities located on
11   the lake as opposed to drawing down the water in
12   the lake system for a relatively small amount of
13   the power if you could do it at a cost effective
14   rate, how do -- what do you -- what is your role as
15   a board member when you look at power generation of
16   less than two percent versus the use of the lake?
17               MR. CLARK:  I think that the
18   recreational aspect of the lake is very important.
19   Since we have about 50 miles of shoreline on lakes
20   that we've developed, obviously I -- I have quite a
21   bit of interest in that.  So I would say it's very
22   important to maintain those lakes in a way that
23   will allow the -- the recreation to happen, and
24   also it has a big impact on our economy.  So that's
25   very important.
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 1               But that -- that power offset would
 2   have to come from somewhere, so if there are other
 3   opportunities, then perhaps it could be -- it could
 4   be done.
 5               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  And do you think
 6   the stakeholders around the lake should have access
 7   to you as a board member to share with you what
 8   impact on their business and their life drawing
 9   down the lake would have?
10               MR. CLARK:  Certainly.  And I think
11   they -- they're going to attend the board meetings.
12   They're open to the public, so...
13               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Final question,
14   and as far as loyalty goes -- let me just get this
15   one out of the way.  In the past we've had
16   conflicting positions.  Maybe a governor wanted to
17   get rid of Santee Cooper and sell it, and maybe
18   some of us in the General Assembly didn't want to
19   do that.
20               Do you have an opinion on -- on what
21   you think the future of Santee Cooper should look
22   like as far as the ownership?
23               MR. CLARK:  I personally believe that
24   Santee Cooper has been successful in its mission
25   and has provided a great economic engine for the
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 1   state, so I support Santee Cooper as it exists
 2   today.
 3               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  And when it comes
 4   to the company versus political pressure, which is
 5   due to come at some point, how do you see you
 6   standing up to that pressure?
 7               MR. CLARK:  I see that I have a
 8   fiduciary duty to remain loyal to Santee Cooper.
 9   So if -- if I do not remain loyal, then obviously
10   there's consequences.
11               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Thank you.
12               SENATOR RANKIN:  Any other questions?
13               The Cliffs, you're the -- the director
14   of operations?
15               MR. CLARK:  That's correct.
16               SENATOR RANKIN:  And what scope of an
17   operation are we talking about in terms of, you
18   know, dollars or -- or assets or whatever?
19               MR. CLARK:  Sir, I'm responsible for
20   several departments in the corporate office.  I'm
21   responsible for all the property owners
22   associations.  I'm president of the property owners
23   associations within the Cliffs and the various
24   corporate departments, some not so glamorous, the
25   organic farm that I happen to have a lot of
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 1   interest in that some people may say is a little
 2   bit different.  Not necessarily management, but --
 3   and then I have other -- all of the facility
 4   maintenance reports to my department as well.  So
 5   various management.
 6               SENATOR RANKIN:  How big a company -- I
 7   mean, I don't know if this -- is it a
 8   publicly-traded company or a private --
 9               MR. CLARK:  It is not.  It's a
10   privately-held company.
11               SENATOR RANKIN:  So we're not going to
12   talk about numbers I guess, but --
13               MR. CLARK:  No.
14               SENATOR RANKIN:  -- how many employees?
15               MR. CLARK:  Roughly 800.
16               SENATOR RANKIN:  800?
17               MR. CLARK:  Uh-huh.
18               SENATOR RANKIN:  And as the manager or
19   the president of the homeowners association, did
20   you call it, do you feel like you are experienced
21   to sit on the Supreme Court, because you would be
22   playing the role of Solomon.
23               Do you have a happy homeowners group
24   generally?  Some call it the beach condo commandos.
25   Do you have those up there?
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 1               MR. CLARK:  We have quite a few.
 2   Self-appointed experts.
 3               SENATOR RANKIN:  And you are not gray
 4   and, therefore, you have weathered that role
 5   apparently well.
 6               MR. CLARK:  That's right.  My skin is
 7   pretty thick these days, so...
 8               SENATOR RANKIN:  Your -- your -- the
 9   information that you provided in here is -- without
10   hearing you makes you read qualified.  Your answers
11   seem qualified.  Tom Alexander is going to talk to
12   us about you later and tell us things that may
13   not -- you may not want said in front of your wife
14   or these folks about how much you might like to
15   farm or do other things.  I'm not sure.
16               Anyway.
17               MR. CLARK:  Well, I will say my -- my
18   first business experience was when I was in high
19   school, I had some cows, and I had them through
20   college and made a little money on cows.  So that
21   was my first taste of business, and after I
22   graduated I sold all my cows and bought my wife an
23   engagement ring.  So that's my claim.
24               SENATOR RANKIN:  And never looked back.
25               MR. CLARK:  Never looked back.  No more
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 1   cows, but I have a wife.
 2               SENATOR RANKIN:  Lest I get in trouble,
 3   I'm done.
 4               MR. CLARK:  Yeah.
 5               SENATOR RANKIN:  Thank you.  Thank you
 6   very much.
 7               SENATOR RANKIN:  Welcome.  We'll swear
 8   you, Mr. --
 9               MR. SANDERS:  Sanders.
10               SENATOR RANKIN:  Mr. Sanders, I was
11   cutting up with Mr. Grooms, the county man who is
12   to your left shoulder.  Look over hard left.  Wave.
13   We've seen too much of that man.
14               MR. SANDERS:  Really.
15               SENATOR RANKIN:  Much too much of that
16   man.  Harry Ott as well today.
17               Welcome, Mr. Sanders, to the FERC
18   review committee, and you're going to be sworn to
19   oath and then we'll get started.
20               (James Robert Sanders, Jr., was duly
21   sworn, after which testimony began at 10:50 a.m.)
22               SENATOR RANKIN:  Heather Anderson to my
23   left, your right is going to be asking you a series
24   of questions, and we welcome you and look forward
25   to hearing what you've got to say.
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 1               MR. SANDERS:  Thank you.
 2               MS. ANDERSON:  Good morning,
 3   Mr. Sanders.
 4               MR. SANDERS:  Morning.
 5               MS. ANDERSON:  Please state your full
 6   name and current address for the record.
 7               MR. SANDERS:  James Robert Sanders, Jr.
 8   227 Hidden Acres, Gaffney, South Carolina.
 9               MS. ANDERSON:  And for the record
10   Mr. Sanders is a resident of the fifth
11   Congressional district.
12               We received your complete confirmation
13   package.  Are there any changes or is there any
14   additional information that you'd like to provide
15   for your personal data questionnaire or statement
16   of economic interest?
17               MR. SANDERS:  Yes.  I do want to
18   mention that -- the statement of economic interest.
19   There has been some confusion from an ability to
20   contact the State Ethics Commission.  My previous
21   service on the Commission of Higher Education, we
22   were reimbursed mileage and per diem at the legal
23   registered rate.  I did not report that as income,
24   and we're having varying opinions, but the majority
25   of them at this point in time if it's not on a 1099
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 1   or W-2 that I'm not.  But I just wanted to bring
 2   that attention.
 3               And number two on the political
 4   contributions, I don't keep records five years, and
 5   the very best record effort that I could come up
 6   with is what you have.  I'll be glad to do further
 7   research if necessary.
 8               MS. ANDERSON:  Thank you.
 9               Mr. Chair, I'd like to move to put his
10   personal data questionnaire summary in the record.
11               SENATOR RANKIN:  So ordered.
12               (EXH. 5, Summary of Background
13   Information for James R. Sanders, Jr., marked for
14   identification.)
15               SENATOR RANKIN:  And I think we did the
16   last one as well, did we not?  Okay.
17               MS. ANDERSON:  We sent you a set of
18   questions and received your responses.  If we asked
19   you these questions today, would your answers be
20   the same?
21               MR. SANDERS:  Yes.
22               MS. ANDERSON:  Mr. Chair, I move to put
23   his preliminary responses in the record.
24               SENATOR RANKIN:  So ordered.
25               (EXH. 6, Preliminary Questions for
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 1   James R. Sanders, Jr., marked for identification.)
 2               MS. ANDERSON:  What experience would
 3   you bring to the Santee Cooper board that would be
 4   beneficial to an energy utility board?
 5               MR. SANDERS:  Well, from a personal
 6   standpoint I do -- and I know everyone says this.
 7   I do pride myself in honesty and integrity.  From a
 8   technical standpoint, a business standpoint, I was
 9   president of a -- one of the top 40 largest
10   industrial companies in South Carolina.  So I have
11   background in financing, accounting, business
12   management, those types of issues.
13               I do have some experience in the -- we
14   did work for the power industry.  So I think in a
15   synopsis this would be -- and I also have a good
16   bit of board experience on a savings and loan
17   association, a privately-held textile company, and
18   various volunteer organizations.
19               MS. ANDERSON:  What is Santee Cooper's
20   current generation mix?
21               MR. SANDERS:  Approximately 70 -- 70,
22   80 percent coal, about eight to ten percent
23   nuclear, about eight to ten percent natural gas,
24   and the rest would be various -- hydro, methane
25   gas, various smaller percentages.
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 1               MS. ANDERSON:  What is the relative age
 2   of the base load fleet?
 3               MR. SANDERS:  The coal -- based upon
 4   the information that I could glean, that there's
 5   still about a 38-year life cycle left -- I'm
 6   answering a little bit in reverse.  But the -- the
 7   coal generation fleet is actually newer compared to
 8   most.  I don't know the exact number, but I'm
 9   thinking it may be 12 to 15 years.
10               MS. ANDERSON:  And what are the
11   challenges that would be presented by this mix and
12   the age of the fleet if Congress or the EPA were to
13   pass measures requiring a transition to a
14   carbon-constrained economy?
15               MR. SANDERS:  As I mentioned in my
16   answers, it's not a Polish -- or Rubik's Cube.  And
17   I don't know hardly where to begin.  I think maybe
18   some of the legislation of the cap and trade has
19   gone away, but the EPA I think could perhaps even
20   be a bigger threat to the emissions of the coal
21   generation-type, so fossil fuels.
22               It has a tremendous impact in the
23   future, and unfortunately we don't know where those
24   regulations are going.  So it's a tremendous asset
25   to have the coal-fired plants and them being as
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 1   efficient and productive as they are, but if the --
 2   the CO2 or the greenhouse gas affects regulations,
 3   not necessarily law go into effect, it could
 4   challenge the -- it could challenge Santee Cooper's
 5   very existence.
 6               MS. ANDERSON:  How should Santee Cooper
 7   plan long term, 30, 40, 50 years out in this era of
 8   conservancy?
 9               MR. SANDERS:  To quote, I think you
10   have to be prudent.  You have to be flexible.  You
11   have to try to weigh every varying factor that
12   impacts generation of electricity and to a lesser
13   extent transmission distribution, but primarily on
14   the generation side.
15               It's hard to plan when you don't know
16   what regulations that you're going to be dealing
17   with.  However, I think it's a pretty -- pretty
18   sound assumption that the -- the carbon --
19   carbon-free or carbon -- less carbon generation is
20   going to be required in some form.  So you have to
21   be flexible.  You have to make the best decision
22   that you have based on all information that you can
23   glean on it.
24               MS. ANDERSON:  Who are Santee Cooper's
25   electricity customers?
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 1               MR. SANDERS:  You have direct and
 2   indirect.  You have your direct residential which
 3   Santee Cooper actually serves.  I think it's about
 4   160, 170,000 customers.  You have the indirect
 5   residential through the co-ops, through Central
 6   Co-Op, but to the co-ops indirectly.  You have the
 7   indirect residential to two municipalities, I
 8   believe it's Georgetown and I -- Bamberg.  I can't
 9   remember the second one.  It's a indirect
10   residential.
11               Then you have some direct industrial,
12   the Alumax, Nucor, Charleston Air Force Base, and
13   you have indirect -- excuse me.  Those would be
14   direct customers.  And then you would have the
15   indirect customers, industrial that would be on the
16   co-ops.
17               MS. ANDERSON:  And what are the
18   relative percentages of each group's share of
19   Santee Cooper's sales of energy and their
20   responsibility for capital cost for capacity?
21               MR. SANDERS:  Okay.  When we talk about
22   sales, there seems to be a little discrepancy
23   between the amount of electricity generated and the
24   dollar revenue of sales, but a central co-op is
25   somewhere between 60 and seven -- about 70 percent
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 1   of the generation capacity which I think translates
 2   to approximately 60, 65 percent of the dollar -- or
 3   revenue capacity.
 4               Central I guess indirectly carries a
 5   tremendous amount through their payments, through
 6   their -- through their payments to Santee Cooper.
 7   I don't have an exact number, 60 to 65 percent of
 8   the capital costs.
 9               The other -- let's see.  Help me again.
10   The second part of that question, please.
11               MS. ANDERSON:  And what is each group
12   of customer's responsibility for capital costs?
13               MR. SANDERS:  The -- first of all, it's
14   through rates, and the rate generation is
15   determined by the board.  And part of that rate is
16   a capital cost recovery.  And I do believe that
17   Central, with 70 percent of the generation, maybe
18   60, 65 percent of the revenue, carries that much of
19   the capital costs.  The other ones would be
20   prorated I guess based on the rate structure.
21               MS. ANDERSON:  What steps can Santee
22   Cooper take to expand its energy efficiency and
23   conservation programs?
24               MR. SANDERS:  On the conservation side,
25   I think it's an educational circumstance except for
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 1   the demand side controls, which would be a
 2   consumption regulation.  On energy efficiency
 3   there's some programs out there -- I think you have
 4   to look at return of investment on each program,
 5   but without question energy efficiency through
 6   either loans -- I do have a little problem with
 7   direct -- perhaps some rebates, but as far as
 8   direct payments to an individual owner, I -- I
 9   struggle with that a bit.
10               If that's the way it has to be
11   structured after full evaluation of all the
12   variables, then I would certainly consider that,
13   but clearly some sort of -- of loan -- and when I
14   say subsidy, but not necessarily a gift, but for --
15   for higher energy equipment or high energy
16   efficient equipment, especially on HVAC and hot
17   water, and then of course just the basic insulation
18   of homes, their -- their heat loss and heat gain.
19               So that would be a general thought on
20   that.
21               MS. ANDERSON:  Can you briefly describe
22   your understanding of a renewable portfolio
23   standard?
24               MR. SANDERS:  Yes.  My best
25   understanding.  Some look at that as a electric --
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 1   to have a national legislation that says this is
 2   what you're required to produce with renewable
 3   energy.  And there are many -- as many almost
 4   different perspectives of that as there are -- as
 5   there are organizations that espouse that.
 6               It would be difficult, as an example
 7   for, for South Carolina to have a high wind
 8   portfolio or perhaps -- we -- we have methane gas
 9   which is a very small percentage.  So if it's -- if
10   it's a -- mandated by law, either federal or state
11   level how much of your generation capacity, the
12   portfolio of your generation capacity can be done
13   through renewable, and we have limits in South
14   Carolina.
15               MS. ANDERSON:  And what renewables are
16   currently available in South Carolina?
17               MR. SANDERS:  The methane gas.  I
18   believe biomass possibly could be a future source,
19   but clearly none of them are going to make up the
20   need for future generation, even with conservation
21   and energy efficiency.
22               MS. ANDERSON:  With the increase in
23   costs to build generation today, do you favor a
24   consortium approach where utilities would join
25   together to share the cost and risks of billion
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 1   dollar projects?
 2               MR. SANDERS:  I -- I cannot be
 3   absolutely definitive, but I believe that's
 4   probably going to be the only way you can do it.
 5   It's just such a high, high capital cost, and with
 6   even current world news events in Japan, the
 7   risk -- I think if properly done, consortiums,
 8   working together with other groups, other
 9   companies, other industries probably is the way to
10   go.
11               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you have any ideas
12   about generating electricity in South Carolina and
13   selling it outside the state?
14               MR. SANDERS:  If you -- if you have an
15   incremental demand for your in-state generation --
16   I guess you're referring more to Santee Cooper --
17               MS. ANDERSON:  Yes.
18               MR. SANDERS:  -- than you are in the
19   private companies.
20               In relation to Santee Cooper, if you
21   have an -- a stepped increase in demand or -- or a
22   need for additional generation, then let's just say
23   you -- just for round numbers that you're going to
24   add a hundred units of generation -- we'll just say
25   a hundred megawatts just for a reference number.
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 1   If you only need 50 for the first five or ten
 2   years, then I think certainly you should consider
 3   selling electricity outside the state.
 4               It -- it's kind of -- it's not a
 5   continuous curve.  It's almost a bar graph.  The
 6   demand may vary on it.  So -- but clearly not at
 7   the expense of the citizens of South Carolina.  I
 8   would hope that that would be a -- a means to
 9   subsidize South Carolina rather than South Carolina
10   subsidizing the southeast.
11               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you support further
12   investment in and reliance upon nuclear generation?
13               MR. SANDERS:  As I mentioned, there's
14   world events, and I believe properly regulated and
15   not overly regulated, but properly regulated,
16   designed, properly designed, properly constructed
17   and properly operated nuclear, I'm still open in a
18   strong way to believe that that is one option for
19   the future.
20               MS. ANDERSON:  How important is it for
21   Santee Cooper to deliver electricity at prices that
22   are as reasonable as possible?
23               MR. SANDERS:  Ultimately that's the
24   only way that you can -- you can survive with any
25   entity.  You have to be competitive.  And it's also
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 1   a statutory mandate or instruction that says that
 2   that's part of the purpose of Santee Cooper.
 3               Clearly you -- if -- you could be
 4   overregulated and you could be overpriced yourself
 5   right out of existence.  I'm not advocating it.  I
 6   don't think that will happen.  But it has to be
 7   competitive.  It has to be competitive.
 8               MS. ANDERSON:  In response to your
 9   preliminary question number four, you state Santee
10   Cooper could continue to exist if properly funded
11   and not regulated out of business.  Who is
12   responsible for ensuring Santee Cooper is properly
13   funded?
14               MR. SANDERS:  The -- the financial
15   integrity is the board of directors.
16               MS. ANDERSON:  Describe the role that
17   you believe can be played by public power.
18               MR. SANDERS:  It -- it clearly is a
19   part of the -- of the mosaic generation and
20   transmission distribution for the industry as a
21   whole and South Carolina in particular.  Again,
22   properly managed, properly -- with the proper
23   supervision over -- oversupervision, oversight of
24   the entity, public power has just as strong a place
25   and should, should be able to deliver electricity
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 1   to its citizens at a lesser price.
 2               MS. ANDERSON:  In your response to
 3   preliminary question number seven you state, and I
 4   quote, Economic development is one of the statutory
 5   and practical best interests of Santee Cooper.  The
 6   board of directors should please -- place economic
 7   development as one of its top visions, goals and
 8   policies and should support, at every level
 9   possible, this effort, end quote.
10               In what ways should the board of
11   directors pursue economic development?
12               MR. SANDERS:  Well, as it stands now --
13   and don't hold me to the exact name, but
14   there's a -- there's a -- there's a court -- a
15   group between the electric cooperatives and Santee
16   Cooper.  And I think it's with Palmetto -- I don't
17   know the name, but there's a -- I think clearly
18   that has to -- to my understanding that has proved
19   successful.
20               It needs to be continually monitored,
21   but clearly the funding -- and I'll come back again
22   to return on investment.  If we are investing so
23   many million dollars and we're getting better life
24   or jobs for our citizens, which is also a statutory
25   requirement, then I -- incidentally the -- if
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 1   you'll correct me, the statute -- there is also a
 2   statutory requirement the best interest of Santee
 3   Cooper is the economic development.
 4               I'm not advocating that the
 5   individual -- at all that the individual board of
 6   directors goes out and -- and solicits industry.
 7   That may be called upon to help, but just -- I
 8   think that just needs to be at the forefront
 9   especially in today's economy.
10               As a quick aside, I just came off the
11   Commission on Higher Education, and I have a
12   biblical world view.  The past states that you only
13   need to know two things:  education and jobs, and
14   jobs and education.  And if we don't have growth,
15   Santee Cooper is not going to have anybody to sell
16   electricity to or the co-ops won't have anybody to
17   sell electricity to.
18               So I -- I just feel that that needs to
19   be monitored as the board should monitor, not
20   manage, but monitor every way possible for economic
21   growth.
22               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you have a vision of
23   future commercialization for Santee Cooper's
24   properties?
25               MR. SANDERS:  Commercialization of the
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 1   Santee Cooper properties?  No, not really.  I could
 2   see possibly if you have tremendous resources at
 3   Marion and Moultrie, and possibly as a -- I hate to
 4   use the word resort, but recreational, perhaps more
 5   additional interest on recreation in those lakes.
 6               But as far as pure commercial, I
 7   don't -- I don't have much of a thought on that,
 8   but -- because the purpose would be the generation,
 9   transmission and distribution of electricity.  But
10   if the property is -- is surplus -- and, again,
11   it's statutorily required about how you can and
12   cannot dispose certain properties or resources.
13               But as far as a commercialization of
14   the property, I can't think of anything on the
15   power generation side.
16               MS. ANDERSON:  With the current lease
17   programs that Santee Cooper has --
18               MR. SANDERS:  I'm sorry.
19               MS. ANDERSON:  With the current lease
20   programs that Santee Cooper has for residential and
21   commercial properties, how would you handle an
22   assertion that a lease program that's proposed by
23   Santee Cooper would virtually eliminate a certain
24   type of class of business?
25               MR. SANDERS:  Well, you have to look at
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 1   fairness from both sides.  I think you would have
 2   to determine through management providing correct
 3   information and if the board desired -- not an
 4   individual, but if the board desired, what is the
 5   true value of a property or -- or a lease of a
 6   property.  And I don't think the purpose should be
 7   to drive any individual off, but I do think it has
 8   to be fair on both sides.
 9               MS. ANDERSON:  And with costs for
10   electric utilities rising, what factors would you
11   consider if the board had to decide between
12   increasing rates for its customers for electricity
13   or commercializing undeveloped or underdeveloped
14   property held by Santee Cooper?
15               MR. SANDERS:  I think you got to have a
16   balance.  You'd have to know what the swap-offs
17   were.  I don't -- ultimately the best interest of
18   Santee Cooper is defined statutorily as maintaining
19   the financial stability, and that's the sign of the
20   board, providing the appropriate rates for
21   electricity and -- and development -- economic
22   development.
23               Without knowing the specifics of the
24   swap-offs, I wouldn't have a definitive answer, but
25   ultimately I think you have to try to factor those
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 1   three factors.
 2               MS. ANDERSON:  I'm going to follow up
 3   with another question.
 4               A few years ago the board had to deal
 5   with an issue dealing with residential leases on
 6   the lake and a possible increase in rates that
 7   could have driven some of the homeowners off their
 8   property.  If a similar situation were to arise
 9   while you were serving on the board, would you be
10   supportive of the current homeowners?
11               MR. SANDERS:  I would think you'd have
12   to look at a grandfather-type clause, but, again,
13   without knowing exact numbers, I wouldn't -- I
14   couldn't definitively say one way or the other
15   without understanding the entire dilemma.
16               MS. ANDERSON:  Would you have -- do you
17   think there would be any difference of opinion or
18   would you have different concerns if they were
19   commercial leases?
20               MR. SANDERS:  Honestly I would probably
21   lean a little bit to the residential, to the
22   individual.  But, no, you should evaluate them
23   ultimately the same way.  That's the purpose of
24   Santee Cooper.
25               MS. ANDERSON:  And --
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 1               MR. SANDERS:  Fairly -- as fairly as --
 2   balanced as possible.
 3               MS. ANDERSON:  And if you look at
 4   commercial leases and you -- what factors would you
 5   look at between businesses that have a current
 6   presence on the lake versus those that could
 7   possibly bring in higher income?
 8               MR. SANDERS:  Again, I want to go back
 9   to try and be fair and balanced.  If you have an --
10   if you have an entity already there and you have
11   another entity trying to take that same property --
12   is that -- is that the -- is that your -- well, you
13   have to go back and see what the terms of the
14   original agreement were, what were the terms of the
15   agreement on the lease to start with.  You'd
16   certainly want to honor your legal
17   responsibilities.
18               That's a tough question because I come
19   out of construction and the low bid got the job,
20   and if you didn't, you were put on the street.  You
21   went to the next job.
22               I think you have to look at all the
23   factors and be as fair as you possibly can.  I
24   don't think necessarily that you should necessarily
25   favor one entity over the other if a lease is
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 1   expired, but you would certainly give the existing
 2   entity as many opportunities as legally and
 3   ethically as possible to retain their property.
 4               MS. ANDERSON:  Are you aware of any
 5   obligations that the Federal Energy Regulatory
 6   Commission places on Santee Cooper as a lessor?
 7               MR. SANDERS:  No, I do not.  I know
 8   they're licensed on a periodic basis.
 9               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you have an opinion
10   if Santee Cooper should place an emphasis on making
11   a profit through its leases or promoting facilities
12   that would accommodate a diverse public?
13               MR. SANDERS:  Well, if you -- if you
14   want to be back to the essence, you have the best
15   interest of Santee Cooper which is financial
16   stability, electric -- cost of electricity and
17   economic development.  That possibly could be an
18   economic development issue.
19               I would hate to get into a lot of what
20   ifs, but if a study was done and the return to the
21   state -- the total return, maybe not necessarily
22   all of Santee Cooper -- that might be a
23   consideration, but the way the statute is written,
24   the best interest is defined in those three things.
25               MS. ANDERSON:  Can you provide examples
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 1   of ways to attract and retain quality personnel?
 2               MR. SANDERS:  Well, clearly com -- you
 3   have to have a compensation program that -- that is
 4   competitive.  How you treat people is a -- a big
 5   factor in today's -- in today's world.
 6               Engineering and technical people -- we
 7   all know the educational system is just not --
 8   we're not turning them out in the numbers that we
 9   need.  It's going to be critical for Santee Cooper
10   to maintain -- or to attract and keep those people.
11   But your -- your fringe benefit program -- and I'm
12   not talking about excessive, but it needs to be
13   competitive.
14               It needs to be competitive not only for
15   South Carolina, but these people -- it needs to be
16   competitive with your -- your peers or your
17   competitors in the electrical generation industry
18   because that's where they're -- that's where the
19   individual's opportunities lie.
20               And I'm not saying give away
21   everything, but I think you've got to be
22   competitive in -- in your total compensation
23   system, including your fringe benefit system, not
24   being excessive, but you sure better match -- you
25   better know what's going on in the marketplace.
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 1               That's, again, a management issue, but
 2   it's a board, I think, oversight that we do attract
 3   and -- and keep qualified people at all levels.
 4               MS. ANDERSON:  What do you think about
 5   the current salaries -- salaries paid to executive
 6   staff and other employees?
 7               MR. SANDERS:  I haven't studied it in
 8   comparison to other utilities.  It's my
 9   understanding that they're competitive or a little
10   bit less than scale.
11               MS. ANDERSON:  In your personal data
12   questionnaire and in response to question one in
13   your preliminary questions, you indicated
14   experience with energy efficiency and renewables
15   with your -- in conjunction with your contractor's
16   license.  Could you elaborate on that a little bit?
17               MR. SANDERS:  The company that I
18   sold -- and it's been in 1999 and 1998.  We were
19   involved in the power industry in several ways.
20   First of all, we designed and built diesel peak
21   shaving stations.
22               As a matter of fact, the -- the
23   cooperatives in the upstate that bought the
24   diesel -- locomotive diesels from the eastern North
25   Carolina co-ops, we took those diesels, tested
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 1   them, designed a -- a facility and installed those
 2   on several different -- I think at one time we had
 3   done like 50 diesel peak shaving engines.  There
 4   might have been two or three in one building.
 5               Secondly, we were involved in the --
 6   off the gas turbines -- the heat recovery steam
 7   generator that drives -- the way -- with the waste
 8   heat drive they're on a combined cycle plan.  We --
 9   we co-oped with -- had -- had an agreement with
10   ABB, Asea Brown Boveri, who Austin Power eventually
11   purchased, but we built all the casings and shipped
12   them to their plant where they installed the actual
13   heat exchanger itself inside.  And we did that
14   probably for four or five years.
15               As far as energy conservation, we
16   worked for people like Milliken, DuPont, Timken
17   Bearing, BMW, and we were constantly installing the
18   systems.  So we were aware -- we -- we sometimes
19   did a design/build where we would design and
20   install a system, but many times even if we didn't
21   design the system, we would see what systems were
22   going in from energy conservation.
23               As far as energy inefficiency is
24   concerned, on -- on our design and our construction
25   of steam plants -- and when I say steam plants,
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 1   it's nothing like a power plant.  It would be a
 2   steam plant for Michelin Tire or a steam plant for
 3   Timken Bearing.
 4               In the chilled water facilities, we
 5   were constantly being -- in our design/build, we
 6   were constantly evaluating and presenting to the
 7   client the energy efficiencies and the paybacks
 8   that they would receive from those energy
 9   efficiencies.
10               Did I cover all your questions?  Was
11   there another one?
12               MS. ANDERSON:  Yes, sir.  No, you've
13   covered all of them.
14               MR. SANDERS:  Okay.
15               MS. ANDERSON:  Can you briefly describe
16   how your family business grew from a smaller
17   business to a large, successful one.
18               MR. SANDERS:  I have said many times
19   that I had the blessing to be born halfway between
20   Charlotte and Gaffney at a time when industry was
21   coming to the -- to the south.  We were blessed
22   with many opportunities, and as I mentioned in
23   there, we had a lot of gifts to be able to take
24   advantage of those opportunities.
25               And one -- it was just a wonderful case
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 1   of people over the years that were just hard
 2   workers and very high ethical, high integrity
 3   standards.
 4               And I mentioned some of the people
 5   that -- that we'd worked for, Timken, DuPont, BMW,
 6   Michelin.  We -- we worked with -- we were very
 7   fortunate to catch the wave of this industry came
 8   south.
 9               Unfortunately when I sold my company in
10   '99, those industries were now starting -- instead
11   of coming from the north and the midwest to the
12   south, they were starting to go to India and to
13   China, and we actually did some export work.  So we
14   were just very fortunate to be in an area that was
15   experiencing industrial growth and we were
16   providing that -- the services required for those
17   industries.
18               MS. ANDERSON:  Can you give us an idea
19   how large the business was, how many employees you
20   had?
21               MR. SANDERS:  In today's, it would be a
22   hundred -- in today's numbers it would be 150
23   million.  We did about 90 to 100 million dollars a
24   year and employed as many as -- we employed at one
25   time during shutdown turnarounds as many as 2,000
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 1   people at one time.
 2               MS. ANDERSON:  Are there any attributes
 3   or lessons that you could take from your business
 4   experience and apply to Santee Cooper to make
 5   Santee Cooper more successful?
 6               MR. SANDERS:  Do everything that you
 7   possibly can to evaluate the risks.
 8               MS. ANDERSON:  Are there any
 9   differences that you see between running a private
10   business versus --
11               MR. SANDERS:  Certainly.  Certainly.
12   When you run a private business, you're the owner
13   and the manager.  When you're on a board of
14   directors, you are a -- you represent the
15   stakeholders which are the citizens of South
16   Carolina and the state that requires a government
17   agency.
18               You do not in any circumstances on a --
19   on a publicly -- an entity on board of directors
20   dictate day-to-day operations under no
21   circumstances.  When you're in management -- it is
22   different when you're in management of a
23   privately-held company.  You make hour for hour
24   decisions.
25               MS. ANDERSON:  Should Santee Cooper
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 1   remain a state entity?
 2               MR. SANDERS:  I -- if it's not
 3   regulated out of business, I think it's a -- and
 4   it's properly, as we said earlier, financed,
 5   managed and directed, I see no reason in the world
 6   that Santee Cooper cannot continue as a state quasi
 7   public entity.
 8               MS. ANDERSON:  You briefly touched on
 9   the role of -- as a director for Santee Cooper.
10   Could -- how is that role different from the role
11   of executive staff?
12               MR. SANDERS:  Well, the board -- the
13   board of directors set vision, goals and policy and
14   overview -- or -- not managed, but ensure that
15   those are -- those goals, visions and policies are
16   carried out.  The vision -- or the goal is set
17   statutorily in many cases in Santee Cooper's
18   situation.  It's -- it's the executive committee at
19   that point to interrelate with the board to provide
20   the necessary information to assure that these
21   visions, goals and policies are being carried out.
22               The executive committee ultimately is
23   for the management of the company.  They're
24   ultimately responsible for the -- for the
25   hour-by-hour, day-to-day, week-to-week,
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 1   month-to-month management of the company.  The
 2   board of directors is to -- again, to set the -- to
 3   be -- to ensure that the vision, goals and policies
 4   are set and maintained.
 5               MS. ANDERSON:  Aside from annual audits
 6   by outside firms, what other types of independent
 7   expertise should a member of the board utilize in
 8   decision making?
 9               MR. SANDERS:  First you have to have a
10   competence in your board -- in your management
11   team, and I know no reason to not have that
12   competence level.
13               Personally I -- we dealt a lot with the
14   large Japanese companies, and they -- they had a
15   theory that they benchmarked, and I think it's very
16   important that we have a confidence level as a
17   board and not -- not in any way doubting management
18   in any way whatsoever, but to be sure that the
19   benchmarks that we're being provided are national
20   benchmarks.
21               If the board decides they need
22   additional input, then that's a board decision.  An
23   individual should not go out and -- and hire a
24   consultant or have specific discussions with
25   bonding rating agencies and some examples, previous
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 1   unfortunately, such as that.
 2               But, again, to -- you have to have the
 3   confidence of the information that's been provided
 4   to you.  I mean, this is just a wild example, but,
 5   you know, maybe there's going to be some reports
 6   out of this Japanese nuclear disaster that might be
 7   presented by a third entity.  I don't know, but
 8   that's -- that's a management responsibility if the
 9   board asks for additional information to provide
10   it.
11               MS. ANDERSON:  What is your personal
12   experience with interpreting financial documents?
13               MR. SANDERS:  Well, when you're in
14   private industry, you look at them daily, private
15   business.  The -- the Piedmont Federal Savings and
16   Loan, which is a bank, we are constantly evaluating
17   finances.  Very fortunately good to this point.
18               And also at the Hamrick Musgrove Mills
19   that I'm a board of director on, we've constantly
20   seen profit and loss, return on investment options
21   for additional planning investment.
22               MS. ANDERSON:  And with your service on
23   a number of boards and you have other activities,
24   do you see any time constraints or interference
25   with what Santee Cooper --
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 1               MR. SANDERS:  No, ma'am.  I've come off
 2   a few lately, and I believe that I have
 3   sufficient -- more than enough time to be a
 4   productive member if so called.
 5               MS. ANDERSON:  How much time do you
 6   anticipate that you'll need to prepare?
 7               MR. SANDERS:  Historically I've seen --
 8   it's almost a one-to-one preparation versus meeting
 9   time.  I guess that can vary, but that's just a gut
10   check.  So if you're going to meet, you know, one
11   day a month, you need about a day of preparation,
12   sometimes more, sometimes less maybe.
13               MS. ANDERSON:  What is your general
14   approach to serving on a board?  Are you more of a
15   leader, follower, planner?
16               MR. SANDERS:  All the above if -- if
17   it's necessary.
18               But first I think, you know, on any
19   initial board it's trying to -- to understand the
20   dynamics of the business and, you know, what's the
21   most pressing issue.  So I don't think I would be
22   one to come in and be so presumptuous and say you
23   can either do this, this or that.  I think -- but
24   if necessary based upon my experience, I can do
25   either one of them.
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 1               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you have any
 2   financial conflicts of interest that would result
 3   from your appointment?
 4               MR. SANDERS:  No, ma'am.
 5               MS. ANDERSON:  What would you do if a
 6   conflict arose?
 7               MR. SANDERS:  I think the word is
 8   disclose and recuse.
 9               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you have any holdings
10   of any electrical utilities or other entities that
11   may be impacted by a decision of the Santee Cooper
12   board?
13               MR. SANDERS:  As I mentioned in my
14   report, my wife and I do own some Duke Energy and
15   Dominion Resources in a -- in a -- in a managed
16   account.  And then we have some mutual funds.  And
17   I went back as near as I can determine, none of the
18   top ten holdings are any of the ones that are
19   direct.
20               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you understand the
21   obligations and responsibilities of this position?
22               MR. SANDERS:  Yes, ma'am.
23               MS. ANDERSON:  What duty of loyalty or
24   duty of care would you owe to Santee Cooper?
25               MR. SANDERS:  The duty of loyalty is
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 1   to -- to the -- the stakeholders, i.e., the state,
 2   the owners, citizens of the state.  It's explicitly
 3   spelled out the duty of care of the processes that
 4   we must follow, who we can rely upon information on
 5   to determine whether or not the decision was
 6   properly made or not.
 7               Essentially everything comes down to
 8   the best interest of Santee Cooper which is the
 9   financial -- a balance between the financial
10   stability, generation of competitive rates for all
11   classes and economic development.
12               MS. ANDERSON:  What role should a
13   director's ideological or political beliefs play in
14   making a decision?
15               MR. SANDERS:  I reflect a little bit
16   about that statement.  Ultimately it should --
17   anybody that has certain belief systems will --
18   that will influence your decision process -- I
19   can't say that that wouldn't happen.  However,
20   if -- I can't think of a specific example.
21   Ultimately it should make -- you should make the
22   decision based on the best decision of Santee
23   Cooper.
24               I have a biblical world view.  It will
25   influence my decision as far as ethics and morals
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 1   and what is right or wrong, but it would not change
 2   my view on nuclear energy.
 3               MS. ANDERSON:  What is your opinion
 4   about the importance of work unity?
 5               MR. SANDERS:  Pardon?
 6               MS. ANDERSON:  What is the importance
 7   about -- what is your opinion about the importance
 8   of work unity?
 9               MR. SANDERS:  I personally think it's
10   critical serving on some of the boards.  Now,
11   that's not saying when you're in a meeting that you
12   don't have the respect and the right to discuss
13   issues, and that doesn't necessarily mean that
14   every vote is going to be unanimous.  However, once
15   you come out of that meeting, it's my belief that
16   the board -- unless it's illegal or unethical, that
17   the board should support -- unanimously support the
18   decisions of the board.
19               MS. ANDERSON:  If confirmed by the
20   Senate, what are the first three things you would
21   do when you get to the board?
22               MR. SANDERS:  First of all, again, to
23   try to learn more about the operations of Santee
24   Cooper.  Number two, to try to determine what are
25   the most -- what are the most immediate issues that
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 1   we'll have to vote on, what are the most important
 2   things that are going to come up real quick.  And,
 3   number three, try to determine whether the
 4   strategic planning of Santee Cooper is in line with
 5   what we see is the strategic needs of the future.
 6               MS. ANDERSON:  And have you spoken to
 7   the governor regarding how Santee Cooper should be
 8   run or what direction it should take?
 9               MR. SANDERS:  No, ma'am.
10               MS. ANDERSON:  I have no further
11   questions.  Thank you.
12               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Thank you.
13               Mr. Sanders, Piedmont Federal --
14               MR. SANDERS:  Yes, sir.
15               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  -- y'all accept
16   any federal money?
17               MR. SANDERS:  No, sir.  You're talking
18   about the bailout?
19               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Yes.
20               MR. SANDERS:  We were very fortunate.
21   We're still under the scrutiny of OTS, but we did
22   not accept any.
23               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  All right.  A
24   couple other questions as it relates to Santee
25   Cooper more.
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 1               If I had to call you a pronuclear or an
 2   antinuclear supporter, which pigeonhole would I put
 3   you in?
 4               MR. SANDERS:  It wouldn't be
 5   antinuclear.
 6               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  That's a political
 7   answer.
 8               MR. SANDERS:  I -- I -- as I said
 9   earlier, I think it's got to be regulated properly,
10   not overregulated.  It's got to be designed
11   properly, constructed and operated properly.  I see
12   nuclear as one of our few options at this time
13   unless there's some dramatic increase in coal
14   technology or we're going to find natural gas that
15   we'll be allowed to recover.  If the French can do
16   it, anybody can.
17               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  So that puts you
18   in the pronuclear category?
19               MR. SANDERS:  I would have to say if
20   I'm leaning one way or the other --
21               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  You don't really
22   appear to me to be a guy that hedges his bet.  I
23   don't think you were successful in business --
24               MR. SANDERS:  No, and the reason I --
25   as far as -- the regulation is the problem.  We can
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 1   make a decision, and if they change the
 2   regulations, we could -- you have no control over
 3   that crowd in Washington.  You can educate them and
 4   hopefully our -- our -- and historically our --
 5               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Now, Mr. Sanders,
 6   what crowd in Washington are you talking about?
 7               MR. SANDERS:  I won't get into that.
 8               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  I think we're
 9   about -- I think I would find that very interesting
10   that you talk about the crowd in Washington.
11               MR. SANDERS:  Right.
12               SENATOR RANKIN:  I think he said
13   bureaucrats.  Did I hear that correctly?
14               MR. SANDERS:  It does start with a B.
15               SENATOR RANKIN:  Careful now.  Maintain
16   that biblical world view.
17               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  We're going to get
18   there in a little while.
19               MR. SANDERS:  We'll do that.  We'll do
20   that.
21               No, seriously you understand what I'm
22   saying.  I think nuclear is an option.  Who knows
23   what's going to come out of this Japanese thing.
24   Right now I don't see it -- you know, don't build
25   one on a fault line.  I think that would be a
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 1   problem.
 2               But to suggest that -- that with our
 3   dependence upon oil, it drives me crazy every
 4   dollar is going right overseas.  There was one
 5   issue about electrifying the trains.  Fantastic.
 6   Where are you going to get the electricity?
 7               So I'm -- if you have to put me in a
 8   pigeonhole, I'm leaning to being pronuclear.  But,
 9   again, if something -- if something comes out of
10   this, it's not safe -- I'm more worried about the
11   nuclear waste than I am the nuclear generation.
12   That's just my opinion.
13               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Well, now,
14   Mr. Sanders, I thought I was going down a pretty
15   easy path, but since we're going to have this
16   conversation, say something does come out in Japan
17   that says nuclear is not as attractive as it was
18   six months ago, do you have an alternative?
19               MR. SANDERS:  That's -- at this point
20   in time -- and if you're going to regulate coal and
21   natural gas, carbon emissions, I don't know what
22   the alternate is.
23               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Well, don't you
24   believe we should be eliminating carbon emissions?
25               MR. SANDERS:  Yes, sir.  I think it --
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 1   I think it needs to be done.  I think it needs to
 2   be done in a transitional -- there's a cost to
 3   everything.  You can't --
 4               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Well, wouldn't you
 5   believe in a biblical world view that we have a
 6   responsibility to keep this earth --
 7               MR. SANDERS:  Yes.
 8               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  -- productive and
 9   healthy?
10               MR. SANDERS:  I'm not a tree hugger.
11   We have mistreated our environment.  We have
12   grossly mistreated it in some areas.  But you can't
13   change your generation capability when you don't
14   know what the regulations are and you don't know
15   what the future technologies are.  It -- it's a
16   Rubik's Cube.  It's not a puzzle.
17               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  I think I'm going
18   to go back to my original.  I think I'm still going
19   to put you in the pronuclear --
20               MR. SANDERS:  Yes.
21               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  -- unless somebody
22   comes up with a better idea.
23               MR. SANDERS:  Try -- y'all put your
24   heads together and find one that -- leaning that
25   way and not necessarily pigeonhole it completely
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 1   because there -- there could be circumstances where
 2   nuclear might not be an interest.  I don't see it.
 3   It could be regulatory, not technical.
 4               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Okay.  I think
 5   we've probably beat that horse to death.
 6               MR. SANDERS:  Okay.
 7               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Talk about the
 8   lakes a little bit.  I love the lakes and love
 9   outdoors.
10               Santee Cooper generates less than two
11   percent of its energy hydro.  That's not very much.
12   What is -- what would your role as a board member
13   be as we manage and weigh the advantages and
14   disadvantages of the amount of water that we retain
15   in the lakes as it comes to less than two percent
16   of our power supply but has a huge negative impact
17   on businesses around the lake, recreational use for
18   people all over the state that comes to the lake
19   system?  As a board member how would you see --
20   what would your role be as that balance?
21               MR. SANDERS:  I think the word balance
22   is critical, how you, you know -- what -- what you
23   put on either side of the scales.  I may not be as
24   knowledgeable as I need to be to -- to
25   specifically.  Clearly it's a resource.  A huge
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 1   resource.  It's a recreational tourism, economic --
 2   there's no doubt it's a resource.
 3               The two percent that you mentioned, I
 4   was surprised it was that small in hydro, I'll be
 5   candid with you, when I did my research.  It's when
 6   you have -- when you might need that two percent.
 7   If you drop a power plant or if it's an outage and
 8   it's a peak day, then you might have to drain the
 9   lake down, but you hope that you would balance that
10   and that would be so minimal -- I'm from the
11   upstate, and Hartwell, as you may or may not know,
12   has had dramatic elevation changes, and it's a huge
13   impact on the quality of life around that lake.
14   It's huge.
15               I'm thinking statutorily obligation and
16   I'm thinking, you know, how can you achieve that
17   without impacting.  I guess there's -- everybody
18   wants -- wants cheap electricity, but they don't
19   want their ox gored.  I am against -- I would -- I
20   would like to see the lake levels held -- it's
21   funny you mentioned it.  Honestly, about every
22   three or four days, I look in the newspaper and see
23   what the lake levels for the state are, because I
24   have seen what Hartwell -- how bad that is when it
25   goes down.
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 1               I would hope to learn more and find
 2   ways to balance the issues you speak to.  Today I'm
 3   afraid I couldn't emphatically say that there would
 4   never be a time that that lake wouldn't have to be
 5   drawn down, but I don't know if it would or
 6   wouldn't.
 7               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Do you see it as a
 8   role of a director to take those needs around the
 9   lake as a consideration?
10               MR. SANDERS:  Yes, on -- from a
11   division standpoint, but when you do that,
12   remember, you're going back way to these three
13   points statutorily.
14               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Well, I understand
15   that, but, you know, my understanding is the only
16   real responsibility that you have is to make sure
17   that the flow coming down the river going to
18   Charleston certain -- gets certain gallons so that
19   we don't have saltwater coming up the river.
20               MR. SANDERS:  Right.  Right.
21               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Short of that --
22   I'm not talking about that.  We all know we have to
23   maintain that.  There may be -- there may come a
24   time when you either have to run a little more
25   water over it or -- to -- to generate one percent
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 1   of your power or you may have to throw a little bit
 2   more coal on the fire.
 3               MR. SANDERS:  That's -- that's an
 4   operation decision.
 5               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  But you would --
 6   you would at least consider --
 7               MR. SANDERS:  Absolutely.
 8               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  -- the needs
 9   around the lake?
10               MR. SANDERS:  Absolutely.  Absolutely.
11               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  And do you think
12   you would also have the responsibility to
13   occasionally spend some of Santee Cooper's money to
14   manage certain aspects of the lake like weed
15   control and things like that?
16               MR. SANDERS:  If -- if it was not
17   against the law, absolutely I think that would
18   be -- it's -- it's the responsibility of management
19   of the lake.  It's their responsibility.
20               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  But, you know,
21   things come with price tags occasionally.
22               MR. SANDERS:  Yes.
23               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  So I just want to
24   make sure --
25               MR. SANDERS:  Yes.
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 1               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  -- you're willing
 2   to spend some resources to maintain those lakes
 3   when necessary.
 4               MR. SANDERS:  Yes, sir.
 5               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  All right.  A
 6   little bit about this loyalty question.
 7               MR. SANDERS:  Yes, sir.
 8               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  I heard you say
 9   your first loyalty would be to the company, Santee
10   Cooper.
11               MR. SANDERS:  The second.  I'm sorry.
12               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  After that how do
13   you see a role of politics -- and this relates back
14   to what got me interested when I got on here to
15   begin with.  We had a governor that wanted to sell
16   Santee Cooper, and he was out campaigning saying we
17   were going to sell it.  You had a General Assembly
18   sitting up here and said, No, we don't think we
19   want to sell it, and we had conflict.
20               Now, you would be appointed by a
21   governor.  What -- what -- how do you weigh those
22   things if sometime in the future we had a conflict?
23               MR. SANDERS:  Well, I don't think --
24   when you're talking about ideological -- political
25   ideological --
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 1               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  That's what it all
 2   comes down to.
 3               MR. SANDERS:  -- I think you do what's
 4   in the best interest of Santee Cooper.  And I don't
 5   see -- I don't see -- it would have -- you would
 6   have to look at each individual situation as it
 7   came about, but I don't see -- again, properly
 8   governed -- managed as it is, I see no reason
 9   Santee Cooper can't survive in a strong way in the
10   future.  I'm not sure that --
11               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  The bottom line is
12   you want to see it remain a public entity?
13               MR. SANDERS:  If at all possible.  I
14   think it could be -- if -- if -- I'm not -- and I'm
15   not advocating this.  I don't think it will happen.
16   But what if tomorrow the EPA said -- in five years
17   they cut the emissions so much, I don't know that
18   we can bring up any other generation capacity that
19   quick -- you could be regulated out of business.  I
20   don't see it happening.  I'm not advocating --
21               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Now, I do a little
22   bit of business, but if -- if the state couldn't
23   hit those requirements, no other private business
24   could either, so it wouldn't be for sale, would it?
25               MR. SANDERS:  You wouldn't think so.
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 1   If it was, it wouldn't -- sure wouldn't be for very
 2   much value.
 3               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  So I would -- I
 4   would assume -- not to put words in your mouth, but
 5   we certainly would have the ability to maintain it
 6   as a publicly-owned company as well as any
 7   privately-owned?
 8               MR. SANDERS:  I think -- I think you
 9   would -- you should -- you should from a tax
10   standpoint have a better ability to do so
11   supposedly in your --
12               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  You keep adding
13   those little supposedlies and maybes.  Just --
14               MR. SANDERS:  It is because of the
15   regulatory environment.  It all boils down to
16   regulatory.
17               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Those people in
18   Washington, right?
19               MR. SANDERS:  So said.
20               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  So said.
21               MR. SANDERS:  But it's uncertainty.
22   The regulatory environment to me is the real
23   uncertainty.  Other than that, it's a proven
24   entity.  It's been successful.  And there's no
25   reason it can't continue to be so.
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 1               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  I don't believe I
 2   have any other questions.
 3               SENATOR RANKIN:  Okay.  You -- the --
 4   those people -- or those folks in Washington that
 5   starts with a B --
 6               MR. SANDERS:  Can we call them
 7   regulator -- regulatory --
 8               SENATOR RANKIN:  And you weren't
 9   referring to them as Baptists, were you?
10               MR. SANDERS:  No, no, no, no, no, no,
11   no.
12               SENATOR RANKIN:  What do -- what do you
13   think -- with your history of Santee Cooper's
14   fairly stanch and to my eye unwavering endorsement
15   in support of Gamecocks, how do you -- is that
16   going to be a conflict?
17               MR. SANDERS:  Well, I've heard both
18   sides of that story.  I thought -- I heard there's
19   a lot of Citadel people down there that kind of
20   fell between the Clemson and Carolina crowd --
21               SENATOR RANKIN:  Yeah.
22               MR. SANDERS:  -- that you have to kind
23   of keep an eye on them too.
24               SENATOR RANKIN:  Carolina folks would
25   be those B people too?
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 1               MR. SANDERS:  Maybe they're the
 2   Baptists.  You never know, you know.
 3               SENATOR RANKIN:  I see your allegiance
 4   and -- as you should be from that area.  Did you go
 5   to Clemson?
 6               MR. SANDERS:  Yeah.
 7               SENATOR RANKIN:  What --
 8               MR. SANDERS:  '70.
 9               SENATOR RANKIN:  Okay.
10               MR. SANDERS:  I'm old.  Don't you love
11   old people.
12               SENATOR RANKIN:  I -- I tell you,
13   you've got energy, buba.  You're not an old man
14   without any get up and go.
15               I am curious -- and I was trying to
16   find out about First Federal.  Y'all were one of
17   the top two safest banks in the state.
18               MR. SANDERS:  Yes, sir.
19               SENATOR RANKIN:  Do you have a little
20   OTC trouble like every -- or most every state -- or
21   bank in the state it seems or --
22               MR. SANDERS:  They always come -- it's
23   those people, again.
24               SENATOR RANKIN:  Yeah.
25               MR. SANDERS:  You understand what I
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 1   mean, Vernon?
 2               They tend to find something every time,
 3   but we have -- seriously, we have -- we have been a
 4   very -- over the years, even before my time, a very
 5   conservatively -- and we are very, very fortunate.
 6   We did not take any federal money.  We are one of
 7   the top five in the nation of the, quote, safest.
 8   But --
 9               SENATOR RANKIN:  Is that a closely-held
10   or publicly-traded?
11               MR. SANDERS:  It's publicly.
12               SENATOR RANKIN:  Okay.
13               MR. SANDERS:  Public.  It's -- it's one
14   of the few savings and loans that are left.
15               SENATOR RANKIN:  Okay.  The -- I'm
16   impressed with your hedging which I think is safe,
17   and I'm not going to -- let me finish before you
18   correct me, perhaps for the first time.  You should
19   have corrected him.
20               But I -- you are walking into an area
21   and offering for service in an area that you have
22   not been before, and -- but I'm impressed with your
23   sense of those people, whoever the us or regulatory
24   or NRC or whoever that in large part govern what
25   you can and can't do.  Your world view according to
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 1   the Bible -- and I'm a Baptist.  I don't think I've
 2   heard that.  Maybe I should be listening to Joel
 3   Osteen a little bit more.
 4               MR. SANDERS:  I hope not.
 5               SENATOR RANKIN:  Or maybe my -- well,
 6   he's got a big world in the back of his set.  Did
 7   you notice that?
 8               MR. SANDERS:  We can -- I'll be glad to
 9   go as deep as you want to.
10               SENATOR RANKIN:  Don't go deep.  And
11   this not a critical question.  I want to impress my
12   Baptist preacher on Sunday --
13               MR. SANDERS:  Work with me on this.
14               SENATOR RANKIN:  Again, not as a
15   deacon, but as a fellow who grew up Baptist -- or
16   has grown up Baptist, again, not a critical -- not
17   a hook of a question, but how does that -- tell me,
18   again, succinctly what is that world view and how
19   does that affect, again, not your past success but
20   as you walk into this role with Santee Cooper?
21               MR. SANDERS:  Well, you really want to
22   know?
23               SENATOR RANKIN:  And I truly do, but,
24   again, I'm not looking for a long answer.
25               MR. SANDERS:  I -- I don't want to -- I
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 1   don't -- I don't wear it on my sleeve.  I go -- I
 2   go to Clemson football games.  I mean, you know, we
 3   have balance -- the balance question again.
 4               SENATOR RANKIN:  Whether to cuss or
 5   not.
 6               MR. SANDERS:  Yeah, it depends on what
 7   down it is and who did what and all that.
 8               I believe what's going on in the world
 9   today is biblical.  It says that there will be a
10   time that -- and my personal belief -- and I don't
11   impose on other people, but it -- that there will
12   be a return.  I have no idea when that will be.
13   It's a day closer than it was.  And I believe some
14   of the things that are going on in the world are
15   prophecy being fulfilled.  Israel went back to --
16   the Jews went back to Israel in '48.
17               But that's -- that's an overview.  I
18   don't -- I don't -- I'm not trying to impose that
19   on you or you or anybody else, okay, but I'm -- if
20   you ask me, I'm going to tell what I believe.
21               I believe -- from that standpoint
22   you're right, Representative Ott, about we have --
23   we have not treated the gifts that we've had as we
24   should of -- of the environment.  I'm not a tree
25   hugger.  I think you can go too far in any -- in
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 1   any extreme, but we clearly have not done a good
 2   job.
 3               And that needs to be an overall vision
 4   or drive or policy of Santee Cooper which I think
 5   it is.  We're meeting our CO2.  And I don't think
 6   we're evil people.  I think it's the current
 7   technology to -- to -- but I think it's any
 8   question that there's got to be a reduction of
 9   carbon over a period of time.
10               You cannot -- the poor people that
11   live -- talking about biblical world view, what
12   about that poor person that lives in a house down
13   in the -- in the 95 corridor that's going to have
14   to come up with another 12, $1,500 a year.  They
15   can't do it.  They can't.  They can't do it.  They
16   can't afford it.  They're barely hanging on as it
17   is.
18               So I don't know whether that answers
19   your question.
20               SENATOR RANKIN:  Well -- and a quick
21   little rabbit chase here.
22               MR. SANDERS:  Yeah.
23               SENATOR RANKIN:  Are you and are we our
24   brother's keeper --
25               MR. SANDERS:  Yes, sir.
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 1               SENATOR RANKIN:  -- in your view?
 2               MR. SANDERS:  Yes.
 3               SENATOR RANKIN:  So that person that
 4   lives in that mobile home --
 5               MR. SANDERS:  Yes.
 6               SENATOR RANKIN:  -- who is choosing
 7   between heat and turning on the oven, you have a
 8   sympathy for that person?
 9               MR. SANDERS:  Yes.  Absolutely.
10               SENATOR RANKIN:  Okay.
11               MR. SANDERS:  And, I mean, if you
12   really want to get into this, I mean, it's in your
13   study, the 45th per -- per capita of disposable
14   income, like I said, after that it's education and
15   jobs and jobs and education.
16               When you and I are coming along, here
17   is opportunity and here is responsibility.  We were
18   supposed to go over here and be responsible for
19   taking advantage of that opportunity.  Today in my
20   opinion here is -- here is responsibility.  Here is
21   opportunity.  It's supposed to be brought to you.
22               I don't say that the people practice
23   that are bad because they don't know any different.
24   But it's a different world that we live in, and
25   that world needs electricity.  It needs potable
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 1   water.  It needs economic recreation, because the
 2   average Joe and Jennifer six pack ain't going to
 3   Las Vegas or Bermuda or a plane.  They're going to
 4   the lake, maybe, and camp out over the weekend.
 5   And I think we should try to provide for them for
 6   that opportunity.
 7               But, again, it's this balance -- and
 8   when I said hedge, I hope I haven't presented
 9   you -- if I have to make a decision, I will make a
10   decision, but I hope I haven't left a doubt that --
11   that I'm trying to be evasive in any way.
12               SENATOR RANKIN:  I don't think you are.
13   And I don't believe --
14               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  No, sir.
15               MR. SANDERS:  -- especially from my
16   good friend Representative Ott -- incidentally,
17   I -- I think I'm parked in his place.  We have to
18   wrap this thing up.
19               SENATOR RANKIN:  Whatever day -- the
20   court reporter is in charge of whether you leave or
21   not.  If she says it's time, we'll let you go.
22               MR. SANDERS:  I -- I know.  It's either
23   his or Senator Peeler's.  I'm not sure which.  The
24   last time I -- I got towed off.  I'm --
25               SENATOR RANKIN:  Senator Peeler came in
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 1   looking a little red.
 2               MR. SANDERS:  Ah-oh.
 3               SENATOR RANKIN:  Perhaps it's his
 4   you're in.
 5               All right.  Thank you.
 6               Follow-up question here and --
 7               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  It's probably more
 8   of a statement than it's going to be a question.
 9               Mr. Sanders, I'm very proud that you're
10   willing to say you have a biblical world view.  I
11   think more of us should be out front public in our
12   beliefs.  What my concern occasionally is is some
13   of us say we believe in certain things and we
14   practice totally different things in our public
15   lives and our private lives.
16               So I am very encouraged that you would
17   come to this board with a biblical world view and
18   also some biblical responsibilities as it relates
19   to not just the best of these but the least of
20   these also.
21               MR. SANDERS:  And it's not my -- it was
22   not my attention when I came to espouse that, but
23   when the question -- the opportunity came, I'm not
24   ashamed of it.  But I'll go to a Clemson football
25   game and it will be third down...
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 1               SENATOR RANKIN:  It was not -- it
 2   wasn't lust in your heart.  It was hatred in your
 3   heart.  You don't have to answer it.  Please.
 4   Please don't answer it.
 5               MR. SANDERS:  It starts with a B.
 6               SENATOR RANKIN:  There those Baptists
 7   go again.
 8               All right.  Thank you, brother Baptist
 9   Sanders.
10               MR. SANDERS:  Thank you.  I appreciate
11   it.
12               SENATOR RANKIN:  And do you know that
13   you are succeeding a fellow, again, if confirmed
14   who was a reverend?
15               MR. SANDERS:  Reverend.
16               SENATOR RANKIN:  And perhaps y'all --
17   y'all have a lot in common.  Perhaps you know each
18   other -- or knew each other well.
19               MR. SANDERS:  We did.  Over the years I
20   actually shared the podium on a couple of funerals
21   with him.  It was quite an experience.  Quite an
22   experience.
23               Thank y'all very much.  Appreciate it.
24               SENATOR RANKIN:  All right.  We've got
25   one more.
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 1               (John C. Land, IV, was duly sworn,
 2   after which testimony began at 11:50 a.m.)
 3               SENATOR RANKIN:  Welcome.  And --
 4               MR. LAND:  Thank you.
 5               SENATOR RANKIN:  -- no stranger to all
 6   things Santee Cooper.  You are currently the
 7   longest serving member of the current board and
 8   perhaps -- what's your record in terms of your
 9   predecessors?  Are you the longest serving ever?
10               MR. LAND:  No.  I actually -- Cox --
11   Dean Cox from Clemson was the longest serving board
12   member.  He served 21 years.  Of course he's
13   deceased now.
14               SENATOR RANKIN:  You've got ten more to
15   go.
16               MR. LAND:  That's right, ten more to go
17   now.  And I think I'm probably in second or third
18   place, so --
19               SENATOR RANKIN:  All right.
20               MR. LAND:  -- it's been -- especially
21   in recent history.  It's been a pretty volatile
22   place.
23               SENATOR RANKIN:  Well -- and -- and as
24   it occurred to me last week, you have never in your
25   11 years actually sat through a screening, have
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 1   you?
 2               MR. LAND:  That's not exactly correct.
 3               SENATOR RANKIN:  I mean, of the
 4   current -- current law?
 5               MR. LAND:  No, under Act 137, no, I
 6   have not.
 7               SENATOR RANKIN:  In the old days of us
 8   just coming -- the Senate Judiciary --
 9               MR. LAND:  Right, it was -- last time
10   I -- I met with -- with Senator Saleeby and I think
11   Lourie and the old -- older Lourie and one or two
12   others, and I apologize, I can't remember who all
13   was there.  But we met in a -- a room over in the
14   State House for about 15 or 20 minutes, and then I
15   came to the -- the Judiciary Committee meeting and
16   was -- was introduced, but no one asked any
17   questions.
18               SENATOR RANKIN:  Let -- let alone put
19   under oath?
20               MR. LAND:  Correct.
21               SENATOR RANKIN:  All right.  You've
22   been administered the oath.  Heather is going to
23   fire away.
24               MR. LAND:  Thank you very much.
25               MS. ANDERSON:  Please state your full
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 1   name and current address for the record.
 2               MR. LAND:  John Calhoun Land, IV, and I
 3   live at 1513 Doral Drive, Manning, South Carolina.
 4               MS. ANDERSON:  And for the record
 5   Mr. Land is a resident of the sixth Congressional
 6   district.
 7               We received your complete confirmation
 8   package.  Are there any changes or any additional
 9   information that you'd like to provide?
10               MR. LAND:  The only additional
11   information I was thinking, I do have two
12   residential accounts with Santee Electric and I
13   only listed one on there, but I'm a residential
14   customer of Santee Electric Cooperative, two years.
15               MS. ANDERSON:  Mr. Chair, I'd like to
16   move to put his personal data questionnaire summary
17   in the record.
18               (EXH. 7, Summary of Background
19   Information for John Calhoun Land, IV, marked for
20   identification.)
21               MS. ANDERSON:  And we sent you a set of
22   questions and we received your responses.  If we
23   asked you these questions today, would your answers
24   be the same?
25               MR. LAND:  They would.
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 1               MS. ANDERSON:  Mr. Chair, I move to put
 2   his responses in the record as well.
 3               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  So moved.
 4               (EXH. 8, Preliminary Questions for John
 5   Calhoun Land, IV, marked for identification.)
 6               MS. ANDERSON:  What challenges face
 7   Santee Cooper and its current generation mix?
 8               MR. LAND:  That's a very difficult
 9   question.  I'll try to answer it, because there's a
10   lot of challenges out there.  Of course --
11               MS. ANDERSON:  Can you give me the top
12   three?
13               MR. LAND:  I'll give you the -- well,
14   the top three would be of course fuel, costs for
15   all of our fuel -- fossil fuel-based generation.
16   That would be natural gas, coal-fired, pretty much
17   the only two.  We've got some small diesel or fuel,
18   oil-generating capacity.  All of those things
19   are -- are currently -- and I'll address number one
20   first I guess.  And then these things are pretty
21   much equal in importance.
22               But as you know, I mean, we've got
23   almost $4 gasoline.  And fuel -- fossil fuel-based
24   fuel provides heat energy, whether it's gasoline,
25   diesel fuel, coal, natural gas.  And, you know, as
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 1   fuel price goes up, all of those things go up, and
 2   of course with fuel being a -- a very, very large
 3   component of Santee Cooper's operating budget and
 4   of course our ultimate bill to our consumers, our
 5   retail customers and our wholesale customers, our
 6   industrial customers, you know, that's a challenge.
 7               We need to as a -- as a entity and as a
 8   board, you know, make extremely, extremely smart
 9   decisions based on the best information we can get,
10   the best projections we can get, the best advice we
11   can get as to, you know, what direction we go with
12   fuel, you know, in negotiating coal contracts or
13   natural gas contracts and where we place generation
14   with a thought that we may have to add some natural
15   gas generation in the next number of years.  You
16   know, all of those are very important as -- as --
17   and challenging for the board and the entity of
18   Santee Cooper.
19               I guess a second issue would be carbon
20   and -- and, you know -- or the environment, let's
21   just say.  I mean, we -- currently Santee Cooper
22   is -- is I believe the high -- has the highest
23   percentage of scrubbed or environmentally cleansed
24   units, at least in the southeast and possibly in
25   the country.  That's important.  We've done what we
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 1   can there.
 2               But carbon which is CO2, greenhouse
 3   gas -- it's described as greenhouse gas -- I
 4   believe it actually qualifies as a greenhouse
 5   gas -- is something that is a byproduct of
 6   combustion which currently there's no real viable
 7   technology to sequester or suppress that.  There
 8   are people who are coming up with ideas to liquify
 9   it and pump it underground or of course mitigate it
10   through the -- through all types of technology, as
11   simple as planting trees to more complex things
12   like these algae-based air scrubbing systems.
13               All these this stuff is just pretty
14   much scientific technology on the drawing board
15   right now with some small scale applications here
16   and there.
17               But that's a big thing, and the reason
18   why that's a big thing, it kind of goes back to the
19   overriding point on almost everything which is the
20   cost of the product, that being electricity, that
21   Santee Cooper produces for its customers.  And all
22   of those things, fuel being the first, is -- I
23   think it's going to have a tremendous impact
24   potentially on that.
25               A carbon tax or other type of carbon
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 1   penalties, cap and trade, however -- whatever they
 2   called it.  I think a lot of different designs of
 3   the way to approach that are very, very challenging
 4   things for us to look forward to.
 5               And the reason why I care so much about
 6   that, number one, is not only that it's going to
 7   make Santee Cooper's prices go up, which is a bad
 8   thing in my mind, but I feel looking at the
 9   nation -- nation as a whole, if you look at where
10   the -- a lot of the fossil fuel, coal-based
11   primarily generation is, it's in the southeast
12   where we are.  And of course if you look at where
13   some of the more economically-depressed areas are,
14   you can see a lot of them in the southeast
15   spreading over towards the Mississippi and of
16   course, you know, in some of the rural areas of
17   South Carolina in particular.
18               And in that case whenever and, if ever,
19   the carbon tax or carbon penalties are assessed,
20   Santee Cooper is going to take a large hit in that
21   regard because we've got so much fossil fuel-based
22   generation, and therefore our customers who I feel
23   are possibly looking nationwide, the least capable
24   of footing that bill, probably will end up footing
25   the larger part of that.  And it has a lot do with
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 1   the fuel mix.  I mean, you don't need air
 2   conditioners in Maine, and in the wintertime you
 3   burn natural gas or fuel oil.
 4               And I don't know how those are going to
 5   be taxed.  I know natural gas is going to be
 6   penalized potentially a lot less than coal.  That's
 7   the second challenge.  The third challenge and I'll
 8   add a forth one if I can.
 9               The third challenge is what do we do as
10   far as our expanding of generation, and everyone is
11   aware we're currently pursuing a license and a
12   permit to construct a nuclear facility at our
13   existing facility that we share with South Carolina
14   Electric & Gas.  And of course that's been a very
15   difficult thing for a number of reasons, and it
16   primarily has to do with cost.
17               As you know, the recent events in
18   Japan, you know, that's the type stuff that from
19   the standpoint of the nuclear industry, as I
20   understand it, and the planning and the actual
21   financing of a nuclear facility, that can be a
22   pretty significant event.  We got to see how things
23   settle out over there.  We got to understand if the
24   design of their plant -- which there are older
25   plants and -- and, I would say, to some extent
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 1   possibly not as well designed or state of the art
 2   designed as what we plan to build.
 3               But -- but we've got to see what failed
 4   over there.  I hope it's just a simple as their
 5   backup power was flooded by the tsunami, but it may
 6   be more -- more structural-related, and -- and of
 7   course that could be a bigger problem than just
 8   they -- they put the generators in the wrong spot.
 9               But that's a challenge.  We need to
10   know whether going forward if nuclear is the right
11   thing to do.  We always consider that.  I feel
12   currently based on information that we have that it
13   is, and of course you have to see ultimately how
14   expense -- expensive it's going to be to Santee
15   Cooper and ultimately to its customers.
16               And then the last major challenge is
17   that, you know, Santee Cooper has a number of
18   wholesale -- very large wholesale customers.  We've
19   got industrial -- very large industrial customers.
20   As you know, large industrial, a lot of that has
21   moved overseas because things seem to be cheaper
22   overseas.  I guess it might be.  I know that -- I
23   feel that once that money leaves this shore, it
24   ends up possibly costing us more than the savings,
25   but -- but that's my personal opinion.
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 1               But we've got to work to maintain those
 2   industrial customers.  And then you look at a
 3   wholesale customers which I think are -- are almost
 4   paramount to the -- to the well-being of Santee
 5   Cooper.  And with our large industrial customers we
 6   need to make sure that we of course pay attention
 7   to their needs and try to serve them the best we
 8   can, and of course when it comes to -- to our
 9   future relationship, we need to really work hard
10   to -- to craft good agreements and good deals for
11   both sides that make as many people comfortable as
12   possible.
13               MS. ANDERSON:  How are Santee Cooper's
14   rates in comparison with other investor-owned
15   utilities in the state and nationwide?
16               MR. LAND:  Well, when you look
17   nationwide, we would be very competitive.  You
18   know, if you look up in the north, I think that you
19   can find bills with kil -- per kilowatt hour
20   numbers two or in some places three times, 300
21   percent higher than a Santee Cooper customer --
22   retail customer would see.  And then look at our
23   wholesale customers, I think it would probably be
24   about the same, although there are some additions
25   there with the distribution and transmission of
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 1   electricity that changes things around a little
 2   bit.
 3               On a statewide level we're very
 4   competitive.  I think that our residential rates
 5   are -- are better than the industrial-owned
 6   utilities.  I think that some of the wholesale
 7   agreements are -- or out there are probably on par
 8   with what Santee Cooper can do.  And then every
 9   once in a while I think if you look hard enough,
10   you can probably find one that is just a little
11   less than Santee Cooper's, but we are very
12   competitive.
13               And of course, you know, me as a board
14   member, that's always been my on the ball, so to
15   speak, is to keep those rates as low as possible
16   while providing the top-notch service that our --
17   that our customers expect.
18               MS. ANDERSON:  And with that, Santee
19   Cooper recently voted to raise rates for the first
20   time I believe in over a decade.  What were some of
21   the factors that led Santee Cooper to have to make
22   a decision to raise rates?
23               MR. LAND:  Well, it -- I mean, there --
24   there were a number of factors, but really it
25   had -- simply had to do with a growing system.  You
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 1   know, we were able to absorb -- over the decades
 2   period you're speaking of when we did not have to
 3   raise rates, we were able to absorb a lot of
 4   construction costs associated with increasing the
 5   size of our generation and transmission and
 6   distribution systems because we had increasing
 7   load.
 8               And also during that time we were being
 9   fueled primarily by coal which for a long period of
10   time was a very economic fuel source and a very
11   stable, from a price standpoint, fuel source.  And
12   that's why we were able to kind of bump along in
13   the -- the low spot, shaved off the high spots and
14   in the end everything was -- was about even and we
15   could balance the books without raising rates.
16               But now in the modern time, of course
17   things have gotten more expensive.  Your plants
18   that you build cost more to build.  The
19   environmental systems that you put on the backside
20   of plants to clean up the emissions costs -- or
21   costs that weren't there decades ago, they are now,
22   and of course fuel has continued to go up.
23               And I understand, you know, fuel -- the
24   more electricity you burn, theoretically your
25   bill -- the more you pay for fuel.  But that fuel
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 1   is going up, and we just were not able to balance
 2   the books, so to speak, and we had to bump it up a
 3   notch in order to make things balance out.
 4               MS. ANDERSON:  Around the same time
 5   that the rate increase approval took hold Santee
 6   Cooper executives were given a raise.  How do you
 7   justify a raise in light of rising customer costs?
 8               MR. LAND:  Well, myself I don't
 9   directly -- obviously we didn't raise rates to give
10   our employees a raise in their salary.  So they're
11   not directly related.
12               But I can tell you that as far as
13   executive compensation at the board level which
14   would have to do with the executive staff, we
15   really -- we of course sign off on the budgets that
16   have -- the other employees' salaries, but we don't
17   really set those.  We primarily set the CEO's
18   salary and the executive staff members which would
19   be about a half dozen people.
20               Well, to answer your question how do we
21   justify that, I mean, it was something that we
22   review on a yearly basis.  We use outside
23   consultants to do salary surveys.  Myself, I have
24   said publicly that, you know, I think that Santee
25   Cooper has obviously highly paid state employees.
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 1               But having said that, you need to look
 2   at what type of agency Santee Cooper is, what
 3   agency -- the agency of Santee Cooper is expected
 4   to do, what the staff members are expected to do,
 5   and what their peers in the publicly-owned or
 6   privately-held, investor-owned utilities what they
 7   are paid and compensated, and you need to try to
 8   come up with some fair equation that adequately
 9   compensates those folks without overly compensating
10   them.  At the same time undercompensating your
11   staff I think can have a bad effect on the whole
12   entity.  And let me tell you why.
13               The -- other than costs being a very
14   important point for a board member to pay attention
15   to, Santee Cooper's creditworthiness or credit
16   rating is really -- if you look at the component of
17   our budget which is -- is the payment on debt which
18   is roughly 20, sometimes 30 percent depending on
19   how you gauge it.
20               We currently are a highly-rated public
21   utility, among the highest rated in the country,
22   and my understanding from talking to these rating
23   agencies of what they like to see is they like to
24   see a steady ship.  They like to see an entity that
25   is doing the same thing every day for two --
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 1   producing the same amount.  Nothing bad is
 2   happening.  We can count on it to happen today.  We
 3   can count on it to happen next year.  We can count
 4   on it to happen ten or 15 years from now.
 5               And I've had -- as you saw -- possibly
 6   saw in my responses, I've had -- I guess it was a
 7   unique educational experience on the board that
 8   I've been through three CEOs, I think six board
 9   chairmans.  Of course one is still there.  He's the
10   current board chair.  And, you know, 38 or 39
11   different board members.
12               You know, somehow the ship stayed going
13   straight, but it sure wasn't the same person
14   steering it.  And I believe to keep our executive
15   staff there and to the extent we can do that
16   through salary -- and, understand, I don't think if
17   they come here and say, Give us this or I'm
18   leaving, I don't think the board would respond to
19   that at all favorably.  I think they would end up
20   leaving under that scenario.
21               But we want to try to incentivize
22   stability at our executive staff level.  So that's
23   how I justify it.
24               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you support further
25   investment in and reliance on nuclear generation?
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 1               MR. LAND:  Currently I do, yes.  I
 2   mean, that's the current posture I have as I look
 3   at that is that we, you know -- we have -- you
 4   know, we've got a good design plant I believe.
 5   It's state of the art.  You know, we -- we haven't
 6   gotten the licenses that we need to be in
 7   construction yet on certain components of the
 8   plant.
 9               As long as it meets all that and -- and
10   of course we can show that we can operate it -- and
11   then additionally after everything settles off with
12   these recent -- settles down with these recent
13   events, if the numbers still justify it, you know,
14   that's going to be the point where I would make
15   that decision whether I support it or I don't,
16   because I -- no one has the luxury on the Santee
17   Cooper board or any utility board for that matter
18   of deciding, I've got these growth projections.
19   I'm going to need this generation in the future.
20   You don't have the luxury of sitting there and
21   saying, Okay, I don't want to build nuclear, so I'm
22   just not going to build nuclear.
23               So what do you do next?  You -- you go
24   buy -- try to build a coal plant.  Of course, the
25   Pee Dee experience has pretty much taught me that
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 1   that's a -- a last resort effort, and something
 2   really has to change I believe before another
 3   coal-fired generation facility is built of large
 4   scale.
 5               And then additionally if you're wanting
 6   to look at doing natural gas-type units, really
 7   it's hard to economically design those to be what
 8   they call base load generators.  They're mainly
 9   designed for peaking.
10               And of course some of the recent low
11   natural gas prices we've seen, which are -- I think
12   are an anomaly in the long run, they've shown that
13   natural gases does meet and beat all our other
14   generation, but I really don't think that's going
15   to hold.
16               So to answer your question, I -- I
17   favor it, but we're paying very, very close
18   attention to what's going on with the nuclear
19   industry and the concept of building a nuclear
20   plant.
21               MS. ANDERSON:  Okay.  The negotiations
22   with the Orlando Utilities Commission and pos --
23   the transfer of possible energy and maybe even an
24   interest in the Summer facility, how is that in the
25   best interest of Santee Cooper customers
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 1   particularly in light of the fact it seems
 2   everything is moving towards clean energy and
 3   that's what Santee Cooper relies on?
 4               MR. LAND:  Okay.  Well, of course we
 5   have a 45 percent stake in the combined facility
 6   which I believe would be about 11 or 1,200
 7   megawatts -- I apologize, I can't remember the
 8   exact number -- when it's fully built out.
 9               We can project when we're going to need
10   that power in the future.  We can project the date
11   that we think that plant is going to start
12   producing electricity.  We can also project the
13   date that Santee Cooper ratepayers are going to
14   have to start paying for that plant.
15               Now, the only way to pay for that plant
16   without wrecking the financial stability of Santee
17   Cooper in my opinion is to be able to sell the
18   product that that machine is producing.  We've got
19   to find somebody to sell it to.  Orlando is one of
20   the first people who came to us serious about
21   buying a part of that plant or possibly a load.
22               How does that benefit the ratepayers of
23   South Carolina?  I believe -- and forgive me, I
24   don't think the final agreements have been
25   negotiated yet.  But our intent is to try to trade
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 1   out these folks taking power out of this unit now
 2   for our receiving that generated capacity back in
 3   the future.
 4               So it's giving it away now while we
 5   don't need it at a arguably clean, very efficient
 6   competitive priced utility producing entity, a
 7   nuclear plant.  We're giving a part of it away now
 8   and we don't need it with the option or the --
 9   the -- the commitment that we're going to receive
10   that back in the future whether it be 15, 20, 25
11   years from now.
12               So how it benefits the -- the South
13   Carolina ratepayer is that we are acquiring an
14   asset that's going to benefit them over the next
15   ten or 15 or 20 years, and the only way to
16   structure that is to sell some of it now with an
17   option to get it back later.
18               MS. ANDERSON:  What is going on with
19   the forecast for future energy use?  Recently there
20   was the Pee Dee coal plant that was planned and
21   ditched, and now you're looking at the V. C. Summer
22   and you may not need all that capacity.  Is there
23   any other --
24               MR. LAND:  Well, all -- all of our --
25   all of our projections that are based on more than
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 1   just the last two or three years of history show
 2   that we will need this added capacity.  And I for
 3   one hope we actually need more than we project,
 4   because that means to me that South Carolina is
 5   doing very well, that we're recruiting industrial
 6   customers.  We're adding population.  Possibly --
 7   our population is doing better financially and is
 8   more affluent and can afford to consume more
 9   electricity.
10               So that to me -- I like to see the
11   upper trend, and I think a downward trend -- and
12   I'll get to it -- a good way to think and trend
13   downward in a second.  But I think that an upper
14   trend -- that projection shows growth, and I think
15   growth is a good thing, and I think growth is
16   something this state could use.
17               Now, the cancellation of the Pee Dee
18   project was -- and this is -- this is -- as I
19   understand it and I believe to be correct, North
20   Carolina had a large -- and this had something to
21   do with what I just said -- had a large -- or had a
22   large textile-based industry just as South Carolina
23   did.  And Duke Energy who ended up -- with our
24   cooperation ended up entering an agreement to sell
25   power to Central and 20 state cooperatives, and
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 1   it's actually -- I better be correct.  It's
 2   actually being sold to some upstate cooperatives,
 3   not really Central, as I understand it.
 4               But that allowed us not to have to get
 5   that generation now, and what we did kind of in
 6   that same scenario with the nuclear plant, we're
 7   using North Carolina's excess generation to help
 8   avoid building some generation here in South
 9   Carolina.
10               Now, I believe technology also
11   potentially can come around to remove some of
12   the -- hopefully we still have the growth in -- in
13   the economy going this way, but maybe our -- our
14   consumption of electricity flattens out or maybe
15   even goes down.  And that -- that wouldn't be a bad
16   thing either because when it goes down, that means
17   possibly more money is staying in South Carolina --
18   South Carolina.  We're not having to send as much
19   up to -- to the places we would buy fuel, things of
20   that nature.
21               But technology, whether it's a whole
22   different theory of computers, you know, going from
23   silicon-based structures to some in development
24   right now, a thing that uses a lot less
25   electricity, you know, efficiencies in the air
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 1   conditioning units, in lighting, and the way that
 2   people build houses and retrofitting old houses
 3   where they don't consume as much electricity, you
 4   know, I've got -- I know people in Clarendon County
 5   with -- with 900 foot cinderblock homes that have
 6   900 and a thousand dollar a month electricity bills
 7   back when we had the cold weather in -- in January,
 8   and that to me is just amazing that a structure
 9   that small, a little three-bedroom -- two-bedroom
10   and one-room house can consume a thousand dollars
11   worth of electricity in one month, but I've seen
12   it.  I've seen the bill.
13               And that's the type stuff that
14   obviously through the conservation that a lot of
15   people are doing, federal government, the state
16   government, the wholesale customers we have and
17   Santee Cooper itself are trying to help people
18   conserve.
19               So to answer your question I don't know
20   what the -- what the future electricity demands are
21   going to be on Santee Cooper's system, but I can
22   tell you that you can't go out and build a power
23   plant once the need is there.  You got to have the
24   power before the need is there.  Otherwise I don't
25   think you see it.
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 1               MS. ANDERSON:  And back to the Pee Dee
 2   coal plant, how does Santee Cooper plan to recoup
 3   its losses?
 4               MR. LAND:  Well, we -- well, we plan to
 5   sell the plant.  Okay?  If you know anybody
 6   interested in one, tell them to give -- give us a
 7   call.  That's a funny thing to say.  It's a very
 8   difficult thing to do apparently.
 9               We've got a lot of folks that have
10   looked at it.  It's from a -- from an environmental
11   standpoint engineered for -- to meet U.S.
12   standards.  We've had some -- some European folks
13   look at it.  We've had some Asian entities look at,
14   I think possibly some South American entities look
15   at it.  And I think they're, you know, trying to
16   figure out if it's a good purchase.
17               I do believe in the end that there's
18   going to be a low there obviously.  How substantial
19   I don't yet know, but, I mean, that's our plan.  We
20   want to sell the thing.  We have no plans to
21   construct it now although, you know, a large part
22   of the components are -- are sitting on the ground.
23               And one thing to note is that the steel
24   that we purchased for that plant as priced today we
25   got a deal just because we priced it so long ago
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 1   before steel ran up.  So it may be that we end up
 2   selling it in some of those low prices we got that
 3   helps us recoup some of the loss.
 4               MS. ANDERSON:  There was an article
 5   recently that described the plan as, and I quote, a
 6   Ford Pinto of power plants.  Is -- is that how the
 7   plant -- plant was viewed at the time by the --
 8               MR. LAND:  The Pee Dee plant?
 9               MS. ANDERSON:  -- yes, sir -- by the
10   utility industry or is it a -- is it a sign of how
11   much technology has changed in a short period of
12   time?
13               MR. LAND:  I think it's a -- I think
14   it's a sign of how uncertain -- or -- or how
15   unfulfilled the path as to how people -- this
16   country is going to go forward with supplying the
17   electricity to people is.
18               You know, coal plants have been being
19   put -- you know, built in this country for over a
20   hundred years.  The one that we proposed to build
21   in the Pee Dee was a design that's -- that's
22   currently being built over in Europe and it's a
23   very, very advanced design from the standpoint that
24   it extracts more energy out of each ton of coal or
25   each -- the conversion rate, how many -- much
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 1   electricity you get out of a certain amount of BTUs
 2   from coal that is put into the thing.
 3               It was going to be our most efficient
 4   plant.  Environmentally it was going to have the
 5   best available control technology.  It was going to
 6   have the -- the newest and best of -- of that
 7   available to scrub and make the emissions as least
 8   harmful as possible on the date that we got our
 9   license.
10               So I don't know if you'd call that a
11   Pinto.  I can show you some of our coal plants that
12   were built in the '50s and maybe you could argue
13   that that's a Pinto, but, no, I don't believe the
14   Pee Dee plant was our Pinto.
15               MS. ANDERSON:  What studies have been
16   conducted to evaluate Santee Cooper's options for
17   energy efficiency and renewable resources?
18               MR. LAND:  I'm sorry, could you say
19   that again?  The --
20               MS. ANDERSON:  What studies have been
21   conducted to evaluate Santee Cooper's options for
22   energy efficiency and renewable resources?
23               MR. LAND:  Okay.  Well, Santee
24   Cooper -- I mean, we've looked at of course -- you
25   can go back 20 years and Santee Cooper did
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 1   something called the Good Cents Rate, and that
 2   was -- and way before my time and I'll tell you
 3   what I understand about it.  I mean, that was where
 4   if you built your house to certain construction
 5   standards, you would get a rate -- an incentive on
 6   your power bill to incentivize people to construct
 7   more energy efficient homes.
 8               And of course, you know, that type
 9   logic has been going on -- when we talk about
10   studies, I mean, we -- we -- we have done studies,
11   but really the giving out of complex -- compact
12   fluorescent light bulbs, giving rebates for people
13   who buy new refrigerators and trading in their old
14   refrigerator, all those type things are some of the
15   things on the consumer side, the efficiency side
16   that -- that Santee Cooper has studied and
17   implemented.
18               You know, the -- I haven't heard how
19   successful the refrigerator program was, but I
20   believe the numbers -- you can just look at the
21   numbers on this compact fluorescent light bulb
22   campaign, and if they really are replacing
23   incandescent bulbs, I mean, the savings are right
24   there.  I mean, if you can take out a hundred watt
25   bulb and put in a 25 watt bulb, you know, you got a
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 1   75 watt reduction in that particular lamp or light
 2   fixture and what it's using.  You know, that's what
 3   we're doing now.
 4               When it comes to renewables, of course
 5   we've looked at doing biomass, offshore wind and
 6   solar, some obviously methane gas.  We've got some
 7   methane gas units, some landfill gas units
 8   scattered around the state.  We've looked at all
 9   that.  I can tell you that the renewable -- when I
10   first saw the renewable portfolio objective that we
11   had to get this biomass-based fuel generation --
12   that's just for purposes of what we saw simply
13   people either burning a construction waste or
14   primarily forest product waste, wood chips and
15   different wood products.  That really looked
16   exciting to me.  I thought that was going to really
17   take off.
18               It seems like -- and we're still
19   pursuing that, but it seems like as we've seen a
20   number of these plants conceptualize and we've seen
21   the entities that want to operate these plants move
22   forward with trying to get all of their business
23   model parts in place, that they're having a
24   difficult time on a couple of those business
25   models.
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 1               And the ones that come to mind to me
 2   are financing and then a stable long-term fuel
 3   supply because you really need to -- when you
 4   finance one of these things, you need to finance
 5   for a set -- for a long period of time, let's
 6   say -- let's use 15 years.  So those people who are
 7   going to loan you that money for 15 years want to
 8   see that you've got a pretty stable revenue source
 9   and a pretty stable margin with which to pay your
10   loan back.  And the problem that I think a lot of
11   these folks are having is they can't come up with a
12   stable commitment on their fuel costs to get them
13   out that far.
14               So that's been a problem.  Of course
15   wind, we're looking at that.  I think the data is
16   promising there.  We run into kind of the same
17   problems there as to the actual cost of the
18   equipment, the efficiency of equipment from the
19   standpoint of what load is it going to meet and
20   when -- when is it going to be called to meet it.
21               And then, lastly, I mean, your offshore
22   currently -- I don't think there's a way legally
23   to -- you know, if somebody said, I will give you
24   this wind turbine, go put it offshore, we can't
25   give the governmental entity to give us the permits
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 1   to go do that.
 2               MS. ANDERSON:  What is the
 3   participation level of Santee Cooper's green
 4   program?
 5               MR. LAND:  When you say green program,
 6   you mean the green energy program?
 7               MS. ANDERSON:  Uh-huh.
 8               MR. LAND:  Wow.  I'm not sure the
 9   actual numbers, but I can tell you that just my
10   experience -- and I -- and I think it's low, and it
11   probably is something that Santee Cooper could work
12   on to get it to be higher.  But it seems to me that
13   mainly it's more of your commercial and
14   industrial-type folks and of course some more
15   environmentally conscious, direct-served retail
16   customers, but it's very low and probably would
17   need to be working on that.
18               But of course that program -- when you
19   say the green energy program, it's really -- it's a
20   addition to your bill where you are reinvesting --
21   you're sending that money back to -- to investigate
22   things like the biomass, the solar, wind, methane
23   gas.
24               And of course from the standpoint of
25   that I think it's very successful.  I think those
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 1   green energy customers -- if they wanted to see
 2   where their money is being spent, I think that we
 3   can show them an impressive example of what we're
 4   doing to -- to pursue that green energy objective.
 5               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you have any ideas on
 6   how you could increase participation in the
 7   program?
 8               MR. LAND:  Well, I -- I think it's just
 9   as simple as people especially in difficult
10   economic times -- I mean, you're asking people to
11   give you money on a philosophical or ideological
12   basis and they're really not getting anything in
13   return other than good feelings.
14               And maybe we could market better that
15   we are doing this, and we are -- I mean, we put
16   the -- we put signs all over.  We put turbines in
17   very busy -- you know, experimental turbines in
18   very busy populated areas for people to see.  Yeah,
19   I think maybe we could do that a little bit better,
20   but I think we're actually doing a pretty good job.
21               MS. ANDERSON:  During the last decade
22   what role has Santee Cooper played in economic
23   development?
24               MR. LAND:  Well, of course in a more
25   direct nature, you know we got the American Gypsum
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 1   plant down in Georgetown County which I think was
 2   directly located there as a direct result of Santee
 3   Cooper being around and of course not necessarily
 4   that we had -- you know, we did have competitive
 5   electricity, but we had the -- the byproduct that
 6   they used to make the wall board which is gypsum
 7   which is something that's created when you scrub
 8   the emissions from -- from the flue gases.
 9               So we did that.  Of course, you know,
10   Google located -- I don't think it's a secret
11   anymore -- located a large facility down in
12   Berkeley County.  We're not -- they're not directly
13   served by Santee Cooper, but I understand that kind
14   of like we saw with some previous industrial
15   customers the fact that the electricity that was
16   there that Google needed I think certainly was a
17   check mark on their list of things they needed
18   to -- to locate there.
19               So we've got that.  And then through
20   the Palmetto Economic Development Corporation,
21   which I think everybody is familiar with is a
22   collaborative entity with the co-ops and Santee
23   Cooper sharing a 50/50 interest in, they really
24   aggressively chased commercial and industrial
25   prospects for the system, Santee Cooper and the
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 1   cooperative system which essentially covers just
 2   about the entire state.  And I think that that --
 3   PDC has been very successful in -- in the last
 4   decade.
 5               MS. ANDERSON:  And what about the next
 6   decade?  How is it?
 7               MR. LAND:  I think that, you know --
 8   and I was talking to someone before I came in.  I
 9   just -- I think the world economy is going to
10   change so much.  If it's truly China -- and I
11   believe it is -- that China and the Asian countries
12   are really developing into these monstrous
13   capitalist entities, these -- these countries where
14   capitalism is going to take hold, looking at the --
15   how America consumes energy and consumes materials
16   and resources and just imagining that the other
17   half of the world, so to speak, is going to be
18   doing the same thing, I think that -- that the made
19   in China may not mean in the next decade what it
20   means now because I believe that they're going to
21   be consuming so much of their own stuff that it
22   hopefully pushes back into this economy the need to
23   produce more stuff here.  Or I just hope, you know,
24   domestically people wake up and -- and understand
25   that we need to consume more domestically-produced
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 1   stuff.
 2               With that being said, I think that, you
 3   know, the northeast of course -- you know, they
 4   essentially started the industrial revolution.  I
 5   think that you can -- and there's some evidence of
 6   that industrial revolution.  The remnants of that
 7   are now moving down south, and of course that's
 8   where we are.  With Boeing locating their plant in
 9   South Carolina and coming from the midwest and
10   even -- I don't know how reliable it is.  They may
11   relocate the corporate headquarters to South
12   Carolina.  I don't know if that's based on any fact
13   or not.
14               But I just think that South Carolina
15   because we do have -- and back to Santee Cooper,
16   you know, competitive electric rates, but also
17   the -- kind of the -- the standard of living I
18   think you can enjoy in this state, if you want to,
19   which I think you can really enjoy living in South
20   Carolina if you put your mind to it.
21               You know, I think that Santee Cooper
22   being here -- of course, you know, the lake system
23   and all that adds -- where I am we don't
24   particularly have -- we have the lake system that
25   attracts a lot of retirees from up north, but I
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 1   haven't connected it to any businesses locating
 2   near where I live yet.
 3               But -- but I think in the next decade
 4   Santee Cooper is going to be an asset to -- to
 5   whatever happens to South Carolina and I hope it's
 6   a positive thing.
 7               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you have a vision for
 8   the future commercial -- commercialization of
 9   Santee Cooper properties?
10               MR. LAND:  No.  I mean, as far as
11   selling -- when you say commercialized, you mean
12   selling additional --
13               MS. ANDERSON:  Or leasing.
14               MR. LAND:  Well, I mean, if it's
15   currently undeveloped, you know, I -- I think we
16   kind of went through that seven or eight years ago,
17   six or seven years ago, whenever it was.  I mean,
18   we -- we got rid of a lot of property that I
19   thought Santee Cooper probably should have held
20   onto.
21               And I think that we're seeing now we
22   have some of the -- when we're looking at the Pee
23   Dee plant, it turns out that actually having
24   undeveloped property, especially when it comes to
25   things like wetlands mitigation, is an asset, and
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 1   if you go out in the current world and word gets
 2   out on the street that you as a corporation or a
 3   public utility have to mitigate some wetlands, the
 4   people out there have plenty of wetland and stuff
 5   that qualifies to -- to mitigate wetland loss, but
 6   it's a very, very expensive piece of property.
 7               So there we had some stuff that we had
 8   sold that I think would have been an asset to us,
 9   and we really didn't get the amount of money that
10   we should have.
11               As far as commercializing anything, you
12   know, if there's a demand and it makes sense, I
13   would -- you know, I would say I would support it.
14   I would have to know all the details first.
15               MS. ANDERSON:  Does FERC have any
16   requirements regarding land use of Santee Cooper
17   of -- in its role as lessor?
18               MR. LAND:  Yes.  I mean, we've got a
19   large number of obligations placed on Santee Cooper
20   as the operator or the -- or the license holder for
21   our lake system.
22               We have to promote a well-balanced,
23   productive use of that asset being the lake, and to
24   do that, I mean, you know, it can go -- be as
25   simple to me as -- as promoting or assisting in the
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 1   sponsorship of things like, you know, fishing
 2   tournaments, you know, festivals that focus on the
 3   lake.  But additionally you've got -- and this is
 4   kind of a sad component and one that really needs a
 5   lot of attention in my opinion.
 6               You've got -- I can take you out on
 7   Lake Marion, just a small part of Lake Marion down
 8   closest to Manning -- and it's a very large lake,
 9   and these stories are everywhere.  But I could take
10   you, put you in a boat, and in 20 minutes drive by
11   a half dozen commercial operations that have gone
12   under in -- some of them have gone under a long
13   time ago, 20 years ago, but I can show you a half
14   dozen that have gone under, you know, in the last
15   five years.
16               And Santee Cooper, to the extent it
17   can, needs to try to help the commercial
18   leaseholder if that's your question.  We need to
19   try to help the commercial leaseholder come up with
20   an economic formula that allows them to be
21   successful.  You know, we're probably limited there
22   from the standpoint of -- of leasing the property.
23   I mean, we -- we -- when I say we're limited, we
24   really aren't, but, I mean, we need to I guess
25   treat everyone fairly.  And unfortunately all
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 1   situations aren't going to be the same.
 2               But we need to do things to promote the
 3   use of the lake, to get people down there who would
 4   use these commercial facilities and of course make
 5   the lake an attractive place to be.  Boat landings
 6   and things of that nature, I think Santee Cooper
 7   has got -- has a stellar record on our support to
 8   try to get the traffic on the lake to use these
 9   commercial settings.
10               MS. ANDERSON:  How would you handle an
11   assertion that a lease program proposed by Santee
12   Cooper would virtually eliminate a certain type of
13   class of business that's currently operating?
14               MR. LAND:  I would -- I would approach
15   that or view that as a very, very serious concern
16   because I understand exactly what they're talking
17   about.  Again, you know, it's the problem -- and
18   it's changed a little bit.  I mean, as I -- as a
19   child growing up I remember -- you know, I remember
20   these bait stores used to be, you know, kind of
21   like the coffee shop on that end of town, so to
22   speak.  And there were people there all the time.
23   Some families lived in the back of them and they
24   were open every day.  They were very social-type
25   things.
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 1               People used to have to ask directions
 2   around a lake.  Now you've got technology that
 3   takes care of that.  But, I mean -- and they're
 4   such seasonal things now.  I mean, people just
 5   don't really use the lakes when it's cold.  It's
 6   just a -- you've got duck hunters, but they're on a
 7   totally different place and they actually don't
 8   want to be near the commercial leases because
 9   typically that's not where the ducks are.
10               But we need to do something and we need
11   to I think -- I don't want to say we want to
12   incentivize these things, but we need to try to
13   create some formula that works, and I know -- I've
14   heard, you know, people talk about, well, these
15   mega developers want to come in and take over all
16   these mom and pop places and turn them into other
17   things.
18               And, you know, I don't think there's a
19   whole lot of factual basis for that belief.  And I
20   may be overrunning something there.  I have not
21   heard the facts that support that.  It may be
22   there.  But I just don't believe -- for the same
23   reason the mom and pops are having trouble, the
24   larger investors I think would have the same
25   concerns if they were to take over something and
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 1   try to develop it.
 2               But to answer your question if that's
 3   an assertion, that would be something I'd take a
 4   large amount of concern in and I would want to try
 5   to figure out some way to promote and -- and -- and
 6   make a positive out of whatever problem that is as
 7   opposed to something that's going to be a -- end up
 8   being a negative impact on those leaseholders.
 9               MS. ANDERSON:  Talk about looking --
10   trying to figure out a formula.  If you're looking
11   at commercial leases, should there be emphasis
12   placed on businesses that have a current presence
13   in the community, been there for a while, or those
14   that could possibly generate more revenue?
15               MR. LAND:  I don't -- I think the
16   answer I just gave -- I mean, my approach would be
17   I would -- I would want to try to promote and
18   maintain the existing businesses.  And I -- maybe
19   I'm thinking about it the wrong way, but my thought
20   would be -- and this has good and bad implications,
21   but my thought would be that the mom and pop -- I'm
22   using that term.
23               But the -- the small scale commercial
24   lease operator -- holding operator, we need to find
25   a way to help them develop that lease in a way
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 1   which would make it marketable, not because I would
 2   want to see it sold to some outside money investor,
 3   but I would like to see if they could develop that
 4   asset to make it attractive to an outside money
 5   investor.
 6               So I think they are both -- the mom and
 7   pops are better off because they have a great asset
 8   somebody else wants.  If there's a demand for it,
 9   they can hold it if they want to.  They can sell it
10   if they want.  But I don't think Santee Cooper
11   obviously should have any incentive or -- or
12   directive or thought that they want to go after one
13   class of leaseholder to benefit another.  No, I
14   would -- I would strongly oppose that.
15               MS. ANDERSON:  And as you referenced, a
16   few years ago there was the issue of residential
17   leases, and if a similar issue came before the
18   board, would you support the residential owner, the
19   lease rates, trying to keep them low?
20               MR. LAND:  As far as a commercial
21   lease?
22               MS. ANDERSON:  Residential.
23               MR. LAND:  Well, we just went -- you
24   know, we just went --
25               MS. ANDERSON:  If it were to come up
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 1   again.
 2               MR. LAND:  Okay.  Oh, yeah.
 3   Absolutely.  Absolutely.
 4               I mean, you know, we -- we -- we've
 5   had -- you know, you get -- you get people to
 6   crunch numbers.  I mean, you know, that's how it's
 7   done.  I mean, you get people -- staff at Santee
 8   Cooper and outside consultants because we want --
 9   we got the -- we've got these leases coming up.  We
10   need to figure out what we're going to do.
11               And you throw this information at these
12   folks, and they go and try to do it as an economist
13   would or a real estate appraiser would.  They try
14   to look at the value of things and what it's worth
15   on the market, and so since you're leasing that
16   asset, what really are you leasing.  And then they
17   try to compound that into some number that is
18   supposed to be fair.
19               And, you know, in the most recent
20   episode we had, you know, we had some property that
21   was I believe extremely unique, and really in the
22   end I think the board viewed it as it was extremely
23   unique.  It was kind of locked within the -- the
24   confines of the project, the FERC boundary, and
25   because of that, it's really -- I thought was
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 1   unfair to folks to use a market-based appraisal
 2   because it really -- you know, who knows what the
 3   future holds for that property, so who knows really
 4   what the market for it is.
 5               And in the end it really came down to
 6   what made sense to -- to the folks who lived there,
 7   what made sense to Santee Cooper, and kind of what
 8   both sides could afford to do.  And I think in the
 9   end, back to your commercial lease question, you
10   know, we're still developing that, but I really
11   think that logic makes a lot of sense.  Of course
12   some of the facts are a little different as far as
13   being landlocked and whether you could sell it, how
14   marketable it is.
15               MS. ANDERSON:  Have you had any
16   conversations with the governor regarding how
17   Santee Cooper should be run or what direction it
18   should take?
19               MR. LAND:  I have not.
20               MS. ANDERSON:  I have no further
21   questions, Mr. Chair.
22               SENATOR RANKIN:  Was he the longest
23   one?
24               MS. ANDERSON:  I believe so.
25               SENATOR RANKIN:  Fitting for your years
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 1   of service.
 2               I want to ask a few, and -- first on
 3   behalf of Representative Ott.  The water
 4   management, he is concerned that -- I'm
 5   paraphrasing and perhaps totally mischaracterizing
 6   his concern, but that y'all are not doing enough.
 7   You're not giving notice to the -- to the
 8   commercial folks, the fishermen when you adjust the
 9   water levels.
10               How -- briefly -- because he's not here
11   to hear your response, briefly how can you do a
12   better job?  And if you want to tell him more about
13   it later answering his question --
14               MR. LAND:  Well, I can tell you that in
15   those 11 years I've been down there -- and I -- and
16   just from a historical perspective, I think I can
17   add something here.  You know, when I first got on
18   the board, there -- there's something called the
19   rule curve which I'm sure he's familiar with, you
20   may have heard.  But that is an engineered and
21   power plant design projection of where the lake
22   level ought to be on certain dates during the year.
23               And obviously you want the lake to be
24   its highest when the water flows theoretically are
25   lowest coming in which is typically during the
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 1   summer, and you want it to start falling off and
 2   get a little lower towards the -- the fall and
 3   wintertime in anticipation of the spring inflows
 4   which typically come, you know, from -- from a
 5   large watershed.  We get some snow-type melting,
 6   but really it's just the spring rains is where I
 7   most of it comes from.
 8               So you've got to manage that with these
 9   inflows, and if you've ever ridden over some of
10   these inflowing rivers, the Wateree or the Congaree
11   in the springtime, you'll see them sometimes where
12   they're outside the bank.  A lot of water is coming
13   into the lake.  And the design of that -- and I'm
14   getting back to how we do it now maybe.
15               The design of that is so you don't --
16   you efficiently use your water to generate
17   electricity, and you efficiently manage the --
18   whereas you don't have to spill water.  You don't
19   have to open the floodgates and let it waste the
20   energy flowing down the river as opposed to going
21   through a turbine.  So, you know, we still follow
22   that to some extent.
23               Now, as I think a lot of folks -- back
24   in '07 we had a very, very bad extended draught
25   and, I mean, the lake was down I think about seven
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 1   feet in some areas.  I mean, we had -- we had parts
 2   of the lake that were -- had not been exposed to,
 3   you know, air since -- since I think 1957, which
 4   brings another point.  That's back when we were all
 5   hydro for the most part.  And we had the same type
 6   drought I think we had in '07.  And -- and back
 7   then I think the lake pretty much dried up.  I know
 8   in Wadboo where -- where I'm most familiar -- you
 9   know, you can talk to folks who walked across that
10   lake before, not on water, but on dirt.
11               And with that being said, you know,
12   we -- we -- we try to manage it, and since '07 I
13   think Santee Cooper at the discretion that they
14   have, our operations folks have tried to maintain
15   that lake level as high as possible because people
16   like high lake levels.  And they should.  But
17   during the end of the January, February time frame
18   if we were to maintain a high lake level, we would
19   risk, you know, wasting energy.
20               And of course back to the FERC,
21   that's -- I mean, that's what we're charged by FERC
22   is it to efficiently manage that -- that asset
23   which is the lake, and we're also charged to -- to
24   manage the water flow efficiently.
25               And of course I think Representative
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 1   Ott knows and you would know that their -- you
 2   know, the Army Corps of Engineers and FERC in that
 3   license put requirements for us to discharge
 4   certain amounts of water down on both Santee and
 5   the Cooper River, and that typically doesn't
 6   present a problem.  In fact, it's unnoticeable in a
 7   normal rain year.  At least I don't notice it.  I'm
 8   down there a lot.  But in a drought year it has a
 9   big, big impact.
10               And of course you didn't ask this
11   question, but there's some theories out there by
12   some of the environmental folks who are looking at
13   our relicensing or reissuing of our license to
14   operate the lake, you know, more -- nature
15   conservation focus groups, they'd like to see more
16   water go down the rivers, and of course I think
17   we've had to take a position that we prefer not to
18   do that because that's just going to exacerbate
19   that problem that Representative Ott is pointing
20   out.  And it can be a problem at times when the
21   lake is low, no question.
22               SENATOR RANKIN:  Well, and -- and
23   however you can do it better, perhaps public
24   notice, however just tell -- just put on the record
25   that you will look at that and do all you can to
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 1   improve that.
 2               MR. LAND:  I --
 3               SENATOR RANKIN:  I -- I want to hear
 4   you say that.
 5               MR. LAND:  I will do that.  And, I
 6   mean, I've written letters to the editor when the
 7   lake was low to the local papers telling them why
 8   it's happening.  And of course -- you know, another
 9   thing is we -- I think maybe we can drop it maybe
10   an inch or two or in one day.  It's not like
11   they're going to -- you know, urgent alert, the
12   lake is going to drop.  It's going to be a slow
13   thing.
14               So we will try to do that.  I will try
15   to do that.
16               SENATOR RANKIN:  Okay.  I want to touch
17   on a couple of areas, and, again, you've been there
18   through, as you've mentioned, 38 board members, six
19   including your current chairman, and how many CEOs?
20               MR. LAND:  Three CEOs?
21               SENATOR RANKIN:  Three -- three CEOs.
22   So the fruit basket turnover or what is it --
23   what's the musical chair game?  You -- you've
24   effectively not had to get up while the rest of
25   this game is going on and watch so many people get
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 1   popped out of that place, and largely in some
 2   instances -- I shouldn't say largely, but in some
 3   instances as they should have gotten --
 4               MR. LAND:  Sure.
 5               SENATOR RANKIN:  -- chopped out of that
 6   service.
 7               MR. LAND:  Uh-huh.  Uh-huh.
 8               SENATOR RANKIN:  The Pee Dee coal-fired
 9   plant, I -- I am a little and have been -- and
10   we've shared this before.  And I don't want to take
11   this committee's time too much looking back, but
12   the more I find out about it, the more I feel like
13   there was a dual track PR game going on that I feel
14   a little burned, and I've shared that with you.
15               And, again, that bias that I have going
16   into this, knowing you don't move forward by
17   looking back, you -- you had a -- what was less
18   than a billion dollar project that was going to
19   cost a billion two.  And you, as others in this
20   decision process -- or maybe not you, but Santee
21   Cooper brought in capital, bought the steel, 200
22   plus million dollars of outlays, perhaps with great
23   savings that you effected had you gone through it
24   with it, but at the same time it's been reported
25   that Central is moving on --
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 1               MR. LAND:  Uh-huh.
 2               SENATOR RANKIN:  -- with -- with your
 3   blessing.
 4               MR. LAND:  Uh-huh.
 5               SENATOR RANKIN:  My question to you,
 6   again, trying not to look too far back but looking
 7   forward, you mentioned that you had learned from
 8   the Pee Dee experience.  I'm curious what you have
 9   learned from management of Santee Cooper and if
10   that has been an area where you perhaps too may
11   feel like you got burned, or were those decisions
12   already ahead of your service on the board?
13               MR. LAND:  No.  No.  Obviously the --
14   the Pee Dee plant in theory preceded me, but, no, I
15   mean, I was there for -- for the vote.  I was there
16   when we did the analysis.  I mean, we -- we used a
17   lot of outside consultants.  We used a lot of
18   analysis methods.  I mean, we'd use -- we'd go as
19   far as to use like the Monte Carlo odds, you know,
20   running a thousand different scenarios and seeing
21   where the common point is.
22               You know, there's something called the
23   Q -- I mean, to get this equipment at a particular
24   time there -- people -- there was a high demand.
25   There were a lot of coal plants on the -- on the
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 1   drawing board, so to speak.  And some are actually
 2   being built now.
 3               SENATOR RANKIN:  In fact, the article
 4   that Heather mentioned -- I was looking at it --
 5   that Pinto analogy was offered by your partner in
 6   conservation and that being the Southern
 7   Environmental Law Center.
 8               MR. LAND:  Yeah.  Yeah.
 9               SENATOR RANKIN:  And I say partner in
10   conservation.  Perhaps y'all all joined in saying
11   Kumbaya at the end of that.  But they were
12   definitely a fly in the ointment for y'all.
13               MR. LAND:  Well, they -- no, they
14   were -- I don't know about ever -- I'm not going to
15   comment on whether we were partner or not.
16               SENATOR RANKIN:  Again, I'm being cute.
17               MR. LAND:  Right, sure.  Okay.
18               SENATOR RANKIN:  But they talk about in
19   that same article -- and their -- they've looked at
20   hundreds -- or a hundred plus plants that from 2001
21   weren't built, and there are only now ten or so or
22   15 approved and in some phase of construction but
23   still going forward.
24               MR. LAND:  Uh-huh.  Well -- excuse me.
25   The -- and all I can do is go back.  I don't
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 1   believe --
 2               SENATOR RANKIN:  Let me -- let me help
 3   you with the question and not have you wander --
 4               MR. LAND:  Sure.
 5               SENATOR RANKIN:  -- on my -- to perhaps
 6   not answer a question -- a question I asked.
 7               But is there anything you learned about
 8   Pee Dee or through that experience about management
 9   and your interaction with the management?
10               MR. LAND:  I mean, what -- what I
11   learned -- and I'm using the same analysis with the
12   current nuclear project.  I'm learning that you can
13   get all of the best information -- and I don't
14   believe anybody is gaining this information.  You
15   can get your staff to give you the best information
16   available to them.  You can get outside consultants
17   to give you the best information available.  You
18   can look at the industry to pick up the trends and
19   try to say this looks like where we ought to go.
20               You can look at all those things, and
21   they can point you in a direction and something can
22   happen like the economic collapse that -- that
23   essentially, you know, created this great
24   recession, I think is what they call it.  And all
25   of those things can take all of that highly
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 1   considered input and make it moot, make it not
 2   point you in the right direction.
 3               And so, I mean, that would be my
 4   viewpoint on -- you know, I've never seen that.
 5   I've never seen a bad generation decision made.  I
 6   saw one.  I don't think they're very frequent.  I
 7   do think that the -- you know, the current
 8   climate -- we need to be very, very careful about
 9   what we do moving forward.
10               SENATOR RANKIN:  Let me -- let me jump
11   around a little bit.  Central of course is your
12   biggest customer, 60 percent or thereabouts of your
13   load and demand.  They're taking current existing
14   load; is that correct?
15               MR. LAND:  Correct.
16               SENATOR RANKIN:  They've moved on with
17   Duke in those time -- previously Duke served areas.
18   Again, for -- for allowing a hallelujah, taking the
19   demand away -- which, again, I remember 2012 being
20   the key date if the light in this world we knew
21   financially had continued on.  So I remember years
22   ago the -- the term cost of service studies.  And
23   you either -- not you personally, but Santee Cooper
24   employing those to -- to show the cost of
25   generation for the residential versus the L or
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 1   industrial customers.
 2               Are those being used and are those
 3   being shared with your customer base in, again,
 4   perhaps a Pee Dee decision and now in the V. C.
 5   Summer or -- do you call it -- or at Lee?  What --
 6               MR. LAND:  V. C. Summer.
 7               SENATOR RANKIN:  Are those being
 8   employed now?
 9               MR. LAND:  I mean, the cost of service
10   studies?  I mean, yes.  I mean, that's -- that's
11   essentially -- you know, as I understand it, that's
12   the -- you know, that's the major component of a
13   lot of decisions that -- that we make with --
14   between our -- you know, our residential customers
15   just like we went through essentially that rate
16   increase procedure.
17               SENATOR RANKIN:  That was in '09 or --
18               MR. LAND:  Yes.  Correct.
19               SENATOR RANKIN:  And was that in
20   anticipation of the cost -- your cost of, what, 45
21   percent of that facility?  Or what -- again --
22               MR. LAND:  I don't know -- no, it's not
23   really in anticipation because it's -- I mean, it
24   is in a way.  It's -- really you're looking at
25   everything.  I mean, you're looking at every
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 1   component of the -- the entity, of Santee Cooper.
 2   Not just our future plans, but you're looking at,
 3   you know, how -- from -- from how we staff the
 4   place to what other expenses we have, to how much
 5   fuel costs or how much asset -- your generating
 6   asset costs and what our future plans are.
 7               And obviously, as I said, we -- we're
 8   not there to make a profit.  We're there to make
 9   the books balance, and that was required in order
10   to -- to make the books balance, but talking about
11   the cost of service, I mean, that's probably as
12   detailed a cost of service exam that you could
13   have.  And that was on the residential side.
14               And then to answer your question, I
15   mean, we're currently in the middle of trying to
16   renegotiate a lot of our contracts with our larger
17   wholesale customers and -- without being specific.
18   And I really think that that endeavor brings people
19   to focus on the cost of service in -- in fine
20   detail.
21               SENATOR RANKIN:  Okay.  And you are
22   eminently qualified and I -- y'all -- if you need
23   to leave, go ahead.  I'm not going to take much
24   longer, but I'm kind of pursuing a track that you
25   may not want to sit and suffer.  But I'm going to
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 1   try to be real quick.
 2               Obviously bias, parochially speaking,
 3   Horry County, my area, residential customers are
 4   your big customer base.  Those are equivalent of
 5   our -- of other counties' industrial load.  You got
 6   some hotel commercial property, but generally it's
 7   the rooftops that are your customers, and I'm
 8   sensing to them -- you've heard me say this a
 9   thousand times.  Fairness towards them, which is
10   fairness towards Horry Electric which in essence is
11   fairness to the other 19 co-ops, as you move
12   forward, that's my bias.
13               That -- setting up this question,
14   again, kind of a criticism perhaps, maybe looking
15   back, not looking forward, but nonetheless, you
16   talk about Orlando.  Perhaps there's some --
17   something in the works that will reduce your
18   current ownership and ultimately debt on this
19   plant.  Is it 45 percent now with SCANA and they've
20   got 55 percent?
21               MR. LAND:  Correct.  That -- that's the
22   fundamental agreement, yes.
23               SENATOR RANKIN:  Okay.  And -- and
24   obviously there's pressure for you, not, again,
25   personally, but Santee Cooper to dramatically
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 1   reduce that for fear of, again, that rate spike
 2   come 2017 whenever this thing gets approved.
 3               What is your goal or what's -- again,
 4   as much as you can say, where do you see that
 5   number being more fairly set, again, looking
 6   forward to a normal economy and, again, which the
 7   demand you got to meet -- by law, Central has got
 8   to provide the power.  You got to sell it to them.
 9   Is there a number that you see that -- or, again,
10   the studies demonstrate that Marco Polo or whatever
11   you call that --
12               MR. LAND:  Monte Carlo.
13               SENATOR RANKIN:  And are we going there
14   after this thing's over?  Perhaps y'all don't want
15   to.
16               Is there a number, though, that --
17               MR. LAND:  I mean, there -- there's a
18   number.  I don't want to publicly say what that
19   number is, but there -- there's a number that is
20   less than 45, and that number takes into account
21   the best balance for all of our residential
22   customers, for our wholesale customers, for our
23   industrial customers, the best balance on having to
24   pay for that asset when it comes online in the
25   short term and then realizing the benefit of that
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 1   asset after it comes online in the long term
 2   because its going to obviously -- and I think this
 3   is the case almost with any generating asset you
 4   put online.
 5               I mean, it's going to be more than you
 6   need.  Otherwise I don't think -- you got to plan
 7   ahead because these things take in this case
 8   theoretically, you know, eight, nine years, who
 9   knows how long.  I mean, there are nuclear plants
10   that were built on for 20 -- there's stories of
11   them out in different parts of this country that
12   were -- you know, they built on for 20 years and
13   they never -- and then they all walked away.  I
14   don't think that's going to happen here.  I mean,
15   we're very vigilant of that too.
16               But, you know, it's got to be a thing
17   that once you kind of balance it out, it meets at
18   the point you want to meet at.  I -- and, again, I
19   don't want to state what that number is, but it's
20   less than 45 and -- and in theory it's more than
21   zero.
22               SENATOR RANKIN:  And obviously you
23   all -- there's a contractual bonding obligation to
24   that which your credit agency sees you're looking
25   at, so --
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 1               MR. LAND:  We -- we need to probably
 2   give that information when it's more concrete.
 3               SENATOR RANKIN:  Okay.  Obviously you,
 4   I know, work in a sense of good faith.  You --
 5   you're highly ethical.  Your profession requires
 6   that.  If you don't, you are -- your ticket is
 7   punched by the folks across the street at the
 8   Supreme Court.
 9               MR. LAND:  Uh-huh.
10               SENATOR RANKIN:  I impute to the
11   other -- or to Santee Cooper a sense of fairness
12   and good faith.  Again, perhaps under the prior
13   unconstrained means that you all operated, others
14   who may have in their own view operated in good
15   faith but a little more of a maverick style did not
16   serve the customer as well as the current law
17   requires.
18               Your credit agency -- credit rating is
19   now AA; is that correct?
20               MR. LAND:  Correct.
21               SENATOR RANKIN:  Have you ever had
22   higher in the last ten years or are we -- are we in
23   good shape?  Is there anything on the horizon that
24   suggests we are in --
25               MR. LAND:  No.  I think --
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 1               SENATOR RANKIN:  -- at risk?
 2               MR. LAND:  I think we're in very good
 3   shape.  I mean, obviously how we deal with -- with
 4   the major items that we talked about at the
 5   beginning of this is going to be looked at by the
 6   credit rating agencies.
 7               But I can tell you that -- and I -- you
 8   know, I don't want to take too much credit for
 9   what's happened -- the good stuff that's happened
10   the last, you know, ten years down there, but, you
11   know, I know I was there when some very, very bad
12   stuff took place, and I was glad I was there,
13   because I was able to report that to some folks I
14   believe that helped in -- in maybe limiting the
15   damage, if any damage.  I think there was some
16   damage done, but it helped to minimize that.
17               And of course, you know, I was there
18   for some very -- I think reasons that were only
19   based on luck and kind of weirdness because, as you
20   may know, I was taken off the board several times
21   and put back on, so to speak, and -- and I'm glad
22   fate left me there when it left me there because I
23   think staff appreciated it, and I know it made me
24   feel good that I was there to help -- help Santee
25   Cooper through those -- those -- those chapters.
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 1               SENATOR RANKIN:  Y'all are familiar --
 2   and I'm going to wrap it up after this editorial
 3   comment -- the term of institutional knowledge.
 4   You remember Gilreath -- what was his first name?
 5   The lawyer who testified for us talking about board
 6   governance, and two of -- the witness, including
 7   that one, he impressed upon us and me institutional
 8   knowledge versus the fruit basket turnover which is
 9   what we needed in all areas that we could employ.
10               Odd thing, here you are the senior
11   member of that board, assuming your successful
12   nomination which I trust -- or screening which I
13   trust will be, the font of that history.  So you
14   not by fate but perhaps faith in getting to know
15   the new Reverend Sanders -- he is just as much a
16   man of faith as the other was on that front, but
17   you're going to be an incredible asset to them in
18   kind of teaching these -- some of these greenies
19   how to maybe go greener or how to do it right.
20               MR. LAND:  That's right.
21               SENATOR RANKIN:  Anyway, I appreciate
22   your willingness and God knows why you want to do
23   it for the twelfth plus year.
24               MR. LAND:  And I will say that the
25   only -- the only downside is I've always been
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 1   introduced really for about the last seven, eight
 2   years as the longest serving member but also the
 3   youngest member, and I think that may change.  So I
 4   hate to -- kind of hate to lose that title because
 5   I enjoy being the youngest.
 6               SENATOR RANKIN:  You can still act --
 7               MR. LAND:  I can still act.
 8               SENATOR RANKIN:  I -- I do that.
 9               All right, folks.  Thank you.
10               Any other questions?  I'm done.
11               Thank you so much.
12               MR. LAND:  Thank you very much.  I
13   appreciate it.
14               SENATOR RANKIN:  And that concludes our
15   work here and we'll gather again.
16               (The public hearings were concluded at
17   12:55 p.m.)
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		132						LN		5		13		false		           13               MR. SINGLETON:  Good morning.				false

		133						LN		5		14		false		           14               SENATOR RANKIN:  Welcome.				false

		134						LN		5		15		false		           15               Do we swear them?  All right.				false

		135						LN		5		16		false		           16               (David Franklin Singleton, Sr., was				false

		136						LN		5		17		false		           17   duly sworn, after which testimony began at				false

		137						LN		5		18		false		           18   9:16 a.m.)				false

		138						LN		5		19		false		           19               SENATOR RANKIN:  Good morning.				false

		139						LN		5		20		false		           20   Welcome.				false

		140						LN		5		21		false		           21               MR. SINGLETON:  Good morning.				false

		141						LN		5		22		false		           22               SENATOR RANKIN:  And you're going to				false

		142						LN		5		23		false		           23   meet these -- all these folks of this committee.				false

		143						LN		5		24		false		           24   Heather Anderson will be asking you questions, and				false

		144						LN		5		25		false		           25   then if necessary or -- again, folks, as you see				false

		145						PG		6		0		false		page 6				false

		146						LN		6		1		false		            1   fit, all the nominees ask as you feel led to do.				false

		147						LN		6		2		false		            2               Heather, take it away.				false

		148						LN		6		3		false		            3               MS. ANDERSON:  Good morning.				false

		149						LN		6		4		false		            4               MR. SINGLETON:  Good morning.				false

		150						LN		6		5		false		            5               MS. ANDERSON:  Please state your full				false

		151						LN		6		6		false		            6   name and current address for the record.				false

		152						LN		6		7		false		            7               MR. SINGLETON:  David Franklin				false

		153						LN		6		8		false		            8   Singleton, Sr., and 3997 Larkhill Drive, Myrtle				false

		154						LN		6		9		false		            9   Beach, South Carolina.				false

		155						LN		6		10		false		           10               MS. ANDERSON:  And for the record				false

		156						LN		6		11		false		           11   Mr. Singleton is a resident of Horry County, first				false

		157						LN		6		12		false		           12   Congressional district.				false

		158						LN		6		13		false		           13               We received your complete confirmation				false

		159						LN		6		14		false		           14   package.  Are there any changes or is there any				false

		160						LN		6		15		false		           15   additional information that you'd like to provide				false

		161						LN		6		16		false		           16   for your personal data questionnaire or statement				false

		162						LN		6		17		false		           17   of economic interest?				false

		163						LN		6		18		false		           18               MR. SINGLETON:  No, ma'am.				false

		164						LN		6		19		false		           19               MS. ANDERSON:  Mr. Chairman, I'd like				false

		165						LN		6		20		false		           20   to move to put the personal data questionnaire				false

		166						LN		6		21		false		           21   summary in the record.				false

		167						LN		6		22		false		           22               SENATOR RANKIN:  Okay.  So -- so done.				false

		168						LN		6		23		false		           23               (EXH. 1, Summary of Background				false

		169						LN		6		24		false		           24   information for David F. Singleton, marked for				false

		170						LN		6		25		false		           25   identification.)				false

		171						PG		7		0		false		page 7				false

		172						LN		7		1		false		            1               MS. ANDERSON:  We sent you a set of				false

		173						LN		7		2		false		            2   questions and received your responses.  If we asked				false

		174						LN		7		3		false		            3   you these questions today, would your answers be				false

		175						LN		7		4		false		            4   the same?				false

		176						LN		7		5		false		            5               MR. SINGLETON:  Yes, ma'am.				false

		177						LN		7		6		false		            6               MS. ANDERSON:  Mr. Chair, I'd like to				false

		178						LN		7		7		false		            7   move to put Mr. Singleton's responses in the				false

		179						LN		7		8		false		            8   record.				false

		180						LN		7		9		false		            9               SENATOR RANKIN:  Okay.  So -- so moved.				false

		181						LN		7		10		false		           10               (EXH. 2, Preliminary Questions for				false

		182						LN		7		11		false		           11   David F. Singleton, marked for identification.)				false

		183						LN		7		12		false		           12               MS. ANDERSON:  Please summarize your				false

		184						LN		7		13		false		           13   educational background and experience.  What				false

		185						LN		7		14		false		           14   experience would you bring to the Santee Cooper				false

		186						LN		7		15		false		           15   board that would be beneficial to an energy				false

		187						LN		7		16		false		           16   utility?				false

		188						LN		7		17		false		           17               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, I graduated from				false

		189						LN		7		18		false		           18   Conway High School in 1980, from the University of				false

		190						LN		7		19		false		           19   South Carolina with honors in 1984, and from the				false

		191						LN		7		20		false		           20   University of South Carolina School of Law in 1987.				false

		192						LN		7		21		false		           21               My experience on the business side				false

		193						LN		7		22		false		           22   is -- is relatively broad in that I chose not to				false

		194						LN		7		23		false		           23   practice law but to go straight into business and				false

		195						LN		7		24		false		           24   development activities.  I have been involved in				false

		196						LN		7		25		false		           25   the development of a golf course complex, the				false

		197						PG		8		0		false		page 8				false

		198						LN		8		1		false		            1   acquisition of an apartment complex and conversion				false

		199						LN		8		2		false		            2   to condominiums and retail sale of those units,				false

		200						LN		8		3		false		            3   residential development, as -- as well as other				false

		201						LN		8		4		false		            4   land transactions, and the operation and				false

		202						LN		8		5		false		            5   development of a theater complex in Myrtle Beach.				false

		203						LN		8		6		false		            6               I feel like that my business experience				false

		204						LN		8		7		false		            7   in conjunction with my legal education and the				false

		205						LN		8		8		false		            8   underpinnings there, also with my experience as				false

		206						LN		8		9		false		            9   serving on the board of directors for the Grand				false

		207						LN		8		10		false		           10   Strand Water and Sewer Authority for 17 years,				false

		208						LN		8		11		false		           11   which like Santee Cooper is a quasi state-owned --				false

		209						LN		8		12		false		           12   it's a quasi governmental, rather, entity, as well				false

		210						LN		8		13		false		           13   as served for 11 years as -- on the board of				false

		211						LN		8		14		false		           14   directors for the Coastal Educational Foundation				false

		212						LN		8		15		false		           15   and president of that organization for two years,				false

		213						LN		8		16		false		           16   that experience has -- has taught me a lot and				false

		214						LN		8		17		false		           17   reinforced a lot about corporate governance.				false

		215						LN		8		18		false		           18               And in particular with regard to Grand				false

		216						LN		8		19		false		           19   Strand, I'm -- I'm very attuned to the Sunshine				false

		217						LN		8		20		false		           20   Laws as Henry McMaster refers to them, FOIA and				false

		218						LN		8		21		false		           21   operating in -- in the public and the value of --				false

		219						LN		8		22		false		           22   of having open meetings and meetings so that the				false

		220						LN		8		23		false		           23   public has an opportunity to -- to evaluate how				false

		221						LN		8		24		false		           24   policy is formed.				false

		222						LN		8		25		false		           25               MS. ANDERSON:  I'm going to ask you a				false

		223						PG		9		0		false		page 9				false

		224						LN		9		1		false		            1   few questions now about Santee Cooper.				false

		225						LN		9		2		false		            2               What is Santee Cooper's current				false

		226						LN		9		3		false		            3   generation mix?				false

		227						LN		9		4		false		            4               MR. SINGLETON:  Approximately 78				false

		228						LN		9		5		false		            5   percent coal, ten percent natural gas, ten percent				false

		229						LN		9		6		false		            6   nuclear, and the balance is made up of oil, hydro,				false

		230						LN		9		7		false		            7   methane gas from landfills, and I think a very,				false

		231						LN		9		8		false		            8   very small percentage of renewables.				false

		232						LN		9		9		false		            9               MS. ANDERSON:  What is the relative age				false

		233						LN		9		10		false		           10   of the base load fleet?				false

		234						LN		9		11		false		           11               MR. SINGLETON:  It -- it's relatively				false

		235						LN		9		12		false		           12   new as compared to an entity like Duke Power.  I				false

		236						LN		9		13		false		           13   think the -- the age of the coal-firing plants is				false

		237						LN		9		14		false		           14   around 12 years old which gives about 20 years or				false

		238						LN		9		15		false		           15   so of depreciation left on the books.  So I think				false

		239						LN		9		16		false		           16   relatively new.				false

		240						LN		9		17		false		           17               MS. ANDERSON:  And what are some of the				false

		241						LN		9		18		false		           18   challenges presented by this mix and the age of the				false

		242						LN		9		19		false		           19   fleet if Congress or the EPA were to pass measures				false

		243						LN		9		20		false		           20   requiring a transition to a carbon-constrained				false

		244						LN		9		21		false		           21   economy?				false

		245						LN		9		22		false		           22               MR. SINGLETON:  The primary challenge				false

		246						LN		9		23		false		           23   is -- because the age of the fleet is relatively				false

		247						LN		9		24		false		           24   new, the rapidity with which Congress acts could				false

		248						LN		9		25		false		           25   have very detrimental effects in that if you take				false

		249						PG		10		0		false		page 10				false

		250						LN		10		1		false		            1   an asset that's -- should be depreciated over 20				false

		251						LN		10		2		false		            2   years and depreciate it for three years -- excuse				false

		252						LN		10		3		false		            3   me -- then the primary way that you normally offset				false

		253						LN		10		4		false		            4   that is to raise rates and pass that cost on to the				false

		254						LN		10		5		false		            5   customers.				false

		255						LN		10		6		false		            6               So there's a lot of concern in South				false

		256						LN		10		7		false		            7   Carolina that we endeavor to impact the -- what				false

		257						LN		10		8		false		            8   comes out of Washington through legislation as				false

		258						LN		10		9		false		            9   opposed to just sit back on our heels and wait and				false

		259						LN		10		10		false		           10   have things fall to EPA because in that event we				false

		260						LN		10		11		false		           11   lose our opportunity to have any affect and				false

		261						LN		10		12		false		           12   influence on how the laws were written.				false

		262						LN		10		13		false		           13               And in view of the high/low situation				false

		263						LN		10		14		false		           14   in South Carolina being a relatively high power				false

		264						LN		10		15		false		           15   usage because of our climate in conjunction with a				false

		265						LN		10		16		false		           16   relatively low per capita income as compared to a				false

		266						LN		10		17		false		           17   state like California, that the -- the increase in				false

		267						LN		10		18		false		           18   rates would be disproportionately disadvantageous				false

		268						LN		10		19		false		           19   to South Carolina and states similar to South				false

		269						LN		10		20		false		           20   Carolina.				false

		270						LN		10		21		false		           21               MS. ANDERSON:  Who are Santee Cooper's				false

		271						LN		10		22		false		           22   electricity customers?				false

		272						LN		10		23		false		           23               MR. SINGLETON:  Santee Cooper has				false

		273						LN		10		24		false		           24   direct retail customers, I believe about 165,000,				false

		274						LN		10		25		false		           25   in Horry, Georgetown and Berkeley counties.  They				false

		275						PG		11		0		false		page 11				false

		276						LN		11		1		false		            1   also -- their largest customer is Central Electric				false

		277						LN		11		2		false		            2   Power Co-op -- excuse me -- which in turn sells				false

		278						LN		11		3		false		            3   power that they purchase from south -- from Santee				false

		279						LN		11		4		false		            4   Cooper to 20 co-ops, and they're located -- they				false

		280						LN		11		5		false		            5   have about two million customers direct and				false

		281						LN		11		6		false		            6   indirectly located in all 46 states.  They also				false

		282						LN		11		7		false		            7   service about 30 large industrial clients, Alcoa I				false

		283						LN		11		8		false		            8   think is one and the Charleston Air Force base.				false

		284						LN		11		9		false		            9               MS. ANDERSON:  The groups that you just				false

		285						LN		11		10		false		           10   mentioned, what are the relative percentages of				false

		286						LN		11		11		false		           11   their share of Santee Cooper's sale of energy?				false

		287						LN		11		12		false		           12               MR. SINGLETON:  Approximately 60				false

		288						LN		11		13		false		           13   percent wholesale which would go to the co-ops and				false

		289						LN		11		14		false		           14   approximately 20 percent retail, small commercial,				false

		290						LN		11		15		false		           15   and approximately 20 percent industrial.				false

		291						LN		11		16		false		           16               MS. ANDERSON:  And what about each				false

		292						LN		11		17		false		           17   group of customers' responsibility for capital cost				false

		293						LN		11		18		false		           18   for capacity?				false

		294						LN		11		19		false		           19               MR. SINGLETON:  It -- it's very				false

		295						LN		11		20		false		           20   similar.  It's a little bit higher, the				false

		296						LN		11		21		false		           21   responsibility on the co-ops.  I think it's maybe				false

		297						LN		11		22		false		           22   as high as 70 percent, and the other two categories				false

		298						LN		11		23		false		           23   are -- are pretty close to the same -- a little bit				false

		299						LN		11		24		false		           24   less than 20, but there's a little bit higher load				false

		300						LN		11		25		false		           25   on the wholesale.				false
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		302						LN		12		1		false		            1               MS. ANDERSON:  What steps can Santee				false

		303						LN		12		2		false		            2   Cooper take to expand its energy efficiency and				false

		304						LN		12		3		false		            3   conservation programs?				false

		305						LN		12		4		false		            4               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, Santee Cooper is				false

		306						LN		12		5		false		            5   already proactive in the Reduce the Use Program,				false

		307						LN		12		6		false		            6   and also I think they've got a program that's				false

		308						LN		12		7		false		            7   called Gopher where they recycle used oil and --				false

		309						LN		12		8		false		            8   and things of that nature.				false

		310						LN		12		9		false		            9               But I think that the -- that the things				false

		311						LN		12		10		false		           10   that they can do in the future would be to perhaps				false

		312						LN		12		11		false		           11   in conjunction with politicians from -- from South				false

		313						LN		12		12		false		           12   Carolina support request that -- that we endeavor				false

		314						LN		12		13		false		           13   to get grants and additional low cost interest				false

		315						LN		12		14		false		           14   loans from Washington so that we can make those				false

		316						LN		12		15		false		           15   funds available to the folks that are in need of --				false

		317						LN		12		16		false		           16   of funds in order to up-fit their homes and/or				false

		318						LN		12		17		false		           17   avail themselves of energy efficient washers and				false

		319						LN		12		18		false		           18   dryers and things of that nature.  And Santee				false

		320						LN		12		19		false		           19   Cooper currently gives credits if you upgrade to				false

		321						LN		12		20		false		           20   energy efficient appliances.				false

		322						LN		12		21		false		           21               MS. ANDERSON:  You mentioned possible				false

		323						LN		12		22		false		           22   grants and loans.  Do you believe it could be				false

		324						LN		12		23		false		           23   appropriate for any of these programs to be paid				false

		325						LN		12		24		false		           24   through the customer rates?				false

		326						LN		12		25		false		           25               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, Santee Cooper's				false
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		328						LN		13		1		false		            1   charged with -- with -- with setting low and				false

		329						LN		13		2		false		            2   reasonable rates, and that's -- that's one of				false

		330						LN		13		3		false		            3   the -- one of the goals listed in the mission				false

		331						LN		13		4		false		            4   statement.  So I think that -- that that should be				false

		332						LN		13		5		false		            5   the last resort.  I think that all other available				false

		333						LN		13		6		false		            6   sources should be looked at first.				false

		334						LN		13		7		false		            7               And -- and, again, there's -- there --				false

		335						LN		13		8		false		            8   one thing that Grand Strand Water and Sewer				false

		336						LN		13		9		false		            9   Authority has done is launch a program relatively				false

		337						LN		13		10		false		           10   recently where customers can donate money to help				false

		338						LN		13		11		false		           11   people that are having financial difficulty through				false

		339						LN		13		12		false		           12   their bill, and those funds are used to help defray				false

		340						LN		13		13		false		           13   bills when people are unable to pay them, so...				false

		341						LN		13		14		false		           14               MS. ANDERSON:  Briefly and generally				false

		342						LN		13		15		false		           15   describe your understanding of a renewable				false

		343						LN		13		16		false		           16   portfolio standard.				false

		344						LN		13		17		false		           17               MR. SINGLETON:  A renewable portfolio				false

		345						LN		13		18		false		           18   standard is where a government imposes upon a				false

		346						LN		13		19		false		           19   utility a requirement that a certain percentage of				false

		347						LN		13		20		false		           20   energy generation is generated from renewables.  In				false

		348						LN		13		21		false		           21   South Carolina it's voluntary, and that's I think				false

		349						LN		13		22		false		           22   primarily because of the climate that we live in				false

		350						LN		13		23		false		           23   and the high/low situation that I discussed				false

		351						LN		13		24		false		           24   earlier.				false

		352						LN		13		25		false		           25               MS. ANDERSON:  What renewable resources				false
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		354						LN		14		1		false		            1   are currently available in South Carolina?				false

		355						LN		14		2		false		            2               MR. SINGLETON:  In South Carolina we're				false

		356						LN		14		3		false		            3   using hydro, and I think that's less than two				false

		357						LN		14		4		false		            4   percent of -- of the generation.  We also have --				false

		358						LN		14		5		false		            5   Santee Cooper has launched some pilot programs with				false

		359						LN		14		6		false		            6   regard to solar and wind, and the methane gas I				false

		360						LN		14		7		false		            7   think is -- is classified as renewable.				false

		361						LN		14		8		false		            8               The problem in South Carolina is that				false

		362						LN		14		9		false		            9   unlike some states, the northeast has better access				false

		363						LN		14		10		false		           10   to -- to hydro.  The southern desert areas have				false

		364						LN		14		11		false		           11   better access to solar, and the other areas of the				false

		365						LN		14		12		false		           12   country have better access to -- to wind than South				false

		366						LN		14		13		false		           13   Carolina does.  So that's another reason that I				false

		367						LN		14		14		false		           14   think the renewable portfolio standard has not been				false

		368						LN		14		15		false		           15   imposed up until this time.				false

		369						LN		14		16		false		           16               However, I'm sure that all of that is				false

		370						LN		14		17		false		           17   based on current technology, and as technologies				false

		371						LN		14		18		false		           18   change and -- and improve, then South Carolina's				false

		372						LN		14		19		false		           19   situation may as well.				false

		373						LN		14		20		false		           20               MS. ANDERSON:  Currently what				false

		374						LN		14		21		false		           21   percentage of Santee Cooper's energy needs are				false

		375						LN		14		22		false		           22   being met by renewables?				false

		376						LN		14		23		false		           23               MR. SINGLETON:  Less than two percent.				false
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		641						LN		25		2		false		            2   your role as a director, you need to be aware of				false

		642						LN		25		3		false		            3   and respect the chain of command with regard to				false

		643						LN		25		4		false		            4   management.				false

		644						LN		25		5		false		            5               MS. ANDERSON:  How is the role of -- on				false

		645						LN		25		6		false		            6   the board of directors different from the executive				false

		646						LN		25		7		false		            7   staff?				false

		647						LN		25		8		false		            8               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, the role of the				false

		648						LN		25		9		false		            9   directors I won't restate unless you feel like I				false

		649						LN		25		10		false		           10   need to, but the management is there to run the				false

		650						LN		25		11		false		           11   company on a day-to-day basis and do your routine				false

		651						LN		25		12		false		           12   things as far as staffing and all of the things				false

		652						LN		25		13		false		           13   that you do to operate a business and to make sure				false

		653						LN		25		14		false		           14   that it's run in a proper and professional manner.				false

		654						LN		25		15		false		           15               MS. ANDERSON:  Aside from annual audits				false

		655						LN		25		16		false		           16   by outside firms, what other types of independent				false

		656						LN		25		17		false		           17   expertise should a member of the board utilize in				false

		657						LN		25		18		false		           18   his decision making?				false

		658						LN		25		19		false		           19               MR. SINGLETON:  You -- you've got a				false

		659						LN		25		20		false		           20   reasonable degree of flexibility there, and what				false

		660						LN		25		21		false		           21   you should do is -- is take into -- and always				false

		661						LN		25		22		false		           22   taking into consideration the cost involved,				false

		662						LN		25		23		false		           23   utilize such experts as you feel are necessary to				false

		663						LN		25		24		false		           24   get you the information that you need, whether it's				false

		664						LN		25		25		false		           25   regarding fuel, cost and -- and new systems that				false

		665						PG		26		0		false		page 26				false

		666						LN		26		1		false		            1   are on the horizon or rate studies and -- and				false

		667						LN		26		2		false		            2   things of that nature.				false

		668						LN		26		3		false		            3               So I think that you need to engage a				false

		669						LN		26		4		false		            4   wide variety depending on the facts and				false

		670						LN		26		5		false		            5   circumstances and in view of the costs.				false

		671						LN		26		6		false		            6               MS. ANDERSON:  What is your general				false

		672						LN		26		7		false		            7   approach to serving on the board?  Are you more of				false

		673						LN		26		8		false		            8   a leader, follower, planner?				false

		674						LN		26		9		false		            9               MR. SINGLETON:  I think most of us				false

		675						LN		26		10		false		           10   incorporate all of those qualities, and so I think				false

		676						LN		26		11		false		           11   there are times that -- that I would utilize all of				false

		677						LN		26		12		false		           12   them.  I say that, however, with the clear				false

		678						LN		26		13		false		           13   understanding that I've got a very steep learning				false

		679						LN		26		14		false		           14   curve and I've just scratched the surface on the --				false

		680						LN		26		15		false		           15   what Santee Cooper is and what they're about, and				false

		681						LN		26		16		false		           16   so I'm going to use my ears and my mouth in the				false

		682						LN		26		17		false		           17   proportions that I have them I feel like initially.				false

		683						LN		26		18		false		           18   And so I imagine I'm going to do a lot more				false

		684						LN		26		19		false		           19   following and investigating in the early stages.				false

		685						LN		26		20		false		           20               MS. ANDERSON:  How much time do you				false

		686						LN		26		21		false		           21   anticipate preparing in or participating in board				false

		687						LN		26		22		false		           22   meetings?				false

		688						LN		26		23		false		           23               MR. SINGLETON:  Drawing on my Grand				false

		689						LN		26		24		false		           24   Strand Water and Sewer Authority experience I would				false

		690						LN		26		25		false		           25   say a minimum of one full day's preparation for the				false

		691						PG		27		0		false		page 27				false

		692						LN		27		1		false		            1   meeting and one full day including travel time for				false

		693						LN		27		2		false		            2   the meeting, and then of course to the extent that				false

		694						LN		27		3		false		            3   special meetings are necessary or desired, then				false

		695						LN		27		4		false		            4   that would -- would certainly increase the time.				false

		696						LN		27		5		false		            5               MS. ANDERSON:  And you are currently				false

		697						LN		27		6		false		            6   involved in a number of other boards and				false

		698						LN		27		7		false		            7   activities.  Do you think that there will be any				false

		699						LN		27		8		false		            8   interference or any --				false

		700						LN		27		9		false		            9               MR. SINGLETON:  My understanding is				false

		701						LN		27		10		false		           10   that there's a statutory prohibition against dual				false

		702						LN		27		11		false		           11   service with regard to this board and my Grand				false

		703						LN		27		12		false		           12   Strand Water and Sewer Authority board.  So in the				false

		704						LN		27		13		false		           13   event that I were affirmed, then I would resign				false

		705						LN		27		14		false		           14   from my Grand Strand Water and Sewer Authority				false

		706						LN		27		15		false		           15   board.  And I've already discussed with our chief				false

		707						LN		27		16		false		           16   executive officer that that could be in the making.				false

		708						LN		27		17		false		           17               MS. ANDERSON:  Briefly explain your				false

		709						LN		27		18		false		           18   understanding of the history of Santee Cooper and				false

		710						LN		27		19		false		           19   its purposes and operation.				false

		711						LN		27		20		false		           20               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, Santee Cooper was				false

		712						LN		27		21		false		           21   I think technically created in 1934 but maybe hit				false

		713						LN		27		22		false		           22   the ground running in 1938 as a WPA project in				false

		714						LN		27		23		false		           23   order primarily to create jobs and -- and increase				false

		715						LN		27		24		false		           24   development in the rural areas of South Carolina or				false

		716						LN		27		25		false		           25   any areas of South Carolina that were particularly				false

		717						PG		28		0		false		page 28				false

		718						LN		28		1		false		            1   hard hit by the depression.  In the 1940s, they				false

		719						LN		28		2		false		            2   played a pretty pivotal role in the war effort.  In				false

		720						LN		28		3		false		            3   the 1950s, they began to change their focus a				false

		721						LN		28		4		false		            4   little bit more to getting electricity to the rural				false

		722						LN		28		5		false		            5   areas of South Carolina.				false

		723						LN		28		6		false		            6               I think that a -- 70 percent of the				false

		724						LN		28		7		false		            7   population perhaps at that time as much as that in				false

		725						LN		28		8		false		            8   the rural areas at least did not have electricity.				false

		726						LN		28		9		false		            9   And that I believe is when they -- at that time is				false

		727						LN		28		10		false		           10   when they forged their relationship with Central				false

		728						LN		28		11		false		           11   Electric Power Co-op, and Central Electric was --				false

		729						LN		28		12		false		           12   was important in getting the power distributed in				false

		730						LN		28		13		false		           13   those areas.				false

		731						LN		28		14		false		           14               I think the primary purposes are,				false

		732						LN		28		15		false		           15   again, to -- to generate reliable, cost effective				false

		733						LN		28		16		false		           16   energy for its customers, to be a good custodian of				false

		734						LN		28		17		false		           17   the environment, to be very pro development, to				false

		735						LN		28		18		false		           18   have excellent customer service, to provide				false

		736						LN		28		19		false		           19   excellent management.				false

		737						LN		28		20		false		           20               MS. ANDERSON:  What has been your				false

		738						LN		28		21		false		           21   experience with interpreting financial documents?				false

		739						LN		28		22		false		           22               MR. SINGLETON:  I've had fairly broad				false

		740						LN		28		23		false		           23   experience in my personal business as well as on				false

		741						LN		28		24		false		           24   the Grand Strand Water and Sewer Authority board				false

		742						LN		28		25		false		           25   and on the Coastal Educational Foundation board.				false

		743						PG		29		0		false		page 29				false

		744						LN		29		1		false		            1   On the two public boards, you know, financial				false

		745						LN		29		2		false		            2   statements, income statements, just all of the				false

		746						LN		29		3		false		            3   typical documents that you look at.				false

		747						LN		29		4		false		            4               On the personal side, I've been the				false

		748						LN		29		5		false		            5   managing member for most of the organizations				false

		749						LN		29		6		false		            6   that -- the companies that I've worked with, and				false

		750						LN		29		7		false		            7   I've developed a lot of similar documents in				false

		751						LN		29		8		false		            8   conjunction with accounting firms for those				false

		752						LN		29		9		false		            9   entities.				false

		753						LN		29		10		false		           10               MS. ANDERSON:  What is the operating				false

		754						LN		29		11		false		           11   budget for the Grand Strand Water and Sewer?				false

		755						LN		29		12		false		           12               MR. SINGLETON:  It's approximately 60				false

		756						LN		29		13		false		           13   million dollars a year right now, and the capital				false

		757						LN		29		14		false		           14   budget I believe is about in that same range.  It				false

		758						LN		29		15		false		           15   might be a little lower in view of the economic				false

		759						LN		29		16		false		           16   downturn right now.				false

		760						LN		29		17		false		           17               MS. ANDERSON:  And how about the				false

		761						LN		29		18		false		           18   Coastal Education Foundation?				false

		762						LN		29		19		false		           19               MR. SINGLETON:  The Coastal Education				false

		763						LN		29		20		false		           20   Foundation is -- is I think just a -- two or				false

		764						LN		29		21		false		           21   $300,000.  It's not very a high-staffed				false

		765						LN		29		22		false		           22   organization.  It's there primarily to support the				false

		766						LN		29		23		false		           23   University of South -- University of Coastal				false

		767						LN		29		24		false		           24   Carolina.				false

		768						LN		29		25		false		           25               MS. ANDERSON:  Are you familiar with				false

		769						PG		30		0		false		page 30				false

		770						LN		30		1		false		            1   any legal opinions or orders or agency decisions				false

		771						LN		30		2		false		            2   impacting Santee Cooper?				false

		772						LN		30		3		false		            3               MR. SINGLETON:  The only one that I'm				false

		773						LN		30		4		false		            4   familiar with I believe is a Massachusetts case.  I				false

		774						LN		30		5		false		            5   can't remember the name of it, but I think it				false

		775						LN		30		6		false		            6   indicated that -- that the EPA has the right to				false

		776						LN		30		7		false		            7   regulate the power utilities with regard to green				false

		777						LN		30		8		false		            8   energy.				false

		778						LN		30		9		false		            9               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you have any direct				false

		779						LN		30		10		false		           10   or indirect business relationships with Santee				false

		780						LN		30		11		false		           11   Cooper or any of its wholesale power companies?				false

		781						LN		30		12		false		           12               MR. SINGLETON:  No, ma'am.				false

		782						LN		30		13		false		           13               MS. ANDERSON:  Does your affiliation				false

		783						LN		30		14		false		           14   with any professional, civic -- excuse me --				false

		784						LN		30		15		false		           15   charitable or other similar organizations present a				false

		785						LN		30		16		false		           16   conflict with your appointment?				false

		786						LN		30		17		false		           17               MR. SINGLETON:  No, ma'am.				false

		787						LN		30		18		false		           18               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you have any				false

		788						LN		30		19		false		           19   financial conflicts of interest that would result				false

		789						LN		30		20		false		           20   from your appointment?				false

		790						LN		30		21		false		           21               MR. SINGLETON:  No, ma'am.				false

		791						LN		30		22		false		           22               MS. ANDERSON:  What would you do if a				false

		792						LN		30		23		false		           23   conflict arose?				false

		793						LN		30		24		false		           24               MR. SINGLETON:  If a conflict arose and				false

		794						LN		30		25		false		           25   I was approved -- if a conflict arose, I would				false

		795						PG		31		0		false		page 31				false

		796						LN		31		1		false		            1   fully disclose the conflict to all the directors				false

		797						LN		31		2		false		            2   and management, and in the event any transaction				false

		798						LN		31		3		false		            3   relating to that conflict came before the board, I				false

		799						LN		31		4		false		            4   would recuse myself from the vote and/or any				false

		800						LN		31		5		false		            5   discussion.				false

		801						LN		31		6		false		            6               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you have any holdings				false

		802						LN		31		7		false		            7   in any electrical utilities or other entities that				false

		803						LN		31		8		false		            8   may be impacted by a decision of the Santee Cooper				false

		804						LN		31		9		false		            9   board?				false

		805						LN		31		10		false		           10               MR. SINGLETON:  No, ma'am.				false

		806						LN		31		11		false		           11               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you understand the				false

		807						LN		31		12		false		           12   obligations and responsibilities of this position?				false

		808						LN		31		13		false		           13               MR. SINGLETON:  Yes, ma'am.				false

		809						LN		31		14		false		           14               MS. ANDERSON:  What duty of loyalty or				false

		810						LN		31		15		false		           15   duty of care would you owe to Santee Cooper?				false

		811						LN		31		16		false		           16               MR. SINGLETON:  The -- the duty of				false

		812						LN		31		17		false		           17   loyalty is owed not only to Santee Cooper, but it				false

		813						LN		31		18		false		           18   flows through to the customers, the bondholders and				false

		814						LN		31		19		false		           19   all of the people of South Carolina.  Your duty of				false

		815						LN		31		20		false		           20   care means that you've got to use good faith and				false

		816						LN		31		21		false		           21   act in the best interest of Santee Cooper.  You've				false

		817						LN		31		22		false		           22   got to conduct yourself like an ordinary person				false

		818						LN		31		23		false		           23   would in the same or similar circumstances				false

		819						LN		31		24		false		           24   regarding your judgment.  You've got to certainly				false

		820						LN		31		25		false		           25   be fiscally responsible.  You should attend				false

		821						PG		32		0		false		page 32				false

		822						LN		32		1		false		            1   meetings regularly, and you should ensure that laws				false

		823						LN		32		2		false		            2   and rules and regulations are being followed, as				false

		824						LN		32		3		false		            3   well as oversee management and the hiring of				false

		825						LN		32		4		false		            4   adequate executives.				false

		826						LN		32		5		false		            5               MS. ANDERSON:  What role should a				false

		827						LN		32		6		false		            6   director's ideological or political beliefs play in				false

		828						LN		32		7		false		            7   making a decision?				false

		829						LN		32		8		false		            8               MR. SINGLETON:  None.				false

		830						LN		32		9		false		            9               MS. ANDERSON:  What is your opinion				false

		831						LN		32		10		false		           10   about the importance of board unity?				false

		832						LN		32		11		false		           11               MR. SINGLETON:  I think board unity is				false

		833						LN		32		12		false		           12   critical.  That's one of the -- I hope I'm not				false

		834						LN		32		13		false		           13   referencing Grand Strand too much, but that				false

		835						LN		32		14		false		           14   impressed upon me the -- the real value of -- of				false

		836						LN		32		15		false		           15   treating people with respect.  We -- we certainly				false

		837						LN		32		16		false		           16   have had differences of opinion over a 17-year				false

		838						LN		32		17		false		           17   period, but -- but I think when you do, you should				false

		839						LN		32		18		false		           18   agree in a -- agree to disagree in an agreeable				false

		840						LN		32		19		false		           19   fashion, and I think you should treat each other				false

		841						LN		32		20		false		           20   with dignity and respect at all times.  So I think				false

		842						LN		32		21		false		           21   it's very important.				false

		843						LN		32		22		false		           22               MS. ANDERSON:  In the packet that you				false

		844						LN		32		23		false		           23   gave us, one of the letters of reference stated				false

		845						LN		32		24		false		           24   that during your time on the Grand Strand Water and				false

		846						LN		32		25		false		           25   Sewer Authority you emphasized, and I quote,				false

		847						PG		33		0		false		page 33				false

		848						LN		33		1		false		            1   quality service and low cost for our customers, end				false

		849						LN		33		2		false		            2   quote.  Would you follow this for Santee Cooper?				false

		850						LN		33		3		false		            3               MR. SINGLETON:  Yes, ma'am.				false

		851						LN		33		4		false		            4               MS. ANDERSON:  How would you do that				false

		852						LN		33		5		false		            5   especially when rising costs are inevitable in the				false

		853						LN		33		6		false		            6   near future?				false

		854						LN		33		7		false		            7               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, I think what you				false

		855						LN		33		8		false		            8   do is you endeavor to use your best efforts to hold				false

		856						LN		33		9		false		            9   costs down, and I would always -- well, almost				false

		857						LN		33		10		false		           10   always I think, you know, look at raising rates as				false

		858						LN		33		11		false		           11   the last -- as the last resort.  I think there are				false

		859						LN		33		12		false		           12   times and circumstances when rates have to be				false

		860						LN		33		13		false		           13   raised.				false

		861						LN		33		14		false		           14               I understand Santee Cooper raised rates				false

		862						LN		33		15		false		           15   about three years ago for the first time in 13				false

		863						LN		33		16		false		           16   years or something like that, maybe less than four				false

		864						LN		33		17		false		           17   percent.  But I think that you avail yourself of				false

		865						LN		33		18		false		           18   the best information from management and experts				false

		866						LN		33		19		false		           19   that you can get and you look at all -- all other				false

		867						LN		33		20		false		           20   viable alternatives first.				false

		868						LN		33		21		false		           21               MS. ANDERSON:  And how would you				false

		869						LN		33		22		false		           22   balance quality in regards to low costs, especially				false

		870						LN		33		23		false		           23   in a changing environment?				false

		871						LN		33		24		false		           24               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, the customers are				false

		872						LN		33		25		false		           25   the most important asset, and if they're not happy,				false

		873						PG		34		0		false		page 34				false

		874						LN		34		1		false		            1   then you're going to have severe problems.  So I do				false

		875						LN		34		2		false		            2   not think you can ever cut costs to the extent that				false

		876						LN		34		3		false		            3   you -- that you adversely affect quality.				false

		877						LN		34		4		false		            4               MS. ANDERSON:  Compromise and consensus				false

		878						LN		34		5		false		            5   constitute a theme that resinates throughout your				false

		879						LN		34		6		false		            6   application packet.  Are there any core values that				false

		880						LN		34		7		false		            7   you believe should not be compromised with Santee				false

		881						LN		34		8		false		            8   Cooper?				false

		882						LN		34		9		false		            9               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, yes, I think,				false

		883						LN		34		10		false		           10   again, you've got to -- you can't -- all the points				false

		884						LN		34		11		false		           11   of your mission statement I think are things --				false

		885						LN		34		12		false		           12   your environmental fiduciary duties, values with				false

		886						LN		34		13		false		           13   regard to keeping rates low, I think that there				false

		887						LN		34		14		false		           14   could be times where large entities that -- that				false

		888						LN		34		15		false		           15   pay huge amounts of money could exert influence on				false

		889						LN		34		16		false		           16   things that might be to their benefit that would be				false

		890						LN		34		17		false		           17   disadvantageous to the -- the customer base as a				false

		891						LN		34		18		false		           18   whole.				false

		892						LN		34		19		false		           19               So I think you -- there's certainly a				false

		893						LN		34		20		false		           20   time and a place for compromise, but you don't				false

		894						LN		34		21		false		           21   compromise momma and apple pie and all that stuff.				false

		895						LN		34		22		false		           22               MS. ANDERSON:  Could you please				false

		896						LN		34		23		false		           23   describe your temperament.				false

		897						LN		34		24		false		           24               MR. SINGLETON:  I think I'm -- that's				false

		898						LN		34		25		false		           25   got to be the only loaded question.  I think I'm				false

		899						PG		35		0		false		page 35				false

		900						LN		35		1		false		            1   easy going and -- and approachable and -- and --				false

		901						LN		35		2		false		            2   and I've gotten along well on all the boards and --				false

		902						LN		35		3		false		            3   and people with whom I've interacted over the				false

		903						LN		35		4		false		            4   years.  I -- I must confess I'm a little type A				false

		904						LN		35		5		false		            5   when it comes to planning and -- and coordinating				false

		905						LN		35		6		false		            6   and things of that nature that can irritate my wife				false

		906						LN		35		7		false		            7   from time to time, but for the most part I think I				false

		907						LN		35		8		false		            8   do okay.				false

		908						LN		35		9		false		            9               MS. ANDERSON:  What have you done in				false

		909						LN		35		10		false		           10   preparation for possibly serving as a member of the				false

		910						LN		35		11		false		           11   board?				false

		911						LN		35		12		false		           12               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, I've just looked				false

		912						LN		35		13		false		           13   at the stuff the first time this morning.  I'm				false

		913						LN		35		14		false		           14   kidding.				false

		914						LN		35		15		false		           15               I've read everything I can possibly				false

		915						LN		35		16		false		           16   find.  I've read reports.  I've read the energy				false

		916						LN		35		17		false		           17   reports that I think this committee was				false

		917						LN		35		18		false		           18   instrumental in.  I've read information on the				false

		918						LN		35		19		false		           19   Internet.  I've read financial documents, just a				false

		919						LN		35		20		false		           20   plethora of information.				false

		920						LN		35		21		false		           21               MS. ANDERSON:  Have you attended any				false

		921						LN		35		22		false		           22   board meetings?				false

		922						LN		35		23		false		           23               MR. SINGLETON:  No, ma'am.				false

		923						LN		35		24		false		           24               MS. ANDERSON:  If confirmed by the				false

		924						LN		35		25		false		           25   Senate, what are the first three things you would				false

		925						PG		36		0		false		page 36				false

		926						LN		36		1		false		            1   do when you get to the board?				false

		927						LN		36		2		false		            2               MR. SINGLETON:  I would continue my				false

		928						LN		36		3		false		            3   reading assignment, and I would continue to really				false

		929						LN		36		4		false		            4   try to learn.  And -- and while I know I've got a				false

		930						LN		36		5		false		            5   very steep learning curve, I would try to compact				false

		931						LN		36		6		false		            6   that as much as I can.  I would try to forge				false

		932						LN		36		7		false		            7   relationships with other board members, and because				false

		933						LN		36		8		false		            8   I think the board unity issue is important, I would				false

		934						LN		36		9		false		            9   also try to forge -- forge a relationship with some				false

		935						LN		36		10		false		           10   of the key management people to kind of learn how				false

		936						LN		36		11		false		           11   they think.				false

		937						LN		36		12		false		           12               MS. ANDERSON:  Have you had any				false

		938						LN		36		13		false		           13   conversations with the governor regarding how				false

		939						LN		36		14		false		           14   Santee Cooper should be run or what direction you				false

		940						LN		36		15		false		           15   should take?				false

		941						LN		36		16		false		           16               MR. SINGLETON:  No, ma'am.				false

		942						LN		36		17		false		           17               MS. ANDERSON:  How would you handle the				false

		943						LN		36		18		false		           18   situation if any elected official tried to apply				false

		944						LN		36		19		false		           19   pressure regarding an issue before Santee Cooper?				false

		945						LN		36		20		false		           20               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, I would certainly				false

		946						LN		36		21		false		           21   listen to not only any elected official, but any				false

		947						LN		36		22		false		           22   person that had an issue that they felt like was --				false

		948						LN		36		23		false		           23   should be considered by Santee Cooper, but I would				false

		949						LN		36		24		false		           24   not be responsive to political pressure.				false

		950						LN		36		25		false		           25               Once -- once it -- at such time as I go				false
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		952						LN		37		1		false		            1   on the board, if I go on the board, I'm there to do				false

		953						LN		37		2		false		            2   what's in the best interest of Santee Cooper, its				false

		954						LN		37		3		false		            3   customers, bondholders and the people of the state				false

		955						LN		37		4		false		            4   and not anyone beyond that.  But I would certainly				false

		956						LN		37		5		false		            5   listen.				false

		957						LN		37		6		false		            6               MS. ANDERSON:  Why do you want to serve				false

		958						LN		37		7		false		            7   on the board of directors?				false

		959						LN		37		8		false		            8               MR. SINGLETON:  I think that in our				false

		960						LN		37		9		false		            9   current economic downturn that it's -- if -- if				false

		961						LN		37		10		false		           10   entities like Santee Cooper that are in a position				false

		962						LN		37		11		false		           11   where they really can affect economic growth and				false

		963						LN		37		12		false		           12   take some proactive steps while being fiscally				false

		964						LN		37		13		false		           13   responsible to effect that is -- is -- I would say				false

		965						LN		37		14		false		           14   it's just analogous in my mind to the 1950s.				false

		966						LN		37		15		false		           15               If -- if Santee Cooper was instrumental				false

		967						LN		37		16		false		           16   in getting power to some of the rural customers and				false

		968						LN		37		17		false		           17   some of the folks that -- that need it most, if				false

		969						LN		37		18		false		           18   those people are -- find themselves in a situation				false

		970						LN		37		19		false		           19   now because of a poor economy and unemployment that				false

		971						LN		37		20		false		           20   they're having to make decisions on, Should I not				false

		972						LN		37		21		false		           21   run my air conditioning and heat so can I keep my				false

		973						LN		37		22		false		           22   lights on or should I in effect lose my -- my				false

		974						LN		37		23		false		           23   power, that's a situation that we need to avoid.				false

		975						LN		37		24		false		           24               So I -- that's -- that's a motivating				false

		976						LN		37		25		false		           25   factor.  I think that if I can play a material role				false
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		978						LN		38		1		false		            1   in -- in an organization that is in a position				false

		979						LN		38		2		false		            2   to -- to maybe help relieve that situation through				false

		980						LN		38		3		false		            3   economic growth, then that's what inspires me.				false

		981						LN		38		4		false		            4               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you have any unique				false

		982						LN		38		5		false		            5   traits or experience that you believe would be a				false

		983						LN		38		6		false		            6   contribution to serving on the Santee Cooper board?				false

		984						LN		38		7		false		            7               MR. SINGLETON:  Three, but the first				false

		985						LN		38		8		false		            8   two -- or -- or the least important would be I				false

		986						LN		38		9		false		            9   think that my legal education helps give me a				false

		987						LN		38		10		false		           10   different perspective, and I certainly think that				false

		988						LN		38		11		false		           11   that's not -- you don't want to have 11 lawyers,				false

		989						LN		38		12		false		           12   and I think to have a cross-section is -- is good.				false

		990						LN		38		13		false		           13   But I think that's important.				false

		991						LN		38		14		false		           14               I've got a -- again, a fairly broad				false

		992						LN		38		15		false		           15   business experience doing a lot of -- you know, the				false

		993						LN		38		16		false		           16   golf course complex was a 12 and a half million				false

		994						LN		38		17		false		           17   dollar enterprise, and I had to build that budget				false

		995						LN		38		18		false		           18   and I did the operating budget and operated that in				false

		996						LN		38		19		false		           19   conjunction with some other things over the years.				false

		997						LN		38		20		false		           20   So I think that gives me a -- kind of a broad view.				false

		998						LN		38		21		false		           21               But most important would be Grand				false

		999						LN		38		22		false		           22   Strand Water and Sewer Authority.  While the				false

		1000						LN		38		23		false		           23   Coastal Educational Foundation is a great board and				false

		1001						LN		38		24		false		           24   it's -- and it's taught me a lot as well, Grand				false

		1002						LN		38		25		false		           25   Strand is a special purpose district.  It's -- it's				false
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		1004						LN		39		1		false		            1   a quasi governmental entity similar to Grand				false

		1005						LN		39		2		false		            2   Strand.  And I think with regard to -- you know,				false

		1006						LN		39		3		false		            3   but for water, sewer and power you don't have much				false

		1007						LN		39		4		false		            4   development and economic growth, and there's a huge				false

		1008						LN		39		5		false		            5   emphasis there on keeping the rates low and the				false

		1009						LN		39		6		false		            6   quality high.  And as with Santee Cooper it's a --				false

		1010						LN		39		7		false		            7   public, and so there's a lot of attention given to				false

		1011						LN		39		8		false		            8   FOIA and -- and those types of issues.				false

		1012						LN		39		9		false		            9               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you have any other				false

		1013						LN		39		10		false		           10   comments or would you like to make a brief				false

		1014						LN		39		11		false		           11   statement regarding your desire to serve?				false

		1015						LN		39		12		false		           12               MR. SINGLETON:  Yeah, just briefly.				false

		1016						LN		39		13		false		           13   It's -- it's a -- I hate to sound like the Oscars,				false

		1017						LN		39		14		false		           14   but an honor to be nominated, and in the event that				false

		1018						LN		39		15		false		           15   I am approved, I will certainly give whatever time				false

		1019						LN		39		16		false		           16   is necessary, and to the best of my abilities I				false

		1020						LN		39		17		false		           17   will look out for the -- Santee Cooper and the				false

		1021						LN		39		18		false		           18   bondholders and customers and people of South				false

		1022						LN		39		19		false		           19   Carolina.				false

		1023						LN		39		20		false		           20               MS. ANDERSON:  Thank you,				false

		1024						LN		39		21		false		           21   Mr. Singleton.				false

		1025						LN		39		22		false		           22               MR. SINGLETON:  Thank you.				false

		1026						LN		39		23		false		           23               MS. ANDERSON:  Mr. Chair, I have no				false

		1027						LN		39		24		false		           24   further questions.				false

		1028						LN		39		25		false		           25               SENATOR RANKIN:  Do you feel like Sally				false
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		1030						LN		40		1		false		            1   Fields kind of in the --				false

		1031						LN		40		2		false		            2               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, nobody likes me,				false

		1032						LN		40		3		false		            3   so --				false

		1033						LN		40		4		false		            4               SENATOR RANKIN:  People love me.  Isn't				false

		1034						LN		40		5		false		            5   that what she said?				false

		1035						LN		40		6		false		            6               MR. SINGLETON:  That's right.				false

		1036						LN		40		7		false		            7               SENATOR RANKIN:  Questions for members				false

		1037						LN		40		8		false		            8   of the subcommittee?				false

		1038						LN		40		9		false		            9               Representative Ott.				false

		1039						LN		40		10		false		           10               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Thank you.				false

		1040						LN		40		11		false		           11               Thank you, Mr. Singleton.				false

		1041						LN		40		12		false		           12               MR. SINGLETON:  Thank you, sir.				false

		1042						LN		40		13		false		           13               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  You know, up here				false

		1043						LN		40		14		false		           14   we get labelled kind of one way or another.  Would				false

		1044						LN		40		15		false		           15   you label yourself pro or antinuclear power?				false

		1045						LN		40		16		false		           16               MR. SINGLETON:  Pronuclear power.  And				false

		1046						LN		40		17		false		           17   I understand the majority of the citizens of South				false

		1047						LN		40		18		false		           18   Carolina are pronuclear power.				false

		1048						LN		40		19		false		           19               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Do you think we				false

		1049						LN		40		20		false		           20   need to in light of what's happening in Japan pay				false

		1050						LN		40		21		false		           21   any -- pay any special interests or planning as we				false

		1051						LN		40		22		false		           22   go forward in our pronuclear approach?				false

		1052						LN		40		23		false		           23               MR. SINGLETON:  Yes, sir.  I think that				false

		1053						LN		40		24		false		           24   any time you have a calamity like that I think you				false

		1054						LN		40		25		false		           25   ought to redouble your efforts and take a look				false
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		1056						LN		41		1		false		            1   at -- at, you know, what, if anything, can be done				false

		1057						LN		41		2		false		            2   to -- to strengthen your -- anything that you could				false

		1058						LN		41		3		false		            3   do to try to avoid that kind of calamity.				false

		1059						LN		41		4		false		            4               That having been said, I understand				false

		1060						LN		41		5		false		            5   that -- that most of the problem with regard to				false

		1061						LN		41		6		false		            6   Japan had to do with the -- the tsunamis and the				false

		1062						LN		41		7		false		            7   water and less with the -- with the earthquake, and				false

		1063						LN		41		8		false		            8   I think the location of the nuclear plant that				false

		1064						LN		41		9		false		            9   Santee Cooper currently has an interest in, it's				false

		1065						LN		41		10		false		           10   highly unlikely that -- that we would have a wave				false

		1066						LN		41		11		false		           11   that would go that far inland.				false

		1067						LN		41		12		false		           12               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  All right.  Hydro,				false

		1068						LN		41		13		false		           13   less than two percent.  Coming from somebody that				false

		1069						LN		41		14		false		           14   likes to hunt and fish on the lakes, if you were				false

		1070						LN		41		15		false		           15   forced as a board member to make a decision on				false

		1071						LN		41		16		false		           16   whether or not to keep water in a lake to help the				false

		1072						LN		41		17		false		           17   people who use that as a recreational resource as				false

		1073						LN		41		18		false		           18   opposed to generating power at less than two				false

		1074						LN		41		19		false		           19   percent of the total, how -- how would you weigh --				false

		1075						LN		41		20		false		           20   assuming you had the ability to make up that two				false

		1076						LN		41		21		false		           21   percent somewhere else, how -- how do you weigh				false

		1077						LN		41		22		false		           22   less than two percent production of electricity as				false

		1078						LN		41		23		false		           23   it relates to the amount of water we retain in the				false

		1079						LN		41		24		false		           24   lake system?				false

		1080						LN		41		25		false		           25               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, I think it's a				false
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		1082						LN		42		1		false		            1   cost-benefit analysis.  And on its face it would				false

		1083						LN		42		2		false		            2   certainly appear and it may be the case that you				false

		1084						LN		42		3		false		            3   could offset that, keep the lake level higher in				false

		1085						LN		42		4		false		            4   favor of the -- the people that -- that are using				false

		1086						LN		42		5		false		            5   it for recreational and other purposes.				false

		1087						LN		42		6		false		            6               And to the extent that that could be				false

		1088						LN		42		7		false		            7   accomplished without raising rates, then I would				false

		1089						LN		42		8		false		            8   certainly say it would be almost a given that you				false

		1090						LN		42		9		false		            9   would do that.  The rub, if there is one, would				false

		1091						LN		42		10		false		           10   perhaps come in if there would be a rate increase				false

		1092						LN		42		11		false		           11   and the amount of that increase in order to achieve				false

		1093						LN		42		12		false		           12   that.				false

		1094						LN		42		13		false		           13               But it would certainly seem achievable				false

		1095						LN		42		14		false		           14   on its face, and I would certainly gravitate in				false

		1096						LN		42		15		false		           15   favor of accommodating the -- the people that are				false

		1097						LN		42		16		false		           16   using the lakes for recreation if it could be done				false

		1098						LN		42		17		false		           17   in the exercise of good business judgment.				false

		1099						LN		42		18		false		           18               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  And in your role				false

		1100						LN		42		19		false		           19   as a director, would you be willing to listen to				false

		1101						LN		42		20		false		           20   different groups that actually make a living in and				false

		1102						LN		42		21		false		           21   around the lake?				false

		1103						LN		42		22		false		           22               MR. SINGLETON:  Yes, sir.  I think I				false

		1104						LN		42		23		false		           23   wouldn't only be willing to, I think I would be				false

		1105						LN		42		24		false		           24   obligated to do it.				false

		1106						LN		42		25		false		           25               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  And you do you see				false
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		1108						LN		43		1		false		            1   it as Santee Cooper's responsibility to				false

		1109						LN		43		2		false		            2   occasionally spend a little bit of money --				false

		1110						LN		43		3		false		            3               MR. SINGLETON:  Yes, sir.				false

		1111						LN		43		4		false		            4               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  -- in their				false

		1112						LN		43		5		false		            5   management efforts of the lake?				false

		1113						LN		43		6		false		            6               MR. SINGLETON:  Yes, sir.				false

		1114						LN		43		7		false		            7               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Great.				false

		1115						LN		43		8		false		            8               Page ten, I -- just for				false

		1116						LN		43		9		false		            9   clarification -- I think I heard you.  To whom do				false

		1117						LN		43		10		false		           10   you as a Santee board member owe duties?  Let me				false

		1118						LN		43		11		false		           11   read your answer that was written.  Directors of				false

		1119						LN		43		12		false		           12   Santee owe duties of loyalty, care and				false

		1120						LN		43		13		false		           13   confidentially -- confidentiality to Santee Cooper,				false

		1121						LN		43		14		false		           14   its customers, bondholders, the people of South				false

		1122						LN		43		15		false		           15   Carolina through the elected General Assembly and				false

		1123						LN		43		16		false		           16   the governor.				false

		1124						LN		43		17		false		           17               MR. SINGLETON:  Yes.				false

		1125						LN		43		18		false		           18               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Any particular				false

		1126						LN		43		19		false		           19   order you see those things falling?				false

		1127						LN		43		20		false		           20               MR. SINGLETON:  I would say first and				false

		1128						LN		43		21		false		           21   foremost they're the customers because they're				false

		1129						LN		43		22		false		           22   the -- well, the company, and then it would be the				false

		1130						LN		43		23		false		           23   customers because I do think they're the most				false

		1131						LN		43		24		false		           24   important asset.  And in conjunction with that --				false

		1132						LN		43		25		false		           25   and then the bondholders and then the people of				false
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		1135						LN		44		2		false		            2               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Do you believe				false
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		1880						LN		72		19		false		           19               MR. CLARK:  I would say that the				false

		1881						LN		72		20		false		           20   longest serving member currently on Santee Cooper				false

		1882						LN		72		21		false		           21   was younger than I was when he was appointed, and				false

		1883						LN		72		22		false		           22   I -- I think he's done a very good job.  I know				false

		1884						LN		72		23		false		           23   there were some senators that were appointed when				false

		1885						LN		72		24		false		           24   they were early [sic], and I would say they've done				false

		1886						LN		72		25		false		           25   a very good job.				false

		1887						PG		73		0		false		page 73				false

		1888						LN		73		1		false		            1               And so I don't know that age would have				false

		1889						LN		73		2		false		            2   an impact on my ability.  I -- I have a lot of				false

		1890						LN		73		3		false		            3   responsibilities perhaps at a young age, but I				false

		1891						LN		73		4		false		            4   think that my experience and my reputation shows				false

		1892						LN		73		5		false		            5   that I can deal with it.				false

		1893						LN		73		6		false		            6               MR. FIFFICK:  If confirmed by the				false

		1894						LN		73		7		false		            7   Senate, what are the first three things you'll do				false

		1895						LN		73		8		false		            8   when you get on board?				false

		1896						LN		73		9		false		            9               MR. CLARK:  First I'd like to get to				false

		1897						LN		73		10		false		           10   know the business Santee Cooper, get to know the				false

		1898						LN		73		11		false		           11   employees better, the board members.  After that				false

		1899						LN		73		12		false		           12   I'd like to get to know the customers, the co-ops				false

		1900						LN		73		13		false		           13   and -- and more about who we're serving and help to				false

		1901						LN		73		14		false		           14   understand their side of -- as being a customer.				false

		1902						LN		73		15		false		           15               And then also I'd like to know more				false

		1903						LN		73		16		false		           16   about the changes and the -- you mentioned some				false

		1904						LN		73		17		false		           17   different changes that may take place that will				false

		1905						LN		73		18		false		           18   have an impact on Santee Cooper, so I want to learn				false

		1906						LN		73		19		false		           19   more about that and see how those impacts will make				false

		1907						LN		73		20		false		           20   a difference to me as a board member.				false

		1908						LN		73		21		false		           21               MR. FIFFICK:  Have you had any				false

		1909						LN		73		22		false		           22   conversations with the governor about Santee Cooper				false

		1910						LN		73		23		false		           23   and any direction it should be taking or how the				false

		1911						LN		73		24		false		           24   entity should be run?				false

		1912						LN		73		25		false		           25               MR. CLARK:  No.				false

		1913						PG		74		0		false		page 74				false

		1914						LN		74		1		false		            1               MR. FIFFICK:  And how would you handle				false

		1915						LN		74		2		false		            2   a situation if any elected official tried to apply				false

		1916						LN		74		3		false		            3   political pressure regarding an issue regarding				false

		1917						LN		74		4		false		            4   Santee Cooper?				false

		1918						LN		74		5		false		            5               MR. CLARK:  I have a duty of loyalty to				false

		1919						LN		74		6		false		            6   Santee Cooper, and so I'd let you know.				false

		1920						LN		74		7		false		            7               MR. FIFFICK:  And do you have any other				false

		1921						LN		74		8		false		            8   brief statement you'd like to make as to your				false

		1922						LN		74		9		false		            9   appointment to the board?				false

		1923						LN		74		10		false		           10               MR. CLARK:  No.				false

		1924						LN		74		11		false		           11               MR. FIFFICK:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.				false

		1925						LN		74		12		false		           12   I have no further questions.				false

		1926						LN		74		13		false		           13               SENATOR RANKIN:  Folks, any questions?				false

		1927						LN		74		14		false		           14   Ladies here?  None?				false

		1928						LN		74		15		false		           15               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Mr. Clark --				false

		1929						LN		74		16		false		           16               MR. CLARK:  Yes, sir.				false

		1930						LN		74		17		false		           17               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  -- same questions				false

		1931						LN		74		18		false		           18   I've asked some other people.  At this point given				false

		1932						LN		74		19		false		           19   what's happened in Japan, do you consider yourself				false

		1933						LN		74		20		false		           20   to be a pronuclear or an antinuclear supporter as				false

		1934						LN		74		21		false		           21   far as power generation?				false

		1935						LN		74		22		false		           22               MR. CLARK:  I would say I'm a				false

		1936						LN		74		23		false		           23   pronuclear supporter, understanding that the				false

		1937						LN		74		24		false		           24   nuclear situation in Japan or the nuclear facility				false

		1938						LN		74		25		false		           25   in Japan is quite a bit different from what we have				false

		1939						PG		75		0		false		page 75				false

		1940						LN		75		1		false		            1   here in South Carolina thankfully, but				false

		1941						LN		75		2		false		            2   understanding there are some risks involved.				false

		1942						LN		75		3		false		            3               But with the limited amount of other				false

		1943						LN		75		4		false		            4   resources we have, I think it's one of our best				false

		1944						LN		75		5		false		            5   options.				false

		1945						LN		75		6		false		            6               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Santee Cooper has				false

		1946						LN		75		7		false		            7   got quite a bit of money invested in coal				false

		1947						LN		75		8		false		            8   generation.  As we go forward into the nuclear era				false

		1948						LN		75		9		false		            9   and more of our load becomes nuclear-generated,				false

		1949						LN		75		10		false		           10   would you be in the position to support the early				false

		1950						LN		75		11		false		           11   phaseout of coal-fired generators as we take on a				false

		1951						LN		75		12		false		           12   larger proportion of -- of our generation going to				false

		1952						LN		75		13		false		           13   nuclear?				false

		1953						LN		75		14		false		           14               MR. CLARK:  It depends if --				false

		1954						LN		75		15		false		           15   financially if it would work.  I would not want to				false

		1955						LN		75		16		false		           16   burden the ratepayers with a significant amount of				false

		1956						LN		75		17		false		           17   increases just to move that energy over toward				false

		1957						LN		75		18		false		           18   nuclear.  I will say we may be forced to do that if				false

		1958						LN		75		19		false		           19   the EPA requires that, but -- but I would want to				false

		1959						LN		75		20		false		           20   make those decisions based on the amount of rates				false

		1960						LN		75		21		false		           21   that our customers would have to pay.				false

		1961						LN		75		22		false		           22               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  And would it be				false

		1962						LN		75		23		false		           23   likely that you would look at your -- you know,				false

		1963						LN		75		24		false		           24   dirty is a real bad word, but less clean, older,				false

		1964						LN		75		25		false		           25   less productive facilities would be the first ones				false

		1965						PG		76		0		false		page 76				false

		1966						LN		76		1		false		            1   that you would phase out the quickest?				false

		1967						LN		76		2		false		            2               MR. CLARK:  I would have to look at the				false

		1968						LN		76		3		false		            3   financial impacts, but I would say that would make				false

		1969						LN		76		4		false		            4   the most sense for sure.				false

		1970						LN		76		5		false		            5               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Looking at the				false

		1971						LN		76		6		false		            6   portfolio when less than two percent of Santee				false

		1972						LN		76		7		false		            7   Cooper's power comes from hydroelectric, how				false

		1973						LN		76		8		false		            8   important is it -- do you believe it would be -- as				false

		1974						LN		76		9		false		            9   a board member to manage the lake for recreational				false

		1975						LN		76		10		false		           10   opportunities and business opportunities located on				false

		1976						LN		76		11		false		           11   the lake as opposed to drawing down the water in				false

		1977						LN		76		12		false		           12   the lake system for a relatively small amount of				false

		1978						LN		76		13		false		           13   the power if you could do it at a cost effective				false

		1979						LN		76		14		false		           14   rate, how do -- what do you -- what is your role as				false

		1980						LN		76		15		false		           15   a board member when you look at power generation of				false

		1981						LN		76		16		false		           16   less than two percent versus the use of the lake?				false

		1982						LN		76		17		false		           17               MR. CLARK:  I think that the				false

		1983						LN		76		18		false		           18   recreational aspect of the lake is very important.				false

		1984						LN		76		19		false		           19   Since we have about 50 miles of shoreline on lakes				false

		1985						LN		76		20		false		           20   that we've developed, obviously I -- I have quite a				false

		1986						LN		76		21		false		           21   bit of interest in that.  So I would say it's very				false

		1987						LN		76		22		false		           22   important to maintain those lakes in a way that				false

		1988						LN		76		23		false		           23   will allow the -- the recreation to happen, and				false

		1989						LN		76		24		false		           24   also it has a big impact on our economy.  So that's				false

		1990						LN		76		25		false		           25   very important.				false

		1991						PG		77		0		false		page 77				false

		1992						LN		77		1		false		            1               But that -- that power offset would				false

		1993						LN		77		2		false		            2   have to come from somewhere, so if there are other				false

		1994						LN		77		3		false		            3   opportunities, then perhaps it could be -- it could				false

		1995						LN		77		4		false		            4   be done.				false

		1996						LN		77		5		false		            5               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  And do you think				false

		1997						LN		77		6		false		            6   the stakeholders around the lake should have access				false

		1998						LN		77		7		false		            7   to you as a board member to share with you what				false

		1999						LN		77		8		false		            8   impact on their business and their life drawing				false

		2000						LN		77		9		false		            9   down the lake would have?				false

		2001						LN		77		10		false		           10               MR. CLARK:  Certainly.  And I think				false

		2002						LN		77		11		false		           11   they -- they're going to attend the board meetings.				false

		2003						LN		77		12		false		           12   They're open to the public, so...				false

		2004						LN		77		13		false		           13               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Final question,				false

		2005						LN		77		14		false		           14   and as far as loyalty goes -- let me just get this				false

		2006						LN		77		15		false		           15   one out of the way.  In the past we've had				false

		2007						LN		77		16		false		           16   conflicting positions.  Maybe a governor wanted to				false

		2008						LN		77		17		false		           17   get rid of Santee Cooper and sell it, and maybe				false

		2009						LN		77		18		false		           18   some of us in the General Assembly didn't want to				false

		2010						LN		77		19		false		           19   do that.				false

		2011						LN		77		20		false		           20               Do you have an opinion on -- on what				false

		2012						LN		77		21		false		           21   you think the future of Santee Cooper should look				false

		2013						LN		77		22		false		           22   like as far as the ownership?				false

		2014						LN		77		23		false		           23               MR. CLARK:  I personally believe that				false

		2015						LN		77		24		false		           24   Santee Cooper has been successful in its mission				false

		2016						LN		77		25		false		           25   and has provided a great economic engine for the				false

		2017						PG		78		0		false		page 78				false

		2018						LN		78		1		false		            1   state, so I support Santee Cooper as it exists				false

		2019						LN		78		2		false		            2   today.				false

		2020						LN		78		3		false		            3               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  And when it comes				false

		2021						LN		78		4		false		            4   to the company versus political pressure, which is				false

		2022						LN		78		5		false		            5   due to come at some point, how do you see you				false

		2023						LN		78		6		false		            6   standing up to that pressure?				false

		2024						LN		78		7		false		            7               MR. CLARK:  I see that I have a				false

		2025						LN		78		8		false		            8   fiduciary duty to remain loyal to Santee Cooper.				false

		2026						LN		78		9		false		            9   So if -- if I do not remain loyal, then obviously				false

		2027						LN		78		10		false		           10   there's consequences.				false

		2028						LN		78		11		false		           11               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Thank you.				false

		2029						LN		78		12		false		           12               SENATOR RANKIN:  Any other questions?				false

		2030						LN		78		13		false		           13               The Cliffs, you're the -- the director				false

		2031						LN		78		14		false		           14   of operations?				false

		2032						LN		78		15		false		           15               MR. CLARK:  That's correct.				false

		2033						LN		78		16		false		           16               SENATOR RANKIN:  And what scope of an				false

		2034						LN		78		17		false		           17   operation are we talking about in terms of, you				false

		2035						LN		78		18		false		           18   know, dollars or -- or assets or whatever?				false

		2036						LN		78		19		false		           19               MR. CLARK:  Sir, I'm responsible for				false

		2037						LN		78		20		false		           20   several departments in the corporate office.  I'm				false

		2038						LN		78		21		false		           21   responsible for all the property owners				false

		2039						LN		78		22		false		           22   associations.  I'm president of the property owners				false

		2040						LN		78		23		false		           23   associations within the Cliffs and the various				false

		2041						LN		78		24		false		           24   corporate departments, some not so glamorous, the				false

		2042						LN		78		25		false		           25   organic farm that I happen to have a lot of				false

		2043						PG		79		0		false		page 79				false

		2044						LN		79		1		false		            1   interest in that some people may say is a little				false

		2045						LN		79		2		false		            2   bit different.  Not necessarily management, but --				false

		2046						LN		79		3		false		            3   and then I have other -- all of the facility				false

		2047						LN		79		4		false		            4   maintenance reports to my department as well.  So				false

		2048						LN		79		5		false		            5   various management.				false

		2049						LN		79		6		false		            6               SENATOR RANKIN:  How big a company -- I				false

		2050						LN		79		7		false		            7   mean, I don't know if this -- is it a				false

		2051						LN		79		8		false		            8   publicly-traded company or a private --				false

		2052						LN		79		9		false		            9               MR. CLARK:  It is not.  It's a				false

		2053						LN		79		10		false		           10   privately-held company.				false

		2054						LN		79		11		false		           11               SENATOR RANKIN:  So we're not going to				false

		2055						LN		79		12		false		           12   talk about numbers I guess, but --				false

		2056						LN		79		13		false		           13               MR. CLARK:  No.				false

		2057						LN		79		14		false		           14               SENATOR RANKIN:  -- how many employees?				false

		2058						LN		79		15		false		           15               MR. CLARK:  Roughly 800.				false

		2059						LN		79		16		false		           16               SENATOR RANKIN:  800?				false

		2060						LN		79		17		false		           17               MR. CLARK:  Uh-huh.				false

		2061						LN		79		18		false		           18               SENATOR RANKIN:  And as the manager or				false

		2062						LN		79		19		false		           19   the president of the homeowners association, did				false

		2063						LN		79		20		false		           20   you call it, do you feel like you are experienced				false

		2064						LN		79		21		false		           21   to sit on the Supreme Court, because you would be				false

		2065						LN		79		22		false		           22   playing the role of Solomon.				false

		2066						LN		79		23		false		           23               Do you have a happy homeowners group				false

		2067						LN		79		24		false		           24   generally?  Some call it the beach condo commandos.				false

		2068						LN		79		25		false		           25   Do you have those up there?				false

		2069						PG		80		0		false		page 80				false

		2070						LN		80		1		false		            1               MR. CLARK:  We have quite a few.				false

		2071						LN		80		2		false		            2   Self-appointed experts.				false

		2072						LN		80		3		false		            3               SENATOR RANKIN:  And you are not gray				false

		2073						LN		80		4		false		            4   and, therefore, you have weathered that role				false

		2074						LN		80		5		false		            5   apparently well.				false

		2075						LN		80		6		false		            6               MR. CLARK:  That's right.  My skin is				false

		2076						LN		80		7		false		            7   pretty thick these days, so...				false

		2077						LN		80		8		false		            8               SENATOR RANKIN:  Your -- your -- the				false

		2078						LN		80		9		false		            9   information that you provided in here is -- without				false

		2079						LN		80		10		false		           10   hearing you makes you read qualified.  Your answers				false

		2080						LN		80		11		false		           11   seem qualified.  Tom Alexander is going to talk to				false

		2081						LN		80		12		false		           12   us about you later and tell us things that may				false

		2082						LN		80		13		false		           13   not -- you may not want said in front of your wife				false

		2083						LN		80		14		false		           14   or these folks about how much you might like to				false

		2084						LN		80		15		false		           15   farm or do other things.  I'm not sure.				false

		2085						LN		80		16		false		           16               Anyway.				false

		2086						LN		80		17		false		           17               MR. CLARK:  Well, I will say my -- my				false

		2087						LN		80		18		false		           18   first business experience was when I was in high				false

		2088						LN		80		19		false		           19   school, I had some cows, and I had them through				false

		2089						LN		80		20		false		           20   college and made a little money on cows.  So that				false

		2090						LN		80		21		false		           21   was my first taste of business, and after I				false

		2091						LN		80		22		false		           22   graduated I sold all my cows and bought my wife an				false

		2092						LN		80		23		false		           23   engagement ring.  So that's my claim.				false

		2093						LN		80		24		false		           24               SENATOR RANKIN:  And never looked back.				false

		2094						LN		80		25		false		           25               MR. CLARK:  Never looked back.  No more				false

		2095						PG		81		0		false		page 81				false

		2096						LN		81		1		false		            1   cows, but I have a wife.				false

		2097						LN		81		2		false		            2               SENATOR RANKIN:  Lest I get in trouble,				false

		2098						LN		81		3		false		            3   I'm done.				false

		2099						LN		81		4		false		            4               MR. CLARK:  Yeah.				false

		2100						LN		81		5		false		            5               SENATOR RANKIN:  Thank you.  Thank you				false

		2101						LN		81		6		false		            6   very much.				false

		2102						LN		81		7		false		            7               SENATOR RANKIN:  Welcome.  We'll swear				false

		2103						LN		81		8		false		            8   you, Mr. --				false

		2104						LN		81		9		false		            9               MR. SANDERS:  Sanders.				false

		2105						LN		81		10		false		           10               SENATOR RANKIN:  Mr. Sanders, I was				false

		2106						LN		81		11		false		           11   cutting up with Mr. Grooms, the county man who is				false

		2107						LN		81		12		false		           12   to your left shoulder.  Look over hard left.  Wave.				false

		2108						LN		81		13		false		           13   We've seen too much of that man.				false

		2109						LN		81		14		false		           14               MR. SANDERS:  Really.				false

		2110						LN		81		15		false		           15               SENATOR RANKIN:  Much too much of that				false

		2111						LN		81		16		false		           16   man.  Harry Ott as well today.				false

		2112						LN		81		17		false		           17               Welcome, Mr. Sanders, to the FERC				false

		2113						LN		81		18		false		           18   review committee, and you're going to be sworn to				false

		2114						LN		81		19		false		           19   oath and then we'll get started.				false

		2115						LN		81		20		false		           20               (James Robert Sanders, Jr., was duly				false

		2116						LN		81		21		false		           21   sworn, after which testimony began at 10:50 a.m.)				false

		2117						LN		81		22		false		           22               SENATOR RANKIN:  Heather Anderson to my				false

		2118						LN		81		23		false		           23   left, your right is going to be asking you a series				false

		2119						LN		81		24		false		           24   of questions, and we welcome you and look forward				false

		2120						LN		81		25		false		           25   to hearing what you've got to say.				false

		2121						PG		82		0		false		page 82				false

		2122						LN		82		1		false		            1               MR. SANDERS:  Thank you.				false

		2123						LN		82		2		false		            2               MS. ANDERSON:  Good morning,				false

		2124						LN		82		3		false		            3   Mr. Sanders.				false

		2125						LN		82		4		false		            4               MR. SANDERS:  Morning.				false
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		3106						LN		119		23		false		           23   put on either side of the scales.  I may not be as				false

		3107						LN		119		24		false		           24   knowledgeable as I need to be to -- to				false

		3108						LN		119		25		false		           25   specifically.  Clearly it's a resource.  A huge				false

		3109						PG		120		0		false		page 120				false

		3110						LN		120		1		false		            1   resource.  It's a recreational tourism, economic --				false

		3111						LN		120		2		false		            2   there's no doubt it's a resource.				false

		3112						LN		120		3		false		            3               The two percent that you mentioned, I				false

		3113						LN		120		4		false		            4   was surprised it was that small in hydro, I'll be				false

		3114						LN		120		5		false		            5   candid with you, when I did my research.  It's when				false

		3115						LN		120		6		false		            6   you have -- when you might need that two percent.				false

		3116						LN		120		7		false		            7   If you drop a power plant or if it's an outage and				false

		3117						LN		120		8		false		            8   it's a peak day, then you might have to drain the				false

		3118						LN		120		9		false		            9   lake down, but you hope that you would balance that				false

		3119						LN		120		10		false		           10   and that would be so minimal -- I'm from the				false

		3120						LN		120		11		false		           11   upstate, and Hartwell, as you may or may not know,				false

		3121						LN		120		12		false		           12   has had dramatic elevation changes, and it's a huge				false

		3122						LN		120		13		false		           13   impact on the quality of life around that lake.				false

		3123						LN		120		14		false		           14   It's huge.				false

		3124						LN		120		15		false		           15               I'm thinking statutorily obligation and				false

		3125						LN		120		16		false		           16   I'm thinking, you know, how can you achieve that				false

		3126						LN		120		17		false		           17   without impacting.  I guess there's -- everybody				false

		3127						LN		120		18		false		           18   wants -- wants cheap electricity, but they don't				false

		3128						LN		120		19		false		           19   want their ox gored.  I am against -- I would -- I				false

		3129						LN		120		20		false		           20   would like to see the lake levels held -- it's				false

		3130						LN		120		21		false		           21   funny you mentioned it.  Honestly, about every				false

		3131						LN		120		22		false		           22   three or four days, I look in the newspaper and see				false

		3132						LN		120		23		false		           23   what the lake levels for the state are, because I				false

		3133						LN		120		24		false		           24   have seen what Hartwell -- how bad that is when it				false

		3134						LN		120		25		false		           25   goes down.				false

		3135						PG		121		0		false		page 121				false

		3136						LN		121		1		false		            1               I would hope to learn more and find				false

		3137						LN		121		2		false		            2   ways to balance the issues you speak to.  Today I'm				false

		3138						LN		121		3		false		            3   afraid I couldn't emphatically say that there would				false

		3139						LN		121		4		false		            4   never be a time that that lake wouldn't have to be				false

		3140						LN		121		5		false		            5   drawn down, but I don't know if it would or				false

		3141						LN		121		6		false		            6   wouldn't.				false

		3142						LN		121		7		false		            7               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Do you see it as a				false

		3143						LN		121		8		false		            8   role of a director to take those needs around the				false

		3144						LN		121		9		false		            9   lake as a consideration?				false

		3145						LN		121		10		false		           10               MR. SANDERS:  Yes, on -- from a				false

		3146						LN		121		11		false		           11   division standpoint, but when you do that,				false

		3147						LN		121		12		false		           12   remember, you're going back way to these three				false

		3148						LN		121		13		false		           13   points statutorily.				false

		3149						LN		121		14		false		           14               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Well, I understand				false

		3150						LN		121		15		false		           15   that, but, you know, my understanding is the only				false

		3151						LN		121		16		false		           16   real responsibility that you have is to make sure				false

		3152						LN		121		17		false		           17   that the flow coming down the river going to				false

		3153						LN		121		18		false		           18   Charleston certain -- gets certain gallons so that				false

		3154						LN		121		19		false		           19   we don't have saltwater coming up the river.				false

		3155						LN		121		20		false		           20               MR. SANDERS:  Right.  Right.				false

		3156						LN		121		21		false		           21               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Short of that --				false

		3157						LN		121		22		false		           22   I'm not talking about that.  We all know we have to				false

		3158						LN		121		23		false		           23   maintain that.  There may be -- there may come a				false

		3159						LN		121		24		false		           24   time when you either have to run a little more				false

		3160						LN		121		25		false		           25   water over it or -- to -- to generate one percent				false

		3161						PG		122		0		false		page 122				false

		3162						LN		122		1		false		            1   of your power or you may have to throw a little bit				false

		3163						LN		122		2		false		            2   more coal on the fire.				false

		3164						LN		122		3		false		            3               MR. SANDERS:  That's -- that's an				false

		3165						LN		122		4		false		            4   operation decision.				false

		3166						LN		122		5		false		            5               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  But you would --				false

		3167						LN		122		6		false		            6   you would at least consider --				false

		3168						LN		122		7		false		            7               MR. SANDERS:  Absolutely.				false

		3169						LN		122		8		false		            8               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  -- the needs				false

		3170						LN		122		9		false		            9   around the lake?				false

		3171						LN		122		10		false		           10               MR. SANDERS:  Absolutely.  Absolutely.				false

		3172						LN		122		11		false		           11               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  And do you think				false

		3173						LN		122		12		false		           12   you would also have the responsibility to				false

		3174						LN		122		13		false		           13   occasionally spend some of Santee Cooper's money to				false

		3175						LN		122		14		false		           14   manage certain aspects of the lake like weed				false

		3176						LN		122		15		false		           15   control and things like that?				false

		3177						LN		122		16		false		           16               MR. SANDERS:  If -- if it was not				false

		3178						LN		122		17		false		           17   against the law, absolutely I think that would				false

		3179						LN		122		18		false		           18   be -- it's -- it's the responsibility of management				false

		3180						LN		122		19		false		           19   of the lake.  It's their responsibility.				false

		3181						LN		122		20		false		           20               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  But, you know,				false

		3182						LN		122		21		false		           21   things come with price tags occasionally.				false

		3183						LN		122		22		false		           22               MR. SANDERS:  Yes.				false

		3184						LN		122		23		false		           23               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  So I just want to				false

		3185						LN		122		24		false		           24   make sure --				false

		3186						LN		122		25		false		           25               MR. SANDERS:  Yes.				false

		3187						PG		123		0		false		page 123				false

		3188						LN		123		1		false		            1               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  -- you're willing				false

		3189						LN		123		2		false		            2   to spend some resources to maintain those lakes				false

		3190						LN		123		3		false		            3   when necessary.				false

		3191						LN		123		4		false		            4               MR. SANDERS:  Yes, sir.				false

		3192						LN		123		5		false		            5               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  All right.  A				false

		3193						LN		123		6		false		            6   little bit about this loyalty question.				false

		3194						LN		123		7		false		            7               MR. SANDERS:  Yes, sir.				false

		3195						LN		123		8		false		            8               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  I heard you say				false

		3196						LN		123		9		false		            9   your first loyalty would be to the company, Santee				false

		3197						LN		123		10		false		           10   Cooper.				false

		3198						LN		123		11		false		           11               MR. SANDERS:  The second.  I'm sorry.				false

		3199						LN		123		12		false		           12               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  After that how do				false

		3200						LN		123		13		false		           13   you see a role of politics -- and this relates back				false

		3201						LN		123		14		false		           14   to what got me interested when I got on here to				false

		3202						LN		123		15		false		           15   begin with.  We had a governor that wanted to sell				false

		3203						LN		123		16		false		           16   Santee Cooper, and he was out campaigning saying we				false

		3204						LN		123		17		false		           17   were going to sell it.  You had a General Assembly				false

		3205						LN		123		18		false		           18   sitting up here and said, No, we don't think we				false

		3206						LN		123		19		false		           19   want to sell it, and we had conflict.				false

		3207						LN		123		20		false		           20               Now, you would be appointed by a				false

		3208						LN		123		21		false		           21   governor.  What -- what -- how do you weigh those				false

		3209						LN		123		22		false		           22   things if sometime in the future we had a conflict?				false

		3210						LN		123		23		false		           23               MR. SANDERS:  Well, I don't think --				false

		3211						LN		123		24		false		           24   when you're talking about ideological -- political				false

		3212						LN		123		25		false		           25   ideological --				false

		3213						PG		124		0		false		page 124				false

		3214						LN		124		1		false		            1               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  That's what it all				false

		3215						LN		124		2		false		            2   comes down to.				false

		3216						LN		124		3		false		            3               MR. SANDERS:  -- I think you do what's				false

		3217						LN		124		4		false		            4   in the best interest of Santee Cooper.  And I don't				false

		3218						LN		124		5		false		            5   see -- I don't see -- it would have -- you would				false

		3219						LN		124		6		false		            6   have to look at each individual situation as it				false

		3220						LN		124		7		false		            7   came about, but I don't see -- again, properly				false

		3221						LN		124		8		false		            8   governed -- managed as it is, I see no reason				false

		3222						LN		124		9		false		            9   Santee Cooper can't survive in a strong way in the				false

		3223						LN		124		10		false		           10   future.  I'm not sure that --				false

		3224						LN		124		11		false		           11               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  The bottom line is				false

		3225						LN		124		12		false		           12   you want to see it remain a public entity?				false

		3226						LN		124		13		false		           13               MR. SANDERS:  If at all possible.  I				false

		3227						LN		124		14		false		           14   think it could be -- if -- if -- I'm not -- and I'm				false

		3228						LN		124		15		false		           15   not advocating this.  I don't think it will happen.				false

		3229						LN		124		16		false		           16   But what if tomorrow the EPA said -- in five years				false

		3230						LN		124		17		false		           17   they cut the emissions so much, I don't know that				false

		3231						LN		124		18		false		           18   we can bring up any other generation capacity that				false

		3232						LN		124		19		false		           19   quick -- you could be regulated out of business.  I				false

		3233						LN		124		20		false		           20   don't see it happening.  I'm not advocating --				false

		3234						LN		124		21		false		           21               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Now, I do a little				false

		3235						LN		124		22		false		           22   bit of business, but if -- if the state couldn't				false

		3236						LN		124		23		false		           23   hit those requirements, no other private business				false

		3237						LN		124		24		false		           24   could either, so it wouldn't be for sale, would it?				false

		3238						LN		124		25		false		           25               MR. SANDERS:  You wouldn't think so.				false

		3239						PG		125		0		false		page 125				false

		3240						LN		125		1		false		            1   If it was, it wouldn't -- sure wouldn't be for very				false

		3241						LN		125		2		false		            2   much value.				false

		3242						LN		125		3		false		            3               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  So I would -- I				false

		3243						LN		125		4		false		            4   would assume -- not to put words in your mouth, but				false

		3244						LN		125		5		false		            5   we certainly would have the ability to maintain it				false

		3245						LN		125		6		false		            6   as a publicly-owned company as well as any				false

		3246						LN		125		7		false		            7   privately-owned?				false

		3247						LN		125		8		false		            8               MR. SANDERS:  I think -- I think you				false

		3248						LN		125		9		false		            9   would -- you should -- you should from a tax				false

		3249						LN		125		10		false		           10   standpoint have a better ability to do so				false

		3250						LN		125		11		false		           11   supposedly in your --				false

		3251						LN		125		12		false		           12               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  You keep adding				false

		3252						LN		125		13		false		           13   those little supposedlies and maybes.  Just --				false

		3253						LN		125		14		false		           14               MR. SANDERS:  It is because of the				false

		3254						LN		125		15		false		           15   regulatory environment.  It all boils down to				false

		3255						LN		125		16		false		           16   regulatory.				false

		3256						LN		125		17		false		           17               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Those people in				false

		3257						LN		125		18		false		           18   Washington, right?				false

		3258						LN		125		19		false		           19               MR. SANDERS:  So said.				false

		3259						LN		125		20		false		           20               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  So said.				false

		3260						LN		125		21		false		           21               MR. SANDERS:  But it's uncertainty.				false

		3261						LN		125		22		false		           22   The regulatory environment to me is the real				false

		3262						LN		125		23		false		           23   uncertainty.  Other than that, it's a proven				false

		3263						LN		125		24		false		           24   entity.  It's been successful.  And there's no				false

		3264						LN		125		25		false		           25   reason it can't continue to be so.				false

		3265						PG		126		0		false		page 126				false

		3266						LN		126		1		false		            1               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  I don't believe I				false

		3267						LN		126		2		false		            2   have any other questions.				false

		3268						LN		126		3		false		            3               SENATOR RANKIN:  Okay.  You -- the --				false

		3269						LN		126		4		false		            4   those people -- or those folks in Washington that				false

		3270						LN		126		5		false		            5   starts with a B --				false

		3271						LN		126		6		false		            6               MR. SANDERS:  Can we call them				false

		3272						LN		126		7		false		            7   regulator -- regulatory --				false

		3273						LN		126		8		false		            8               SENATOR RANKIN:  And you weren't				false

		3274						LN		126		9		false		            9   referring to them as Baptists, were you?				false

		3275						LN		126		10		false		           10               MR. SANDERS:  No, no, no, no, no, no,				false

		3276						LN		126		11		false		           11   no.				false

		3277						LN		126		12		false		           12               SENATOR RANKIN:  What do -- what do you				false

		3278						LN		126		13		false		           13   think -- with your history of Santee Cooper's				false

		3279						LN		126		14		false		           14   fairly stanch and to my eye unwavering endorsement				false

		3280						LN		126		15		false		           15   in support of Gamecocks, how do you -- is that				false

		3281						LN		126		16		false		           16   going to be a conflict?				false

		3282						LN		126		17		false		           17               MR. SANDERS:  Well, I've heard both				false

		3283						LN		126		18		false		           18   sides of that story.  I thought -- I heard there's				false

		3284						LN		126		19		false		           19   a lot of Citadel people down there that kind of				false

		3285						LN		126		20		false		           20   fell between the Clemson and Carolina crowd --				false

		3286						LN		126		21		false		           21               SENATOR RANKIN:  Yeah.				false

		3287						LN		126		22		false		           22               MR. SANDERS:  -- that you have to kind				false

		3288						LN		126		23		false		           23   of keep an eye on them too.				false

		3289						LN		126		24		false		           24               SENATOR RANKIN:  Carolina folks would				false

		3290						LN		126		25		false		           25   be those B people too?				false

		3291						PG		127		0		false		page 127				false

		3292						LN		127		1		false		            1               MR. SANDERS:  Maybe they're the				false

		3293						LN		127		2		false		            2   Baptists.  You never know, you know.				false

		3294						LN		127		3		false		            3               SENATOR RANKIN:  I see your allegiance				false

		3295						LN		127		4		false		            4   and -- as you should be from that area.  Did you go				false

		3296						LN		127		5		false		            5   to Clemson?				false

		3297						LN		127		6		false		            6               MR. SANDERS:  Yeah.				false

		3298						LN		127		7		false		            7               SENATOR RANKIN:  What --				false

		3299						LN		127		8		false		            8               MR. SANDERS:  '70.				false

		3300						LN		127		9		false		            9               SENATOR RANKIN:  Okay.				false

		3301						LN		127		10		false		           10               MR. SANDERS:  I'm old.  Don't you love				false

		3302						LN		127		11		false		           11   old people.				false

		3303						LN		127		12		false		           12               SENATOR RANKIN:  I -- I tell you,				false

		3304						LN		127		13		false		           13   you've got energy, buba.  You're not an old man				false

		3305						LN		127		14		false		           14   without any get up and go.				false

		3306						LN		127		15		false		           15               I am curious -- and I was trying to				false

		3307						LN		127		16		false		           16   find out about First Federal.  Y'all were one of				false

		3308						LN		127		17		false		           17   the top two safest banks in the state.				false

		3309						LN		127		18		false		           18               MR. SANDERS:  Yes, sir.				false

		3310						LN		127		19		false		           19               SENATOR RANKIN:  Do you have a little				false

		3311						LN		127		20		false		           20   OTC trouble like every -- or most every state -- or				false

		3312						LN		127		21		false		           21   bank in the state it seems or --				false

		3313						LN		127		22		false		           22               MR. SANDERS:  They always come -- it's				false

		3314						LN		127		23		false		           23   those people, again.				false

		3315						LN		127		24		false		           24               SENATOR RANKIN:  Yeah.				false

		3316						LN		127		25		false		           25               MR. SANDERS:  You understand what I				false

		3317						PG		128		0		false		page 128				false

		3318						LN		128		1		false		            1   mean, Vernon?				false

		3319						LN		128		2		false		            2               They tend to find something every time,				false

		3320						LN		128		3		false		            3   but we have -- seriously, we have -- we have been a				false

		3321						LN		128		4		false		            4   very -- over the years, even before my time, a very				false

		3322						LN		128		5		false		            5   conservatively -- and we are very, very fortunate.				false

		3323						LN		128		6		false		            6   We did not take any federal money.  We are one of				false

		3324						LN		128		7		false		            7   the top five in the nation of the, quote, safest.				false

		3325						LN		128		8		false		            8   But --				false

		3326						LN		128		9		false		            9               SENATOR RANKIN:  Is that a closely-held				false

		3327						LN		128		10		false		           10   or publicly-traded?				false

		3328						LN		128		11		false		           11               MR. SANDERS:  It's publicly.				false

		3329						LN		128		12		false		           12               SENATOR RANKIN:  Okay.				false

		3330						LN		128		13		false		           13               MR. SANDERS:  Public.  It's -- it's one				false

		3331						LN		128		14		false		           14   of the few savings and loans that are left.				false

		3332						LN		128		15		false		           15               SENATOR RANKIN:  Okay.  The -- I'm				false

		3333						LN		128		16		false		           16   impressed with your hedging which I think is safe,				false

		3334						LN		128		17		false		           17   and I'm not going to -- let me finish before you				false

		3335						LN		128		18		false		           18   correct me, perhaps for the first time.  You should				false

		3336						LN		128		19		false		           19   have corrected him.				false

		3337						LN		128		20		false		           20               But I -- you are walking into an area				false

		3338						LN		128		21		false		           21   and offering for service in an area that you have				false

		3339						LN		128		22		false		           22   not been before, and -- but I'm impressed with your				false

		3340						LN		128		23		false		           23   sense of those people, whoever the us or regulatory				false

		3341						LN		128		24		false		           24   or NRC or whoever that in large part govern what				false

		3342						LN		128		25		false		           25   you can and can't do.  Your world view according to				false

		3343						PG		129		0		false		page 129				false

		3344						LN		129		1		false		            1   the Bible -- and I'm a Baptist.  I don't think I've				false

		3345						LN		129		2		false		            2   heard that.  Maybe I should be listening to Joel				false

		3346						LN		129		3		false		            3   Osteen a little bit more.				false

		3347						LN		129		4		false		            4               MR. SANDERS:  I hope not.				false

		3348						LN		129		5		false		            5               SENATOR RANKIN:  Or maybe my -- well,				false

		3349						LN		129		6		false		            6   he's got a big world in the back of his set.  Did				false

		3350						LN		129		7		false		            7   you notice that?				false

		3351						LN		129		8		false		            8               MR. SANDERS:  We can -- I'll be glad to				false

		3352						LN		129		9		false		            9   go as deep as you want to.				false

		3353						LN		129		10		false		           10               SENATOR RANKIN:  Don't go deep.  And				false

		3354						LN		129		11		false		           11   this not a critical question.  I want to impress my				false

		3355						LN		129		12		false		           12   Baptist preacher on Sunday --				false

		3356						LN		129		13		false		           13               MR. SANDERS:  Work with me on this.				false

		3357						LN		129		14		false		           14               SENATOR RANKIN:  Again, not as a				false

		3358						LN		129		15		false		           15   deacon, but as a fellow who grew up Baptist -- or				false

		3359						LN		129		16		false		           16   has grown up Baptist, again, not a critical -- not				false

		3360						LN		129		17		false		           17   a hook of a question, but how does that -- tell me,				false

		3361						LN		129		18		false		           18   again, succinctly what is that world view and how				false

		3362						LN		129		19		false		           19   does that affect, again, not your past success but				false

		3363						LN		129		20		false		           20   as you walk into this role with Santee Cooper?				false

		3364						LN		129		21		false		           21               MR. SANDERS:  Well, you really want to				false

		3365						LN		129		22		false		           22   know?				false

		3366						LN		129		23		false		           23               SENATOR RANKIN:  And I truly do, but,				false

		3367						LN		129		24		false		           24   again, I'm not looking for a long answer.				false

		3368						LN		129		25		false		           25               MR. SANDERS:  I -- I don't want to -- I				false
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		3370						LN		130		1		false		            1   don't -- I don't wear it on my sleeve.  I go -- I				false

		3371						LN		130		2		false		            2   go to Clemson football games.  I mean, you know, we				false

		3372						LN		130		3		false		            3   have balance -- the balance question again.				false

		3373						LN		130		4		false		            4               SENATOR RANKIN:  Whether to cuss or				false

		3374						LN		130		5		false		            5   not.				false

		3375						LN		130		6		false		            6               MR. SANDERS:  Yeah, it depends on what				false

		3376						LN		130		7		false		            7   down it is and who did what and all that.				false

		3377						LN		130		8		false		            8               I believe what's going on in the world				false

		3378						LN		130		9		false		            9   today is biblical.  It says that there will be a				false

		3379						LN		130		10		false		           10   time that -- and my personal belief -- and I don't				false

		3380						LN		130		11		false		           11   impose on other people, but it -- that there will				false

		3381						LN		130		12		false		           12   be a return.  I have no idea when that will be.				false

		3382						LN		130		13		false		           13   It's a day closer than it was.  And I believe some				false

		3383						LN		130		14		false		           14   of the things that are going on in the world are				false

		3384						LN		130		15		false		           15   prophecy being fulfilled.  Israel went back to --				false

		3385						LN		130		16		false		           16   the Jews went back to Israel in '48.				false

		3386						LN		130		17		false		           17               But that's -- that's an overview.  I				false

		3387						LN		130		18		false		           18   don't -- I don't -- I'm not trying to impose that				false

		3388						LN		130		19		false		           19   on you or you or anybody else, okay, but I'm -- if				false

		3389						LN		130		20		false		           20   you ask me, I'm going to tell what I believe.				false

		3390						LN		130		21		false		           21               I believe -- from that standpoint				false

		3391						LN		130		22		false		           22   you're right, Representative Ott, about we have --				false

		3392						LN		130		23		false		           23   we have not treated the gifts that we've had as we				false

		3393						LN		130		24		false		           24   should of -- of the environment.  I'm not a tree				false

		3394						LN		130		25		false		           25   hugger.  I think you can go too far in any -- in				false
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		3396						LN		131		1		false		            1   any extreme, but we clearly have not done a good				false

		3397						LN		131		2		false		            2   job.				false

		3398						LN		131		3		false		            3               And that needs to be an overall vision				false

		3399						LN		131		4		false		            4   or drive or policy of Santee Cooper which I think				false

		3400						LN		131		5		false		            5   it is.  We're meeting our CO2.  And I don't think				false

		3401						LN		131		6		false		            6   we're evil people.  I think it's the current				false

		3402						LN		131		7		false		            7   technology to -- to -- but I think it's any				false

		3403						LN		131		8		false		            8   question that there's got to be a reduction of				false

		3404						LN		131		9		false		            9   carbon over a period of time.				false

		3405						LN		131		10		false		           10               You cannot -- the poor people that				false

		3406						LN		131		11		false		           11   live -- talking about biblical world view, what				false

		3407						LN		131		12		false		           12   about that poor person that lives in a house down				false

		3408						LN		131		13		false		           13   in the -- in the 95 corridor that's going to have				false

		3409						LN		131		14		false		           14   to come up with another 12, $1,500 a year.  They				false

		3410						LN		131		15		false		           15   can't do it.  They can't.  They can't do it.  They				false

		3411						LN		131		16		false		           16   can't afford it.  They're barely hanging on as it				false

		3412						LN		131		17		false		           17   is.				false

		3413						LN		131		18		false		           18               So I don't know whether that answers				false

		3414						LN		131		19		false		           19   your question.				false

		3415						LN		131		20		false		           20               SENATOR RANKIN:  Well -- and a quick				false

		3416						LN		131		21		false		           21   little rabbit chase here.				false

		3417						LN		131		22		false		           22               MR. SANDERS:  Yeah.				false

		3418						LN		131		23		false		           23               SENATOR RANKIN:  Are you and are we our				false

		3419						LN		131		24		false		           24   brother's keeper --				false
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		3422						LN		132		1		false		            1               SENATOR RANKIN:  -- in your view?				false

		3423						LN		132		2		false		            2               MR. SANDERS:  Yes.				false

		3424						LN		132		3		false		            3               SENATOR RANKIN:  So that person that				false

		3425						LN		132		4		false		            4   lives in that mobile home --				false

		3426						LN		132		5		false		            5               MR. SANDERS:  Yes.				false

		3427						LN		132		6		false		            6               SENATOR RANKIN:  -- who is choosing				false

		3428						LN		132		7		false		            7   between heat and turning on the oven, you have a				false

		3429						LN		132		8		false		            8   sympathy for that person?				false

		3430						LN		132		9		false		            9               MR. SANDERS:  Yes.  Absolutely.				false

		3431						LN		132		10		false		           10               SENATOR RANKIN:  Okay.				false

		3432						LN		132		11		false		           11               MR. SANDERS:  And, I mean, if you				false

		3433						LN		132		12		false		           12   really want to get into this, I mean, it's in your				false

		3434						LN		132		13		false		           13   study, the 45th per -- per capita of disposable				false

		3435						LN		132		14		false		           14   income, like I said, after that it's education and				false

		3436						LN		132		15		false		           15   jobs and jobs and education.				false

		3437						LN		132		16		false		           16               When you and I are coming along, here				false

		3438						LN		132		17		false		           17   is opportunity and here is responsibility.  We were				false

		3439						LN		132		18		false		           18   supposed to go over here and be responsible for				false

		3440						LN		132		19		false		           19   taking advantage of that opportunity.  Today in my				false

		3441						LN		132		20		false		           20   opinion here is -- here is responsibility.  Here is				false

		3442						LN		132		21		false		           21   opportunity.  It's supposed to be brought to you.				false

		3443						LN		132		22		false		           22               I don't say that the people practice				false

		3444						LN		132		23		false		           23   that are bad because they don't know any different.				false

		3445						LN		132		24		false		           24   But it's a different world that we live in, and				false
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		3448						LN		133		1		false		            1   water.  It needs economic recreation, because the				false

		3449						LN		133		2		false		            2   average Joe and Jennifer six pack ain't going to				false

		3450						LN		133		3		false		            3   Las Vegas or Bermuda or a plane.  They're going to				false

		3451						LN		133		4		false		            4   the lake, maybe, and camp out over the weekend.				false

		3452						LN		133		5		false		            5   And I think we should try to provide for them for				false

		3453						LN		133		6		false		            6   that opportunity.				false

		3454						LN		133		7		false		            7               But, again, it's this balance -- and				false

		3455						LN		133		8		false		            8   when I said hedge, I hope I haven't presented				false

		3456						LN		133		9		false		            9   you -- if I have to make a decision, I will make a				false

		3457						LN		133		10		false		           10   decision, but I hope I haven't left a doubt that --				false

		3458						LN		133		11		false		           11   that I'm trying to be evasive in any way.				false
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		3461						LN		133		14		false		           14               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  No, sir.				false

		3462						LN		133		15		false		           15               MR. SANDERS:  -- especially from my				false

		3463						LN		133		16		false		           16   good friend Representative Ott -- incidentally,				false

		3464						LN		133		17		false		           17   I -- I think I'm parked in his place.  We have to				false

		3465						LN		133		18		false		           18   wrap this thing up.				false

		3466						LN		133		19		false		           19               SENATOR RANKIN:  Whatever day -- the				false

		3467						LN		133		20		false		           20   court reporter is in charge of whether you leave or				false

		3468						LN		133		21		false		           21   not.  If she says it's time, we'll let you go.				false

		3469						LN		133		22		false		           22               MR. SANDERS:  I -- I know.  It's either				false

		3470						LN		133		23		false		           23   his or Senator Peeler's.  I'm not sure which.  The				false

		3471						LN		133		24		false		           24   last time I -- I got towed off.  I'm --				false
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		3477						LN		134		4		false		            4   you're in.				false
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		3483						LN		134		10		false		           10   willing to say you have a biblical world view.  I				false

		3484						LN		134		11		false		           11   think more of us should be out front public in our				false

		3485						LN		134		12		false		           12   beliefs.  What my concern occasionally is is some				false

		3486						LN		134		13		false		           13   of us say we believe in certain things and we				false

		3487						LN		134		14		false		           14   practice totally different things in our public				false

		3488						LN		134		15		false		           15   lives and our private lives.				false

		3489						LN		134		16		false		           16               So I am very encouraged that you would				false

		3490						LN		134		17		false		           17   come to this board with a biblical world view and				false

		3491						LN		134		18		false		           18   also some biblical responsibilities as it relates				false

		3492						LN		134		19		false		           19   to not just the best of these but the least of				false
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		3494						LN		134		21		false		           21               MR. SANDERS:  And it's not my -- it was				false

		3495						LN		134		22		false		           22   not my attention when I came to espouse that, but				false

		3496						LN		134		23		false		           23   when the question -- the opportunity came, I'm not				false

		3497						LN		134		24		false		           24   ashamed of it.  But I'll go to a Clemson football				false

		3498						LN		134		25		false		           25   game and it will be third down...				false
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		3501						LN		135		2		false		            2   wasn't lust in your heart.  It was hatred in your				false

		3502						LN		135		3		false		            3   heart.  You don't have to answer it.  Please.				false

		3503						LN		135		4		false		            4   Please don't answer it.				false

		3504						LN		135		5		false		            5               MR. SANDERS:  It starts with a B.				false

		3505						LN		135		6		false		            6               SENATOR RANKIN:  There those Baptists				false

		3506						LN		135		7		false		            7   go again.				false

		3507						LN		135		8		false		            8               All right.  Thank you, brother Baptist				false

		3508						LN		135		9		false		            9   Sanders.				false

		3509						LN		135		10		false		           10               MR. SANDERS:  Thank you.  I appreciate				false

		3510						LN		135		11		false		           11   it.				false

		3511						LN		135		12		false		           12               SENATOR RANKIN:  And do you know that				false

		3512						LN		135		13		false		           13   you are succeeding a fellow, again, if confirmed				false

		3513						LN		135		14		false		           14   who was a reverend?				false

		3514						LN		135		15		false		           15               MR. SANDERS:  Reverend.				false

		3515						LN		135		16		false		           16               SENATOR RANKIN:  And perhaps y'all --				false

		3516						LN		135		17		false		           17   y'all have a lot in common.  Perhaps you know each				false

		3517						LN		135		18		false		           18   other -- or knew each other well.				false

		3518						LN		135		19		false		           19               MR. SANDERS:  We did.  Over the years I				false

		3519						LN		135		20		false		           20   actually shared the podium on a couple of funerals				false

		3520						LN		135		21		false		           21   with him.  It was quite an experience.  Quite an				false

		3521						LN		135		22		false		           22   experience.				false

		3522						LN		135		23		false		           23               Thank y'all very much.  Appreciate it.				false

		3523						LN		135		24		false		           24               SENATOR RANKIN:  All right.  We've got				false
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		3527						LN		136		2		false		            2   after which testimony began at 11:50 a.m.)				false

		3528						LN		136		3		false		            3               SENATOR RANKIN:  Welcome.  And --				false

		3529						LN		136		4		false		            4               MR. LAND:  Thank you.				false

		3530						LN		136		5		false		            5               SENATOR RANKIN:  -- no stranger to all				false

		3531						LN		136		6		false		            6   things Santee Cooper.  You are currently the				false

		3532						LN		136		7		false		            7   longest serving member of the current board and				false

		3533						LN		136		8		false		            8   perhaps -- what's your record in terms of your				false

		3534						LN		136		9		false		            9   predecessors?  Are you the longest serving ever?				false

		3535						LN		136		10		false		           10               MR. LAND:  No.  I actually -- Cox --				false

		3536						LN		136		11		false		           11   Dean Cox from Clemson was the longest serving board				false

		3537						LN		136		12		false		           12   member.  He served 21 years.  Of course he's				false

		3538						LN		136		13		false		           13   deceased now.				false

		3539						LN		136		14		false		           14               SENATOR RANKIN:  You've got ten more to				false

		3540						LN		136		15		false		           15   go.				false

		3541						LN		136		16		false		           16               MR. LAND:  That's right, ten more to go				false

		3542						LN		136		17		false		           17   now.  And I think I'm probably in second or third				false

		3543						LN		136		18		false		           18   place, so --				false

		3544						LN		136		19		false		           19               SENATOR RANKIN:  All right.				false

		3545						LN		136		20		false		           20               MR. LAND:  -- it's been -- especially				false
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		3560						LN		137		9		false		            9               MR. LAND:  Right, it was -- last time				false

		3561						LN		137		10		false		           10   I -- I met with -- with Senator Saleeby and I think				false

		3562						LN		137		11		false		           11   Lourie and the old -- older Lourie and one or two				false

		3563						LN		137		12		false		           12   others, and I apologize, I can't remember who all				false

		3564						LN		137		13		false		           13   was there.  But we met in a -- a room over in the				false

		3565						LN		137		14		false		           14   State House for about 15 or 20 minutes, and then I				false
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		3585						LN		138		8		false		            8   package.  Are there any changes or any additional				false

		3586						LN		138		9		false		            9   information that you'd like to provide?				false

		3587						LN		138		10		false		           10               MR. LAND:  The only additional				false

		3588						LN		138		11		false		           11   information I was thinking, I do have two				false

		3589						LN		138		12		false		           12   residential accounts with Santee Electric and I				false

		3590						LN		138		13		false		           13   only listed one on there, but I'm a residential				false

		3591						LN		138		14		false		           14   customer of Santee Electric Cooperative, two years.				false

		3592						LN		138		15		false		           15               MS. ANDERSON:  Mr. Chair, I'd like to				false

		3593						LN		138		16		false		           16   move to put his personal data questionnaire summary				false

		3594						LN		138		17		false		           17   in the record.				false

		3595						LN		138		18		false		           18               (EXH. 7, Summary of Background				false

		3596						LN		138		19		false		           19   Information for John Calhoun Land, IV, marked for				false

		3597						LN		138		20		false		           20   identification.)				false

		3598						LN		138		21		false		           21               MS. ANDERSON:  And we sent you a set of				false

		3599						LN		138		22		false		           22   questions and we received your responses.  If we				false

		3600						LN		138		23		false		           23   asked you these questions today, would your answers				false

		3601						LN		138		24		false		           24   be the same?				false

		3602						LN		138		25		false		           25               MR. LAND:  They would.				false

		3603						PG		139		0		false		page 139				false

		3604						LN		139		1		false		            1               MS. ANDERSON:  Mr. Chair, I move to put				false

		3605						LN		139		2		false		            2   his responses in the record as well.				false

		3606						LN		139		3		false		            3               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  So moved.				false

		3607						LN		139		4		false		            4               (EXH. 8, Preliminary Questions for John				false

		3608						LN		139		5		false		            5   Calhoun Land, IV, marked for identification.)				false

		3609						LN		139		6		false		            6               MS. ANDERSON:  What challenges face				false

		3610						LN		139		7		false		            7   Santee Cooper and its current generation mix?				false

		3611						LN		139		8		false		            8               MR. LAND:  That's a very difficult				false

		3612						LN		139		9		false		            9   question.  I'll try to answer it, because there's a				false

		3613						LN		139		10		false		           10   lot of challenges out there.  Of course --				false

		3614						LN		139		11		false		           11               MS. ANDERSON:  Can you give me the top				false

		3615						LN		139		12		false		           12   three?				false

		3616						LN		139		13		false		           13               MR. LAND:  I'll give you the -- well,				false

		3617						LN		139		14		false		           14   the top three would be of course fuel, costs for				false

		3618						LN		139		15		false		           15   all of our fuel -- fossil fuel-based generation.				false

		3619						LN		139		16		false		           16   That would be natural gas, coal-fired, pretty much				false

		3620						LN		139		17		false		           17   the only two.  We've got some small diesel or fuel,				false

		3621						LN		139		18		false		           18   oil-generating capacity.  All of those things				false

		3622						LN		139		19		false		           19   are -- are currently -- and I'll address number one				false

		3623						LN		139		20		false		           20   first I guess.  And then these things are pretty				false

		3624						LN		139		21		false		           21   much equal in importance.				false

		3625						LN		139		22		false		           22               But as you know, I mean, we've got				false

		3626						LN		139		23		false		           23   almost $4 gasoline.  And fuel -- fossil fuel-based				false

		3627						LN		139		24		false		           24   fuel provides heat energy, whether it's gasoline,				false

		3628						LN		139		25		false		           25   diesel fuel, coal, natural gas.  And, you know, as				false

		3629						PG		140		0		false		page 140				false

		3630						LN		140		1		false		            1   fuel price goes up, all of those things go up, and				false

		3631						LN		140		2		false		            2   of course with fuel being a -- a very, very large				false

		3632						LN		140		3		false		            3   component of Santee Cooper's operating budget and				false

		3633						LN		140		4		false		            4   of course our ultimate bill to our consumers, our				false

		3634						LN		140		5		false		            5   retail customers and our wholesale customers, our				false

		3635						LN		140		6		false		            6   industrial customers, you know, that's a challenge.				false

		3636						LN		140		7		false		            7               We need to as a -- as a entity and as a				false

		3637						LN		140		8		false		            8   board, you know, make extremely, extremely smart				false

		3638						LN		140		9		false		            9   decisions based on the best information we can get,				false

		3639						LN		140		10		false		           10   the best projections we can get, the best advice we				false

		3640						LN		140		11		false		           11   can get as to, you know, what direction we go with				false

		3641						LN		140		12		false		           12   fuel, you know, in negotiating coal contracts or				false

		3642						LN		140		13		false		           13   natural gas contracts and where we place generation				false

		3643						LN		140		14		false		           14   with a thought that we may have to add some natural				false

		3644						LN		140		15		false		           15   gas generation in the next number of years.  You				false

		3645						LN		140		16		false		           16   know, all of those are very important as -- as --				false

		3646						LN		140		17		false		           17   and challenging for the board and the entity of				false

		3647						LN		140		18		false		           18   Santee Cooper.				false

		3648						LN		140		19		false		           19               I guess a second issue would be carbon				false

		3649						LN		140		20		false		           20   and -- and, you know -- or the environment, let's				false

		3650						LN		140		21		false		           21   just say.  I mean, we -- currently Santee Cooper				false

		3651						LN		140		22		false		           22   is -- is I believe the high -- has the highest				false

		3652						LN		140		23		false		           23   percentage of scrubbed or environmentally cleansed				false

		3653						LN		140		24		false		           24   units, at least in the southeast and possibly in				false

		3654						LN		140		25		false		           25   the country.  That's important.  We've done what we				false

		3655						PG		141		0		false		page 141				false

		3656						LN		141		1		false		            1   can there.				false

		3657						LN		141		2		false		            2               But carbon which is CO2, greenhouse				false

		3658						LN		141		3		false		            3   gas -- it's described as greenhouse gas -- I				false

		3659						LN		141		4		false		            4   believe it actually qualifies as a greenhouse				false

		3660						LN		141		5		false		            5   gas -- is something that is a byproduct of				false

		3661						LN		141		6		false		            6   combustion which currently there's no real viable				false

		3662						LN		141		7		false		            7   technology to sequester or suppress that.  There				false

		3663						LN		141		8		false		            8   are people who are coming up with ideas to liquify				false

		3664						LN		141		9		false		            9   it and pump it underground or of course mitigate it				false

		3665						LN		141		10		false		           10   through the -- through all types of technology, as				false

		3666						LN		141		11		false		           11   simple as planting trees to more complex things				false

		3667						LN		141		12		false		           12   like these algae-based air scrubbing systems.				false

		3668						LN		141		13		false		           13               All these this stuff is just pretty				false

		3669						LN		141		14		false		           14   much scientific technology on the drawing board				false

		3670						LN		141		15		false		           15   right now with some small scale applications here				false

		3671						LN		141		16		false		           16   and there.				false

		3672						LN		141		17		false		           17               But that's a big thing, and the reason				false

		3673						LN		141		18		false		           18   why that's a big thing, it kind of goes back to the				false

		3674						LN		141		19		false		           19   overriding point on almost everything which is the				false

		3675						LN		141		20		false		           20   cost of the product, that being electricity, that				false

		3676						LN		141		21		false		           21   Santee Cooper produces for its customers.  And all				false

		3677						LN		141		22		false		           22   of those things, fuel being the first, is -- I				false

		3678						LN		141		23		false		           23   think it's going to have a tremendous impact				false

		3679						LN		141		24		false		           24   potentially on that.				false

		3680						LN		141		25		false		           25               A carbon tax or other type of carbon				false

		3681						PG		142		0		false		page 142				false

		3682						LN		142		1		false		            1   penalties, cap and trade, however -- whatever they				false

		3683						LN		142		2		false		            2   called it.  I think a lot of different designs of				false

		3684						LN		142		3		false		            3   the way to approach that are very, very challenging				false

		3685						LN		142		4		false		            4   things for us to look forward to.				false

		3686						LN		142		5		false		            5               And the reason why I care so much about				false

		3687						LN		142		6		false		            6   that, number one, is not only that it's going to				false

		3688						LN		142		7		false		            7   make Santee Cooper's prices go up, which is a bad				false

		3689						LN		142		8		false		            8   thing in my mind, but I feel looking at the				false

		3690						LN		142		9		false		            9   nation -- nation as a whole, if you look at where				false

		3691						LN		142		10		false		           10   the -- a lot of the fossil fuel, coal-based				false

		3692						LN		142		11		false		           11   primarily generation is, it's in the southeast				false

		3693						LN		142		12		false		           12   where we are.  And of course if you look at where				false

		3694						LN		142		13		false		           13   some of the more economically-depressed areas are,				false

		3695						LN		142		14		false		           14   you can see a lot of them in the southeast				false

		3696						LN		142		15		false		           15   spreading over towards the Mississippi and of				false

		3697						LN		142		16		false		           16   course, you know, in some of the rural areas of				false

		3698						LN		142		17		false		           17   South Carolina in particular.				false

		3699						LN		142		18		false		           18               And in that case whenever and, if ever,				false

		3700						LN		142		19		false		           19   the carbon tax or carbon penalties are assessed,				false

		3701						LN		142		20		false		           20   Santee Cooper is going to take a large hit in that				false

		3702						LN		142		21		false		           21   regard because we've got so much fossil fuel-based				false

		3703						LN		142		22		false		           22   generation, and therefore our customers who I feel				false

		3704						LN		142		23		false		           23   are possibly looking nationwide, the least capable				false

		3705						LN		142		24		false		           24   of footing that bill, probably will end up footing				false

		3706						LN		142		25		false		           25   the larger part of that.  And it has a lot do with				false

		3707						PG		143		0		false		page 143				false

		3708						LN		143		1		false		            1   the fuel mix.  I mean, you don't need air				false

		3709						LN		143		2		false		            2   conditioners in Maine, and in the wintertime you				false

		3710						LN		143		3		false		            3   burn natural gas or fuel oil.				false

		3711						LN		143		4		false		            4               And I don't know how those are going to				false

		3712						LN		143		5		false		            5   be taxed.  I know natural gas is going to be				false

		3713						LN		143		6		false		            6   penalized potentially a lot less than coal.  That's				false

		3714						LN		143		7		false		            7   the second challenge.  The third challenge and I'll				false

		3715						LN		143		8		false		            8   add a forth one if I can.				false

		3716						LN		143		9		false		            9               The third challenge is what do we do as				false

		3717						LN		143		10		false		           10   far as our expanding of generation, and everyone is				false

		3718						LN		143		11		false		           11   aware we're currently pursuing a license and a				false

		3719						LN		143		12		false		           12   permit to construct a nuclear facility at our				false

		3720						LN		143		13		false		           13   existing facility that we share with South Carolina				false

		3721						LN		143		14		false		           14   Electric & Gas.  And of course that's been a very				false

		3722						LN		143		15		false		           15   difficult thing for a number of reasons, and it				false

		3723						LN		143		16		false		           16   primarily has to do with cost.				false

		3724						LN		143		17		false		           17               As you know, the recent events in				false

		3725						LN		143		18		false		           18   Japan, you know, that's the type stuff that from				false

		3726						LN		143		19		false		           19   the standpoint of the nuclear industry, as I				false

		3727						LN		143		20		false		           20   understand it, and the planning and the actual				false

		3728						LN		143		21		false		           21   financing of a nuclear facility, that can be a				false

		3729						LN		143		22		false		           22   pretty significant event.  We got to see how things				false

		3730						LN		143		23		false		           23   settle out over there.  We got to understand if the				false

		3731						LN		143		24		false		           24   design of their plant -- which there are older				false

		3732						LN		143		25		false		           25   plants and -- and, I would say, to some extent				false

		3733						PG		144		0		false		page 144				false

		3734						LN		144		1		false		            1   possibly not as well designed or state of the art				false

		3735						LN		144		2		false		            2   designed as what we plan to build.				false

		3736						LN		144		3		false		            3               But -- but we've got to see what failed				false

		3737						LN		144		4		false		            4   over there.  I hope it's just a simple as their				false

		3738						LN		144		5		false		            5   backup power was flooded by the tsunami, but it may				false

		3739						LN		144		6		false		            6   be more -- more structural-related, and -- and of				false

		3740						LN		144		7		false		            7   course that could be a bigger problem than just				false

		3741						LN		144		8		false		            8   they -- they put the generators in the wrong spot.				false

		3742						LN		144		9		false		            9               But that's a challenge.  We need to				false

		3743						LN		144		10		false		           10   know whether going forward if nuclear is the right				false

		3744						LN		144		11		false		           11   thing to do.  We always consider that.  I feel				false

		3745						LN		144		12		false		           12   currently based on information that we have that it				false

		3746						LN		144		13		false		           13   is, and of course you have to see ultimately how				false

		3747						LN		144		14		false		           14   expense -- expensive it's going to be to Santee				false

		3748						LN		144		15		false		           15   Cooper and ultimately to its customers.				false

		3749						LN		144		16		false		           16               And then the last major challenge is				false

		3750						LN		144		17		false		           17   that, you know, Santee Cooper has a number of				false

		3751						LN		144		18		false		           18   wholesale -- very large wholesale customers.  We've				false

		3752						LN		144		19		false		           19   got industrial -- very large industrial customers.				false

		3753						LN		144		20		false		           20   As you know, large industrial, a lot of that has				false

		3754						LN		144		21		false		           21   moved overseas because things seem to be cheaper				false

		3755						LN		144		22		false		           22   overseas.  I guess it might be.  I know that -- I				false

		3756						LN		144		23		false		           23   feel that once that money leaves this shore, it				false

		3757						LN		144		24		false		           24   ends up possibly costing us more than the savings,				false

		3758						LN		144		25		false		           25   but -- but that's my personal opinion.				false

		3759						PG		145		0		false		page 145				false

		3760						LN		145		1		false		            1               But we've got to work to maintain those				false

		3761						LN		145		2		false		            2   industrial customers.  And then you look at a				false

		3762						LN		145		3		false		            3   wholesale customers which I think are -- are almost				false

		3763						LN		145		4		false		            4   paramount to the -- to the well-being of Santee				false

		3764						LN		145		5		false		            5   Cooper.  And with our large industrial customers we				false

		3765						LN		145		6		false		            6   need to make sure that we of course pay attention				false

		3766						LN		145		7		false		            7   to their needs and try to serve them the best we				false

		3767						LN		145		8		false		            8   can, and of course when it comes to -- to our				false

		3768						LN		145		9		false		            9   future relationship, we need to really work hard				false

		3769						LN		145		10		false		           10   to -- to craft good agreements and good deals for				false

		3770						LN		145		11		false		           11   both sides that make as many people comfortable as				false

		3771						LN		145		12		false		           12   possible.				false

		3772						LN		145		13		false		           13               MS. ANDERSON:  How are Santee Cooper's				false

		3773						LN		145		14		false		           14   rates in comparison with other investor-owned				false

		3774						LN		145		15		false		           15   utilities in the state and nationwide?				false

		3775						LN		145		16		false		           16               MR. LAND:  Well, when you look				false

		3776						LN		145		17		false		           17   nationwide, we would be very competitive.  You				false

		3777						LN		145		18		false		           18   know, if you look up in the north, I think that you				false

		3778						LN		145		19		false		           19   can find bills with kil -- per kilowatt hour				false

		3779						LN		145		20		false		           20   numbers two or in some places three times, 300				false

		3780						LN		145		21		false		           21   percent higher than a Santee Cooper customer --				false

		3781						LN		145		22		false		           22   retail customer would see.  And then look at our				false

		3782						LN		145		23		false		           23   wholesale customers, I think it would probably be				false

		3783						LN		145		24		false		           24   about the same, although there are some additions				false

		3784						LN		145		25		false		           25   there with the distribution and transmission of				false

		3785						PG		146		0		false		page 146				false

		3786						LN		146		1		false		            1   electricity that changes things around a little				false

		3787						LN		146		2		false		            2   bit.				false

		3788						LN		146		3		false		            3               On a statewide level we're very				false

		3789						LN		146		4		false		            4   competitive.  I think that our residential rates				false

		3790						LN		146		5		false		            5   are -- are better than the industrial-owned				false

		3791						LN		146		6		false		            6   utilities.  I think that some of the wholesale				false

		3792						LN		146		7		false		            7   agreements are -- or out there are probably on par				false

		3793						LN		146		8		false		            8   with what Santee Cooper can do.  And then every				false

		3794						LN		146		9		false		            9   once in a while I think if you look hard enough,				false

		3795						LN		146		10		false		           10   you can probably find one that is just a little				false

		3796						LN		146		11		false		           11   less than Santee Cooper's, but we are very				false

		3797						LN		146		12		false		           12   competitive.				false

		3798						LN		146		13		false		           13               And of course, you know, me as a board				false

		3799						LN		146		14		false		           14   member, that's always been my on the ball, so to				false

		3800						LN		146		15		false		           15   speak, is to keep those rates as low as possible				false

		3801						LN		146		16		false		           16   while providing the top-notch service that our --				false

		3802						LN		146		17		false		           17   that our customers expect.				false

		3803						LN		146		18		false		           18               MS. ANDERSON:  And with that, Santee				false

		3804						LN		146		19		false		           19   Cooper recently voted to raise rates for the first				false

		3805						LN		146		20		false		           20   time I believe in over a decade.  What were some of				false

		3806						LN		146		21		false		           21   the factors that led Santee Cooper to have to make				false

		3807						LN		146		22		false		           22   a decision to raise rates?				false

		3808						LN		146		23		false		           23               MR. LAND:  Well, it -- I mean, there --				false

		3809						LN		146		24		false		           24   there were a number of factors, but really it				false

		3810						LN		146		25		false		           25   had -- simply had to do with a growing system.  You				false

		3811						PG		147		0		false		page 147				false

		3812						LN		147		1		false		            1   know, we were able to absorb -- over the decades				false

		3813						LN		147		2		false		            2   period you're speaking of when we did not have to				false

		3814						LN		147		3		false		            3   raise rates, we were able to absorb a lot of				false

		3815						LN		147		4		false		            4   construction costs associated with increasing the				false

		3816						LN		147		5		false		            5   size of our generation and transmission and				false

		3817						LN		147		6		false		            6   distribution systems because we had increasing				false

		3818						LN		147		7		false		            7   load.				false

		3819						LN		147		8		false		            8               And also during that time we were being				false

		3820						LN		147		9		false		            9   fueled primarily by coal which for a long period of				false

		3821						LN		147		10		false		           10   time was a very economic fuel source and a very				false

		3822						LN		147		11		false		           11   stable, from a price standpoint, fuel source.  And				false

		3823						LN		147		12		false		           12   that's why we were able to kind of bump along in				false

		3824						LN		147		13		false		           13   the -- the low spot, shaved off the high spots and				false

		3825						LN		147		14		false		           14   in the end everything was -- was about even and we				false

		3826						LN		147		15		false		           15   could balance the books without raising rates.				false

		3827						LN		147		16		false		           16               But now in the modern time, of course				false
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		4555						LN		175		16		false		           16   few years ago there was the issue of residential				false

		4556						LN		175		17		false		           17   leases, and if a similar issue came before the				false

		4557						LN		175		18		false		           18   board, would you support the residential owner, the				false

		4558						LN		175		19		false		           19   lease rates, trying to keep them low?				false

		4559						LN		175		20		false		           20               MR. LAND:  As far as a commercial				false

		4560						LN		175		21		false		           21   lease?				false

		4561						LN		175		22		false		           22               MS. ANDERSON:  Residential.				false

		4562						LN		175		23		false		           23               MR. LAND:  Well, we just went -- you				false

		4563						LN		175		24		false		           24   know, we just went --				false

		4564						LN		175		25		false		           25               MS. ANDERSON:  If it were to come up				false

		4565						PG		176		0		false		page 176				false

		4566						LN		176		1		false		            1   again.				false

		4567						LN		176		2		false		            2               MR. LAND:  Okay.  Oh, yeah.				false

		4568						LN		176		3		false		            3   Absolutely.  Absolutely.				false

		4569						LN		176		4		false		            4               I mean, you know, we -- we -- we've				false

		4570						LN		176		5		false		            5   had -- you know, you get -- you get people to				false

		4571						LN		176		6		false		            6   crunch numbers.  I mean, you know, that's how it's				false

		4572						LN		176		7		false		            7   done.  I mean, you get people -- staff at Santee				false

		4573						LN		176		8		false		            8   Cooper and outside consultants because we want --				false

		4574						LN		176		9		false		            9   we got the -- we've got these leases coming up.  We				false

		4575						LN		176		10		false		           10   need to figure out what we're going to do.				false

		4576						LN		176		11		false		           11               And you throw this information at these				false

		4577						LN		176		12		false		           12   folks, and they go and try to do it as an economist				false

		4578						LN		176		13		false		           13   would or a real estate appraiser would.  They try				false

		4579						LN		176		14		false		           14   to look at the value of things and what it's worth				false

		4580						LN		176		15		false		           15   on the market, and so since you're leasing that				false

		4581						LN		176		16		false		           16   asset, what really are you leasing.  And then they				false

		4582						LN		176		17		false		           17   try to compound that into some number that is				false

		4583						LN		176		18		false		           18   supposed to be fair.				false

		4584						LN		176		19		false		           19               And, you know, in the most recent				false

		4585						LN		176		20		false		           20   episode we had, you know, we had some property that				false

		4586						LN		176		21		false		           21   was I believe extremely unique, and really in the				false

		4587						LN		176		22		false		           22   end I think the board viewed it as it was extremely				false

		4588						LN		176		23		false		           23   unique.  It was kind of locked within the -- the				false

		4589						LN		176		24		false		           24   confines of the project, the FERC boundary, and				false

		4590						LN		176		25		false		           25   because of that, it's really -- I thought was				false

		4591						PG		177		0		false		page 177				false

		4592						LN		177		1		false		            1   unfair to folks to use a market-based appraisal				false

		4593						LN		177		2		false		            2   because it really -- you know, who knows what the				false

		4594						LN		177		3		false		            3   future holds for that property, so who knows really				false

		4595						LN		177		4		false		            4   what the market for it is.				false

		4596						LN		177		5		false		            5               And in the end it really came down to				false

		4597						LN		177		6		false		            6   what made sense to -- to the folks who lived there,				false

		4598						LN		177		7		false		            7   what made sense to Santee Cooper, and kind of what				false

		4599						LN		177		8		false		            8   both sides could afford to do.  And I think in the				false

		4600						LN		177		9		false		            9   end, back to your commercial lease question, you				false

		4601						LN		177		10		false		           10   know, we're still developing that, but I really				false

		4602						LN		177		11		false		           11   think that logic makes a lot of sense.  Of course				false

		4603						LN		177		12		false		           12   some of the facts are a little different as far as				false

		4604						LN		177		13		false		           13   being landlocked and whether you could sell it, how				false

		4605						LN		177		14		false		           14   marketable it is.				false

		4606						LN		177		15		false		           15               MS. ANDERSON:  Have you had any				false

		4607						LN		177		16		false		           16   conversations with the governor regarding how				false

		4608						LN		177		17		false		           17   Santee Cooper should be run or what direction it				false

		4609						LN		177		18		false		           18   should take?				false

		4610						LN		177		19		false		           19               MR. LAND:  I have not.				false

		4611						LN		177		20		false		           20               MS. ANDERSON:  I have no further				false

		4612						LN		177		21		false		           21   questions, Mr. Chair.				false

		4613						LN		177		22		false		           22               SENATOR RANKIN:  Was he the longest				false

		4614						LN		177		23		false		           23   one?				false

		4615						LN		177		24		false		           24               MS. ANDERSON:  I believe so.				false

		4616						LN		177		25		false		           25               SENATOR RANKIN:  Fitting for your years				false

		4617						PG		178		0		false		page 178				false

		4618						LN		178		1		false		            1   of service.				false

		4619						LN		178		2		false		            2               I want to ask a few, and -- first on				false

		4620						LN		178		3		false		            3   behalf of Representative Ott.  The water				false

		4621						LN		178		4		false		            4   management, he is concerned that -- I'm				false

		4622						LN		178		5		false		            5   paraphrasing and perhaps totally mischaracterizing				false

		4623						LN		178		6		false		            6   his concern, but that y'all are not doing enough.				false

		4624						LN		178		7		false		            7   You're not giving notice to the -- to the				false

		4625						LN		178		8		false		            8   commercial folks, the fishermen when you adjust the				false

		4626						LN		178		9		false		            9   water levels.				false

		4627						LN		178		10		false		           10               How -- briefly -- because he's not here				false

		4628						LN		178		11		false		           11   to hear your response, briefly how can you do a				false

		4629						LN		178		12		false		           12   better job?  And if you want to tell him more about				false

		4630						LN		178		13		false		           13   it later answering his question --				false

		4631						LN		178		14		false		           14               MR. LAND:  Well, I can tell you that in				false

		4632						LN		178		15		false		           15   those 11 years I've been down there -- and I -- and				false

		4633						LN		178		16		false		           16   just from a historical perspective, I think I can				false

		4634						LN		178		17		false		           17   add something here.  You know, when I first got on				false

		4635						LN		178		18		false		           18   the board, there -- there's something called the				false

		4636						LN		178		19		false		           19   rule curve which I'm sure he's familiar with, you				false

		4637						LN		178		20		false		           20   may have heard.  But that is an engineered and				false

		4638						LN		178		21		false		           21   power plant design projection of where the lake				false

		4639						LN		178		22		false		           22   level ought to be on certain dates during the year.				false

		4640						LN		178		23		false		           23               And obviously you want the lake to be				false

		4641						LN		178		24		false		           24   its highest when the water flows theoretically are				false

		4642						LN		178		25		false		           25   lowest coming in which is typically during the				false

		4643						PG		179		0		false		page 179				false

		4644						LN		179		1		false		            1   summer, and you want it to start falling off and				false

		4645						LN		179		2		false		            2   get a little lower towards the -- the fall and				false

		4646						LN		179		3		false		            3   wintertime in anticipation of the spring inflows				false

		4647						LN		179		4		false		            4   which typically come, you know, from -- from a				false

		4648						LN		179		5		false		            5   large watershed.  We get some snow-type melting,				false

		4649						LN		179		6		false		            6   but really it's just the spring rains is where I				false

		4650						LN		179		7		false		            7   most of it comes from.				false

		4651						LN		179		8		false		            8               So you've got to manage that with these				false

		4652						LN		179		9		false		            9   inflows, and if you've ever ridden over some of				false

		4653						LN		179		10		false		           10   these inflowing rivers, the Wateree or the Congaree				false

		4654						LN		179		11		false		           11   in the springtime, you'll see them sometimes where				false

		4655						LN		179		12		false		           12   they're outside the bank.  A lot of water is coming				false

		4656						LN		179		13		false		           13   into the lake.  And the design of that -- and I'm				false

		4657						LN		179		14		false		           14   getting back to how we do it now maybe.				false

		4658						LN		179		15		false		           15               The design of that is so you don't --				false

		4659						LN		179		16		false		           16   you efficiently use your water to generate				false

		4660						LN		179		17		false		           17   electricity, and you efficiently manage the --				false

		4661						LN		179		18		false		           18   whereas you don't have to spill water.  You don't				false

		4662						LN		179		19		false		           19   have to open the floodgates and let it waste the				false

		4663						LN		179		20		false		           20   energy flowing down the river as opposed to going				false

		4664						LN		179		21		false		           21   through a turbine.  So, you know, we still follow				false

		4665						LN		179		22		false		           22   that to some extent.				false

		4666						LN		179		23		false		           23               Now, as I think a lot of folks -- back				false

		4667						LN		179		24		false		           24   in '07 we had a very, very bad extended draught				false

		4668						LN		179		25		false		           25   and, I mean, the lake was down I think about seven				false

		4669						PG		180		0		false		page 180				false

		4670						LN		180		1		false		            1   feet in some areas.  I mean, we had -- we had parts				false

		4671						LN		180		2		false		            2   of the lake that were -- had not been exposed to,				false

		4672						LN		180		3		false		            3   you know, air since -- since I think 1957, which				false

		4673						LN		180		4		false		            4   brings another point.  That's back when we were all				false

		4674						LN		180		5		false		            5   hydro for the most part.  And we had the same type				false

		4675						LN		180		6		false		            6   drought I think we had in '07.  And -- and back				false

		4676						LN		180		7		false		            7   then I think the lake pretty much dried up.  I know				false

		4677						LN		180		8		false		            8   in Wadboo where -- where I'm most familiar -- you				false

		4678						LN		180		9		false		            9   know, you can talk to folks who walked across that				false

		4679						LN		180		10		false		           10   lake before, not on water, but on dirt.				false

		4680						LN		180		11		false		           11               And with that being said, you know,				false

		4681						LN		180		12		false		           12   we -- we -- we try to manage it, and since '07 I				false

		4682						LN		180		13		false		           13   think Santee Cooper at the discretion that they				false

		4683						LN		180		14		false		           14   have, our operations folks have tried to maintain				false

		4684						LN		180		15		false		           15   that lake level as high as possible because people				false

		4685						LN		180		16		false		           16   like high lake levels.  And they should.  But				false

		4686						LN		180		17		false		           17   during the end of the January, February time frame				false

		4687						LN		180		18		false		           18   if we were to maintain a high lake level, we would				false

		4688						LN		180		19		false		           19   risk, you know, wasting energy.				false

		4689						LN		180		20		false		           20               And of course back to the FERC,				false

		4690						LN		180		21		false		           21   that's -- I mean, that's what we're charged by FERC				false

		4691						LN		180		22		false		           22   is it to efficiently manage that -- that asset				false

		4692						LN		180		23		false		           23   which is the lake, and we're also charged to -- to				false

		4693						LN		180		24		false		           24   manage the water flow efficiently.				false

		4694						LN		180		25		false		           25               And of course I think Representative				false

		4695						PG		181		0		false		page 181				false

		4696						LN		181		1		false		            1   Ott knows and you would know that their -- you				false

		4697						LN		181		2		false		            2   know, the Army Corps of Engineers and FERC in that				false

		4698						LN		181		3		false		            3   license put requirements for us to discharge				false

		4699						LN		181		4		false		            4   certain amounts of water down on both Santee and				false

		4700						LN		181		5		false		            5   the Cooper River, and that typically doesn't				false

		4701						LN		181		6		false		            6   present a problem.  In fact, it's unnoticeable in a				false

		4702						LN		181		7		false		            7   normal rain year.  At least I don't notice it.  I'm				false

		4703						LN		181		8		false		            8   down there a lot.  But in a drought year it has a				false

		4704						LN		181		9		false		            9   big, big impact.				false

		4705						LN		181		10		false		           10               And of course you didn't ask this				false

		4706						LN		181		11		false		           11   question, but there's some theories out there by				false

		4707						LN		181		12		false		           12   some of the environmental folks who are looking at				false

		4708						LN		181		13		false		           13   our relicensing or reissuing of our license to				false

		4709						LN		181		14		false		           14   operate the lake, you know, more -- nature				false

		4710						LN		181		15		false		           15   conservation focus groups, they'd like to see more				false

		4711						LN		181		16		false		           16   water go down the rivers, and of course I think				false

		4712						LN		181		17		false		           17   we've had to take a position that we prefer not to				false

		4713						LN		181		18		false		           18   do that because that's just going to exacerbate				false

		4714						LN		181		19		false		           19   that problem that Representative Ott is pointing				false

		4715						LN		181		20		false		           20   out.  And it can be a problem at times when the				false

		4716						LN		181		21		false		           21   lake is low, no question.				false

		4717						LN		181		22		false		           22               SENATOR RANKIN:  Well, and -- and				false

		4718						LN		181		23		false		           23   however you can do it better, perhaps public				false

		4719						LN		181		24		false		           24   notice, however just tell -- just put on the record				false

		4720						LN		181		25		false		           25   that you will look at that and do all you can to				false

		4721						PG		182		0		false		page 182				false

		4722						LN		182		1		false		            1   improve that.				false

		4723						LN		182		2		false		            2               MR. LAND:  I --				false

		4724						LN		182		3		false		            3               SENATOR RANKIN:  I -- I want to hear				false

		4725						LN		182		4		false		            4   you say that.				false

		4726						LN		182		5		false		            5               MR. LAND:  I will do that.  And, I				false

		4727						LN		182		6		false		            6   mean, I've written letters to the editor when the				false

		4728						LN		182		7		false		            7   lake was low to the local papers telling them why				false

		4729						LN		182		8		false		            8   it's happening.  And of course -- you know, another				false

		4730						LN		182		9		false		            9   thing is we -- I think maybe we can drop it maybe				false

		4731						LN		182		10		false		           10   an inch or two or in one day.  It's not like				false

		4732						LN		182		11		false		           11   they're going to -- you know, urgent alert, the				false

		4733						LN		182		12		false		           12   lake is going to drop.  It's going to be a slow				false

		4734						LN		182		13		false		           13   thing.				false

		4735						LN		182		14		false		           14               So we will try to do that.  I will try				false

		4736						LN		182		15		false		           15   to do that.				false

		4737						LN		182		16		false		           16               SENATOR RANKIN:  Okay.  I want to touch				false

		4738						LN		182		17		false		           17   on a couple of areas, and, again, you've been there				false

		4739						LN		182		18		false		           18   through, as you've mentioned, 38 board members, six				false

		4740						LN		182		19		false		           19   including your current chairman, and how many CEOs?				false

		4741						LN		182		20		false		           20               MR. LAND:  Three CEOs?				false

		4742						LN		182		21		false		           21               SENATOR RANKIN:  Three -- three CEOs.				false

		4743						LN		182		22		false		           22   So the fruit basket turnover or what is it --				false

		4744						LN		182		23		false		           23   what's the musical chair game?  You -- you've				false

		4745						LN		182		24		false		           24   effectively not had to get up while the rest of				false

		4746						LN		182		25		false		           25   this game is going on and watch so many people get				false

		4747						PG		183		0		false		page 183				false

		4748						LN		183		1		false		            1   popped out of that place, and largely in some				false

		4749						LN		183		2		false		            2   instances -- I shouldn't say largely, but in some				false

		4750						LN		183		3		false		            3   instances as they should have gotten --				false

		4751						LN		183		4		false		            4               MR. LAND:  Sure.				false

		4752						LN		183		5		false		            5               SENATOR RANKIN:  -- chopped out of that				false

		4753						LN		183		6		false		            6   service.				false

		4754						LN		183		7		false		            7               MR. LAND:  Uh-huh.  Uh-huh.				false

		4755						LN		183		8		false		            8               SENATOR RANKIN:  The Pee Dee coal-fired				false

		4756						LN		183		9		false		            9   plant, I -- I am a little and have been -- and				false

		4757						LN		183		10		false		           10   we've shared this before.  And I don't want to take				false

		4758						LN		183		11		false		           11   this committee's time too much looking back, but				false

		4759						LN		183		12		false		           12   the more I find out about it, the more I feel like				false

		4760						LN		183		13		false		           13   there was a dual track PR game going on that I feel				false

		4761						LN		183		14		false		           14   a little burned, and I've shared that with you.				false

		4762						LN		183		15		false		           15               And, again, that bias that I have going				false

		4763						LN		183		16		false		           16   into this, knowing you don't move forward by				false

		4764						LN		183		17		false		           17   looking back, you -- you had a -- what was less				false

		4765						LN		183		18		false		           18   than a billion dollar project that was going to				false

		4766						LN		183		19		false		           19   cost a billion two.  And you, as others in this				false

		4767						LN		183		20		false		           20   decision process -- or maybe not you, but Santee				false

		4768						LN		183		21		false		           21   Cooper brought in capital, bought the steel, 200				false

		4769						LN		183		22		false		           22   plus million dollars of outlays, perhaps with great				false

		4770						LN		183		23		false		           23   savings that you effected had you gone through it				false

		4771						LN		183		24		false		           24   with it, but at the same time it's been reported				false

		4772						LN		183		25		false		           25   that Central is moving on --				false

		4773						PG		184		0		false		page 184				false

		4774						LN		184		1		false		            1               MR. LAND:  Uh-huh.				false

		4775						LN		184		2		false		            2               SENATOR RANKIN:  -- with -- with your				false

		4776						LN		184		3		false		            3   blessing.				false

		4777						LN		184		4		false		            4               MR. LAND:  Uh-huh.				false

		4778						LN		184		5		false		            5               SENATOR RANKIN:  My question to you,				false

		4779						LN		184		6		false		            6   again, trying not to look too far back but looking				false

		4780						LN		184		7		false		            7   forward, you mentioned that you had learned from				false

		4781						LN		184		8		false		            8   the Pee Dee experience.  I'm curious what you have				false

		4782						LN		184		9		false		            9   learned from management of Santee Cooper and if				false

		4783						LN		184		10		false		           10   that has been an area where you perhaps too may				false

		4784						LN		184		11		false		           11   feel like you got burned, or were those decisions				false

		4785						LN		184		12		false		           12   already ahead of your service on the board?				false

		4786						LN		184		13		false		           13               MR. LAND:  No.  No.  Obviously the --				false

		4787						LN		184		14		false		           14   the Pee Dee plant in theory preceded me, but, no, I				false

		4788						LN		184		15		false		           15   mean, I was there for -- for the vote.  I was there				false

		4789						LN		184		16		false		           16   when we did the analysis.  I mean, we -- we used a				false

		4790						LN		184		17		false		           17   lot of outside consultants.  We used a lot of				false

		4791						LN		184		18		false		           18   analysis methods.  I mean, we'd use -- we'd go as				false

		4792						LN		184		19		false		           19   far as to use like the Monte Carlo odds, you know,				false

		4793						LN		184		20		false		           20   running a thousand different scenarios and seeing				false
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            1               SENATOR RANKIN:  Good morning, and

            2   welcome to the screening of -- of the Santee Cooper

            3   nominees by the governor's office and Governor

            4   Haley.  And we want to welcome those in attendance

            5   here.

            6               Welcome, Harry Ott.

            7               He made every effort to get here before

            8   me but failed.  And I want that in the record,

            9   please.

           10               We have the court reporter with us.

           11               Ma'am, tell us your name.

           12               COURT REPORTER:  Yvonne Bohannon.

           13               SENATOR RANKIN:  Yvonne.

           14               COURT REPORTER:  Bohannon.

           15               SENATOR RANKIN:  Bohannon.  We've seen

           16   you before, I belive, haven't we?

           17               COURT REPORTER:  (Nods head.)

           18               SENATOR RANKIN:  Very good.  Welcome

           19   back.

           20               And all the members of the subcommittee

           21   are here.  And we have a guest, Paul Campbell.

           22               Welcome, Paul Campbell.

           23               Heather, what kind of housekeeping do

           24   we need to do before we get started?

           25               MS. ANDERSON:  I'm going to do a
�
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            1   general overview regarding the candidates seeking

            2   appointment to the Santee Cooper board.  Mr. David

            3   Singleton will be the first one this morning for

            4   the seat of Horry County; and Kristofer Clark with

            5   the third Congressional district; James Sanders,

            6   fifth Congressional district; and then for

            7   reappointment John Calhoun Land, sixth

            8   Congressional district.

            9               The minimum requirements pursuant to

           10   the statute for members of the Santee Cooper board

           11   are that each member must possess abilities and

           12   experience that are generally found among directors

           13   of energy utilities serving this state and that

           14   allows him to make valuable contributions to the

           15   conduct of the Authority's business.

           16               These abilities include substantial

           17   business skills and experience but are not limited

           18   to general knowledge of the history, purpose and

           19   operation of the Public Service Authority and the

           20   responsibilities of being a director of the

           21   Authority; the ability to interpret legal and

           22   financial documents and information so as to

           23   further the activities and affairs of the Public

           24   Service Authority; with the assistance of counsel

           25   the ability to understand and apply federal and
�
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            1   state laws, rules and regulations, including but

            2   not limited to, Chapter 4 of Title 30 which is the

            3   Freedom of Information Act as they relate to

            4   activities and affairs of the Public Service

            5   Authority; and with the assistance of counsel the

            6   ability to understand and apply judicial decisions

            7   as they relate to the activities and affairs of the

            8   Public Service Authority.

            9               I think I killed enough time.  And our

           10   first nominee is up.  Mr. Singleton.

           11               MR. SINGLETON:  Thank you.

           12               SENATOR RANKIN:  Good morning.

           13               MR. SINGLETON:  Good morning.

           14               SENATOR RANKIN:  Welcome.

           15               Do we swear them?  All right.

           16               (David Franklin Singleton, Sr., was

           17   duly sworn, after which testimony began at

           18   9:16 a.m.)

           19               SENATOR RANKIN:  Good morning.

           20   Welcome.

           21               MR. SINGLETON:  Good morning.

           22               SENATOR RANKIN:  And you're going to

           23   meet these -- all these folks of this committee.

           24   Heather Anderson will be asking you questions, and

           25   then if necessary or -- again, folks, as you see
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            1   fit, all the nominees ask as you feel led to do.

            2               Heather, take it away.

            3               MS. ANDERSON:  Good morning.

            4               MR. SINGLETON:  Good morning.

            5               MS. ANDERSON:  Please state your full

            6   name and current address for the record.

            7               MR. SINGLETON:  David Franklin

            8   Singleton, Sr., and 3997 Larkhill Drive, Myrtle

            9   Beach, South Carolina.

           10               MS. ANDERSON:  And for the record

           11   Mr. Singleton is a resident of Horry County, first

           12   Congressional district.

           13               We received your complete confirmation

           14   package.  Are there any changes or is there any

           15   additional information that you'd like to provide

           16   for your personal data questionnaire or statement

           17   of economic interest?

           18               MR. SINGLETON:  No, ma'am.

           19               MS. ANDERSON:  Mr. Chairman, I'd like

           20   to move to put the personal data questionnaire

           21   summary in the record.

           22               SENATOR RANKIN:  Okay.  So -- so done.

           23               (EXH. 1, Summary of Background

           24   information for David F. Singleton, marked for

           25   identification.)
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            1               MS. ANDERSON:  We sent you a set of

            2   questions and received your responses.  If we asked

            3   you these questions today, would your answers be

            4   the same?

            5               MR. SINGLETON:  Yes, ma'am.

            6               MS. ANDERSON:  Mr. Chair, I'd like to

            7   move to put Mr. Singleton's responses in the

            8   record.

            9               SENATOR RANKIN:  Okay.  So -- so moved.

           10               (EXH. 2, Preliminary Questions for

           11   David F. Singleton, marked for identification.)

           12               MS. ANDERSON:  Please summarize your

           13   educational background and experience.  What

           14   experience would you bring to the Santee Cooper

           15   board that would be beneficial to an energy

           16   utility?

           17               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, I graduated from

           18   Conway High School in 1980, from the University of

           19   South Carolina with honors in 1984, and from the

           20   University of South Carolina School of Law in 1987.

           21               My experience on the business side

           22   is -- is relatively broad in that I chose not to

           23   practice law but to go straight into business and

           24   development activities.  I have been involved in

           25   the development of a golf course complex, the
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            1   acquisition of an apartment complex and conversion

            2   to condominiums and retail sale of those units,

            3   residential development, as -- as well as other

            4   land transactions, and the operation and

            5   development of a theater complex in Myrtle Beach.

            6               I feel like that my business experience

            7   in conjunction with my legal education and the

            8   underpinnings there, also with my experience as

            9   serving on the board of directors for the Grand

           10   Strand Water and Sewer Authority for 17 years,

           11   which like Santee Cooper is a quasi state-owned --

           12   it's a quasi governmental, rather, entity, as well

           13   as served for 11 years as -- on the board of

           14   directors for the Coastal Educational Foundation

           15   and president of that organization for two years,

           16   that experience has -- has taught me a lot and

           17   reinforced a lot about corporate governance.

           18               And in particular with regard to Grand

           19   Strand, I'm -- I'm very attuned to the Sunshine

           20   Laws as Henry McMaster refers to them, FOIA and

           21   operating in -- in the public and the value of --

           22   of having open meetings and meetings so that the

           23   public has an opportunity to -- to evaluate how

           24   policy is formed.

           25               MS. ANDERSON:  I'm going to ask you a
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            1   few questions now about Santee Cooper.

            2               What is Santee Cooper's current

            3   generation mix?

            4               MR. SINGLETON:  Approximately 78

            5   percent coal, ten percent natural gas, ten percent

            6   nuclear, and the balance is made up of oil, hydro,

            7   methane gas from landfills, and I think a very,

            8   very small percentage of renewables.

            9               MS. ANDERSON:  What is the relative age

           10   of the base load fleet?

           11               MR. SINGLETON:  It -- it's relatively

           12   new as compared to an entity like Duke Power.  I

           13   think the -- the age of the coal-firing plants is

           14   around 12 years old which gives about 20 years or

           15   so of depreciation left on the books.  So I think

           16   relatively new.

           17               MS. ANDERSON:  And what are some of the

           18   challenges presented by this mix and the age of the

           19   fleet if Congress or the EPA were to pass measures

           20   requiring a transition to a carbon-constrained

           21   economy?

           22               MR. SINGLETON:  The primary challenge

           23   is -- because the age of the fleet is relatively

           24   new, the rapidity with which Congress acts could

           25   have very detrimental effects in that if you take
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            1   an asset that's -- should be depreciated over 20

            2   years and depreciate it for three years -- excuse

            3   me -- then the primary way that you normally offset

            4   that is to raise rates and pass that cost on to the

            5   customers.

            6               So there's a lot of concern in South

            7   Carolina that we endeavor to impact the -- what

            8   comes out of Washington through legislation as

            9   opposed to just sit back on our heels and wait and

           10   have things fall to EPA because in that event we

           11   lose our opportunity to have any affect and

           12   influence on how the laws were written.

           13               And in view of the high/low situation

           14   in South Carolina being a relatively high power

           15   usage because of our climate in conjunction with a

           16   relatively low per capita income as compared to a

           17   state like California, that the -- the increase in

           18   rates would be disproportionately disadvantageous

           19   to South Carolina and states similar to South

           20   Carolina.

           21               MS. ANDERSON:  Who are Santee Cooper's

           22   electricity customers?

           23               MR. SINGLETON:  Santee Cooper has

           24   direct retail customers, I believe about 165,000,

           25   in Horry, Georgetown and Berkeley counties.  They
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            1   also -- their largest customer is Central Electric

            2   Power Co-op -- excuse me -- which in turn sells

            3   power that they purchase from south -- from Santee

            4   Cooper to 20 co-ops, and they're located -- they

            5   have about two million customers direct and

            6   indirectly located in all 46 states.  They also

            7   service about 30 large industrial clients, Alcoa I

            8   think is one and the Charleston Air Force base.

            9               MS. ANDERSON:  The groups that you just

           10   mentioned, what are the relative percentages of

           11   their share of Santee Cooper's sale of energy?

           12               MR. SINGLETON:  Approximately 60

           13   percent wholesale which would go to the co-ops and

           14   approximately 20 percent retail, small commercial,

           15   and approximately 20 percent industrial.

           16               MS. ANDERSON:  And what about each

           17   group of customers' responsibility for capital cost

           18   for capacity?

           19               MR. SINGLETON:  It -- it's very

           20   similar.  It's a little bit higher, the

           21   responsibility on the co-ops.  I think it's maybe

           22   as high as 70 percent, and the other two categories

           23   are -- are pretty close to the same -- a little bit

           24   less than 20, but there's a little bit higher load

           25   on the wholesale.
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            1               MS. ANDERSON:  What steps can Santee

            2   Cooper take to expand its energy efficiency and

            3   conservation programs?

            4               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, Santee Cooper is

            5   already proactive in the Reduce the Use Program,

            6   and also I think they've got a program that's

            7   called Gopher where they recycle used oil and --

            8   and things of that nature.

            9               But I think that the -- that the things

           10   that they can do in the future would be to perhaps

           11   in conjunction with politicians from -- from South

           12   Carolina support request that -- that we endeavor

           13   to get grants and additional low cost interest

           14   loans from Washington so that we can make those

           15   funds available to the folks that are in need of --

           16   of funds in order to up-fit their homes and/or

           17   avail themselves of energy efficient washers and

           18   dryers and things of that nature.  And Santee

           19   Cooper currently gives credits if you upgrade to

           20   energy efficient appliances.

           21               MS. ANDERSON:  You mentioned possible

           22   grants and loans.  Do you believe it could be

           23   appropriate for any of these programs to be paid

           24   through the customer rates?

           25               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, Santee Cooper's
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            1   charged with -- with -- with setting low and

            2   reasonable rates, and that's -- that's one of

            3   the -- one of the goals listed in the mission

            4   statement.  So I think that -- that that should be

            5   the last resort.  I think that all other available

            6   sources should be looked at first.

            7               And -- and, again, there's -- there --

            8   one thing that Grand Strand Water and Sewer

            9   Authority has done is launch a program relatively

           10   recently where customers can donate money to help

           11   people that are having financial difficulty through

           12   their bill, and those funds are used to help defray

           13   bills when people are unable to pay them, so...

           14               MS. ANDERSON:  Briefly and generally

           15   describe your understanding of a renewable

           16   portfolio standard.

           17               MR. SINGLETON:  A renewable portfolio

           18   standard is where a government imposes upon a

           19   utility a requirement that a certain percentage of

           20   energy generation is generated from renewables.  In

           21   South Carolina it's voluntary, and that's I think

           22   primarily because of the climate that we live in

           23   and the high/low situation that I discussed

           24   earlier.

           25               MS. ANDERSON:  What renewable resources
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            1   are currently available in South Carolina?

            2               MR. SINGLETON:  In South Carolina we're

            3   using hydro, and I think that's less than two

            4   percent of -- of the generation.  We also have --

            5   Santee Cooper has launched some pilot programs with

            6   regard to solar and wind, and the methane gas I

            7   think is -- is classified as renewable.

            8               The problem in South Carolina is that

            9   unlike some states, the northeast has better access

           10   to -- to hydro.  The southern desert areas have

           11   better access to solar, and the other areas of the

           12   country have better access to -- to wind than South

           13   Carolina does.  So that's another reason that I

           14   think the renewable portfolio standard has not been

           15   imposed up until this time.

           16               However, I'm sure that all of that is

           17   based on current technology, and as technologies

           18   change and -- and improve, then South Carolina's

           19   situation may as well.

           20               MS. ANDERSON:  Currently what

           21   percentage of Santee Cooper's energy needs are

           22   being met by renewables?

           23               MR. SINGLETON:  Less than two percent.

           24               MS. ANDERSON:  In your response to

           25   preliminary question number nine you stated,
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            1   Santee -- and I quote, Santee Cooper should

            2   continue its efforts regarding increased production

            3   and distribution of green, reusable energies such

            4   as solar, wind, and wave resources as well as

            5   investigate new sources of energy, end quote.

            6               How aggressive should Santee Cooper be

            7   in increased production and new investigations for

            8   new energy sources?

            9               MR. SINGLETON:  I think that they --

           10   everything that's -- that's done that has a

           11   financial impact needs to be looked at cautiously

           12   and you need to get expert opinions wherever you

           13   can find them.

           14               So I think that it should be

           15   aggressive, but it should not be -- we shouldn't

           16   throw money at it.  I think we need to be

           17   conservative fiscally while we're endeavoring to be

           18   on the cutting edge as far as -- as being

           19   investigative as to what is new.

           20               MS. ANDERSON:  Given the fact that it

           21   is more expensive to build generation today than it

           22   was a few years ago, do you favor a consortium

           23   approach to generation where utilities have joined

           24   together to share the cost and risks of billion

           25   dollar projects?
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            1               MR. SINGLETON:  Yes, ma'am.

            2               MS. ANDERSON:  What are your thoughts

            3   of Santee Cooper generating electricity in South

            4   Carolina and then selling it outside of the state?

            5               MR. SINGLETON:  I think that it's a

            6   good way to defray costs.  For example, I read an

            7   article recently that Santee Cooper has signed a

            8   letter of intent with an Orlando utility to sell I

            9   think five to ten percent of the generation from

           10   our nuclear plant that we have an interest in, and

           11   I think that also indicates that the Orlando

           12   utility will have a option to purchase a percentage

           13   of Santee Cooper's interest.

           14               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you support further

           15   investment in and reliance upon nuclear generation?

           16               MR. SINGLETON:  Yes, ma'am.

           17               MS. ANDERSON:  The era of uncertainty

           18   facing South Carolina and our nation is likely to

           19   be very perplexing to any utility as it desires to

           20   plan 30, 40, 50 years out.  How should Santee

           21   Cooper approach planning in this type of era?

           22               MR. SINGLETON:  I think it has to be

           23   approached from a standpoint of realizing that

           24   there's a lot of uncertainty, and Santee Cooper

           25   needs to be nimble and responsive to things as they
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            1   change.

            2               The immediate two issues that I see on

            3   the horizon are the rules and regulations and laws

            4   that have come out -- that will come out of

            5   Washington based on what we're currently hearing

            6   that will further restrict emissions of sulphur

            7   oxide and -- and CO2 and things of that nature.  So

            8   that may cause some additional capital

            9   expenditures.

           10               And I think it's easy in our current

           11   economic downturn to lose sight of the fact that --

           12   that in the medium-term and long-term South

           13   Carolina is going to continue to be a huge growth

           14   state and that the growth will recur when this

           15   economic problem subsides.  So we're going to have

           16   a lot of increased demand out there in conjunction

           17   with more stringent rules and regulations.

           18               MS. ANDERSON:  Costs are increasing in

           19   the electric industry.  How important is it for

           20   Santee Cooper to deliver electricity at prices

           21   which are as reasonable as possible?

           22               MR. SINGLETON:  I think that's one of

           23   the primary charges and goals, and I think that's

           24   one reason that South Carolina -- Santee Cooper --

           25   excuse me -- was created back in the 1930s as an
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            1   economic engine.

            2               And I think that one thing that a

            3   public power utility is allowed to focus on that a

            4   private utility is not is -- part of the reason

            5   that Santee Cooper was created was to create -- was

            6   not to just generate power but to generate power

            7   that's reliable and cost effective.  And that is

            8   one of the charge -- charges that the directors

            9   have, whereas a publicly-owned utility is profit

           10   driven.

           11               MS. ANDERSON:  Okay.  And you mentioned

           12   the difference between public and private.  In

           13   considering its rates, should Santee Cooper strive

           14   to provide electricity at rates the same or lower

           15   levels than investor-owned utilities?

           16               MR. SINGLETON:  They should strive to

           17   provide the lowest rates of any public or private

           18   utility.

           19               MS. ANDERSON:  And who's responsible if

           20   Santee Cooper incurs a loss due to a bad investment

           21   or changes in regulations or laws?

           22               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, I guess it would

           23   depend on whether it was a foreseeable change or

           24   not.  If it's an unforeseeable change, I'm not sure

           25   that you could hold anyone liable.  If -- if it's a
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            1   foreseeable change, then I guess at some point you

            2   would look to the management and/or directors to

            3   see the quality of the efforts that they put in.

            4               MS. ANDERSON:  Describe the role that

            5   you believe can be played by public power and how

            6   Santee Cooper fits into that role.

            7               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, again, I -- I'll

            8   have to restate what I said a moment ago, and that

            9   is that I think that for a public utility there's a

           10   real need to focus on rates or keeping rates as --

           11   as reasonable as possible, and because your rates

           12   are based primarily on your operating costs, then

           13   that allows you more flexibility to lower the

           14   rates.  Then if you're a board of directors that

           15   serves a private utility, then the shareholders

           16   expect a return on their investment, so you are

           17   forced to factor a profit into the rate structure.

           18               MS. ANDERSON:  Aside from electricity,

           19   what other roles does Santee Cooper engage in?

           20               MR. SINGLETON:  Santee Cooper is in the

           21   water business.  They provide water to several

           22   areas close to the main office.  I believe it's

           23   Summerville, Santee, Moncks Corner, Goose Creek

           24   and -- and portions of Berkeley County.  I believe

           25   they have over a hundred thousand customers in --
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            1   in that area.

            2               They're also charged with protecting

            3   the environment.  Lake management and the

            4   management of their own resources are ancillary to

            5   that with an eye toward the fact that -- that the

            6   usage of that resource not only affects Santee

            7   Cooper and their customers and the rates, but other

            8   leasehold -- people that have leasehold interest

            9   and people that -- that use the lake for

           10   recreational and other purposes.  So all of that

           11   has to be balanced into your decision process.

           12               MS. ANDERSON:  And what is Santee

           13   Cooper's role in economic development?

           14               MR. SINGLETON:  Santee Cooper's role in

           15   economic development should be very aggressive and

           16   very proactive.  That having been said, you have to

           17   be fiscally responsible.  You have to weigh

           18   everything from a cost benefit analysis.  You need

           19   to certainly get a lot of input from management and

           20   other experts in order to give you quality

           21   information.  But I think that's one of the reasons

           22   that Santee Cooper was created and it's one of the

           23   key points in the mission statement.

           24               MS. ANDERSON:  What do you think of

           25   Santee Cooper's role as a lessor in relation to the
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            1   public, including businesses, into the Federal

            2   Energy Regulatory Commission?

            3               MR. SINGLETON:  Would you restate that,

            4   please.

            5               MS. ANDERSON:  What do you think of

            6   Santee Cooper's role as a lessor in relation to the

            7   public, including businesses, into the Federal

            8   Energy Regulatory Commission?

            9               MR. SINGLETON:  I'm not familiar with

           10   that issue.  I apologize.

           11               MS. ANDERSON:  That's okay.

           12               Do you believe that Santee Cooper

           13   should place an emphasis on making a profit through

           14   lease programs or to promote facilities that

           15   accommodate a diverse public?

           16               MR. SINGLETON:  I think they should

           17   emphasize accommodating the public.

           18               MS. ANDERSON:  How would you handle an

           19   assertion that a lease program proposed by Santee

           20   Cooper would virtually eliminate a certain type or

           21   class of business currently operating on or near

           22   the lakes?

           23               MR. SINGLETON:  Again, everything has

           24   to be looked at on a cost-benefit analysis.  There

           25   would have to be an extremely huge benefit that
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            1   would have to be very carefully explained to me for

            2   me to be able to support something that would

            3   essentially eliminate a business.  I think that

            4   would be an -- awfully difficult to achieve, but

            5   just depending on the facts and circumstances.

            6               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you have a vision of

            7   future commercialization for Santee Cooper's

            8   properties?

            9               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, again, I think to

           10   the extent that commercialization does not

           11   adversely affect the charge with regard to being a

           12   good customer -- steward of the property and

           13   environmental issues and dovetails in with economic

           14   development, that that would be permissible, but --

           15   but, again, depending of course on the facts and

           16   circumstances.

           17               MS. ANDERSON:  A few years ago the

           18   board members had to deal with an issue regarding

           19   residential leases, and they were able to find a

           20   compromise that would keep the homeowners in their

           21   homes instead of increasing the rents to

           22   essentially remove the homeowners from their homes.

           23   Would you support residential lessees in the same

           24   manner?

           25               MR. SINGLETON:  Yes.  Based on that
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            1   amount of information, yes.

            2               MS. ANDERSON:  Should commercial

            3   lessees receive the same type of assistance as

            4   residential?

            5               MR. SINGLETON:  Essentially yes.

            6               MS. ANDERSON:  Should all commercial

            7   leases be treated equally or should additional

            8   consideration be given to businesses that have had

            9   long-term presence in the community versus newer

           10   but potentially higher income-generating

           11   businesses?

           12               MR. SINGLETON:  Equality is a -- is a

           13   slippery slope.  If you treat everybody the same,

           14   oftentimes you don't treat people equal.  So,

           15   again, depend -- depending on the facts and

           16   circumstances.  I would just have to see what that

           17   situation is.

           18               MS. ANDERSON:  With costs for electric

           19   utilities on the rise, what factors would you

           20   consider if the board had to decide between

           21   increasing rates for its customers or

           22   commercializing undeveloped or underdeveloped

           23   property held by Santee Cooper?

           24               MR. SINGLETON:  I would, generally

           25   speaking, gravitate toward raising rates as a last
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            1   resort, always.

            2               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you have an opinion

            3   of the salaries paid to Santee Cooper executives

            4   and other employees?

            5               MR. SINGLETON:  Yes, ma'am.  Based on

            6   my general understanding -- and -- and I've looked

            7   at a lot of this information through my service on

            8   Grand Strand Water and Sewer Authority because we

            9   go through a process there that we look at

           10   similarly-situated executives in order to set the

           11   payment.  So based on my understanding I think that

           12   they're in keeping with similarly-situated

           13   companies.

           14               MS. ANDERSON:  Provide an overview of

           15   your view of the role of a director on the Public

           16   Service Authority board.

           17               MR. SINGLETON:  The director is

           18   there -- the director is a governing body.  They're

           19   there to set broad policies and to do things like

           20   approve your annual budget and make sure that you

           21   hire the proper CEO and that you review the work

           22   product of the key executives and -- and that sort

           23   of thing.

           24               You're specifically not there to engage

           25   yourself in the day-to-day operation, and you need
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            1   to -- while you're endeavoring to properly exercise

            2   your role as a director, you need to be aware of

            3   and respect the chain of command with regard to

            4   management.

            5               MS. ANDERSON:  How is the role of -- on

            6   the board of directors different from the executive

            7   staff?

            8               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, the role of the

            9   directors I won't restate unless you feel like I

           10   need to, but the management is there to run the

           11   company on a day-to-day basis and do your routine

           12   things as far as staffing and all of the things

           13   that you do to operate a business and to make sure

           14   that it's run in a proper and professional manner.

           15               MS. ANDERSON:  Aside from annual audits

           16   by outside firms, what other types of independent

           17   expertise should a member of the board utilize in

           18   his decision making?

           19               MR. SINGLETON:  You -- you've got a

           20   reasonable degree of flexibility there, and what

           21   you should do is -- is take into -- and always

           22   taking into consideration the cost involved,

           23   utilize such experts as you feel are necessary to

           24   get you the information that you need, whether it's

           25   regarding fuel, cost and -- and new systems that
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            1   are on the horizon or rate studies and -- and

            2   things of that nature.

            3               So I think that you need to engage a

            4   wide variety depending on the facts and

            5   circumstances and in view of the costs.

            6               MS. ANDERSON:  What is your general

            7   approach to serving on the board?  Are you more of

            8   a leader, follower, planner?

            9               MR. SINGLETON:  I think most of us

           10   incorporate all of those qualities, and so I think

           11   there are times that -- that I would utilize all of

           12   them.  I say that, however, with the clear

           13   understanding that I've got a very steep learning

           14   curve and I've just scratched the surface on the --

           15   what Santee Cooper is and what they're about, and

           16   so I'm going to use my ears and my mouth in the

           17   proportions that I have them I feel like initially.

           18   And so I imagine I'm going to do a lot more

           19   following and investigating in the early stages.

           20               MS. ANDERSON:  How much time do you

           21   anticipate preparing in or participating in board

           22   meetings?

           23               MR. SINGLETON:  Drawing on my Grand

           24   Strand Water and Sewer Authority experience I would

           25   say a minimum of one full day's preparation for the
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            1   meeting and one full day including travel time for

            2   the meeting, and then of course to the extent that

            3   special meetings are necessary or desired, then

            4   that would -- would certainly increase the time.

            5               MS. ANDERSON:  And you are currently

            6   involved in a number of other boards and

            7   activities.  Do you think that there will be any

            8   interference or any --

            9               MR. SINGLETON:  My understanding is

           10   that there's a statutory prohibition against dual

           11   service with regard to this board and my Grand

           12   Strand Water and Sewer Authority board.  So in the

           13   event that I were affirmed, then I would resign

           14   from my Grand Strand Water and Sewer Authority

           15   board.  And I've already discussed with our chief

           16   executive officer that that could be in the making.

           17               MS. ANDERSON:  Briefly explain your

           18   understanding of the history of Santee Cooper and

           19   its purposes and operation.

           20               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, Santee Cooper was

           21   I think technically created in 1934 but maybe hit

           22   the ground running in 1938 as a WPA project in

           23   order primarily to create jobs and -- and increase

           24   development in the rural areas of South Carolina or

           25   any areas of South Carolina that were particularly
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            1   hard hit by the depression.  In the 1940s, they

            2   played a pretty pivotal role in the war effort.  In

            3   the 1950s, they began to change their focus a

            4   little bit more to getting electricity to the rural

            5   areas of South Carolina.

            6               I think that a -- 70 percent of the

            7   population perhaps at that time as much as that in

            8   the rural areas at least did not have electricity.

            9   And that I believe is when they -- at that time is

           10   when they forged their relationship with Central

           11   Electric Power Co-op, and Central Electric was --

           12   was important in getting the power distributed in

           13   those areas.

           14               I think the primary purposes are,

           15   again, to -- to generate reliable, cost effective

           16   energy for its customers, to be a good custodian of

           17   the environment, to be very pro development, to

           18   have excellent customer service, to provide

           19   excellent management.

           20               MS. ANDERSON:  What has been your

           21   experience with interpreting financial documents?

           22               MR. SINGLETON:  I've had fairly broad

           23   experience in my personal business as well as on

           24   the Grand Strand Water and Sewer Authority board

           25   and on the Coastal Educational Foundation board.
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            1   On the two public boards, you know, financial

            2   statements, income statements, just all of the

            3   typical documents that you look at.

            4               On the personal side, I've been the

            5   managing member for most of the organizations

            6   that -- the companies that I've worked with, and

            7   I've developed a lot of similar documents in

            8   conjunction with accounting firms for those

            9   entities.

           10               MS. ANDERSON:  What is the operating

           11   budget for the Grand Strand Water and Sewer?

           12               MR. SINGLETON:  It's approximately 60

           13   million dollars a year right now, and the capital

           14   budget I believe is about in that same range.  It

           15   might be a little lower in view of the economic

           16   downturn right now.

           17               MS. ANDERSON:  And how about the

           18   Coastal Education Foundation?

           19               MR. SINGLETON:  The Coastal Education

           20   Foundation is -- is I think just a -- two or

           21   $300,000.  It's not very a high-staffed

           22   organization.  It's there primarily to support the

           23   University of South -- University of Coastal

           24   Carolina.

           25               MS. ANDERSON:  Are you familiar with
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            1   any legal opinions or orders or agency decisions

            2   impacting Santee Cooper?

            3               MR. SINGLETON:  The only one that I'm

            4   familiar with I believe is a Massachusetts case.  I

            5   can't remember the name of it, but I think it

            6   indicated that -- that the EPA has the right to

            7   regulate the power utilities with regard to green

            8   energy.

            9               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you have any direct

           10   or indirect business relationships with Santee

           11   Cooper or any of its wholesale power companies?

           12               MR. SINGLETON:  No, ma'am.

           13               MS. ANDERSON:  Does your affiliation

           14   with any professional, civic -- excuse me --

           15   charitable or other similar organizations present a

           16   conflict with your appointment?

           17               MR. SINGLETON:  No, ma'am.

           18               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you have any

           19   financial conflicts of interest that would result

           20   from your appointment?

           21               MR. SINGLETON:  No, ma'am.

           22               MS. ANDERSON:  What would you do if a

           23   conflict arose?

           24               MR. SINGLETON:  If a conflict arose and

           25   I was approved -- if a conflict arose, I would
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            1   fully disclose the conflict to all the directors

            2   and management, and in the event any transaction

            3   relating to that conflict came before the board, I

            4   would recuse myself from the vote and/or any

            5   discussion.

            6               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you have any holdings

            7   in any electrical utilities or other entities that

            8   may be impacted by a decision of the Santee Cooper

            9   board?

           10               MR. SINGLETON:  No, ma'am.

           11               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you understand the

           12   obligations and responsibilities of this position?

           13               MR. SINGLETON:  Yes, ma'am.

           14               MS. ANDERSON:  What duty of loyalty or

           15   duty of care would you owe to Santee Cooper?

           16               MR. SINGLETON:  The -- the duty of

           17   loyalty is owed not only to Santee Cooper, but it

           18   flows through to the customers, the bondholders and

           19   all of the people of South Carolina.  Your duty of

           20   care means that you've got to use good faith and

           21   act in the best interest of Santee Cooper.  You've

           22   got to conduct yourself like an ordinary person

           23   would in the same or similar circumstances

           24   regarding your judgment.  You've got to certainly

           25   be fiscally responsible.  You should attend
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            1   meetings regularly, and you should ensure that laws

            2   and rules and regulations are being followed, as

            3   well as oversee management and the hiring of

            4   adequate executives.

            5               MS. ANDERSON:  What role should a

            6   director's ideological or political beliefs play in

            7   making a decision?

            8               MR. SINGLETON:  None.

            9               MS. ANDERSON:  What is your opinion

           10   about the importance of board unity?

           11               MR. SINGLETON:  I think board unity is

           12   critical.  That's one of the -- I hope I'm not

           13   referencing Grand Strand too much, but that

           14   impressed upon me the -- the real value of -- of

           15   treating people with respect.  We -- we certainly

           16   have had differences of opinion over a 17-year

           17   period, but -- but I think when you do, you should

           18   agree in a -- agree to disagree in an agreeable

           19   fashion, and I think you should treat each other

           20   with dignity and respect at all times.  So I think

           21   it's very important.

           22               MS. ANDERSON:  In the packet that you

           23   gave us, one of the letters of reference stated

           24   that during your time on the Grand Strand Water and

           25   Sewer Authority you emphasized, and I quote,
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            1   quality service and low cost for our customers, end

            2   quote.  Would you follow this for Santee Cooper?

            3               MR. SINGLETON:  Yes, ma'am.

            4               MS. ANDERSON:  How would you do that

            5   especially when rising costs are inevitable in the

            6   near future?

            7               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, I think what you

            8   do is you endeavor to use your best efforts to hold

            9   costs down, and I would always -- well, almost

           10   always I think, you know, look at raising rates as

           11   the last -- as the last resort.  I think there are

           12   times and circumstances when rates have to be

           13   raised.

           14               I understand Santee Cooper raised rates

           15   about three years ago for the first time in 13

           16   years or something like that, maybe less than four

           17   percent.  But I think that you avail yourself of

           18   the best information from management and experts

           19   that you can get and you look at all -- all other

           20   viable alternatives first.

           21               MS. ANDERSON:  And how would you

           22   balance quality in regards to low costs, especially

           23   in a changing environment?

           24               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, the customers are

           25   the most important asset, and if they're not happy,
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            1   then you're going to have severe problems.  So I do

            2   not think you can ever cut costs to the extent that

            3   you -- that you adversely affect quality.

            4               MS. ANDERSON:  Compromise and consensus

            5   constitute a theme that resinates throughout your

            6   application packet.  Are there any core values that

            7   you believe should not be compromised with Santee

            8   Cooper?

            9               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, yes, I think,

           10   again, you've got to -- you can't -- all the points

           11   of your mission statement I think are things --

           12   your environmental fiduciary duties, values with

           13   regard to keeping rates low, I think that there

           14   could be times where large entities that -- that

           15   pay huge amounts of money could exert influence on

           16   things that might be to their benefit that would be

           17   disadvantageous to the -- the customer base as a

           18   whole.

           19               So I think you -- there's certainly a

           20   time and a place for compromise, but you don't

           21   compromise momma and apple pie and all that stuff.

           22               MS. ANDERSON:  Could you please

           23   describe your temperament.

           24               MR. SINGLETON:  I think I'm -- that's

           25   got to be the only loaded question.  I think I'm
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            1   easy going and -- and approachable and -- and --

            2   and I've gotten along well on all the boards and --

            3   and people with whom I've interacted over the

            4   years.  I -- I must confess I'm a little type A

            5   when it comes to planning and -- and coordinating

            6   and things of that nature that can irritate my wife

            7   from time to time, but for the most part I think I

            8   do okay.

            9               MS. ANDERSON:  What have you done in

           10   preparation for possibly serving as a member of the

           11   board?

           12               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, I've just looked

           13   at the stuff the first time this morning.  I'm

           14   kidding.

           15               I've read everything I can possibly

           16   find.  I've read reports.  I've read the energy

           17   reports that I think this committee was

           18   instrumental in.  I've read information on the

           19   Internet.  I've read financial documents, just a

           20   plethora of information.

           21               MS. ANDERSON:  Have you attended any

           22   board meetings?

           23               MR. SINGLETON:  No, ma'am.

           24               MS. ANDERSON:  If confirmed by the

           25   Senate, what are the first three things you would
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            1   do when you get to the board?

            2               MR. SINGLETON:  I would continue my

            3   reading assignment, and I would continue to really

            4   try to learn.  And -- and while I know I've got a

            5   very steep learning curve, I would try to compact

            6   that as much as I can.  I would try to forge

            7   relationships with other board members, and because

            8   I think the board unity issue is important, I would

            9   also try to forge -- forge a relationship with some

           10   of the key management people to kind of learn how

           11   they think.

           12               MS. ANDERSON:  Have you had any

           13   conversations with the governor regarding how

           14   Santee Cooper should be run or what direction you

           15   should take?

           16               MR. SINGLETON:  No, ma'am.

           17               MS. ANDERSON:  How would you handle the

           18   situation if any elected official tried to apply

           19   pressure regarding an issue before Santee Cooper?

           20               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, I would certainly

           21   listen to not only any elected official, but any

           22   person that had an issue that they felt like was --

           23   should be considered by Santee Cooper, but I would

           24   not be responsive to political pressure.

           25               Once -- once it -- at such time as I go
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            1   on the board, if I go on the board, I'm there to do

            2   what's in the best interest of Santee Cooper, its

            3   customers, bondholders and the people of the state

            4   and not anyone beyond that.  But I would certainly

            5   listen.

            6               MS. ANDERSON:  Why do you want to serve

            7   on the board of directors?

            8               MR. SINGLETON:  I think that in our

            9   current economic downturn that it's -- if -- if

           10   entities like Santee Cooper that are in a position

           11   where they really can affect economic growth and

           12   take some proactive steps while being fiscally

           13   responsible to effect that is -- is -- I would say

           14   it's just analogous in my mind to the 1950s.

           15               If -- if Santee Cooper was instrumental

           16   in getting power to some of the rural customers and

           17   some of the folks that -- that need it most, if

           18   those people are -- find themselves in a situation

           19   now because of a poor economy and unemployment that

           20   they're having to make decisions on, Should I not

           21   run my air conditioning and heat so can I keep my

           22   lights on or should I in effect lose my -- my

           23   power, that's a situation that we need to avoid.

           24               So I -- that's -- that's a motivating

           25   factor.  I think that if I can play a material role
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            1   in -- in an organization that is in a position

            2   to -- to maybe help relieve that situation through

            3   economic growth, then that's what inspires me.

            4               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you have any unique

            5   traits or experience that you believe would be a

            6   contribution to serving on the Santee Cooper board?

            7               MR. SINGLETON:  Three, but the first

            8   two -- or -- or the least important would be I

            9   think that my legal education helps give me a

           10   different perspective, and I certainly think that

           11   that's not -- you don't want to have 11 lawyers,

           12   and I think to have a cross-section is -- is good.

           13   But I think that's important.

           14               I've got a -- again, a fairly broad

           15   business experience doing a lot of -- you know, the

           16   golf course complex was a 12 and a half million

           17   dollar enterprise, and I had to build that budget

           18   and I did the operating budget and operated that in

           19   conjunction with some other things over the years.

           20   So I think that gives me a -- kind of a broad view.

           21               But most important would be Grand

           22   Strand Water and Sewer Authority.  While the

           23   Coastal Educational Foundation is a great board and

           24   it's -- and it's taught me a lot as well, Grand

           25   Strand is a special purpose district.  It's -- it's
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            1   a quasi governmental entity similar to Grand

            2   Strand.  And I think with regard to -- you know,

            3   but for water, sewer and power you don't have much

            4   development and economic growth, and there's a huge

            5   emphasis there on keeping the rates low and the

            6   quality high.  And as with Santee Cooper it's a --

            7   public, and so there's a lot of attention given to

            8   FOIA and -- and those types of issues.

            9               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you have any other

           10   comments or would you like to make a brief

           11   statement regarding your desire to serve?

           12               MR. SINGLETON:  Yeah, just briefly.

           13   It's -- it's a -- I hate to sound like the Oscars,

           14   but an honor to be nominated, and in the event that

           15   I am approved, I will certainly give whatever time

           16   is necessary, and to the best of my abilities I

           17   will look out for the -- Santee Cooper and the

           18   bondholders and customers and people of South

           19   Carolina.

           20               MS. ANDERSON:  Thank you,

           21   Mr. Singleton.

           22               MR. SINGLETON:  Thank you.

           23               MS. ANDERSON:  Mr. Chair, I have no

           24   further questions.

           25               SENATOR RANKIN:  Do you feel like Sally
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            1   Fields kind of in the --

            2               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, nobody likes me,

            3   so --

            4               SENATOR RANKIN:  People love me.  Isn't

            5   that what she said?

            6               MR. SINGLETON:  That's right.

            7               SENATOR RANKIN:  Questions for members

            8   of the subcommittee?

            9               Representative Ott.

           10               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Thank you.

           11               Thank you, Mr. Singleton.

           12               MR. SINGLETON:  Thank you, sir.

           13               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  You know, up here

           14   we get labelled kind of one way or another.  Would

           15   you label yourself pro or antinuclear power?

           16               MR. SINGLETON:  Pronuclear power.  And

           17   I understand the majority of the citizens of South

           18   Carolina are pronuclear power.

           19               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Do you think we

           20   need to in light of what's happening in Japan pay

           21   any -- pay any special interests or planning as we

           22   go forward in our pronuclear approach?

           23               MR. SINGLETON:  Yes, sir.  I think that

           24   any time you have a calamity like that I think you

           25   ought to redouble your efforts and take a look
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            1   at -- at, you know, what, if anything, can be done

            2   to -- to strengthen your -- anything that you could

            3   do to try to avoid that kind of calamity.

            4               That having been said, I understand

            5   that -- that most of the problem with regard to

            6   Japan had to do with the -- the tsunamis and the

            7   water and less with the -- with the earthquake, and

            8   I think the location of the nuclear plant that

            9   Santee Cooper currently has an interest in, it's

           10   highly unlikely that -- that we would have a wave

           11   that would go that far inland.

           12               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  All right.  Hydro,

           13   less than two percent.  Coming from somebody that

           14   likes to hunt and fish on the lakes, if you were

           15   forced as a board member to make a decision on

           16   whether or not to keep water in a lake to help the

           17   people who use that as a recreational resource as

           18   opposed to generating power at less than two

           19   percent of the total, how -- how would you weigh --

           20   assuming you had the ability to make up that two

           21   percent somewhere else, how -- how do you weigh

           22   less than two percent production of electricity as

           23   it relates to the amount of water we retain in the

           24   lake system?

           25               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, I think it's a
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            1   cost-benefit analysis.  And on its face it would

            2   certainly appear and it may be the case that you

            3   could offset that, keep the lake level higher in

            4   favor of the -- the people that -- that are using

            5   it for recreational and other purposes.

            6               And to the extent that that could be

            7   accomplished without raising rates, then I would

            8   certainly say it would be almost a given that you

            9   would do that.  The rub, if there is one, would

           10   perhaps come in if there would be a rate increase

           11   and the amount of that increase in order to achieve

           12   that.

           13               But it would certainly seem achievable

           14   on its face, and I would certainly gravitate in

           15   favor of accommodating the -- the people that are

           16   using the lakes for recreation if it could be done

           17   in the exercise of good business judgment.

           18               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  And in your role

           19   as a director, would you be willing to listen to

           20   different groups that actually make a living in and

           21   around the lake?

           22               MR. SINGLETON:  Yes, sir.  I think I

           23   wouldn't only be willing to, I think I would be

           24   obligated to do it.

           25               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  And you do you see
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            1   it as Santee Cooper's responsibility to

            2   occasionally spend a little bit of money --

            3               MR. SINGLETON:  Yes, sir.

            4               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  -- in their

            5   management efforts of the lake?

            6               MR. SINGLETON:  Yes, sir.

            7               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Great.

            8               Page ten, I -- just for

            9   clarification -- I think I heard you.  To whom do

           10   you as a Santee board member owe duties?  Let me

           11   read your answer that was written.  Directors of

           12   Santee owe duties of loyalty, care and

           13   confidentially -- confidentiality to Santee Cooper,

           14   its customers, bondholders, the people of South

           15   Carolina through the elected General Assembly and

           16   the governor.

           17               MR. SINGLETON:  Yes.

           18               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Any particular

           19   order you see those things falling?

           20               MR. SINGLETON:  I would say first and

           21   foremost they're the customers because they're

           22   the -- well, the company, and then it would be the

           23   customers because I do think they're the most

           24   important asset.  And in conjunction with that --

           25   and then the bondholders and then the people of
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            1   South Carolina if I had to put them in order.

            2               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Do you believe

            3   it's important that Santee Cooper remain a

            4   state-owned entity?

            5               MR. SINGLETON:  Yes, sir.

            6               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  So if at some

            7   point in the future a political person said, We

            8   need to do -- change the direction of Santee

            9   Cooper -- say you were in a buying position, say

           10   the General Assembly thought it should go in one

           11   direction and the governor thought it should go in

           12   a different, how would you deal with that?

           13               MR. SINGLETON:  Well, I think the

           14   directors should deal with that like every other

           15   issue, and you have to do a cost-benefit analysis.

           16   I think that -- that having been said, I think that

           17   history has -- has indicated and -- and recent

           18   history more pointedly that the -- the need for

           19   Santee Cooper to remain public.

           20               And I think I would certainly go into

           21   it with a presumption that -- for the reasons I

           22   stated earlier, primarily to keep rates low, that

           23   Santee Cooper should -- should certainly remain

           24   public.

           25               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  The final
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            1   question.  As we move into the nuclear era, you

            2   mentioned that we have some relatively new

            3   coal-generated facilities.  Even if it might stress

            4   us financially a little bit to retire some of our

            5   coal facilities as nuclear came online, would you

            6   as a board member be opposed to phasing out some of

            7   our coal-fired generators as we go more nuclear?

            8               MR. SINGLETON:  No, sir.

            9               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  I don't have any

           10   other questions.

           11               SENATOR RANKIN:  Anybody else?

           12               You know, you're relieved -- or bound

           13   of course by the law, which I think you're

           14   referencing the historic context of -- of your

           15   being here and this process and that being the

           16   history -- pre 2004, pre 2005 -- when did we -- pre

           17   '05 the effort of some to investigate privatizing

           18   or selling, and we in '05 said you and then, if

           19   you're successful, the board cannot do that absent

           20   blessing of the General Assembly.

           21               MR. SINGLETON:  Right.

           22               SENATOR RANKIN:  So it was -- I smiled

           23   when he asked it, but, again, you are

           24   constrained --

           25               MR. SINGLETON:  I -- I understand that.
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            1   And that goes with the surplus property thing.  I

            2   just -- he -- he hid that question from me a little

            3   bit.  I apologize.

            4               SENATOR RANKIN:  That may have been to

            5   my credit that he did it.

            6               All right.  Any other -- any comments,

            7   any questions?

            8               Thank you very much.

            9               MR. SINGLETON:  Thank you.

           10               (A recess transpired.)

           11               (Kristofer Daniel Clark was duly sworn,

           12   after which testimony began at 10:07 a.m.)

           13               SENATOR RANKIN:  Good morning.

           14   Welcome.

           15               MR. CLARK:  Morning.

           16               SENATOR RANKIN:  State your name for

           17   the record, please.

           18               MR. CLARK:  Kristofer Daniel Clark.

           19               SENATOR RANKIN:  Have you ever seen a

           20   better looking group of people?

           21               MR. CLARK:  I don't think so.

           22               SENATOR RANKIN:  I'm not talking about

           23   the people behind you.  I'm talking about --

           24   welcome, and you have been placed under oath.  We

           25   welcome you to the subcommittee FERC review of your
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            1   nomination and candidacy to this fine Santee Cooper

            2   board.  Heather Anderson -- no, Andy Fiffick I

            3   think is going to be asking you a short series of

            4   questions that will take about an hour and a half.

            5               MR. CLARK:  Okay.

            6               SENATOR RANKIN:  If you need to go to

            7   the bathroom, you can.

            8               But go ahead.  Fire away, Andy.

            9               And introduce the -- the beautiful lady

           10   perhaps whose name -- maiden name was McConnell.

           11               MR. CLARK:  That's right.

           12               SENATOR RANKIN:  Is she here?

           13               MR. CLARK:  She is.

           14               SENATOR RANKIN:  Is she related to

           15   Glenn by chance?

           16               MR. CLARK:  She is not.

           17               SENATOR RANKIN:  You're a lot better

           18   looking than he is.

           19               MR. CLARK:  That's right.  That's my

           20   wife Ashley.

           21               SENATOR RANKIN:  Welcome, Ashley.

           22               MR. FIFFICK:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

           23               Please state your full name and current

           24   address for the record.

           25               MR. CLARK:  Kristofer Daniel Clark.
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            1   2310 Earls Bridge Road, Easley, South Carolina,

            2   29640.

            3               MR. FIFFICK:  Thank you.

            4               And for the record Mr. Clark is a

            5   resident of the third Congressional district.

            6               We've received your complete

            7   confirmation package.  Are there any changes or is

            8   there any additional information you would like to

            9   provide for your personal data questionnaire or

           10   statement of economic interest with the exception

           11   of the additional letter you've submitted to

           12   replace a previously submitted letter of

           13   recommendation?

           14               MR. CLARK:  No.

           15               MR. FIFFICK:  I'd like to move that the

           16   additional changes and the PDQ be placed in the

           17   record, Mr. Chairman.

           18               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Thank you.

           19               (EXH. 3, Summary of Background

           20   Information for Kristofer Clark, marked for

           21   identification.)

           22               MR. FIFFICK:  We also sent you a set of

           23   questions and received your responses.  We -- if we

           24   ask you these questions today, would your answers

           25   be the same?
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            1               MR. CLARK:  Yes.

            2               MR. FIFFICK:  And, Mr. Chair, I'd

            3   move -- ask that y'all move that we put the

            4   preliminary questions in the record.

            5               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  So moved.

            6               (EXH. 4, Preliminary Questions for

            7   Kristofer Clark, marked for identification.)

            8               MR. FIFFICK:  Please summarize your

            9   educational background and experience.

           10               MR. CLARK:  I attended public schools

           11   in Pickens, South Carolina.  From there I went to

           12   the Citadel in Charleston and graduated in 2001.

           13   After graduating I started working with the Cliffs

           14   Management Group in Travelers Rest, South Carolina.

           15               MR. FIFFICK:  And what experience would

           16   you bring to the Santee Cooper board that would be

           17   beneficial to the board?

           18               MR. CLARK:  I started my position at

           19   the Cliffs.  I was responsible for the

           20   architectural review board and property owners

           21   associations for several properties on Lake Keowee

           22   similar to some properties that are under the

           23   management of Santee Cooper.  In addition, in

           24   property development we work with a lot of utility

           25   companies installing the utilities and also
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            1   managing those utilities until we turn them over,

            2   water utilities and also some sewer utilities.

            3               MR. FIFFICK:  Thank you.

            4               I'm now going to ask you a series of

            5   questions specific to the utility aspect of the

            6   board.

            7               What is Santee Cooper's current

            8   generational mix?

            9               MR. CLARK:  Currently 78 percent coal,

           10   about ten percent nuclear, about ten percent

           11   natural gas, and then a little less than one and a

           12   half percent hydro and some oil and some renewables

           13   in that as well.

           14               MR. FIFFICK:  And what is the relative

           15   age of the base load fleet?

           16               MR. CLARK:  About 12 years.  Santee

           17   Cooper was established in 1934, and then the

           18   average is about 12 years of the base fleet.

           19               MR. FIFFICK:  What are the challenges

           20   presented by this base load mix and the age of this

           21   fleet if Congress or the EPA were to pass measures

           22   requiring a transition to a carbon-constrained

           23   economy?

           24               MR. CLARK:  A couple challenges.  One

           25   is 78 percent coal would produce quite an impact on
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            1   the customers of Santee Cooper.  The primary, coal,

            2   produces a lot of CO2, and the EPA regulating CO2

            3   and carbon emissions would have a large impact on

            4   their ability to produce energy.

            5               If they tax the coal, obviously that

            6   would have an impact on South Carolina, mainly the

            7   ratepayers.

            8               If they choose to change their

            9   generation mix to overcome the -- the clean energy

           10   mandate, then there will be significant loss in

           11   capital due to the -- the amount of investment they

           12   have in the coal-burning facilities, coal-fired

           13   facility.  They still have a book value of 30

           14   years, so...

           15               MR. FIFFICK:  Who are Santee Cooper's

           16   electricity customers?

           17               MR. CLARK:  61 -- according to

           18   electricity sales, 61 percent is wholesale which is

           19   primarily made up of Central, 20 co-ops, and then

           20   19 percent is their direct-served customers, and

           21   then 20 percent is industrial/commercial.

           22               MR. FIFFICK:  And what -- what is each

           23   of those groups' -- or groups of customers'

           24   responsibility for capital cost for capacity?

           25               MR. CLARK:  The wholesale, roughly 70
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            1   percent and the others, 30.

            2               MR. FIFFICK:  Who are Santee Cooper's

            3   water customers?

            4               MR. CLARK:  Santee Cooper has about

            5   134,000 water customers, and they consist of

            6   Berkeley County, the town of Santee, and Dorchester

            7   County.

            8               MR. FIFFICK:  What steps can Santee

            9   Cooper take to expand its energy efficiency

           10   conservation programs and how should these programs

           11   be paid for?

           12               MR. CLARK:  Santee Cooper has already

           13   taken quite a few steps in energy efficiency in

           14   working with a lot of schools and -- and programs,

           15   incentives to get people to try to increase energy

           16   efficiencies of their homes, but they can continue

           17   that program and educate young people about the

           18   importance of energy conservation and the ways to

           19   not only save money but also to preserve our

           20   natural resources.

           21               MR. FIFFICK:  And what's the best way

           22   to pay for these types of programs or any other

           23   additional programs?

           24               MR. CLARK:  Some of it in the past has

           25   been done through incentives, and of course that
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            1   can continue to be done.  Santee Cooper can invest

            2   some money.  Obviously they're -- they're having to

            3   invest quite a bit of money to expand their

            4   capacity for -- for the additional use of energy.

            5   So if -- if there's ways to save energy, then

            6   obviously it would be worth their investments and

            7   they can invest money in that as well.

            8               MR. FIFFICK:  Briefly and generally

            9   describe your understanding of a renewable

           10   portfolio standard.

           11               MR. CLARK:  A renewable portfolio

           12   standard is a requirement to have a certain

           13   percentage of your portfolio to be renewable.  And

           14   some states require a certain percentage.  I think

           15   there's about 34 states that require that.  South

           16   Carolina is not currently one of those.

           17               MR. FIFFICK:  What renewables are

           18   currently available in South Carolina?

           19               MR. CLARK:  Biomass and landfill gas is

           20   currently available.  Unfortunately the large

           21   renewable resources of wind and solar is not

           22   available in South Carolina.  So currently that's

           23   a -- that's something we have to overcome and look

           24   for other ways that we can achieve that.

           25               MR. FIFFICK:  Approximately what
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            1   percentage of Santee Cooper's energy needs can now

            2   be met by renewables?

            3               MR. CLARK:  Not considering hydro, less

            4   than one percent.

            5               MR. FIFFICK:  And do you have any --

            6   any examples you could give of renewable projects

            7   that Santee Cooper currently --

            8               MR. CLARK:  Olanta Gas project and

            9   biomass.

           10               MR. FIFFICK:  Given the fact that it is

           11   more expensive to build generation today than it

           12   was even a few years ago, do you favor a consortium

           13   approach to generation where utilities would join

           14   together to share costs and risks of these billion

           15   dollar projects?

           16               MR. CLARK:  Certainly.  In fact, that's

           17   the approach they're taking with SCE&G for the new

           18   nuclear facility.

           19               MR. FIFFICK:  What are your thoughts on

           20   Santee Cooper generating electricity in South

           21   Carolina and selling the electricity outside of the

           22   state?

           23               MR. CLARK:  I think that a nuclear

           24   facility is quite the investment, and in order to

           25   be able to fund that investment without taxing
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            1   the -- the ratepayers with the entire bill, then it

            2   may be required to sell energy to other states or

            3   other customers to ensure that the -- they can pay

            4   for that facility.

            5               MR. FIFFICK:  Do you believe that

            6   Santee Cooper as a state entity should follow the

            7   same business model as a for-profit business?

            8               MR. CLARK:  Certainly I think that it

            9   should be -- they should be concerned with their

           10   bottom line and their financials.  However, knowing

           11   that they are under the state -- the state entity

           12   and their duties and loyalty are to Santee Cooper

           13   and the state, then it has to be true to such and

           14   to the ratepayers.

           15               So there are certain situations

           16   where -- we mentioned earlier the energy

           17   efficiencies where Santee Cooper may invest money

           18   to help other people to invest money in energy

           19   efficiencies.  Perhaps a -- a private company would

           20   not be doing that.

           21               MR. FIFFICK:  Could the -- could the

           22   nonprofit and the -- the duties to the state that

           23   Santee Cooper has, could -- could this present a

           24   conflict of interest in a consortium approach to

           25   generation?
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            1               MR. CLARK:  The nonprofit?

            2               MR. FIFFICK:  Well, the -- the fact

            3   that it's not a for-profit business --

            4               MR. CLARK:  Right.

            5               MR. FIFFICK:  -- that's independent of

            6   the state, that it's a creature generally that was

            7   created by statute --

            8               MR. CLARK:  Right.

            9               MR. FIFFICK:  -- could that -- could

           10   that create a problem or a conflict of interest in

           11   the consortium approach to generation of capital

           12   projects that I mentioned before?

           13               MR. CLARK:  Right.

           14               MR. FIFFICK:  Do you support further

           15   investment in and reliance upon nuclear generation?

           16               MR. CLARK:  I think that nuclear is --

           17   is a good alternative for base load energy, and

           18   unfortunately, like I said earlier, there are not a

           19   lot of other options in South Carolina, so I think

           20   that it -- it is a good resource for base load

           21   energy, yes.

           22               MR. FIFFICK:  And what other types of

           23   generation would you support further investment and

           24   reliance upon?

           25               MR. CLARK:  Santee Cooper is currently
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            1   researching wind energy, and I -- I don't know

            2   that -- like I said earlier, that that would be

            3   beneficial for our state.  I don't know that we

            4   produce enough wind to -- to justify those costs.

            5   But other renew -- renewables would be land,

            6   landfill gases and biomass.

            7               MR. FIFFICK:  Given that the inherent

            8   uncertainties that South Carolina and the nation

            9   faces as -- as the environmental and the utility

           10   realms develop 30, 40 and 50 years out, how

           11   generally should Santee Cooper approach planning in

           12   this area?

           13               MR. CLARK:  The current process for

           14   nuclear is -- is pretty significant.  It takes 20

           15   years, so in the past they have done quite a bit of

           16   planning.  And the uncertainty with the economy

           17   creates a lot of unknowns with power usage and the

           18   rate of development and the rate of demand on the

           19   system.  So it is difficult to predict 20, 30, 40

           20   years out.

           21               But I can tell you the things they have

           22   done in the past, partnering with other utility

           23   companies to -- to offset some of the expenses of

           24   new generation is something I think makes them more

           25   flexible in order to provide energy needs of the
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            1   future.

            2               MR. FIFFICK:  Who is responsible for

            3   the loss if Sante Cooper makes a bad investment or

            4   loses money?

            5               MR. CLARK:  Responsible for the law?

            6               MR. FIFFICK:  The loss.

            7               MR. CLARK:  The loss.

            8               MR. FIFFICK:  Yes.

            9               MR. CLARK:  Sorry.

           10               Santee Cooper.

           11               MR. FIFFICK:  Can you elaborate on that

           12   in any way?

           13               MR. CLARK:  Santee Cooper -- I should

           14   say it would affect the state as well.  Santee

           15   Cooper, I would say, provides the safe -- one

           16   percent of their operating revenue which last year

           17   was about 18 million.  So obviously if there's a

           18   loss, then the state would suffer that as well, but

           19   the ratepayers would be influenced as well.

           20               MR. FIFFICK:  Can the state or local

           21   governments provide credit or raise taxes to pay

           22   Santee Cooper's debts?

           23               MR. CLARK:  No.

           24               MR. FIFFICK:  Costs are increasing in

           25   the electric energy business.  How important is it
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            1   for Santee Cooper to deliver electricity at prices

            2   which are as reasonable as possible?

            3               MR. CLARK:  Very important, especially

            4   in -- in the economy we're in now.  With everybody

            5   struggling in different ways, it's very important

            6   to keep the prices down, if possible, but there's a

            7   cost associated with providing energy.  And as you

            8   mentioned they -- they don't want to create a loss

            9   situation, so that -- so it will be important they

           10   cover their costs, but keeping the price as low as

           11   possible.

           12               MR. FIFFICK:  And to that same end, in

           13   considering rates should Santee Cooper strive to

           14   provide electricity at rates lower than

           15   investor-owned utilities?

           16               MR. CLARK:  I don't know enough about

           17   how they develop their rates, but I would say that

           18   their rates need to cover their expenses for the

           19   generation of energy.

           20               MR. FIFFICK:  If a bad investment was

           21   made regarding electricity, could profits from

           22   water services compensate or vice versa?

           23               MR. CLARK:  No.

           24               MR. FIFFICK:  And what are some of

           25   the -- any other additional factors you'd like to
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            1   mention in -- in devising the electric rates?

            2               MR. CLARK:  Again, I think it's based

            3   on the cost of generation, transmission, and then

            4   ultimately distribution through the co-ops or

            5   through the other electric utilities.  So all those

            6   factors determine what the rates will be, so...

            7               MR. FIFFICK:  Do you have any direct or

            8   indirect business relationships with Santee Cooper

            9   or any of its wholesale power customers?

           10               MR. CLARK:  No.

           11               MR. FIFFICK:  Describe -- describe the

           12   role that you believe can be played by public

           13   power.  How does Santee Cooper fit in that role?

           14               MR. CLARK:  Santee Cooper since it was

           15   formed has provided -- has been a resource for

           16   South Carolina.  It's improved the quality of life

           17   for South Carolina.  It's improved economic

           18   development, created jobs.

           19               Power allows businesses to investment

           20   money in our state.  It allows people to enjoy, you

           21   know, those resources.  It allows us to develop the

           22   state with -- and partnered with co-ops we -- we

           23   were able to go out into more remote areas and

           24   develop those areas and bringing jobs to the

           25   industry that would have been impossible without
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            1   the power.

            2               MR. FIFFICK:  And we discussed a few

            3   already, but what other roles does Santee Cooper

            4   engage in other than electricity?

            5               MR. CLARK:  We mentioned water as well.

            6   And also they're responsible for managing Lake

            7   Moultrie and Lake Marion.

            8               MR. FIFFICK:  And what is Santee

            9   Cooper's role in economic development, and are

           10   there any constraints on those roles?

           11               MR. CLARK:  As I mentioned, economic

           12   development is not possible without power, without

           13   utilities in certain areas, and so in partnering

           14   with Central, they have made that possible

           15   throughout the state.

           16               And we talked a little bit about rates

           17   earlier, and, you know, obviously the amount of

           18   power influences industries coming into our area.

           19   So it's important to consider that when -- when

           20   you -- when you determine what your rates are to

           21   ensure that we are bringing businesses into the

           22   state.

           23               MR. FIFFICK:  What do you think of

           24   Santee Cooper's role as lessor in relation to the

           25   public, including businesses, into the Federal
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            1   Energy Regular Commission?

            2               MR. CLARK:  Repeat the question.

            3               MR. FIFFICK:  What do you think of

            4   Santee Cooper's role as lessor in relation to the

            5   public, including businesses, into the Federal

            6   Energy Regulatory Commission?

            7               MR. CLARK:  Sure.  Santee Cooper, as I

            8   mentioned, is responsible for properties on Lake

            9   Marion and Moultrie, and they carry quite a few

           10   residential and commercial leases on that property.

           11   And it's very important for Santee Cooper to lease

           12   those properties in such a way that is beneficial

           13   to the company and the state and also allow the

           14   people that are there to conduct a business on the

           15   lake and to maintain their property.

           16               MR. FIFFICK:  And as to those leases,

           17   should Santee Cooper place an emphasis on making

           18   profit through lease programs or to promote

           19   facilities that accommodate a diverse public?

           20               MR. CLARK:  I think it's a combination

           21   of both.  Certainly they shouldn't lose any money,

           22   but they should ensure that the businesses are able

           23   to continue on the lake.

           24               MR. FIFFICK:  How would you address an

           25   assertion that a lease program proposed by Santee
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            1   Cooper would virtually eliminate a certain type or

            2   class of business currently operating on or near

            3   the lakes?

            4               MR. CLARK:  Without knowing all the

            5   information, I would say that's -- that would not

            6   be wise.

            7               MR. FIFFICK:  What's your vision of

            8   future commercialization for these properties that

            9   Santee Cooper holds around the lake?

           10               MR. CLARK:  I would imagine keeping

           11   them the same as they are currently today.

           12               MR. FIFFICK:  The current board members

           13   help to protect homeowners that lease lots to save

           14   their homes by keeping the rental rates within a

           15   fairly reasonable amount.  Without their assistance

           16   many lessees would have been forced from their

           17   homes because of the sharp increase proposed by

           18   Santee Cooper.  Would you support the residential

           19   leases in the same -- these -- these residential

           20   lessees in the same manner?

           21               MR. CLARK:  To enable them to keep

           22   their homes, certainly.

           23               MR. FIFFICK:  Should commercial lessees

           24   receive the same assistance?

           25               MR. CLARK:  Yes.
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            1               MR. FIFFICK:  Should all commercial

            2   lessees be treated equally or should additional

            3   consideration be given to businesses that have had

            4   a long-term presence in the community versus newer

            5   but potentially higher income-generating

            6   businesses?

            7               MR. CLARK:  I don't know enough about

            8   the -- the details of those situations, but I would

            9   say they should all be treated equally.

           10               MR. FIFFICK:  With the cost for

           11   electric -- electric utilities on the rise, what

           12   factors would you consider if the board had to

           13   decide between increasing rates for its customers

           14   or commercializing undeveloped or underdeveloped

           15   property held by Santee Cooper?

           16               MR. CLARK:  It would be important to

           17   increase the rates to pay for the power if that's

           18   what the -- the costs of the power would dictate.

           19   And then obviously the commercial rates would need

           20   to cover the expenses there as well.

           21               MR. FIFFICK:  What do you think of

           22   salaries paid to the Santee Cooper executives and

           23   other employees?

           24               MR. CLARK:  I'm not familiar with the

           25   salaries.
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            1               MR. FIFFICK:  I'm going to ask you a

            2   series now of broader questions about board member

            3   qualities.

            4               Provide an overview of your role as

            5   director on the Public Service -- Public Service

            6   Authority board.  How is that role different from

            7   the role of the Public Service Authority's

            8   executive staff?

            9               MR. CLARK:  Sure.  As a director, I

           10   would be charged with making policies and ensuring

           11   that management is doing their proper job, and

           12   management will be responsible for carrying out the

           13   day-to-day business and operations of Santee

           14   Cooper.

           15               MR. FIFFICK:  Aside from annual audits

           16   by outside firms, what other types of independent

           17   expertise should a member of the board utilize in

           18   decision making?

           19               MR. CLARK:  I think it's important that

           20   the board understand their expertise and -- and not

           21   try to be experts in an area that they're not

           22   familiar with.  They do have legal counsel that

           23   they can rely on, and if there are any other

           24   outside firms that need to be called in, I think

           25   it's important that the group as a board engage the
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            1   services if they're in agreement that additional

            2   input is needed.

            3               MR. FIFFICK:  What's your general

            4   approach to serving on a board?  Are you a leader,

            5   a follower, a planner or some other role?

            6               MR. CLARK:  I've had the opportunity

            7   to -- to lead in several areas of my life.  I would

            8   say that I think it's important to be a good

            9   follower before you're a leader.  I think if you

           10   are a good follower, then you'll have leadership

           11   opportunities.

           12               I think it's important to engage your

           13   people and build relationships, and over time if a

           14   leadership opportunity develops, then that would be

           15   the case.  And -- and if you are a leader, I think

           16   it's important that -- that you pass your power

           17   down or the authority that's been given to you to

           18   others to empower others to do their job.

           19               MR. FIFFICK:  What are some of the

           20   statutory duties that the board of directors has?

           21               MR. CLARK:  The statutory duties

           22   consist of duty of loyalty and care which consist

           23   of acting in good faith, acting with care of a

           24   reasonable person in like position and similar

           25   circumstances, and also acting in the best of
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            1   Santee Cooper.

            2               MR. FIFFICK:  How much time do you

            3   anticipate in preparing for or participating in

            4   board activities?

            5               MR. CLARK:  At least two days a month.

            6               MR. FIFFICK:  And will this time be

            7   limited by any other activities or responsibilities

            8   that you currently have?

            9               MR. CLARK:  No.

           10               MR. FIFFICK:  And do you believe these

           11   responsibilities with your act -- with your other

           12   activities, including your time with young

           13   children, any of that going to have a problem or

           14   affect on your ability to serve?

           15               MR. CLARK:  No.  I'm committed to

           16   serve.

           17               MR. FIFFICK:  Briefly explain your

           18   understanding of the history of Santee Cooper and

           19   its purposes in operation.

           20               MR. CLARK:  Sure.  I think I mentioned

           21   earlier that Santee Cooper was formed to -- to

           22   increase the -- or to help the -- the public and

           23   also to bring economic development to the state,

           24   and that has been achieved over time, as I

           25   mentioned, with the co-ops.
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            1               With the Central Electric, Santee

            2   Cooper has been able to bring a lot of industry to

            3   different parts of the state and a lot of jobs due

            4   to the power, but the primary purpose is to

            5   increase the quality of life for South Carolinians.

            6               MR. FIFFICK:  What has been your

            7   experience with interpreting financial documents?

            8               MR. CLARK:  One of my first jobs at the

            9   Cliffs Management Company was with property owners

           10   associations, and in that role I was responsible

           11   for preparing budgets and financials.  So I --

           12   since I graduated college I've been actively

           13   involved in financials and reviewing and preparing

           14   financials, so...

           15               MR. FIFFICK:  Are you familiar with any

           16   legal opinions or orders or agency decisions

           17   impacting Santee Cooper?

           18               MR. CLARK:  The Clean Energy Act of the

           19   EPA will have a significant impact on Santee

           20   Cooper, and I plan as one of my first objectives to

           21   learn more about how those different changes will

           22   impact Santee Cooper and what the board can do to

           23   offset those changes.

           24               MR. FIFFICK:  Do you have any direct or

           25   indirect business relationships with Santee Cooper
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            1   or any of its Central Power customers?

            2               MR. CLARK:  No, sir.

            3               MR. FIFFICK:  Does your affiliation

            4   with any professional, civic, charitable or other

            5   similar organization present a conflict with your

            6   appointment?

            7               MR. CLARK:  No.

            8               MR. FIFFICK:  Do you have any financial

            9   conflicts of interest that could result from your

           10   appointment?

           11               MR. CLARK:  No.

           12               MR. FIFFICK:  What would you do if such

           13   a conflict arose?

           14               MR. CLARK:  I would disclose it to the

           15   board.

           16               MR. FIFFICK:  Do you have any holdings

           17   in electrical utilities or other entities that may

           18   be impacted by decisions from the Santee Cooper

           19   board?

           20               MR. CLARK:  No, not that I'm aware of.

           21               MR. FIFFICK:  Do you understand the

           22   obligations and responsibilities of this position?

           23   What duty or loyalty of care would you owe to

           24   Santee Cooper?

           25               MR. CLARK:  Duty of loyalty and care,
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            1   as I mentioned earlier, is to Santee Cooper, and

            2   it's good faith, care of a reasonable person in

            3   like position and similar circumstance and with the

            4   economic -- or the best interest of Santee Cooper.

            5               MR. FIFFICK:  In response to the

            6   preliminary question number three concerning the

            7   duty of loyalty, you stated, Directors must remain

            8   loyal to the corporation, acting at all times in

            9   the best interest of the corporation and its -- and

           10   its owners, whose interests must take precedence

           11   over any self-interest of the director, officer, or

           12   other stakeholders.

           13               Who are the owners of Santee Cooper?

           14               MR. CLARK:  The owner -- the state.

           15               MR. FIFFICK:  And who -- who are the

           16   other stakeholders?

           17               MR. CLARK:  Customers.

           18               MR. FIFFICK:  What role should a

           19   director's ideological or political beliefs play in

           20   decision making?

           21               MR. CLARK:  It should not play at all.

           22               MR. FIFFICK:  And what is your opinion

           23   about the importance of board unity?

           24               MR. CLARK:  I think it's important to

           25   have board unity, understanding that there will be
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            1   decisions that not everyone will agree with.

            2   However, everyone should respect the board and the

            3   processes and should be unified after the decision.

            4               MR. FIFFICK:  What is your opinion

            5   about the importance -- I just gave you that one.

            6   I don't want to give you that one again.

            7               Would you please describe your

            8   temperament.

            9               MR. CLARK:  I think it's pretty laid

           10   back.  I don't know that since my wife is here that

           11   I'll say I'm very patient, but I will say that I'm

           12   fairly laid back, so...

           13               SENATOR RANKIN:  Ma'am, you can come up

           14   and ask questions.  He is under oath.  We'll nail

           15   him if you want to.

           16               MR. CLARK:  I'm afraid the questions

           17   will be a lot harder.

           18               SENATOR RANKIN:  Don't interrupt her,

           19   please.

           20               MR. FIFFICK:  What have you done in

           21   preparation to serve on the board?

           22               MR. CLARK:  Read a lot of documents.

           23   I've read your committee's report.  I've read a lot

           24   of the annual reports.  I've read a lot of the

           25   transcripts, and also attended a board meeting,
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            1   this past board meeting.

            2               MR. FIFFICK:  Would you like to expand

            3   on any of the other business skills that you have

            4   that will make you an effective director?

            5               MR. CLARK:  I think that my experience

            6   with lake developments would bring a new aspect to

            7   the board that perhaps isn't out there now.  In

            8   addition to some of the -- the guidelines that we

            9   put in place, we have also put together green

           10   guidelines, as we call them, to encourage our

           11   owners to consider energy efficiencies before they

           12   build their home.

           13               So I think a lot of the experiences

           14   I've had in the past will be an asset to the board

           15   as well.

           16               MR. FIFFICK:  How would you respond to

           17   a criticism that you're young and have no utility

           18   experience?

           19               MR. CLARK:  I would say that the

           20   longest serving member currently on Santee Cooper

           21   was younger than I was when he was appointed, and

           22   I -- I think he's done a very good job.  I know

           23   there were some senators that were appointed when

           24   they were early [sic], and I would say they've done

           25   a very good job.
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            1               And so I don't know that age would have

            2   an impact on my ability.  I -- I have a lot of

            3   responsibilities perhaps at a young age, but I

            4   think that my experience and my reputation shows

            5   that I can deal with it.

            6               MR. FIFFICK:  If confirmed by the

            7   Senate, what are the first three things you'll do

            8   when you get on board?

            9               MR. CLARK:  First I'd like to get to

           10   know the business Santee Cooper, get to know the

           11   employees better, the board members.  After that

           12   I'd like to get to know the customers, the co-ops

           13   and -- and more about who we're serving and help to

           14   understand their side of -- as being a customer.

           15               And then also I'd like to know more

           16   about the changes and the -- you mentioned some

           17   different changes that may take place that will

           18   have an impact on Santee Cooper, so I want to learn

           19   more about that and see how those impacts will make

           20   a difference to me as a board member.

           21               MR. FIFFICK:  Have you had any

           22   conversations with the governor about Santee Cooper

           23   and any direction it should be taking or how the

           24   entity should be run?

           25               MR. CLARK:  No.
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            1               MR. FIFFICK:  And how would you handle

            2   a situation if any elected official tried to apply

            3   political pressure regarding an issue regarding

            4   Santee Cooper?

            5               MR. CLARK:  I have a duty of loyalty to

            6   Santee Cooper, and so I'd let you know.

            7               MR. FIFFICK:  And do you have any other

            8   brief statement you'd like to make as to your

            9   appointment to the board?

           10               MR. CLARK:  No.

           11               MR. FIFFICK:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

           12   I have no further questions.

           13               SENATOR RANKIN:  Folks, any questions?

           14   Ladies here?  None?

           15               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Mr. Clark --

           16               MR. CLARK:  Yes, sir.

           17               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  -- same questions

           18   I've asked some other people.  At this point given

           19   what's happened in Japan, do you consider yourself

           20   to be a pronuclear or an antinuclear supporter as

           21   far as power generation?

           22               MR. CLARK:  I would say I'm a

           23   pronuclear supporter, understanding that the

           24   nuclear situation in Japan or the nuclear facility

           25   in Japan is quite a bit different from what we have
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            1   here in South Carolina thankfully, but

            2   understanding there are some risks involved.

            3               But with the limited amount of other

            4   resources we have, I think it's one of our best

            5   options.

            6               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Santee Cooper has

            7   got quite a bit of money invested in coal

            8   generation.  As we go forward into the nuclear era

            9   and more of our load becomes nuclear-generated,

           10   would you be in the position to support the early

           11   phaseout of coal-fired generators as we take on a

           12   larger proportion of -- of our generation going to

           13   nuclear?

           14               MR. CLARK:  It depends if --

           15   financially if it would work.  I would not want to

           16   burden the ratepayers with a significant amount of

           17   increases just to move that energy over toward

           18   nuclear.  I will say we may be forced to do that if

           19   the EPA requires that, but -- but I would want to

           20   make those decisions based on the amount of rates

           21   that our customers would have to pay.

           22               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  And would it be

           23   likely that you would look at your -- you know,

           24   dirty is a real bad word, but less clean, older,

           25   less productive facilities would be the first ones
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            1   that you would phase out the quickest?

            2               MR. CLARK:  I would have to look at the

            3   financial impacts, but I would say that would make

            4   the most sense for sure.

            5               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Looking at the

            6   portfolio when less than two percent of Santee

            7   Cooper's power comes from hydroelectric, how

            8   important is it -- do you believe it would be -- as

            9   a board member to manage the lake for recreational

           10   opportunities and business opportunities located on

           11   the lake as opposed to drawing down the water in

           12   the lake system for a relatively small amount of

           13   the power if you could do it at a cost effective

           14   rate, how do -- what do you -- what is your role as

           15   a board member when you look at power generation of

           16   less than two percent versus the use of the lake?

           17               MR. CLARK:  I think that the

           18   recreational aspect of the lake is very important.

           19   Since we have about 50 miles of shoreline on lakes

           20   that we've developed, obviously I -- I have quite a

           21   bit of interest in that.  So I would say it's very

           22   important to maintain those lakes in a way that

           23   will allow the -- the recreation to happen, and

           24   also it has a big impact on our economy.  So that's

           25   very important.
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            1               But that -- that power offset would

            2   have to come from somewhere, so if there are other

            3   opportunities, then perhaps it could be -- it could

            4   be done.

            5               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  And do you think

            6   the stakeholders around the lake should have access

            7   to you as a board member to share with you what

            8   impact on their business and their life drawing

            9   down the lake would have?

           10               MR. CLARK:  Certainly.  And I think

           11   they -- they're going to attend the board meetings.

           12   They're open to the public, so...

           13               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Final question,

           14   and as far as loyalty goes -- let me just get this

           15   one out of the way.  In the past we've had

           16   conflicting positions.  Maybe a governor wanted to

           17   get rid of Santee Cooper and sell it, and maybe

           18   some of us in the General Assembly didn't want to

           19   do that.

           20               Do you have an opinion on -- on what

           21   you think the future of Santee Cooper should look

           22   like as far as the ownership?

           23               MR. CLARK:  I personally believe that

           24   Santee Cooper has been successful in its mission

           25   and has provided a great economic engine for the
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            1   state, so I support Santee Cooper as it exists

            2   today.

            3               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  And when it comes

            4   to the company versus political pressure, which is

            5   due to come at some point, how do you see you

            6   standing up to that pressure?

            7               MR. CLARK:  I see that I have a

            8   fiduciary duty to remain loyal to Santee Cooper.

            9   So if -- if I do not remain loyal, then obviously

           10   there's consequences.

           11               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Thank you.

           12               SENATOR RANKIN:  Any other questions?

           13               The Cliffs, you're the -- the director

           14   of operations?

           15               MR. CLARK:  That's correct.

           16               SENATOR RANKIN:  And what scope of an

           17   operation are we talking about in terms of, you

           18   know, dollars or -- or assets or whatever?

           19               MR. CLARK:  Sir, I'm responsible for

           20   several departments in the corporate office.  I'm

           21   responsible for all the property owners

           22   associations.  I'm president of the property owners

           23   associations within the Cliffs and the various

           24   corporate departments, some not so glamorous, the

           25   organic farm that I happen to have a lot of
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            1   interest in that some people may say is a little

            2   bit different.  Not necessarily management, but --

            3   and then I have other -- all of the facility

            4   maintenance reports to my department as well.  So

            5   various management.

            6               SENATOR RANKIN:  How big a company -- I

            7   mean, I don't know if this -- is it a

            8   publicly-traded company or a private --

            9               MR. CLARK:  It is not.  It's a

           10   privately-held company.

           11               SENATOR RANKIN:  So we're not going to

           12   talk about numbers I guess, but --

           13               MR. CLARK:  No.

           14               SENATOR RANKIN:  -- how many employees?

           15               MR. CLARK:  Roughly 800.

           16               SENATOR RANKIN:  800?

           17               MR. CLARK:  Uh-huh.

           18               SENATOR RANKIN:  And as the manager or

           19   the president of the homeowners association, did

           20   you call it, do you feel like you are experienced

           21   to sit on the Supreme Court, because you would be

           22   playing the role of Solomon.

           23               Do you have a happy homeowners group

           24   generally?  Some call it the beach condo commandos.

           25   Do you have those up there?
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            1               MR. CLARK:  We have quite a few.

            2   Self-appointed experts.

            3               SENATOR RANKIN:  And you are not gray

            4   and, therefore, you have weathered that role

            5   apparently well.

            6               MR. CLARK:  That's right.  My skin is

            7   pretty thick these days, so...

            8               SENATOR RANKIN:  Your -- your -- the

            9   information that you provided in here is -- without

           10   hearing you makes you read qualified.  Your answers

           11   seem qualified.  Tom Alexander is going to talk to

           12   us about you later and tell us things that may

           13   not -- you may not want said in front of your wife

           14   or these folks about how much you might like to

           15   farm or do other things.  I'm not sure.

           16               Anyway.

           17               MR. CLARK:  Well, I will say my -- my

           18   first business experience was when I was in high

           19   school, I had some cows, and I had them through

           20   college and made a little money on cows.  So that

           21   was my first taste of business, and after I

           22   graduated I sold all my cows and bought my wife an

           23   engagement ring.  So that's my claim.

           24               SENATOR RANKIN:  And never looked back.

           25               MR. CLARK:  Never looked back.  No more
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            1   cows, but I have a wife.

            2               SENATOR RANKIN:  Lest I get in trouble,

            3   I'm done.

            4               MR. CLARK:  Yeah.

            5               SENATOR RANKIN:  Thank you.  Thank you

            6   very much.

            7               SENATOR RANKIN:  Welcome.  We'll swear

            8   you, Mr. --

            9               MR. SANDERS:  Sanders.

           10               SENATOR RANKIN:  Mr. Sanders, I was

           11   cutting up with Mr. Grooms, the county man who is

           12   to your left shoulder.  Look over hard left.  Wave.

           13   We've seen too much of that man.

           14               MR. SANDERS:  Really.

           15               SENATOR RANKIN:  Much too much of that

           16   man.  Harry Ott as well today.

           17               Welcome, Mr. Sanders, to the FERC

           18   review committee, and you're going to be sworn to

           19   oath and then we'll get started.

           20               (James Robert Sanders, Jr., was duly

           21   sworn, after which testimony began at 10:50 a.m.)

           22               SENATOR RANKIN:  Heather Anderson to my

           23   left, your right is going to be asking you a series

           24   of questions, and we welcome you and look forward

           25   to hearing what you've got to say.
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            1               MR. SANDERS:  Thank you.

            2               MS. ANDERSON:  Good morning,

            3   Mr. Sanders.

            4               MR. SANDERS:  Morning.

            5               MS. ANDERSON:  Please state your full

            6   name and current address for the record.

            7               MR. SANDERS:  James Robert Sanders, Jr.

            8   227 Hidden Acres, Gaffney, South Carolina.

            9               MS. ANDERSON:  And for the record

           10   Mr. Sanders is a resident of the fifth

           11   Congressional district.

           12               We received your complete confirmation

           13   package.  Are there any changes or is there any

           14   additional information that you'd like to provide

           15   for your personal data questionnaire or statement

           16   of economic interest?

           17               MR. SANDERS:  Yes.  I do want to

           18   mention that -- the statement of economic interest.

           19   There has been some confusion from an ability to

           20   contact the State Ethics Commission.  My previous

           21   service on the Commission of Higher Education, we

           22   were reimbursed mileage and per diem at the legal

           23   registered rate.  I did not report that as income,

           24   and we're having varying opinions, but the majority

           25   of them at this point in time if it's not on a 1099
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            1   or W-2 that I'm not.  But I just wanted to bring

            2   that attention.

            3               And number two on the political

            4   contributions, I don't keep records five years, and

            5   the very best record effort that I could come up

            6   with is what you have.  I'll be glad to do further

            7   research if necessary.

            8               MS. ANDERSON:  Thank you.

            9               Mr. Chair, I'd like to move to put his

           10   personal data questionnaire summary in the record.

           11               SENATOR RANKIN:  So ordered.

           12               (EXH. 5, Summary of Background

           13   Information for James R. Sanders, Jr., marked for

           14   identification.)

           15               SENATOR RANKIN:  And I think we did the

           16   last one as well, did we not?  Okay.

           17               MS. ANDERSON:  We sent you a set of

           18   questions and received your responses.  If we asked

           19   you these questions today, would your answers be

           20   the same?

           21               MR. SANDERS:  Yes.

           22               MS. ANDERSON:  Mr. Chair, I move to put

           23   his preliminary responses in the record.

           24               SENATOR RANKIN:  So ordered.

           25               (EXH. 6, Preliminary Questions for
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            1   James R. Sanders, Jr., marked for identification.)

            2               MS. ANDERSON:  What experience would

            3   you bring to the Santee Cooper board that would be

            4   beneficial to an energy utility board?

            5               MR. SANDERS:  Well, from a personal

            6   standpoint I do -- and I know everyone says this.

            7   I do pride myself in honesty and integrity.  From a

            8   technical standpoint, a business standpoint, I was

            9   president of a -- one of the top 40 largest

           10   industrial companies in South Carolina.  So I have

           11   background in financing, accounting, business

           12   management, those types of issues.

           13               I do have some experience in the -- we

           14   did work for the power industry.  So I think in a

           15   synopsis this would be -- and I also have a good

           16   bit of board experience on a savings and loan

           17   association, a privately-held textile company, and

           18   various volunteer organizations.

           19               MS. ANDERSON:  What is Santee Cooper's

           20   current generation mix?

           21               MR. SANDERS:  Approximately 70 -- 70,

           22   80 percent coal, about eight to ten percent

           23   nuclear, about eight to ten percent natural gas,

           24   and the rest would be various -- hydro, methane

           25   gas, various smaller percentages.
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            1               MS. ANDERSON:  What is the relative age

            2   of the base load fleet?

            3               MR. SANDERS:  The coal -- based upon

            4   the information that I could glean, that there's

            5   still about a 38-year life cycle left -- I'm

            6   answering a little bit in reverse.  But the -- the

            7   coal generation fleet is actually newer compared to

            8   most.  I don't know the exact number, but I'm

            9   thinking it may be 12 to 15 years.

           10               MS. ANDERSON:  And what are the

           11   challenges that would be presented by this mix and

           12   the age of the fleet if Congress or the EPA were to

           13   pass measures requiring a transition to a

           14   carbon-constrained economy?

           15               MR. SANDERS:  As I mentioned in my

           16   answers, it's not a Polish -- or Rubik's Cube.  And

           17   I don't know hardly where to begin.  I think maybe

           18   some of the legislation of the cap and trade has

           19   gone away, but the EPA I think could perhaps even

           20   be a bigger threat to the emissions of the coal

           21   generation-type, so fossil fuels.

           22               It has a tremendous impact in the

           23   future, and unfortunately we don't know where those

           24   regulations are going.  So it's a tremendous asset

           25   to have the coal-fired plants and them being as
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            1   efficient and productive as they are, but if the --

            2   the CO2 or the greenhouse gas affects regulations,

            3   not necessarily law go into effect, it could

            4   challenge the -- it could challenge Santee Cooper's

            5   very existence.

            6               MS. ANDERSON:  How should Santee Cooper

            7   plan long term, 30, 40, 50 years out in this era of

            8   conservancy?

            9               MR. SANDERS:  To quote, I think you

           10   have to be prudent.  You have to be flexible.  You

           11   have to try to weigh every varying factor that

           12   impacts generation of electricity and to a lesser

           13   extent transmission distribution, but primarily on

           14   the generation side.

           15               It's hard to plan when you don't know

           16   what regulations that you're going to be dealing

           17   with.  However, I think it's a pretty -- pretty

           18   sound assumption that the -- the carbon --

           19   carbon-free or carbon -- less carbon generation is

           20   going to be required in some form.  So you have to

           21   be flexible.  You have to make the best decision

           22   that you have based on all information that you can

           23   glean on it.

           24               MS. ANDERSON:  Who are Santee Cooper's

           25   electricity customers?
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            1               MR. SANDERS:  You have direct and

            2   indirect.  You have your direct residential which

            3   Santee Cooper actually serves.  I think it's about

            4   160, 170,000 customers.  You have the indirect

            5   residential through the co-ops, through Central

            6   Co-Op, but to the co-ops indirectly.  You have the

            7   indirect residential to two municipalities, I

            8   believe it's Georgetown and I -- Bamberg.  I can't

            9   remember the second one.  It's a indirect

           10   residential.

           11               Then you have some direct industrial,

           12   the Alumax, Nucor, Charleston Air Force Base, and

           13   you have indirect -- excuse me.  Those would be

           14   direct customers.  And then you would have the

           15   indirect customers, industrial that would be on the

           16   co-ops.

           17               MS. ANDERSON:  And what are the

           18   relative percentages of each group's share of

           19   Santee Cooper's sales of energy and their

           20   responsibility for capital cost for capacity?

           21               MR. SANDERS:  Okay.  When we talk about

           22   sales, there seems to be a little discrepancy

           23   between the amount of electricity generated and the

           24   dollar revenue of sales, but a central co-op is

           25   somewhere between 60 and seven -- about 70 percent
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            1   of the generation capacity which I think translates

            2   to approximately 60, 65 percent of the dollar -- or

            3   revenue capacity.

            4               Central I guess indirectly carries a

            5   tremendous amount through their payments, through

            6   their -- through their payments to Santee Cooper.

            7   I don't have an exact number, 60 to 65 percent of

            8   the capital costs.

            9               The other -- let's see.  Help me again.

           10   The second part of that question, please.

           11               MS. ANDERSON:  And what is each group

           12   of customer's responsibility for capital costs?

           13               MR. SANDERS:  The -- first of all, it's

           14   through rates, and the rate generation is

           15   determined by the board.  And part of that rate is

           16   a capital cost recovery.  And I do believe that

           17   Central, with 70 percent of the generation, maybe

           18   60, 65 percent of the revenue, carries that much of

           19   the capital costs.  The other ones would be

           20   prorated I guess based on the rate structure.

           21               MS. ANDERSON:  What steps can Santee

           22   Cooper take to expand its energy efficiency and

           23   conservation programs?

           24               MR. SANDERS:  On the conservation side,

           25   I think it's an educational circumstance except for
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            1   the demand side controls, which would be a

            2   consumption regulation.  On energy efficiency

            3   there's some programs out there -- I think you have

            4   to look at return of investment on each program,

            5   but without question energy efficiency through

            6   either loans -- I do have a little problem with

            7   direct -- perhaps some rebates, but as far as

            8   direct payments to an individual owner, I -- I

            9   struggle with that a bit.

           10               If that's the way it has to be

           11   structured after full evaluation of all the

           12   variables, then I would certainly consider that,

           13   but clearly some sort of -- of loan -- and when I

           14   say subsidy, but not necessarily a gift, but for --

           15   for higher energy equipment or high energy

           16   efficient equipment, especially on HVAC and hot

           17   water, and then of course just the basic insulation

           18   of homes, their -- their heat loss and heat gain.

           19               So that would be a general thought on

           20   that.

           21               MS. ANDERSON:  Can you briefly describe

           22   your understanding of a renewable portfolio

           23   standard?

           24               MR. SANDERS:  Yes.  My best

           25   understanding.  Some look at that as a electric --
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            1   to have a national legislation that says this is

            2   what you're required to produce with renewable

            3   energy.  And there are many -- as many almost

            4   different perspectives of that as there are -- as

            5   there are organizations that espouse that.

            6               It would be difficult, as an example

            7   for, for South Carolina to have a high wind

            8   portfolio or perhaps -- we -- we have methane gas

            9   which is a very small percentage.  So if it's -- if

           10   it's a -- mandated by law, either federal or state

           11   level how much of your generation capacity, the

           12   portfolio of your generation capacity can be done

           13   through renewable, and we have limits in South

           14   Carolina.

           15               MS. ANDERSON:  And what renewables are

           16   currently available in South Carolina?

           17               MR. SANDERS:  The methane gas.  I

           18   believe biomass possibly could be a future source,

           19   but clearly none of them are going to make up the

           20   need for future generation, even with conservation

           21   and energy efficiency.

           22               MS. ANDERSON:  With the increase in

           23   costs to build generation today, do you favor a

           24   consortium approach where utilities would join

           25   together to share the cost and risks of billion
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            1   dollar projects?

            2               MR. SANDERS:  I -- I cannot be

            3   absolutely definitive, but I believe that's

            4   probably going to be the only way you can do it.

            5   It's just such a high, high capital cost, and with

            6   even current world news events in Japan, the

            7   risk -- I think if properly done, consortiums,

            8   working together with other groups, other

            9   companies, other industries probably is the way to

           10   go.

           11               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you have any ideas

           12   about generating electricity in South Carolina and

           13   selling it outside the state?

           14               MR. SANDERS:  If you -- if you have an

           15   incremental demand for your in-state generation --

           16   I guess you're referring more to Santee Cooper --

           17               MS. ANDERSON:  Yes.

           18               MR. SANDERS:  -- than you are in the

           19   private companies.

           20               In relation to Santee Cooper, if you

           21   have an -- a stepped increase in demand or -- or a

           22   need for additional generation, then let's just say

           23   you -- just for round numbers that you're going to

           24   add a hundred units of generation -- we'll just say

           25   a hundred megawatts just for a reference number.
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            1   If you only need 50 for the first five or ten

            2   years, then I think certainly you should consider

            3   selling electricity outside the state.

            4               It -- it's kind of -- it's not a

            5   continuous curve.  It's almost a bar graph.  The

            6   demand may vary on it.  So -- but clearly not at

            7   the expense of the citizens of South Carolina.  I

            8   would hope that that would be a -- a means to

            9   subsidize South Carolina rather than South Carolina

           10   subsidizing the southeast.

           11               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you support further

           12   investment in and reliance upon nuclear generation?

           13               MR. SANDERS:  As I mentioned, there's

           14   world events, and I believe properly regulated and

           15   not overly regulated, but properly regulated,

           16   designed, properly designed, properly constructed

           17   and properly operated nuclear, I'm still open in a

           18   strong way to believe that that is one option for

           19   the future.

           20               MS. ANDERSON:  How important is it for

           21   Santee Cooper to deliver electricity at prices that

           22   are as reasonable as possible?

           23               MR. SANDERS:  Ultimately that's the

           24   only way that you can -- you can survive with any

           25   entity.  You have to be competitive.  And it's also
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            1   a statutory mandate or instruction that says that

            2   that's part of the purpose of Santee Cooper.

            3               Clearly you -- if -- you could be

            4   overregulated and you could be overpriced yourself

            5   right out of existence.  I'm not advocating it.  I

            6   don't think that will happen.  But it has to be

            7   competitive.  It has to be competitive.

            8               MS. ANDERSON:  In response to your

            9   preliminary question number four, you state Santee

           10   Cooper could continue to exist if properly funded

           11   and not regulated out of business.  Who is

           12   responsible for ensuring Santee Cooper is properly

           13   funded?

           14               MR. SANDERS:  The -- the financial

           15   integrity is the board of directors.

           16               MS. ANDERSON:  Describe the role that

           17   you believe can be played by public power.

           18               MR. SANDERS:  It -- it clearly is a

           19   part of the -- of the mosaic generation and

           20   transmission distribution for the industry as a

           21   whole and South Carolina in particular.  Again,

           22   properly managed, properly -- with the proper

           23   supervision over -- oversupervision, oversight of

           24   the entity, public power has just as strong a place

           25   and should, should be able to deliver electricity
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            1   to its citizens at a lesser price.

            2               MS. ANDERSON:  In your response to

            3   preliminary question number seven you state, and I

            4   quote, Economic development is one of the statutory

            5   and practical best interests of Santee Cooper.  The

            6   board of directors should please -- place economic

            7   development as one of its top visions, goals and

            8   policies and should support, at every level

            9   possible, this effort, end quote.

           10               In what ways should the board of

           11   directors pursue economic development?

           12               MR. SANDERS:  Well, as it stands now --

           13   and don't hold me to the exact name, but

           14   there's a -- there's a -- there's a court -- a

           15   group between the electric cooperatives and Santee

           16   Cooper.  And I think it's with Palmetto -- I don't

           17   know the name, but there's a -- I think clearly

           18   that has to -- to my understanding that has proved

           19   successful.

           20               It needs to be continually monitored,

           21   but clearly the funding -- and I'll come back again

           22   to return on investment.  If we are investing so

           23   many million dollars and we're getting better life

           24   or jobs for our citizens, which is also a statutory

           25   requirement, then I -- incidentally the -- if
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            1   you'll correct me, the statute -- there is also a

            2   statutory requirement the best interest of Santee

            3   Cooper is the economic development.

            4               I'm not advocating that the

            5   individual -- at all that the individual board of

            6   directors goes out and -- and solicits industry.

            7   That may be called upon to help, but just -- I

            8   think that just needs to be at the forefront

            9   especially in today's economy.

           10               As a quick aside, I just came off the

           11   Commission on Higher Education, and I have a

           12   biblical world view.  The past states that you only

           13   need to know two things:  education and jobs, and

           14   jobs and education.  And if we don't have growth,

           15   Santee Cooper is not going to have anybody to sell

           16   electricity to or the co-ops won't have anybody to

           17   sell electricity to.

           18               So I -- I just feel that that needs to

           19   be monitored as the board should monitor, not

           20   manage, but monitor every way possible for economic

           21   growth.

           22               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you have a vision of

           23   future commercialization for Santee Cooper's

           24   properties?

           25               MR. SANDERS:  Commercialization of the
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            1   Santee Cooper properties?  No, not really.  I could

            2   see possibly if you have tremendous resources at

            3   Marion and Moultrie, and possibly as a -- I hate to

            4   use the word resort, but recreational, perhaps more

            5   additional interest on recreation in those lakes.

            6               But as far as pure commercial, I

            7   don't -- I don't have much of a thought on that,

            8   but -- because the purpose would be the generation,

            9   transmission and distribution of electricity.  But

           10   if the property is -- is surplus -- and, again,

           11   it's statutorily required about how you can and

           12   cannot dispose certain properties or resources.

           13               But as far as a commercialization of

           14   the property, I can't think of anything on the

           15   power generation side.

           16               MS. ANDERSON:  With the current lease

           17   programs that Santee Cooper has --

           18               MR. SANDERS:  I'm sorry.

           19               MS. ANDERSON:  With the current lease

           20   programs that Santee Cooper has for residential and

           21   commercial properties, how would you handle an

           22   assertion that a lease program that's proposed by

           23   Santee Cooper would virtually eliminate a certain

           24   type of class of business?

           25               MR. SANDERS:  Well, you have to look at
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            1   fairness from both sides.  I think you would have

            2   to determine through management providing correct

            3   information and if the board desired -- not an

            4   individual, but if the board desired, what is the

            5   true value of a property or -- or a lease of a

            6   property.  And I don't think the purpose should be

            7   to drive any individual off, but I do think it has

            8   to be fair on both sides.

            9               MS. ANDERSON:  And with costs for

           10   electric utilities rising, what factors would you

           11   consider if the board had to decide between

           12   increasing rates for its customers for electricity

           13   or commercializing undeveloped or underdeveloped

           14   property held by Santee Cooper?

           15               MR. SANDERS:  I think you got to have a

           16   balance.  You'd have to know what the swap-offs

           17   were.  I don't -- ultimately the best interest of

           18   Santee Cooper is defined statutorily as maintaining

           19   the financial stability, and that's the sign of the

           20   board, providing the appropriate rates for

           21   electricity and -- and development -- economic

           22   development.

           23               Without knowing the specifics of the

           24   swap-offs, I wouldn't have a definitive answer, but

           25   ultimately I think you have to try to factor those
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            1   three factors.

            2               MS. ANDERSON:  I'm going to follow up

            3   with another question.

            4               A few years ago the board had to deal

            5   with an issue dealing with residential leases on

            6   the lake and a possible increase in rates that

            7   could have driven some of the homeowners off their

            8   property.  If a similar situation were to arise

            9   while you were serving on the board, would you be

           10   supportive of the current homeowners?

           11               MR. SANDERS:  I would think you'd have

           12   to look at a grandfather-type clause, but, again,

           13   without knowing exact numbers, I wouldn't -- I

           14   couldn't definitively say one way or the other

           15   without understanding the entire dilemma.

           16               MS. ANDERSON:  Would you have -- do you

           17   think there would be any difference of opinion or

           18   would you have different concerns if they were

           19   commercial leases?

           20               MR. SANDERS:  Honestly I would probably

           21   lean a little bit to the residential, to the

           22   individual.  But, no, you should evaluate them

           23   ultimately the same way.  That's the purpose of

           24   Santee Cooper.

           25               MS. ANDERSON:  And --
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            1               MR. SANDERS:  Fairly -- as fairly as --

            2   balanced as possible.

            3               MS. ANDERSON:  And if you look at

            4   commercial leases and you -- what factors would you

            5   look at between businesses that have a current

            6   presence on the lake versus those that could

            7   possibly bring in higher income?

            8               MR. SANDERS:  Again, I want to go back

            9   to try and be fair and balanced.  If you have an --

           10   if you have an entity already there and you have

           11   another entity trying to take that same property --

           12   is that -- is that the -- is that your -- well, you

           13   have to go back and see what the terms of the

           14   original agreement were, what were the terms of the

           15   agreement on the lease to start with.  You'd

           16   certainly want to honor your legal

           17   responsibilities.

           18               That's a tough question because I come

           19   out of construction and the low bid got the job,

           20   and if you didn't, you were put on the street.  You

           21   went to the next job.

           22               I think you have to look at all the

           23   factors and be as fair as you possibly can.  I

           24   don't think necessarily that you should necessarily

           25   favor one entity over the other if a lease is
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            1   expired, but you would certainly give the existing

            2   entity as many opportunities as legally and

            3   ethically as possible to retain their property.

            4               MS. ANDERSON:  Are you aware of any

            5   obligations that the Federal Energy Regulatory

            6   Commission places on Santee Cooper as a lessor?

            7               MR. SANDERS:  No, I do not.  I know

            8   they're licensed on a periodic basis.

            9               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you have an opinion

           10   if Santee Cooper should place an emphasis on making

           11   a profit through its leases or promoting facilities

           12   that would accommodate a diverse public?

           13               MR. SANDERS:  Well, if you -- if you

           14   want to be back to the essence, you have the best

           15   interest of Santee Cooper which is financial

           16   stability, electric -- cost of electricity and

           17   economic development.  That possibly could be an

           18   economic development issue.

           19               I would hate to get into a lot of what

           20   ifs, but if a study was done and the return to the

           21   state -- the total return, maybe not necessarily

           22   all of Santee Cooper -- that might be a

           23   consideration, but the way the statute is written,

           24   the best interest is defined in those three things.

           25               MS. ANDERSON:  Can you provide examples
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            1   of ways to attract and retain quality personnel?

            2               MR. SANDERS:  Well, clearly com -- you

            3   have to have a compensation program that -- that is

            4   competitive.  How you treat people is a -- a big

            5   factor in today's -- in today's world.

            6               Engineering and technical people -- we

            7   all know the educational system is just not --

            8   we're not turning them out in the numbers that we

            9   need.  It's going to be critical for Santee Cooper

           10   to maintain -- or to attract and keep those people.

           11   But your -- your fringe benefit program -- and I'm

           12   not talking about excessive, but it needs to be

           13   competitive.

           14               It needs to be competitive not only for

           15   South Carolina, but these people -- it needs to be

           16   competitive with your -- your peers or your

           17   competitors in the electrical generation industry

           18   because that's where they're -- that's where the

           19   individual's opportunities lie.

           20               And I'm not saying give away

           21   everything, but I think you've got to be

           22   competitive in -- in your total compensation

           23   system, including your fringe benefit system, not

           24   being excessive, but you sure better match -- you

           25   better know what's going on in the marketplace.
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            1               That's, again, a management issue, but

            2   it's a board, I think, oversight that we do attract

            3   and -- and keep qualified people at all levels.

            4               MS. ANDERSON:  What do you think about

            5   the current salaries -- salaries paid to executive

            6   staff and other employees?

            7               MR. SANDERS:  I haven't studied it in

            8   comparison to other utilities.  It's my

            9   understanding that they're competitive or a little

           10   bit less than scale.

           11               MS. ANDERSON:  In your personal data

           12   questionnaire and in response to question one in

           13   your preliminary questions, you indicated

           14   experience with energy efficiency and renewables

           15   with your -- in conjunction with your contractor's

           16   license.  Could you elaborate on that a little bit?

           17               MR. SANDERS:  The company that I

           18   sold -- and it's been in 1999 and 1998.  We were

           19   involved in the power industry in several ways.

           20   First of all, we designed and built diesel peak

           21   shaving stations.

           22               As a matter of fact, the -- the

           23   cooperatives in the upstate that bought the

           24   diesel -- locomotive diesels from the eastern North

           25   Carolina co-ops, we took those diesels, tested
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            1   them, designed a -- a facility and installed those

            2   on several different -- I think at one time we had

            3   done like 50 diesel peak shaving engines.  There

            4   might have been two or three in one building.

            5               Secondly, we were involved in the --

            6   off the gas turbines -- the heat recovery steam

            7   generator that drives -- the way -- with the waste

            8   heat drive they're on a combined cycle plan.  We --

            9   we co-oped with -- had -- had an agreement with

           10   ABB, Asea Brown Boveri, who Austin Power eventually

           11   purchased, but we built all the casings and shipped

           12   them to their plant where they installed the actual

           13   heat exchanger itself inside.  And we did that

           14   probably for four or five years.

           15               As far as energy conservation, we

           16   worked for people like Milliken, DuPont, Timken

           17   Bearing, BMW, and we were constantly installing the

           18   systems.  So we were aware -- we -- we sometimes

           19   did a design/build where we would design and

           20   install a system, but many times even if we didn't

           21   design the system, we would see what systems were

           22   going in from energy conservation.

           23               As far as energy inefficiency is

           24   concerned, on -- on our design and our construction

           25   of steam plants -- and when I say steam plants,
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            1   it's nothing like a power plant.  It would be a

            2   steam plant for Michelin Tire or a steam plant for

            3   Timken Bearing.

            4               In the chilled water facilities, we

            5   were constantly being -- in our design/build, we

            6   were constantly evaluating and presenting to the

            7   client the energy efficiencies and the paybacks

            8   that they would receive from those energy

            9   efficiencies.

           10               Did I cover all your questions?  Was

           11   there another one?

           12               MS. ANDERSON:  Yes, sir.  No, you've

           13   covered all of them.

           14               MR. SANDERS:  Okay.

           15               MS. ANDERSON:  Can you briefly describe

           16   how your family business grew from a smaller

           17   business to a large, successful one.

           18               MR. SANDERS:  I have said many times

           19   that I had the blessing to be born halfway between

           20   Charlotte and Gaffney at a time when industry was

           21   coming to the -- to the south.  We were blessed

           22   with many opportunities, and as I mentioned in

           23   there, we had a lot of gifts to be able to take

           24   advantage of those opportunities.

           25               And one -- it was just a wonderful case
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            1   of people over the years that were just hard

            2   workers and very high ethical, high integrity

            3   standards.

            4               And I mentioned some of the people

            5   that -- that we'd worked for, Timken, DuPont, BMW,

            6   Michelin.  We -- we worked with -- we were very

            7   fortunate to catch the wave of this industry came

            8   south.

            9               Unfortunately when I sold my company in

           10   '99, those industries were now starting -- instead

           11   of coming from the north and the midwest to the

           12   south, they were starting to go to India and to

           13   China, and we actually did some export work.  So we

           14   were just very fortunate to be in an area that was

           15   experiencing industrial growth and we were

           16   providing that -- the services required for those

           17   industries.

           18               MS. ANDERSON:  Can you give us an idea

           19   how large the business was, how many employees you

           20   had?

           21               MR. SANDERS:  In today's, it would be a

           22   hundred -- in today's numbers it would be 150

           23   million.  We did about 90 to 100 million dollars a

           24   year and employed as many as -- we employed at one

           25   time during shutdown turnarounds as many as 2,000
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            1   people at one time.

            2               MS. ANDERSON:  Are there any attributes

            3   or lessons that you could take from your business

            4   experience and apply to Santee Cooper to make

            5   Santee Cooper more successful?

            6               MR. SANDERS:  Do everything that you

            7   possibly can to evaluate the risks.

            8               MS. ANDERSON:  Are there any

            9   differences that you see between running a private

           10   business versus --

           11               MR. SANDERS:  Certainly.  Certainly.

           12   When you run a private business, you're the owner

           13   and the manager.  When you're on a board of

           14   directors, you are a -- you represent the

           15   stakeholders which are the citizens of South

           16   Carolina and the state that requires a government

           17   agency.

           18               You do not in any circumstances on a --

           19   on a publicly -- an entity on board of directors

           20   dictate day-to-day operations under no

           21   circumstances.  When you're in management -- it is

           22   different when you're in management of a

           23   privately-held company.  You make hour for hour

           24   decisions.

           25               MS. ANDERSON:  Should Santee Cooper
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            1   remain a state entity?

            2               MR. SANDERS:  I -- if it's not

            3   regulated out of business, I think it's a -- and

            4   it's properly, as we said earlier, financed,

            5   managed and directed, I see no reason in the world

            6   that Santee Cooper cannot continue as a state quasi

            7   public entity.

            8               MS. ANDERSON:  You briefly touched on

            9   the role of -- as a director for Santee Cooper.

           10   Could -- how is that role different from the role

           11   of executive staff?

           12               MR. SANDERS:  Well, the board -- the

           13   board of directors set vision, goals and policy and

           14   overview -- or -- not managed, but ensure that

           15   those are -- those goals, visions and policies are

           16   carried out.  The vision -- or the goal is set

           17   statutorily in many cases in Santee Cooper's

           18   situation.  It's -- it's the executive committee at

           19   that point to interrelate with the board to provide

           20   the necessary information to assure that these

           21   visions, goals and policies are being carried out.

           22               The executive committee ultimately is

           23   for the management of the company.  They're

           24   ultimately responsible for the -- for the

           25   hour-by-hour, day-to-day, week-to-week,
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            1   month-to-month management of the company.  The

            2   board of directors is to -- again, to set the -- to

            3   be -- to ensure that the vision, goals and policies

            4   are set and maintained.

            5               MS. ANDERSON:  Aside from annual audits

            6   by outside firms, what other types of independent

            7   expertise should a member of the board utilize in

            8   decision making?

            9               MR. SANDERS:  First you have to have a

           10   competence in your board -- in your management

           11   team, and I know no reason to not have that

           12   competence level.

           13               Personally I -- we dealt a lot with the

           14   large Japanese companies, and they -- they had a

           15   theory that they benchmarked, and I think it's very

           16   important that we have a confidence level as a

           17   board and not -- not in any way doubting management

           18   in any way whatsoever, but to be sure that the

           19   benchmarks that we're being provided are national

           20   benchmarks.

           21               If the board decides they need

           22   additional input, then that's a board decision.  An

           23   individual should not go out and -- and hire a

           24   consultant or have specific discussions with

           25   bonding rating agencies and some examples, previous
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            1   unfortunately, such as that.

            2               But, again, to -- you have to have the

            3   confidence of the information that's been provided

            4   to you.  I mean, this is just a wild example, but,

            5   you know, maybe there's going to be some reports

            6   out of this Japanese nuclear disaster that might be

            7   presented by a third entity.  I don't know, but

            8   that's -- that's a management responsibility if the

            9   board asks for additional information to provide

           10   it.

           11               MS. ANDERSON:  What is your personal

           12   experience with interpreting financial documents?

           13               MR. SANDERS:  Well, when you're in

           14   private industry, you look at them daily, private

           15   business.  The -- the Piedmont Federal Savings and

           16   Loan, which is a bank, we are constantly evaluating

           17   finances.  Very fortunately good to this point.

           18               And also at the Hamrick Musgrove Mills

           19   that I'm a board of director on, we've constantly

           20   seen profit and loss, return on investment options

           21   for additional planning investment.

           22               MS. ANDERSON:  And with your service on

           23   a number of boards and you have other activities,

           24   do you see any time constraints or interference

           25   with what Santee Cooper --
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            1               MR. SANDERS:  No, ma'am.  I've come off

            2   a few lately, and I believe that I have

            3   sufficient -- more than enough time to be a

            4   productive member if so called.

            5               MS. ANDERSON:  How much time do you

            6   anticipate that you'll need to prepare?

            7               MR. SANDERS:  Historically I've seen --

            8   it's almost a one-to-one preparation versus meeting

            9   time.  I guess that can vary, but that's just a gut

           10   check.  So if you're going to meet, you know, one

           11   day a month, you need about a day of preparation,

           12   sometimes more, sometimes less maybe.

           13               MS. ANDERSON:  What is your general

           14   approach to serving on a board?  Are you more of a

           15   leader, follower, planner?

           16               MR. SANDERS:  All the above if -- if

           17   it's necessary.

           18               But first I think, you know, on any

           19   initial board it's trying to -- to understand the

           20   dynamics of the business and, you know, what's the

           21   most pressing issue.  So I don't think I would be

           22   one to come in and be so presumptuous and say you

           23   can either do this, this or that.  I think -- but

           24   if necessary based upon my experience, I can do

           25   either one of them.
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            1               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you have any

            2   financial conflicts of interest that would result

            3   from your appointment?

            4               MR. SANDERS:  No, ma'am.

            5               MS. ANDERSON:  What would you do if a

            6   conflict arose?

            7               MR. SANDERS:  I think the word is

            8   disclose and recuse.

            9               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you have any holdings

           10   of any electrical utilities or other entities that

           11   may be impacted by a decision of the Santee Cooper

           12   board?

           13               MR. SANDERS:  As I mentioned in my

           14   report, my wife and I do own some Duke Energy and

           15   Dominion Resources in a -- in a -- in a managed

           16   account.  And then we have some mutual funds.  And

           17   I went back as near as I can determine, none of the

           18   top ten holdings are any of the ones that are

           19   direct.

           20               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you understand the

           21   obligations and responsibilities of this position?

           22               MR. SANDERS:  Yes, ma'am.

           23               MS. ANDERSON:  What duty of loyalty or

           24   duty of care would you owe to Santee Cooper?

           25               MR. SANDERS:  The duty of loyalty is
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            1   to -- to the -- the stakeholders, i.e., the state,

            2   the owners, citizens of the state.  It's explicitly

            3   spelled out the duty of care of the processes that

            4   we must follow, who we can rely upon information on

            5   to determine whether or not the decision was

            6   properly made or not.

            7               Essentially everything comes down to

            8   the best interest of Santee Cooper which is the

            9   financial -- a balance between the financial

           10   stability, generation of competitive rates for all

           11   classes and economic development.

           12               MS. ANDERSON:  What role should a

           13   director's ideological or political beliefs play in

           14   making a decision?

           15               MR. SANDERS:  I reflect a little bit

           16   about that statement.  Ultimately it should --

           17   anybody that has certain belief systems will --

           18   that will influence your decision process -- I

           19   can't say that that wouldn't happen.  However,

           20   if -- I can't think of a specific example.

           21   Ultimately it should make -- you should make the

           22   decision based on the best decision of Santee

           23   Cooper.

           24               I have a biblical world view.  It will

           25   influence my decision as far as ethics and morals
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            1   and what is right or wrong, but it would not change

            2   my view on nuclear energy.

            3               MS. ANDERSON:  What is your opinion

            4   about the importance of work unity?

            5               MR. SANDERS:  Pardon?

            6               MS. ANDERSON:  What is the importance

            7   about -- what is your opinion about the importance

            8   of work unity?

            9               MR. SANDERS:  I personally think it's

           10   critical serving on some of the boards.  Now,

           11   that's not saying when you're in a meeting that you

           12   don't have the respect and the right to discuss

           13   issues, and that doesn't necessarily mean that

           14   every vote is going to be unanimous.  However, once

           15   you come out of that meeting, it's my belief that

           16   the board -- unless it's illegal or unethical, that

           17   the board should support -- unanimously support the

           18   decisions of the board.

           19               MS. ANDERSON:  If confirmed by the

           20   Senate, what are the first three things you would

           21   do when you get to the board?

           22               MR. SANDERS:  First of all, again, to

           23   try to learn more about the operations of Santee

           24   Cooper.  Number two, to try to determine what are

           25   the most -- what are the most immediate issues that
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            1   we'll have to vote on, what are the most important

            2   things that are going to come up real quick.  And,

            3   number three, try to determine whether the

            4   strategic planning of Santee Cooper is in line with

            5   what we see is the strategic needs of the future.

            6               MS. ANDERSON:  And have you spoken to

            7   the governor regarding how Santee Cooper should be

            8   run or what direction it should take?

            9               MR. SANDERS:  No, ma'am.

           10               MS. ANDERSON:  I have no further

           11   questions.  Thank you.

           12               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Thank you.

           13               Mr. Sanders, Piedmont Federal --

           14               MR. SANDERS:  Yes, sir.

           15               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  -- y'all accept

           16   any federal money?

           17               MR. SANDERS:  No, sir.  You're talking

           18   about the bailout?

           19               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Yes.

           20               MR. SANDERS:  We were very fortunate.

           21   We're still under the scrutiny of OTS, but we did

           22   not accept any.

           23               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  All right.  A

           24   couple other questions as it relates to Santee

           25   Cooper more.
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            1               If I had to call you a pronuclear or an

            2   antinuclear supporter, which pigeonhole would I put

            3   you in?

            4               MR. SANDERS:  It wouldn't be

            5   antinuclear.

            6               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  That's a political

            7   answer.

            8               MR. SANDERS:  I -- I -- as I said

            9   earlier, I think it's got to be regulated properly,

           10   not overregulated.  It's got to be designed

           11   properly, constructed and operated properly.  I see

           12   nuclear as one of our few options at this time

           13   unless there's some dramatic increase in coal

           14   technology or we're going to find natural gas that

           15   we'll be allowed to recover.  If the French can do

           16   it, anybody can.

           17               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  So that puts you

           18   in the pronuclear category?

           19               MR. SANDERS:  I would have to say if

           20   I'm leaning one way or the other --

           21               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  You don't really

           22   appear to me to be a guy that hedges his bet.  I

           23   don't think you were successful in business --

           24               MR. SANDERS:  No, and the reason I --

           25   as far as -- the regulation is the problem.  We can
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            1   make a decision, and if they change the

            2   regulations, we could -- you have no control over

            3   that crowd in Washington.  You can educate them and

            4   hopefully our -- our -- and historically our --

            5               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Now, Mr. Sanders,

            6   what crowd in Washington are you talking about?

            7               MR. SANDERS:  I won't get into that.

            8               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  I think we're

            9   about -- I think I would find that very interesting

           10   that you talk about the crowd in Washington.

           11               MR. SANDERS:  Right.

           12               SENATOR RANKIN:  I think he said

           13   bureaucrats.  Did I hear that correctly?

           14               MR. SANDERS:  It does start with a B.

           15               SENATOR RANKIN:  Careful now.  Maintain

           16   that biblical world view.

           17               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  We're going to get

           18   there in a little while.

           19               MR. SANDERS:  We'll do that.  We'll do

           20   that.

           21               No, seriously you understand what I'm

           22   saying.  I think nuclear is an option.  Who knows

           23   what's going to come out of this Japanese thing.

           24   Right now I don't see it -- you know, don't build

           25   one on a fault line.  I think that would be a
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            1   problem.

            2               But to suggest that -- that with our

            3   dependence upon oil, it drives me crazy every

            4   dollar is going right overseas.  There was one

            5   issue about electrifying the trains.  Fantastic.

            6   Where are you going to get the electricity?

            7               So I'm -- if you have to put me in a

            8   pigeonhole, I'm leaning to being pronuclear.  But,

            9   again, if something -- if something comes out of

           10   this, it's not safe -- I'm more worried about the

           11   nuclear waste than I am the nuclear generation.

           12   That's just my opinion.

           13               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Well, now,

           14   Mr. Sanders, I thought I was going down a pretty

           15   easy path, but since we're going to have this

           16   conversation, say something does come out in Japan

           17   that says nuclear is not as attractive as it was

           18   six months ago, do you have an alternative?

           19               MR. SANDERS:  That's -- at this point

           20   in time -- and if you're going to regulate coal and

           21   natural gas, carbon emissions, I don't know what

           22   the alternate is.

           23               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Well, don't you

           24   believe we should be eliminating carbon emissions?

           25               MR. SANDERS:  Yes, sir.  I think it --
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            1   I think it needs to be done.  I think it needs to

            2   be done in a transitional -- there's a cost to

            3   everything.  You can't --

            4               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Well, wouldn't you

            5   believe in a biblical world view that we have a

            6   responsibility to keep this earth --

            7               MR. SANDERS:  Yes.

            8               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  -- productive and

            9   healthy?

           10               MR. SANDERS:  I'm not a tree hugger.

           11   We have mistreated our environment.  We have

           12   grossly mistreated it in some areas.  But you can't

           13   change your generation capability when you don't

           14   know what the regulations are and you don't know

           15   what the future technologies are.  It -- it's a

           16   Rubik's Cube.  It's not a puzzle.

           17               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  I think I'm going

           18   to go back to my original.  I think I'm still going

           19   to put you in the pronuclear --

           20               MR. SANDERS:  Yes.

           21               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  -- unless somebody

           22   comes up with a better idea.

           23               MR. SANDERS:  Try -- y'all put your

           24   heads together and find one that -- leaning that

           25   way and not necessarily pigeonhole it completely
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            1   because there -- there could be circumstances where

            2   nuclear might not be an interest.  I don't see it.

            3   It could be regulatory, not technical.

            4               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Okay.  I think

            5   we've probably beat that horse to death.

            6               MR. SANDERS:  Okay.

            7               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Talk about the

            8   lakes a little bit.  I love the lakes and love

            9   outdoors.

           10               Santee Cooper generates less than two

           11   percent of its energy hydro.  That's not very much.

           12   What is -- what would your role as a board member

           13   be as we manage and weigh the advantages and

           14   disadvantages of the amount of water that we retain

           15   in the lakes as it comes to less than two percent

           16   of our power supply but has a huge negative impact

           17   on businesses around the lake, recreational use for

           18   people all over the state that comes to the lake

           19   system?  As a board member how would you see --

           20   what would your role be as that balance?

           21               MR. SANDERS:  I think the word balance

           22   is critical, how you, you know -- what -- what you

           23   put on either side of the scales.  I may not be as

           24   knowledgeable as I need to be to -- to

           25   specifically.  Clearly it's a resource.  A huge
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            1   resource.  It's a recreational tourism, economic --

            2   there's no doubt it's a resource.

            3               The two percent that you mentioned, I

            4   was surprised it was that small in hydro, I'll be

            5   candid with you, when I did my research.  It's when

            6   you have -- when you might need that two percent.

            7   If you drop a power plant or if it's an outage and

            8   it's a peak day, then you might have to drain the

            9   lake down, but you hope that you would balance that

           10   and that would be so minimal -- I'm from the

           11   upstate, and Hartwell, as you may or may not know,

           12   has had dramatic elevation changes, and it's a huge

           13   impact on the quality of life around that lake.

           14   It's huge.

           15               I'm thinking statutorily obligation and

           16   I'm thinking, you know, how can you achieve that

           17   without impacting.  I guess there's -- everybody

           18   wants -- wants cheap electricity, but they don't

           19   want their ox gored.  I am against -- I would -- I

           20   would like to see the lake levels held -- it's

           21   funny you mentioned it.  Honestly, about every

           22   three or four days, I look in the newspaper and see

           23   what the lake levels for the state are, because I

           24   have seen what Hartwell -- how bad that is when it

           25   goes down.
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            1               I would hope to learn more and find

            2   ways to balance the issues you speak to.  Today I'm

            3   afraid I couldn't emphatically say that there would

            4   never be a time that that lake wouldn't have to be

            5   drawn down, but I don't know if it would or

            6   wouldn't.

            7               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Do you see it as a

            8   role of a director to take those needs around the

            9   lake as a consideration?

           10               MR. SANDERS:  Yes, on -- from a

           11   division standpoint, but when you do that,

           12   remember, you're going back way to these three

           13   points statutorily.

           14               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Well, I understand

           15   that, but, you know, my understanding is the only

           16   real responsibility that you have is to make sure

           17   that the flow coming down the river going to

           18   Charleston certain -- gets certain gallons so that

           19   we don't have saltwater coming up the river.

           20               MR. SANDERS:  Right.  Right.

           21               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Short of that --

           22   I'm not talking about that.  We all know we have to

           23   maintain that.  There may be -- there may come a

           24   time when you either have to run a little more

           25   water over it or -- to -- to generate one percent
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            1   of your power or you may have to throw a little bit

            2   more coal on the fire.

            3               MR. SANDERS:  That's -- that's an

            4   operation decision.

            5               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  But you would --

            6   you would at least consider --

            7               MR. SANDERS:  Absolutely.

            8               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  -- the needs

            9   around the lake?

           10               MR. SANDERS:  Absolutely.  Absolutely.

           11               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  And do you think

           12   you would also have the responsibility to

           13   occasionally spend some of Santee Cooper's money to

           14   manage certain aspects of the lake like weed

           15   control and things like that?

           16               MR. SANDERS:  If -- if it was not

           17   against the law, absolutely I think that would

           18   be -- it's -- it's the responsibility of management

           19   of the lake.  It's their responsibility.

           20               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  But, you know,

           21   things come with price tags occasionally.

           22               MR. SANDERS:  Yes.

           23               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  So I just want to

           24   make sure --

           25               MR. SANDERS:  Yes.
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            1               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  -- you're willing

            2   to spend some resources to maintain those lakes

            3   when necessary.

            4               MR. SANDERS:  Yes, sir.

            5               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  All right.  A

            6   little bit about this loyalty question.

            7               MR. SANDERS:  Yes, sir.

            8               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  I heard you say

            9   your first loyalty would be to the company, Santee

           10   Cooper.

           11               MR. SANDERS:  The second.  I'm sorry.

           12               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  After that how do

           13   you see a role of politics -- and this relates back

           14   to what got me interested when I got on here to

           15   begin with.  We had a governor that wanted to sell

           16   Santee Cooper, and he was out campaigning saying we

           17   were going to sell it.  You had a General Assembly

           18   sitting up here and said, No, we don't think we

           19   want to sell it, and we had conflict.

           20               Now, you would be appointed by a

           21   governor.  What -- what -- how do you weigh those

           22   things if sometime in the future we had a conflict?

           23               MR. SANDERS:  Well, I don't think --

           24   when you're talking about ideological -- political

           25   ideological --
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            1               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  That's what it all

            2   comes down to.

            3               MR. SANDERS:  -- I think you do what's

            4   in the best interest of Santee Cooper.  And I don't

            5   see -- I don't see -- it would have -- you would

            6   have to look at each individual situation as it

            7   came about, but I don't see -- again, properly

            8   governed -- managed as it is, I see no reason

            9   Santee Cooper can't survive in a strong way in the

           10   future.  I'm not sure that --

           11               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  The bottom line is

           12   you want to see it remain a public entity?

           13               MR. SANDERS:  If at all possible.  I

           14   think it could be -- if -- if -- I'm not -- and I'm

           15   not advocating this.  I don't think it will happen.

           16   But what if tomorrow the EPA said -- in five years

           17   they cut the emissions so much, I don't know that

           18   we can bring up any other generation capacity that

           19   quick -- you could be regulated out of business.  I

           20   don't see it happening.  I'm not advocating --

           21               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Now, I do a little

           22   bit of business, but if -- if the state couldn't

           23   hit those requirements, no other private business

           24   could either, so it wouldn't be for sale, would it?

           25               MR. SANDERS:  You wouldn't think so.
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            1   If it was, it wouldn't -- sure wouldn't be for very

            2   much value.

            3               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  So I would -- I

            4   would assume -- not to put words in your mouth, but

            5   we certainly would have the ability to maintain it

            6   as a publicly-owned company as well as any

            7   privately-owned?

            8               MR. SANDERS:  I think -- I think you

            9   would -- you should -- you should from a tax

           10   standpoint have a better ability to do so

           11   supposedly in your --

           12               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  You keep adding

           13   those little supposedlies and maybes.  Just --

           14               MR. SANDERS:  It is because of the

           15   regulatory environment.  It all boils down to

           16   regulatory.

           17               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  Those people in

           18   Washington, right?

           19               MR. SANDERS:  So said.

           20               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  So said.

           21               MR. SANDERS:  But it's uncertainty.

           22   The regulatory environment to me is the real

           23   uncertainty.  Other than that, it's a proven

           24   entity.  It's been successful.  And there's no

           25   reason it can't continue to be so.
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            1               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  I don't believe I

            2   have any other questions.

            3               SENATOR RANKIN:  Okay.  You -- the --

            4   those people -- or those folks in Washington that

            5   starts with a B --

            6               MR. SANDERS:  Can we call them

            7   regulator -- regulatory --

            8               SENATOR RANKIN:  And you weren't

            9   referring to them as Baptists, were you?

           10               MR. SANDERS:  No, no, no, no, no, no,

           11   no.

           12               SENATOR RANKIN:  What do -- what do you

           13   think -- with your history of Santee Cooper's

           14   fairly stanch and to my eye unwavering endorsement

           15   in support of Gamecocks, how do you -- is that

           16   going to be a conflict?

           17               MR. SANDERS:  Well, I've heard both

           18   sides of that story.  I thought -- I heard there's

           19   a lot of Citadel people down there that kind of

           20   fell between the Clemson and Carolina crowd --

           21               SENATOR RANKIN:  Yeah.

           22               MR. SANDERS:  -- that you have to kind

           23   of keep an eye on them too.

           24               SENATOR RANKIN:  Carolina folks would

           25   be those B people too?
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            1               MR. SANDERS:  Maybe they're the

            2   Baptists.  You never know, you know.

            3               SENATOR RANKIN:  I see your allegiance

            4   and -- as you should be from that area.  Did you go

            5   to Clemson?

            6               MR. SANDERS:  Yeah.

            7               SENATOR RANKIN:  What --

            8               MR. SANDERS:  '70.

            9               SENATOR RANKIN:  Okay.

           10               MR. SANDERS:  I'm old.  Don't you love

           11   old people.

           12               SENATOR RANKIN:  I -- I tell you,

           13   you've got energy, buba.  You're not an old man

           14   without any get up and go.

           15               I am curious -- and I was trying to

           16   find out about First Federal.  Y'all were one of

           17   the top two safest banks in the state.

           18               MR. SANDERS:  Yes, sir.

           19               SENATOR RANKIN:  Do you have a little

           20   OTC trouble like every -- or most every state -- or

           21   bank in the state it seems or --

           22               MR. SANDERS:  They always come -- it's

           23   those people, again.

           24               SENATOR RANKIN:  Yeah.

           25               MR. SANDERS:  You understand what I
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            1   mean, Vernon?

            2               They tend to find something every time,

            3   but we have -- seriously, we have -- we have been a

            4   very -- over the years, even before my time, a very

            5   conservatively -- and we are very, very fortunate.

            6   We did not take any federal money.  We are one of

            7   the top five in the nation of the, quote, safest.

            8   But --

            9               SENATOR RANKIN:  Is that a closely-held

           10   or publicly-traded?

           11               MR. SANDERS:  It's publicly.

           12               SENATOR RANKIN:  Okay.

           13               MR. SANDERS:  Public.  It's -- it's one

           14   of the few savings and loans that are left.

           15               SENATOR RANKIN:  Okay.  The -- I'm

           16   impressed with your hedging which I think is safe,

           17   and I'm not going to -- let me finish before you

           18   correct me, perhaps for the first time.  You should

           19   have corrected him.

           20               But I -- you are walking into an area

           21   and offering for service in an area that you have

           22   not been before, and -- but I'm impressed with your

           23   sense of those people, whoever the us or regulatory

           24   or NRC or whoever that in large part govern what

           25   you can and can't do.  Your world view according to
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            1   the Bible -- and I'm a Baptist.  I don't think I've

            2   heard that.  Maybe I should be listening to Joel

            3   Osteen a little bit more.

            4               MR. SANDERS:  I hope not.

            5               SENATOR RANKIN:  Or maybe my -- well,

            6   he's got a big world in the back of his set.  Did

            7   you notice that?

            8               MR. SANDERS:  We can -- I'll be glad to

            9   go as deep as you want to.

           10               SENATOR RANKIN:  Don't go deep.  And

           11   this not a critical question.  I want to impress my

           12   Baptist preacher on Sunday --

           13               MR. SANDERS:  Work with me on this.

           14               SENATOR RANKIN:  Again, not as a

           15   deacon, but as a fellow who grew up Baptist -- or

           16   has grown up Baptist, again, not a critical -- not

           17   a hook of a question, but how does that -- tell me,

           18   again, succinctly what is that world view and how

           19   does that affect, again, not your past success but

           20   as you walk into this role with Santee Cooper?

           21               MR. SANDERS:  Well, you really want to

           22   know?

           23               SENATOR RANKIN:  And I truly do, but,

           24   again, I'm not looking for a long answer.

           25               MR. SANDERS:  I -- I don't want to -- I
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            1   don't -- I don't wear it on my sleeve.  I go -- I

            2   go to Clemson football games.  I mean, you know, we

            3   have balance -- the balance question again.

            4               SENATOR RANKIN:  Whether to cuss or

            5   not.

            6               MR. SANDERS:  Yeah, it depends on what

            7   down it is and who did what and all that.

            8               I believe what's going on in the world

            9   today is biblical.  It says that there will be a

           10   time that -- and my personal belief -- and I don't

           11   impose on other people, but it -- that there will

           12   be a return.  I have no idea when that will be.

           13   It's a day closer than it was.  And I believe some

           14   of the things that are going on in the world are

           15   prophecy being fulfilled.  Israel went back to --

           16   the Jews went back to Israel in '48.

           17               But that's -- that's an overview.  I

           18   don't -- I don't -- I'm not trying to impose that

           19   on you or you or anybody else, okay, but I'm -- if

           20   you ask me, I'm going to tell what I believe.

           21               I believe -- from that standpoint

           22   you're right, Representative Ott, about we have --

           23   we have not treated the gifts that we've had as we

           24   should of -- of the environment.  I'm not a tree

           25   hugger.  I think you can go too far in any -- in
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            1   any extreme, but we clearly have not done a good

            2   job.

            3               And that needs to be an overall vision

            4   or drive or policy of Santee Cooper which I think

            5   it is.  We're meeting our CO2.  And I don't think

            6   we're evil people.  I think it's the current

            7   technology to -- to -- but I think it's any

            8   question that there's got to be a reduction of

            9   carbon over a period of time.

           10               You cannot -- the poor people that

           11   live -- talking about biblical world view, what

           12   about that poor person that lives in a house down

           13   in the -- in the 95 corridor that's going to have

           14   to come up with another 12, $1,500 a year.  They

           15   can't do it.  They can't.  They can't do it.  They

           16   can't afford it.  They're barely hanging on as it

           17   is.

           18               So I don't know whether that answers

           19   your question.

           20               SENATOR RANKIN:  Well -- and a quick

           21   little rabbit chase here.

           22               MR. SANDERS:  Yeah.

           23               SENATOR RANKIN:  Are you and are we our

           24   brother's keeper --

           25               MR. SANDERS:  Yes, sir.
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            1               SENATOR RANKIN:  -- in your view?

            2               MR. SANDERS:  Yes.

            3               SENATOR RANKIN:  So that person that

            4   lives in that mobile home --

            5               MR. SANDERS:  Yes.

            6               SENATOR RANKIN:  -- who is choosing

            7   between heat and turning on the oven, you have a

            8   sympathy for that person?

            9               MR. SANDERS:  Yes.  Absolutely.

           10               SENATOR RANKIN:  Okay.

           11               MR. SANDERS:  And, I mean, if you

           12   really want to get into this, I mean, it's in your

           13   study, the 45th per -- per capita of disposable

           14   income, like I said, after that it's education and

           15   jobs and jobs and education.

           16               When you and I are coming along, here

           17   is opportunity and here is responsibility.  We were

           18   supposed to go over here and be responsible for

           19   taking advantage of that opportunity.  Today in my

           20   opinion here is -- here is responsibility.  Here is

           21   opportunity.  It's supposed to be brought to you.

           22               I don't say that the people practice

           23   that are bad because they don't know any different.

           24   But it's a different world that we live in, and

           25   that world needs electricity.  It needs potable
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            1   water.  It needs economic recreation, because the

            2   average Joe and Jennifer six pack ain't going to

            3   Las Vegas or Bermuda or a plane.  They're going to

            4   the lake, maybe, and camp out over the weekend.

            5   And I think we should try to provide for them for

            6   that opportunity.

            7               But, again, it's this balance -- and

            8   when I said hedge, I hope I haven't presented

            9   you -- if I have to make a decision, I will make a

           10   decision, but I hope I haven't left a doubt that --

           11   that I'm trying to be evasive in any way.

           12               SENATOR RANKIN:  I don't think you are.

           13   And I don't believe --

           14               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  No, sir.

           15               MR. SANDERS:  -- especially from my

           16   good friend Representative Ott -- incidentally,

           17   I -- I think I'm parked in his place.  We have to

           18   wrap this thing up.

           19               SENATOR RANKIN:  Whatever day -- the

           20   court reporter is in charge of whether you leave or

           21   not.  If she says it's time, we'll let you go.

           22               MR. SANDERS:  I -- I know.  It's either

           23   his or Senator Peeler's.  I'm not sure which.  The

           24   last time I -- I got towed off.  I'm --

           25               SENATOR RANKIN:  Senator Peeler came in
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            1   looking a little red.

            2               MR. SANDERS:  Ah-oh.

            3               SENATOR RANKIN:  Perhaps it's his

            4   you're in.

            5               All right.  Thank you.

            6               Follow-up question here and --

            7               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  It's probably more

            8   of a statement than it's going to be a question.

            9               Mr. Sanders, I'm very proud that you're

           10   willing to say you have a biblical world view.  I

           11   think more of us should be out front public in our

           12   beliefs.  What my concern occasionally is is some

           13   of us say we believe in certain things and we

           14   practice totally different things in our public

           15   lives and our private lives.

           16               So I am very encouraged that you would

           17   come to this board with a biblical world view and

           18   also some biblical responsibilities as it relates

           19   to not just the best of these but the least of

           20   these also.

           21               MR. SANDERS:  And it's not my -- it was

           22   not my attention when I came to espouse that, but

           23   when the question -- the opportunity came, I'm not

           24   ashamed of it.  But I'll go to a Clemson football

           25   game and it will be third down...
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            1               SENATOR RANKIN:  It was not -- it

            2   wasn't lust in your heart.  It was hatred in your

            3   heart.  You don't have to answer it.  Please.

            4   Please don't answer it.

            5               MR. SANDERS:  It starts with a B.

            6               SENATOR RANKIN:  There those Baptists

            7   go again.

            8               All right.  Thank you, brother Baptist

            9   Sanders.

           10               MR. SANDERS:  Thank you.  I appreciate

           11   it.

           12               SENATOR RANKIN:  And do you know that

           13   you are succeeding a fellow, again, if confirmed

           14   who was a reverend?

           15               MR. SANDERS:  Reverend.

           16               SENATOR RANKIN:  And perhaps y'all --

           17   y'all have a lot in common.  Perhaps you know each

           18   other -- or knew each other well.

           19               MR. SANDERS:  We did.  Over the years I

           20   actually shared the podium on a couple of funerals

           21   with him.  It was quite an experience.  Quite an

           22   experience.

           23               Thank y'all very much.  Appreciate it.

           24               SENATOR RANKIN:  All right.  We've got

           25   one more.
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            1               (John C. Land, IV, was duly sworn,

            2   after which testimony began at 11:50 a.m.)

            3               SENATOR RANKIN:  Welcome.  And --

            4               MR. LAND:  Thank you.

            5               SENATOR RANKIN:  -- no stranger to all

            6   things Santee Cooper.  You are currently the

            7   longest serving member of the current board and

            8   perhaps -- what's your record in terms of your

            9   predecessors?  Are you the longest serving ever?

           10               MR. LAND:  No.  I actually -- Cox --

           11   Dean Cox from Clemson was the longest serving board

           12   member.  He served 21 years.  Of course he's

           13   deceased now.

           14               SENATOR RANKIN:  You've got ten more to

           15   go.

           16               MR. LAND:  That's right, ten more to go

           17   now.  And I think I'm probably in second or third

           18   place, so --

           19               SENATOR RANKIN:  All right.

           20               MR. LAND:  -- it's been -- especially

           21   in recent history.  It's been a pretty volatile

           22   place.

           23               SENATOR RANKIN:  Well -- and -- and as

           24   it occurred to me last week, you have never in your

           25   11 years actually sat through a screening, have
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            1   you?

            2               MR. LAND:  That's not exactly correct.

            3               SENATOR RANKIN:  I mean, of the

            4   current -- current law?

            5               MR. LAND:  No, under Act 137, no, I

            6   have not.

            7               SENATOR RANKIN:  In the old days of us

            8   just coming -- the Senate Judiciary --

            9               MR. LAND:  Right, it was -- last time

           10   I -- I met with -- with Senator Saleeby and I think

           11   Lourie and the old -- older Lourie and one or two

           12   others, and I apologize, I can't remember who all

           13   was there.  But we met in a -- a room over in the

           14   State House for about 15 or 20 minutes, and then I

           15   came to the -- the Judiciary Committee meeting and

           16   was -- was introduced, but no one asked any

           17   questions.

           18               SENATOR RANKIN:  Let -- let alone put

           19   under oath?

           20               MR. LAND:  Correct.

           21               SENATOR RANKIN:  All right.  You've

           22   been administered the oath.  Heather is going to

           23   fire away.

           24               MR. LAND:  Thank you very much.

           25               MS. ANDERSON:  Please state your full
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            1   name and current address for the record.

            2               MR. LAND:  John Calhoun Land, IV, and I

            3   live at 1513 Doral Drive, Manning, South Carolina.

            4               MS. ANDERSON:  And for the record

            5   Mr. Land is a resident of the sixth Congressional

            6   district.

            7               We received your complete confirmation

            8   package.  Are there any changes or any additional

            9   information that you'd like to provide?

           10               MR. LAND:  The only additional

           11   information I was thinking, I do have two

           12   residential accounts with Santee Electric and I

           13   only listed one on there, but I'm a residential

           14   customer of Santee Electric Cooperative, two years.

           15               MS. ANDERSON:  Mr. Chair, I'd like to

           16   move to put his personal data questionnaire summary

           17   in the record.

           18               (EXH. 7, Summary of Background

           19   Information for John Calhoun Land, IV, marked for

           20   identification.)

           21               MS. ANDERSON:  And we sent you a set of

           22   questions and we received your responses.  If we

           23   asked you these questions today, would your answers

           24   be the same?

           25               MR. LAND:  They would.
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            1               MS. ANDERSON:  Mr. Chair, I move to put

            2   his responses in the record as well.

            3               REPRESENTATIVE OTT:  So moved.

            4               (EXH. 8, Preliminary Questions for John

            5   Calhoun Land, IV, marked for identification.)

            6               MS. ANDERSON:  What challenges face

            7   Santee Cooper and its current generation mix?

            8               MR. LAND:  That's a very difficult

            9   question.  I'll try to answer it, because there's a

           10   lot of challenges out there.  Of course --

           11               MS. ANDERSON:  Can you give me the top

           12   three?

           13               MR. LAND:  I'll give you the -- well,

           14   the top three would be of course fuel, costs for

           15   all of our fuel -- fossil fuel-based generation.

           16   That would be natural gas, coal-fired, pretty much

           17   the only two.  We've got some small diesel or fuel,

           18   oil-generating capacity.  All of those things

           19   are -- are currently -- and I'll address number one

           20   first I guess.  And then these things are pretty

           21   much equal in importance.

           22               But as you know, I mean, we've got

           23   almost $4 gasoline.  And fuel -- fossil fuel-based

           24   fuel provides heat energy, whether it's gasoline,

           25   diesel fuel, coal, natural gas.  And, you know, as
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            1   fuel price goes up, all of those things go up, and

            2   of course with fuel being a -- a very, very large

            3   component of Santee Cooper's operating budget and

            4   of course our ultimate bill to our consumers, our

            5   retail customers and our wholesale customers, our

            6   industrial customers, you know, that's a challenge.

            7               We need to as a -- as a entity and as a

            8   board, you know, make extremely, extremely smart

            9   decisions based on the best information we can get,

           10   the best projections we can get, the best advice we

           11   can get as to, you know, what direction we go with

           12   fuel, you know, in negotiating coal contracts or

           13   natural gas contracts and where we place generation

           14   with a thought that we may have to add some natural

           15   gas generation in the next number of years.  You

           16   know, all of those are very important as -- as --

           17   and challenging for the board and the entity of

           18   Santee Cooper.

           19               I guess a second issue would be carbon

           20   and -- and, you know -- or the environment, let's

           21   just say.  I mean, we -- currently Santee Cooper

           22   is -- is I believe the high -- has the highest

           23   percentage of scrubbed or environmentally cleansed

           24   units, at least in the southeast and possibly in

           25   the country.  That's important.  We've done what we
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            1   can there.

            2               But carbon which is CO2, greenhouse

            3   gas -- it's described as greenhouse gas -- I

            4   believe it actually qualifies as a greenhouse

            5   gas -- is something that is a byproduct of

            6   combustion which currently there's no real viable

            7   technology to sequester or suppress that.  There

            8   are people who are coming up with ideas to liquify

            9   it and pump it underground or of course mitigate it

           10   through the -- through all types of technology, as

           11   simple as planting trees to more complex things

           12   like these algae-based air scrubbing systems.

           13               All these this stuff is just pretty

           14   much scientific technology on the drawing board

           15   right now with some small scale applications here

           16   and there.

           17               But that's a big thing, and the reason

           18   why that's a big thing, it kind of goes back to the

           19   overriding point on almost everything which is the

           20   cost of the product, that being electricity, that

           21   Santee Cooper produces for its customers.  And all

           22   of those things, fuel being the first, is -- I

           23   think it's going to have a tremendous impact

           24   potentially on that.

           25               A carbon tax or other type of carbon
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            1   penalties, cap and trade, however -- whatever they

            2   called it.  I think a lot of different designs of

            3   the way to approach that are very, very challenging

            4   things for us to look forward to.

            5               And the reason why I care so much about

            6   that, number one, is not only that it's going to

            7   make Santee Cooper's prices go up, which is a bad

            8   thing in my mind, but I feel looking at the

            9   nation -- nation as a whole, if you look at where

           10   the -- a lot of the fossil fuel, coal-based

           11   primarily generation is, it's in the southeast

           12   where we are.  And of course if you look at where

           13   some of the more economically-depressed areas are,

           14   you can see a lot of them in the southeast

           15   spreading over towards the Mississippi and of

           16   course, you know, in some of the rural areas of

           17   South Carolina in particular.

           18               And in that case whenever and, if ever,

           19   the carbon tax or carbon penalties are assessed,

           20   Santee Cooper is going to take a large hit in that

           21   regard because we've got so much fossil fuel-based

           22   generation, and therefore our customers who I feel

           23   are possibly looking nationwide, the least capable

           24   of footing that bill, probably will end up footing

           25   the larger part of that.  And it has a lot do with
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            1   the fuel mix.  I mean, you don't need air

            2   conditioners in Maine, and in the wintertime you

            3   burn natural gas or fuel oil.

            4               And I don't know how those are going to

            5   be taxed.  I know natural gas is going to be

            6   penalized potentially a lot less than coal.  That's

            7   the second challenge.  The third challenge and I'll

            8   add a forth one if I can.

            9               The third challenge is what do we do as

           10   far as our expanding of generation, and everyone is

           11   aware we're currently pursuing a license and a

           12   permit to construct a nuclear facility at our

           13   existing facility that we share with South Carolina

           14   Electric & Gas.  And of course that's been a very

           15   difficult thing for a number of reasons, and it

           16   primarily has to do with cost.

           17               As you know, the recent events in

           18   Japan, you know, that's the type stuff that from

           19   the standpoint of the nuclear industry, as I

           20   understand it, and the planning and the actual

           21   financing of a nuclear facility, that can be a

           22   pretty significant event.  We got to see how things

           23   settle out over there.  We got to understand if the

           24   design of their plant -- which there are older

           25   plants and -- and, I would say, to some extent
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            1   possibly not as well designed or state of the art

            2   designed as what we plan to build.

            3               But -- but we've got to see what failed

            4   over there.  I hope it's just a simple as their

            5   backup power was flooded by the tsunami, but it may

            6   be more -- more structural-related, and -- and of

            7   course that could be a bigger problem than just

            8   they -- they put the generators in the wrong spot.

            9               But that's a challenge.  We need to

           10   know whether going forward if nuclear is the right

           11   thing to do.  We always consider that.  I feel

           12   currently based on information that we have that it

           13   is, and of course you have to see ultimately how

           14   expense -- expensive it's going to be to Santee

           15   Cooper and ultimately to its customers.

           16               And then the last major challenge is

           17   that, you know, Santee Cooper has a number of

           18   wholesale -- very large wholesale customers.  We've

           19   got industrial -- very large industrial customers.

           20   As you know, large industrial, a lot of that has

           21   moved overseas because things seem to be cheaper

           22   overseas.  I guess it might be.  I know that -- I

           23   feel that once that money leaves this shore, it

           24   ends up possibly costing us more than the savings,

           25   but -- but that's my personal opinion.
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            1               But we've got to work to maintain those

            2   industrial customers.  And then you look at a

            3   wholesale customers which I think are -- are almost

            4   paramount to the -- to the well-being of Santee

            5   Cooper.  And with our large industrial customers we

            6   need to make sure that we of course pay attention

            7   to their needs and try to serve them the best we

            8   can, and of course when it comes to -- to our

            9   future relationship, we need to really work hard

           10   to -- to craft good agreements and good deals for

           11   both sides that make as many people comfortable as

           12   possible.

           13               MS. ANDERSON:  How are Santee Cooper's

           14   rates in comparison with other investor-owned

           15   utilities in the state and nationwide?

           16               MR. LAND:  Well, when you look

           17   nationwide, we would be very competitive.  You

           18   know, if you look up in the north, I think that you

           19   can find bills with kil -- per kilowatt hour

           20   numbers two or in some places three times, 300

           21   percent higher than a Santee Cooper customer --

           22   retail customer would see.  And then look at our

           23   wholesale customers, I think it would probably be

           24   about the same, although there are some additions

           25   there with the distribution and transmission of
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            1   electricity that changes things around a little

            2   bit.

            3               On a statewide level we're very

            4   competitive.  I think that our residential rates

            5   are -- are better than the industrial-owned

            6   utilities.  I think that some of the wholesale

            7   agreements are -- or out there are probably on par

            8   with what Santee Cooper can do.  And then every

            9   once in a while I think if you look hard enough,

           10   you can probably find one that is just a little

           11   less than Santee Cooper's, but we are very

           12   competitive.

           13               And of course, you know, me as a board

           14   member, that's always been my on the ball, so to

           15   speak, is to keep those rates as low as possible

           16   while providing the top-notch service that our --

           17   that our customers expect.

           18               MS. ANDERSON:  And with that, Santee

           19   Cooper recently voted to raise rates for the first

           20   time I believe in over a decade.  What were some of

           21   the factors that led Santee Cooper to have to make

           22   a decision to raise rates?

           23               MR. LAND:  Well, it -- I mean, there --

           24   there were a number of factors, but really it

           25   had -- simply had to do with a growing system.  You
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            1   know, we were able to absorb -- over the decades

            2   period you're speaking of when we did not have to

            3   raise rates, we were able to absorb a lot of

            4   construction costs associated with increasing the

            5   size of our generation and transmission and

            6   distribution systems because we had increasing

            7   load.

            8               And also during that time we were being

            9   fueled primarily by coal which for a long period of

           10   time was a very economic fuel source and a very

           11   stable, from a price standpoint, fuel source.  And

           12   that's why we were able to kind of bump along in

           13   the -- the low spot, shaved off the high spots and

           14   in the end everything was -- was about even and we

           15   could balance the books without raising rates.

           16               But now in the modern time, of course

           17   things have gotten more expensive.  Your plants

           18   that you build cost more to build.  The

           19   environmental systems that you put on the backside

           20   of plants to clean up the emissions costs -- or

           21   costs that weren't there decades ago, they are now,

           22   and of course fuel has continued to go up.

           23               And I understand, you know, fuel -- the

           24   more electricity you burn, theoretically your

           25   bill -- the more you pay for fuel.  But that fuel
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            1   is going up, and we just were not able to balance

            2   the books, so to speak, and we had to bump it up a

            3   notch in order to make things balance out.

            4               MS. ANDERSON:  Around the same time

            5   that the rate increase approval took hold Santee

            6   Cooper executives were given a raise.  How do you

            7   justify a raise in light of rising customer costs?

            8               MR. LAND:  Well, myself I don't

            9   directly -- obviously we didn't raise rates to give

           10   our employees a raise in their salary.  So they're

           11   not directly related.

           12               But I can tell you that as far as

           13   executive compensation at the board level which

           14   would have to do with the executive staff, we

           15   really -- we of course sign off on the budgets that

           16   have -- the other employees' salaries, but we don't

           17   really set those.  We primarily set the CEO's

           18   salary and the executive staff members which would

           19   be about a half dozen people.

           20               Well, to answer your question how do we

           21   justify that, I mean, it was something that we

           22   review on a yearly basis.  We use outside

           23   consultants to do salary surveys.  Myself, I have

           24   said publicly that, you know, I think that Santee

           25   Cooper has obviously highly paid state employees.
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            1               But having said that, you need to look

            2   at what type of agency Santee Cooper is, what

            3   agency -- the agency of Santee Cooper is expected

            4   to do, what the staff members are expected to do,

            5   and what their peers in the publicly-owned or

            6   privately-held, investor-owned utilities what they

            7   are paid and compensated, and you need to try to

            8   come up with some fair equation that adequately

            9   compensates those folks without overly compensating

           10   them.  At the same time undercompensating your

           11   staff I think can have a bad effect on the whole

           12   entity.  And let me tell you why.

           13               The -- other than costs being a very

           14   important point for a board member to pay attention

           15   to, Santee Cooper's creditworthiness or credit

           16   rating is really -- if you look at the component of

           17   our budget which is -- is the payment on debt which

           18   is roughly 20, sometimes 30 percent depending on

           19   how you gauge it.

           20               We currently are a highly-rated public

           21   utility, among the highest rated in the country,

           22   and my understanding from talking to these rating

           23   agencies of what they like to see is they like to

           24   see a steady ship.  They like to see an entity that

           25   is doing the same thing every day for two --
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            1   producing the same amount.  Nothing bad is

            2   happening.  We can count on it to happen today.  We

            3   can count on it to happen next year.  We can count

            4   on it to happen ten or 15 years from now.

            5               And I've had -- as you saw -- possibly

            6   saw in my responses, I've had -- I guess it was a

            7   unique educational experience on the board that

            8   I've been through three CEOs, I think six board

            9   chairmans.  Of course one is still there.  He's the

           10   current board chair.  And, you know, 38 or 39

           11   different board members.

           12               You know, somehow the ship stayed going

           13   straight, but it sure wasn't the same person

           14   steering it.  And I believe to keep our executive

           15   staff there and to the extent we can do that

           16   through salary -- and, understand, I don't think if

           17   they come here and say, Give us this or I'm

           18   leaving, I don't think the board would respond to

           19   that at all favorably.  I think they would end up

           20   leaving under that scenario.

           21               But we want to try to incentivize

           22   stability at our executive staff level.  So that's

           23   how I justify it.

           24               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you support further

           25   investment in and reliance on nuclear generation?
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            1               MR. LAND:  Currently I do, yes.  I

            2   mean, that's the current posture I have as I look

            3   at that is that we, you know -- we have -- you

            4   know, we've got a good design plant I believe.

            5   It's state of the art.  You know, we -- we haven't

            6   gotten the licenses that we need to be in

            7   construction yet on certain components of the

            8   plant.

            9               As long as it meets all that and -- and

           10   of course we can show that we can operate it -- and

           11   then additionally after everything settles off with

           12   these recent -- settles down with these recent

           13   events, if the numbers still justify it, you know,

           14   that's going to be the point where I would make

           15   that decision whether I support it or I don't,

           16   because I -- no one has the luxury on the Santee

           17   Cooper board or any utility board for that matter

           18   of deciding, I've got these growth projections.

           19   I'm going to need this generation in the future.

           20   You don't have the luxury of sitting there and

           21   saying, Okay, I don't want to build nuclear, so I'm

           22   just not going to build nuclear.

           23               So what do you do next?  You -- you go

           24   buy -- try to build a coal plant.  Of course, the

           25   Pee Dee experience has pretty much taught me that
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            1   that's a -- a last resort effort, and something

            2   really has to change I believe before another

            3   coal-fired generation facility is built of large

            4   scale.

            5               And then additionally if you're wanting

            6   to look at doing natural gas-type units, really

            7   it's hard to economically design those to be what

            8   they call base load generators.  They're mainly

            9   designed for peaking.

           10               And of course some of the recent low

           11   natural gas prices we've seen, which are -- I think

           12   are an anomaly in the long run, they've shown that

           13   natural gases does meet and beat all our other

           14   generation, but I really don't think that's going

           15   to hold.

           16               So to answer your question, I -- I

           17   favor it, but we're paying very, very close

           18   attention to what's going on with the nuclear

           19   industry and the concept of building a nuclear

           20   plant.

           21               MS. ANDERSON:  Okay.  The negotiations

           22   with the Orlando Utilities Commission and pos --

           23   the transfer of possible energy and maybe even an

           24   interest in the Summer facility, how is that in the

           25   best interest of Santee Cooper customers
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            1   particularly in light of the fact it seems

            2   everything is moving towards clean energy and

            3   that's what Santee Cooper relies on?

            4               MR. LAND:  Okay.  Well, of course we

            5   have a 45 percent stake in the combined facility

            6   which I believe would be about 11 or 1,200

            7   megawatts -- I apologize, I can't remember the

            8   exact number -- when it's fully built out.

            9               We can project when we're going to need

           10   that power in the future.  We can project the date

           11   that we think that plant is going to start

           12   producing electricity.  We can also project the

           13   date that Santee Cooper ratepayers are going to

           14   have to start paying for that plant.

           15               Now, the only way to pay for that plant

           16   without wrecking the financial stability of Santee

           17   Cooper in my opinion is to be able to sell the

           18   product that that machine is producing.  We've got

           19   to find somebody to sell it to.  Orlando is one of

           20   the first people who came to us serious about

           21   buying a part of that plant or possibly a load.

           22               How does that benefit the ratepayers of

           23   South Carolina?  I believe -- and forgive me, I

           24   don't think the final agreements have been

           25   negotiated yet.  But our intent is to try to trade
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            1   out these folks taking power out of this unit now

            2   for our receiving that generated capacity back in

            3   the future.

            4               So it's giving it away now while we

            5   don't need it at a arguably clean, very efficient

            6   competitive priced utility producing entity, a

            7   nuclear plant.  We're giving a part of it away now

            8   and we don't need it with the option or the --

            9   the -- the commitment that we're going to receive

           10   that back in the future whether it be 15, 20, 25

           11   years from now.

           12               So how it benefits the -- the South

           13   Carolina ratepayer is that we are acquiring an

           14   asset that's going to benefit them over the next

           15   ten or 15 or 20 years, and the only way to

           16   structure that is to sell some of it now with an

           17   option to get it back later.

           18               MS. ANDERSON:  What is going on with

           19   the forecast for future energy use?  Recently there

           20   was the Pee Dee coal plant that was planned and

           21   ditched, and now you're looking at the V. C. Summer

           22   and you may not need all that capacity.  Is there

           23   any other --

           24               MR. LAND:  Well, all -- all of our --

           25   all of our projections that are based on more than
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            1   just the last two or three years of history show

            2   that we will need this added capacity.  And I for

            3   one hope we actually need more than we project,

            4   because that means to me that South Carolina is

            5   doing very well, that we're recruiting industrial

            6   customers.  We're adding population.  Possibly --

            7   our population is doing better financially and is

            8   more affluent and can afford to consume more

            9   electricity.

           10               So that to me -- I like to see the

           11   upper trend, and I think a downward trend -- and

           12   I'll get to it -- a good way to think and trend

           13   downward in a second.  But I think that an upper

           14   trend -- that projection shows growth, and I think

           15   growth is a good thing, and I think growth is

           16   something this state could use.

           17               Now, the cancellation of the Pee Dee

           18   project was -- and this is -- this is -- as I

           19   understand it and I believe to be correct, North

           20   Carolina had a large -- and this had something to

           21   do with what I just said -- had a large -- or had a

           22   large textile-based industry just as South Carolina

           23   did.  And Duke Energy who ended up -- with our

           24   cooperation ended up entering an agreement to sell

           25   power to Central and 20 state cooperatives, and
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            1   it's actually -- I better be correct.  It's

            2   actually being sold to some upstate cooperatives,

            3   not really Central, as I understand it.

            4               But that allowed us not to have to get

            5   that generation now, and what we did kind of in

            6   that same scenario with the nuclear plant, we're

            7   using North Carolina's excess generation to help

            8   avoid building some generation here in South

            9   Carolina.

           10               Now, I believe technology also

           11   potentially can come around to remove some of

           12   the -- hopefully we still have the growth in -- in

           13   the economy going this way, but maybe our -- our

           14   consumption of electricity flattens out or maybe

           15   even goes down.  And that -- that wouldn't be a bad

           16   thing either because when it goes down, that means

           17   possibly more money is staying in South Carolina --

           18   South Carolina.  We're not having to send as much

           19   up to -- to the places we would buy fuel, things of

           20   that nature.

           21               But technology, whether it's a whole

           22   different theory of computers, you know, going from

           23   silicon-based structures to some in development

           24   right now, a thing that uses a lot less

           25   electricity, you know, efficiencies in the air
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            1   conditioning units, in lighting, and the way that

            2   people build houses and retrofitting old houses

            3   where they don't consume as much electricity, you

            4   know, I've got -- I know people in Clarendon County

            5   with -- with 900 foot cinderblock homes that have

            6   900 and a thousand dollar a month electricity bills

            7   back when we had the cold weather in -- in January,

            8   and that to me is just amazing that a structure

            9   that small, a little three-bedroom -- two-bedroom

           10   and one-room house can consume a thousand dollars

           11   worth of electricity in one month, but I've seen

           12   it.  I've seen the bill.

           13               And that's the type stuff that

           14   obviously through the conservation that a lot of

           15   people are doing, federal government, the state

           16   government, the wholesale customers we have and

           17   Santee Cooper itself are trying to help people

           18   conserve.

           19               So to answer your question I don't know

           20   what the -- what the future electricity demands are

           21   going to be on Santee Cooper's system, but I can

           22   tell you that you can't go out and build a power

           23   plant once the need is there.  You got to have the

           24   power before the need is there.  Otherwise I don't

           25   think you see it.
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            1               MS. ANDERSON:  And back to the Pee Dee

            2   coal plant, how does Santee Cooper plan to recoup

            3   its losses?

            4               MR. LAND:  Well, we -- well, we plan to

            5   sell the plant.  Okay?  If you know anybody

            6   interested in one, tell them to give -- give us a

            7   call.  That's a funny thing to say.  It's a very

            8   difficult thing to do apparently.

            9               We've got a lot of folks that have

           10   looked at it.  It's from a -- from an environmental

           11   standpoint engineered for -- to meet U.S.

           12   standards.  We've had some -- some European folks

           13   look at it.  We've had some Asian entities look at,

           14   I think possibly some South American entities look

           15   at it.  And I think they're, you know, trying to

           16   figure out if it's a good purchase.

           17               I do believe in the end that there's

           18   going to be a low there obviously.  How substantial

           19   I don't yet know, but, I mean, that's our plan.  We

           20   want to sell the thing.  We have no plans to

           21   construct it now although, you know, a large part

           22   of the components are -- are sitting on the ground.

           23               And one thing to note is that the steel

           24   that we purchased for that plant as priced today we

           25   got a deal just because we priced it so long ago
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            1   before steel ran up.  So it may be that we end up

            2   selling it in some of those low prices we got that

            3   helps us recoup some of the loss.

            4               MS. ANDERSON:  There was an article

            5   recently that described the plan as, and I quote, a

            6   Ford Pinto of power plants.  Is -- is that how the

            7   plant -- plant was viewed at the time by the --

            8               MR. LAND:  The Pee Dee plant?

            9               MS. ANDERSON:  -- yes, sir -- by the

           10   utility industry or is it a -- is it a sign of how

           11   much technology has changed in a short period of

           12   time?

           13               MR. LAND:  I think it's a -- I think

           14   it's a sign of how uncertain -- or -- or how

           15   unfulfilled the path as to how people -- this

           16   country is going to go forward with supplying the

           17   electricity to people is.

           18               You know, coal plants have been being

           19   put -- you know, built in this country for over a

           20   hundred years.  The one that we proposed to build

           21   in the Pee Dee was a design that's -- that's

           22   currently being built over in Europe and it's a

           23   very, very advanced design from the standpoint that

           24   it extracts more energy out of each ton of coal or

           25   each -- the conversion rate, how many -- much
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            1   electricity you get out of a certain amount of BTUs

            2   from coal that is put into the thing.

            3               It was going to be our most efficient

            4   plant.  Environmentally it was going to have the

            5   best available control technology.  It was going to

            6   have the -- the newest and best of -- of that

            7   available to scrub and make the emissions as least

            8   harmful as possible on the date that we got our

            9   license.

           10               So I don't know if you'd call that a

           11   Pinto.  I can show you some of our coal plants that

           12   were built in the '50s and maybe you could argue

           13   that that's a Pinto, but, no, I don't believe the

           14   Pee Dee plant was our Pinto.

           15               MS. ANDERSON:  What studies have been

           16   conducted to evaluate Santee Cooper's options for

           17   energy efficiency and renewable resources?

           18               MR. LAND:  I'm sorry, could you say

           19   that again?  The --

           20               MS. ANDERSON:  What studies have been

           21   conducted to evaluate Santee Cooper's options for

           22   energy efficiency and renewable resources?

           23               MR. LAND:  Okay.  Well, Santee

           24   Cooper -- I mean, we've looked at of course -- you

           25   can go back 20 years and Santee Cooper did
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            1   something called the Good Cents Rate, and that

            2   was -- and way before my time and I'll tell you

            3   what I understand about it.  I mean, that was where

            4   if you built your house to certain construction

            5   standards, you would get a rate -- an incentive on

            6   your power bill to incentivize people to construct

            7   more energy efficient homes.

            8               And of course, you know, that type

            9   logic has been going on -- when we talk about

           10   studies, I mean, we -- we -- we have done studies,

           11   but really the giving out of complex -- compact

           12   fluorescent light bulbs, giving rebates for people

           13   who buy new refrigerators and trading in their old

           14   refrigerator, all those type things are some of the

           15   things on the consumer side, the efficiency side

           16   that -- that Santee Cooper has studied and

           17   implemented.

           18               You know, the -- I haven't heard how

           19   successful the refrigerator program was, but I

           20   believe the numbers -- you can just look at the

           21   numbers on this compact fluorescent light bulb

           22   campaign, and if they really are replacing

           23   incandescent bulbs, I mean, the savings are right

           24   there.  I mean, if you can take out a hundred watt

           25   bulb and put in a 25 watt bulb, you know, you got a
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            1   75 watt reduction in that particular lamp or light

            2   fixture and what it's using.  You know, that's what

            3   we're doing now.

            4               When it comes to renewables, of course

            5   we've looked at doing biomass, offshore wind and

            6   solar, some obviously methane gas.  We've got some

            7   methane gas units, some landfill gas units

            8   scattered around the state.  We've looked at all

            9   that.  I can tell you that the renewable -- when I

           10   first saw the renewable portfolio objective that we

           11   had to get this biomass-based fuel generation --

           12   that's just for purposes of what we saw simply

           13   people either burning a construction waste or

           14   primarily forest product waste, wood chips and

           15   different wood products.  That really looked

           16   exciting to me.  I thought that was going to really

           17   take off.

           18               It seems like -- and we're still

           19   pursuing that, but it seems like as we've seen a

           20   number of these plants conceptualize and we've seen

           21   the entities that want to operate these plants move

           22   forward with trying to get all of their business

           23   model parts in place, that they're having a

           24   difficult time on a couple of those business

           25   models.
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            1               And the ones that come to mind to me

            2   are financing and then a stable long-term fuel

            3   supply because you really need to -- when you

            4   finance one of these things, you need to finance

            5   for a set -- for a long period of time, let's

            6   say -- let's use 15 years.  So those people who are

            7   going to loan you that money for 15 years want to

            8   see that you've got a pretty stable revenue source

            9   and a pretty stable margin with which to pay your

           10   loan back.  And the problem that I think a lot of

           11   these folks are having is they can't come up with a

           12   stable commitment on their fuel costs to get them

           13   out that far.

           14               So that's been a problem.  Of course

           15   wind, we're looking at that.  I think the data is

           16   promising there.  We run into kind of the same

           17   problems there as to the actual cost of the

           18   equipment, the efficiency of equipment from the

           19   standpoint of what load is it going to meet and

           20   when -- when is it going to be called to meet it.

           21               And then, lastly, I mean, your offshore

           22   currently -- I don't think there's a way legally

           23   to -- you know, if somebody said, I will give you

           24   this wind turbine, go put it offshore, we can't

           25   give the governmental entity to give us the permits
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            1   to go do that.

            2               MS. ANDERSON:  What is the

            3   participation level of Santee Cooper's green

            4   program?

            5               MR. LAND:  When you say green program,

            6   you mean the green energy program?

            7               MS. ANDERSON:  Uh-huh.

            8               MR. LAND:  Wow.  I'm not sure the

            9   actual numbers, but I can tell you that just my

           10   experience -- and I -- and I think it's low, and it

           11   probably is something that Santee Cooper could work

           12   on to get it to be higher.  But it seems to me that

           13   mainly it's more of your commercial and

           14   industrial-type folks and of course some more

           15   environmentally conscious, direct-served retail

           16   customers, but it's very low and probably would

           17   need to be working on that.

           18               But of course that program -- when you

           19   say the green energy program, it's really -- it's a

           20   addition to your bill where you are reinvesting --

           21   you're sending that money back to -- to investigate

           22   things like the biomass, the solar, wind, methane

           23   gas.

           24               And of course from the standpoint of

           25   that I think it's very successful.  I think those
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            1   green energy customers -- if they wanted to see

            2   where their money is being spent, I think that we

            3   can show them an impressive example of what we're

            4   doing to -- to pursue that green energy objective.

            5               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you have any ideas on

            6   how you could increase participation in the

            7   program?

            8               MR. LAND:  Well, I -- I think it's just

            9   as simple as people especially in difficult

           10   economic times -- I mean, you're asking people to

           11   give you money on a philosophical or ideological

           12   basis and they're really not getting anything in

           13   return other than good feelings.

           14               And maybe we could market better that

           15   we are doing this, and we are -- I mean, we put

           16   the -- we put signs all over.  We put turbines in

           17   very busy -- you know, experimental turbines in

           18   very busy populated areas for people to see.  Yeah,

           19   I think maybe we could do that a little bit better,

           20   but I think we're actually doing a pretty good job.

           21               MS. ANDERSON:  During the last decade

           22   what role has Santee Cooper played in economic

           23   development?

           24               MR. LAND:  Well, of course in a more

           25   direct nature, you know we got the American Gypsum
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            1   plant down in Georgetown County which I think was

            2   directly located there as a direct result of Santee

            3   Cooper being around and of course not necessarily

            4   that we had -- you know, we did have competitive

            5   electricity, but we had the -- the byproduct that

            6   they used to make the wall board which is gypsum

            7   which is something that's created when you scrub

            8   the emissions from -- from the flue gases.

            9               So we did that.  Of course, you know,

           10   Google located -- I don't think it's a secret

           11   anymore -- located a large facility down in

           12   Berkeley County.  We're not -- they're not directly

           13   served by Santee Cooper, but I understand that kind

           14   of like we saw with some previous industrial

           15   customers the fact that the electricity that was

           16   there that Google needed I think certainly was a

           17   check mark on their list of things they needed

           18   to -- to locate there.

           19               So we've got that.  And then through

           20   the Palmetto Economic Development Corporation,

           21   which I think everybody is familiar with is a

           22   collaborative entity with the co-ops and Santee

           23   Cooper sharing a 50/50 interest in, they really

           24   aggressively chased commercial and industrial

           25   prospects for the system, Santee Cooper and the
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            1   cooperative system which essentially covers just

            2   about the entire state.  And I think that that --

            3   PDC has been very successful in -- in the last

            4   decade.

            5               MS. ANDERSON:  And what about the next

            6   decade?  How is it?

            7               MR. LAND:  I think that, you know --

            8   and I was talking to someone before I came in.  I

            9   just -- I think the world economy is going to

           10   change so much.  If it's truly China -- and I

           11   believe it is -- that China and the Asian countries

           12   are really developing into these monstrous

           13   capitalist entities, these -- these countries where

           14   capitalism is going to take hold, looking at the --

           15   how America consumes energy and consumes materials

           16   and resources and just imagining that the other

           17   half of the world, so to speak, is going to be

           18   doing the same thing, I think that -- that the made

           19   in China may not mean in the next decade what it

           20   means now because I believe that they're going to

           21   be consuming so much of their own stuff that it

           22   hopefully pushes back into this economy the need to

           23   produce more stuff here.  Or I just hope, you know,

           24   domestically people wake up and -- and understand

           25   that we need to consume more domestically-produced
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            1   stuff.

            2               With that being said, I think that, you

            3   know, the northeast of course -- you know, they

            4   essentially started the industrial revolution.  I

            5   think that you can -- and there's some evidence of

            6   that industrial revolution.  The remnants of that

            7   are now moving down south, and of course that's

            8   where we are.  With Boeing locating their plant in

            9   South Carolina and coming from the midwest and

           10   even -- I don't know how reliable it is.  They may

           11   relocate the corporate headquarters to South

           12   Carolina.  I don't know if that's based on any fact

           13   or not.

           14               But I just think that South Carolina

           15   because we do have -- and back to Santee Cooper,

           16   you know, competitive electric rates, but also

           17   the -- kind of the -- the standard of living I

           18   think you can enjoy in this state, if you want to,

           19   which I think you can really enjoy living in South

           20   Carolina if you put your mind to it.

           21               You know, I think that Santee Cooper

           22   being here -- of course, you know, the lake system

           23   and all that adds -- where I am we don't

           24   particularly have -- we have the lake system that

           25   attracts a lot of retirees from up north, but I
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            1   haven't connected it to any businesses locating

            2   near where I live yet.

            3               But -- but I think in the next decade

            4   Santee Cooper is going to be an asset to -- to

            5   whatever happens to South Carolina and I hope it's

            6   a positive thing.

            7               MS. ANDERSON:  Do you have a vision for

            8   the future commercial -- commercialization of

            9   Santee Cooper properties?

           10               MR. LAND:  No.  I mean, as far as

           11   selling -- when you say commercialized, you mean

           12   selling additional --

           13               MS. ANDERSON:  Or leasing.

           14               MR. LAND:  Well, I mean, if it's

           15   currently undeveloped, you know, I -- I think we

           16   kind of went through that seven or eight years ago,

           17   six or seven years ago, whenever it was.  I mean,

           18   we -- we got rid of a lot of property that I

           19   thought Santee Cooper probably should have held

           20   onto.

           21               And I think that we're seeing now we

           22   have some of the -- when we're looking at the Pee

           23   Dee plant, it turns out that actually having

           24   undeveloped property, especially when it comes to

           25   things like wetlands mitigation, is an asset, and
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            1   if you go out in the current world and word gets

            2   out on the street that you as a corporation or a

            3   public utility have to mitigate some wetlands, the

            4   people out there have plenty of wetland and stuff

            5   that qualifies to -- to mitigate wetland loss, but

            6   it's a very, very expensive piece of property.

            7               So there we had some stuff that we had

            8   sold that I think would have been an asset to us,

            9   and we really didn't get the amount of money that

           10   we should have.

           11               As far as commercializing anything, you

           12   know, if there's a demand and it makes sense, I

           13   would -- you know, I would say I would support it.

           14   I would have to know all the details first.

           15               MS. ANDERSON:  Does FERC have any

           16   requirements regarding land use of Santee Cooper

           17   of -- in its role as lessor?

           18               MR. LAND:  Yes.  I mean, we've got a

           19   large number of obligations placed on Santee Cooper

           20   as the operator or the -- or the license holder for

           21   our lake system.

           22               We have to promote a well-balanced,

           23   productive use of that asset being the lake, and to

           24   do that, I mean, you know, it can go -- be as

           25   simple to me as -- as promoting or assisting in the
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            1   sponsorship of things like, you know, fishing

            2   tournaments, you know, festivals that focus on the

            3   lake.  But additionally you've got -- and this is

            4   kind of a sad component and one that really needs a

            5   lot of attention in my opinion.

            6               You've got -- I can take you out on

            7   Lake Marion, just a small part of Lake Marion down

            8   closest to Manning -- and it's a very large lake,

            9   and these stories are everywhere.  But I could take

           10   you, put you in a boat, and in 20 minutes drive by

           11   a half dozen commercial operations that have gone

           12   under in -- some of them have gone under a long

           13   time ago, 20 years ago, but I can show you a half

           14   dozen that have gone under, you know, in the last

           15   five years.

           16               And Santee Cooper, to the extent it

           17   can, needs to try to help the commercial

           18   leaseholder if that's your question.  We need to

           19   try to help the commercial leaseholder come up with

           20   an economic formula that allows them to be

           21   successful.  You know, we're probably limited there

           22   from the standpoint of -- of leasing the property.

           23   I mean, we -- we -- when I say we're limited, we

           24   really aren't, but, I mean, we need to I guess

           25   treat everyone fairly.  And unfortunately all
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            1   situations aren't going to be the same.

            2               But we need to do things to promote the

            3   use of the lake, to get people down there who would

            4   use these commercial facilities and of course make

            5   the lake an attractive place to be.  Boat landings

            6   and things of that nature, I think Santee Cooper

            7   has got -- has a stellar record on our support to

            8   try to get the traffic on the lake to use these

            9   commercial settings.

           10               MS. ANDERSON:  How would you handle an

           11   assertion that a lease program proposed by Santee

           12   Cooper would virtually eliminate a certain type of

           13   class of business that's currently operating?

           14               MR. LAND:  I would -- I would approach

           15   that or view that as a very, very serious concern

           16   because I understand exactly what they're talking

           17   about.  Again, you know, it's the problem -- and

           18   it's changed a little bit.  I mean, as I -- as a

           19   child growing up I remember -- you know, I remember

           20   these bait stores used to be, you know, kind of

           21   like the coffee shop on that end of town, so to

           22   speak.  And there were people there all the time.

           23   Some families lived in the back of them and they

           24   were open every day.  They were very social-type

           25   things.
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            1               People used to have to ask directions

            2   around a lake.  Now you've got technology that

            3   takes care of that.  But, I mean -- and they're

            4   such seasonal things now.  I mean, people just

            5   don't really use the lakes when it's cold.  It's

            6   just a -- you've got duck hunters, but they're on a

            7   totally different place and they actually don't

            8   want to be near the commercial leases because

            9   typically that's not where the ducks are.

           10               But we need to do something and we need

           11   to I think -- I don't want to say we want to

           12   incentivize these things, but we need to try to

           13   create some formula that works, and I know -- I've

           14   heard, you know, people talk about, well, these

           15   mega developers want to come in and take over all

           16   these mom and pop places and turn them into other

           17   things.

           18               And, you know, I don't think there's a

           19   whole lot of factual basis for that belief.  And I

           20   may be overrunning something there.  I have not

           21   heard the facts that support that.  It may be

           22   there.  But I just don't believe -- for the same

           23   reason the mom and pops are having trouble, the

           24   larger investors I think would have the same

           25   concerns if they were to take over something and
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            1   try to develop it.

            2               But to answer your question if that's

            3   an assertion, that would be something I'd take a

            4   large amount of concern in and I would want to try

            5   to figure out some way to promote and -- and -- and

            6   make a positive out of whatever problem that is as

            7   opposed to something that's going to be a -- end up

            8   being a negative impact on those leaseholders.

            9               MS. ANDERSON:  Talk about looking --

           10   trying to figure out a formula.  If you're looking

           11   at commercial leases, should there be emphasis

           12   placed on businesses that have a current presence

           13   in the community, been there for a while, or those

           14   that could possibly generate more revenue?

           15               MR. LAND:  I don't -- I think the

           16   answer I just gave -- I mean, my approach would be

           17   I would -- I would want to try to promote and

           18   maintain the existing businesses.  And I -- maybe

           19   I'm thinking about it the wrong way, but my thought

           20   would be -- and this has good and bad implications,

           21   but my thought would be that the mom and pop -- I'm

           22   using that term.

           23               But the -- the small scale commercial

           24   lease operator -- holding operator, we need to find

           25   a way to help them develop that lease in a way
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            1   which would make it marketable, not because I would

            2   want to see it sold to some outside money investor,

            3   but I would like to see if they could develop that

            4   asset to make it attractive to an outside money

            5   investor.

            6               So I think they are both -- the mom and

            7   pops are better off because they have a great asset

            8   somebody else wants.  If there's a demand for it,

            9   they can hold it if they want to.  They can sell it

           10   if they want.  But I don't think Santee Cooper

           11   obviously should have any incentive or -- or

           12   directive or thought that they want to go after one

           13   class of leaseholder to benefit another.  No, I

           14   would -- I would strongly oppose that.

           15               MS. ANDERSON:  And as you referenced, a

           16   few years ago there was the issue of residential

           17   leases, and if a similar issue came before the

           18   board, would you support the residential owner, the

           19   lease rates, trying to keep them low?

           20               MR. LAND:  As far as a commercial

           21   lease?

           22               MS. ANDERSON:  Residential.

           23               MR. LAND:  Well, we just went -- you

           24   know, we just went --

           25               MS. ANDERSON:  If it were to come up
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            1   again.

            2               MR. LAND:  Okay.  Oh, yeah.

            3   Absolutely.  Absolutely.

            4               I mean, you know, we -- we -- we've

            5   had -- you know, you get -- you get people to

            6   crunch numbers.  I mean, you know, that's how it's

            7   done.  I mean, you get people -- staff at Santee

            8   Cooper and outside consultants because we want --

            9   we got the -- we've got these leases coming up.  We

           10   need to figure out what we're going to do.

           11               And you throw this information at these

           12   folks, and they go and try to do it as an economist

           13   would or a real estate appraiser would.  They try

           14   to look at the value of things and what it's worth

           15   on the market, and so since you're leasing that

           16   asset, what really are you leasing.  And then they

           17   try to compound that into some number that is

           18   supposed to be fair.

           19               And, you know, in the most recent

           20   episode we had, you know, we had some property that

           21   was I believe extremely unique, and really in the

           22   end I think the board viewed it as it was extremely

           23   unique.  It was kind of locked within the -- the

           24   confines of the project, the FERC boundary, and

           25   because of that, it's really -- I thought was
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            1   unfair to folks to use a market-based appraisal

            2   because it really -- you know, who knows what the

            3   future holds for that property, so who knows really

            4   what the market for it is.

            5               And in the end it really came down to

            6   what made sense to -- to the folks who lived there,

            7   what made sense to Santee Cooper, and kind of what

            8   both sides could afford to do.  And I think in the

            9   end, back to your commercial lease question, you

           10   know, we're still developing that, but I really

           11   think that logic makes a lot of sense.  Of course

           12   some of the facts are a little different as far as

           13   being landlocked and whether you could sell it, how

           14   marketable it is.

           15               MS. ANDERSON:  Have you had any

           16   conversations with the governor regarding how

           17   Santee Cooper should be run or what direction it

           18   should take?

           19               MR. LAND:  I have not.

           20               MS. ANDERSON:  I have no further

           21   questions, Mr. Chair.

           22               SENATOR RANKIN:  Was he the longest

           23   one?

           24               MS. ANDERSON:  I believe so.

           25               SENATOR RANKIN:  Fitting for your years
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            1   of service.

            2               I want to ask a few, and -- first on

            3   behalf of Representative Ott.  The water

            4   management, he is concerned that -- I'm

            5   paraphrasing and perhaps totally mischaracterizing

            6   his concern, but that y'all are not doing enough.

            7   You're not giving notice to the -- to the

            8   commercial folks, the fishermen when you adjust the

            9   water levels.

           10               How -- briefly -- because he's not here

           11   to hear your response, briefly how can you do a

           12   better job?  And if you want to tell him more about

           13   it later answering his question --

           14               MR. LAND:  Well, I can tell you that in

           15   those 11 years I've been down there -- and I -- and

           16   just from a historical perspective, I think I can

           17   add something here.  You know, when I first got on

           18   the board, there -- there's something called the

           19   rule curve which I'm sure he's familiar with, you

           20   may have heard.  But that is an engineered and

           21   power plant design projection of where the lake

           22   level ought to be on certain dates during the year.

           23               And obviously you want the lake to be

           24   its highest when the water flows theoretically are

           25   lowest coming in which is typically during the
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            1   summer, and you want it to start falling off and

            2   get a little lower towards the -- the fall and

            3   wintertime in anticipation of the spring inflows

            4   which typically come, you know, from -- from a

            5   large watershed.  We get some snow-type melting,

            6   but really it's just the spring rains is where I

            7   most of it comes from.

            8               So you've got to manage that with these

            9   inflows, and if you've ever ridden over some of

           10   these inflowing rivers, the Wateree or the Congaree

           11   in the springtime, you'll see them sometimes where

           12   they're outside the bank.  A lot of water is coming

           13   into the lake.  And the design of that -- and I'm

           14   getting back to how we do it now maybe.

           15               The design of that is so you don't --

           16   you efficiently use your water to generate

           17   electricity, and you efficiently manage the --

           18   whereas you don't have to spill water.  You don't

           19   have to open the floodgates and let it waste the

           20   energy flowing down the river as opposed to going

           21   through a turbine.  So, you know, we still follow

           22   that to some extent.

           23               Now, as I think a lot of folks -- back

           24   in '07 we had a very, very bad extended draught

           25   and, I mean, the lake was down I think about seven
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            1   feet in some areas.  I mean, we had -- we had parts

            2   of the lake that were -- had not been exposed to,

            3   you know, air since -- since I think 1957, which

            4   brings another point.  That's back when we were all

            5   hydro for the most part.  And we had the same type

            6   drought I think we had in '07.  And -- and back

            7   then I think the lake pretty much dried up.  I know

            8   in Wadboo where -- where I'm most familiar -- you

            9   know, you can talk to folks who walked across that

           10   lake before, not on water, but on dirt.

           11               And with that being said, you know,

           12   we -- we -- we try to manage it, and since '07 I

           13   think Santee Cooper at the discretion that they

           14   have, our operations folks have tried to maintain

           15   that lake level as high as possible because people

           16   like high lake levels.  And they should.  But

           17   during the end of the January, February time frame

           18   if we were to maintain a high lake level, we would

           19   risk, you know, wasting energy.

           20               And of course back to the FERC,

           21   that's -- I mean, that's what we're charged by FERC

           22   is it to efficiently manage that -- that asset

           23   which is the lake, and we're also charged to -- to

           24   manage the water flow efficiently.

           25               And of course I think Representative
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            1   Ott knows and you would know that their -- you

            2   know, the Army Corps of Engineers and FERC in that

            3   license put requirements for us to discharge

            4   certain amounts of water down on both Santee and

            5   the Cooper River, and that typically doesn't

            6   present a problem.  In fact, it's unnoticeable in a

            7   normal rain year.  At least I don't notice it.  I'm

            8   down there a lot.  But in a drought year it has a

            9   big, big impact.

           10               And of course you didn't ask this

           11   question, but there's some theories out there by

           12   some of the environmental folks who are looking at

           13   our relicensing or reissuing of our license to

           14   operate the lake, you know, more -- nature

           15   conservation focus groups, they'd like to see more

           16   water go down the rivers, and of course I think

           17   we've had to take a position that we prefer not to

           18   do that because that's just going to exacerbate

           19   that problem that Representative Ott is pointing

           20   out.  And it can be a problem at times when the

           21   lake is low, no question.

           22               SENATOR RANKIN:  Well, and -- and

           23   however you can do it better, perhaps public

           24   notice, however just tell -- just put on the record

           25   that you will look at that and do all you can to
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            1   improve that.

            2               MR. LAND:  I --

            3               SENATOR RANKIN:  I -- I want to hear

            4   you say that.

            5               MR. LAND:  I will do that.  And, I

            6   mean, I've written letters to the editor when the

            7   lake was low to the local papers telling them why

            8   it's happening.  And of course -- you know, another

            9   thing is we -- I think maybe we can drop it maybe

           10   an inch or two or in one day.  It's not like

           11   they're going to -- you know, urgent alert, the

           12   lake is going to drop.  It's going to be a slow

           13   thing.

           14               So we will try to do that.  I will try

           15   to do that.

           16               SENATOR RANKIN:  Okay.  I want to touch

           17   on a couple of areas, and, again, you've been there

           18   through, as you've mentioned, 38 board members, six

           19   including your current chairman, and how many CEOs?

           20               MR. LAND:  Three CEOs?

           21               SENATOR RANKIN:  Three -- three CEOs.

           22   So the fruit basket turnover or what is it --

           23   what's the musical chair game?  You -- you've

           24   effectively not had to get up while the rest of

           25   this game is going on and watch so many people get
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            1   popped out of that place, and largely in some

            2   instances -- I shouldn't say largely, but in some

            3   instances as they should have gotten --

            4               MR. LAND:  Sure.

            5               SENATOR RANKIN:  -- chopped out of that

            6   service.

            7               MR. LAND:  Uh-huh.  Uh-huh.

            8               SENATOR RANKIN:  The Pee Dee coal-fired

            9   plant, I -- I am a little and have been -- and

           10   we've shared this before.  And I don't want to take

           11   this committee's time too much looking back, but

           12   the more I find out about it, the more I feel like

           13   there was a dual track PR game going on that I feel

           14   a little burned, and I've shared that with you.

           15               And, again, that bias that I have going

           16   into this, knowing you don't move forward by

           17   looking back, you -- you had a -- what was less

           18   than a billion dollar project that was going to

           19   cost a billion two.  And you, as others in this

           20   decision process -- or maybe not you, but Santee

           21   Cooper brought in capital, bought the steel, 200

           22   plus million dollars of outlays, perhaps with great

           23   savings that you effected had you gone through it

           24   with it, but at the same time it's been reported

           25   that Central is moving on --
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            1               MR. LAND:  Uh-huh.

            2               SENATOR RANKIN:  -- with -- with your

            3   blessing.

            4               MR. LAND:  Uh-huh.

            5               SENATOR RANKIN:  My question to you,

            6   again, trying not to look too far back but looking

            7   forward, you mentioned that you had learned from

            8   the Pee Dee experience.  I'm curious what you have

            9   learned from management of Santee Cooper and if

           10   that has been an area where you perhaps too may

           11   feel like you got burned, or were those decisions

           12   already ahead of your service on the board?

           13               MR. LAND:  No.  No.  Obviously the --

           14   the Pee Dee plant in theory preceded me, but, no, I

           15   mean, I was there for -- for the vote.  I was there

           16   when we did the analysis.  I mean, we -- we used a

           17   lot of outside consultants.  We used a lot of

           18   analysis methods.  I mean, we'd use -- we'd go as

           19   far as to use like the Monte Carlo odds, you know,

           20   running a thousand different scenarios and seeing

           21   where the common point is.

           22               You know, there's something called the

           23   Q -- I mean, to get this equipment at a particular

           24   time there -- people -- there was a high demand.

           25   There were a lot of coal plants on the -- on the
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            1   drawing board, so to speak.  And some are actually

            2   being built now.

            3               SENATOR RANKIN:  In fact, the article

            4   that Heather mentioned -- I was looking at it --

            5   that Pinto analogy was offered by your partner in

            6   conservation and that being the Southern

            7   Environmental Law Center.

            8               MR. LAND:  Yeah.  Yeah.

            9               SENATOR RANKIN:  And I say partner in

           10   conservation.  Perhaps y'all all joined in saying

           11   Kumbaya at the end of that.  But they were

           12   definitely a fly in the ointment for y'all.

           13               MR. LAND:  Well, they -- no, they

           14   were -- I don't know about ever -- I'm not going to

           15   comment on whether we were partner or not.

           16               SENATOR RANKIN:  Again, I'm being cute.

           17               MR. LAND:  Right, sure.  Okay.

           18               SENATOR RANKIN:  But they talk about in

           19   that same article -- and their -- they've looked at

           20   hundreds -- or a hundred plus plants that from 2001

           21   weren't built, and there are only now ten or so or

           22   15 approved and in some phase of construction but

           23   still going forward.

           24               MR. LAND:  Uh-huh.  Well -- excuse me.

           25   The -- and all I can do is go back.  I don't
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            1   believe --

            2               SENATOR RANKIN:  Let me -- let me help

            3   you with the question and not have you wander --

            4               MR. LAND:  Sure.

            5               SENATOR RANKIN:  -- on my -- to perhaps

            6   not answer a question -- a question I asked.

            7               But is there anything you learned about

            8   Pee Dee or through that experience about management

            9   and your interaction with the management?

           10               MR. LAND:  I mean, what -- what I

           11   learned -- and I'm using the same analysis with the

           12   current nuclear project.  I'm learning that you can

           13   get all of the best information -- and I don't

           14   believe anybody is gaining this information.  You

           15   can get your staff to give you the best information

           16   available to them.  You can get outside consultants

           17   to give you the best information available.  You

           18   can look at the industry to pick up the trends and

           19   try to say this looks like where we ought to go.

           20               You can look at all those things, and

           21   they can point you in a direction and something can

           22   happen like the economic collapse that -- that

           23   essentially, you know, created this great

           24   recession, I think is what they call it.  And all

           25   of those things can take all of that highly
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            1   considered input and make it moot, make it not

            2   point you in the right direction.

            3               And so, I mean, that would be my

            4   viewpoint on -- you know, I've never seen that.

            5   I've never seen a bad generation decision made.  I

            6   saw one.  I don't think they're very frequent.  I

            7   do think that the -- you know, the current

            8   climate -- we need to be very, very careful about

            9   what we do moving forward.

           10               SENATOR RANKIN:  Let me -- let me jump

           11   around a little bit.  Central of course is your

           12   biggest customer, 60 percent or thereabouts of your

           13   load and demand.  They're taking current existing

           14   load; is that correct?

           15               MR. LAND:  Correct.

           16               SENATOR RANKIN:  They've moved on with

           17   Duke in those time -- previously Duke served areas.

           18   Again, for -- for allowing a hallelujah, taking the

           19   demand away -- which, again, I remember 2012 being

           20   the key date if the light in this world we knew

           21   financially had continued on.  So I remember years

           22   ago the -- the term cost of service studies.  And

           23   you either -- not you personally, but Santee Cooper

           24   employing those to -- to show the cost of

           25   generation for the residential versus the L or
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            1   industrial customers.

            2               Are those being used and are those

            3   being shared with your customer base in, again,

            4   perhaps a Pee Dee decision and now in the V. C.

            5   Summer or -- do you call it -- or at Lee?  What --

            6               MR. LAND:  V. C. Summer.

            7               SENATOR RANKIN:  Are those being

            8   employed now?

            9               MR. LAND:  I mean, the cost of service

           10   studies?  I mean, yes.  I mean, that's -- that's

           11   essentially -- you know, as I understand it, that's

           12   the -- you know, that's the major component of a

           13   lot of decisions that -- that we make with --

           14   between our -- you know, our residential customers

           15   just like we went through essentially that rate

           16   increase procedure.

           17               SENATOR RANKIN:  That was in '09 or --

           18               MR. LAND:  Yes.  Correct.

           19               SENATOR RANKIN:  And was that in

           20   anticipation of the cost -- your cost of, what, 45

           21   percent of that facility?  Or what -- again --

           22               MR. LAND:  I don't know -- no, it's not

           23   really in anticipation because it's -- I mean, it

           24   is in a way.  It's -- really you're looking at

           25   everything.  I mean, you're looking at every
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            1   component of the -- the entity, of Santee Cooper.

            2   Not just our future plans, but you're looking at,

            3   you know, how -- from -- from how we staff the

            4   place to what other expenses we have, to how much

            5   fuel costs or how much asset -- your generating

            6   asset costs and what our future plans are.

            7               And obviously, as I said, we -- we're

            8   not there to make a profit.  We're there to make

            9   the books balance, and that was required in order

           10   to -- to make the books balance, but talking about

           11   the cost of service, I mean, that's probably as

           12   detailed a cost of service exam that you could

           13   have.  And that was on the residential side.

           14               And then to answer your question, I

           15   mean, we're currently in the middle of trying to

           16   renegotiate a lot of our contracts with our larger

           17   wholesale customers and -- without being specific.

           18   And I really think that that endeavor brings people

           19   to focus on the cost of service in -- in fine

           20   detail.

           21               SENATOR RANKIN:  Okay.  And you are

           22   eminently qualified and I -- y'all -- if you need

           23   to leave, go ahead.  I'm not going to take much

           24   longer, but I'm kind of pursuing a track that you

           25   may not want to sit and suffer.  But I'm going to
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            1   try to be real quick.

            2               Obviously bias, parochially speaking,

            3   Horry County, my area, residential customers are

            4   your big customer base.  Those are equivalent of

            5   our -- of other counties' industrial load.  You got

            6   some hotel commercial property, but generally it's

            7   the rooftops that are your customers, and I'm

            8   sensing to them -- you've heard me say this a

            9   thousand times.  Fairness towards them, which is

           10   fairness towards Horry Electric which in essence is

           11   fairness to the other 19 co-ops, as you move

           12   forward, that's my bias.

           13               That -- setting up this question,

           14   again, kind of a criticism perhaps, maybe looking

           15   back, not looking forward, but nonetheless, you

           16   talk about Orlando.  Perhaps there's some --

           17   something in the works that will reduce your

           18   current ownership and ultimately debt on this

           19   plant.  Is it 45 percent now with SCANA and they've

           20   got 55 percent?

           21               MR. LAND:  Correct.  That -- that's the

           22   fundamental agreement, yes.

           23               SENATOR RANKIN:  Okay.  And -- and

           24   obviously there's pressure for you, not, again,

           25   personally, but Santee Cooper to dramatically
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            1   reduce that for fear of, again, that rate spike

            2   come 2017 whenever this thing gets approved.

            3               What is your goal or what's -- again,

            4   as much as you can say, where do you see that

            5   number being more fairly set, again, looking

            6   forward to a normal economy and, again, which the

            7   demand you got to meet -- by law, Central has got

            8   to provide the power.  You got to sell it to them.

            9   Is there a number that you see that -- or, again,

           10   the studies demonstrate that Marco Polo or whatever

           11   you call that --

           12               MR. LAND:  Monte Carlo.

           13               SENATOR RANKIN:  And are we going there

           14   after this thing's over?  Perhaps y'all don't want

           15   to.

           16               Is there a number, though, that --

           17               MR. LAND:  I mean, there -- there's a

           18   number.  I don't want to publicly say what that

           19   number is, but there -- there's a number that is

           20   less than 45, and that number takes into account

           21   the best balance for all of our residential

           22   customers, for our wholesale customers, for our

           23   industrial customers, the best balance on having to

           24   pay for that asset when it comes online in the

           25   short term and then realizing the benefit of that
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            1   asset after it comes online in the long term

            2   because its going to obviously -- and I think this

            3   is the case almost with any generating asset you

            4   put online.

            5               I mean, it's going to be more than you

            6   need.  Otherwise I don't think -- you got to plan

            7   ahead because these things take in this case

            8   theoretically, you know, eight, nine years, who

            9   knows how long.  I mean, there are nuclear plants

           10   that were built on for 20 -- there's stories of

           11   them out in different parts of this country that

           12   were -- you know, they built on for 20 years and

           13   they never -- and then they all walked away.  I

           14   don't think that's going to happen here.  I mean,

           15   we're very vigilant of that too.

           16               But, you know, it's got to be a thing

           17   that once you kind of balance it out, it meets at

           18   the point you want to meet at.  I -- and, again, I

           19   don't want to state what that number is, but it's

           20   less than 45 and -- and in theory it's more than

           21   zero.

           22               SENATOR RANKIN:  And obviously you

           23   all -- there's a contractual bonding obligation to

           24   that which your credit agency sees you're looking

           25   at, so --
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            1               MR. LAND:  We -- we need to probably

            2   give that information when it's more concrete.

            3               SENATOR RANKIN:  Okay.  Obviously you,

            4   I know, work in a sense of good faith.  You --

            5   you're highly ethical.  Your profession requires

            6   that.  If you don't, you are -- your ticket is

            7   punched by the folks across the street at the

            8   Supreme Court.

            9               MR. LAND:  Uh-huh.

           10               SENATOR RANKIN:  I impute to the

           11   other -- or to Santee Cooper a sense of fairness

           12   and good faith.  Again, perhaps under the prior

           13   unconstrained means that you all operated, others

           14   who may have in their own view operated in good

           15   faith but a little more of a maverick style did not

           16   serve the customer as well as the current law

           17   requires.

           18               Your credit agency -- credit rating is

           19   now AA; is that correct?

           20               MR. LAND:  Correct.

           21               SENATOR RANKIN:  Have you ever had

           22   higher in the last ten years or are we -- are we in

           23   good shape?  Is there anything on the horizon that

           24   suggests we are in --

           25               MR. LAND:  No.  I think --
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            1               SENATOR RANKIN:  -- at risk?

            2               MR. LAND:  I think we're in very good

            3   shape.  I mean, obviously how we deal with -- with

            4   the major items that we talked about at the

            5   beginning of this is going to be looked at by the

            6   credit rating agencies.

            7               But I can tell you that -- and I -- you

            8   know, I don't want to take too much credit for

            9   what's happened -- the good stuff that's happened

           10   the last, you know, ten years down there, but, you

           11   know, I know I was there when some very, very bad

           12   stuff took place, and I was glad I was there,

           13   because I was able to report that to some folks I

           14   believe that helped in -- in maybe limiting the

           15   damage, if any damage.  I think there was some

           16   damage done, but it helped to minimize that.

           17               And of course, you know, I was there

           18   for some very -- I think reasons that were only

           19   based on luck and kind of weirdness because, as you

           20   may know, I was taken off the board several times

           21   and put back on, so to speak, and -- and I'm glad

           22   fate left me there when it left me there because I

           23   think staff appreciated it, and I know it made me

           24   feel good that I was there to help -- help Santee

           25   Cooper through those -- those -- those chapters.
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            1               SENATOR RANKIN:  Y'all are familiar --

            2   and I'm going to wrap it up after this editorial

            3   comment -- the term of institutional knowledge.

            4   You remember Gilreath -- what was his first name?

            5   The lawyer who testified for us talking about board

            6   governance, and two of -- the witness, including

            7   that one, he impressed upon us and me institutional

            8   knowledge versus the fruit basket turnover which is

            9   what we needed in all areas that we could employ.

           10               Odd thing, here you are the senior

           11   member of that board, assuming your successful

           12   nomination which I trust -- or screening which I

           13   trust will be, the font of that history.  So you

           14   not by fate but perhaps faith in getting to know

           15   the new Reverend Sanders -- he is just as much a

           16   man of faith as the other was on that front, but

           17   you're going to be an incredible asset to them in

           18   kind of teaching these -- some of these greenies

           19   how to maybe go greener or how to do it right.

           20               MR. LAND:  That's right.

           21               SENATOR RANKIN:  Anyway, I appreciate

           22   your willingness and God knows why you want to do

           23   it for the twelfth plus year.

           24               MR. LAND:  And I will say that the

           25   only -- the only downside is I've always been
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            1   introduced really for about the last seven, eight

            2   years as the longest serving member but also the

            3   youngest member, and I think that may change.  So I

            4   hate to -- kind of hate to lose that title because

            5   I enjoy being the youngest.

            6               SENATOR RANKIN:  You can still act --

            7               MR. LAND:  I can still act.

            8               SENATOR RANKIN:  I -- I do that.

            9               All right, folks.  Thank you.

           10               Any other questions?  I'm done.

           11               Thank you so much.

           12               MR. LAND:  Thank you very much.  I

           13   appreciate it.

           14               SENATOR RANKIN:  And that concludes our

           15   work here and we'll gather again.

           16               (The public hearings were concluded at

           17   12:55 p.m.)
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